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THE PRESENT POSITION OP INDIAN HISTORICAL RESEARCH,

B-J J. F. FLEET, I.C.S. (Eitb.), Pfl.D., C.I.E.

I
T is well known now, in certain circles, that our knowledge of tlie ancient political

history of India is derived, not from historical works bequeathed to us by the

Hindhs, but almost entirely from the patient examination of a large number of record*?,

not written as a rule with any deliberate intention of relating history, that have survived

to our time in the shape of inscriptions on stone and copper. And we are cliieflj depen-

dent on those records, not only for the political history, but also for nearly all the chronological

details that wo require in counection with the linguistic, palseograpliic, literary, religious, social,

and administrative developments, and, in short, in connection with every department of

research into the past of India.

It is, however, not so well knowm what these records are, upon which we are thus depen-

dent, andwhy they have conic down to ns in such large numbex's, and how it is that they help as

so much. Nor lias there been exhibited, by those to whom service and residence in India give

opportunities which many other scholars do not enjoy, so general a willingness, as might have

been expected, to co-operate in collecting and exploring the records. Nor do the specialists in

hterature, pliilosopliy, and some other lines, seem to realise how useful to'them, if they would

only peruse the })ublished versions of the records, would be the results that can be brought

forward from that source. And some of the objects of the present paper are to explain the

nature of these records and the extent to wdnch they help us, and to shew the paramount

importance of tliem iu the various lines of rosoarch that have been indicated, with the hope of

oreabing a more general interest in iliom and of persuading more workers to join in the

exploration of them.

We want to arouse a more general and practical interest in the epigraphio records

among the specialists iu literature, philosophy, the history of the religions, and other

lines. It can only be imagined that the reason for which the records have not yet appealed more

to the specialists, is, that the nature and possibilities of them have never been brought forwaid

with sufficient prominence. And we hope to do something now towards supplying this

deficiency. It is not always, of course, that a single inscription, taken by itself, establishes

anything of special importance
;
and we must not expect to make a great discovery in every

separate one that we examine. The value of the inscriptions results more from the way in

which they all work in, one with the other. But wo may mention here two cases which

illustrate the results that can occasionally bo obtained from oven isolated records.

One is the case of Lakuli&a. Among the Saivas, there was an important school, known as

that of the Lakulisa-PAsupatas, whose views were thought worthy of being explained by the well
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known Sayana. A historical record connected with this school, known as the Cmtra Piasasti

composed during the period A. D. 1274 to 1296, was edited some

Dr. Bahler,! who, however, found that he could not tell ns anything about the early histoiy

initial date of the school. The required clue is supplied by 7^7 IhirrSe and
inscription of A. D. 1035 at Balagliai iu Mysore,^ which shows that Lakulisa w ,

was at Balagami, by the simple fact, which it registers, that a grant, w ic was ers m '

rites of a temple there, was made to him. And, with this to guide us, it was easy to trac

another mention of him in a record of A. D. 1019 or 1020, and to determine that he

career at MIlpMi in the North Arcot district, Madras, where, donbtless, he laid foundafc o

of the reputation and influence that he subsequently acquired, that from t ere ewen o a a

:>-4mi, and attached himself to one of the great Saiva establishments at that place, J^ame^ e

sollege of the KaUmukhas of the temple of Panehalinga, — and that later on e o

Gujarat, and then, settling at Karvan in the Baroda btate, founded there the sonoo o asupc

T^'hich carried on the meinorj of him for so long a time.

The other is the case of the revival of Saivismin the twelfth century A. D. In the

Eanarese country, there is the important sect of the Liiigliyats or Vira-Saivas. Their tenew are

explained in the BasdvapuTdna and the Vhanfxtbasavupui'ann, which also give^ tLo tiaiitiona

account of the establishment of the sect and of the revival of Saivism which it accompanie ,

attributing both to a certain Basava and his nephew Channabasava, who are ropresented

as having held, in succession, the o£5ce of prime minister nnder the Kalachuiya king ijja »

of KalySni (A. D. 1156 to 1167). Scepticism as to the correctness of these accounts had been

created hy tlie fact, that no mention of Basava and Channabasava is to be found in any of t le

numerous epigrapbic records of that period that have been bronghfe to light, ihe fact t at i 'O

Oha,nnahasava])urdna would place the death of Basava in A. D. 785, four centuries befoie t le true

xime of Bijjala, was not calculated to allay suspicion. And any amount of unceitain y an

speculation might have been the result. The matter, however, has been settled by an in&cj p

tion at Ablur in the Dh<^rwar district.^ The events narrated in this record are referred, by the

connection of them with the well known names and period of Bijjala and the Western

Ohalukya king Som^svara lY., to the latter half of the twelfth century A, D, The record

shews that it was then, indeed, that the revival of 'Saivism took place. Bub it shews also that

the person who actually effected it, was the Brahman fikanbada-Ramayya, born at Alaude in tlie

Kizam’s Dominions. And it gives a very racy and interesting account of the circumstances in

which he lived and worked, and illustrates pointedly how quickly, in India, real historical

events may come to be overlaid with what is purely imaginary and mythical. And, in connec-

tion with this record, we take the Managoli inscription of A, D. 1161;^ and there, in the person

of a certain Basavarasayya who founded a Zv«(7a-temple, evidently of some considerable size and

repute, in the neighbourhood of the alleged birth-place of the founder of the sect, we may find

die original of the Basava of the Lihgayat Purdms>

As an instance of the more general uses to which the details of epigraphic work

may be applied, we may take the case of the Bower Manuscript, — an ancient document

written on leaves made from dried biroh-bark. It had been obtained tbrongh cscavatiotis

at ‘‘the foot of one of the carious old erections of which several are to be found in the Kuchar

‘^districb7 It was secured and brought to notice by Lieutenant Bowei‘,^ from whom it derives its

name. And Dr. Hoernle has shewn that, in this manuscript, w’e have a veritable original docu-

ment, which is a relic that has come down to us from the peiiod A. D, 400 so 450.^ The con-

tents of this work, which include a medical treatise, a Baddhist tale, and a collection of prover-

hm sayings, may or may not be of practical value. But it is neither’ uninteresting nor

^ Kp, rwd. Vol.I. p.271.

5 Ep, Tnd. Vol, V. p. 237.

5 Seo Beng, .4tf, 6’oc, Vol. LIX L, ?r'>30 5dia3;’3, p. 22L

- So© Xp. IrA. Voj. V p, 227.

Eg). Tnd. Vol. V. t). iK

5 7oi XXI pp, 37.
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unimporfcant, to have it proved to oar satisfaofciott thafc, under favourable conditions, a document
written on so frail a material as birob-bark can survive for fourteen centuries. It would^

however, have been difficult, if nob impossible, to establish this conclusively, without the help,

for the palaeographic examination of the document, of the photo-lithographic reproductions of

ancient records which were given as an accompaniment to the texts and translations of

them in my volume on the Gupta inscriptions.

And there is one other matter, illustrating still more pointedly the general value of the

inscriptions and the hopelessness of attempting to deal finally with any Indian questions

without their help and guidance, which is worth noting here, because of the bearing

that it has been supposed to have on the history of Sanskrit literature. We mean the Vikrama

legend. One of the principal reckonings of the Hindus is an era which runs from B. 0. 57. A
Hindu legend tells us that a celebrated king Yikrama or Vikramaditya of Ujjafn, in M^lwa, be-

gan to reign in that year, and founded the era, which, on that view, rnns from the commencement

of his reign. Another version of it asserts that he died in that year, and that the reckoning

runs from his death. In either version, the legend appears to be of Jain origin. It is common

to both the Digambaras and the SvStambaras. And the Gdihds or Prakrit verses, upon which

the earlier portions of some of the Jain Pattdvalis or successions of the pontiffs are based, pretend

to put forward such details about Vikramaditya as that “for eight years he played as a child
;
for

^‘sixteen he roamed over the country; fordfty-six”— (? fifteen)— “he exercised rule, being given

‘‘over to false doctrine
;
for forty years he was devoted to the religion of the Jina and then

“obtained heaven. An addition to the legend connects Vikramaditya with some foreign invaders

of India who were called 'Sakas
;
and this, again, appears in two versions : one version represents

him as regaining the kingdom of Ujjain after the Saka kings had dispossessed his father and had

reigned there for four years prior to B. 0. 67 and the other, — as reported by Alberuni in

the eleventh century A. D., — brings the Sakas on the scene a hundred and thirty-five

years later, and asserts that VikramMitya marched against the Saka king, and put him to flight

and killed him “in the region of Karur, between Multan and the castle of Loni,^* and that,

in celebration of this, there was established the Saka era commencing A. D. 78.^ And

another addition asserts that at the court of Vikramaditya there flourished “the Nine

Gems,” namely, the poet Kalidasa, the astronomer Varahamihira (died A. D. 587), the

lexicographer Amarasimha, and the various authors Dhanvantari, Ghatakarpara, Kshapanaka,

Sanku, Vararuchi, and V^tHlabhatta.^® Such is the legend. And Mr. Fergusson, led away by

the belief,— justifiable enough at the time, forty years ago, — that no inscriptions of any early

7 Vol. XXI. above, p. 71 ; and see Yol. XX. p. 350.

8 See Bhan Daji’a aualytaia of M^rutunga s TMHvali (Jour. Bo, Br. R. As, Soc. Yol. IX. p. 148).

s Sachan’s Translation of AJtiborxlnt's India, Yol. II. p. 6.

The authority for this is a well known ver.?e, for which no period can be fixed at present. It is to be found in

the JyCtirviddhharana, which claims to have been composed by KAlidasa himself (Jour, Bo, Br, R, As, Soc, Yol. VI,

p. 26), but is really to be attributed to about the sixteeuth century A. D. (Weber, Sanskrit Literature, p. 201, note),

But it appears to be “a mere waif and stray, that has come from nobody knows where” (Weber, ibid , ), like various

other verses that are floating about the country, for instance, the verse about the andmikd or ring-finger (Vol. lY.

above, p. 85, and Peterson’s Second Report on Sanskrit MSS. p. 62, which quotes it from the anthology of Harikavi

called*Hari ). — If we could place any reliance on an inscription which is said to have been on a stone at

l-i(.dh-Gayfi and to have been copied by Mr. Wilmofrin 1785, and of which a translation was published by Wilkins

from the copy attributed to Hr. Wilmofe {As. Res. Vol. I. p. 284, reprint of 1798), we should have a general reference

to “the Nine Gems,” with the mention of one of them, AmaradCwa-(Amarasimha), carried back to A. B. 948. But the

ranslation represents an extraordinary record, which purports to give an epitome of the Vdyupurd/ij^a in respect of

the aoooni^t of Buddha as an incarnation of Vishnu, and to register the building of a temple of Buddha by Amaraddva

It does not indicate in any way the style of a genuine record ot the tenth century. And Sir Alexander Onnningham

could not find the alleged original inscription at B6dh-Gay4 {Archcsol. Snrv, Ind. Vol. I. pp. 6, 12). He seems to

have subsequently arrived at the conclusion that a copy had been made of a forged inscription, which afterwards

disappeared But it appears more probable that some fraud was practised on Mr. Wilmot, and that he has been

mistakenly described as copying the text from an original stone, and that there was palmed off on him an

i magmativo copy of an alleged original which did n?t really exist at all,
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period, dated in tlie Vikrama era, could be produced, propounded the theory that the era was

not actually in use from B. C. 57, hut was invented in the tenth or eleventh century A. D. His

altimate conclusions were, that there was a king of Ujjain named Harsha-Vikramadifcya,

reigning, according to him, in the period A. D. 495 to 530, — that the battle of Karur

was fought in his time,-— that the real date of that battle may have been A. D. 521*, — that the

Hindus of later times, however, made a mistake of twenty years, and placed it in a year answer-

ing to A. D. 544,— that they wished to have a new reckoning which should supersede the Saka

era, and, for certain conveniences of chronology, should run from an earlier epoch than that era,

— that they created an apparent reckoning from B. C. 57 by counting back ton cycles of the

sixty-year system from A , D. 644,— and that they found a name for the era in one of the

appellations of Harsha-VikramHditya of Ujjain. Now, we have no epigraphie evidence of the

existence of a king Uikramaditya of Ujjain who was reigning B. 0. 57, and no reason whatever

to believe in the existence of such a person. And, on the other hand, all the epigraphie evidence

strongly negatives the possibility of there having been any king Hai'sha-Viki'amaditya of Ujjain

in, or at any time near to, the period A. D. 495 to 630 which was worked out by Mr. Fergusson,

or even between A. D. 76 and 111 which is the period in which the EdjatanmgM would place

himJS Also, an examination of some erroneous postulates assumed by Mr, Fergusson at

starting, and of some of the untrustworthy data used by him, quickly exposes the fallacious

nature of his theory. But, apart from any considerations of that kind, both the legend, and

the theory propounded in the place of it, have been disproved by the results of Professor

Kielhorn’s examination, from the data supplied by the inscriptions, of various question

connected with the era.^^ He has shewn that the earliest instances of the use of the era all come

from eastern R^jputanS,, and chiefly from that part of eastern Rajputuna which borders on, or is

included in, Mfilwa. He has shewn that the era was known in A, D. 472 and 532 as ‘Hhe

reckoning of the MAlavas,” and in A. D. 879 as “the Malava time or era,”* and that

records of A. D. 788 and 1169 speak of it as “the year’s of the Malava lord or lords*” Ho
has shewn tliat the word vihrama is first found coupled with it in a record of A. D, 842 which

speaks of ‘‘the time called vihrama , and that we hear for the first time of a prince or

king named Vikrama, in connection with the era, in a poem composed in A. D, 993, the author

of which gives its date by saying that he was writing one thousand and fifty years “after king

•‘Vikrama had ascended to the pure dwelling of the immortals.'’ And he has shewn that the firbt

specific mention of the era as having been established by Vikramaditya, is in a record of A. D'
1198. He has pointed out that these facts “would seem to indicate that the connection
“of Vikrama with the era grew up gradually, or was an innovation which took centuries to

‘‘become generally adopted.” And he has put forward the very reasonable opinion that the word
vihrama , — from which the idea of the king Vikrama or Vikramaditya was evolved, — most
probably came to be connected with the era by the poets, because the years of the reckoning
originally began in the autumn, and the autumn was the season for commencing campaigns, and
was, in short, the vihrama-Mla or “war-time.” To upset Mr. Fergusson’s theory, there was only
needed a date earlier than A. D. 544, actually recorded before that year, and distinctly recog-
nisable as a date of the so-called Vikrama era. And we have two such dates, of A. D. 472 and
532 5

and we have also two other dates, of A, D. 371 and 423, which cannot be referred to any
other era, though they happen not to mention the name of the reckoning in which they are
recorded. As regards the legend, all the results of epigraphie research emphatically support
Professor Kielhorn s opinion that “the era was neither established by, nor designedly invented
“in memory of, a king Vikramaditya.” And the dates that he has been able to use, from the
inscriptions, point to the period between A. D. 842 and 993, as the time during which the Brut
crude rudiments of the full legend were evolred, or at least were brought into something like a
substantial story.

See JowT. if. As. Soc,, N. S., Yol. lY. pp. 88, 99, 332, and Yol. XU. pp. 274, 277, 279

~ ^
^3 See page 16 below. as gee Yol XX. above, p. 401 ff,
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We epigraphists, however, not only seek to interest the specialists in the results of our work;
we want also to enlist more scholars who will participate in our work, and more
supporters of it, When Sir Walter Elliot died in 188'7» and General Sir Alexander Canning-
ham in 1898, there passed away two scholars who, though they did not themselves aim at thet

critical editing of epigraphic records, recognised, as fully as anyone could, the leading import-

ance of them, and were always ready to use to the utmost their influence to help on that special

line of research. In Mr. Fergusson, Mr, Thomas, Mr. Gibbs, and Colonel Yule, again, we
have, within the last fifteen years, lost very cordial and influential supporters. And our own
ranks have become lamentably small

;
and some of us are under obligations to deal more

with results than with details, which will greatly curtail the time that we can give to the

editing of records. In 1888 w^e lost a most valuable coadjutor in Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji, a

Native gentleman who was working with great application and much critical skill and from a

pure desire for the advancement of knowledge. And only in 1898 there passed away, in

the person of Dr. Bcihler, one W’ho was a leading worker in the field. We want urgently, now,

to recruit onr ranks, so that the opportunities that are available may be utilised more fully than

is being done at present. And we want to be in a position, when the time comes for any recon-

sideration of the existing archaeological and epigraphic arrangements, to satisfy the Government

of India that official encouragement has been fully responded to, and that, so far from any curtail-

ment of it being possible, — an issue which would entail a greater misfortune than can at present

be realised, — we require and deserve, and can utilise, still greater facilities for exploration and

publication. The Government of India and the Provincial Governments maintain an Epigraphic

8tal¥ and Archaeological Surveys, through which materials for work, in the shape of ink-impres-

sions and photographs, can always be obtained by those who have no access to the original records.

And they maintain also a special Journal for the publication of the results that may be produced,

either from materials obtained through the agencies indicr.’.e*'! above, or from materials collected

in any other way by private energy. That Journal is the Bfigrapliia Indica* It was started as

a separate official publication in 1888 or 1889 by Dr. Burgess, who then held the post of

Director-General of the Archceological Survey. From 1894 it has been caiTied on in connection

with the Lidian Antiquary^ — and in consequence, largely, of the liberal support given by

Colonel Temple, the proprietor of the Indian Antiquary,— under the direction of the Govern-

ment Epigraphist, Dr. Hultzsch, And, by the size of its pages and the freedom with which

luGsimiles are issued, and in other features, it is better suited than any other Journal for the

publication of the epigraphic records. Nevertheless, in the five volumes of this Journal that have

now been completed, we find the names of only six writers — (and one of them, Dr. Biihler

unhappily now dead), — who can in any way he referred to as habitual contributors. The six

writers alluded to, have supplied no less than a hundred and eighty-seven out of the total number

of two hundred and thirteen articles included in the five volumes. And we cannot point to any

contributions to other Journals, during the same period, which indicate any appreciable activity

on the part of other scholars in the same line elsewhere. The pages of the five volumes

in question have been filled to very good purpose. But it is extraordinary that so few habitual

workers can be found in so interesting and important a line of research. And it is extraordinary

that such results as we have been able to put forward in those five volumes and in other pub-

lications, should have received, as far as we can judge from any published use of them, so little

recognition at the hands of specialists in other lines than that of the political history,

who would find much to interest them, and to repay them for the trouble, if they would

only examine the five volumes of the BpigrapJiia Indica of which we speak, and the other

publications to which we allude. We want to induce more workers to join us. And we look

for recruits specially to the class of scholars who have a certain knowledge of Sanskrit io start

with ; because, though most of the records are not in Sanskrit, that tongue is more or less the

key to the languages in which they were written, and a general knowledge of Sanskrit literature

and mythology is essential to a proper understanding of many of the alltisions in the records.
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At the same time, anyone who has made himself conyersant with one of the vernaculars in its

archaic form and ancient literature, has necessarily acquired, by that process, a considerable

acquaintance with the Sanskrit vocabulary, and can easily master, by general reading, what

else is wanted. A preliminary knowledge of Sanskrit itself, therefore, is by no means absolutely

indispensable. As regards other leading languages, in Kanarese, at any rate, we have, in the

Rev, E. Kittei’s Kannada-English Dictionary, a scholarly and admirable compilation which has

now placed it in the power of all Western students to understand fully, and do justice to, the

beauties of that highly polished and powerful tongue
;
and in Dr. Hnltzsch^s Souih-Ivdian

Inso7 i;piions, Vols. I, and II. and Part L of Yol. III., we have a number of carefully edited

versions, a study of which would go far towards removing any difficulties in the way of

grappling with the epigraphio peculiarities of Tamil. It is no specially difficult matter to now

approach the epigraphio records. And a very brief study of some of the versions that have

been most recently edited, and of the results brought forward from them, would quickly teach

the lines on which it is desirable to deal with the records so as to produce the uniformity of

treatment that is requisite, and would inevitably awake an interest that would induce a steady

desire to co-operate in the work that we have in hand«

As has been intimated above, we are indebted but very little, and not at all for

the more ancient periods, to any historical works compiled by the Hindhs them-

selves. And it is very questionable whether the ancient Hindus ever possessed the true histori-

cal sense, that is to say the faculty of putting together genuine history on broad and critical

lines. As we shall see, they could write short historical compositions, concise and to the point,

but limited in scope. But no evidence of their possession of the faculty of dealing with history

on general lines has survived to us, in the shape of any genuine historical work, deliberately

written by them as such, and also accurate and reliable. The experience of the Arabian writer

AlbSruni, in tbe eleventh century A.D., was, that ‘^the Hindus do not pay much attention to

‘^the historical order of things, they are very careless in relating the chronological succession

‘bf their kings, and when they are pi-essed for information and are at a loss, not knowing what
^'to say, they invariably take to tale-telling.’'^^ And, certainly^ such attempts as have been

made by tbe Hindus of more recent times, do not display any capabilities from which we might

infer that their early ancestors possessed the faculty, even if they did not exercise it. Early in

the present century, there was put together, — apparently, quite spontaneously, and not in con-

sequence of any lead givenb y Western inquirers, a Kanarese compilation entitled Rdjdmli-

Icaike or ‘^tbe story of the succession of kings,” which purports to trace the history of Jainism,

especially in connection with the province of Mysore on the political history of which, also, it

pretends to throw light, from the earliest possible times
;
the published extracts from this

work,^® however, shew that it is simply an imaginative production, of the most fanciful kind,

based on the wildest legends, to which no value of any sort can be attached for early historical

purposes.^® At apparently some earlier time, as yet not fixed, there was drawn up, in the same
part of the country, a Tamil chronicle eiiiithdJ^ongudesardjdMalP or ‘‘‘the kings of the Kohgu
country,” which purports to give a connected historical account of Mysore from the first

century A. D.
;
hut in this case, again, the fanciful nature of the work, and its utter want of

reliability for any purposes of early history, are disclosed at once by the very slightest thought-
ful examinavion : for instance, at the outlet, not only does it give, as real facts, the fictitious

Sachau’s Translaiion ofAlUHni^s India, Yol, II. p. 6.
16 See Mr. Bice’s Inscrs. at Brav,-Bel Introd. pp. 3 ff., 8 fP., 25 £., 61.
16 Bor one illustration of tMs, see Yol. XXI. above, p. 157 ; and regarding tbe apocryphal cbaraoter of one of the

earlier works on wbioh it may be based, the Bhadrahdhucharita, see Ep. Ind. Yol. lY. p. 23, note 1.

Bor Prof. Dowson's abstract of the contents of this work, see Jour. R. As. jSoc., B. S., Yol. YIII. p. 1 ff. He
spoken (p. 2) of a translation of it, “in the volume of MSS. at the India House this, if it could be found,

might perhaps throw some light on the period of its compilation and on its connection with the spurious records of
Mysore. It aUo appears (ibid.) that another translation of the work was made by tbe Rev, W. Taylor,
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pedigree and history with which we are familiar from the spurious copper-plate grants of

the Western Ganga series, but also,^® before the first of the fictitious Gafiga kings, it places, iu

the period A, D. 82 to 178 and before that time, some of, the R^shtrakuta kings whose dates

really lay between A. D. 675 and 956. !N^otices of other chronicles, relating for instance to the

Ch61a, Pallava, and P^dya territories and to the Teliegana country, are to be found in Prof.

H, H. Wilson’s Descriptive Catalogue of the Mackenzie Collection. These have^ perhaps, not yet

been criticised in detail. But a perusal of the notices discloses features very similar to those of

the Rdjdvalihathe and the KohgudisardjdkTcal, And, though they may be of some use in the

geographical line of inquiry, we have no prima-facie reason to expect to find in these works,

also, anything of the slightest historical value for early times.

And yet there were, undoubtedly, genuine materials in abundance, from which

histories of the most valuable kind might have been compiled in early times.

Id the first place, we know how, in India, pedigrees are always forthcoming, even in the

present day, to an extent that is unknown in Western countries. Among families connected in

any way hereditarily with the administration, even the Gaudas or Patils and the Kulkaruis, the

village headmen and accountants, can always bring forward,— whenever there is any inquiry

into their wa tans or rights and privileges, or any dispute among themselves, — genealogical

tables, unquestionably not altogether unanthentic, which exhibit the most complicated ramifica-

tions of their houses, and often go back for two or three centuries
;
and even the death of an

ordinary cultivator usually results in the production of a similar table, though of more limited

scope, in the inquiry that is held to determine his heirs. Every matka or x'eligious college of

any importance preserves the succession of its heads. Among the Jains, we have the PaUdvalis

or successions of pontiffs, for a fall and lucid notice of some of which we are indebted to

Dr. Hoernle they purport to run back to even the death of the last Tirthanikara Vardhamana-

Mahavira in, let us say, B. C. 527 ;
and, though the earlier portions of them were put together

in their present form not before the ninth century A. D, (because they exhibit the Yikrama-

legend)2^ and with results that are capable of considerable adjustment, they are, no doubt, based

upon more ancient and correct lists that were then extant. The preservation of pedigrees and

successions has evidently been a national characteristic for very many centuries. And we can,

not doubt that considerable attention was paid to the matter in connection with the royal families

and that Vam&avalis or B§tjavalis, lists of the lineal successions of kings, were compiled

and kept from very early times. In fact, the matter is not one of speculation, but is capable of

proof. We distinctly recognise the use of such Vaihsdvalis,— giving the relationships and succes-

sions of kings, but no chronological details beyond the record of the total duration of each reign

with occasionally a coronation-date recorded in an era,— in the copper-plate records. We trace

them, for instance, in the introductory passages of the grants of the Eastern Chalnkya series,

which, from the period A. D. 918 to 925 onwards, name the successive kings beginning with

the founder of the line who reigned three centuries before that time, but do not put forward

more than the length of the reign of each of them
;
and, from certain differences in the figures

for some of the reigns, we recognise that there were varying recensions of those Vaihsdvalis. We
trace the use of Vamsdvalis again in the similar records of the Eastern Gangas of Kaliuga, which,

from A. D. 1058 onwards,22 give the same details about the kings of that line with effect from

about A. D. 890, and one of which, issued in A. B, 1296, includes a coronation-date of A. D.

See JEp. Jnd. Yol. III. p. 170 f.

19 VoL XX. above, p. 341, and Yol, XXI, p, 57. For others, see Yol. XI. above, pp. 245, 251, Peterson’s Second
Report on Sanskrit Mamiscripts, pp. 89, 163, and Bhandarkar’s Report on Sanskrit Manuscripts for 1883-84,

pp. 14, 319,

29 See page 3 f. above,
21 See, for instance, Yol, XIV. above, p, 55, South-Ind, Jtiscts. Yol. I, p. 86, and Ep, Ind, Yol. Y. p, 131.

22 See Ep. Ind. Yol. If p. 183. as Beng. As. Boo, Yol. LXY, Part I. p. 229.
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114j1 or 1142. And there is other proof aiso.2^ There has been brought to light from Ngpal a

long Vamsdvah\^^ which purports to give an unbroken list of the rulers of that country, with the

lengths of their reigns and an occasional landmark in the shape of the date of an accession stated in

an era, back from A. D. 1768 to even so fabulous an antiquity as six or seven centuries before the

commencement of the Kali age in B. 0. 3102. It contains gross mistakes in chronology
^

for

instance, it places B. G. 101 to 34 Amsuvarman, of the Thakuri dynasty, who, we know, was rnliug

in A. D. 635 and 649 or 650,26 and, partly through committing one of the usual leading faults of

Hindu compilations, namely of treating contemporaneous dynasties as successive dynasties, it places

about the ead of the seventh century B, 0, a certain VrishadO-va, of ithe Suryavainsi or Lichchhavi

dynasty, v^ho, we know, was a contemporary of Amsuvarman. And, as was pointed out by Pandit

Bhagwanlal Iniraji who brought the Ml Vamdoali to notice critically, “it possesses no value what-

“ever as a whole,” and “no single one of its several portions is free from the most serious errros,” and

it is useless for reconstructuig the earlier liisfcory of hTepfil, even by adjustment with respect to any

uames and dates that are known from other sources. But, in connection 'with the above-mentioned

Yrishad^va, and in spite of the error in respect of his date, it teaches one thing which is of use.

From him, whom it places ISTo. 18 in the Suryavaihsi dynasty, to Yasantadeva, No. 23, it gues

correctly a list of six succosr:ive names, which we have verified from epigraphic records. It allots to

each of these rulers, it is true, a length of reign which not only is impossible in itself, but also is

disproved in one case at least by the epigraphic records. But the fact remains, that the names are

given correctly and in the right order. This short list was certainly not based on some ancient

charter read by the original compiler of this portion of the Yamsdvali. What would have happened,

if that had been the case, is suggested plainly enough by the Konnur inscription from the Uhar^ai

district, which purports to be the reproduction of a chaider, dated A. D. 8G0, of tlie time of the

Rashfcrakuta king Am5ghavarsha I. Here, we have a record on stone, which says i.hat it was embo-

died in that shape in acooraance with a copper-plate charter that was read and explained by a certain

Jain teacher named Yiranandin, the son of Meghachandra. Partly from the characters of the record,

and partly from the known fact that Meghachandra died A. D. 1115, we know that this record Vvas

not put on the stone before the twelfth century A. D. We do not dispute the lallegod fact that

Yiranandin drafted the stone record from some ancient charter on copper. But we find either tiiat

he could not read that charter correctly, ox that he did not take the trouble to iiiiorprot it aright; for,

not only has he misstated the relationship of some of the Rashtrakuta kings whom the stone vei\^ion

does mention and omitted others whom it ought to have included, but also,— probably from a ^roog

interpretation of some verse which we have not as yet found in a genuine record, — he has placed

the head of the Rashtrakuta genealogy a purely fictitious person, whom ho has called rrichclihaka-

raja. If the list from Vrishadeva to Yasantadeva in the Nepal Vammvali liad boon put together in

the same way from some ancient deed, the compiler of that part of the document would undoubt-

edly have committed some ^similAr mistakes. And we have no hesitation in saying tiiat he took

these six names from some genuine early Yamdvali^ accessible to him, which had survived from the

time of the rulers to whom it referred; and probably the duration of the reigns was given correctly

by him, and was falsified subsequently by some later compiler, to suit his own scheme of the whole

chronology. The Bower Manuscript has shewn us how long even perishable documents may survive.

And we may not unreasonably hope that an exploration of some buried city, or even of one or other

of the numerous private collections of ancient manuscripts th. t still remain to be examined, may some
day result in the discovery of some of the early and authentic Vauisdvalis, Meanwhile, we have to be

-very cautious in accepting what do obtain irt this line. We have before us the example, not only

oi this 'Nt'^&lYamsdvali, but also of some Yaihsdvalis from Orissa, which do not indeed pretend to quite

such fabulous antiquity, but which nevertheless purport to present an unbroken list of the kings of

Ealhana, writing in A. B. 1148-49, mentions lists of kings of Kashmir which had been put together by
Kshfimendra and (see page 11 below). Bnt we do not quote these as proof of our present point

;

‘bacanBe
they wwe compilationa, not original lists prepared under the dynasties to which they belonged.

Yol. X5XL above, p. ac insers, Introd.p. 189 27^, Vol. YI, p- 25.
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tha" province, going back t'rom A. D. 1871 to the commencement of the Kali age, with the length of

the reign of each, and with certain specihed dates as epochs. And the results put forward by them,
jind by the palm-leaf archives of the temple of Jaganuatha at Puri, have been supposed to give at any
rate certain definite and reliable land-marKs in the early history. But an examination of them and of

the archives^*^ has shewn that, for at least the period anterior to about A. D. 1100, they are ntterlv

fanciful and misleading, and that they were devised, ohieily from imagination, simply to magnify the

antiquity and importance of the temple of Jaganuatha and of all its surroundings and connections.

These local annals aie not correct even m respect of so radical a point as the building of that temple.

They attribute it to a king Anangabhima, whom they would place A. D. 1175 to 1202
;
whereas we

know, from the epigiaphic records, that it was built by a predecessor of his, Anantavarma-Chodaganga-

Gafigcsvara, in the period A. D. 1075 to 111-1 or 1142. Further, they actually divide this latter

king into two persons,— Ohodagauga and Ga/igesvara,— to whom they would allot the periods

A.D. 1132 to 1152 and 1152 to 116G. For the jieriod anterior to him, they do not incorporate any

ancient and authentic lists of rulers, but smiply bring furw'nrd, amongst a host of fabulous names, a few

historic kiii'^s, some of them not even connected with On ^sa at all, wdiosc dates tlioy grossly misplace.

And thus these records, again, are absolutely w^ortliless to: any purposes of ancient history.

Ill the genuine early Vamscwalis, materials must long have been extant, which could have been

turned to most valuable account, if only for the hare out ines of political history. But there were

plainly more ample materials than these. Of course, tin; elaborate routine of modern times had not

been devised. Still, witli the great advance towards civilisation which the Hindus had made even in

the fourth century B. 0., and with the careful and uok.ded system of administration which is dis-

closed by the opigraphic records, there must luivc boen, .rom early times, a fairly extensive system

of official records. In any such state o[ advancennuit, there are certain precautions and arrange-

rneuts, indicated by common sense, which -would inevitably be adopted. Copies of important orders

issued must be kept on record in the issuing office, as a reminder to make sure that instructions

given are duly and fully carried oqt. And orders received must be filed in the receiving office, to be

produced in justification of any particular measures taken in giving effect to them. The specific terms

of treaties and alliances must be reduced to writing, and copies must be kept for reference by each of

the contracting parties. Dianes of some kind must be kep'jby local governors, from winch to prepare

from time to time the pen odical repoi is on their admmit .ration, A record must be kept, on both

sides, of tribute paid by the great feudatory nobles and n leived by the paramount sovereign. And,

even under a system of larming the rcveinies, accounts of -ome kind must be framed, of the proceeds

of provincial customs and taxos and of village revcimns, and of the expenditure incurred on the

collection of them. Notes of all these niat'*'.ers mast have been preserved in some form or another, in

all the various offices. But it is probable tliat they were kept m the shape of general day-b©oks,

something like the Diaries of the Peshwds of the eighteenth oentuiy,^^ — dealing witli all matters

mixed, rather than according to any system ot separate ledgers and files for eacli branch of business.

Except OQ the hypothesis of such a system of day*-books, it is difficult to account for the manner

in which, lor instance, the date of a record of A, D. 1008 at Tanjore cites the one hundred and

twenty-fourth and one hundred and forty-third days of the tweiity-tourth year of the Ohola king

Rajaraja and tlie date of a record of A. D. 1113 at Tiruvarfir in the Tanjore district cites

the three hundred and fortieth day of the fifth year of the reign of his descendant Vikrama-Cholu-

d6va for such a detail to be cited coiuonieiitly, there must have been available some such books, in

whicli the days were entered and niimbered, and the events of them were po.?ted up, as they ran 32

28 See jBp- hid. Vol. III. p. 33 1 ft'.

29 Fnr a sample of tlieae Diaries, see the Extracts relating to Political Matters from the R'jnUi orjournal of the

Peshwa Sahu from A. D. 1713-14 to 1731-35, which have been recontly published. I understand that we are indebted

to Mr. G-anesh Chimnaji Vad for the compilation of the extracts, and that they are being printed by the Dekkan

Vernacular Translation Society, Poona.

so Soiiih^Ind. Inscrs. Vol. HI. p. 14. See Ep. Lid. Vol. lY. p. 73.

32 A rather eSUrious instance of citing the days is furnished by the Tiruppfivanam grant of the PAndya king

Jatuvarma-KulasOkhara; which mentions the four thousand three hundred and sixtieth day of his thirteenth year
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lu such day-books and other records, valuable items of hisloricid informatiou \\nuld abound, ilie

compilation, however, oi any general history from them would, no doubt, be a somewhat complicated

and laborious matter. But there were, plainly, other materials of a more concise kind, that mighi

have been used with great facility, in the shape of dynastic archives and chronicles, vdiich, ir

some cases at least, survived for a considerable time after the dis'^^ncarancc of the dynasties to which

they belonged, and from whicli comprehensive and very vaiuab' r iints might easily have I)eon }iut

together. It can only have been from ancient archives, of coiisiujiable fulness ol detail, vliicli liau

fallin into their own hands, that the Western Ghrilukya kings of KalyAiu derived the knowledge that

they possessed, and exhibited in some of their records, of the earlier Ohalukya duiasty of Badami, —
separated from themselves by an interval of thiee centuries, daring which an exti\oieous dynasty

possessed the sovereignty, — from vhich they claimed to be descended; tliis is pointedly illustrakd

by the mention, in the Kauthem grant of A. D. 1009, of Mangalcba, who >vas not in the direct line of

descent, and therefore might easily have been lost sight of in a more Vcwudf'alf, ami by tlie presciw ation,

in the same record, among^ certain other details which tradition alone, or a nieie list of kings, would not

account for, of the memory of the conquest by him of the territory of R^vatidvipa, and by tlio way

in which the record glosses over his attempt to break the direct and rightful senior lino ol succession

in favour of transmitting the crown to lus own son, by representing Imn as simply a regent during

the minority of his nephew Pulakesin T[., to whom, it says, he eventually restored tho throne in

pious accordance w’lth the custom and laws of the Chalukya kings. And the Siliihrira princes

of the Southern Kohkan must have kejjt a careful record of their paramount sovereigns, the Rash

trakutas, as well as of themselves, to account for the statem)nt about the rise of their owm family

under Krishna I., and for the full account of the Rishtrakuta genealogy% as wxdl as of their own

]'odigreo, that is given in the Kharepatan grant of A. D. 1008,''^^ issued by tho Silahrira Rattaiaja in

thi time of the Western Ohrdukya king Invabedaaga-Satyasraya. Those casos indicate distinctly tlio

compilation and survival of dynastic chronicles, which w’ore doubtless earned on chapter by cliaiitor

after the death of each successive king or prince. And we can actually recognise the copy of a chapter,

or of the draft of tho beginning of a chapter, of such a chronicle, compiled most probably from day-

books or other miscellaneous sources, in the Udayagiri inscription of B.C. 151,35 which gives a succinct

account of the career of KhAravIla of Kalihga from his birth to the thirteenth year of his reign : it

tells us that he spent fifteen years in princely sports,— that for nine years he enjoyed power as Yuvardja

or heir-apparent and appointed successor,— and that he was crowned to the succession at the end of

his twenty-fourth year
;
and then it briefly enumerates, year by year, the principal events of his

reign, and certain large items of expenditure on public works and charity, as far as the thirteenth year.

In this department, again, we may hope that future explorations will result in discoveries that will give

us reading of a particularly interesting kind.

These materials did not remain altogether unutilised. We can trace a use of at least the VemsdvaUs
in the historical chapters of the PurS.nas, whicli, composed apparently before the ninth century

A. D. (because they do not include the Vikrama legend), do certainly indicate a desire on the part

of the ancient Hindus not to ignore general history altogether, and are clearly based upo«i ancient

archives which had survived in a more or less complete shape and were somehow or other accessible

to the composers ol those works. At the same time, it is not much, in the way of reliable history, that
we gather trom these chapters. In the first place, some of the necessary materials were apparently
not available to the authors

;
and some of the dynasties are omitted altogether: for instance, the

Purdnas do not include (at any rate, in anything like its proper place) any reference to the lino that

(Vol. XX. above, p. 288). We oau hardly imagine that the numbering of the days had run on from the fir^t dny of
the reign up to that high number. And we understand that, as suggested (loc. dt. p. 289) the writer took tho
fortieth day of the thirteenth year, and, for some reason or other, added it to 860 X 12 = 4320 as the total number
of the days of the preceding twelve years.

Vol. SVI. aboTe, p. 15. st Ep. hid. Tol HI. p. 293,
w Prooeedinga of the Sixth International Congress of Orientalists, Vol. III. p. 135.
s® See page 3f. above.
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was fomided by Kaiiislika;37 nor do they mention the great dynasty of the Early Guptas, unlessthey speak

of those kings as the Guptas of Magadha, whom they would place more than three centuries ahead of

the present day
;
nor do they make any reference to the great Harshayardhaiia of Thaiiesar and

Kanati], “the warlike lord,” as the southern records call him, “of all the region of the north.” In the

second place, while the authors have usually given us the supposed duration of each dynasty, and in

some cases even the lengths of individual reigns, they did not think it worth thoir while to gis^e us

any fixed points in the shape of dates recorded in any of the Hindu eras. Thirdly, some of the materials

that were used by the tiubhors h,id apparently become imperfect: for instance, the Purdnas assign only

a hundred and thirty-seven years as the period of the Maurya kings
;
whereas we know, from the

Udayagiri inscription of K hiiravela, that the Maurya dynasty lasted for at least twenty-eight years

longer
;
for, it is only in consequence of the continuance of the Maurya sway, not only in the original

teiritory of the dynasty but also over the conquered province of Kalinga, that that record could

i)e dated, as it is, in the liundred and sixty-fifth year of the time of the Maurya kings. In the fourth place,

ev^en allowing for corruption by successive copyists, it seems plain that, — be the cause what it may ;

for instance, somotim-^s inability bo decipher ancient characters, — the authors hav^o not always given us

even the lumis of thoir kings with aecuracy ; compare, for instance, the Puranic lists of the Andhra-

bhrityas, with each other, and still more with such information about those kings as we have obtained

from the epigraphic records. Ami, finally, the extravagant chronological results that these chapters

jiresent, shew that the authors here, again, committed the usual Hindu fault of treating contemporaneous

dynasties as successive : thus, to take only a part of the whole list, from the beginning of the Mauryas

to the enl of the Kailakila-Yavanas the Vishnupurdna gives us a total period of two thousand five

liundred and fifey-five years, apply this to B. 0. 315, as the most probable exact year of the accession

of the first Miurya king Oh'indragapta,^^ and we have the end of the Kailakila-Yavanas in A. D. 2240,

throe centuries an I a half in the future from even the present time
j
and we have to place after that a

variety of other rulers, including the Guptas of Magadha, who, the same work says, followed the

Kailakila-Yavanas. While, therefore, the historical chapters of the Purdnas undoubtedly have some

basis of truth, the treatment of the subject in them is sketchy and meagre, the details are incomplete,

inaccurate, and extravagant, and we cannot bind ourselves to follow them even in the general outline

of the alleged siicesssion of the various dynasties.

The only other indication, that has survive I from any antiquity, of an attempt on the part of the

Hindus to put together anything in the shape of a general history, is the Ra/jataramgii?.!, on the first

eight cantos of which Kalhaui was engaged in A. D. 1148-49.*^® Kalhan a mentions certain previous

writers,— Suvrata, whose work, he says, was made difficult by misplaced learning
;
Kshemendra^ who

drew up a list of kings, of which, however, he says, no partis free from mistakes
;
Nilamuni, who wrote

the Nilain%tapu>nif\%
;
HMaraja, who composed a list of kings in twelve thousand verses

;
and Srimihira

or Padmamihira, and the author of the 'SnclicliliamUd. His own work, he tells us, was based on eleven

collections of Rdjakathds or stories about kings, and on the work of Nilamuni. lie says he sought

to remove all errors by consulting charters issued by ancient kings, and laudatory insenptions on

stones, and manuscripts. And he has presented us with a detailed account of Kashmir, including

Here, and in connection with what folloWiS, seo Wilson’s Translation of the Vishnu^ ur6.na^Yo . IV. p. 178 fF.

—

Dr. Bhandarkar seems to be of the opinion (see his Uarly History of the Dokhan, in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presi-'

dency, Vol. I Part II., p. 161 if ), that the Vdyupur<%na and the M>lts}fapardna are older works than the one that I

quote, and that the figures given in them are, on the whole, more worthy of being quoted, though the texts have, in

some oases at least, undergone corruption. There is no objection to that view. But I can conveniently quote only

the figures of the Vishnupurdna* And there is no recognisable discrepancy in respect of the broad features to which
I draw attention.

See page 10 above, note 35. See Miss Dnif’s Chronology of Indta^ p. 10.

In connection with the followiug remarks, see the extracts given by Dr. Buhler (Vol. VI. above, p. 268), and
by Dr. Hnltzsoh (Vol. SVIII. above, pp. 65,97, and Vol. XIX. p. 231.

Compare, -- especially as helping to illustrate how fiotitions matter might come to be introduced into such
stories,— the discourse about religion, and the reoitalof the praises of ancient and recent devotees of jSiva, in which
S5m6svara rV. and his commander-in-ohief indulged on a certain occasion (Ep . Ind. Vol. V. p. 258; see also i2>t I

.

p. 233, for another instance of a dharmaprasahpi or talk about religion between village officials).
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occasional items of external history, which purports to go back to B. 0. 2448, and has given us the

alleged exact details of the length of the reign of each successive king from B. C. 1182 onwards.

We may expect to find him fairly correct for his own time, and for the preceding century or so. But
an examination of the details of his work quickly exposes its imaginative character, and its unreliability,

for any early period. It places the great Maurya king Asoka a thousand years before his real time.

It places B. C. 704 to 634 Mihirakula, the great foreign invader of India, whose real period was closely

about A. D. 530.‘43 It places about eight centuries after Mihirakula a Toramana, the original of whom
can be none other than Toramina the father of Mihirakula. And, though Kalhaqa could put
lorward such exact details as four years nine months and one day foi- the duration of the reign of

Matrigupta (A. D. 106 to 111, as worked out by Dr. Hultzsch), he was obliged to allot to Rannditya 1.

H reign of three centuries (A. D. 205 to 505), simply, as Dr. Hultzsch has put it, in order to save

his own chronology.

With these exceptions,— namely the historical chapters of the Purdnas and the Rdjataranigiviy

— the ancient Hindus seem to have never made any real attempt to deal with history on general lines
;

ihey have left us to gither what we can from their ordinary literary works, into which they have

occasionally introduced historical matter, but, as can clearly be seen, only as a.ii incidental detail of

quite secondary and subordinate importance.

In the body of their literature, the Hindus do not help us much. The plots of some of tlie

plays, the classical poems, and the collections of imaginative stories, were woven round historic names,
both of persons and ot places. But it is seldom, except in the geographical line, that such allusions cun
be put to any practical use. They help us to locate places, and to fix the limits of countries; for

instance, we know, from other sources, that the ancient Tamalipti is the modern Tamluk in the Midnapur
district, and thus the incidental statement in the Dascikaindrochant

n

that Tamalipti was in the Suliina
country, gives us a more precise indication, than is obtainable elsewhere, as to the exact part of Bengal
that was known by llie name of Suhma. And they help us to establish the antiquity of places; thus,
we know, from the Aihole inscription of the time of Pulakesin II., that the celebrated poet Kalidfisu
flourished before A. D, 634; and, so, the mention by him of Gokarna,^^ in the North Kanara district,

Bombay, carries back the existence of that place, as a famous Saiva site, to at least the beginning of
the seventh century A. D. In the historical line, however, the allusions teach us little, if anything.
The works do not give dales for what is told in them : and naturally enough

;
the similar productions

of other countries, also, do not aim at being historical records, and at including chronological details.
The works in question are of use historically, only when the date of an author happens to bo known,
and we are enabled thereby to fix a latest possible limit for a historic name, mentioned by him, for
which we have otherwse no specific date at all.

Tteve are, iiwleed, a few compositions, which put forward certain distinct historical pretensions,
but which cannot, in truth, be taken as anything more serious than historical romances. In San-
skrit, we have the Harsliachanta of Buna, and the Vlk7'amdhhadeoachartta of Biharr-i. The first deals
with the achievements or career of the great northern king Har^ha, Harsbadeva, or Harshavardhaiu
of Thinasar and Kanauj (A. D. 605-60C to about 648); and the second deals, in the same way with
an equally great southern king of later times, the Western Chalukya Vikranuditya VI. of KllyAni
(A. D. 1070 to 1126). And thus they both aim at being historical chronicles of those two periods.
But they do not present the plain straightforward language of sober common sense. They imitate the
classical poems, with all their elaboration of diction, metaphor, and imagery. They weave into their
stories mythical and supernatural matter of the most fanciful kind. And they give us some oharmiim
reading in the poetical line. But they offer us not much beyond that. The historii&l information
contained in the Harshuchanta might be summed up very briefly. That in the Vikranvlhka

more extensive
;
mixed up, on the other hand, with more imaginative matter than is

found inBana a work . But neither author has given ns a date for anything that is mentioned by him,

«WUson's Works. Vol. IV. p. 213. « Ea./iuWa, viii. verse 33.
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We do not blame tliem for this : the authors of the modern European historical noyels rarely gire

dates
;
and-, when they do, we should hardly accept their statements for quotation without verification.

We only remark that no dates are given. Bana, for instance, tells that Harshavardhana was born

^iii the month Jyaishfeha, on the twelfth day of the dark fortnight, the Pleiads being in the ascendant,

“just after the twilight time, when the young night had begun to climb but he has not given us any

statement as to the year. And Bilbana tells us^® that, when Vikramaditya was born^ “flowers fell

*‘from the sky, Iiidra’s drum resounded, and the gods rejoiced in heaven but he does not even name

the month and day. Neither author has given us even his own date. And, if Harshavardhana and

Vikramaditya were not known from more exact sources of a different kind, we should not even know

to what period to reftsr the poets and their patrons. In the same category we must place the Tamil

historical poems, — the Kalavali, the Kahngattu-Pararu^ and the Vihrama-Cliolm-Uld,^’^— for our

introduction to which we are indebted to Mr. Y. Kanakasabhai Pillai. In these, again, there is much

of interest, and a good deal of importance. But here, also, there are no dates, and, so, no means in the

works themselves for determining the periods to which they belong.

These works,— the dramas, the classical poems, the imaginative stories, and the historical romances,

— are invaluable for the study of mannei’s and customs, trade and commerce, methods and routes of conx-

munication, and the details ofdomestic, social, public, and religious life. They would furnish excellent

materials for articles such as those which the Rev. T. Fouikes has given us on the Dekkanin the time of

Oautama-Buddha.^s they supplement the epigraphic records admirably. But that is all they do^

It is only in the introductions tind colophons of their literary works, — for a knowledge of

which we are indebted largely to the detailed reports of the late Professor Peterson, and of Dr. Bhau-

darkar, on Sanskrit manuscripts,— that the Hindus have thought it worth their while to give us any

dates to accompany such historical details as they put forward. Here, the dates are useful enough. But

we find that the historical matter is introduced only incidentally, to magnify the importance of the

authors themselves rather than of their patrons, and is not handled with any particular care and fulness.

As typical illustrations, we take the following cases. S6mad6va tells us, in the colophon of his Yarns’^

tilaJca,^^ that he finished that work iu the month Chaitra, ^aka-Samvat 881 expired, falling in A. D,

959, during the rule of a Chalukya prince who was the eldest son of Ankisarin and was a feudatory of

a king Krishnarajadbva. But he does not take the trouble to tell us the name of the prince, presum-

ably his immediate patron, or to state the family or even the parentage of the king, or to indicate the

territory of either the sovereign or his vassal. In this case, as it happens, we learn more about the

family to which the prince belonged, from the Vlkramdrjunavijaya or Pampa-BMmta of Pampa, who,

writing A. D. 911-42, mentions, as his patron, the aforesaid ArikSsarin, and gives his pedigree for seven

preceding generations, with apparently a tolerably definite hint as to the part of the country to which

he belonged.^*^ As regards the king Krishnarajad^va,— we knew, from the epigraphic records, the

Rashtrakuta king Krishna III., for whom we had dates in A. D. 940 and 956. And, there being no

extraneous objections, we did not hesitate to identify Somadeva’s Krishnarajadeva with this Krishna

III., and to extend the reign of the latter to A. D. 959, even before obtaining for him a later epigraphic

date in A. D. 9 G 1.51 jn this way, SomadSva’s literary reference usefully supplemented the inscriptions.

But it teaches us, in itself, little enough. And, by the way, he might plainly have told us even a good

deal more than he has. The preamble of the letter issued by his hero king Yas6dhara,52— particularly

in its introduction of the titles “supreme lord of the town of Padmavatipura, lord of the mountain

Kanakagiri, and owner of the Kailasa-crest,” as well as in other details,— is no mere ordinary epistle,

but is an imitation of the formal preamble of a grant
j
from which we gather that SomadSvahad access

to official papers, and used one of the drafts kept on hand for preparing charters of grants. Take,

again, the case of Jahlana. In the introduction to his Subkdshitamuktduali, written in the period

Harshachariia, Cowell and Thomas’ Translation, p. 109. Vol. V. above, p. 318.

*7 Vol. XVIII. above, p, 259, Vol. XIX. p. 329, Vol. XXII. p, 141. *8 Vol. XVI. above, pp. 1 fe., 49 jBf.

<9 Peterson’s Second Report, p. 47, Rice’s Karnatokasahd&nui&sanamf Introd. p. 26.

An inscription at Devi-Hosdr. 52 Xtoc, cii. (note 49 above}, p. 39.
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A. D. 1247 to 1260,53 he states carefully the relationships in his own pedigree, but omits to state tliem

in the case of the Devagiri-YMava kings Bhillanaa, Siiigha^, and Krishna, and their ancestor Mallugi,

whom he mentions. And take, finally, the case of Hemadri. Writing' in the period A. D, 1260 tc'

1271, in the time of the D^vagiri-Yadaya king MahMeya, under whom^ as also under his successor

Kamachandra, he held the post of ^STikaranudliipa or superintendent of the business connected with

the drawing up of documents, he aimed, in the introduction to his Vratahhanda^^ at giving the fuFJ

pedigree, with incidental historical items, of that branch of the Yadayas from even Puranic times, lu

sjjite, however, of the free access that he must have had to the chronicles and official recoi'ds of tlie

family,— within the historical period, he has omitted, several times, to state the exact relationships

the successive members of the family
;
he has apparently passed over altogether one of them, S^unadevaj

whose existence is established by an epigraphic record; and, as tested by an inscription of A. D. 1191

at Gradag,55 he has sugg'ested an altogether wrong inference regarding the parentage of Bhillama, the

first paramount king in the family, within only a century before the time at which he was writing.

The dates which are given in the introductions and colophons of the literary works, in connection

with the composition of those works, may of course be accepted as reliable. And any genealogical

and historical items put forward in the same places, ought to be coiTcct for a few preceding genera-

tions. But it would be a very extraordinary and imperfect history of India that we should pnx

together from such references, and from the Purd’^as, the Iiajatara%Ugir}% the historical romances, the

general body of the literature, such Vamsdvalis as have been obtained from Orissa and Nepal, and the

few items of alleged history that are incidentally given in the Papdvalis, We should doubtless recog-

nise that the successions of kings given for India itself by the Purdnas^ for Kashmir by the Mdja-

taramgini, and for Nepal by the Vamdvali, should be taken as separate successions, in territories the

histories of which must be treated separately. We should not laiow exactly what conclusion to arrive

at in respect of the annals of Orissa, which is a province of India itsjelf. But, having regard to the

preposterous duration allotted to each of the reigns from B. C. S102 to 57, we should doubtless decide

that all memoiy of tlie true history of that period had been lost in OriSv^^a, and that from the next

fixed point, A. D, 78, Orissa was an independent province with a history and a line of kings of its

own. We could scarcely fail to detect the occurrence, in the Purdnas, the Pdjataramgim^ and the

Nepal Vamdvali, of one particular name, that of Asoka, which ought to establish a definite synchron-

ous point in the histories of the three countries. We should not be able to deduce the date of Asoka
from the Purd?ias, But we should find that the Eajatavcnkgini would place him somewhere about

B. C. 1260. We should find, indeed, that the Nepal Vamsdvali would place him, rouglily, about B. C.

2600. As, however, that list does not mention him as a niler of Nepal but only as a visitor to the

country, we should probably infer a mistake in that account, and prefer to select the date of B. C,

1260. And then we should set about arranging the succession of the kings of India itself, from the

Purdms, with B. C. 1260 for the approximate date of the accession of Asoka as our startiiig-point.56

Bhandarkar’s Eeport for the years 1887-68 to 1890-91, Notices, p. 7.

Bhandarkar's Early History of the Delckan (in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency
^ Yol. I. Part II,), Appen-

dix C., p. 268.

See my Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts (in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I. Part II.), p. 516,

H6mMri seems to have adopted here some mistaken tradition which appears also in some of the later epigraphic
records.

56 A beginning was actually made, almost in the manner suggested above, by Sir William Jones ; see his disserta-
tion on the Chronology of the Hindus, written in 1788 (4s. Ties. Yol. II. p. Ill, repr nt of 1799). But he took a
different starting-point, and fixed it in a different way. His paper was based on a work entitled Purdndrihapralcdsai
which was composed, shortly before the time at which he was writing, by Pandit Eadhakant Sarman, and which
seems to have been based, in its turn, chiefly on the Bhdgavata^urdna. In the first place he brought forward a
verse given to him from a hook entitled Bhdgaoatdmrita, composed by “a learned Goswamif' which purported to
fix the Kaliyuga year 1002 expired as the date of the manifestation of Buddha. With this he coupled an 'assertion
in the same book that, two years before that date, there occurred the revolution which placed on the throne Pradyota,
the first king in the third dynasty before that of the Mauryas. And he thus exhibited a chronology which, taking
the aceessiou of Pradyota in B. C. 2100 as its starting-point, placed the accession of feisun^ga in B. C. 1962, the acces-
sion of Nanda in B. 0 1602, and the accession of Chandragupta (the grandfather of As6ka) in B. C. 1502, and made
the dynasty of the Afidhrabhrityas run from B, C. 908 to 452. But he considered that the figures put forward by the
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Ve should then examine the other available sources of information. And probably we should first

aote, from the Jain Pattdmlis^ the king Vanaraja, who is said to have founded Ankilwa(J in Gujarat,

in A. B, 746
;

57 and we should obtain the alleged succession at AnhdwAd after him, with an initial

date for each king, to A, T). 1304, from the Pravachanapankshd of Dharmasagara.^s Prom the

literary works, we should obtam a few names, with fixed dates, such as the following. JinasSna tells

?as in the Jain liarioansa^ in counection with the date of that work, that in A. D. 783-84 there were

reigning, — in \ directions determine! with reference to a town named Vardhamanapura, there which

is to be identified with the modern Wadhwiin in the Jhalilviid division of Kathiawar, — in the north,

Indrayudha
;
in the south, Srivallabha

;
in the east, Yatsaraja, king of Avanti (Ujjain); and, in the

west, YaraUa or Jayavaraha, in the territory of the Sauryas.59 And from the Channabasampicrdm

we should have (but, in this case, falsely)®^^ a king Bijjala reigning at Kalyani, in the Nizam’s

Dominions, contemporaneously with them. Gunahhadra gives us, in recording the date of the coni-

pletion of his Uttarapurdna, a king Akalavarsha, with the date of A, D, 887.51 Pampa gives us a

Chalukya prince Arikesarin, with the date of A. B, 941,52 with his pedigree for seven generations,

and with, apparently, a hint that he was ruling the territory round the modern LakshmSshwar in the

Dharwiir district, Somaleva gives us a king Krishna, with the date of A. B. 959.^5 Banna gives

us a king Ahavamalla, who was reigning A. B. 983.5* A later Somadeva gives us a Bhoja, who was

ruling in the Kolhapur territory in A. B, 1205,55 And Jnanesvara gives us a Ramachaiidra, who was

reigning A. B. 1290 ;55 while another work gives a date for the same king in A. B. 1297, and shews

that the Kohkan was a part of lus dominions.®? la the way of definite names with uncertain dates, we

should have, from Jahlana,58 another king Krishna, with his predecessors Mallugi, Bhillama, and

Siiighana, whom we could not place in any particular period from his information alone. And we

should have, from H^madri,®^ a much longer list, in which we should recognise the same names,

without, however, here again the means of referring them to any particular period. We should

probably obtain the right clue here from the fact that Hemadri elsewhere mentions, as the successor

of his king Mahadeva, a Ramachandra, who, we should guess, ought to be identified with the

Ramachandra of A. B, 1290 and 1297. But in the case of Buna’s Harsha or Harshavardhana

and Bilhana’s Vikramaditya, we should in all probability go completely wrong; the temptation would

be almost irresistible, to identify Vikraraaditya either with a Vikramaditya who is mentioned in the

Rdjataramgini as a contemporary of Pratapaditya of Kashmir in the period B. 0. 180 to 148, or

else with the VikramMitya of Ujjain of the legend, who is supposed to have died or to have begun to

reign in B. C. 57, and to identify Harsha with a certain Harsha-Yikramaditya, king of Ujjain, who is

mentioned in the Rdjataramgini as a contemporary of Hiraiiya and Matrigupta of Kashmir in the

j)eriod A. D. 76 to 111. We should look in vain in the Purdnas, for any of the names obtained

from the literature and the Paftdvalis. But we should, to the best of our ability, work those names,

and the dates connected with them, into the list obtained from the Puranas and in continuation of it.

And we should possibly be working into it also some quite modern inventions, such as those of the

bards of Kathiawar, which were at one time supposed to be *‘old-world tales,” but which really sprang

Puranas were excessive, botli for generations and for reigns. And, adjusting those figuies according to his own

estimate, and taking, as a startini?-point, B. 0. 1027 for the date of Bnddha as fixed by the Chinese authorities as

interpreted by De Guignes, he submitted a revised scheme, which placed Pradyota B. C. 1029, Nanda B. 0. 699, and

the rise of the Andhrabhrityas in B. C. 149.— (In this revised scheme, a specific date was not proposed for Chan-

dragupta, whose importance had not been recognised at that time). — He further suggested other corrections, which

would place Pradydta B. C. 317 or 17, and Nanda A. D, 13 or 313. But he pointed out that this arrangement w^ould

take the Andhrabhrityas on to at least the sixth to the tenth centuries A.D., “without leaving room for the subse-

‘quent dynasties, if they reigned successively.” Audit does not seem to have recommended itself to him at all

favourably.

07 Vol. XI. above, p. 253. Bhandarkar’s Report for 1883-84, pp, 150,456.

0® See a note on the date of Dhmva, in Hp, iiid, Vol, VI. See page 2 above.

61 Vol. XII. above, p. 217. See page 13 above. 5® See page 13 above.

Rice’s Karnd,baka?ahddnus6.sanctm, Introd. p. 28 ff,
5® S'bove, p« 75.

Early History of the Dehkan, p, 250.
^ XXI. above, p. 51,

68 See page 13 f. aboVe. See page 14 above.
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into existence within the last twenty-five or thirty years, and owe their origin only to certain pro-

Jiininary speculations, put forward by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji, that found their way to the ])ards

through an educational treatise.^® In this way, w^e should build up a chronological list of the rulers of

India, and of some of its provinces, with B. C. 1260 as a starting-point. And then, sooner or later,

w'e should be met by the discoveiy that Ohandragupfca, the grandfather of Asoha, was known to the

Greeks as Sandrokottos, and that his date is fixed by the Greek wu-iters We should thus learn that

Asoka could not be placed before about B. C. 275. All the early part of our arrangements would be

upset by a thousand years. And the subject would become a maze of bewilderment, confusion, and

speculation, to be approached afresh from an entirely new point of view.

Fortunately, the disoovery about Chandragupta was made and announced,— by Sir

William Jones, in 1793

—

before speculation into the ancient history of India had gone very far.

And, fortunately, a few of the inscriptions had already begun to come to notice. From

that time, more and more attention was paid to them
;
and particularly fiom the time when they were

taken in hand by Mr. James Prinsep, who first succeeded in deciphering the records of Asoka, and,

in that and other ways, laid the real foundations of the whole superstucture that has been subsequently

reared up. And it is with relief that we turn to them, and lay aside any further consideration of the

position in which we should have found ourselves without them.

This is not the occasion for entering into any detailed exposition of the historical results that we

have obtained from the iuscriptions. The subject would require a volume to itself, and will be

dealt with hereafter in that way. But we may point to the first two hundred or more pages of Miss

Duff’s book on the Chronology of India^^ for a general resume of those results, in a foim which will

be most useful and indispensable to any student of Indian history. And we may say that, though

many details still remain to be filled in from future exploration and researcli, we have now a very fair

knowledge in outline of the political history of India from about B. 0. 800 to A. D. 850, and a very

full knowledge of it from the latter time onwards. And we are indebted for this, in respect of the

earlier period, a good deal to coins taken in coanection with the epigraphic records, but, in respect of

the later period, almost entirely to the epigraphic records.

We must have, however, some idea as to what the inscriptions are, — as to tlie extent of

territory that they cover, — and as to how they help us so definitely. And, to make the first and

third of these matters clear, we must present a classification of the records from two points of view,

according to the materials on which they have been preserved, and according to the objects to which

they were devoted.

As regards the materials on which they have been preserved, — among the records

there is one that stands by itself, in respect of the peculiarity of being engraved on iron
;
namely,

the short poem on the iron column at Meharauli, near Delhi, which constitutes the epitaph of the great

king Chandra. With this exception, the records are to be divided into those which are on copper,
and those which are on stone.

The former usually describe themselves by the name of t^mrafeasana, or ‘‘copper-charters.”

And they consist sometimes of a single plate, but more usually of several plates strung together on

a large signet-ring which bears generally the seal of the authority who issued the particular charter.

Many of them have come to notice through being produced by the modern possessors of them before

See Oupta insers. Introd. p. 50.

n Asiaiic Researches, Vol. IT., Anniversary Disoonrse, p. 13, reprint of 17’98.

Pablisted by Archibald Constable and Go., Wesfcmiuster
; 1899,

78 Por some of the nnraismatio researches which are most useful for historical purposes
,
see, in particular, The

Coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings of Baetna and India hy Messrs. Gardner and Poole (1886), General

Sir Alexander Gnimijigham’s Coins of the Indo-^yihiam, ^akas, and Kushdns (1888, 1890, 1892), his Co-ins ofA7ic{ent

India {1891), and his Coins of Medimal India (1894), and Mr. Piapson’s various writings, especially his Indian Coins

(1897), Part EU. B. of Vol. II. of the Grundriss der hxdo^Arisehen Fhilologie und Alte7imins]cunde^
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official authorities in the expectation of establishing privileges ^liich, it is hardly necessary to say,

have long since ceased to exist through the lapse of time, the dying out of the families of original holders,

rights of conquest, and the many clianges of government that have taken place
;
and it is still in

private hands that we must look to find the majority of those that remain extant but unknown. But
others have been found buried in fields, and hidden in the walls and foundations of buildings; and
the decay of old erections, and the excavation of ancient sites, may at any time yield a rich harvest

in this direction.

The stone records usually describe themselves by the name of feiia&asana, ‘'stone-charters,^’ feila-

Idkh^, “stone-writings,’’ or pra&asti, “eulogies.” They are found on rocks, on religious

columns such as those which bear some of the edicts of Asoka and others which were set up in front

of temples as “flag-staffs” of the gods, on battle-columns or columns of victory such as the two at

Mandasor, on the walls and beams and pillars of caves and temples, on the pedestals of images, and
on slabs built into the walls of temples or set up in the courtyards of temples or in conspicuous places

in village-sites or fields. And they are often accompanied by sculptures which give the seal of the

authority issuing the record, or mark its sectarian nature, or illustrate some scene referred to in it.

As a matter of convenience, ve know the copper records best by the name of ‘'grants,”

and the stone records best by the name of “inscriptions.” But there is no radical difference

between the two divisions, such as might be inferred from these two names.

As regards the extent of territory thatthey cover, — the inscriptions come from all parts

of India, from Sbahbazgarhi on the north, in the Yusafzai subdivision of the Peshavar district,

to the ancient Paiidya territory in the extreme south of the peninsula, and from Kathiawar in the

west to Assam on the east
;
and, from beyond the confines cf India itself, we have some from

Nejial, others from Ceylon, and others from Cambodia in Indo-China. And they are very numer-

ous. Professor Kielhorn has lately put together a list, with dates, names, and some other lead-

ing details, of more than seven hundred from Northern India that is to say, chiefly from the

territory lying on the north of the Nerbudda and Mahanadi rivers. And they are still more abund-

ant in Southern India, where the Musalmans, in consequence no doubt of being somewhat remote from

the great centres of fanaticism, lived formerly, as now, more peaceably with the Hindus, and did not

do so much damage to the temples and their stone records. Sir Walter Elliot, who first systemati-

cally collected the southern records, compiled manuscript copies of no less than five hundred and

ninety-five from the Kanarese country, in addition to a large number of others from the Telugu

provinces. Dr. Hultzsch, in his first two volumes of South-Indian Inscriptions^ and in Part I. of

Vol. HI., has published nearly three hundred, chiefly from the Tamil country. And further inquiries

in the Kanarese country have disclosed the existence of a wealth of materials there, the extent of

which can hardly yet be gnaged: from the province of Mysore, Mr. Rice has given us texts and

abstract translations of a hundred and forty-four records at the great Jain centre Sravana Belgola,

and has dealt, in two volumes of his Epigrapliia Ca?'natica, with one thousand seven hundred and

sixty-five from the Mysore district alone, and ho has still eight volumes to issue
;
from the Belgaum

and Dharwar districts, in the Bombay Presidency, impressions of nearly a thousand inscriptions

were obtained under my own direction
;
and the southernmost parts of Dharwar, which are very full

indeed of such materials, and some parts of the Belgaum and Bij^pur districts, still remain to be

explored.

And the inscriptions help us so definitely, partly because, from the middle of the fourth

century A. D,, they are nearly all specifically dated in the various Hindu eras, the initial points

of which are now so well known that,— by means of various writings by Dr. Schram, Prof. Jacobi, Prof.

Kielhorn, and Mr. Sewell and the late Mr. Shankar Balkrisbna Dikshit,— we can determine the dates

of the records without any doubt, and partly because of the voluminous, varied, and practical

JS/p. Jnd. Vol, V. Appendix.
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nature of tho matter presented in them. To understand the latter point, however, we must

now proceed to a further classification of the records according to the nature of their

contents, following, however, only some general lines, without aiming at an accurate completeness o\

subdivision which w'ouid be beyond the scope of our present objects.

We may place first those which are plain statements of events, sometimes perliaps contain-

ing allusions to religion and to donations, but not directed to any such ends. In this claS'^, some of

the best instances of purely historical narratives are, the Uduyagin cave inscription, already

referred to,75 which summarises the career of KhS^rav^la of Kalinga as far as the thirteenth year of

his reign, and presents to us a chapter, or the beginning of a chapter, of a dynastic chronicle
;
the

eulogy of Samudragupta on the Asdka column at Allahabad, 76 wliich recites his pedigree,

describes his conquests iu Northern India, mentions some of the foreign tribes witli which he had rda-

tions, and gives us a considerable insight into the political divisions of Southern India
;
and the shoit

poem, in grand diction, on the two columns of victory at MAndas6r,77 >\liich describes the triumphs

of YaSddharman, including the humbling of the great foreign invader Miliirakula ‘‘who had never

before that bowed liis head in obeisance to any save the god tSiva.” To the same class be-

long some of the epitaphs; for instance, the short charming poem on the iron pillar at

rauli,79 which preserves the memory of the great king Chandra, and the panegyric of the great

Western Gaiiga prince Nolambaiitaka-Marasiaiha at Sravana-Belgola,76 and the epitaphs of the Jain

teachers Prabhachandra and MallishSna at the same place.^o To the same class we may refer some of

the records of the carrying out of public works
;
tor instance, the two fine rock inscriptions

at JunagadbjSi wdiich record the repainng of the embankment of the great lake Sudarsana in the time

of Ejudradaman and again in the time of Skandagupta, — the former of them reciting, also, hov/ it

had once before been repaired by a brother-in-law of the great Maurya king Chandragupta, and had

been embellished by a local governor of Asoka. In the same class we have some of the monumental
pillars and tablets commemorating the death of heroes in battle

;
for instance, the small

pillar at £!ran,s3 which gives us the name of king Bhanugupta, as a preliminary to recording how his

follower Gbpaiija died in fight and how Goparaja’s wife accompanied his corpse onto the funeral

pyre, and the virgals or “hero-stones” of Central India, Bombay, and Madras, as illustrated by the

Teralii stones^s which recite how Ohandiyana, the governor of a fortress under Gunaraja, w'as killrd

in a fight between Gunaraja and Undabhata, — by the Ablur stone, which commemorates the

death of the brothers Macha and G6ma, fighting valiantly on the occasion of a cattle-raid against

their village,— and by the Kil-MutWgur and Ambur tablets,®5 which preserve the memory of other

heroes killed on occasions of the same kind. In the way of more miscellaneous records refer-

able to this same class, we have the Man’ar H 11 rock inscript] ons,85 which record the con-
struction of a tank by the order of Konadevi, the wife of king Adityasena

;
the Bliumara pillar,S7

which was setup as a boundary-pillar between the territories of the Maharaja Hastin and the

Maharaja Sarvanatha, and the record on which enables us to synchronise the families to which those tw o

princes belonged
;
another stone at Kil-Mufetugur,8S which marks the spot on an embankment at which

a local hero killed a li^^er
;
the Kotur inscription,8® which narrates how a Saiva ascetic immo-

lated himself in the fire
;
and the Belaturu inscription, which tells the pathetic tale of how. in

spite of the remonstrances of her parents and her relatives, the widow of a local governor
entered the fiames, to accompany her dead husband to tho wox*ld of the gods. In the same class
we may notice two inscrzptions at Siyamangalam and Tiruvotfcur, which give an interesting insight

Page 10 above, 76 Qupffi X7isGrs, p. 1.

GuTpta insers. pp, 142, 149 ; and see Vol. XVni, above, p. 219. 78 Qupta inaers. p. 139.
79 %. Ind. Voi. V. p. 151. so jBp. jnd. Vol. lY. p. 22, and Vol, HI. p 184« Mchceol Sarv, West. Lid. Vol. U. p. 128, and imers. p. 56. 82 Chi^pia Insers. p. 91,

Vol. SVIL above, p. 201. st yoi. y. p. 2G1.
had, Vol. IV. p. 1/8, B,, p, 182, A., and p. 183, B. 8® Gupta Insers p. 211

1 Ep. hid. Vol TV. p.*179, C.
88 Vol. XX, above, p. 69. so Sp. Cam. Yol, IV., Hg. IS.
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into the administration of criminal law in the twelfth century A. D. one of them recites

how a certain individual bj mistake shot a man belonging to his own village, whereupon the governor

and the people of the district assembled together, and decided that the culprit should not die for the

offence committed by him through inadvertence, but should burn a lamp in the Tunandar temple at

Siyamangalam, and accordingly he provided sixteen cows, from the milk of which ghee was to be

prepared, to be used in burning the lamp
;
and the other records that a man went hunting, and missed

his aim and shot another man. whereupon the people of the district assembled and decided that the

culpiii should make over sixteen cows to apparently the Tiruvottur temple. We may further include

here two inscriptions at Chehgama, which embody political compacts of alliance for purposes

of offence and defence*®^ And, though it does not contain any narrative, we may conveniently

note here the seal-matrix of Sasahka, cut in the rock at the hill-fort of B6htasgadh,93 — the mould

in which there would be cast the seals for copper-plate charters issued by him, — -which, by its

ex.stence there, locates, in that direction, the kingdom of Kie-lo-na^su-fa-la-no, mentioned by the

Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Ts^ang.®^

For practically all such records as those menti oned in the preceding paragraph, we are indebted

to a historical instinct which found expression more or less fully in them. And some of them illus-

trate how well the ancient Hindus could put together brief historical narratives, concise and to the

point, but limited in scope. But the records of this class, though fairly numerous in themselves, are

but few in number in comparison with the others that we have yet to deal with. And, for the

great bulk of the epigraphic records that have come down to us, we are indebted, not

to any historical instinct of the Hindus, but to the religious side of their character and
their desire for making endowments on every possible occasion.

We shall notice next those for which we are indebted to religious motives alone. And we

may place first those which promulgate religious doctrine. Here, however, we can bring

forward, prominently, only the well known rock and pillar edicts of A66ka, scattered about at

various places that were of importance in his dominions, from Shahbazgarhi m the north to Siddapur in

Mysore on the south and to Dhauli and Jaugada on the east. The object of them was to propagate,

under royal endorsement, the Buddhist faith. But, in addition to mentioning the foreign kings

Anfciochus II. of Syria, Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt, Antigonus Gonatas of Macedonia, Magas of

Oyrene, and Alexander of Epirus, — by means of which the period to which they belong is fixed,—
they yield a little history, in giving the names of some of the peoples of India, particularly the Cholas,

the Pandyas, and the Andhras,®^ and in recording the conquest of Kaiihga, and in putting forward,

apparently, a date, the year 256,®® which represents the tradition of that period as to the number of

years that had elapsed since the nirvana^ or else the death, of Buddha,

In another class of records for which we are indebted to religious motives alone,

without the accompaniment of endowments, we may cite the following instances. We owe

the Taxila plate of the Satrap Patika®? to the installation of a relic of Buddha. We owe the

Kura inscription of Toram^naQs to the building of a Buddhist monastery. And we owe the

Nana Ghaut inscription, of the Audhrabhritya senes,®® to the desire to commemorate the great

sacrifices that had been celebrated, and the costly sacrificial fees that had been given, by

queen Nayanika, For the inscription of Toramana on the chest of the stone boar at Eran,i®® which

establishes his conquest of Central India, we are indebted to the building of the temple, in the

portico of which the boar stands
j
and to the same motive we are indebted for the Gwalior inscription

See the Annual Beporfc of the Government Epigraphist for the year ending with the 30th June, 1900, p, 11

,

para. 26,

92 See the same, p. 13, paras. 32, 33. ““ Qii'pta Insets, p. 283.

9* Beal’s Si-yU'H, Yol. I. p. 210, Vol. II. p, 201. Yol. XX. above, pp. 239, 240, 242, 247.

98 See Bp. Ind. Yol. III. pp. 138, 141. 9'^ H7p. Ind. Yol. lY, p. 54.

98 Bp, hid. Yol. I. p. 238. 9a Jxchml. 8urv. West. Ind. Yol. Y. p. SO,

100 Oupia Insets, p. 158.
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of his son Mihirakula,^ for the Aihole inscription of Pulakesin II.,2 which contains a great deal

of important matter, and for the Vallimalai inscription,-^ which settles the first four generations of

the family of the Western G-ahga princes of Talakad. It is to the restoration of a temple that

we are indebted for the important Mandasor inscription,^ which gave us what had so long been

wanted, namely, a date for one of the Early Grupta kings, recorded in an era, capable of identification,

other than that which was specially used by them in their own records. We owe another important

record of the Early Guptas, the Eran pillar inscription, ^ which gives us the name of Budhagupta

and one of the dates which help to fix the exact initial point of the Gupta era, to the erection of
the column as the “ fiag-staff ” of the god of the temple in front of which it stands. We ovye the

Shahpur record,^ which gives us the date of king Adityasena in the Harsha ora, to the installation

of an image. We owe the important inscription at Talgund,^ which gives the account of the

origin of the great family of the early Kadamba kings of Banawdsi, to the construction of a
tank in connection with a temple. And we owe the record which proves the historical

existence of the dynasty of the Suhgas,^ to the building of a gateway of the stfipa at Bliarhut.

A dispute between two priests, each of whom claimed the ownership of a particular plot of land
for his god, has given us an interesting record of a trial by ordeal in an inscription at Kittur.a
The settlement of a sectarian dispute has given us an mscription^o which narrates how king
Bukkaraya of Vijayanagara brought about a reconciliation between the Jains and the Vaish-
i^avas of Sravana-Belgola, and embodies a compact under which the Jains were to enjoy equal
freedom and protection with the Yaishnavas in respect of their rites and processions. The necessity
for reforming the sacred law on a certain point, has given us an inscription lat Virinchipuram^^
embodying an agreement fixing the law of marriage among the Brahmans of the Padaivxrlu
country, by which they bound themselves that marriages among their families should only be concluded
by kanydddnaf that is to say by the father giving his daughter gratuitously, and that any father
accepting money, and any bridegroom paying money for his bride, should be subject to punishment by
the king and excommunication from caste. The desire of pilgrims to commemorate their visits to
sacred sites has given us a number of records, which are of considerable value in the geographical
line of mquiry.i2 And the presentation of caskets to hold relics of Buddha has disclosed
to us, iu the inscriptions found at the Bhattiprolu a peculiar variety of the Asoka alphabet
which has not been met with elsewhere, and which has an important bearing on the question as
to the antiquity of the introduction of the art of writing into India.

^

StiU more numerous are the records of which the object was to register religious
donations or endowments, to gods, to priests on behalf of temples, and to communities The
inscnptions of Da^aratha, the grandson of As6ka, in the caves on the BarSbar and NSgarjuni hiUs w
were engraved to record the presentation of the eaves to a community of ascetics The
N&sifc inscription of Ushavadata, son-in-law of the Kshaharita king Nahapana,iB was engraved to
register the presentation of the cave, with large endowments in money, to a communitv
of monks. The object of the Bhitari pillar inscription of Skandagupta.i® and of the Kuram grant
of Paramlivaravarman L.w was to register grants of viUages to gods. The Cochin grant of
Bhaskara-]^avivarman,i8 which establishes the existence of a colony of Jews in the Travancore
State, was issued to record the bestowal of a village on the Jews, with the right to use cer-
tarn rehgious paraphernalia. We should not have had the Ablur inscription, which discloses the

s np. Ind. Tol, IV. p. 140, A.
® Qupta hisers. p. 208.
* Vol. XIV. above, p. 138.
10 insers, at drav,-JBeh No, 136.

1 Qupta Insers. p. 161. a j^d, Yol. Vl. p. 1.
* Gupta Insers. p. 79. 6 insers. p. 88.
^ See Cam. Vol. IV. Introd. p.l, a.nd Dyn. Kan. DUirs p 286
9 Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. Yol. IX. p. 307.
South-Ind. Insers. Vol. I, p. 82.

of
given by Dr. Bubler. in Bp. Ind. Vol. II. p. 407. from records

Ep. Ind. Vol. II. p. 323. l* tr ,

“ Archxol. Bwv. West. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 102, No 7 u «
>Mo«<A.Ind.I«scrs.Vol.I.p.I44 insers. p. 62.

Ind. Vol. III. p. 66.
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real originator of the movement that led to the revival of Saivism in the twelfth century A, but

for the fact that the ultimate object of it was to register the names of the villages that heui been
granted to ]&kftntada-Ramayya for the purposes of the temple that he built. Fot the date

of Lakulisa,20 we are indebted to a record the object of which was to register the grant of a field

to a temple, to the establishment of which he was then attached. The Indor grant of Skanda-
guptasi Y7as issued simply to record an endowment to provide oil for a temple of the sun.

And so on with innumerable other instances, in which history has been recorded only as an incidental

matter, in connection with the primary topic of religious benefactions.

And finally we have the records which register secular grants to private individuals.

As instances in this class, we may cite the Vakkaleri grantj22 which gives the full direct lineal succes-

sion of the Western Chalukyas of Badami, from the first paramount king Pulak^sin I. to the last of

the line, and was issued to register the grant of a village to a Br^hma^) and the Hirahadagalli

grant of the Pallava king Siva-Skandavarman,23 which was issued to endorse the holding of a

garden by certain Brahmans, and to fix the share of the produce that each of them was to take.

In this class we have to place, amongst numerous other records, the majority of the vSrgals of

Mysore, which, differing in this respect from the similar records elsewhere, mostly record grants of

land in addition to commemorating the deaths of heroes
;
for instance, the Begur stoneS^ not

only records the death of the commander of the Nagattara troop in a battle that was fought between

the forces of Ayyapad^va and those of Viramahendra^ but also records the appointment of his successor

and registers the grant of various villages to him. The supplementary inscription on the Atakur

stone25 giyes another instance of a grant ofvillages, in recognition ofbravery in the battle-field,

to a hero who fought and survived. And we learn from it that grants of this kind were some-

times accompanied by the ceremony of washing the warrior’s sword, just as religious grants were

usually accompanied by the ceremony of laving the feet of the priest into whose hands the donation

was actually given.

Now, the donative records are by far the most numerous of all. And, as the result of this, we

arrive at the point that in the vast majority of the epigraphio records wo have a mass of

title-deeds of real property, and of certificates of the right to duties, taxes, fees, perqui-

sites, and other privileges. The copper-plate grants are the actual title-deeds and certificates

themselves. The stone inscriptions are usually of the same nature. But they sometimes mention

the concurrent bestowal of a copper-plate charter. And in such cases they are, rather, a public

intimation that the transaction had been made complete and valid by the private assignment of the

necessary title-deeds and certificates.

The essential part of the records was, of course, the specification of the details of the donor,

of the donee, and of the donation. And we have to bear in mind that, not only are the donative

records by far the most abundant of all, but also, among them, by far the most numerous are

those which we may call the records of royal donations, by which We mean grants that were

made either by the kings themselves, or by the great feudatory nobles, or by provincial governors and

other high officials who had the royal authority to alienate state lands and to assign allotments from the

state revenues. The reason for this, no doubt, is that which was suggested by Dr. Burnell ;26 namely, the

tendency for gifts to take the place of the sacrifices which, according to the epic poems, and in fact

according to some of the earlier records, the kings of India used to have performed, in order to acquire

religious merit or to attain other objects. But, be the reason what it may, the fact remains, that the

records of royal donations, whether for religious purposes or for other purposes, are the

most numerous of all. And many of them register, not simply the gift of small holdings, but

grants of entire villages, and large and permanent assignments from the public revenues.

i« See page 2 above. See pagre If. above. Qupta Inscrs. p. 68.

22 Vol. VIII. above, p. 25 ; and Ep. Ind, Vol. V. p. 200. While giving the full descent from father to son,

omits to mention Mangal^sa ; see page 10 above.

*s Ep. Ind. Vol. I. p. 1.

25 JS?p. Ind. Vol. VI, p. 50,

2* JBp, Ind, Vol. VI. p, 46,

*« ScutMnd, Talmogr, p, 94.
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It is to these facts that we are indebted for the great value of the records from the

historical point of view. The donor of state lands, or of an assignment from the public revenues,

must shew his authority for his acts. A provincial governor, or other high official, must specify

his own rank and territorial jurisdiction, and name the king under whom he holds office. A great

feudatory noble will often make a similar reference to his paramount sovereign, in addition to

making his own position clear. And it is neither inconsistent with the dignity of a king, nor unusual,

for something to be stated about bis pedigree in charters and patents issued by him or in his name.

The precepts of the law-books, quoted by Ur. Burnell from the chapters relating to the making of

grants, prescribe, in fact, that a king should state the names of his father and his grandfather, as well

as his own,27 This, no doubt, is a rule deduced from custom, rather than a rule on which custom was

based. But we find that, from almost the earliest times, the records do give a certain amount of

genealogical information. More and more information of that kind was added as time went on.

The recital of events was introduced, to magnify the glory and importance of the donors, and some-

times to commemorate the achievements of recipients. And so, not with the express object of

preserving history, but in order to intensify the importance of everything connected

with religion and to secure grantees in the possession of properties conveyed to them,

there was gradually accumulated almost the whole of the great mass of epigraphic

records, from which, chiefly, the ancient history of India is now being put together.

Such are the nature and extent of the materials with which we are working. And the above

sketch will suffice to give some idea of the results that we have already accomplished from them

.

Bul^, though so much has been achieved, a great deal still remains to be done.

In the first place, only a small part of the mine of epigraphic information has been as

yet explored. For the eailier period, before A. D. 350, we are looking forward to the results

of excavations, still to be made, which should, and undoubtedly will, enable ns to get at many
an important record now hidden from sight. For the period onwards from that date, we have

still to trace many additional copper-plate records, not yet brought to notice, which unquestion-

ably exist in private hands; and, from the enormous number of stone records, we have to select

those which will best repay the trouble of editing them in full,— dealing with the others by
means of abstracts that shall bring forward every point in them that can be turned to practical

account.

In the second place, we must before long make a start towards bringing the records
together, in chronological order, in volumes according to the dynasties and periods to

which they belong, onlines such as those adopted in the volume of Gu^ta Inscriptwns^ prepared

as Vol. Ill, of the intended Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarnm which, however, has not gone
beyond Vols. I. and III, It is very difficult to exhaust any particular line of research from texts

which are scattered about in the volumes of different Journals, among extraneous matter of all

sorts and without any attempt at or possibility of general arrangement according to dates, and
many of which are printed in Native characters which do not lend themselves to the use of

capitals, thick type, and other devices for marking points that are to be specially attended to.

To a great extent, of course, this scattered and unsystematic disposal of our results has been
unavoidable. As an inevitable consequence, however, not even the department of political

history has been dealt with as fully as might be the case even from such materials as we
already have for reference. Much has been done by the Epigraphia Indica towards minimising
the diflGculties entailed by having to search the volumes of so many different publications.

But more is needed. We must set about bringing together, in the manner indicated above,
such records as have already been published,— inserting, at the same time, any others of
each series that can concurrently be prepared for publication. We want, for instance, one
volume devoted to the records of the Western Chalnkyas of with those of the early

Palceogr, p. 97,
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Kadambas of Bana'wasi and the Pallavas of Oonjeeveram, and with some others of the same
period which are not numerous enough to make up a volume by themselves. We want
another volume for the records of the Eastei-n Chalnkyas,— another for those of the Rashfcra-
kutas, — and others for those of the Kalacburis and the Gahadavalas, — and so on, each with
the miscellaneous records of the period brought in. When such compilations have been made,
we shall have the basis of a systematic arrangement, by means of which the materials can be

examined far more conveniently and exhaustively than at present. And it will then be an easy

and simple matter to insert in such volumes, iu the proper places, references to further records

which, of course, must continue to be published in the present detached manner until sufficient

materials for supplementary volumes accumulate. Most urgently, perhaps, we want the contem-

plated volume, devoted primarily to the records of the Indo-Scythian kings and of the Ksha-

trapas, which was intended to be Yol. II. of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum. Still, as a

beginning, a valuable service would be rendered by anyone who would compile the records of

the Maiti’akas of Yalabhi,— revising the published texts, transliterating into Roman characters

such of them as have been edited in Native type, and giving a critical translation of at least one

complete record illustrating each of the different standard drafts of that ser'es, and similar

translations of the varying pai'ts of the other records, with an exhaust! ve Index, and with an

Introduction sketching the history and other matters deduced from the records. And such a

compilation would doubtless be welcomed as an Appendix to a volume of tbe Epigrapkia Indica^

if we cannot, by the time that it is ready, propose any other arrangements for publishing it.

In thus re-arranging the records already edited, we have to revise the published texts,

and bring them up to date on an uniform system according to our latest knowledge and

experience. Even among the most recently issued versions, there are but few that could be

finally reprinted simply just as they stand. We require to have both the texts and the trans-

lations dealt with critically according to an absolutely uniform method of treatment. The same

passages in different records have to be translated in identically the same words, according to

whatever final renderings may be determined on. And technical titles and expressions require

to be recognised, and to be used as they stand without attempting to render them by English

words which may, indeed, be' literal translations, but the meanings oE which do not suffice to

convey the ideas intended by the originals. There are many points in the records, which will

not be recognised until we begin to deal with the records on the lines indicated above. There are, also,

many allusions in the records, which we are only now beginning to nnderstand. And, as a very suitable

instance of what an up-to-date revision can efEect, we may point to the case of the Aihole inscription

of A. 0.634-35, of the time of the Western Chalukya king Pulak^sin II. It was first handled fully

by myself, some twenty-five years ago.^^ It seemed, then, that at any rate all the historical matter

in it had been brought out fully and correctly. But it remained for Professor Kielhorn, in lately

examining the record anew and re-editing it with the advantages of experience and wider knowledge,

to remove some mistakes made by me, and to discover still two more historical items in it, in the

mention of the Kolleru lake and of the territory on the north of the Bhimu, and, further, to detect

and explain two recondite allusions, one to a grammatical rule of PAnini and the other to the tradi-

tional precepts for the behaviour of kings in exile, and to brmg out various interesting points in which

the writings of the poet Kalidasa were used and imitated in this record and in some other early ones.

For reasons which have been explained elsewhere, the paleeographic inquiry has to he

taken a step further than even the point to which it has been brought by the labours of the late

Dr. Buhler. And, as one way of helping to this end, the occasions of publishing more final revised

texts and translations of records already dealt with, must be utilised to substitute real facsimiles of at

least the more representative originals, in the place of the manipulated and .sometimes misleading

lithographs that have occasionally been issued.

s* ToL T. above, p. 67 ; and again ia Yol. VIII. p. 237» “ ®jp. I'wd* Yoh YI, p. J.

*e Ind. Yol VI. p.79 L
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As has been said, even the political history has not been yet worked out from the published

records as fully as might be done. And there are other lines of inquiry, of general historical interest,

— particularly in the geographical, administrative, and fiscal departments,— which have

hardly been touched upon at all to any purpose. The geographical line, indeed, has receired a

certain amount of attention. But the researches in this line have been made chiefly with the object

of trying to identify places, countries, and tribes mentioned by foreign writers, namely
,
the Greek

historians and geographers, the Chinese pilgrims, and the Arab traveUers, and of constructing maps

of ancient India from their writings. A map of India has stiU to be put together from the epigraphic

records and other native sources. That map will give us the first reliable means^ of proceeding to

app]y properly any information that may be derivable from foreign sources. And, in the results that

have been put forward from the inquiries that have been indicated above, there is much to be cancelled.

There seems to be an idea, in some quarters, that we can and must still find an existing representative

of every ancient name recorded by the foreign writers. But tribes die out and disappear
;
and towns

decay and are deserted. Seaside emporia sometimes shift. And the names of cities are liable to change

in the course of time, even though the places themselves survive. The records of the Indian

campaign of Alexander^^ were written mostly by persons who actually went to India. And yet

there are but few of the ancient places, mentioned in them, that have been identified with any real

approach to certainty. The author of the Periplfis of the Erythraean Sea^^ evidently sailed

in person round the coast of India. But we cannot expect to find, now, every place on the coast

mentioned by him. And,—^ as regards his inland details, — his statement that Paifchan, which is

really about two hundrel miles almost due south-east from Broach, lies south of the latter place, at

a distance of a twenty days journey, quite suffices to shew that, for places away from the coast, he was

at least sometimes dependent on inforination which was liable to be of a very vague kind, and leaves

us free to exercise considerable latitude of choice in respect of the direction, in applying his immediately

following assertion that Tagara, at a distance of a ten days journey from Paithan, was on the east of

Paithan. It is with but little confidence that we can use Ptolemy’s work,^® with only our present

means of applying the information given in it, towards reconstructing the early geographical and

political divisions of India. Ptolemy, who wrote about the middle of the second century A. D.,^^

had not even the opportunities of personal observation which the author of the Periplus enjoyed, but

only compiled from the reports of travellers and navigators, and from the works of previous writers,

of whom some may have enjoyed such advantages, but others had simply put together information

obtained similarly at second-hand. The writer of the geographical part of the article on Ptolemy in

WiQEncyclopcBiia Bntannica^ Vol. XX., has told us that Ptolemy’s geographical knowledge is strikingly

imperfect even in regard to the Mediterranean and its surroundings, and that it is especially faulty

in respect of the southern shores of Asia, in connection with which he had obtained — (as we can

readily detect) — only a vague acquaintance with extensive regions, based on iniormation which was
indeed to a certain extent authentic, but which had been much exaggerated and misunderstood.

Ptolemy — (we are told) — recognised the importance of utilising, to, check and adjust results, any
positions of places that had been determined by actual observations of latitude and longitude. But
there was not any appreciable number of such places. And thus “the positions laid down by him
“were really, with very few exceptions, the result of computations of distances from itineraries and
“the statements of travellers, estimates which were liable to much greater error in ancient times

Ancient India, its Invasion hy Alexander the Great, by J. W. McCrindle.

^

3* jpor Mr. McCrindle s translation of this work, see Vol, VIII. above, p. 107 ff He has there shewn grounds,
which seem conclusive, for plaoing the work between A. D. 80 and 89, thongh by other authorities it has been placed
somewhat earlier, in Pliny’s time ( \ . D, 2S to 79), and, on the other hand, considerably later, after A, D, 161. The
writer of the geographical part of the article on Ptolemy in the Encyclopaedia Bi'itannicaf Vol. XX., has placed it

“abontA. D.80“ (p. 94).
** See the extracts from Ptolemy's Geography of Isidia and Southern Ana, with a commentary, given by Mr.

McCrindle, Vol. XHI. above, p. 313 fF.

It appears that the first recorded observation of this celebrated mathematician, astronomer, and geographer*
WM made inA 1>. 127, and the last in A, T). 151 {Encyclopaedia^ Britannica, Vol. XX. p, 87), but that he was stili

alive in A. P. 161 (Smith’s ClaAsioal Dictionary, p. 627).
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^‘fchan at the present day.” Moreover, in addition to placing the equator at a considerable distance

from its true geographical position, and accepting a prime mjndian which made all his eastern longi-

tudes about seven degrees less than they should have been, he made a still more serious mistake,

which “had the effect of vitiating all his subsequent co iclusions,” in taking every degree of latitude,

and oL longitude measured at the equator, as equal to only five hundred stadia or fifty geographical

miles, instead of its true equivalent of six humlred stadia or sixty miles. And, as the result

of the last-mentioued error, “if he had arrived at the conclusion from itineraries that two

“ places were five thousand stadia from one another, he would place them at a distance of ten degrees

'^apart, and thus in fact separate them by an interval of six thousand stadia.” The curious

and utterly erroneous conception of the shape of India, formed by Piolemy, is well shewn by the map
which accompanies Mr. McCrindle’s extracts from his work.^s And the general distortions that

resulted from his data and method of work, are admirably exhibited in an ingenious form in the

Encyclopcedia Britanmca^ Yol. XV., in Plate vii., between pages 516, 517, which shews Ptolemy's

idea of the world superimposed upon an actual map of the corresponding portions of the world : his

results, exposed in this way, place Paithaii (on the Godavari) well out to sea in the Bay of Bengal

:

they make Ceylon an enormous island, stroccliing from be’ow the equator to about the twelfth degree

of north latitude, and covering the position of the northern half of Sumatra and of part of the Malay

Peninsula, with a large area of the Bay of Bengal including the Nicobar Islands
;
they make the

Mahanadi river run over Siam and Cambodia
;
they make the Ganges run over the very heart of

China, flowing towards the sea somewhere near Canton
;
they carry Pahbothra, which is Patna (on

the Ganges), to the east of a line from Tonquin to Pekin
;
and they make the Himalayan range, as

represented by the Imaos and Embdos mountains, run north of Tibet, through the north of China,

across the Yellow Sea and Korea, and into Japan. It is obvious that, before we can do anything

substantial with Ptolemy’s work, in the direction of utilising it for even the outlines of the early

political geography of India, we need something more in the way of an exposition of it than even that

which Mr, McOrindle has given us, and we require an adjustment of Ptolemy’s results for India

similar to that which Captain Gerini has given us in respect of his results for the countries beyond

the eastern confines of India.^^ And— (passing on to a still more definite source of information)— there

is still much to be done iii connection with the writings of Hiuen Tsiang,37 travelled through

practically the whole of India between A. D. 629 and 645 and kept a very close record of his pere-

grinations. The territorial divisions mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang are fairly easy to locate, more or less

approximately, with the help of certain hints from the epigraphic records and other sources. But his

cities, or such of them as survive, are more difficult
j

especially because he has often not given the

names of them. Before his writings can be fully utilised, we want better readings of some of his

names, and a clearer exposition as to how the li is to be interpreted as a measure of distance, or as an

indication of distance by the time occupied m travelling, in different styles of country. And, with

reference to the understanding, which is no doubt quite correct, that the distances and directions given

by him are the distances and directions from each capital to the next capital, we have to bear in mind^

in the first place, that even a slight difference in bearings will lead to a wide divergence in position

when the bearings are set out on a long lino, and, in the second place, that, whereas it is impossible that

every capital can have been due north, east, south, or west, or due north-east, north-west, south-east,

or south-west, from the preceding capital, lie— (if we judge by the present translations) — recog-

nised no points of the compass beyond those eight, and very seldom, if ever, gave the bearings except as

if they were due north, etc,, or due north-east, We have by no means yet found— (if we ever can

”5 Yol. XIII above, p. 329. ^6 joa-r. R. As. Soc., 1897, p. 651

Histolre de la Vie de Hioiien-Thsang (iSbS), Memoires surles Contrees Occidentales xiar Hiouen-Thsauy

(Wo volumes, 1857 and 1853), by M. Stanislas Jnlien, with an examination of the geographical results by M. Vivieu

de Saint-Martin
;
and the Si-yu-U or Buddhist Records of the Western World (two volumes, 188i), and Life of Hiuen

Tsianq (1838), by the Eev. Samuel Beal.

ss The translations represent Hinen Tsiang as indicating the directions, in the large majority of cases, in the fol-

lowing terms,— (1) “a Test” (to the east), “a Touest, ausnd, an nord” (for instance, Jnlien ’s Contrees, Yol. II. pp. 64,

S5, 105, 162), corresponding to which we have, in the English translation of the same passages, “going east, going west,
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lind) - every city mentioBed even by Hiucn Tsiang. And some of the most confidently assevled

identiiicatious of placefi spoken of by biin, are unquestionably TM'ong. 1 ake, or ms ance, ic

^

capital of Kaliiiga, wbicb be visited and menlioned mthout, apparently, recording its name.
^ ^

ivitm

de Saint-Martin39 felt satisfied that it is represented by Kalingapatam on the coast, m the anjam

district, an identification which was practically, if not absolutely, endorsed by Mr. hergussmi 'C.

While General Sir Alexander Cunningham arrived at the conclusion that it must be EajamahenJr,

on the Godavari, the head-quarters of a subdivision of the Godavari district. But the epigiapmc

records make it clear that neither was it either of those two places, nor even was it — (as one might

be tempted to tlnnk) identical with the Kaiinganagara which figures in lecords of A. IX ^77-78jaid

onwards and‘^3 ig repiesented by the modern Mukhaliiigam and I^Tagarikatakam in ^the Ganjam

district
;
they shew that it can only be Pithapuram, — the head-quarters ot a j^amindari or estate m

the Godavari district, eleven miles almost duenorthofCoconada, — which ismentioned as Pishtapura lo

the Aihole inscription of A. B. G3d-35 and, before that, in the Allahabad pillar mscnptiou of about

A. I). 380. For the ancient geography, as for everything else connected with the past of India,

we are really dependent primarily and almost entirely on the epigraplnc records. It is trom thai

source that it must be mostly worked out. And we can only fill in additional details fiom exiiaiieuUi

sources, such as those discussed above, when we have arrived at some more deiiiute idea of at lyritt

the general features from the indigenous materials.

There is, thus, plenty of both original I’esearch and revisional work still to be done in coiinecti(<u

with, and by the help of, the epigraphio records. And the leading desideratum is, certainly, to got

those records explored more fully and published in larger numbers. But systematic co-opcratioii in

other lines of study would help very greatly, even towards a more accurate understanding of the reconi^i.

And there are various ways in which much valuable assistance towards the ends that

we have in view, might be given by scholars who are not inclined to undertake the edit-*

ing of the records or even the detailed study of them. In connection w ith the general

literature, there is still a great deal to be done in discovering, and bringing to notice ]>y texts and

translations, the historical introductions and colophons, the value of which has been indicated

above. We want a compilation of all the historical and geographical hints, and any otliex"

practical matter, that can be derived from the epics, the plays, the classical poems,

and the collections of imaginative stories. And we want succinct abstracts of all the

similar matter contained in the historical romances. Life is too short for the historian to

examine all these sources of information in the original texts, or even, in every case, to go thorough!)

through translations of them. An editor of a text, on the other hand, could do ail ihat is wantc'd hi

a day or two of extra work, the results of which v^ould be embodied in an introduction and an index.

going south, goiug north’’ (BeaPa SLyuM, Yoi. II. pp. 38,5, COO, 217, £6(i) , and tC) “au novd-onc&t” (to north-

west), ‘‘au snJ-ouest, an snd-est, au nord-est” (for insoonco, CaiircC'S, Yu], ly. pp P4', 9^', 121, 103), ooii'cs^^foihhn*., to

which we have, in the Bnslish translation of the same passages, ‘ going ooith-’^^i^st, going ROuih-v'osL, goii'g sontli-

Kist, going iiortli-cast” {St-yi’Ai, Vol II. j-p. 201, 2C3, 2^54, ?<l). Eeal’s tranplabon soinetiinG& suggests alygsc^poej-

hc statement in the original ; for instance, it presents “in a soutli-easterly direction” Yol. 1. p. 30), and
‘'going eastwards, going eastward, going in a south-westerly direction, tra\elliL’g northwards’’ Yol. If.

pp. 191, 194, 204, 250]; but Julion’s translation of the same passages piesontsthe sj ocitic tornis “an snd-ost’’ {Contr/e^,

Vol. I p. 13), and “a Test, k I’est, an sud-onest, an nord” (C'onWe*', Yol. If. pp 71, 74, 88, 14G). And I find— (on,

4’f course, a cursory eiramination) — only one case in which both the translations agree in presenting a direction that
is not quite sptcmo ; Julicn iias given “dans la direction de ronest” {Conirces, Yol. 1. p. 17) ; and Beal has given, in

the same passage, “westward” {Si-yu^ln, Yol, I. p. 31). — We may credit the Chinese pilgrims with any amount of
accuracy in the peroeptmu of the directions in which they vrere travelling. But it seems plain that Hmon Tpia,n«'

recorded directions n hieh were only approsimate. And, while we may not go so far as to deliberately substitute, say
“north-east*’ or “south-east for “east,” still, in dealing with such a statement as “going east*’ or “a Tost,” we are
at liberty to consider how’ much deviation we may make towards the north or towards the south, without diverging
iar enough to arrive at a point which he would most probably have indicated by saying ‘ to the north-east” or “to
the south-eastd’

39 Mimoires sur les Conirecs Ocddeniales, Yol. II. p. 395.
^ Jour. B, As. Soc., N. S., Yol. VI. p. 252. Ancient Qecgra:phy of India, p. 510.
As shewn by Mr, 0. Y. Bamaraurti (see Madras Jour. Lit. Soc., 18S9-94, p 68 ff,, anck morefinallv, Bo h\d

7ol.IV.p.l87ff.).
*
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And a student of any particular book might, on finishing his perusal of it, easily put together an
nistructive and valuable note which would be welcomed as an article in this present Journal, in the

pages of which it would at once attract the attention of those who could use it for general purposes.

The Pattavalis require to be examined more fully, especially with a view towards determining how
tar back we can carry the verses on which the earlier portions of them were based, and to what extent

those portions of them are imperfect or erroneous and open to adjustment. The geographical

lists of some of the Purtoas still remain to be exhibited, on lines similar to those adopted in

respect of the topographical list of the Brihat-Scahhitd : at present we have, beyond that, only the

list of the Bkdgavatajjurchia and. though it may be difiicult to find many such lists the value of

which IS enhanced and made specific by our knowing the exact periods during which they were composed,

as IS the case with the list of the Bnhat-Scmhitd^ still they will all come in usefully in some way or

another. And there is, no doubt, many a Mabatmya or Stlialapurtoa that will be useful for local

geography and the identification of places, m the maimer in which the MalidlnitamciMtmxja helped in

establishing the identity of the Vatapi of the records with the modern Badami."-^

There is, in short, a vast amount of work still to be done, in all the various lines of

research, connected with the past of India. We hope, in particular, that the present sketch of the

]kOsition at which we have arrived, may do something towards attraclmg more attention to the prin-

ripal materials, the epigraphic records, and towards inducing more scholars to join us in exploiting

them. But wo hope, also, that others may be induced to co-operate, by examining more methodically

.md critically the subsidiary sources of information, and by bringing forward their results fn such a way

as to make them available for being easily w^orked in with the more special results derivable from the

•epigraphic records. The principal materials are the epigraphic records. And a vei7 brief

study of some of them will suffice to shew the specific importance of them, and to excite a desire to join

ill exploring them. But the subsidiary materials, also, are numerous and interesting. And
anyone who will take any of them in hand systematically, with just enough knowledge of the results

derived from the epigraphic records to shew the objects that require to be kept in view and the general

lines of work that should bo followed, can render assistance the value of which will be made clear enough

when his results arc put forward in an accessible form, even if it may not be fully realisable by him

while he is actually at work.

NOTE ON JAINA MYTHOLOGY.

BY JAS. BURGESS, C. I. E., LL. B.

The mythology oi the Jainas has been very lutle studied by Europeans, and perhaps even by

Native scholars outside the SrAvaka denomination. It would probably repay investigation on the

part of those who have local opportunities and access to their literature. Important wmrks have been

printed by themselves, at Bombay and Ahmadabad, within the last forty years
;
and these deal with

the ritual and mythology of their cult iu a form that would open the way to a scientific study. Of

the 'Sri RnUiQSctra, the second hhdg, a volume of 76G pages (Bombay, Sam. 1923), fellintomy hands

many years ago
;
but the first part I have not seen. The work, besides much other matter, contains a

sort of inventory of the mythology. At p. G9G of hhdg 2, is a list of the 24 Tirthamkaras of the

past, present, and future aions (trtsucliootsmdncm), followed by nine other lists of 24 Jinas each, con-

nected with theso throe scries of Tirlhaihkaras, being the corresponding Jinas in the divisions of the

Dhatukjkhanda and Pushkaradvipa and in the Airavata section of Jambudvipa. These give 720

Jinas— all invented except Mabavira perhaps. At pages 706-26 we find the twenty-four Jinas of the

present avasarphn or age, tabulated ivith 56 particulars relating to each of them, such as— chamna-

vimdna^ janmanagavt, janinaiithi, pitdndndm^ rncitd, jamnanahshati'a, Idhchana^ vrlhha, yaksha,

•etr. In this Journal, Vol. XIII, p. 276, some of these details were given,

43 Vol. TZll. above, p. 16D ff.

60 See Yol. Y. above, p. 68, and Yol. VIII. p, 238.

Yol, XXYIII. above, p. 1
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The atteudant Yakshas and Yakshinis, who have their shrines or images close to or in the

temples of the Jinas, had perhaps their analogues in Buddhism. But besides these, we find a regular,

pantheon about such places as Satrunjaya and Girnk in Kathiawad, at Abu, Parsvanatha, and otliei

sacred places.

They divide the gods, all of whom are mortal, into four classes :— (1) the Bhavanavasins ei

Bhanmeyikas, of which there are ten sub-divisions, Asurakumaras, Nagakumaras, Suvarnakumarus,

VidyutkumAras, etc,, each governed by two Indras
j (2) the Vyantaras, who live in woods, and aie of

eight classes, —^ Pisflchas, Bhittas, Yakshas, Kakshasas, Kinnaras, Kimpurushas. Mahoragas and

Gandharvas : these we know also in the Hindu pantheon
; (3) the Jyatishkas or divinities of the sun-^

moons, naksLatras, planets, and stars
;
and (4) the Vaimanikas who are divided into Kalpopagas, or

those born in the heavenly Kalpas, Kalpatifcas or those born in the regions above them ; the Kalpo-

pagas live in the twelve Kalpas after which they are named : viz,— Saudbarma, Isana, Sanatkamaru,

Mahenclra, Brahmaloka, Lantaka, Mabasukla, Sahasrara, Anata, Pranata, Arana and Achyuta. Tli ‘

KalpA^tltas are sub-divided into the Graiveyaka gods, and the Anuitara gods of five kinds, vr^i,: tli-‘

Yijayas, the Yaijayantas, the Jayantas, the Aparajitas, and the Sarvarthasiddhas. — (Colebrook^*,

Essays^ Yol. II. p, 221 f., and UttarddJiyayanasiltra,)

Here there is a classification
;
can any of your readers fill out the details of individual gods, of

their respective cults and iconography ? The field is open to the investigator. Since the ea3a)S or

Colebrooke and H. H, Wilson, very little has been added to our information on this subject. Muc!:

of it is directly borrowed from Hinduism, but new roles and conditions are imposed on the gods, they

are shorn of their honour and made the servants of the Jmas
;
and the details of such changes have an

interest. Jaina temples are covered with sculptures and the jjariyaras in their shrines are filled wit.t

devatds : a study of these would yield much fresh material.

EXTBAOTS FEOM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OP THE XYIIIth CENTURY
RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

BY E. C. TEMPLE.

(Continued from Vol. XXIX. %>, 378.)

1792. — No. IX.

Port William, 26t]i October 1792. The Secretary lays before the Board Copies, which 1:*

has received from Lieutenant Blair, of his Instructions to Lieutenants Roper and Wales, when tL.‘

Yi er was dispatched to the Andamans.

Instructions to Lients. Boper and Wales, 19 October.

To Lieutt. George Roper, Commanding the H. C. Snow Yiper.

Sir, — Agreeable to tbe Accompanying Order you will be pleased to proceed, and consider tli-

delivery of the Accompanying Dispatch for the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis as your princi-

pal Object. It will be necessary that you look into Port Cornwallis (formerly Northeast Har-
bour) where if you do not find H. M. Ships, you will proceed without loss of time to Old Harbour,
[now Port Blair] and wait the arrival of the Commodore.

The Native Overseer the twenty Laborers and the Tents you carry down, you will deliver over to
Lieutt. Wales, also such Laborers as can be spared from the Settlement the Sepoys, and Mr. Clark thy
Gunner, with two Months Provisions for the whole, to execute the inclosed Order. You will then
remain with the Viper for the protection of Old Harbour, until you receive further Orders vhich
will probably be about the end of November.

Calcutta,

Octr. 19th, 1792,

Wishing you a Speedy passage, I remain, etca,,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.
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To Lieutt. John Wales, Commanding the H. G. SnoAv Ranger.

Sir, — On the arrival of the Viper at Old Harbour, formerly Port Cornwallis, you will

receive from Liciitt. Roper One Native Overseer and twenty Laborers also sueh projjortion (»f the Se-

poys and Laborers as can be spared trona the SeUleinonfc with two Months Provisions
;
you will also

embark as many of the Articles wdnuh yon Avere desired to prepare fur the now Settlement as yon can

Stow. Yon vill then proceed to Port Cornwallis (formerly Northeast Harbour) and begin clearing,

at the north or norihwost point of Chatham Island, employing on this Service^ bes dcs the Laborers

susli as can bo Spared from the duty of the Vessel, wath the promise of extra pay as an encouragement.

It will be proper for some time to avoid intercourse with the Natives, and to be on your guard

against hoKstilities, and the better to prevent surprise, you will carry the Leeboard with you, and

tta]doy her occasionally in cruizing about the Harbour to observe their motions.

Should the Honble. Commodore Cornwallis visit the new Settlement you will communicate your

In sti actions and obey his Orders.

By the end of next Month you may expect to receive further Orders from this place.

Calcutta, Wishing you Success, I remain, etca,,

Oetr. 19th, 1792, (Signed) Archibald Blair,

Read a Letter from Lieutt. Blair,

Lieutt. Biair. 25 October,

My Lord, — I have the honor to lay before your Lordship a Plan of a Harbour situated on
the northeast coast of the Great Andaman, which I accurately surveyed in March 1791.

U will be obeserved by examining the Plan, that it is abundantly capacious, coutainmg above eight

square nautic Miles, of oxcolLnt and safe anchorage. Both. the Ingress and Egi*ess are rendered

remarkably easy, by the range of the Harbour having a Northwest direction
,
by w'hieh the S. W,

and N. E.moasoons, which are the prevailing winds, blow across, and are consequently fair, for either

entering orquitingit : being thus ventilated it will also cool and purify the air, which will no doubt be

favorable to the health of tlie Settlers and the Fleets which may visit it.

The entrance is so wide and so clear of danger that Sliips may enter or quit it even in the night;

as a proof of this assertion the Union and Viper run into this harbour, in a dark squally mght in

the height of the S. W. monsoon.

At the Head of the Harbour there are two small Basons, one between Arieland Wharf Islands

the other to northwest of Pit Island, whitdi would contain six or eight Ships closely moared : into those

places, an inferior Force miglit retire under cover of Works on the Islands, which appear admirably

Situated for the defence of the Basons.

The most eligible place for the Settlement, I conceive to be Chatham Island, and its

insularity would in a groat measure prevent predatory Visits from the Natives.

Though I did not hiid any Streams of fresh water in the Harbour, I have yet great hopes that

there may be several; and I am led to ths Opinion from observing the contours of several valleys which

wind down from the Saddle, the highest land on the Andamans, into the Harbour. In one towards the

sea three leagues south of the Harbour and noticed iii the General Chart I found abundance of fresh

water. The bottom of the valleys in the Harbour are ^ery ditficult of access, from the ^Mangrove and

excessively entangled Underwood which environ ihe Shores and will require considerate labor to

penetrate.

The face of the country like the other parts oF these islands, is very uneaven, consisting of abrupt

and irregular risings witli intermediate Valleys, sonic pretty extensive, The Soil appeals the same as

that in the Vicinity of the other harbour, w'hich I found h.gidy productive in exoeilent tropical Fruits

Yegitables and Grain.
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The situation of this Harbour being on the cast coast and near the north extremity {)[ the

Island, TTill make the communication with Bengal, more expeditious than from any of the other

Harbours of the Andamans : the vicinity of the Cocos and of Diamond Island A^liich abound with

Turtle may also be mentioned as a convenience
;
and the Parts of Persaim [Basseiii] and Rangoon,

with proper management and the necessary attention to prejudices, might afford supiilios of Provisioiu

an excellent breed of Cattle, Teak Timber, and many commercial Articles which might be conducive

to the prosperity of the Settlement.

In quitiiig this harbour in the S. 'W. monsoon the situation may be a little disadvantageous; foi

I apprehend the most probable rout, to secure a passage to the Coromandel Coast, will be, to proceed

to the southward, round the little Andaman
;
consequently the time required of working from Port

Cornwallis to the Old Harbour will be the difference of time against the former; but if the passage to

the northward of the Andamans should be found practicable, which I apprehend it may, there

will be no disadvantage in point of situation, m quiting Port Cornwallis at this Season. The
Approach to tliis Harbour m the S. W. monsoon appears to me easier and safer than tc)

any of the others. For the cluster of Islands which forms the north extremity of the Andamans are

sufficiently high to be seen at the distance of seven leagues, the Cocos are seven leagues to N. K. of

those, and these form the broad and clear Channel which T recommend for Ship[s] bound to Port
Cornwallis during this stonny season. By steering as near as possible to the latitude of 13-t7 it is

hardly possible that a Ship could pass through this Channel, without seeing the northern Clusler
or the Cocos (even in dark weather)

;
either of which with the soundings will be suflicioiit

guide for s[t]eering to the Southward for the Harbour; some further examination which is necessary
to compleat the General Chart of the Andamans, will throw further light on this important coimider-
atiou.

Being intimately connected with this subject, I hope to be esensod, for also laying before
your Lordship, a Plan for a Book, on somewhat new principles, and particularly applicable to
the Harbours of the Andamans, which gave rise to tlie idea. It is a high gratification to me
the reflection that it may possibly prove of public utility and I hope will plead in excuse of
my presumption, for intruding on your Lordships time.

Calcutta,

October 25th, 1792.
I am, etc a.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair.
Ordered that the Chart received from Lieutenant Blair be deposited in the Secretarys Oltice,

and that his Letter shall lie for Consideration for the present.

1792.— No. X.

fort William, 5th November 1792, The Governor General delivers in the following
Minute. ®

The Board having Besolved, in Compli.ance with Commodore Cornwallis’s recommend.-ition to
establish a Naval Arsenal at the North East Harbour in the great Andaman Island and
the preparations for removing the Station from Port Cornwallis being now in great forwardness
I submit the following Propositions to their Consideration.

’

1st.— That the Union Snow and the three Pilot Vessels, which have been fitted out for the pur-
pose of conveying Artificers, Stores, etca., etca., to the Andamans, be dispatched forthwith, under the
Orders ofLieutenant Blair, who shall be instructed to attend to such directions as he may receive
from the Commodore, and remain in charge ofthe new Settlement until the arrival of the Officer
appointed to take that command, after which Lieutt. Blair shall proceed to Bombay to resume Lis
station

;
and as his attention and abilities in the management of our first establishment at the Andamans

c aim our warm approbation, and as he has stated that he has been subject to considerable expeiice bv
the distance of those Islands from Bengal, and other Countries from whence he could procure Supplies I
think that he should receive one hundred and fifty Rupees per Month in addition to his Snrvevor’s
allowance from the time of his first taking possession of Port Cornwallis until he shaU be relieved from
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the command, and that his Surveyors allowance should be continued to him till he shall arrive at

Bombay.

2dly. — It is very essential in establishing a Settlement, which is likely to be permanent, and may

eventually be of great importance for the security of our Asiatic possessions, that the Situation

for ])ublic and private buildings should be judiciously chosen, and the spots which it may hereafter be

advisable to fortify, should as early as possible be ascertained, I recommend that Captain Alexander

Kyd of the Corps of Engineers, in whose honor and integrity I place the highest confidence, and of

whose merits in his profession I have been myself a Witness, should be appointed to the tem-

porary Command, and that, with the pay and full Batta that his Rank my entitle him to, He

should receive an allowance of one thousand Rupees a month as Superintendant.

3rdly. — A Subaltern Officer of the Corps of Engineers should accompany Captain Kyd to the

new Station
;
and as one or perhaps two Companies of Scpoj^s must be sent thither, it will be proper

to select a careful and intelligent Officer of Infantry to command them, not only for the purpose of

assisting Captain Kyd in making his various arrangements, but to take charge of the Settlement in the

event of his temporary absence from it.

Agreed and Ordered in conformity to the Propositons laid before the Board by the

Governor General.

(To he continued,)

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROYINOES OF INDIA.

BY M. N. YENKATASWAMI, M.E.A.S., M.F.L.S.

No, 14, — The Story of the Ant (a Cumulative Rhyme)

,

Shia sachhn dnyai^

Namali duUia mayai^

Murri chettii ravmirai,

Kaki kdlii irigcd,

Yainuga hiinge\lu Icuhpoai,

Laidlu Jcallu kulullingai,

Taitlo nUu htila kaila ayai^

Jonna sainu j)urugupattai

,

Feddarajiiha budda digai,

Pedda dorasanild pitantu 1 lined,

Pcddardllu Peddamiiiciku tutta ciiitalcuncd

Once upon a time a peahen reared an ant, whioh became so attached to her that crery day she

would precede her foster-mother home from the fields, whither the peahen had gone to fetch the ant

her daily food.

One day said the ant:— “Mother dear, I am going to make some arsailu^ for you tomorrow

morning.”

“Don’t make it, don’t make it, darling,” said the peahen. “Yon will fall into the pan.”

But the ant paid no attention and made the arsailu, and began drawing them out of the pan .- one,

two, three, four, but at the fifth draw there was an accident and she fell into the pan of boiling oil.

Paidarallu Peddamma,
« -mix into a cake with boiled molasses while still liquid--

Isailu ace u^ed on oeromonial ocoaeione, suoH as betrothal, mamages. and so on.
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In due time the peahen returned as usual, but for a long while she searched in voin in every nook

and corner for the ant. At last she found the poor little ant quite dead in the hurning* oil and s<‘t up

a great lamentation. In her sorrow she sat down under a banyan-tree lamenting, and this niad»‘ Uio

tree say: —“0 peahen, peahen, you hare always been joyous : what is the matter today

“O banyan-tree, 0 banyan-tree, don’t you know ?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,”

The hanyan-trec began at once to weep at every. pore, and a crow that always used to porch on

one of its branches began to enquire ;
— “O banyan-tree. O banyan-tree, yon were always lit^arty:

what is the matter today?”

‘‘0 crow, crow, don’t yon know ?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves.

The banyan-tree weepe.

The crow has lost a leg,”

Iinmodiately one of the crow’s legs fell off and it began hopping on one leg ni'scrably. An e](‘*

pliant saw it and said :
— ^‘0 crow, crow, you were always poiky: what la the matt‘.n’ todii) ?”

“0 elephant, elephant, don’t you know ?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,

The elexihani has lost all.”

Immediately ail power •went ont o{ the elopkant’s legs arid he began to crawl cnrr.brously lier.j nnd
tliere,^ In this plight a doer saw him and said “0 eler.h.mr, elephant, you weio always simag':
what is the matter today ?”

“0 deer, deer, don’t you know ?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a log,

The elephant has lost ail.

The deer broke her kn«?os.”

Instantly the deer fell on its knees by the invcr-side in groat pain. Said the river : deer
deer, you vyere always blithe : what is the matter today ?’’

’ ’

“0 river, river, don't you know ?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,

The elephant has lost all.

The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles.”
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When the river began bubbling, said the millet-field alongside :— “0 river, river, you were always

smooth : what is the matter today

^0 millet-field, O millet-fiold, don^t you know.?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps.

The crow has lost a leg,

The elephant has lost all.

The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles,

The millet-field is blighted.”

A great blight at once settled on the millet-field and the king who was there^ said; — *“0 miHeti-

^eld, 0 millet-field, you were always full of corn : what is the matter today V’

^0 king, king, don’t you know ?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves.

The banyan-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a leg,

The elephant has lost ail,

The deer broke her knees,

Tlie iriver bubbles.

The millet-field is blighted.

The king has gone lame.”^

The king began at once’to go dot-and-go-one and when the queen sa^Y him,® -she said :
— '*0 king,

xlng, you were always sturdy : what is the matter today

'"‘O queen, queen, don’t you know,?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weep^s,

The crow has lost a leg,

' The elephant has lost all.

The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles,

The millet-field is blighted.

The king has gone lame,

The queen stuck to her seat*”

And 'Sure enough the queen had at once to carry her seat about with her, and Paidarallu

'S^eddammaC seeing her in^uch a plight said :
—‘^0 queen, queen, you were always sprightly, what is

‘the matter today

* In the story as usually told this passage runst— Into the millet-field the king used to go for the purposes o£

nature.

* The vernacular version has :— the king has hydrocele,

* The vernacular has ;
— -when the <3[ueen saw that the king had hydrocele, she said,

® In Telugn folk-tales, the keeper of*the now where the hero or the heroine, as the case may be, lodges and board

^nd gets the .first information of the country he or she is 'rtsitiiig.
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0 Paldarallu Peddamma, doa’t you know ?

The ant died,

The peahen grieves,

The banyan-tree weeps,

The crow has lost a le^.

The elephant has lost all,

The deer broke her knees,

The river bubbles,

The millet-field is blighted.

The king has gone lame,

The queen’s seat stuck to her,

And the basket has stuck to Paidarallu Peddamma.’''

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSQN
OR G-LOSSARY OP ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE, M.A,

(Continued from p. 356.)

Balachong
j

s, v, 38, i,

Baladij s, t\ Country, 20G, ii,

Baladi; s. v. Country, 206, ii, twice,

Balad-ul-falfal
j
aim. 851 : s-. Malabar, 412, i.

Balaganij s, v. Balcony, 39, ii.

Balagat; aim. 1553 : s. v. Pardao, 841, ann.

1568 : s, V, Vanjaras, 88, i.

Balagate
;

ann. 1510 : s. v, Narsinga, 474, i,

s. V, Peon, 528y i
;
ann. 1562 : s. v, Balaghaut^

38, ii
;
ann, 15G3 :s. v. Balaghaut, 88, ii, $. v.

Bear-tree, 58, i, s. v, Nizamaluco, 830, ii ;.ann.

1666 : s. V, Balaghaut, 38, ii,

Ealagatt
j
ann. 1614 : s. v. Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Balagatta
;
ann. 1726 ; s. z?. Deccan, 233, ii.

Eakgattej aim, 1598; s. i\ Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Balagbat • s, v. Pateca^ 518, ii, s. v, Idalcam

SOS, i; ann. 1568 : s. i\ Coprah, 196, i, s. v.

Mango, 424, i, s. v, Neem, 47G, ii, s, v.

Nizamaluco, 830, ii.

Iklaghaut; s. i\ 38, ii, 5. ev Ghaut (c), 281, ii*

linn. 1762 : 5. e?. Carnatic, 12G, ii, 773, i,

Bala Ghaut
;
ami. 1805 : 5. v. Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Balahar * ann. 1753 : 5, i\ Buddha, 767, ii.

Balajoiw; aim. 1763-78 ; s, y..Chowt,- 166, i.

Balaji Bao ; ann. 1740 : s. t\ Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Dalakang-mati
j

5 . i\ Biacan-matee, 73, ii.

Bala-khana
;
ann. 1876

;
s. v. Balcony, 40, i,

Bala khaua; ann. 1880 : 5, v. Balcony, 40, i.

Balakhshi
;

s. v. Balass, 39, i,

Balulas; 5. 2^. Doorsummund^ 250r ii>

Balanitis aegyiitiaca ,* 466, i, footnote.

Balanus Mirepsica^ aim. 1672 : 5. r. Myrobalu'i
460, ii.

Balanus Mjrepsica^ ann. 1560 ; v. Myrobalan
466, ii.

Bala posh; ann, 1862 : s. v. Palempore, 505, i.

Balang posh; ann. 1862 : s. Palempore, 5oVu
Balapum;. s. v. Parabyke, 512, i.

Balaser; ann. 1676 ; s. i\ Balasore, 39, i.

Balasor
;
ann. 1753 : 5. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii.

Balasore; z;. 39, i, 760, i, 5. Facton’, *264
ii, s. V. Sonthals, 857, ii

;
aim. 1673: i

Patna, 520, i; ann. 1727 ; 5. y. 30, 1

5*

Grass cloth, 301, ii; ann. 1752: 6. r. Nlglierr^
830, i, twice.

Balass
;

?>. 39, 76Q, j_

Balasses; aim. 1516 : s. v. Balass, 39, i,

Balassij ann. 1581 : s. v. Balass, 39, i.

"

Balanms
j
ann. 1811 : s. v. Baloon, 40, ii.

Balax
; ann. 1404 : s. v. Balass, 39, i.

. Balasayo
;
ann. 1516 ; s. v. Balass, .39, i.

Balaxes; ann. 1681 : s. ». Balass, 39,1

’

Balaya; s. v. Cobily Mash, 172, j.

Bal“bur
, s. v, Balwar, 40, ii.

Balco
;

s. v. Balcony, 39, ii, 3 times.
Baloon

;
ann. 1340-50 ; s. v. Balcony, 30, if

Balcone; s. e;. Balcony, 39, ii, twice /ann. 1340-
50 : s. V. Balcony, 39, ii

;
ann, 1645-62 • s i-

Balcony, 760, i.

' "

,
Balconrf ann. 1348 i s. e-. Balcony, 39, ii.
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Balconies
;
ann, 3667 : s. i\ Balcony, 40, i.

Balcony • s. v, 39, ii,twicoj 760, i
;
ann. 1876 and

1880 : s. V, 40, i.

Balcony
j
ami, 1805 and 1833: s, v. Balcony, 40, i.

Balcony; ann. 1783 : s. v. Balcony, 4u, i,

Balcony
;

s,v. Balcony, 39, ii.

Balcony
;

s. v. Balcony, 39, ii.

Baldagli
;
ann. 1860 : s. v. Ducks, 253, ii.

Bale
,

aim. 1290^ s. v. Orange, 491, i
;

ann.

1498: 5. -y. Waii, 739, ii
;

ann. 1553: s,t\

Sunda, 659, ii.

Balesyara
;

s. v. Balasore, 39, i,

Balets
;
ann. 16o3 : s. v, Balass, 39, i.

Balgat
;
ann. 1533 : s. v. Melique Verido, 823, i.

Balghar
;

s. v, Bulgar, 96, i.

Balgu
;
ann. 1608 : 5. y. Champa, 140, ii.

Ball; 667, i, footnote, s. v. Suttee, 667, ii
;
ann.

1555 : s, V, Java, 348, ii
;
ann. 1586 : s. v.

Suttee, 669, i; ann. 1689 : s. y. Yedas, 735,

i; ann. 1774 : s. v. Gentoo, 281, i, s, v.

Suttee, 670, ii.

Bali
;
ann. 1689: s, v, Pali, 505, ii.

Balia
; 660, ii, footnote.

Balie, ann. 1687-88: s. y. Gautama, 279, ii

;

ann, 1688 : s. v, Pra, 551, ii
;

ann. 1690 :

s, v, Pali, 505, ii, twice,

Baligaot
;
ann. 1673: 5. v, Balagliaut, 38, ii.

Ealll; s, V, Myrobalan, 465, ii.

Ballla
;

s. v, Myrobalan, 465, ii.

Balilij
;

v, Myrobalan, 465, ii.

Balimba
;
ann. 1563 : s, t\ Carambola, 123, i.

Balimhing
;

s. y. Blimbee, 75, ii.

Baling; 5. V. Myrobalan, 465, ii.

Ballri]
;

s, V, Myrobalan, 465, li.

Balish
;

v. Shoe of Gold, 628, ii.

Balk
;

s, v. Balcony, 39, ii.

Baikh
; 90, ii, footnote, s. v. Nowbehar, 482, i

;

ann. 904 : s, i\ Buddha, 90, ii
;

ann. 1504 :

5, y. Hindoo Koosh, 316, i.

Balia ; s, v. Bulkut, 96, ii.

Ballace
;
ann. 1611 and 1673 : s.v, Balass, 39, i.

Baliadeiras
;
ann. 1782: s. i\ Bayadere, 56, ii.

Bali-a-gat
;
ann. 1760 : s. v, Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Baliagate
;

ann. 1598; s, y. Balaghaut, 38, ii,

5. Lascar, 389, i.

Balla-Gaut
;
ann. 1813 : 5. v. Balagliaut, 39, i.

BalLasore
;
ann. 1678 : s, y. Palankeen, 836, ii;

ann. 1679 : s. v. Tumlook, 864, ii
;
ann. 1683 :

s, V, Bankshall (b), 47, ii
;
ann. 1690 : s. v.

Dewaun, 240, i, s, v. Urz, 733, i
;
ann. 1727 :

s, e?, Balasore, 39, i, s. v, Pomfret, 545, ii

;

ann, 1748 : s, v. Resident (a), 848, ii.

Balliadera
;
ann. 1598 and 1599 : s. v. Bayadere

56, ii.

Balliadere; ann. 1794: s. v. Bayadere, 56, ii.

Balhapatam
;

ann. 1727: s. y. Delly, Mount,
235, 11.

Ballichang; ann. 1727: s. Balachong, 38, i.

Ballon
;
ann. 1539 : s. v, Lanchara, 384, i,

Ballongs
;
ann. 1755 : s. t\ Baloon, 40, i.

Ballonta
;
ann. 545 : s. v, Surath, 665, li.

Balloon
;

V. 40, i
;
ann. 1540 : s, r. Alcatif,- 7, i.

Ballowche
;
ann. 1727 : s. i\ Bilooch, 71, i, s. p,

Sophy, 649, i.

Baloiochun
;
ann. 1834 : 3, r. Dewaun, 240, i.

Balnath
; 641, ii, footnote.

Balochis; ann. 1200: s. v, Bilooch, 71, i.

Baloes
,
ann. 1539 and 1634: s,v, Baloon, 40, i.

Baloon
;

s. t\ 40, i
;
ann. 1673 : s. v. 40, i.

Balonche
;
ann. 1665 : s» v, Afghan, 754, ii.

Baloudra; aim, 1555 : s. Baroda, 53, i.

Balsanio
;
ann. 1461 : s. t\ Candy (Sugar-), 120, i.

Balsamodendron Mnkul; s, y. Bdellium, 57, i.

s, V. Googul, 296, i.

Balsar; ann. 1690 : s. t\ Surat, 665, i.

Balsara: ann, 1580 : s. y. Bussorg, 768,ii; ann.

1652 : s. V, Congo-bunder, 782, ii
;

ann.

1671 ; 5. y. Bussora, 769, i.

Balsora
;

s, v, 40, ii, 5. i\ Bussora, 768, ii,

Balti
;

5. Polo, 544, ii; ann, 1848: s. v. Polo,,

545, i.

Balti
;

s. t\ Polo, 544, i.

Baltistau
;
544, li, footnote.

Baluarte; ann. 1644 : s. y, Almadia, 10, i.

Baliich; s, y. Bilooch, 71, i
;
14th cent. ; 5. i\

Ghrlzai, 284, i.

Baluj
;
ann. 643 : s, v. Bilooch, 71, i.

Baluj
;
ann, 1556 : s, y. Bilooch, 71,. i.

Balwala
;
s. y. Balwar, 40, ii.

Balwar
;
s,t\ 40, ii.

Balwar
;

i\ Balwar, 40, ii*

Balyanw : s, i\ Baloon, 40, i.

Bamba
;

s. v. Bumba, 96, ii.

Bambaye
;
ann. 1666^: s, i\ Bombay, 77, ii.

Bambillonia, ann. 1343; s, y. Sugar, 655, ii,

5 times.

Bambo
;

ann, 1586 : s. v. Bamboo, 41, ii
;
ann.

1673: s. V, Bamboo, 41, ii, s. y. Palankeer,

503, ii.

Bambo-Achar
;
ann. 1687 : s, y. Achar, 3, i,

Bamboe
;
ann, 1687 ; s. y. Achar, 3, i.

Bambolimas ;
s. y. Pommelo, 546, i.

Bamboo
;

s. y. 40, ii, 41. i, 5 times, 42, i, 3 times,

760, i, twice, s. t\ Camphor, 116, ii, s. v.
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Chick (a), 147, ii, 5. v. Dandy (o), 229, ii, s. z?-

Dhooly, 242, i, s, v. Jhannip, 351, ii, s. v.

Junk, 360, ii, 5 . v, Kittysol, 371, i, s, v,

Lattee, 390, ii, s. v. Palankeen, 502, ii, s,

Banjow, 574, i, s, v. Sugar, 654, ii, 3 times

and footnote, s. v, Tabasheer, 674, ii, s. v.

Tinnevelly, 703, ii, s. v. Upas, 726, ii, s, v,

Wanghee, 739, ii, (1), 740, i, twice, (2),

740, i, 5. V, ^l^nmerical Affixes, 831, ii
;

ann. 890 : s. v, Malabar 412, i
;

ann.

1343: 5. V. Junk, 360, ii^ ann. 1516:

s. V, Java, 348^ i, s. v. Zedoary, 747,

ii
;
ann. 1621 : s, i\ 41, ii

;
ann. 1675 : s. v.

Tiger, 703, i
;
ann. 1685 : s. v. Upas, 730, ii;

ann. 1711 : s. v. Cot, 205, i
;
ann. 1726 : s.t\

Pasei, 517, ii, 5. v. Upas, 731^ i
;
ann. 1727:

s. V, Oangue, 120, ii
;

ann. 1750-52 and

1783 : s. V, Bankshall (a), 47, i
;

ann. 1760 :

s, V, Obawbuck, 777, i
;

ann. 1780 : s, v,

Poiigar, 543, ii
;

ann. 1789 : s. v. ISTalkee,

820, i; ann. 1807 : s. zv Cawney, 136, i, s, v.

Pig-sticldng, 537, ij ann. 1810 : s. v, Bangy
(a), 46, i

;
anp. 1824 : 5, v. Babool, 33, i;ann.

1825 : s. V, Pindarry, 589, i
;
ann. 1830 : a. v,

Lattee, 390, ii; ann, 1855:5. v, 41, ii,

5 times, s, v, Goglet, 293, i
;
ann. 1858 : s, v.

Chow-chow, 164, ii; ann. 1862: 5 . z;. Mun-
cheei, 457, i • ann. 1866 : .s, v. ]K.ookry, 815,
ii

;
ann. 1878 : 5 , v, A^}ap, 29, i, twice.

Bamboo-camphor
;

s, v. Camphor, 116, ii.

Bamboo-cane
;

s. v. Bamboo, 41, i, s. v, Eattan,

574, i.

Bamboo-sugar
;

s, v. Sugar, 654, ii.

Bamboo, Sugar of
;

s. v. Tabashenr, 674, ii.

Bam)Doo-ToFn
;

s.t\ Belgaum, 61, ii,

Bambou; ann. 1610, 1666 and 1727 : s. v.

Bamboo, 41, ii
;
ann. 1782 : %, v. Boy (b), 84, i*

ann. 1811 : s. v. Baloon, 40, i,

Bambouc
;
ann. 1665 : 5. i\ Dacca, 225, i.

Bambu
;

s, v. Bamboo, 41, i, twic/e.

Bambu; ann. 1G23 : s. v Bamboo, 41, ii.

Bambuc; ann. 1615 : 5. Bamboo, 41, ii,

Bambulim
;

5. z;. Bummelo, 96, ii, twice.

Bambulimas
;

5 . e;. Pommelo, 546, i.

Bambus; ann. 1598 : 5. i\ Bamboo, 41, ii,

Bambusa arundinacea
;

5 . t\ Bamboo, 40, ii,

Bambusa vulgaris; 5. Bamboo, 40^ ii.

Bamian
; s. v. Jade, 340, i.

Btoiyah
;

s. z). Bendy, 63, ii.

Bam-ma; s. zj. Burma, 100, ii,

Bamo
; 5 . zj. Bapad, 42, i.

Bamd
;

s, v. 42, i.

Bamola; s, v. Factory, 2G4, ii.

Bamplacot; ann, 1552 : s, v, [Hancock, 43, i,

Bam-you
;
ann. 1861 : 5. v, Shan, 623, ii.

Ban; 605, i, footnote; ann, 1580 ; 5 . Coliee,

179, i; ann. 1598 : s. v. Coffee, 179, ii.

Ban
; 402, ii, footnote,

Banadik, s. t\ Bundook, 98, i.

Banadik
;
b,v. Bundook, 98, i.

Banah; aim. 1150 : 5. z?. Tabasheer, 674, ii.

Banami; 5 . v, Benamee, Gl, ii, twice.

Banam-i-falana
;

s. z’. Benamee, 61, ii.

Banan
;

5 . z\ Banana, 760, i.

Banana; s, v. 42, i, 760, i, 5 . z?. Jack, 336, i.

s. z;. Pisang, 540, 11, 5 . t\ Plantain, 540, li,

541, i, 3 times, s. z\ ^bTumerical Affixes, 832,

i; ann. 1563 and 1598: 5 . y. 42, ii
;

ann.

1764 : s. V, Plantain, 542, li, twice.

Banana
;

s. v. Banana, 760, ii.

Banana; s. z\ Bunow, 99, li.

Banamer
;

ann. 1785 : s, zv Pisang, 540, ii
;

ann. 1874 ; s. v. Talipot, 679, i.

Banao
;

s, v, Bunow, 99, 11 .

Banaras
;
aim. 1020 : 5. z’. Benares, 7G4, ii,

Banaras
;
ann. 1781 : s. v. Baboo, 759, u.

Banaras
;
aim. 1790 : 5. v, Baya, 56, i.

Banaras
;

s. z;, Benares, 764, li.

Banarou
;
ann. 1665 : s. z?. Benares, 764, ii.

Banastir
;
ann, 1616 : s, v, Elephauta, 260, i.

Banasura
;

s, v, Balasore, 7 GO, i,

Banau
;
ann. 1853: s, t\ Bunow, 100, i.

Banbii
;

8, i\ Bamboo, 40, ii.

Bancacaes
;
aim. 1524 : 8, t\ Bankshall (a), 47,1.

Bancal
;

ann. 1813 * s, v, Mace (b), 405, i,

twic.e.

Bancha
;
ann. 1573: s. v. Coffee, 179, i.

Banchoot
;

s, v, 42, ii
;
ann. 1792 : s. i\ 42, ii.

Bancock
;

s. i\ 42, ii, 43, i, 760, li.

Bancone
;

ann. 1560 ; s. v. Lanteas, 385, i,

twice.

Bancsh all
;
ann. 1750-52: s. v, Bankshall (a),

47, i.

Band
;

s. v. Bund, 97, i.

Banda
;

s. z?. Factory, 264, ii, s, v, Moluccas,

440, i, see 837, i, footnote
;
ann. 1505 : s, i\

Pegu, 525, i
;

ann. 1605 : s, v. Kling, 374,

i; ann. 1681; v, Sagwire, 590, ii
;

ann.

1646 : s. V. Upas, 729, ii
;
ann, 1059 : s. i\

Beriberi, 67, i
;

ann. 1682 : s. v. Cassowary,

774, i
;
ann. 1813 : s. -y. Bendy, 63, ii,

Bandahara; ann. 1612 : s v, Orankay, 402, i;

ann. 1883 : 5 . v. Benddra, 63, ii.

Bandahara
;
s, v. Bendara, 63, i.
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Band Ally
;

ann, 162.7 : s. Caravauseray,

124, ii.

Bandam
;

ann, 1430 : s, v, Mace (a), 404, ii,

s. V. Moluccas, 440, ii.

Bandamir
;

s. v, Bendameer, 62, ii.

Band-Amir
;
ann. 1809 : s. v, Bendameer, 63, i.

Bandan
;

ann. 1430 ; v. Lory, 398, ii
;
ann,

1510 : s, V. Moluccas, 440, ii.

Bandana
;
ami. 1866 : 5. v. Bandanna, 43, i.

Bandanah
;
ann, 1876 : Bandanna, 43, ii.

Bandanesen
;
ann, 1646 : s. 2?. Upas, 729, ii,

Bandanezes
;
ann. 1570 ; s,v, Sunda, 659, ii.

Bandanna
;

s, v, 43, i, 5, v. Piece-goods, 535,

ii ;
ann. 1848 : s. v. 43, i.

Bandannoes
;
aim. 1752 and 1813 : 5. 2?. Ban-

danna, 43, i.

Bandar
;

s, v, Bandel, 44, i, s. v. Bunder, 9 7, ii,

s. V, Coromandel, 198, ii, s, 2?. Wanderoo, 739,

ii
;
ann, 1344 : s,v. Bunder, 97, ii, twice

;
ann.

1345: 5. 2?. Baiikshall (a), 46, ii
;
ann. 1346:

s. y. Bunder, 97, ii
;
ann. 1530 : s. 2>. Candy,

119, ii
;
ann. 1756 : s. 2;, Bassein (1), 53, ii,

s. 2J. Broach, 89, i,

Bandara
;
ann, 1539 and 1561 : s, v, Bendara,

63, i.

Bandara ;
s. v. Bendara, 63, i.

Bandar Abbas
5

s. v, Ormus, 492, ii.

Bandar ’Abbas
;

5. v» Gombroon, 294, i, s, v.

Ormus, 833, li.

Bandar Abbassi
;

ann. 1653
;

s. v* Congo-

bunder, 783, i.

Bandaraiiab
;
ann. 1442 :s. v, Pandarani, 508, ii.

Bandar Cbatgam
;

s. 2?. Bandel, 44, i.

Bandar-Cougo ;
ann, 1652 : s. y. Congo-bunder,

782, ii, 783, i.

Bandaree ;
s. v. 43, ii, 760, ii; ann. 1760 : s,v.

43, i.

Bandares
;
ann. 1726 : s,v, Benddra, 63, ii.

Bandari; ann. 1644 and 1810 : s, v. Bandaree,

43, ii.

Banddri ; s. 2?. Bendara, 63, i.

Bandari
;

5. v. Coast, Tbe, 172, i.

Bandard-Hugli ;
s. v. Bandel, 44, i.

Bandarines
;

ann. 1673 : s, Bandaree, 43, ii,

twice.

Bandar-i-Eumi
;

5. Eoom, 581, i,

Bandarys ;
ann. 1548 : a. 2?. Bandaree, 43, ii,

Bandaze; ann. 1766 : 5. v, Bandeja, 760, ii.

Bande
;

s. 2?. Bonze, 79, i.

Bandeja; s i\ 760, ii, s.v. Baudejab, 43, ii; ann.

1621 and 1760 : s, 2>. Baudejab, 44, i.

Bandejab
;

s. v. 43, ii; ann. 1760 : v, 44, i.

Bandel; s, v. 44, i, 760, ii, s, v. Bunder, 97, ii,

s. V. Coromandel, 198, ii; aim. 1541 : s, v.

Malum, 418, ii
;
ann. 1717: s, v, Pandal, 507,

ii; ann. 1727 : 5. v. Hoogly, 322, i; ann

1753 : s. V, 7G0, ii.

Bandel de Cbatigao; s. v. Bandel, 44, i.

Bandel dos Malemos
;

s. v, Bandel, 44, i.

Bandell; ann. 1782 : s, v. Bandel, 760, ii.

Bander; ann. 1630: s. v. Gombroon, 294, ii

;

ann, 1650 : 5, v, Banyan-Tree, 50, ii.

Bander-Abassi
;
ann. 1652 : if. 2?. Congo-bunder,

783, i.

Bander Angon
;
ann, 1552 : s. 2?. Bunder, 97, ii,

Bandh
;

s. v. Bund, 97, i.

Band Haimero
;

5, v, Bendameer, 62, ii.

Bandhara
;

s, z;. Bandanna, 43, i.

Bandbe
;

s. z^. Bonze, 79, i.

Bandhnu
;

s. 2?. Bandanna, 43, i.

Bandbnun; ann. 1590 : s. v. Bandanna, 48, i,

Bandbo; s. y. Bando, 760, ii.

Bandhya
;

5. v. Bonze, 79, i.

Bandi; s, v. Bandy, 44, ii.

Band-i-Amir
;

s, y. Bendameer, 62, ii; ann,

1878 : 5, V, Bendameer, 63, i.

Bandicoot; s, v, 44, i
;

ann. 1789 : s. v, 44, ii,

s, t\ Musk-Bat, 459, i
;
ann. 1879 and 1880 :

s. V, 44, ii.

Bandicoy
;

s, v, 44, ii, s. v. Bendy, 63, ii.

Bandies
;
ann, 1810, 1826 and 1860 : 5. 2;. Bandy,

44, ii.

Bandija; ann. 1747; $» v. Bandeja, 760, ii.

Bandinaneh
;

ann, 1442 : s. 2?. Pandarani,

508, ii,

Bando; s. v. 760, ii, 761, i.

Bandobast; ann. 1843 and 1880 : s, v. Bundobust,

98, i.

Band-0“bast
;

s. v, Bundobast, 98, i.

Banduk
;

s. v, Bundook, 98, i.

Bandy
;

s. v, 44, ii
;
ann, 1791, 1800, 1826, 1829

and 1862 : 5. v* 44, ii.

Baneanes
;
ann. 1552 and 1563 (twice) : s. v. Ban-

yan (1), 48, ii
;
ann. 1610 : s. v. Banksball

(a), 47, i.

Bang; 5 . v. 45, i, s. v. Banged, 45, ii, s. i\

Bengal, 64, i, s. v, Bungy, 99, ii,a. ». Ohurrns,

169, ii, fi. V, Coosumba, 194, ii
;

ann. 1250 :

s, V. Bengal, 64, i
;
ann. 1673 : s. v, 45, i, 5 . t\

Hubble-bubble, 826, i, v. Toddy, 706, ii
5

ann. 1711, 1727, 1763 and 1789 (twice): s,v,

45, i; ann. 1808 : a. v, Kyfe, 380, ii; ann.

1868 : 5. V, 45, ii.

Banga
;

5. v. Bungalow, 98, ii.
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Banga9ae; 560, ii, footaote
j
aun. 1524: s. v,

Banksliall (a), 47, i.

Bangala; ann. 1298: s. v. Bengal, 64, i, s. y*

Sugar, G55, i
;

ann. 1817 : s. v. Bungalow,

99, i, twice.

Bangala
;
aim. 1442 : s, v. Tenasserim, 695, ii.

Bangala
;

s, v. Bungalow, 98, ii,

Bangala
;
ann. 1300 : s. v. Bengal, 64, ii.

Bangall
;

s. v. Bengalee, 65, i, s. v. Gaurian,

800, i.

Bangaliyan; ann. 1633 : s. Bungalow, 98, ii.

Baogal ki ihata; s. v. Pagar, 498, i.

Bangalla; ann. 1711 : s. v. Bungalow, 768, ii.

Bangallaaj ann. 1747: s. v. Bungalow, 7G8, ii.

Bangalore
j 156, i, footnote, s. v. Thug, 697, i

;

ann. 1784 : s. v, Chawbuck, 142, ii, s v
Mulligatawny, 45G,ii; ann. 1791 : a. v. Petbali’

533, i; ann. 1843 : s. v. Turban, 719, ii.

Bangalys; ann. 1610 : s. v, Bankshall (a),

47, i.

Bangan
;
ann. 1780: s. v* Banyan (1) b, 49, i.

Bangar
j

s, v, Bangur, 45, ii, twice.

Bangasal
;
ann. 1613 : s. v, Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Bangasalys; ann. IGIO : s,v, Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Bangasar * ann, 1345 : s,v. Bankshall (a), 46, ii.

Banged
;

s, v, 45, li, twice.

Bangelaer of Speelhuys; ann, 1680 : s, y. Bunga-

low, 768, i.

Bangeras; ann. 1789: a. Bang, 45, i.

Banggolo; ann. 1810: s. v. Bungalow, 99, i.

Banghee; ann. 1878 : s, v, Bangy (b), 46, i.

Banghella* s.v, Bengal, 64, i; ann. 1510 ; s. v-

Bengal, 64, ii.

Banghy
;

s, y. Bangy, 45, ii, 5. v, Pitarrah, 540,

li; ann. 1803 : 5. v, Bangy (a), 46, i.

Bang!
;

s, v, Bangy, 45, ii.

Bangkal
;

s. zj. Tael, 675, ii.

Bangkaulu
;

5, i\ Bencoolen, 62, i.

Bangkock
;

s. v, Judea, 355, i.

Bangkok; ann. 1859: s, v. Anaconda, 757, i.

Bang-kok
;

s, i\ Bancock, 42, ii.

Bangkok
;
ann. 1850 : s, v. Bancock, 43, i.

Bangla; ann. 1758: 5. v. Bungalow, 98, ii.

Bangla
;

s, v. Bungalow, 98, i and li (3 times),

Bangla : s. v. Bungalow, 98, ii.

Bangle
;

s. v. 45, ii, 3 times
;

ann. 1803, 1809,

1810, 1826 and 1873 : s. ik 45, ii.

Bangri
;

a. z?. Bangle, 45, ii.

Bangrl ; 5. w. Bangle, 45, ii.

Bangsal
;

s. zj. Bankshall, 46, ii
;

ann, 1623 :

s. y. Bankshall (b), 47, ii
;
ann. 1817 : s, v.

Bankshall (a), 47, ii,

Bangsal
;
ann. 1817 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i,

;

Bangsal
;

s. v, Bankshall, 46, 13

.

Bangiie; ann, 1563, 1578 (twice), 1598,

and 1685 : s. v. Bang, 45, i.

Bangun
;

5, v. 45, ii, s, t\ Brinjaiil, 86, ii.

Bangur; 5. i\ 45, li
,

s. y. Khadir, 365, ii.

Bangy; s. v. 45, ii, twice, (b), 46, i
;
ann. 1810

;

s, V, (a), 46, i.

Bangy parcel
;

5. i\ Bangy (b), 46, i.

Bangy-staff
;

5. t\ Bangy, 46, i.

Bangy-wollah
;
ann, 1810 : s, i\ Bangy (a; 46, i.

Baiiha Dela : ami. 1613: s. v, Cosmin, 784,

Banho; ann. 1613 : s. v. Cosmin, 784, i.

Banian; 108, ii, footnote, 5. y. Chetty. 145, 1;

aim. 1516 : s. y. Banyan (1), 48, li
;

ann,

1613 : s. V, Caste, 132, i
;
aim. 1623 : 5. y.

Banyan (1), 48, ii
,
aun. 1630: s. i\ Banyan

(1), 48, li; 5. y. Shastcr, 623, ii
;
ann, 1665 :

s. V. Banyan (a), 761, i; ann. 1666: s. t\

Banyan (1), 48, ii
;
ann. 1677 : s. v Banyan ( a),

761, i; ann. 1761 : s. y. Banyan (b), 49, I
;

ann. 1764: 5. y. Banyan (b), 49, i, i\

Writer (b),867, i; ann. 1786: s, v. Banyan(})j,

49, i; ann. 1810 : s. v. Banyan (1), 49, ij,

twice, (2), 49, ii, s. y. Banyan-Tree, 51,
i, s. y. Rum-johimy (a), 584, ii

;
ann. 183 3 :

5. y. Banyan (1), 49, i
;

ann. 1814 : s.

Palempore, 505, i
;

ann. 1821 : s, i\ Banyan-
Tree, 51, i

;
ann. 1836 : s. y. Khuttry, 368, i.

Banianes; ann. 1650 : s, y. Banyan-Tree, 50, ii.

Banian-tree
;
ann. 1814 : v. Pandal, 507, ii.

Banian Tree; ann, 1717: 5. y. Banyan-Treo
50, ii.

Banij
;

s, y, Brinjarry, 87, ii.

Banik; 5. y, Bankshall (2), 46, ii,

Banj
;
ann. 1333 : s, v. Panjaub, 562, i.

Banj-ab
;
ann, 1333 : 5. v, Puujaub, 502, i.

Banjala
;
aun. 1345 : s. y. Bengal, 64, ii.

Banjar; s. v. Brinjarry, 88, i.

Banjar; s. v, Brinjarry, 88, i.

Banjara; $. y. Brinjarry, 87, ii, twice, 5. y,

Lamballie, 383, ii, twice.

Banjiiras; ann. 1505 : s. y, Vanjaras, 88, i.

Banjarmasin
;

5. y. Factory, 264, ii.

Banjasar
;
ann. 1345 : s, y. Bankshall (a), 46, li.

Banjo
;

s. y. 46, i.

Banjore; ann. 1764 : s. y. Banjo, 46, i.

Bank
;
ann. 1784 : s. y. Bang, 45, L

Bankar
; 605, i, footnote.

Bankasala
;

s. y, Bankshall (2), 46, ii.

Bankasay
; ann. 1727 : 5. y. Balachong, 38, i.

Bankebanksal
; 771, i, footnote.
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Baiiki-ba-zar
;
ann, 1753 : s. v, Calcutta, 771, i,

twice.

Eanklot
;

s. v, Lote, 398, ii,

Banksall
;

ann. 1687 : s, v. Banksliall (b), 47,

ii- ann. 1748 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Banksall Island
;

ann. 1748 : s. v. Bankshall

(a), 47, i.

Bauksaul
;
ann. 1788 and 1813 : 5 . v, Banksball

(a), 47, i.

Banksbal; ann. 1781 : 5. z?. Compound, 188, i.

Banksball
;

5. 46, i and ii, 560, ii, footnote
;
ana^

1683 : s. r.(b),47,ii, s. v, Godown, 292, i ; ann.

1727 : s, V. (b), 47, ii
;
ann. 1734-5 and 1783 :

5. i\ (a), 47, ij ann, 1789 : 5 , v. (b), 47, ii.

( To he continued,)

MISCELLANEA.

the derivation of the word panthay.

Now that both domestic and foreign troubles

are falling thick upon the Central Chinese Govern-

mcnt at Peking, it is probable that we shall hear

of the Panttiays again. They are Chinese con-

verts to Islftm, and large numbers of them are

found in the Provinces of Shensi, Kansuh and

Yunnan. In the former two Provinces, they are

known as Tungani or Hui-hui. In Burma and

theadioinlDg Shan States, the Muhammadans of

Yunnan are known as Panthay or

They are a fine and warlike race, andheld Yunnan

against Imperial troops from 185o to 18^
1“

raising a British regiment at Wei-hai-wei, Chinese

Muhammadans are much sought after by the

recruiting sergeants.

In Northern China, the Chinese call the con.

verts to Islam Hui-hui,

ranese call them Hui-tzn, ^ S There is a

great deal of contempt and hatred implied by the

Chinese character ^ gj as distinguished from

gj, as the first part of the former means “a dog

Evidently the compliment is a reciprocal one,

because the favourite epithet used by all Mu-

hammadans in addressing the followers of other

religions is “ mfidel dog.” The Tunnanese also

call the Chinese Muhammadans Pan® P‘an

A ^ 01’ Burmese word

Panthay’ and the Shan word P^g-hse^ are

evidently derived from fan® tsei*> )X. or

pan*tsei*, which means “a rebellious

brigand.’’®

Tbe derivation of theword Panthay appears to

be one of the vexed questions of Sinology, and I

trust that the above solution will be acceptable to

Chinese scholars. In this connexion, the ap-

pended extracts bearing on the subject under

discussion will be of interest.

^Rangoon, June IStli) 1900. Taw Sein-Ko.

pjxtl*act I.

Anderson’s ^‘Mandalay to Momien)’ pp, 32S-26.

*‘The Mahommedans of Yunnan have a tradi-

tion of their origin, which is curious, but mythi-
cal. The governor and the hadji at Momien
stated, in substance, that their forefathers came
from Arabia to China one thousand years ago, in
the reign of the Emperor Tung-hnon-tsong, who
had sent his chief minister, Khazee, to Tseeyoog(?)
to implore help against the rebel Oung-loshan.
Three thousand men were accordingly sent, and
the rebellion was crushed by tbeir assistance.
Their former compatriots refused to receive them
back, as having been defiled by a residence among
pork-eating infidels, so they settled in China,
and became the progenitors of the Chinese Ma-
hommedans. This information was furnished in
the form of answer to questions put by me care-

fully written, and translated into Chinese, and
Sladen also procured a Chinese document, giving
substantially the same account. It will be seen
that the variations of this from the account fur-

nished to General Eytche are important
;
but as

the name of the Emperor Tung-huon-tsong differs

but slightly from that of Hiun-tsong of the Tung
dynasty, against whom Ngan-Loshan rebelled,

it seems possible to connect this account with

Chinese history. His son Sutsung, A. D 757,

was rescued from his difficulties by the arrival of

an embassy from the Elhalif Abu Jafar al Mansur,

the founder of Bagdad, accompanied by auxiliary

troops, who were joined by Ouigoors and other

forces from the West. It must he added that

my informants, while claiming Arab descent,

stated clearly that their more immediate ances-

tors had migrated from Shensi and Kansu to

Yunnan about one hundred and fifty years ago.

History, however, shows the early growth and

rapid increase in Ohina of a large Mahommedan
population, whom the Chinese term Hwait-ae ;

the name Panthay or Pansee being ofBurmese

origin.

As fco the derivation of this term, several theories

have been suggested. Major Sladen gives Puthee

1 Pronounoe^'Pangsay” by the Cbinese and Sbans.
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as a Burmese term for Mahommedans generally.

Gaimier says that the word Pha-si, which the

Burmese have corrupted into Pan-the according

to Colonel Phayre, is the same as Parsi or Parsi>

which, in India, is applied to the Mahommedans,

and that this denomination is very ancient, as

Colonel Yule pointed out that in a description

of the kingdom of Cambodia, translated by

A. Eemusat, a religious sect is described, called

P^ssi who were distinguished by wearing w^hite

or red turbans and by refusing to drink intoxicat"

ing liquors or to eat in company with the other

sects ; but that distinguished Chinese scholar.

Sir T. Wade, derives the term Panthay from a

Chinese word Puntai, signifying the aborigiiiLi

or oldest inhabitants of a country; and Gar-

nier mentions that a poople called Pen-ti are

found on the eastern side of the Tali Lake, and

in the plain of Tang-tohouen, to the north of Tali.

They are a mixed race, descended from the first

colonists sent into Yunnan by the Mongols, after

the conquest of the country hy the generals of

Kublai Khan.

Mr. Cooper tells us that the term Pa-chee, or

white flag party, as distinguished from the Hung-

chee, or red flag, or imperialists, was also used to

designate the^j-ebels in the north of Yunnan, and

Gamier frequently applies these terms to the

contending parties. The termination ze in the

nameHwait-ze, as in iMant-ze, Thibetans, Miaout-

ze, hiU tribes, and Khwait-ze, foreigners, seems

always to imply political and tribal separation

from Chinese proper. These names occur in the

curious prophecy of the Pour-ze Wars, quoted hy

Cooper.^’

Extract II.

Oolborne Baher^s ^^Trmels and Researches in

Western China, 159-160,

**The word Panthay has received such complete

recognition as the national name of the Moham-
medan revolutionaries in Yunnan that I fear it

will be almost useless to assert that the term is

utterly unknown in the country, which was tem-

porarily under the domination of Sultan Suliman,

otherwise Tu W^n-hsiu. The rebels were and
ar^ known to themselves and to the Imperialists

hy the name of Hui-hui or Hui-tzu (Moham-

medans), the latter expression being slightly

derogatory.

i

The name of ^Sultan/ utterly foreign to the

ordinary Chinese, was never applied to tlioir ruler,

excejjt perhaps by the two or three hadj is among
them The name ‘Suliman’ is equally unknown.
The Mohammedans of Yunnan arc precisely the
same race as their Confucian or Eucklhist coun-
trymen ; and it is oven doubtful if they were Mo-
hammedans except as far as they professed an
abhorrence for pork. They did not practise cir-

cumcision, though I am not sure if that rite is

indispensable ; they did not observe the Sabbath,
were unacquainted with the language of Islam, did
not turn to Mecca in prayer, and professed none
of the fire and swoid spirit of propagandism.

That they were intelligent, courageous, honest,
and liberal to strangers, is as certain as their

Ignorance of the law and the prophets. All
honour to their good qualities, but let us cease to

cite their short-lived rule as an instance of the
‘Great Mohammedan Revival.’

The rebellion was at first a question of pork and
of nothing else, beginning with jealousies and
bickerings between pig butohei's and the deshers
of Islam in the market places The ojSioials, who
were appealed to, invariably decided against the
Mussulmans, Great discontent ensued and soon
burst into a flame.

The first outbreak seems to have originated

among the miners, always a dangerous class in

China, who were largely composed of Moham
medans. The usual measures of extorminative
repression were ado]3ted by the officials

; their

Confuoian hostility against any faith or society
which possesses an organisation novel to or dis-

countenanced by the Government, was aroused
a general perseoution ensued

; tlio Mohammedans
made common cause, excited, it is very possible, by
their traveller hadj is ;

and so began the period
of disorder and disaster with which we are
acquainted.

Regarding the faith of these unfortunate people.

Dr. Anderson writes :
— ‘Our Jemadar frequently

lamented to me the laxity that prevailed among
them, and my native doctor held them in extreme
contempt, and used to assert that they were no
Mussulmans.’ ”

NOTES AND QUERIES. .

SOME BIRTH CUSTOMS OF THE MUSSALMANS
USr THE PANJAE.

On the birth of a daughter no intimation is

given to the relations and friends of the father.

After the ^th day, when the dinner ceremony,

called usually in the Panjab, is over,

the woman resumes her usual avocations, at
least those do who are strong and have to work
for their living. Many, however, do not recover
strength for a month.

Gulab Singh in P, N. and Q, 1883.
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.

BY HARTWIO HIESCHFELD. Ph.D., M.E.A.S.

(Conti^Liied from Vol. XJ^IX. p. 3iOJ

Chapter V.

The Narrative Revelations.

N ARRATIVE fragments in the oldest revelations — Historical recollections— Morals of the

stones— Alterations of Biblical tales — Intentional obscurities— Various methods of narra-

tion — Analysis of various narrative addi esses — Transition of the descriptive period— Al Fdtiha,

In the develoTpment of the Qordn, the part of which we are going to treat in this chapter

stands above others of the Meccan period as far as variety of topics is concerned, and was

undoubtedly more effective than any of the preceding ones.

Although the East is the home of the public narrator (and Muhammed’s aim was to*

instruct and overawe rather than amuse), yet in Arabia he was able to inaugurate a new era in

the art of the story-telling. In pre-Islamic times public recitations were poetic, but

prose narrations cannot have been quite unknown, at any rate in certain circumscribed areas,

since the Meccans used the Greek term asdtir for stories, which they disparagingly applied to

those told by the Prophet.

The reason whyMuhammed introduced tales into his sermons is obvious. A large part of his

knowledge of the Bible was of historical in character. He could not fail to realize quickly that

by inserting small historical fragments he aroused the curiosity of his hearers. Although these

served at first solely as examples to illustrate his warnings, they became gradually longer, and

ultimately — being provided with a rich stock of tales of prophets and others who could easily'

be stamped as such— he simply reversed his tactics. Thus the tale became the chief object of

the address, and the morals to be drawn were interspersed.

The short quotations from other books to be found in earlier revelations gave Muhammed
opportunities of showing an acquaintance with past events and miracles which must have come

as a great surprise to the Meccans. In the primary stages of Islam, however, tales would have

been out of place. Muhammed’s first object was to introduce himself as the Messenger of All^h,

to preach His unity, and to confirm- his own position. When all he had to say on these points

was exhausted, repetition would but have wearied and repelled his most faithful adherents.

Interesting tales were, therefore, not only a powerful attraction for his old friends, but an effec-

tive means of gaining new ones. They were suited to every capacity, and in an agreeable way

induced refiection, whilst working considerably on the superstition of untutored savages.

In the preceding chapter we noticed that these early historical fragments^^ refer to the

ancient tribes of ‘Ad and ThamUd. Legendary reminiscences of the latter were extant among

the Arabs, who bad lost the faculty of reading the records engraved in the stoUes of Al Hijr.

The frustrated expedition of King Abraha gave rise to Sura cv., but although the incident bad

occurred within the memory of living persons, Muhammed dared to transform the plague which

had decimated the forces of the enemy, into birds sent down from heaven. In Sura Ixxxv. 18,

Pharaoh is mentioned for the first time,®^ and in other places either alone or together with other

persons.®^ Abraham and Moses we encountered in connection with the Siihufascribed to them.®®

It must, however, be noted that the tw^o passages in question belong to the confirmatory period,

and are not again repeated. I believe this is not accidental. Muhammed may have found it

necessary to show that he knew^ of the existence of previous prophets and their books, but be

may not have cared to speak too much about them at that time. He was more interested in

92 B. ISXXY. 18 ;
xoi. 11.

9* iS. Isxiii. 16 ,
Ixxis. 17 j

his. 9 ; liy. 41,

ss Cf, 5. Isxsis. 9.

w B. Isssvii. 19 ,
liii. 37 , cf, Ch. IV.
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trying to focus all attentiou on himself and his new doctrine. People had to become accustomed

to see in him first and foremost the bearer of the monotheistic idea, whilst other prophets moved

like satellites around him. Finally ‘^tho people of Noah appear in Sura hii. 55.®®

The Qoranic tales in so far resemble their Biblical models, as they show a marked tendency

to demonstrate that the believer is rewarded whilst the infidel meets with severe punishment.

Both are portrayed in such vivid colours, that the moral of the story stands out sharply defined

against the background. It frequently appeals to the lowest instincts in human nature. When

the tales become longer, the thread does not run smoothly, but is at certain intervals interrupted

by contemplations.®^

To demonstrate more clearly the meaning of the first verses in Sura Ixviii., Muhammed
relates an anecdote of two agriculturists whose harvest was destroyed as a pmiishment for their

having announced their intention of reaping without having exclaimed first

:

if Allah please ! and

with the determination not to give any to the poor.®® Somewhat later but still of a very eax*Iy

period are v. 34-52 with an allusion to Jonah, ‘‘the man of the fish,*'

The first revelation of distinctly narrative character is Sura li. The beginning reminds ns

of a good example of the declamatory period.®® Then follows a brief description of the torments

of hell and the pleasures of paradise. To an observant person signs of a divine Providence

are to be found in the earth as well as in man's own soul. This is illustrated by a resume of

Gen, xviii. The comparison of the account as given in the Qordn with its legendary form in

Rabbinical literature has been made by Geiger.^®® Evidently in order to^ make the sermon a

little longer, brief accounts of the wickedness of Pharaoh, the people of ‘Ad, Thamud, and the

generation of Noah are added. The keynote of the address is probably to be found in v. 52

“There never came a Messenger unless they said: he is a sorcerer or mad," This shews that

not only had the old reproach been revived but another had been added, m., that Muhammed
was prompted by a desire for material gain ,2 The latter he refuted in the concluding verses

winding up with a threat for the wicked.

If the narration of the strangers* visit to Abraham be examined a little more chosely, we
observe that Muhammed altered his original to suit his purpose. The message they brought to

him with regard to the birth of a son is treated as a matter of secondary importance, whilst their
chief object is represented as being to inform Abraham of their intention to destroy a wicked
people among whom there is only “one house of Moslims" (v. 36), The whole is meant to

represent a “sign** for those who fear the punishment.

There is scarcely a single revelation of narrative character in which the “sign" is not men-
tioned. This proves how keenly Muhammed felt the disappointment of being still unable to
perform a miracle. Hence the employment of dyd, the term for “sign" also for “ verse.*

^

The “sign" is the main object of all the Meccan suras following and many Medinian ones. Not
less than ten Meccan suras, all of which are narrative, begin with the words : “These are the
signs of the manifest Book," or something similar.® A veritable lecture on the sign is

Cf. S, Ixxi, 1 more in detail.

To tbis rale even 8. xii. makes no exception, e. g., v. 34, 38, 40, etc, 98 See Ch. VIII.

»* V. 10 JiJ
;

IxxxT. 4 ; Ixxx. 16 , Uiiv. 19, 20. Nbld. 1. c. p. 83 regards t. 24 tqq,- as a. later addition.

TFixe hett HTuTtaiYimed, etc., p, 129 sqq* Beidli, draws attention to the grammatical character of » g \ ^ which is
osed for sing, and plnr. alike. It is possible that Muhammed chose a singular form on purpose with" respect toGen. xTiii. 3, which gave the Jewish commentators also opportunities of atteching remarks to it. — Another direct
reference to the original is to be found in t. 26 iin, t = Vwa mn; ibid. y. 9.

1 Application of v, 89.

interview of Otba with Muhammed ; cf. ibid. p. 185 >q., and Qor. xli. 1 to 3

;

» Meccan S. x, to it., liivi., xsvii., isTiii., xiii. ; Medinian : xxiv., UU,
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Sura XX7L, which is as elaborate as it is methodically constructed. In tli^e beginning the
speaker describes his mental condition as follows —

1. Those are the Signs of the manifest Book.

2. Haply thou art vexing thyself to death that they will not be believers.

3. If we please we will send down upon them from heaven a Sign, so that their necks

shall be humbled thereto.

This most impressive introduction^ is followed by a very detailed relation of the message of

Moses to Pharaoh. As credentials he and Aaron receive Signs in word and deed similar to

Exod. iv. 1-17. They perform their task to the astonishment of all present, and lead the

Israelites through the sea. The tale ends then with the same words as v. 7, which return

regularly as refrain after the stories of Abraham, Noah, *Ad, Thamiid, Lot, and Shueib. The
appearance of each prophet being connected with a “sign” wrought upon the people to whom
they were sent, was to prove to the Meccans that Muhammed's knowledge of those facts was
miraculous, and therefore likewise a “Sign/’ This can be inferred from the following words :

—
V. 192. And verily it is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds.

193. The faithful spirit® came down with it.

194. Upon thy heart, that thou shouldst be of those who warn.

195. lu plain Arabic language.

196. It is [to be found] in the zuhur of the ancient !
^

197. Shall it not be a Sign unto them, that the learned men of the children of

Israel recognise it.

There is an obscurity in these verses which is intentional rather than accidental. Such

strange things as the subur and “the faithful Bull’’ were better left unexplained as food for

general contemplation and wonder. The assurance that the revelation had been brought down

“in plain Arabic language” did not help to make matters clearer, nor did it follow that every-

one understood it. It is, on the contrary, an endeavour to hide the un-Arabic look of the whole

paragraph. The same assurance is repeated about half a dozen times in the next few years,®

and three times at the beginning of addresses. As a Sign must also be regarded that already

“the learned of the children of Israel” knew it.® This is as vague au expression as can

be, since, as we saw above, the Children of Israel were for Muhammed only a historical

reminiscence and nothing more. The Meccans were the last to know anything at all about them.

The verbosity of Sura xxvi. is in itself a sign of the severe struggle which raged in the

bosom of the Prophet. He saw himself compelled to amend the deficiency in quality by

quantity. He represents himself as being sent to warn his nearest kinsmen and to spread bis

* As to the initials see Ch. XIII.

® V. 6 descriptive. The verses 7 to 8, 67 to 68, 103 to 104, 121 to 122, 139 to 140 ^ 158 to 159, 174 to 175 j 190

to 191 form eight refrains which include the seven narrations. The intervals (69, 35, 17, 17, 18, 14, 15 verses) are so

unequal that this sHra does not give much to support 0. H. Muller's assertions (1. c. p. 40 sqqj» It is to me more

than doubtful that Muhammed, in the compositiou of this foliovred any tradition ofolden times. The siVahas a

second refrain, viz., v. 109, 127, 143, 164, 1680 : “I expect no reward.”

193. In the older passages I is only mentioned in the connections with the angels
IJ-

cf. 8, xoii. 4; Ixx. 4 ;
Ixxviii. 38 j c/. also xvi. 2 (and standing alone, xxxviii. 72). I

without ^j^J\ Hii. 28; •

xvii. 97. All these passages do not go beyond the declamatory period. Al RUh is, of course, the same as in Exod-

xxxi. 3, etc. — The ^ I
of rabbinical origin, is not mentioned until xvi. 104 (descriptive). The original

Arabic form is

T
I tised here for the first time?c/. llv. 48, 52. The verses 79 to 84 appear to be a reflex of various

paragraphs from the Jewish prayer called or “Eighteen Benedictions.”

» XX. 112 ;
xliii. 1 ; xii. 2 : xxxix, 29 ; xlvi. 11 ; xvi. 105 ; xli. 2, See Oh. I. p. 6.

.f'f/O/
• Suffixum in refers to (v. 192).
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wings over all those who follow him in belief (v. 214 to 215), bntis not responsible foi'llie ptM bit ion

of the disobedient (216).^^ These words betray more selt-conficleiice than real potency,

Muhammed was hardly able to protect himself, much less others, and, indeed, he could Jiot

have succeeded in giving shelter to one of them, had they not enjoyed the proU'ction of

induential families. It is therefore better to take v. 215 purely in a spiritual sense, witli

the admonition of v. 217, to put his trust in Allah, agrees very well.

If one peruses the narrative revelations, it is soon perceived that these are of two clavSscK.

Some there are which name quite a number of prophets, to each of whom only a few vei-ses

are dedicated, whilst others mention but one or two altho’ with far more di'Uil. Yet evfm

those of the latter class seldom give complete biographies, but are contented with one or

two episodes out of the life of the prophet under discussion, whilst they sav{^ other notcwortliy

incidents concerning the same prophet for other occasions. Tims it liaj)pens that larger

episodes of the lives of men like Abraham, Moses and Jesas^^ are scattered piecemeal tlirmigh

the whole book. Muhammed exercised a wise economy in not exhausting liis material too

quickly in order to sustain the interest of his hearers with an ever fresh display of learning.

The narrative element is so essential, that it must be carefully investigated especially witli

regard to its bearing on Islam in general. Since the bulk of it belongs to the Meccan ])orijon

of the Qordn, we may conclude that tJiose wlio liad tbe greatest induence on Muhammed’

s

theological views, were the persons who are oftenest discussed. Now tlic fort^mctst of

these is Moses who is mentioned about twenty times
;
then follows Abraham with fifteen^ Noah,

Lot, Shoeib with ten to seven. The birth and mission of Jesus are mentioned in tlie Meccan suras

only twice, but both times without acknowledgment of his divinity (xix. 3G
;
xliii. This

proves that Muhammed was little influenced by the New Testament. In the face of this fact

Wellhausen's assertion, that Christianity had sown the seed of Islam, is untenable. Nor was It

Judaism, but Mosaism of which Islam is a weak imitation. Therefore Moses and Abraham are

frequently placed before Believers as the representatives of an uncompromizing monotheism.

Here again method and systematic dealing manifest themselves, and out of the apparent

chaos of incoherent stories emerge distinct forms which Muhammed has set up as his models.

It is not accidental that those who appear next in frequency to Moses and Abraham are Hiid
and fJaiib, the two legendary prophets of ‘Ad andThamM, because they are taken fioin the

history of Muhammed’s own country
;
nor is it even by chance that the latter is mentioned not

only lalone, but earlier and more in detail than the former, probably because the ruins of their

dwellings in A1 Hijr were known to all travellers.

Typical of older narrative suras is liv. Beginning with a solemn reminiscence of the

declamatory period it announces that “the Hour is near and the moon rent
)
althongld^ they might

now see a Sign, they would turn away and say : ‘deception without end ’ — Subsequently
the speaker mentions the people of Noah, ‘Ad and Thamud, without, however, stating the names
of the apostles belonging to the two last, a proof that Hud and Sfilih have allegorical meanings,
mz,^ Penitents and Pions. Sin and punishment of Thamud are more minutely described than of
the others, including Lot and Pharaoh. The narrator also bestowed a certain amount of care
on the forms. The stories are divided into paragraphs each ending with a refrain which runs :

16. Then how was my punishment and my warning,

17, We have made the Qordn easy as reminder— but is there anyone who will mind

I belieye the sermon ended v. 220, whilst v. 221 to 228 form an independent address.
The number of prophets mentioned in the Qorfin, is five and twenty {JtqCm, 790), whilst there occur about

f orty names of persons.

i!^-Ruokert’s DocTi wentt gie schon is wrong. plnr. of cf.Qh.Jl,

^ strophes, as the paragraphs are of very unequal length. Besidea
the refrain in w, SO to S2 is interrupted by v. 31, which describes the punishment of the Thamfid. The whole is a
rhetonpal play. Palmer omits the refrain several times.
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Stlra xxsvii. begins with a completely declamatory introduction to support the * procla-

mation of the Unity of Allah. Signs would be disregarded by the infidels who hold that death,

is the end of everything.^® ‘‘When they are told, there is no God beside Allah, they behave
haughtily and say : shall we forsake our gods on account of a mad poet (v. 34^® to 35) ? This

charge which had evidently not died out yet, provided Muhammed with another opportunity of

a very realistic description of the pleasures of Paradise and the tortures of hell.

After this homiletic overture follows the essential part of the lecture which is of narrative

character. Having briefly mentioned Noah, the sermon proceeds to relate the rabbinical

legend of Abraham adventure with his father’s idols.^^ On this occasion the speaker treats

on an episode in Abraham^s life differing from that given in Sura xxvi. Whilst the tone in the

latter is solemn and pathetic, the former is anecdotal and in part even satirical. Abraham
taunts the idols as well as their worshippers, and the latter construct a furnace into which he is

thrown. Being rescued by divine interference, Abiuham recites a prayer and receives tidings

that “a son’’ is to be born unto him.^® In a dream be is commanded to sacrifice his son

(v. 101 to 104), but finally be is absolved from performing this painful task and is rewarded

for his obedience.

In the course of the sermon Moses and Aaron are alluded to, and Muhammed hurries on

to introduce a new personality in the figure of the prophet Elijah.^® The citation of this man
in the Qormi has another interest for us, as the worship of Ba^al is mentioned in connection

with his name.2® There can be no doubt, that Muhammed’s acquaintance with the history of

Elijah could only have come from Jewish sources, as ba'‘l in Arabic is only known in its original

meaning of husband.

It is rather confusing to find in this part a few verses devoted to Lot and his wife,2i but

Muhammed had another new person to introduce, viz,^ Jonah. We read about his adventures

on the ship, his being swallowed by a fish, his illness,22 bis gourd, and his mission to hundred

thousand23 people who are saved from destruction by embracing the true faith. — A genera

feature to be noted in the latter part of the s'UTa is the refrain which terminates the account

of each messenger in the words : Peace be upon N, N.,2‘i etc., which at the end of the sura is

repeated in a more comprehensive manner thus : Peace be upon the messengers, and praise to

Allah, the Lord of the worlds.

C/. v. 51 and xliv. 34 opposed to v. 56 ; see Cb. III.

16 The passage is one of the two expressing tbe see Ch. II,

1^ The anecdote is reported in full by Geiger, I, c. p. 122 sqq. — Moslim theologians of the Zahirite school (see

Goldziher, die Zahiriien, p. 116 which interprets the Qoran strictly according to its literal sense, are greatly

concerned about several apparently sinful sayings and doings of Biblical persons. Ibn IJazm, therefore, takes

the trouble to remove these diffioalties. Abraham, he points out, made several misstatements, viz., S. xxxvii.

87 ,
vi. 76 ; xxi. 64, to which Ibn ^^zm adds Abraham’s statement that Sarah was his sister, d'he last statement

does not occur in the Qordn, but Ibn Hazm must have learnt it from a private source, which did not reveal him

Geu. XX. 12. As a consequence of his rigid method of exegesis Ibn Hazm’s explanations are rather hair-splitting. In

a similar manner he treats Adam’s disobedience, Noah’s error (S', xi. 47), and Lot's impious remark (5. xi. 80). The

untruth Joseph’s brothers told their father (jS. xii. 8 to 18) is dismissed with the declaration that they were not

prophets. In the same way Ibn Hazm speaks of the transgressions ascribed to Moses, Jonas, David and Solomon

pfol. 323^0 to 333^0^.

18 This son' is not Isaac but Ismael, as the former is mentioned, v. 112 sg.

19 Mentioned only once more (vi. 85).

26 Baghawi J 1.5 vEIaIaj
^

cjAl ixli ujj.i I . In the QorOn itself Ji*j occurs several times in its original meaning hushaM

A

(pi. fi- 228; xxiv. 31. Sika xi. 75 |
however, seems to be translation of (Gen. xviii. 12)

*^110 assertion of A1 Baghawi that {J.xaJ I means m the dialect of Yaman mister is of no consequence, as

the original meaning of this word had then already undergone great transformation.

21 V. 135 is exactly like xxvi. 171. The wife is not mentioned any more*. Jonah iv. 8,

2s Ibid. V. 11, “twelve myriads.” Vv. 109, 120, 130, 181,
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Of very similar construction is i:^ura xliv. The *‘Book’^ was sent down in “a blessed

night.”^^ Then follows a rhapsody ending with the words: There is no Allah beside

He quickens and kills, (He is) your Lord and the Lord of your fathers.^^ — The reproach that

Muhammed is only ‘‘a trained madman’* (v. l3), is refuted by the reproduction of a story of

Pharaoh to whom ‘*a noble messenger** came who was in fear of being stoned (y. 19). This is

evidently a reflex of Exod. viii. 26, Then fallows the rescue of the Banu Israel ‘Svhom we have

chosen^® on account of our knowledge of the worlds (v. 31), and gave them the signs.** — The

objection raised by Meccans that man dies only once, is met by reminding them of the fate of

the people of Tobba‘,^® whose history was suflBciently known in Arabia. — The address is then

concluded by a description of hell, particularly of the tree Zaqqum, which is in so far signifi-

cant, as it is mentioned in two preceding addresses.®^

I here add Sura xxxviii., the revelation of which, according tO' some commentators, stands

in close connection with the conversion of Omar.®^ Y, 5 evidently refers to the final seclusion of

the Qoreish®2 who remonstrated that so complete a repudiation of every polytheistic relic®®

was unheard of in ‘‘the last religion.*’®^ This paves the way for the argument that

also the people of Noah, ‘Ad, and Pharaoh (“the man of the stakes’*) had refused to become

believers, as well as the Thamud, the people of L6t, and of A1 Aika.®® Quite a new personality

is introduced in “our servant David, the man of power.*' The mountains and birds which

praise (All^h) with him are reflexes of verses like Ps. xevi* 11 to 12, cx^iii. 8, etc. The fable

related in 2 Sam* xii. 1 to 6 is reproduced by Muhammed in the light of a real incident, but is

evidently confounded with 1 K. iii. 27. Another novelty is the introduction of Solomon, whose

love for horses (1 K. x. 28) is hinted at, as well as his predilections for enjoyments as shown in

Eccles. Gh. ii. The building of the Temple remains unnoticed, although Muhammed, a little

later, alludes to his nightly journey to the same, but the rabbinical legends of Solomon’s rejec-

tion, repentance, and his dominion over spirits are touched upon, being more entertaining.

New likewise is “my servant Job’* (c/. Job xlii. 7 to 8) who is told by God to stamp

with his foot, and a spring gushing forth from the ground should cure him of his disease*

There exists no Biblical or rabbinical equivalent for this, but I believe Muhammed had the story

of Na'-eman, whose leprosy was cured by bathing in the Jordan, in his mind (2 K, v, 10 to 14),

An allusion to this was in so far very appropriate, as the Syrian general had been nnder the

impression that the prophet Elisha (mentioned below) would apply a charm to free him from

his disease, and the confusion of the two cases is therefore probable. Subsequently we meet
‘‘our servants” Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Ismael and Elisha* Who Dul'Kifl®® may be, cannot

be made out. The name owes its origin apparently to some misreading on the part of

Muhammed of which we have had several instances.

The lecture ends in a sermon on the paradise, “the day of reckoning”^® and hell* The
verses which follow are of special interest; I therefore give the translation.

V. 65. Say : I am only a Warner, and there is no God beside AlUh,^^ the One, the

Victorious.

Cf. sevh. 1, j I
26 See Ch. II. 27 Adaptation of Hebrew Elohinu abhOth^nH*

2* See Cb. II. and S. xxxv. 29. 29 Only once more, via., 1. 13. M. 52 ; xxxvii. 60.
Sprenger, II. 23, where the traditions are reprodnoed. I. Ish. p, 279 refers to the death of Abt TSHb.

32 “The aristocracy severed themselves from them and said : Go, confide in your gods, etc”
3,1 This is meant by t. 6. Sprenger, 11. 94 (rem.), refers the mnltiplioity in to angels. The word

iilxi 13 used here for the first time
; see above p. 16,

Palmer ; “in any other sect” has completely missed the sense of the phrase.
^
y i Sprenger, I. p. 471, rightly compares the word with Hebr. cm*

^
Of. Geiger, 1. c. p. 183. S7 xvii. I. ss Geiger, 1. c. p. 188.

See above and S. xsi. 85. Sprenger, II. p. 270, gives him a Temanian origin. It is, however, to be observed

that also Pharaoh is styled c j If and Noah ^^Jxl
}^ ^ (xxi. 87)

.

Occurs three times in the sicra, viz., v. 15, 26, 58. *i AJJ i) AJ I
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66. The Lord of the heavens and the earth, and what is between them, the

Mighty, the Forgiving,

67, Say : It is a grand story, (68) bat ye turn from it.

69. I had no knowledge of the exalted chiefs when they contended.^

Now the last verse contains a bold statement. Mnharamed pretends to have been till then un-

acquainted with a discassion which took place between the heavenly hosts concerning the creation

of man. What he really did know was a rabbinical legend on this subject, connected with Gen.

i, 26 (“let us make”), bat he did not reveal it fully until a Medinian sermon (ii. 28).^® In this

place he confines himself to reproduce, in Biblical terms, the divine intention of creating man,

to which he adds the rabbinical tradition that Adam being superior to the angels, the latter had

been ordered to pay homage to him. Satan, however, refused to do so, and was cursed and

banished. In conclusion Mubammed found it necessary to repeat that, like previous prophets,

he asked no reward for his ministry, nor was he prompted by mercenary motives. This

assertion, which no one will deny, was meant to place him in contrast to professional sooth-

sayers, and could not bub be useful to him.

We now come to a batch of suras^ which are distinguished by certain features which they

have in common. They have no declamatory prologue, and the refrain, which marks the para-

graphs, is also missing. Finally they all begin with reference to the “Signs of the Book and

a manifest Qoran.^® Of these revelations I mention first Sura xxvii, 4 to 59, in which the

a^efrain has not been omitted entirely, but is visibly disappearing.^® After a short introduction

of irrelevant character we hear quite a new story, Moses’ vision of the burning bush. He
as instructed how to perform the two signs, which shall be among the “nine Signs^^ (to be

shown) to Pharaoh and his people” (v. 12). Subsequently David is mentioned, then Solomon,

who informed mankind that he had received the power of understanding the speech of the birds

(v. 16). In the same sermon the speaker inserted the history of Solomon’s meeting with the

Queen of Sheba in legendary form, which in the following generations has developed into a

beautiful fairy tale. It is iutetesting to observe that Muhammed puts the formula of Unifica-

tion into the mouth of the hoopoe.^® A few verses later we come across the formula which

Muhammed subsequently placed at the head of all documents, and which also stands at the

beginning of each sura, and since heads every book or document written by Moslims. — To this

story are attached short accounts repeating the missions of Salih, the prophet of Thamud, and

and of Lot.-^®

Sura xxviii. having no other beginning than the verse mentioned above, at once proceeds to

relate the history of Moses. Pharaoh (v. 2) is charged with oppressing the inhabitants of the

earth by slaying their sons and outraging their daughters
;
he and his adviser HamAn must

therefore be punished. Moses’ mother is advised by Allah to nurse her child, and if she fears

for his safety, to throw him into the sea without any misgivings. Pharaoh’s men find him in

the water, but his wife takes great liking to the boy, and persuades the king to adopt him

Sprenger, II. 240, regards v. 68 to 70 as belonging to the time when the mentor had disappeared ; c/. p, 850.

«Bagh. 4^ \jJl9 ^3 AJJI Jli

.
See B’rhhith Bahh^ to Gen. i. 26,

** V. 82, , cf. {8. XT. 29 and) Gen, iU 7-

*5 Cf above.

*6 Only V. 14 (not afterjv. 45J, 52 ; v. 53 is an echo of xxvi. 7. V. 60*95 form an independent address, beginning,.

&nd ending with <sJJ | j ^

*7 ConEnaed with the ten plagues which are called mnirp. Exod. vii. 8 ;
x. 1.

V. 26,
,

The words
1 I wj evidently forto an intentional contrast tov. 23’^

^9 Y. 60 sgq. I beUeve this piece forms a separate’ sHra belonging to the descriptive period, cf, 10

!
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Moses’ mother is well pleased, and appoints her daughter to look after the boj, Mahammeil

evidently forgetting that the latter was already with the royal couple-. The child refusing to

be fed by a native woman,®® his sister oilers to find a place where he could be reared, and

subsequently he is sent to his mother’s house. He grows up, and kills the Egyptian^ but

repents bis transgression (6 to 16). The nest verses (17 to 18) read almost hke a translation

of Esod. ii. 13 to 14. An unknown man from ^‘the remotest end of the city” warns Moses

against the danger which threatens his life. Afterwards there is a great confusion in the

narrative, Moses dees, and meets iwo women whom he assists in watering their docks. These

are not only confounded with Lot’s two daughters, but also with those of Laban, since the

father of the two girls, whom he had assisted, oders him one in marriage on the condition, that

he serves him eight or ten years. Then follows the vision of the burning bush, and Moses

receives his call (v. 29 to 35). Pharaoh’s command to Haman to build him a tower®^ on which

he could ascend to Moses’ God is evidently a redex of Gen. si. 4, Isaiah xiv. 13, and perhaps

also Esther v. 14.

In none of the preceding accounts of Moses^ mission was allusion made to the revelation on

Sinai, This does not seem to be accidental, since Mubammed was well acquainted with its

history, but reserved it for use on another occasion. An opportunity soon arose for alluding to

the scene, but he did not reproduce the Biblical tale, because, to judge from v. 48,®^ several

Meccans knew it already, and wished him to arrange a similar ceremony. Being unable to

comply with the demand, he at least gave a clever ans-wer, asking whether Moses himself had

not met with disbelief.

Now in contradiction to earlier theories concerning man’s own responsibility, we read here

among observations attached to the story in question that Allah does not guide the wicked, ”

This maxim subsequently gained preponderance over the other, and was adopted by the ortho-

dox school. The long sermon of contemplative character, which then follows — and in which

the Creed is repeated twice®®— is broken only by a remark on QdrahTs rebellion, and the

fabulous wealth attributed to him by the Talmudical tradition.®^

It would be both irksome and. unnecessary to analyse every sura which belongs to this

group, and we must therefore be content to draw the main features of each. Sura xv, repeats

after a homiletic introduction the story of the disobedience of Iblis (Satan, 28 to 50), and then

proceeds to relate the visit of the angels to Abraham (51 to 77). After this the people of

Al A.ika are briefly mentioned (78 to 79), and the “people of A1 Hijr,” viz,, the Thamud, whose
sepulchral caves®® (v. 82) Muhammed mistook for houses (80 to 86), A short sermon close©

the sura,^^

A visible effect mnst have been produced on the hearers by these tales, which not only

increased Muhammed’s eagerness to recite them, but also induced him to arrange them more
carefully for this purpose. Nor did he fail to prepare his hearers for an extraordinary treat,

when the story they were going to he told, promised to be of unusual interest. Now an incident

had occurred which spurred Muhammed to show his histrionic talent in its best light. Tradi-

tion relates that Al Nadhr b. Harith, one of the Prophet’s bitterest enemies, endeavoured to

outrival Muhammed’s stories by telling the Meccans the adventures of Persian heroes. Al-
Nadhr himself, accompanied by Oqba, b. Abn Mo‘eit, were sent to Medina in order to make
enquiries about Muhammed’s prophetic powers of the Jewish Rabbis of this town. The latter

8® Of. Geiger, 1. c. p. 153.

S* S®* A ,

51 V. 23^ bjj f is evidently translation of Gen. xiz. 31. Geiger overlooked the doable confusion*
52 Of. xl. 38 to 39 more elaborate than, v. xxviii. 38 and therefore probably later. 5s y, 44 45^

“ V. 48. 65 y. 50 to 56 ; cf. Ch. IH. 66 y_ 70 and 88,
51 V, 76 to 79 ;c/. Geiger, 1. c. p. 168. 68 Cf, Doughty, Notes et Fostraifs, xxix. p. 4 sqq,

Y. 87> “seven of the mathto 5” cf. Geiger, 1. c, p, 58. V. 98, invites to joining the preacher in prayer.
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are said to have given the messengers certain queries to be pnt before Muhammed who replied

by narrating the stories of the Sevan Sleepars of Ephesus, contained in Silra xviii.^o

However sceptical our attitude may be towards this tradition, thus much is true, that

Muhammed was somewhat downhera’ted, when he began this sermon. “Haply, he says (v. 5),

thon grievest thyself to death^i after them, if they believe not in this (following) communica-

tion.” It is very probable tliat the rivalry of A1 Nadhr in entertaining his followers with the

attractive tales of daring deeds made his spirits sink. The story of the Seven Sleepers (v. 8

to 25) which he related, was by its miraculous character not only calculated to outdo tales

of the most perilous adventures, but was introduced by the words of Allah (v. 12) “We relate

unto thee tlieir story in truth.” A homily attached to the tale takes the form of two parables.®^

The following piece (v. 48 to 58), recapitulating the disobedience of Iblis, is perhaps directed

against A1 Nadhr, especially the second part of v. 48.®^ Thefabnlous journey of Moses and

his servant (v, 59 to 81) which then follows, is, 1 believe, based on that of Tobias, intervowen

with anecdotes heard elsewhere. The series of tales ends with an account of the journey of the

“Two Horned,” generally supposed to be Alexander the Great, who is requested by a people

of strange speech to protect them against the encroachments of JajCij and Majuj.®®

The finest and best rounded tale in the whole book is the recitation styled which

fills out k^ura xii^^. Muhammed begins with the reference, quoted above, to “the Sign of the

distinct Book,” and proceeds again : We will relate to thee the finest of stories®® with which we
reveal to thee this Qordn, The harmony of the composition is, however, impaired by the

daring assertion (v. 103).

“ This is one of the stories of the unseen which we inspire thee with, though thou wert not

with them when they agreed in their aJffair, when they were so crafty— and yet most men,

though thou shouldst be urgent, will not believe.”—Another new tale, the birth of Jesus, is

related in Sura xix. Muhammed tells of nothing but the nativity, because he regards the

Founder of Christianity in the light ofa monotheistic prophet alone, and quotes only such teachings

as relate to his mission as a servant of God. He is in possession of “the Book.” He is

a blessed prophet, charged to teach the propriety of praying, giving alms, honoring parents

,

and the hatred of oppression. On ecannot fail to bestruck with the careful manner in

which Muhammed weighed each word when lecturing on this delicate subject, and we have here

the best opportunity of noticing, how conclusions may be drawn from things which he left unsaid

as well as from those which he said. Vv. 34 to 36 show®® clearly the attitude, he adopted towards

the New Testament. In y. 38 he speaks of the various sects and their diferences.^®

The story of Jesus being rather short, Muhammed reverts to the history of the Patriarchs

Moses, Aaron, Ismael (v. 55), Idiis^i (v.57), Noah, and “his descendants Abraham and Israel.”7®

60 See J. Q. B. Vol. X. p. 100 sqq. 6^ Cf. S. xxvi. 2. 82 gee Cli. VIII. 68 ‘‘They are foes of yours,’" eic,

6* Geiger, 1. c. p. 171, confesses that he is nnable to discover the source of the story. It is to be remeinbered that

Moses bears in Talmndical tradition the name of Tobias (Sotfi, fol. 12’^6). According to Itq^n, p. 793, the Mdsa of

this story is not identical with the Biblical Moses, but is a son of Manasse, which is evidently confused with Exod. vi.

19 ^
— There isi another explanation possible. According to a Babbinic legend, R. Joshua b. Levi, a famous Tahnudi-

cal authority, meets the Prophet Ehjah, who journeys with him through paradise and hell. In a parallel Moslim tradi-

tion by A1 Bokh&ri (ed. Krehl, IILp. 276) Moses and Joshua b. Ndn meet A1 Ifliidr (the prophet Elijah), who

advises them on their journey. N ow while the Babbinic legend is focussed round the person of a Bahbi (who from a

collector of legendary traditions became their hero), the Moslim counterpart of the same tale clung to thfe better

known BiblicalJbsTiaa, whose master Moses became the chief person concerned in the legend.

65 Noldeke, 1. c. p. 103, seems to have given the right explanation of the name.

66 Gen. X. 2 ; Ez. xxxviii. 2 ;
xxxix. 6.

' 6^ V, 2, “Arabic Qoram. ’

68 Cf. S. vii. 99, iv. 3 sqq. Josef gives his fellow prisoners a lecture on Islam.

68 Y. 34 refers to the resurrection of all flesh in Messianic times, or Muhammed would have slated otherwise.

Cf. I. Ish. 200 sq.y and xliii. 57 to 59.

70 Cf. xliii. 65 ;
fuller deflnition of I

is given in xxxviii. 12, xl. 5.

71 Eor the etymology of the name see Geiger, 1. c. p. 106, Itq&n, 792.

72 Y. 59 ;
G-en. xxxii. 28 was evidently not known to Muhammed.
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A conspicuous feature of this sura is the employment of the term AIRah-mto AllQ,li

no less than eighteen times. Sprenger is of opinion that the term stands lor Olirist. This is

however, impossible, since Marjam herself places her hope in A1 Rahmfin belcie Jesus is boin

18), Resides most of the passages in which that name occurs treat of other prophets.

If the Syrian Christians employed rahmdhd for Jesus, they did the same as the Jews did

in speaking of God. Al Bakmdn in the Qu^dn is therefore nothing but a synonym for AlWi or

Al EalhJ^ As long as Mubammed lived in Mecca he treated the nanae ‘Isa (Jesus) as one

belonging to an ordinal y mortal, and it was only i?vhen became to Medina, and had nothing more

to fear, that he substituted Al Masih"^ for it. On the other hand Al Rahman is scarcely used at

all after the narrative periodj since it is rare in the descriptive group. In ]\fedinian revelations

it is only mentioned twice (ii. 158, liz. 22) ;
both times in the earlier revelations of this

epoch, and used as an attribute in the Creed, and not as name at all.^® Mubammed explains

this clearly in Sura xvii, 110, where he characterizes Al Rahman as another word fer Allah,

because the Meccans had charged him with adoidng two gods.^** In another place Al Rahman

is* identified with Euwa (xiii. 29), and cannot therefore be due to Christian influence at all.

Mubammed could not conclude this sermon without referring to the doctrine of the

fatherhood of Al Raljiman (v. 91 to 93).

The brief account of Jesus given in Sura xix. is supplemented in Swa xliii. 14 to 15,7^ but in

a rather antagonistic spirit. Subsequently Abraham and Moses are quoted as examples of true

servants of Allah, after which the discussion on Jesus^® is resumed.

Very similar to the preceding two suras is Sura xxi. both as regards matter and composition.

The chief subject of discussion is the Unity of Allah which Mubammed, as intimated above,

endeavours to demonstrate by way of syllogism. V. 23, “He shall not be questioned con-

cerning what He does, but they shall be questioned,’’ is a reflex of Job ix. 12 (Eccl. viii. 4)

a verse made popular through insertion into a Jewish prayer®<^ for the Day of Atonement,

y. 25 we have mentioned as one of the early attempts to formulate the Creed
;
v. 26 re-echocs

the verse xliii. 59, v. 27 (‘Hhey do not speak until He speaks, but at His bidding do they act)

is a distinct reflex of Ps. ciii. 20 to 21, The whole passage together with the words “they

shrink through fear” (v, 29) may be borrowed from the Jewish morning prayers preceding the

reading of the Shma^ since there can hardly be any doubt, that the Jews in the Hijaz recited the

same every day. In spite of these purely theological observations, to which may be added the

denial of man’s immortality (35 to 3G),S3 the narrative character of the sdra is maintained in the

second half. Moses and Aaron are briefly stated to have received the Furqdii (v. 49). This word
which occurs here for the first time, stands for Torah, as it does in all Medinian revelations,

excepting S* viii. 42 where it maintains its Aramaic meaning “victory.”®® Mubammed evidently

confounded the latter signification with that of Rerdqim into which the Pentateuch was divided
for liturgical purposes, and which also guided the interpretations given to the word by the
Moslim Commentators.®^ The rest of the sura is taken up with tales of Abraham and other
Biblical charaelers. In v. 105 Mubammed shows his acquaintance with the Psalms by
quoting Fs. xxs^ii. 29.®®

C/. Iv. 1 = xevi. 1 to 2 ; see Ch. VI. and XVII. 110. w Cf. iii. 40 : f .

’6 The tradition on Mxihaininea’s prayer : 0 AllSh, 0 BabmSn ; see Sprenger, II. p. 200.
^

See the Commentaries. 77 gee Ch. VIII.
o

78 On ( V, 61 ) see the Commentanes and S. iii. 52, where Jesns is compared to Adam.

Cf. xxiii 93 ; see Ch. H. p. 23. so

'V- See above and S, xis. 36, 91, 93.
^

82 See v.' 8 and S. xsix. 57.
^Geiger, p. 56, only records the Aramaic interpretation of the word.

Cf, S, xvii, 10< , }j Ufj5j • the resemblance is more noticeable in the spelling than in the pronunciation.-
*8 See Sprenger, n. p. 196 (misprint for Ps. xxxvii. 29) and fif. xsi. 105. The Hebrew text has not '^gaddW but

saddigim.
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The foregoing swra is a fine example of Muhammed’s endeavours to relieve the monotony of

narrative sermons by introducing meditations on all sorts of subjects. The same policy is

observed in Sura xiv., which begins with the remark that no messenger is dispatched except he

speak the language of his own people (v. 4). This is a variation of the phrase Arabic Qordn'"

usually employed. Another and still more noteworthy feature of the sura is that it is rich

in parables,®' which are of Jewish, and indirectly of Biblical, origin. The merely narrative

element in the address oJSers nothing new, except that Abraham prayed to Allah to make “his

house (Mecca)” safe (v. 40).

Sura XX. is more drawn out. It begins with a very detailed account of the message of

Moses, which is in so far of interest, as the Israelites are reminded of the covenant received

*‘on the right side of the mountain” as well as of the Mannah and quails.®® The description of

Allah as “Living and Eternal (alhayyu alqayijumuy^ is new. An account of Adam's sin and

forgiveness with the admonition belonging to it close the sura,

Sura xi. commences with a sermon in which the speaker alludes to the creation of heaven

and earth in six days,®® and “His throne upon the water” (v. 9). Now it appears that one

circumstance mentioned above, viz., that the stories relating to one and the same person were

rich in variations, had given rise to the suspicion that Muhammed took liberties with the facts.

This reproach he endeavours to refute in v. 15 : “Haply thou art leaving part of what is revealed

to thee and thy breast is straitened thereby, lest they should say : why is not a treasure sent

down to him ? or why did not an angel come with him ? thou art only a Warner, and Allah

is guardian over all.— 16. Or they will say : he has devised it. Speak : Bring ten Surahs like

it devised, and call upon whom ye can beside Allah, if you do tell the truth, etc.®^

"

This challenge we have already discussed, as also the theological dogma derived from it.®^

A rather stale parable (v. 26)®® closes the homiletic part of the silra, which then becomes

broadly narrative, and takes its name from the first prophet mentioned in it, viz,, Hfid. His

story (52 to 63) is followed by that of Salih (64 to 71), Abraham and Lot (72 to 84), Shoeib

(85 to 98), and Moses (99 to 112). A feeble attempt at a refrain is made by repeating the

admonition placed at the beginning (v. 3) : “Ask pardon of your Lord, then return to Him”

three times.®^ This is a proof of the unity of the sura. At the conclusion Muhammed receives

the assurance that all these stories had been revealed to him in order to strengthen his heart

(v. 121).

In the following suras the narrative element is visibly on the decline. To these belongs

S. xxxiv. in which only the first portion (v. 1 to 20) contains references to Biblical persons and

is otherwise partly descriptive, partly homiletic.

Several portions, of which Sura vii. is composed, belong to the latest revelations of this

period, and are only welded together by a common rhyme. The usual introduction calculated

to attract the attention of the hearers contains the phrase (v. 6) ; “Now let ns narrate to them

the Meccans) knowledge, for we (Allah) were not absent.” In a mixture of narrative and

descriptive style the creation of the earth and man is touched upon, followed by a repetition

V. 4 ;
see the Commentaries and traditions. See Ch. VIII.

Muhammed uses the Biblical terms, see I. Ish. 368. The explanations of I, given by the Commentators,

are wrong.
89 This is, perhaps, a proof that the Arab Jews pronounced qayydmd.

9# The phrase | iLm occurs in the following passages; vii. 52, x. 3, xi. 9, xxv. 60, xxxii. 3, 1. 37,

Ivii. 4.
. - .

.

91 C/. Bagh. 1 I.

92 Known in Moslim theology as
j lar® !

• of. Ch. I. p. 17. ^ Y, 26 ; see Ch. VIII.

94 v. 54,
64, 92 ;

v. 114 is not exactly the same.
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of thfi fall and expulsion of Adam and Ms wife frona paradise (1 to 24). This gives an oppoi-

tanity of apostrophising the “sons of Adam’’®® into paragiaphs of eshoitative choiacter with

reference to their past life. The middle portion of the sHra contains a succession of tales

dealing with Hud, Salih, Lot and Shoeib (v. 57 to 100), and closes with the lepeated assniance

that the knowledge of all this is of divine origin. After this, and evidently belonging to the

same piece,®® follows a long acconnt of the mission of Moses. It is interesting to note that

Mnhammed mentions five plagues or “Signs” (v. 130), {he flood (either confounded \iith

that of Noah, or the drowning the Egyptian aimy), locusts, lice, frogs, and blood. M uhammed s

information on this subject was, howevei', so deficient, that later he confused them w^ith the

“nine and manifest Signs,” w’hich Moses performed before Pharaoh. Otherwise the nai rative

closely follows the lines of the Biblical original.®® The piece comprehending v. 186 to 205 being

an independent homily on the ‘‘Hour,” and stated to have formed one of Muhammed’s answeis

to A1 Nadhr b. A1 Harith,®® was probably placed here on acconnt of v, 194 being similar to

y. 178. The sermon to which the latter belongs is, howerer, Medic ian.^®® It contains a historical,

outline of the evolution of man from one pair and the child born to them. The words of

V. 189 “they called on Allah, their Lord” recall Gen, xxv. 21 to 22.^ Y. 198: “Endeavonr to pardon

command that which is merciful, and shun the ignorant” represent the first attempt to formu-

late a sentence, and this became subsequently of great importance both in theology and jnris-

prudence.2 V. 204 has some slight resemblance to Dent. v. 5 to 7, whilst the last three w'ords,

of the sura also recall a phrase of the Jewish prayer hook.^

Apart from the first vision of Mnhammed (spoken of in Ch, III.) he now tells of a second,

namely, his nightly journey to the Temple in Jerusalem, which under the name almt'rdfl has

become famous in Moslim tradition. This forms the beginning of Sura xvii. which -waf!, I believe,

very short originally, and only assumed its present bulk through the insertion of large pieces

belonging to the following Meccan periods. The mention of the Temple in Jerusalem (v, 1)

gives Muhammed an opportunity of surveying briefly the two chief phases of the Israelitish

history (v. 2 to 8). The concluding part of the sUra (v. 103 to 111) is nanative, altliongh

entirely disconnected from the first piece, whilst several words in v. 1C6 running parallel to

V. 7 and v. 108 to v. 5 show the reason why these two pieces were put in one sn^ia. Here is to

he placed S^ra Ixxiii. 15 to 19.® According to the Commentators v. 110 (of 5. xvii.) w'as miscon-

structed by the infidels into a charge of dualism.® This suggested the revelation of the docrine

that “the most heautiful names” were those of Allah (ihd.), of which the legend counts not

ess than ninety-nine beside ‘‘Allah.”

Siira xl. is of equally compound character, the portions 1 to 6, 24 to 35, 38 to 59 being

narrative.^ Pharaoh is here not represented as a historical figure at all, but stands as the prototype

of a wicked and daring person, combining the characteristics of Nimrod and Nebuchadnezzar.

The verses 36 to 37 stand for themselves to represent Joseph as a prophet, thus supplementing

Sura xii. in a very important omission. The prophetship of Joseph is evidently an afterthought,

as through the romantic character of his history Muhammed had neglected to stamp him as a

prophet.® For the rest of the sura see below.®

s® V. 25, 26 ; Y. 29 and 33 are yonnger^and only placed here on account of the same beginnmg.

T. lOl
^

3 , xvii. 103 ; cf. xsvii. 12.

V. 164 = Exod. xviii, 25 (together with Numb, xi 24) j
UA

^

s® £ee above. See below.

1 See Palmer, I* p. 161, rem, 2 Cj. Mc'i dqif. » Bend the knee and prostrate and give thanks.
* Cf. Mishkdt and Sprenger, II. 527 sq. ® The verees treat also of Pharaoh ; cf y, 18 ^

« Cf. Noldeke, Q. p. 114. 7 tiiq phrase “0 my people, ” v. 30, 31, 34 and again vv. 41, 42, 44.
® Joseph’s prophetship, which distinguishes him from his brothers, is made the object of discussion by Ibn

^tazm, foL 3.

® Y.68*qa., an independent sermon beginning with but placed here on account of v. 66

and 67.
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To the same period also belongs Sara xxix. 13 to 42.^® Erom the reappearance of Pharaoh
with Haman wo may conclude that the speech in question was revealed almost simnltaneonsly
with the corresponding portion of Sura xl. A fine parable breaks tbe sameness of the topics.^^

V, 47 contains the famous assertion that prior to his ministry Muhammed had been unable to

read and write . ^2

The second and smallest portion of Sura x., recapitulating the missions of Noah, Moses and
Jonah, shows an attempt at chronological order, which is repeated in 5. xsiii. 23 to 52 with
Noah, Abi’aham, and Moses. The piece was inserted here on account of alfuTJc (“ships,” v. 27;

V. 22).

I have to mention here several pieces of narrative character which the compilers have
inserted into Medinian suras, but which undoubtedly are of Meccan origin. It is improbable

a priori that Muhammed should have revealed new discourses in Medina on the old topics recited

during tbe service in the Meccan suras, besides which the ministry of Muhammed was of more
practical nature, and it is unlikely that he w^onld have returned to these tales. The style is

the same as in the other narrative suras. These pieces are xl. 20 to 35 on *Ad and Moses, and

ii. 200 to 210 without reference to any particular person.

An isolated narrative speech we find inserted in Siira v., which is of Meccan origin in spite

of the place allotted to it by the compilers (v. 23 to 38). It consists of two parts, the former

(v. 23 to 29) giving a condensed account of Numb. Ch. xiii. to xiv. 34. The second (v. 30 to 35)

reproduces Gen. iv. 2 to 9 with the agadic already exposed by Geiger, who also discloses the

source of v. 35. The next three represent probably the moral drawn from the foregoing tales,

and are meant to impress Meccan foes. The punishments threatened were not executed in

Medina, hut they had only to choose beween conversion and execution.

It was the narrative period of the Qordn which, as I believe, gave birth to the short sura

which heads the book and is known under the name alfdtiha. It consists almost entirely of

verses which occur frequently in revelations belonging to this period, and which Muhammed
selected in order to form them into a short prayer. Y. 1 is one of the two sentences which are

used to invite the audience attending sermons to start praying, and is found both at the

beginning and at the end of many discourses. It is at the commencement of Stiras xviii,, xxxiv.,

XXXV., and xxvii. 60 which evidently marks the beginning of a new speech. In the last named

swratho phrase also ends the sermon, as it does in S. xxxvii., xvii., and xl. 67 (end of a sermon)

and Kxxix. Sdra lii. 48 is a combination of both sentences used for the purpose, whilst S, x,

10 to 11 informs us that

10. Their prayer therein (in paradise) shall be: celebrated be thy praises (suhlidnalca)

oh Allah, and their salutation shall be: Peace !

11. And the end of their prayer shall be : Praise to AlMh, the Loi’d of the worlds !

This is quite in accordance with the instances given in other places.

The verse® 5 to 6 (of Sura i.)^^ appear in S, xliii. 42, xi. 59, vii. 15 ;
xHi. 52 to 53, etc. Now

although it is very difficult to fix the date of the sura with accuracy, that given to

it by Noldeke is evidently too early.

(To he continued,)

10 Y. 1 to 12 legislative; c/, Cb. YII.

i* The other being

11 Cf, Ch. Till.

u Of. Ps. XXV ii. II.

13 Cf. Ch. I. p. 12.

18 Noldeke, Q. p. 86 f.j ItqAn,' p. ’54.
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NOTES ON AN ARCHEOLOGICAL TOUR IN SOUTH BIHAR AND HAZARIBAGH.

BY M. A. STEIN.

Ik September, 1809, I applied to the GoYernment of Bengal for permission to utilize the

approaching Piija vacation for the purposes of a short archeeological tour through por-

tions of the Patna, Gaya and Hazaribagh Districts. The main object I had in view was to

acquaint myself personally with the most important of the ancient sites contained in this part

of old Magadha and to test by their examination the materials available for the study of its

ancient topography. In the course of my preliminary labours for a comprehensive account of the

ancient geography of Northern India my interest had naturally been attracted towards Magadha,

both on account of the historical importance of this territory and the detailed descriptions which

the Chinese pilgrims have left us of its Buddhist toyogra^hia sacra, 1 therefore wished to use the

first opportunity that offered to obtain that personal acquaintance with the actual localities and

their extant remains, which previous experience elsewhere had shown me to be cf no small

advantage for researches of this kind. An additional reason for the proposed tour was that it

offered a convenient opportunity to visit certain ancient remains previously unsurveyed in the

Hazaribagh District, upon which I had been asked to report to Government.

The proposal regarding my tour received the ready approval of Sir John Woodbnrn,

K. C. S. I., Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. The Local Government accordingly agreed to bear

the travelling expenses connected with it and to make the services of a Sub-Overseer of the

Public Works Department available for survey purposes. For the liberal assistance thus ren-

dered to me I beg to record my grateful acknowledgment.

Introductory.— Owing to its wealth of ancient remains and the fullness and accuracy of

the records left by the Buddhist pilgrims already alluded to, Magadha has since the days of

Kittoe received an exceptionally large share of attention on the part of those Indian Archseolo-

gisfcs who have worked in the Gangetic Valley, As a result of their labours, aud particularly

of the extensive researches of General Cunningham, we possess more or less detailed descrip-

tions of all sites, the identity of which with sacred localities mentioned in the Chinese itinerarise

has hitherto suggested itself, or which have otherwise attracted antiquarian notice. The fullest

and on the whole most reliable of these accounts are due to General Cunningham, and, having

been embodied in various volumes of his Archaeological Siirvey BepoHs, are conveniently acces-

sible for reference. In dealing with the sites visited by me I shall, therefore, be able to restrict

my remarks to the points, which have a direct bearing on questions of ancient topography, and
to those objects of archseological interest, which have either been left unnoticed or been insuffi-

ciently described in the above accounts.

I commenced my tonr in Magadha on the 9th October at Nawadah, which, as a station on
the newly-opened Souih-Bihar Bailway and the headquarters of a sub-division of the Gaya
District, formed a convenient starting point for a visit to the series of old localities ranged along

and between the Bajgir chain of hills. Thanks to the kind attention of Mr. E. W. Oldham,
C. S., Collector of the Gaya District, I found ample arrangements for transport awaiting
my arrival and was hence able to inarch without delay to Giryek, at the eastern extremity of

the Rajgir range.

Giryek : IndraSailaguha. — The archseological interest of Giryek is due to the fact that
the rugged hill rising immediately to the west of the village, can he shown beyond all doubt to

he identical with the Indra&ailaguha mountain of Hiuen Tsiang and Pa-hian. It was sacred
to Buddhist tradition as containing the cave in which Buddha had answered the forty-two questions
of Indra, Lord of the Devas. This identification, first proposed by General Cunningham,^ sup-
plies useful evidence of the accuracy with which the indications of the Chinese pilgrims can be

^ See Archceological Suriey Keyoris, Vol. i. pp. 16 sqg.

;

lii. pp, 145 sqq.
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traced in this part of Magadha, Tvherever prominent natural features of the ground assist us in

checking the distances and bearings recorded in their itineraries.

Hiuen Tsiang, whose account is, for these parts, throughout more detailed and exact than

that of Fa-hian, places the hill “of the rock*cave of Indra’* at a distance corresponding to

about 10 miles south-east of Nalanda. “The summit has two peaks which rise up sharply and by

themselves. On the south side of the western peak between the crags is a great stone house, wide

but not high.” On the top of the eastern peak was a monastery and before it a Stupa, which,

from a pious legend connected with the site, was called the Haxhsa or Goose Stupa.® In

Fahian’s description, which, though far briefer, agrees in all essential points, the distance to the

hill IS reckoned as nine yojanas in a sonth-easterly direction from Pataliputra or Patna.®

The distances and bearings indicated by the two pilgrims correspond closely to the actual

position of Giryek relative to Badgaon, the undoubted site ofNalanda, and to themodem city

of Patna. But more convincing proof for the correctness of General Cunningham’s identifica-

tion is obtained by an examination of the rocky spur in which the northern of the two parallel

ranges known as the Rajgir Hills terminates opposite the villageof Giryek. Ascending from

the bed of the Panchana River, which washes the eastern foot of the spur, an ancient walled-up

road, still traceable in many places along the steep scarp, leads up to the ruined Stupa known as

“ Jarasandha’s seat (baithak).*’ This structure, accurately described by General Cunningham,

occupies a commanding position on the eastern end of the ridge, and is, notwithstanding its

ruined condition, still visible from a considerable distance (see Fig. I.). About a hundred yards

to the south-west of the Stupa the ridge culminates in a small summit, which was undoubtedly

occupied by buildings* The thickness of the thorny jungle, which covers the summit, did not

permit a close inspection. But a broad flight of steps leading up to it from the Stupa and massive

terrace walls on the west can clearly be seen through the jungle. The position of these remains

corresponds so closely to that indicated by Hiuen Tsiang for the Stupa of the Goose and the

Vihara behind it, that their identity with the structures seen by the Chinese pilgrim can scarcely

be doubted.

The ridge continuing further to the west gradually rises again and forms at a distance of

about 400 yards a second summit covered with large rocks, many of which show flat tops and

thus curiously resemble seats. It is possible that it was this natural feature, apparently not

noticed in previous accounts, which suggested to the eyes of the pioua “the traces on the top of

the mountain ridge where the four former Buddhas sat and walked.”*

Indra&ailagnha. — Descending from this point on the southern face of the ridge towards

the valley which separates the two ranges of the Rajgir Hills, I reached the small cave known

as Gidhadvari, already fully described by General Cunningham. By position and appearance it

corresponds exactly to the cave, which we find mentioned in Hiuen Tsiang’s account as the scene

of India’s interogation of Buddha. The cave itself shows no trace of human workmanship, but

at its entrance, which is reached by scrambling over some precipitous ledges of rock, there is a

small platform about 20 feet in length supported by a wall of old masonry. It is useful to note

the total absence of any marks that this natural fissure in the rock was once a place of

worship and pilgrimage. This observation may offer some assurance with regard to the

identifications we shall have to propose for some other caves to be mentioned thereafter.

Rajgir : Rajagpha.— From Giryek I marched on the 12th October along the northern foot

of the hill-range to Rajgir, the ancient Eajagrha, once the capital of Magadha and the site of

many notable events connected with Buddhaand his church. In view of the exceptional historical

interest attaching to the locality, it is indeed fortunate that the survival of its ancient name in

Brahman and Jaina tradition and in the modern form Rajgir has from the first assured its cor-

rect identification. But even if the old designation of the place had comypletely disappeared in

2 trausl. Beal, ii. pp. 180 sqq. , * Si-yu-hi, tranel. Eeal, i. p. iTiii. * ii. P. 181.
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the course of a history reaching back over 2,500 years, we should find no difficulty in locating it.

So detailed are the descriptions which the Chinese pilgrims have left us of the unalterable

natural surroundings of the ancient capital, and so clearly marked their agreement with the

position of Eajgir.

The modern village, to which the name Rajgir properly applies, is built on the site of the

city which King Ajatafeatru, Buddha’s contemporary, had founded as his residence. This city

was distinguished in the days of Fa-hian and Hinen Tsiang as “the New Eajagrha’’ from the

far more ancient capital, originally known as Kufeagarapura, which occupied the valley between

the two parallel ranges of hills already mentioned, immediately south of the present village.

Kusagarapura was a desolate waste of ruins even when Fa-hian visited its sacred spots about

A. D. 400. But the five hills, which he describes as completely encircling the valley “like the

walls of a city,”® and the lines of ramparts still traceable through the jungle, leave no possible

doubt as to the position and extent of the old capital. The new site, too, to which Ajfitasatru

{^circ. 5th Cent. B. C.) removed the royal residence, was destined to become deserted. From Hmen
Tsiang’s record we learn that already King Asoka changed the capital of Magadlia to Pafaliputra
^and gave the city of Rajagrha to the Brahmans. These were the sole inhabitants at tlic time of
his visit {circ, A. D. 637), and as their number is given as only a thousand families, we sec to
w’hat modest dimensions the “New' City” had already then dwindled.®

Tirtha (of [Eajgir.— The mention of this Brahman population at Rajagrha is a point
which deserves special attention with regard to the historical topography of the place. It is easily
explained by the fact that the site of Rajgir has, evidently since early times, borne the charac-
ter of a Hindu Tirtha. Even now a very considerable portion of the population of Rajgir
consists of Brahman Purohitas living on the pilgrims attracted to the place. The celebrity
which Rajgir still enjoys, as a place of popular pilgrimage for Hindus of all sects and classes, is

undoubtedly due to the numerous hot springs, which rise in and near the gorge leading from the
north to the site of the “Old City,” and which, like similar springs throughout India, are worship-
ped as special manifestations of the divine power. The full description, which Hinen Tsiang give
of the numerous temples constructed around the springs and of their pilgrim visitors,^ corresponds
closely to the present appearance of the place. It shows plainly that apart from all Buddhist
associations Rajagrha was then, as nowi a popular Tirtha.

This fact, Reappears to me, deserves more consideration than it has received hitherto. On
the one hand it may explain to us the true reason for the presence of the numerous Jaina
shrines which still crown the heights around the old Rajagrha, for throughout India we
find the local worship of the Jaina community attracted to places which Hinduism at large
has invested with a sacred interest. On the other hand it must direct our attention to the*
extant Mahatmya of the Tfrtha as a useful source of information on the ancient topography of
the place. My researches in Kashmir have shown me what valuable help can often be^'obtained
tor the study of the ancient local nomenclature by a critical examination of the Mahafmyas of
particular Tirthas.^ The Bajagrhamahatmya now in use, which purports to be taken from the
Agni^uram,^ may not' be in itself a very old production. But the fact that it has preserved a
series of local names, which can be proved from independent sources to be of genuine antiquity
(a g.> the names, of the hills Vaibhara and Vipula, the name of Rajagrha itself, etc.), indicates
sufficiently that its evidence deserves consideration in studying the old topography of this nart
of Magadha, ^

The Walls Of -Old Baj^ig^flia.-The importance of Rajagrha .as the ancient capital of the
country IS forcibly brought home to us by the wide extent of the ground over which its remains
spread. The lines of ruined walls stiU traceable throngh the thick jungle of the central plain

5 Si-yu^hi, i. p. lix. « Suyu-ki, ii, p. 167. 7 Si-yu^ki ii pp 155

I
“y the Andmt Geogr^iphy of Ka^mw,J A S. JB., 189*9, pp.

t has been printed by Sahib Prasad Singh Khadgavilasa Press, Bankipnr, 1898,
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between tbe two bill-i*anges indicate the site of the inner city of “Old Rajagrha” or Kusagarapnra,

with a circuit of about five miles, as described by Fa-hlan £lnd Hilien Tsiang. But outside this inner

city we find the crests of the hills north and south crowned far away with walls of massive

masonry, which undoubtedly belonged to a system of circumvallation intended to protect the

capital. These lines of walls, rendered difficult of access by the rug/cd character of the hills and

the thick jungle which covers theit* slopes, have not yet been properly surveyed. But the relative

distances of the points, where their remains are easily distinguished and accordingly have been

noted by General Cunningham and other observers, strongly support the correctness of the

estimate of Hiuen Tsiang, who gives to the external defences of Kusagarapnra a circuit of about

150 U or 30 miles.^®

Within the area enclosed by the hills which gave to old Rajagrha the characteristic epithet

of Girivraja, “the mountain-girt city,’' all was “desolate and Without inhabitants” already in the

days of Fa-hian. This accounts largely for the scantiness of ancient structural remains

mow visible above ground, and the difficulty we consequently experience in regard to the exact

identification of the numerous sacred spots connected with Buddha and his church, which the

pilgrims describe within the valley and near its entrance from the north. With the limited time

at my disposal no attempt could be made to scrutinize all the identifications which General Cun-

ningham, and partly his Assistant Mr. Beglar, had proposed for these particular sites.

Position of the Sattapanma Cave.— Among the latter none is historically more interesting

than the place where the Fii*st Council of the Buddhist Church was held, the famous Battapappa

Cave. As the question of its exact position had been the subject of much speculation and contro-

versy, I was anxious to u tilize the opportunity offered by my short stay specially for its examination.

According to the uniform testimony of all the Buddhist canonical records the First Great Council,

which was convened by Kasyapa soon after the demise of Buddha to fix the principal tenets of

the Church, took place near Rajagrha in a cave in the Yebhara Hill, which bore the Pali name of

Su/ttapanna or Sattapanni. The MaJiavastu, which gives the Sanskrit name of the cave as

Saptaparna, furnishes the additional detail that the cave was situated on the north of the hill,

which is called there Vaihara.^^

For more exact indications we must turn to our Chinese guides. Fa-hian, starting from the

north side of the Old City, takes us first to the Kalapdavenuvana Vihara, which from a com-

parison of Hiuen Tsiang’ s record can safely be located within or close to the defile leading from new

Rajagrha to the Old City.^^ He then continues :
“ Striking the southern hill and proceeding

westwards 300 paces there is a stone cell called the Pippala Cav0, where Buddha was accustomed

to sit in meditation after his midday meal. Still further west five or six U there is a stone cave

situated in the northern shade of the mountain and called Che-ti. This is the place where five

hundred Arhats assembled after the Nirvana of Buddha to arrange the collection of sacred books,

etc’’

Hiuen Tsiang describes the place of the great convocation as “a large stone house” situated

in the middle of a great bamboo forest, which occupied “the north side of the southern moun-

tain, about 5 or 6 li to the south-west of the [Karanda J-Yenuvana.” Before the “large stone-

house” there was to he seen an old foundation^wall. This edifice was ascribed to King Ajatasatru,

who made it for the accommodation of the assembled Arhats. Though Hiuen Tsiang’s words

are not as precise as we might wish, it seems highly probable that here, as elsewhere, he means

a natural cavern, and that only the edifice marked by the foundation wall in front was struc-

tural.

10 Si^yu-Jci, ii. p. 150 ;
Arch. Survey 'Reports^ i. p. 23. Kern, Manual ofBuddhism, p. 102.

12 See Map of Rajagrha, plate xli., of ilrcJiflsol.fitwi’eyReporfs, III. ^ , . ..

13 Compare the nee ot the same expression for the small oellsinthe rooks of Mount Grahraknta (Su^/t^^, ii.

p. 154); for the oave in the Tndra^ailaguha Hill (Giryek, ib. ii. p. 180), for the cave now knownas Kajpina, near Jethian

(see below), etc.
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Previous views regarding the Sattapa^na Cave. — General Cunningham, who was the

first to take up the search for the traditional site of that great event in Buddhist history, was much

infiuenced in his views by considerations connected with the artificial excavations known as

Sonbhandar, “the Treasury of Gold.” These excavations are situated at the south foot of the

Baihhar (Vaibhara) Hill, about one mile to the south-west of thegorge leading from New Raja-

grha to the site of the “Old City,” and have often been described. They consist of two com-

paratively small chambers cut out of the solid rock and highly polished inside. They show in

their architectural features so close an affinity with the Barabar caves of Asoka and Dasaratha,

that the opinion of Mr. Eergusson and Dr. Bnrgess, which attributes ibeir construction to the

period of the Maurya dynasty, has everything in its favour In his first Archoeofogical Survey

'Report^ for the year 1861-62, General Cunningham wished to identify the Sonbhandar with the

Pi-po-lo Cave, referred to in the above extract from Fa-hian’s account, and also mentioned

by Hiuen Tsiang, In accordance with the direction indicated by Fa-hian, he was then prepared

to look out for the Sattapanni Cave on the Northern face of the mountain, at the distance of about

one mile from Sonbhandar, as the supposed cave of Buddha’s meditation.^®

When publishing in 1871 his Ancient Geography of India, Gen. Cunningham had come

to locate the Sattapanni Cave itself at Sonbhandar, and to this belief he subsequently clung, not-

withstanding the manifest impossibility of making the position of Sdnbhandar agree with the

uniform testimony of the pilgrims, which distinctly points to the northern side of the Vaibhara

Hill as the site of the famous cave.^® This serious objection, to which Mr. Beal, the English

translator of Hiuen Tsiang, and others had rightly called attention, was in no way weakened by
General Cunningham’s discovery, recorded in his Report for 1871-72, of the Pi-po-lo stone cell

and the Asura’s cave behind it at the eastern end of the Baihhar Hill.^^ Poj, although the

distance of the Sonbhandar from this second site would approximately correspond to the
5-6 li counted by Fa-hian between the Pipolo and Sattapanni Caves, yet a glance at General Cun-
ningham’s own map will show that the bearing from the former cave to the Sonbhandar is nearly

south, and not west as indicated by Fa~hian.

In the cold season 1872-73 Rajgir, with a series of other localities in Magadha, was visited

by Mr. Beglar, General Cunningham’s assistant, who in his account of this tour published
in Yol. viii. of the ArcJiceological Survey Reports has returned in detail to the question of the
Sattapanni Gave.i® He describes there how, realizing the obstacles in the way of the proposed
identification with Sonbhandar, he searched for the cave in the direction indicated by Fa-hian,
L e., by going to the west from the Pi-po-lo Cave at the entrance of the gorge which leads to
Kusagarapura, and then skirting the north foot of the Baihhar Hill, There he came across
a series of fissures in the rock all facing to the west and forming a row of little chambers from

,

4 to 10 feet wide and equally shallow. Owing to'a peculiar configuration of the rocks, which a
rough plan and section attempt to illustrate, these recesses are said to escape notice on going
from east to west, but to be distinctly visible for an observer moving in the opposite direction.
They a^e described as being “less than a mile from the Pippal (Pipolo) Cave, and to the west of it

and as situated “in the middle third of the hill.”

This collection of rock fissures, which else-where is spoken of as “a large natnral cavern”
“divided by natural Septa of rock into compartments,” was taken by Mr. Beglar to be the true
Sattapanni Cave. In support of this belief we are referred to the etymology of the name
Saptapar^a, the designation of a plant, the Alstonia scholaris, but literally meaning “Seven-
leaved,” and to the statement that by the side of the six recesses seen by the explorer there was
room for a seventh on a part of the rock-face hidden by impenetrable jungle.

w See T?18 Oaw Temples 0/ Indio, 1880, p. 49. is gee Arch.. Survey Rep. i p 21
16 Ancient Geogra^Tiy^ p. 463.

*

1* Areht Suney Rep., yiii,, pp, 90 sqq.
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A, perusal of Mr, Beglar’s description of this remarkable spot conveys the impression that

his visit had been of the most hurried character. It is, therefore, to be regretted that when he
subsequently revisited Rajgir in the company of General Cunningham, no steps were taken to

obtain exact facts as to the alleged site of the Sattapanna Cave. General Cunningham in

the Preface to the Volume declares the theory broached by his assistant regarding the Sattapanni

Cave to be quite untenable.^^ But we are not informed whether he actually saw and examined

the rock recesses mentioned in the description above summarized. Mr. Beglar himself in

a note prefixed to the Report informs ns that he has been constrained to abandon what he con-

sidered as the main arguments against the identity of the Sonbhandar with the Sattapanna

Cave.20 His words leave us in some doubt as to the value which he would still have us attach

to his own discovery of the “Seven-leaved** Cave.

This brief retrospect on a much vexed question will explain why the interest of my short stay

at Rajgir specially turned on the examination of the Baibhar Hill. The words of our Chinese

guides make it quite clear that the cave, which was shown to them as marking the site of the

First Synod, was on the northern side of this very hill. Yet I knew from communications of my
friends Dr. Grierson and M. Sylvain L6vi that they had both failed to trace Mr. Beglar’s rock-

cavern, the only cave so far described, which by its position would seem to correspond to the one

seen by the pilgrims.^^ The only information I had been able to obtain by my preliminary

enquiries among the local Purohitas and others referred to two oaves, briefly mentioned also in.

the entry of the List of A7icie7it Monuinents of Bengal concerning the Baibhar Hill. They were

said to exist close together on the rocky scarp of the hill below one of the Jaina temples which

crown its south-eastern ridge.

Caves on the north face of Baibhar Hill. — Ascending the road which leads to these

temples, I first reached the remarkable square platform of unhewn, but carefully fitted, blocks

which General Cunningham has noticed under the name ^^Jarasandh-kx baithak*^ and

correctly identified with the Pi-po-lo stone-cell.22 If the tradition is genuine, which made

Buddha dwell in one of the cells of this remarkable structure, we have in it indeed the oldest;

Indian stone building of which the date is approximately known.23 Its position and distance

relative to the road leading from the north to Kusagarapura, is exactly as indicated by

Pa-hian.2^ The road marked in numerous places by ancient masonry then rises steeply along

the north-eastern extremity of Baibhar and, leading generally in a westerly direction, reacheisi

the flatter portion of the ridge where the Jaina temples are situated. They are quite modern

in their superstructures; but the massive platforms on which they are built seem old, and in

any case, we know from Hiuen Tsiang’s reference to the “naked heretics” (Nirgranthas), who

frequented the top of Mount Pi-pu-lo (Vaibhara),^^ that the sacred character of this hill for tho

Jainas is not a feature of modern growth.

The caves, to which my Purohita guides referred, are situated near the temple dedicated to

Jidinatha, which is the fourth in order from below and according to a rough estimate at a distance

of about a mile from the commencement of the ascent. A path, which descends the rugged

northern scarp of the ridge to a level of about a hundred feetbelow the temple, leads to along ter-

race, which, notwithstanding the luxurious vegetation covering it at the time of my visit, clearly

betrayed its artificial origin. The wall, which supports it towards the lower slope, is composed

of large unhewn slabs and can be traced for fully a hundred feet running in the direction from

H. to S. W. along the face of the slope. The average width of the terrace is twenty-five feet.

Where, at the south-west end, the supporting wall is lost in thick jungle, a narrow path strikes

off towards a natural cave in the rock face overhanging the terrace. It runs in the direction

19 See Arch. Swv&y itep., Vol. VIII., p. viii. Arch, Survey Eep., Vol. VIII., p. xiv.

91 See 'Bap;port de M, Syhain L4vi $ur sa mission dans V Inde et Japon, Comptes-Eendus de T Academic

^es Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 1899, p. 73.

99 Arch, Survey Bey, iii„ p. 141, Compare Mr. Tergusson’s remarks, Cave Temyles, pp. 33 sq,

9* Si‘yU‘U, p. lx, ^ See Si-yvrhi, ii., p. 158,
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W, N. W. to E. S. E. and is 40 feet deep in its open portion. The height is about 12 fi^et at

the entrance and 10 feet further in. The cave is widest at the middle, where it is about IG feet

broad. The cave, though undoubtedly due to a natural fissure in the rocks, may have been some-

what enlarged by rough excavations at the sides. At least, there is a suggestion of this in the

presence of flat low ledges of rock which line the sides.

Along the same wall of rocks, at a distance of about 50 feet further to the south-west, is a

second and somewhat larger natural cavity. It is 47 feet deep, 25 feet wide at its broadest and

ten to eleven feet high. Its end is lost in a narrow fissure which is said to extend much

further. Several large detached rocks lie in front of the caves.

The ancient wall, which supports the platform in front of the caves, is at present the only

proof that these natural fissures were inhabited or visited at an early date. Their position rela-

tive to “the Pipolo stone celT’ corresponds close enough to the indications which the Chinese

pilgrims give as to the traditional site of the First Great Council. But for a definite identifica*

tion, we may well demand further evidence. It can scarcely be expected that this should

be forthcoming in the form of structural remains, seeing that Hiuen Tsiang found nctliing but

an old foundation wall at the spot. It would, however, be undoubtedly a point of negative evi-

dence, if it could be shown that the northern face of the Baihhar Hill does not contain any other

caves, natural or artificial, in the position indicated. My Purohita guides, as well as the Rajwar

coolies accompanying me, who had often grazed cattle on the jungle of the hillside and were

thus well-acquainted with the locality, denied all knowledge of any other caves.

In order to see myself as much as possible of the northern face of the hill, I descended

towards the Rajgir plain by a circuitous path. The jungle which covers the hill is thorny and

thick, but not very high. Though it was thus possible to examine tbe slope closely from more

than one projecting point, yet I could not trace any indication of a cave. Nor did I succeed in

discovering the rocky recesses described by Mr. Beglar, although I moved subsequently along

the foot of the hill in the direction he indicates, from w^est to east, and took special care to

examine all rock-faces with a pair of field-glasses, I do not assume that my examination

of the Baibhar slopes has supplied the negative evidence above alluded to in an absolutely

conclusive form. But 1 think its result helps to show that at present only the site below
the Adinatb Temple has a claim for serious consideration in our searcli for the famous
Sattapahhi Cave.

Ancient Sites South-west ofEajagyha, — The questions, which I was next anxious to

examine during my short stay at Rajgir, are connected with a series of ancient localities situated

at some distance to the south-east of the old capital. Hiuen Tsiang had visited them as ho
marched from the neighbourhood of Gaya towards Kusagarapnra, but they had so far not been
traced with any certainty, Hiuen Tsiang’s account of these sites may thus he briefly summarized
Proceeding from the Kukkutapadagiri or ‘‘Cocks-foot Mountain,’' with which we shall have to

occupy ourselves hereafter, for about 100 Ji io the north-east he reached a mountain called

Buddhavana, which contained a store chamber once inhabited by Buddha. Going about 30 li

to the east “amongst wild valleys,” the pilgrim came to a wood of bamboos called Yaslitivana
(‘‘the forest of the staf), the site of various Buddhist legends. In the midst of this wood was
a Stupa built by Asoka. South-west of the Yashtivana “about 10 li or so and on the south side

of a great mountain” two warm springs are noticed, which were visited for their healing powers.
To the south-east of Yashtivana, about 6 or 7 U and on the transverse pass of a mountain, there
was a Stupa marking a spot where Tathagata explained the law. To the north of this mountain
8 or 4 li the pilgrim mentions a solitary hill where the Rishi Vyasa had once lived in solitude,

and again about 4-5 U to the north of this hill another in which there was a large cave. “In this

place TathSgata, when living in the world, repeated the law for three months.” Apart from a

See Si-yu^hii ii. pp. 145-149.
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large and remarkable rock above the cave, reference is made by the Chinese pilgrim to a lofty

cavern in the south-west angle of the cave, which a local legend supposed to lead to the “city

of Asnras.’’ Near the cave were seen the remains of broad passages which King Bimbisara

had constructed through the rocks and along precipices in order to reach the place where Buddha

was. “From this spot proceeding eastward through the mountain about 60 /i we arrive at the city

Kusagarapura,”

General Cunningham, who alone seems to have concerned himself with the identification of the

localities above described, had, while examining in 1862 the remains of Rajgir, obtained information

which induced him to identify Yashtivana with a spot known according to him as “Jakhtiban,’’ and

the warm springs with those still existing at Tapoban, a short distance to the south. He thought to

recognize Buddhavana in a lotty hill called Budhain about 8 miles to the south-west of liajgir.

General Cunningham’s brief notices, contained both in his Ancient Geography and Yol. iii. of the

Archaeological Survey Reports , show clearly that he had not visited the places himself. He also

acknowledged his inability to trace either the caves or the particular structures referred to by Hiuen

Tsiang. It is hence scarcely necessary to explain here in details the topographical errors contained

in these notices, and the impossibility of bringing the alleged positions of the modern localities

mentioned into agreement with Hiuen Tsiang’s well defined distances and bearings.

General Cunningham, himself, was evidently well aware of the insufficiency of the data collected

by him
j

for on a subsequent occasion he specially directed the attention of Mr. Beglar to the explora-

tion of the valley which stretches to the west of the site of Kusagarapura, and in which he supposed

the localities he had heard of to be situated.

Mr. Beglar informs us that he “twice attempted to penetrate the pathless jungle which literally

chokes up the valley, but on both occasions without success.” Looking down subsequently from the

Up of the Baibhar Hill Mr. Beglar thought he could make out in the distance, where the two

hill-ranges enclosuig the valley seem to meet, “a small tumulus having precisely the appearance of

a Stupa.” This ho assumed to be the “tope near Jaktiban” mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang. But “from

the valley through the pathless jangal” he found it impracticable to get to it.28

March to Jethian. — The indications furnished regarding this supposed stupia were too vague

to warrant a search on my part. I accordingly decided to make first for the village of Jethian, which

had been mentioned to General Cunningham as close to “Jakhtiban,” and the name of which seemed

a manifest derivative from the ancient Yashtivana. Two routes were available to Jethian, one skirt-

ing from Rajgir the outer foot of the northern range of hills and then crossing the latter into the

valley by the pass called Oakra Ghat. The other, more direct but also decidedly more difficult, leading

from the site of Kusagarapura straight through the jungle-covered valley towards Jethian,

As I was anxious to look for any remains that might be hidden in the valley west of the old

city, I chose the latter route when setting out for Jethian on the morning of 14th October. The

dense jungle I encountered, soon after proceeding beyond the line of the inner ramparts of Kusagara-

pura, suffilciently explained the decided objections which my Rajgir guides had at first raised to my use

of this route. Once started, however, they did their best to find a track, though even from the back

of the elephant I used, a look-out could be obtained only at rare intervals.

Budkain Hill.— After a march of close on three hours I reached a rocky ridge which traverses

the valley in the direction from N.-E.to S.-W. and culminates in the HaiidiaHill, marked as a Trigo-

nometrical station (elevation 1,472 feet) on the Survey Map. The pass by which I crossed this ridge

near its north-eastern end, where it joins the main northern range of the valley, was called Budhain

by the Ahirs who accompanied me. This name may possibly apply also to the high rocky eniiiience

of tho main range, which rises to the north of the pass. But a glance at the map will show that its

gee Anc, Qeogr., p. tCl , ArcK Survey iii. pp. 138 sq. 28 Seei.i*c7i. Sv^rvey Bep., viii,,p. 88.
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identification with Buddhavana of Hiuen a?siang is manifestly impossihle. The pd^im

tells us that he reached Yashtivanu by going to the east, whereas Jethian and the neighbouring

Jeshtiban, which, as we shall see, corresponds undoubtedly to Yashtivana, lie to the

south-west of Budhain.

After crossing the pass the jungle gradually disappeared, until iX reached, near the large village

of Kiri, some three miles from Budhain, the open plain of the valley- The latter is here in marked

.contrast to the jungle-covered sombre waste near Kajgir, fertile and well-cultivated. Proceeding

through rice fields and green pasture lands two miles further to the south-west I arrived at Jethian,

a populous and evidently thriving village. A short halt made here, for the purposes oi local

enquiries, .enabled me soon to trace the real position of the main localities, whicli tliuon Tsiang’s

account mentions.

In the first place I ascertained that J^shtiban (not ^‘Jakhtiban” as recorded by General

Cunningham) is the name generally given to the western slope and foot of the hill, in \^hich the

transverse ridge already mentioned ends about | of a mile to the east of Jethian village. There couM

be no doubt as to this name being but a slightly modified form of the ancient Yashtivana, of which

Jethian itself is an old Prakrit derivative. Tapoban with its hot springs mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang

was found to be situated about two miles to the south-w^est of Jethian village, that is, exactly at the

distance which the pilgrim indicates by his measurement of about 10 li or so from Yashtivana,

I next obtained information regarding a large, cave known as Rajpind and already previously

mentioned to me, which, by its position in a hill situated about 2 miles to the north-west of Jethian,

was clearly marked as identical with Hiuen Tsiang’s cave containing tlie lofty cavern called ‘‘ the»

Palace of the Asuras.”

The Springs of Tapoban. .— Time did not permit me that day to pay more than a flying visit

to i)he hot springs of Tapoban, but I was able to re-visit them on my subse(juent march to Knrkihar.

They issue at a spot, which lies outside the valley and is approached after crossing the southern range

of hills by a pass known the Jethiau G-hat. Their position at the south foot of this range

corresponds to Hiuen Tsiang’s words. There are four springs in all issuing at the rocky foot of the

hillside at short distances from each other, but only two, towards the east, have a large flow. The

largest and the one first approached from the east is called Sanatkumarakunda. It is, like the

rest, enclosed by a stone wall and steps evidently built of old materials. To the west of it stands

a small temple of modern date, said to have been built by Babii Gopal Singh, a local Zamindar.

Between the temple and the spring already mentioned rises a mound, measuring 75 by 83 feet at

the base and 45 feet square on the top. Its height is about 10 feet. The top is covered with small

square mounds marking the S^madhs of Sannyasins a.nd adorned in places with fragments of ancient

sculpture. It seems probably that this large mound represents the remains of the stiipa, which

Hiuen Tsiang mentions .as having been erected “by the side of the springs to mark the place where
Tath%ata walked for exercise/’

The springs are visited by pilgrims in connection with the Tirthas of Rajagrha and also by many
sick from the neighbourhood who seek here relief. A great Yatra takes 'place at the Mesasam-
kranti date, when, as in the days of Chinese pilgrim, “men from far and near flock here to bathe, after

which those who have suffered from disease or chronic affections are often healed.”

Jeshtiban : Yashtivana. — After returning through the Jethian Ghat (on the top of which
I noticed under a tree a collection of small relievos, all of ancient work and some distinctly Jaina) I
proceeded, under the guidance of an intelligent village Gumashta, to the locality known as Jeshtiban.
It forms a small undulating plateau, partly grassy, partly covered with low jungle, at the west foot of
the hill, which is the last offshoot of the Handia ridge in this direction, ancient remains could be
seen above ground, but at a particular spot, designated as Phal-Jethian, I was shown low mounds
.and furrows which^ according to the statement of the villagers, mark the site, from where, some thirteen
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years ago, old bricks were dug out by people from Kiri. The excavated foundation -walls seem to

have belonged to a building about 45 feet square, correctly orientated. At a distance of 35 feet east-

wards there are traces of some circular structure with a diameter of 43 feet. The place is popularly

supposed to be the site of an old Raja’s Palace, Hiuen Tsiang informs us of Yashtivana, that “ the

bamboos that grow here are large
;
they cover the hill and extend through the valley.” Bamboos still

.grow plentifully in the tangled brush-wood of the hill above Jeshtiban, though they cannot be found

on the cleared grazing land properly designated as Jeshtiban. Of the stupa -which, according to

Hiuen Tsiang, Asoka had built here to commemorate the spot “where Tathagata had displayed for

seven days great spiritual wonders for the sake of the Devas,” I could find no distinct evidence.

Considering the open nature of the ground and the vicinity of several large villages, requiring stone

materials for the hands which protect their storage tanks, the complete disappearance of such a

structure could not cause surprise.

The almost perfect preservation of the ancient form of the name Yash-{;ivaiia in Jesfliiban

appears to me to be a distinct argument for placing here the sacred site mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang.

It is particularly at places of a sacred interest that we find older forms of the local names often

preserved through the quasi-learned tradition of priests and their records. This observation is amply

supported by my enquiries into the ancient topography of Kashmir,29 Whereas at the village which

derived its name from the sacred spot there was nothing to stop tlio regular phonetic transition of

Skr. Yashtivana into Jethian, its Prakrit derivative, the sacred site itself, was likely to retain

better the traditional form of the name Jeshtiban.

Cakra Gha-j;. — The day was too far advanced and the distance to Rajgir, where I had to

return, too great to allow me to extend my search for the other sites which the pilgrim’s itinerary

mentions in this neighbourhood. For my return march I chose the route, which leads from Kiri

across the northern range of the hills into the open plain beyond. The pass through the range

is known as the Cakra Ghat;, l^^s evidently since early days been a much frequented line of

communication.

Already, when ascending through the defile which leads up to the pass from the south, I had

thought I could notice foundations of ancient walls flanking the present bridle-path. The remains

became far more distinct on the north side. There, for a distance of several hundred yards, and close

to the east of the path, the foundations of two parallel walls are distinguishable, each about 7 feet in

thickness, and keeping at a distance of 14 feet from each other. In the space between the walls

there are the remains of an old paved road. The construction of these walls closely resembles that of

the fortifications around Kusagarapura, showing rough but well-set stone work.

There can be no doubt that the walls flanking the path across the Cakra Ghat were intended

for defensive purposes, to protect those using the route from attacks, for which the steep hills on either

side would else offer great advantages. I have traced protecting walls in exactly corresponding

positions along the ancient road which leads over the Shakat Pass into the Swat Valley, and similar

old fortifications existed on the Malakand Pass before the construction of the modem works. In the

hills of the Swat Valley — a borderland since ancient days, with conditions evidently resembling

those of the present Afghan frontier — the prevalence of such elaborate ancient defences is easily

accounted for. But it is curious to meet th|ir counterpart in the centre of old Magadha, apparently

so peaceful and centraliaied.

In several of the villages of the fertile plain through which I passed on my return to Rajgir,

particularly at Simratir, fragments of ancient sculpture could be seen collected at rustic places of

worship. Most of them were distinctly Buddhist. But small Lingas of old appearance were also

among them.

(To be continued,)

*9 Oomp. my Memoir on the Ancient Geography o/Kawnr, §§ 33, 34.
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EXTRACTS PROM THE LOG OF A VOYAGE ALONG THE COAST

OP INDIA IN 1746.

BY R. G. TEMPLE.

, (Continued from VoL ZXIX. 341^)

II.

Preliminary Remarks on the Log,

We may now fairly turn our attention to the main pai-t of the volume, vij:., the log, or ratlicr the

logs, contained in it. They are all in one hand-writing, and relate to the voyages of ‘^the Ship Wake,
Captain Robert Norton, Commander/' from. Calpie on the Hughli below Calcutta, round the

Indian Coast as far as Tellicherry, en route to Bombay, between August lotli, 1746, and Deccunber

30th 1746 j
on wliich latter date the account comes to an abrupt end. the remainder of the story having

been apparently written into some other book.

There are really six separate logs^ thus :

—

Log I., 31 pp., from Calpie towards Madras,

Log II., 20 pp., from Puhcat to Vizagapatam, as the vessel never got to Madras, for reasons

to be explained later on.

Log III., 24 ipp., from Vizagapatam towards Bombay, but carrying ns only as far as

Colombo on “the coast of Zeloaii." This time the vessel avoided the Coromandel

Coast and went out to sea, for reasons to he explained.

Log IV., 19 pp., from Colombo to Anjengo,

Log V., 7 pp., from Anjengo to Cochin.

Log VI., 9 pp„ from Cochin to “Calliciite" and “Tellechcry.'

As above said the whole of the logs are in one handwriting, which is shown by the internal

evidence of the MS. to be that of the chief mate, Mr. Macmehone. Thus, at the very beginning

of the &:st voyage there is an entry, on Sept. 16 :
—“Came on board the Captain," which shows that

some other hand than his made it. There follow innumerable other such entries, proving that Cap-

tain Norton, Commander of the Walce^ liad no part in keeping the log.

He seems to have been a martinet, and towards the end of the log there are three entries, which

show both this fact and the name and identity of the actual writer;—

(1) Nov. 28:—“att i A. M, was order'd Down to his cabin as a prisoner Mr. Macmelione

Chief Mate for asking Civilly for his privelege wliich is usually allow’d by the owners

of this Ship."

(2) Nov. 29 :
—“I was Sent on board by a Guard only Going ashore toaske of the Governor

libertie to Stay ashore for the recovery of my Health and att the same time Asking

Captain Norton about my Priveliege. Upon which he order’d me on board with a

Guard of soldiers and there to he made a prisoner."

(3) Dec. 20 :
—^‘This Day I was order’d Down to Close Confinement for Observing with a

passenger’s Quadrant, andalso thTeaten’(ftoputmein Irons by Captain Robert Norton."

To follow the story of the logs. On “fryday, Aug. 15, 1746" the Wale started from Calpie

on the River Hughli on a voyage to Madras, and proceeded peacefully as far as Vizagapatam, While
lying there news was received by ‘^heLoovain, Captain Macmath Bound to Bengali" of the now well-

known historical attack of La Bourdonnais on the British Settlement of Madras in 1746.
To quote the quaint wording of the log :

—“a gives us an account the 18 Instantihe was obliged to

run of [2 , e., off] out of Madrass road the place being attack’d by eight sail of french ship’s undr the

Command of Monsieur Lebourdenie," Finding the coast to be nevertheless pretty clear and going
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cautiously, the ship is taken quietly down it as far as Pulicat, where the Vernon is met, “who gives us

the unfortunate relation of the taking of Madrass by the french [i. e., in Sept. 1746] on
Thursday the 11th Instant after a seige of 1 Days only, and not but six men kill’d at the most,

and not above 8 Sad of french Ships, the 2 Biggest 60 Guns, the rest of 30 each and old Ships for-

merly mercht Ships.” The Vernon .seems to have rescued “100 Soldiers and Gunners, who made

there Escape from Madrass after the takeing of the town,” at Pulicat.

The first log winds up with the ominous statement “by which unfortunate News we are Oblig’d

to bear away to some other port,” and accordingly we find the JVale retracing its steps as far as

Vizagapatam, which was reached on September 21st. From the 2iid October onwards ^ye are treated

to a very interesting series of notes as to the steps taken to meet “Dreadfull and Dempestuoiis Weathr,”

wliicli was clearly caused, from the description given, by what we should nowadays call a cyclone to

the sonthvard.

Captain Norton after this evidently made up his mind to continue his voyage southwards by sailing

past the then politically dangerous Madras Coast well out to sea. He accordingly set sail, as his log

says, “towards Bombay,” on Nov. 13th, making direct for the coast of Ceylon, and keeping a sharp look

out for “the Enemy.” The ship, naturally at such a time of year, met the full force of the North-East

Monsoon, and we find the log to be cbiefly made up of notes of bad and squally weather, till the ship

hits upon the Little Basses, off the S.-E. coast of Ceylon. Colombo was reached on “Wednesday,

Nov. ye 5, 1746,” and there was learnt what had been the effect of the “Dreadfull and Dempestuous

Weath^” of the 2nd October at Madras. The cyclone had evidently struck the coast at Madras

Town (just as the present writer saw one strike it on the 2nd May, 1872), and sent the French fleet

to destruction.

The story, as given in the log, is particularly interesting, as it is given at first hand, for, to use the

words of the writer :
—“This I Copy’d from a letter which the Governour of Colombo was so good as

to Interpret it to me in His own House 4 of Nov., 1740. All in french.”

The accuracy of the facts stated in the log of the Wahe can he gauged by a comparison with

Orme’s account of the period.

“Early in the mouraing of the 25th June (1746), the English squadron, cruising to the Southward

of Fort St. David, near Negapatam, descried that of the French arriviiig on the coast of Coromandel”

(p. 62). There was then an indecisive action and both parties went off to refit at Trincomalee^^

and Pondicherry respectively. “On the 18th of August the French squadron appeared and can-

noned the town, but without doing any damage, They attempted to take a ship belonging to

the English Company out of the road, but she moved into shoal-water so near the batteries of the

fort, that the French did not venture to atlack her with armed boats, and it was evident, from the

iinskilfulness of their operations during this cruise, that My De La Bourdonnais did not command them

in person : he vas at this time in Pondicherry confined to his bed by sickness.” .... “The

Protection of the English Settlements on the Coast of Coromandel was the principle object for which the

[English] squadron had been sent into India, and their appearance before Madrass was at this time

thought so necessary to its defence, that the inhabitants were in hourly expectation of seeing them,

although they received no intelligence of them, since they were last seen six days before by Mr De La

Bourdonnais. The consternation of the town was therefore little less than despair, when it was reported

that they had appeared on the 23rd August 30 miles to the northward of Madrass, in sight of the

Dutch Settlement of Palliacatte, from whence they had again put out to sea and disappeared. They

proceeded to Bengal, for the 60 gun ship was so leaky, that it was feared that the shock of firing her

own cannon would sink her, if she should be brought into an Engagement” (p. 66).

History of the Military Operations in Indostan, 1861, which is a reprint of the Ed. of 1803, and so far as the

matters herein mentioned are concerned follows verbatim the first Ed. of 1763. The quotations are from the Ed. of

1861.

12 Tiincanomala in Orme, p. 63.
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The result of this was that ‘‘on the Tth September the Fiench began to bombard the tonn

The 10th. Sept, the Deputies returned to the French camp, and after some altiu-eations, consented to

the articles of capitulation, which had been dictated to Iheiii in the hrst conference. It was agreed

that the English sliould surrendei themselves piisoners of war: that the town should b(' immcdiat(‘]y deli-

vered up : but that it should be afterwards lansomed. Mr. De La Bourdonnais gave his pioniise tliat

he w'oiild settle the ransom on easy and moderate terms. Tlic capitulation was signed in tlu‘ ait (‘moon.

• . . . There was not a man killed in the Freneli camp during the seige : four or in e Englishmen were

hilled in the town by the explosion of the bombs, whicli likewise destroyed two or Ihrcc iiouscs'*

(p. 67 f.).

Fortunately Messrs. Dupleix(then theFieiicli Govern or-General) and De la Boiiulonnais fell out,

and not so much harm was done, as would otherwise liavc resulted to British interests. Ihnally

Madras was handed back to England in August, 1740, pursuant to the treaty of Aix la Chapelle.

(P- 1^30),

As to Bela Bourdonnais’ strength. It consisted of nine ships, of 70, o6, (JJ) r>L

(2) 28, and 26 guns. The crew^s were 3,300 men, of which 700 were ‘‘either Caffres or Lascars.” Tiie

English squadron was of five fighting ships, of 60, (3) 50, and 40 guns, w’itli crevNs of about 1,600

men. “But the English had greatly the advantage in the weight of their cannon, by which the fortune

of engagements at sea is at present generally decided. And they likewise sailed better than tlie

French, and were worked with much greater skilT’ (p, 62).

As to the cyclone of the 2nd Oetoher, we read :
— “On the 2nd October the weather was

remarkably fine and moderate all day. About midnight a furious storm arose and continued witli the

greatest violence, until the noon of the next day. Six of the French ships wore in the road wh{‘U the

storm began, and not one of them w'as to he seen at day-break. One put before the wind and was

driven so far to the soutlnvard, that she w^as not able to regain the coast again : tlic 70 gun .ship lost

all her masts : throe others of the squadron wore likewise dismasted, and had so much water in the

hold, that the people on board expected every moment to ].erish, notwithstanding they bad tlirown

overboard all the cannon of the lower tier : the other ship, during the few moments of a wliiilwiml,

which happened in the most furious part of the storm, was covered by the wavt‘,s, and found(‘i*e(l iii an

instant, and only six of the crew escaped alive. Twenty other vessels, belonging to otlior nations,

were either dri\ en on shore or perished at sea.

“All the merchandizes and a part of the military stores, belonging to the East India Coiupany,.

together with all the naval stores found in the town had been laden on boai'd the Freiieh ships : these

articles, according to the computation made by the French, amounted to 130,000 pounds st{‘j*ling : the

half of the artillery and mihtary stores was estimated at 24,000 pounds sterling : all the oilier elTects

and merchandizes were relinqushed to the proprietors of them The storm ruined tlio French
marine force in India, and preserved the English establishments from imminent danger” (p. 70 F.).

A minor point noticed by Orme is also confirmed by the Log “The other two ships, laden with

part of the effects of Madrass, together with the three lately arrived from Europe, were at anchor in

the road of Pondicherry, where they felt no effect of the storm, which w^as raging at Madrass” (p. 70).

From Colombo Captain Norton set sail for the now little known Settlement of Anjengo cn the

Malabar Coast, cautiously and in much fear of the French, where he stayed trading from “Monday,
November y© 17, 1746’* to “Wednesday, Dec : 3 : 174G.” Thence he went uneventfully to Cochin in

about four days, and sailed thence for Tellicherry, all fear of the French having by that time seemingly
disappeared.

Though out of touch with Europeans, the English sailor of that time had evidently a
lively life. It seems to have been the custom either to bully or run away from any ship that was
casually met at sea. There are instances galore in the Log. Thus on Aug. 26, we find Captain
Norton “firing a Gun” by way of bringing to and stopping two passing “paddy Boats,” meaning by
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that term native sea-going craft carrying rice, as may be seen from the nest instance I give of firing

on a passing sail. — “Sunday, Sept. 14, 1746. Att 4 P. M. fir’d 2 Guns att a Yessell, which we
took for a paddy Boat, being Desirous to gett some Intelligence from Madrass and after haveing
brought her too, found her to be tlie So again, the Wake, on Oct. 29th, fires a gun after

dark, by way of inducing a Dutch sloop to give up what ncw^s she had. In both these last two cases

we see first a British and then a Dutch ship doing all they knew to avoid contact with a larger vessel

flying British colouis.

On the other hand, on the very day the Wale brought up the Vernon she had herself to run
away, as is thus described :— “Sunday, Sept. 14, 1746, 11 (P. M.). Saw a large Ship on the Beam
which [obliged us] to make what sail we Can and leave the Vernon to Shift for themselves.”

On the 24th and 25th of October the crew had a very lively time of it in the open sea. “Pryday,
8r, 24, 1746. Att a 11 A. M. Saw a large Ship bear SbW. from us Dist. abt 4 leagues

j

upon the

sight of which we haul’d Close upon a Wind
|

when we first saw her she was stands about SSE. but

after hauling our Wind she haul’d up likewise upon her larboard Tack and stood for our Wake. She

appears to be full of Hands and Carry’s a tear of Guns.”— “Saturday, the 25, 1746. The afore-

mentioned Ship find" she Cou’d not gam any thing to Windward of us She wore and stood to the

Eastw^ard.”

On the 27th and 28th November, the times were still more exciting, while lying off Anjengo :

—

“Thursday, 27. have Intelligence of the french being upon the Coast.— fryday, Nov. 28. att 2 P. M.
the Captain Came on

|

and upon the Sight of two large Vessels to the Southward weighed our Anchor

and Warped into 4| fm
|

Do^^ Borrow’d from the Shore 4 two pounders Six Musketts 6 pr of pistols

with a 100 Shot and 24 Catriges
j

got every thing Clear to Defend our Selves against them if they

shou’d Come
|

Do^^ Kept a Very Good look out all night
|

att 10 P. M. the (deest) Wrote a letter

to our Captain to lett us Know the Vessel we Saw a Dutchman from Colombo bound Cochin,”

Everything being now safe, the mate proceeds to business at once, and records that he “Receiv’d on

board 18 Quoils of Quoir Cordage,” and so on, as he quaintly puts it.

In addition to all this the Captain of the Wake was naturally nervous all the way from Madras

to Vizagapatam, and with good reason
;
for on “Saturday, Sc]jt. 20. 8 [A. M.] Saw a Sail which we

took to be the Vernon bear^ NEbN. The Ship we took to be the Vernon is a strange Ship
|

upon

her tackg and Standing towards [us] we Haul'd up E|S. and upon her Hauling her Courses up and

Showing Dutch Colours and then making all the sail She Could Carry after us and likewise being Very

full of Hands judg’d her to be an enemy by her Action
]
So made what sail we Coudto gett away: att

Noon she Bore NbW., hull too [?]•”

And again we read :— “Wednesday 24. Sent the pinnace to speak to a boat wliich came from the

go ^ho Informs us of a Large Ship Lying att point Guardaware, which I take to be the Ship that

Chas’d us some Days ago.”

A curious point to note is the manner in which deaths on hoard are recorded. There

are several instances in the log, all of native seamen :— on the 18th Nov., 28rd Nov., 2nd Dec., and

28th Dec. In each case the report is accompanied with a rough figure of a death’s head and cross-

bones, accompanied by a scythe and an hour-glass. The record is worded in the formal manner of the

time “depart’d tliis life so and so,” and “we committ’d his body to the Deep.” These formal

words arise no doubt out of a superstitious dread of mentioning death and burial in direct terms.

There are many other points of interest raised by a study of this valuable old log, but they

can best be dealt with as they arise, by way of notes to the text of each portion thereof. For this

purpose I will now divide the general log into six separate logs, and annotate each separately.

(To he continued,)

IS This means at the same hour as before, vi^,) 2 P. M,
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A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PARTRIDGE, M. A.

/Continued from p, 39.

J

Banltsoll
;

ann, 1878 : s, v. Bankshall (b;, 47,

ii, twice.

Bank Solis
;
ann, 1673 : s, v, Bankshall (b), 47, ii.

Ban makok; ann. 1850 : s. v, Bancock, 43, i.

Bannanes
;
ann. 1610 : s. v. Banana, 42, li.

Bannaras
;
ann. 1586 : s. v. Patna, 520, i.

Bannes
;
ann. 1610 : s. v. Banana, 42, ii.

Banniau
;
ann. 1689 : s. v. Cabaya, 106, i, twice

;

ann. 1783 : 5. v. Banyan (1) b, 49, i.

Bannian Days; ann. 1690 : s. v. Banyan-Day,

50, i.

Bannian-Figbt
;
ann. 1690: 5. v. Banyan-Fight,

50, i.

Bannians tree
;
ann. 1650 : s. v. Banyan-Tree, 50, ii.

Bannyan
;

ann. 1608 : s. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii

;

ann. 1630 : s. -u. Porcelain, 549, ii.

Banqnesalle
;
ann. 1610 : s. v. Bankshall (a), 47, \

Bans
;

s. v. Bamboo, 41, i.

Bansar
;

s, v, Bankshall, 46, ii.

Banshaw
;
ann. 1764 : s, v. Banjo, 46, i.

Bahs-katur
;

s, v. Camphor, 116, ii.

Bant
;

s, v. Sarong, 602, i.

Bantak
;
s, v, Numerical Affixes, 831, i.

Bantam; s. v. 47, ii, 761, i, twice, s. v. Batavia,

54, i, s. V, Coco-de-Mer, 177, ii, 5. v. Factory,

264, li, s. V, Presidency, 552, ii, 4 times, s. Tea,

689, i, twice
;
ann, 1605 : s. v. Bezoar, 68, ii;

ann. 1606 : s. v. Prow, 555, i
j

ann. 1613 :

5. V, Pecul, 523, i ; ann. 1633 : s. v. Presi-

dency, 552, ii
;

ann. 1670 : s. i\ President,

845, ii, twice
;

ann, 1673 : 5, v. Lory, 398,

ii; ann, 1680 : s. v, Salempoory, 852, ii
;
ann.

1727 : s. y. 47, ii.

Bantam Fowls
;

s. z;. 48, i,

Bantamois
;
ann. 1648 : s. v. A Muck, 14, ii.

Bantan
;

s, y. Bantam, 47, ii.

Bantem; ann. 1673 : s. v. Cockatoo, 175, i.

Bantin
;
ann. 1612 : s. v. Gallevat (b), 276, ii.

Ban-titar; 5, v, Chickore, 148, ii,

Banuas
;
ann, 1618 : 5. t\ Benua, 66, i,

Banuwa; s, v, Benua, 65, ii.

Banwu; 5. v. Bamboo, 40, ii.

Banya; 5. v. Marwaree, 822, ii.

Banyan (1) ;
5. z?, 48, i,761, i, s. v, Banyan-Tree,

50, ii, footnote, $. v. Dubash, 252, ii, s. v.

Goozerat, 297, i, s.v. Hindoo, 316, i; ann.

1553 : s, V. Surat, 665, i
; ann. 1580 : s, v.

Muslin, 459, ii; ann. 1672; b.v, Banyan-

Tree, 50, h
;

aim. 1673 : s. v. (1), 49, i,

s. V, Dewally, 238, ii, s. v. Gosbeck, 298,

i, s. V. Tumasha, 717, i
;
ann. 1691 : s. v.

Banyan-Tree, 50, ii
;
arm. 1727 : 5. i\ Congo-

bunder, 783, i
;
ann. 1768-71 : s. i\ Custom,

787, i; aim. 1775 : s. v. (b), 761, i
;
anii.

1786 and 1788 (twice): s. v. (b), 49, i : ann.

1817 : s. V. (1) b, 49, ii, 5. v. Gomasta, 294,

i
;
ann. 1877 : s. v. (1) a, 49, i.

Banyan (2) ;
s. v, 49, ii, 3 times

;
aim. 17^1 :

s. V. 49. ii.

Banyan (8) ;
s. v, 49, ii, s.v. Banyan-Tree,

50, i, twice, s. v. Buckaul, 90, i, s. v. Jute,

862, i, s. V. Plantain, 541, i
;
ann. 1806 : s. r.

Peepul, 524, i; aim. 1865 and 1878 : s. v.

Banyan-Tree, 51, ii.

Banyan (Language)
;
ann. 1673: s. v. Hindos-

tance (b), 317, i.

Banyan
;
ann. 1555 : s. v. Bhat, 60, i.

Banyan-Day; s. v, 49, ii.

Banyan-Figlit
;

s. r. 50, i.

Banyan-grove
;

ann. 1834 : s. i\ Banyan-Tree,

51, ii.

Banyans; ann. 1555: s. v. Banyan (1), 48, ir.

Banyan-Tree
;
s. y, 50, i; ann. 1672 : s. v. 50, ii.

Banyan-tree; s. v. Cnbeer Burr, 215, i; ann.

1771 and 1825 : s. v. Banyan-Tree, 51, i.

Banyan Tree
;

5. i\ Banyan (3), 49, ii
;

aim,

1809 : s. V. Banyaii-Trcc, 51, i.

Banyan tree; aim, 1781 : 5. y. Coorsy, 78^^, ii ;

ann. 1861 : s. v. Tortia, 550, i.

Banyhann tree; ann. 1848 : s. v. Nankeen, 472, i,

Banyon; aim. 1731 : s. r. Banyan (2), 49, ii.

Banyumas
;

s. v. Upas, 729, i.

Banyuwangi
;

s, v. Upas, 728, ii.

Banzelo; ann. 1506
;

s. v, Bengal, 64, ii.

Banzia; ann, 1726: s. v, Tuinlook, 717, ii,

Bao
;

s. V. Kyoung, 816, i.

Baobab
;

s. v. Bottle-Tree, 81, ii, s. i\ Monkey-
bread Tree, 441, i and ii.

Baola
;

s. V, Bowla, 82, i,

Baoli
;

$ V. Bowly, 82, i and ii (twice).

Baori
;

s.-v. Bowly, 82, i.

Baouth; ann. 1779 : s. v. Buddha, 91, i, twice.

Bap-re
;

5. v. Bobbery-bob, 76, i,

Bap-re-bap
;

ann. 1863-64 : s. y. Bobbery-bob,

766, ii.

Bap-re Bap
;

s, v. Bobbery -bob, 76, i.
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Bapre bapre ; ann. 1834 : s, v. Bobbery-bob, 76, i.

Baptontai
;
B. C. 325 : s, v. Umbrella, 725, ii.

Baqaul
;
arm. 1826 : s. v, Buekaul, 90, i.

Baquanoor
;
arm. 1726 : s. v, Bacaiiore, 34, i.

Bar; aim. 1782: s» v, Jyshe, 362, ii.

Bar
;

s. v, Banyan-Tree. 50, i.

Bar; s, V, Malabar, 411, ii, 3 times.

Bara
;
ann. 1583 : s, v. Yarella, 733, ii.

Bara
;

5. v, Imaiimbarra, 329, i.

Bara
; «. z?. Burra-Sahib, 101, ii.

Baracpore; ann. 1811 ; s. v, Soorky, 648, i.

Bara din
;

5. y. Kissmiss, 370, ii.

Earagi
;
ann. 1020 : s. y. Praag, 845, ii.

Barahima
;
ann. 1298 : 5. v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Barahla; v, Varella, 733, ii.

Barakai; s. v. Bice, 578, i.

Barakani
;

s, v. Bargany, 761, ii.

Barakani
;

s. v. Bargany, 761, i.

Barake; s. v. Dwarka, 257, ii.

Baramada; 5. v. Veranda, 736, ii.

Baramadah
;

s. v. Veranda, 737, i.

Baramabal; ann. 1881 : 5, v. Barramuhul, 762, i.

Bara-mahall; 5. v. Barramuhul, 762, i.

Baramahl
;
ann. 1881 ; s. v, Barramuhul, 762, i.

Baramputrey
;
ann. 1767 : s v, Burrampooter, 101, ii.

Baran; ann. 1514: s, v, Oulgee, 786, ii.

Baran
;

5. v. Brandy Coortee, 85, ii.

Baranagar; s, v. Negrais, 477, i.

Baranda; ann. 1631 and 1729 (twice) : s v.

Veranda, 737, ii.

Baran (Ja ;
s. v. Veranda, 736, ii.

Baranda; 5. v. Veranda, 736, ii.

Barani
;

5. y. Brandy Coortee, 85, ii.

Barani-kurti
;

s, v. Brandy Coortee, 85, ii.

Baranni; ann. 1754 : s,v. Brandy, 767, i.

Baraset; 5. v. Cadet, 107, i.

Barasmga
;

s. z?. Elk, 261, ii.

Barasingba; s. z?. Elk, 797, ii. Also Corrigenda,

p. xlvii.

Barasinha
;

s. v. Elk, 797, ii.

Barasinha
;

5. z?. 51, ii.

Barawa
;

5. v, Brava, 86, i.

Barbaca
;
ann. 1552 : 5. y. Barbican, 52, i.

Barbacana
;
ann. 1270 : s. v. Barbican, 52, i.

Earbacane
;
ann, 1250 and 1870 : 5. v. Barbican,

52, i,

Barbadoes; ann. 1668: 5. y. Ananas, 19, ii; ann.

1682 : s. V, Africo, 5, i.

Barbados
;

s, v, Enm, 851, ii, twice; ann. 1661:

s. V, Ananas, 19, i.

Barbakh
;

5. Barbican, 51, ii,

Barbakpur; ann, 1590 : «. Calcutta, 111, ii.

Barbaquane
;
ann. 1309 : s, y. Barbican, 52, i, twice.

Barbar
;

5 . v, Balwar, 40, ii,

Barbarcen; ann. 1810 : 5. v, Modelliar, 435, ii.

Barbari
;
ann. 545 : 5. v, China, 151, ii,

Barbarice
;

5. v> Gnardafui, Cape, 305, i
;
ann, 90 :

s. V. Bdellium, 57, i.

Barbarice
;
ann. 80-90 s. v. Lac, 381, i.

Barbaricon
;
arm. 80-90 : 5. v. Indigo, 334, i.

Barbarien Island
;
ann. 1780 : s. i\ Berberyn, 66, i.

Barbarikaf
;
ann, 114 : 5. i\ Scymitar, 855, i,

Barbarikes
;

5, v, Gruardafui, Cape, 805, i.

Barbary
;

5. v, Dewaun, 239, ii, s. v. Peer, 524,

ii; ann. 545: v, Zanzibar, 746, i; ann.

1340 : s. t\ Tanga, 682, ii
;

ann. 1584 : $,

Bashaw, 762, i
;
ann. 1738 : 5 . z». Apricot, 758, ii.

Barbeers
;
ann. 1690: s, t\ Barbiers, 52, ii.

Barber
;

s. v, Bdlwar, 40, ii, twice.

Barberi; ann. 1659 : $. v. Beriberi, 67, i.

Barberyn
; $, v. Berberyn, 66, i.

Barbet; s, v. Coppersmith, 195, ii.

Barbican
;
s, v, 51, ii, twice

;
ann. 1552 : 5 . z?. 52, i.

Barbican; ann. 1614 : .9 . v. Gombroon, 294, ii.

Barbiers
;

6. v. 52, i, twice, 5. z?. Beriberi, 06, i.

(3 times) and ii; ann, 1673 : 5. v. 52, i; ann*

1755 and 1768 : s. v. 52, ii.

Barbus
;

$, i\ Mahseer, 410, i.

Barbus megalepis
;

s, v, Mahseer, 410, i.

Barbus Mosul; s. v. Mahseer, 410, i.

Barbus Tor
;

s, v, Mahseer, 410, i.

Barcalon; ann. 1688 : s. v, Pra, 551, ii.

Barcalor; ann, 1548 : ,9. i\ Bacanore, 33, ii.

Barcas
;
aim. 1498 : s, Sambook, 595, ii,

Barceloar; ann. 1727 : s. i\ Bacanore, 34, i, twice.

Barcelore; s, i\ 52, ii, s, v, Bacanore, 33, iii

twice, s, V. Factory, 264, i; ann. 1814 : s. v"

Bacanore, 34, i.

Barcoor-pettah
;

s, i\ Bacanore, 33, ii.

Bard; 5. v, Buxee, 103, i, s, v, Dhurna, To sit, 244,

ii, twice, s, v, Gautama, 279, i, s, v, Rajpoot,

571,’ ii, twice; ann. 1810 and 1828: s, r-

Bhat, 69, h
;
ann. 1856 ; 5, i\ Kuttaur, 379, ii.

Bardamana; s, v, Burdwan, 100, i,

Bardees
;
ann. 1546 : s. t\ Salsette (b), 595, i.

Bardes
;
ann, 1337 : s, v. Gallevat (d), 277, 1.

Bard^s
;

ann. 1602 : s. v. Salsette (b), 595, ii,

Bardez
;

s. i\ Salsette (b), 594, ii.

Bardli; ann. 1638 : s. i\ Penguin, 527, ii.

BMrdd; ann. 1020 : s. t\ Lar (a), 386, i.

Bardwan; s, i\ Burdwan, 100, i.

Baree Doab ; s, t\ Mnzbee, 828, ii.

Bareen
;
ann. 1727 : s. i\ Congo-bunder, 783, Ii.

I Biirem; ann. 1514 : 5. -y. Eeshire, 848, i.
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Bares; aiiu. 1552 : s. v, Bahar, 36, i.

Bares
;
ann. 1613 : s,v* Bahar, 36, i.

Bares
;
ann, 1510 : 5. Ooir, 180, ii.

Barga
;

s. y. Burgher, 768, ii,

Bargani
;
ann. 1510: s* Pardao, 840, ii; ann,

1554 : s. t’. Bargany, 761, ii.

Bargani; ann. 1554 : i\ Bargany, 761, ii.

Bargantys
;
ann. 1518 : s. v. Gallevat (d), 277, i.

Bargany; 5, v, 761, i; ann, 1510 : 5. v. Pardao,

840, ii; ann, 1554 : s. v, 761, ii, twice.

Barganym; ann. 1510 : s, v, Bargany, 761, ii,

s, i\ Pardao, 840, ii.

Bargeer
;

s, v, 52, li
;
ann. 1844 : s»v, 52, ii.

Bargel; s, v» Ortolan, 493, ii.

Bargir
;

s. v, Bargeer, 52, li.

Bargdse; s, v. Broach, 88, ii
;

B. C. 20 : 5. v*

Broach, 88, ii.

Barguaui
;
ann. 1554 : s. z?. Bargany, 761, ii, twice.

Barguanim; ann. 1554 : 5, v, Bargany, 761, ii.

Barhal
;
338, i, footnote.

Bari
;
ann, 1020 : 5. v. Benares, 764, ii.

Bari bibi; s. v. Burra-Beebee, 101, i.

Barid
;

5. v. Dawk, 231, ii, twice.

Barid Shah
;

5. v. Melique Verido, 823, i.

Barigache
;

5. v. Broach, 88, ii.

Bari ’Id; 5. Eed, 259, i.

Bar]j:andaz
;

s, v. Burkundauze, 100, ii
;

s. t\

Buxerry, 104, ii.

Barkandaze
;

5. i;. Numerical Affixes, 832, ii,

Barki
;

5. v. Jack, 338, i
;
ann. 1335 : s. v. Jack,

337, i and ii.

Barking-Deer
;

s, v, 52, ii.

Barking-deer
;

s. z?. Baikree, 38, i.

Bark of clove; 5. v. Mace (a), 404, i.

BarI<;ok
;

s. v. Apricot, 24, i.

Barkope; ann. 3781 : s, i\ Jungle-Terry, 360, i.

Barkur
;

s. v. Bacanore, 33, ii.

Barma
;

ann. 1680 : s. v, Burma, 768, ii
;
ann.

1727 i 8, V, Burma, 101, i.

Barmas
;
ann. 1220 : 5. y. Dardga, 230, i. *

Barna
; s. v, Benares, 764, ii.

Bamagur; ann. 1679 s, v. Tumlook, 864, ii

;

aim. 1781 : s. v. Hanger, 812, ii.

Baroach; ann. 1679 : s. v. Larry-bunder, 816, ii

;

aim, 1727 : s. r. Bafta, 35, ii; ann. 1803 : s, v.

Broach, 89, i.

Baroch
;
s, v. Bafta, 35, ii, twice, s. z?. Oubeer Burr^

215, i.

Baroche; ann. 1652 and 1617 : s. t\ Broach, 89»

i
;
ann. 1653 : s. v. Bafta, 35, ii; ann. 1666 •

s. z?. Bombay, 77, ii.

Barochi; ann. 1623 : s. Broach, 89, i.

Barochie
;
ann. 1613 : s. v. Dim^ree, 255, i.

Baroda; s. v, 52, ii, 5. v. Bora, 80, i, t^\ice, s, v.

Factory, 264, i, s. z?. Goozerat, 296, ii, s, v.

Khutput, 367, ii, 5. z?. Besideut, 576, ii; ami.

1808 : 5. V. Dubber, 253, ii, ann. 1857: 5. z\53, i.

Barodar
;
ann. 1552 and 1606 : s. v. Baroda, 53, i.

Baros; s. z?. 53, i; ann. 1584: s, z’. Bonjamln,

65, ii
;

ann. 1726 : s. v. Camphor, 117, i
;
aim,

1727 : s. r. 53, i.

Barouse
;
ann. 1623 ; s, v. Camphor, 117, i,

Baroussai; s, v. Nicobar Islands, 478, ii,

Barpatra; ann. 1857 : s. i\ Baroda, 53, i.

Barr; s. z?. Malabar, 411, ii.

Barra, aim, 1505 : s. v. Audor, 758, i.

Barrackpore
;

5. i\ 53, i, s, v. Achanock, 2, ii, s,

Batta, 54, ii, s. v. Black, 74, i., s-v, Pandy, 509, i

;

ann. 1787 : s. v. Bungalow, 99, i; ami. 1810 :

s. Z’. Achanock, 2, ii
;
ann. 1824 : s. i\ Bungalow,

99, i; ann. 1835 : s. v. Doorga pooja : 250, u
;

ann. 1848 : s, v. Achanock, 2, li, twice,

Barramuhul; 5. v, 762, i.

Barraimee; ann. 1788 : s. i\ Brandy Coortec, 85, li.

Barre
;

s. v, Macareo, 403, i, ann. 1560 : s» y.

Bahar, 3G, i.

Barrempooter
;
ann. 1726 : s, v, Burrampooter,

101, ii.

Barren Island
;

$, v, Narcondam, 472, ii, 3 times,

473, i, 6 times, 829, i.

Barres
;

5, v. Chicane, 146, i.

Barriar; ann. 1726: 5 . v. Pariah, 514, ii.

Barrier; ann. 1717: s, i\ Pariah, 514, li.

Barrowse
,

s, v, Baros, 53, i.

Barsalor
;
aim. 1780 : s. z?, Bacanore, 34, i,

Barsat; s, v, Bursautee, 102, i.

Barsatl
; 5. z?. Bursautee, 102, i.

Barseloor
;
ann. 1726 : s, v. Bacanore, 34, i.

Barshawur; ann. 1220: s, v, Pcshawur, 531, ii.

Barshiir; ann. 1059 : 5. v. Peshawur, 531, ii.

Barsilur Peak
;

s. z?. Bacanore, 33, ii.

Baruays; ann, 1807: s. v. Garce, 278, ii, twice'

Baruch; arm. 1150 : s. v. Sindabur, 635, i.

Barugaza; ann, 150 : s. v. Lar (a), 386, i.

Barugaza
;

s, v. Broach, 88, ii,

Barugizon
;
ann. 80-90 : s. v, Supara, 665, i.

Baruh
;
ann. 1150 : 5. z?. Sindabur, 635, i.

Baruj; ann. 1555: s. v. Baroda, 53, i, 5., v.

Broach, 89, i.

Barns
;

s. v. Camphor, 116, ii; ann. 1875 : 5.z?.

Camphor, 117, i.

Bards
;
ann. 718 : s, v. Broach, 89, i.

Barwalah
;
ann. 1255 : s. v. Siwalik (a), 641, i.

Barygaza
;

s, v. Honore, 321, i
;

aim. 80 ; v.
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Broach, 89, i, twice, s. v, Sissoo, 639, i, s. v.

Teak, 692, ii; ann, 80-89 : 5. v. China, 151, i

;

ann. 80-90 : 5 . v. Calyan, 114, ii twice, 5. v,

Deccan, 233, ii.

Bas
;

5. V, Bus, 102, i, twice.

Basai
;
ann. 1590 : 5 . v, Surat, 665, i.

Basain
5
ann, 1565 : t. v, Bassein (1), 53, ii.

Basan
;

s. v. Bassan, 762, i.

Basanderi
;
s. v, Suudcrbunds, 660, i and ii (twice).

Basandhari
;

s. v, Simderbiinds, 660, ii and foot-

note.

Basanto
;

s. v. Dhawk, 241, ii.

Basaraco
;
ann. 1760 : s. y. Budgrook, 93, i, twice.

Basare
;
ann. 1610 : s, v. Bazaar, 57, i.

Basarucchi
;

ann. 1584 : 5 . v, Pardao, 841, i, 3

times.

Basaruccho; ann. 1598 : 5 . v, Pardao, 841, ii.

Basarucco
;

ann. 1598 : 5 , 2?. Pardao, 841, ii>

twice
;
ann. 1611 : s. 2?. Budgrook, 92, ii.

Basaruchi
;
ann. 1584: &. v, Pardao, 841, i.

Basaruchie
\
ann. 1584 ; 5 . 2;. Shroff, 630, i, twice,

5 . V. Bargany, 761, ii, s. v, Pardao, 841, i.

Basarucos
j
ann. 1609 and 1611 : s. 2;. Budgrook>

92, ii.

Basarukes
;
ann. 1598 : s, v, Budgrook, 92, ii.

Basarur
;
ann. 1330 ; 5 . v. Bacanore, 33, ii.

Basava
;

s. z?. Lingait, 394, ii.

Basbasa; ann. 1224: s, v, Java, 348, ij ann.

1347 : 5 . -y. Mace (a), 404, i,

Bascha
;
ann. 1610 : s. v. Bashaw, 53, ii.

Baselum
;
ann, 636 : s. v, Buggalow, 94, ii.

Basernques
5
ann. 1608-1610 : e?. Curry, 218, ii.

Bash; ann. 1590 : 5 . v. Bashaw, 762, i.

Basha
;

s. v. Bashaw, 53, i
;

ann. 1590 : s. v.

Bashaw, 762, i.

Bashaw; 5 . v. 53, i, 762, i; ann. 1702 and 1727 :

V. 53, ii.

Bashi-Bozouk
;
ann. 1878 ; s. v.Nabdb (b), 468, ii.

Bashkird
;

s. y. Shnlwaurs, 631, i.

Basldu
;

5 . v, Bassadore, 762, i.

Basidu
;

5 . y. Bassadore, 53, ii.

Basil
;

s, V. Toolsy, 709, ii
;

ann. 1885 : s, v.

Toolsy, 863, ii.

Basilico gentile
;
ann. 1672 : 5 . y. Toolsy, 709, ii,

Basim; s. v, Bassein (3), 54, i.

Basin
;

s. y. 63, ii.

Basma; s. y. Pasei, 517, i, s. y. Sumatra, 657,^ i;

ann. 1292 : 5. y. Pasei, 517, i
;
ann, 1298^;

s, V. Sumatra, 658, i,

Basora; ann. 1563 : 5 . y. Carrack, 126, ii.

Basque; s. v. Calavanee, 110, ii, s, v. Dhow,

243, ii, 5. y. Macareo, 403, i, twice.

Basra; s. v. Balsora, 40, li, s, v, India, 330, ii,

8, V. Bussora, 768, ii
;

ann. 930; s. v. Orange,

491, i; ann. 940: s. y. Teak, 693, i; arm.

1200 : s. y. Saffron, 589, ii.

Basrah
;

ann. 916 : 5. y. Ghoul, 163, i.

Basrook; ann. 1673 : s. y. Eeas, 575, i; ann.

1675 : s, y, Xeratine, 743, ii.

Basrur
; $, v, Bacanore, 33, ii.

Bassa; ann. 1554 ; s, y. Bashaw, 53, ii
;
ann, 1584

and 1590 (twice) : s. v. Bashaw, 762, i
;
ann*

1648 : s. y. Firmaun, 270, i,

Bassadore
;

5 . y. 53, ii, 762, i
;
ann. 1677 : s. y.

Congo-bunder, 783^ i-, ann. 1821 2 5 . y. Kishm,

370, ii.

Bassai
;

ann. 1507 : s. y. iBombay, 77, i
;
ann.

1756 : 5. y. Bassein (1), 53, ii.

Bassaim; ann. 1623 ; 5 . y. Paulist, 521, ii.

Bassain
; 839, ii, footnote

;
ann. 1623 ; s. y-

S. John’s, 591, i.

Bassan; s. y. 762, i.

Bassatu
;

ann. 1673: s, y. Bassadore, 53, iij

ann. 1677: y. Congo-bunder, 783, i.

Basaeen
;
ann. 1793 ; s. v. Teak, 693, ii.

Bassein; s. y. 53, ii, s. y. Banyan (1), 48, i, 5 . y.

China-Buckeer, 153, i, s. y. Ghoul, 162, ii, s. v.

Cosmin, 201, i, 5 times, s, y. Persaim, 530, ii,

s. y. Supara, 662, ii, 5 . v. Tanga, 682, ii, s, y.

Alguada, 755, ii; ann. 1507; s, v, Bombay,

77, i
;

ann. 1590 : s. y, Surat, 665, i; ann.

1674 : s. y. Chowt, 166, i
;

ann. 1799: s. y.

Carons, 773, i.

Basseloor; ann. 1726: s. y. Bacanore, 34, i,

twice.

Basses, Little; ann. 1781 : s, y. Ceylon, 776, ii.

Bassia latifolia
;

s, v, Mohwa, 439, li and footnote.

Bassia longifolia
; 439, ii, footnote,

Bassien
;
ann. 1795 : $, y. Persaim, 530, ii, twice.

Bassora
;

ann. 1552 : s. y. Gallevat (d), 277, i
;

ann. 1580 : s. y. Bussora, 768, ii
;

arm, 1727

;

s* y. Bashaw, 53, ii.

Basta
;

s, y. Bus, 102, i, twice.

Bastah
;
ann. 930 ; s. y, Zend, 869, i.

Bastar; ann, 1590 : s, y. Telinga, 694, ii.i

Bastar
;

s. y. Cowry, 209, i, twice.

Bastard floriken
;
ann. 1807 : s, y. Florican, 270, ii.

Bastard-galley
;

ann, 1602 : s. y. Tanadar, 861, i.

Bastard saffron; s, y. Country, 206, ii, s, w.

Safflower, 588, ii.

Basti
;

s. v. Bnstee, 102, L

Basti; s. y. Bustee, 102, i.

Bastinado; s, v, Farash, 266, ii-

Bastra; ^aan. 1298 : s. y. Bussora, 768, ii.
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Bat; s, Tical, 699, ii; ann. 1554: s. v.

Rajpoot, 572, i.

Bat; 5. V. Batta, 55, i, twice; ann. 1789 : s. v,

Batta (a), 55, i.

Bat; ann. 1554: s. v. Rajpoot, 572, i; ann.

1555 : 5. V. Bhat, 69, i, twice.

Bata; 5. -y. Batta, 762, ii, twice; ann. 1539:

s. V, Lanciiara, 384, i, s. v. Shabunder, 618, ii

;

ann. 1548 : s. v, Batta ^a), 55, i.

Batacchi
;
ann. 1586 : s. v, Battas, 763, i.

Batachala; ann. 1618 : s. v. Batcul, 54, ii.

Batacola
;

ann. 1727 : s. v. Bacanore, 34, i, s. v.

Batcul, 54, ii.

Batae; ann. 1538: s. v. Pedir, 523, Ii; ann.

1539 : s. z\ A Muck, 13, ii.

Batai
;

s. v. Camphor, 116, ii.

Bataka
;

s. v. Pataca, 517, ii.

Bataks
;

s. v. Battas, 55, ii, 7 63, i.

Batala
;
ann. 1590: s. v. Telinga, 694, ii.

Batan
; 566, i, footnote,

Eatang
;

s. v. Numerieal Affixes, 831, i.

Batao
;
ann. 1554 : s. v, Batta (b), 55, ii.

Batdra
;

a. v, 762, i.

Batas
;
ann. 1539 : a. v. Calambac, 110, ii

;
aim.

1555: a. v. Battas, 65, ii.

Batata
;

a. Sweet Potato, 672, ii, 673, i
;
ann,

1540 and 1550 ; a. v. Sweet Potato, 673, i.

Batatas
;

s. v. Sweet Potato, 672, ii, 3 times, 673, i.

Batatas edulis
; a. Sweet Potato, 672, ii.

Batate
;

ann. 1516 : a. v. Pariah, 514, i
;
ann.

1519 :s. V, Sweet Potato, 673, i.

Batavia
;
s, v, 54, i, s, v. Beer, Country, 60, i, 5. v.

Bombay Marine (1), 78, h, 5. v, Cajeput, 109,

ii, a, V, Compound, 187, ii, s, v. Factory, 264,

ii, s. V. Java, 346, ii, s. v. Presidency, 553, i,

see 660, i, footnote, 8, v. Upas, 727, ii, 728, i,

s. V, Calash, 770, ii, 771, i
;

ann, 1619 and

649 : s. V. 54, i; ann. 1659 : s, A Muck,

14, ii, twice
;
ann. 1661 : s, v, Pommelo, 845, i

;

ann, 1665 : s. y. Aracan, 758, ii
;
ann. 1682 ;

8, V. Punch, 846, i
;

ann, 1697: s, -y, Hindo-

stanee, 807, i; ann. 1702: s, v» Presidency,

553, i ;
ann. 1747 : s. y. Leaguer, 819, i

;

ann, 1768: s* v, Shabunder, 855, ii
;

ann,

1768-71 : a. v, Kobang, 815, i, s, v. Impale,

808, i, s. i;. Norimon, 831, i
;
ann. 1783 : s. v.

Upas, 731, i
;
ann. 1794-5: s. v. Calay, 111,

ii; ann. 1798: s. y. A Muck, 15, i.

Batavi nimbu
;

s. v, Pommelo, 545, ii.

Batchian; ann. 1774 : v. Mandarin, 422, i,

Batcoal *, ann. 1727: $. -u. Beitcul, 61, ii.

B^tcole : 5. v. Batcul, 54, i.

Batcul; s. V, 54, i; ann, 1516: s, v, Pardao

840, ii
;
ann. 1785 : 5. y. Dhow, 243, ii.

Bate
;

s. v. Batta, 762, ii
;

ann. 1548 : 5. v>

Batta (a), 55, i, s, v. Tanadar, 681, ii
;
ann,

1552 : s, V, Bombay, 77, ii; ann. 1G18 : s, y*

Paddy, 496, i.

Bate
;
ann. 1536 : s, v. Salsctto (a), 594, ii.

Bateca; s. v, Pateca, 519, i,

Batecala
;

s, v. Batcul, 54, i; ann. 1618:

Candy (s.), 119, ii,

Batecalaa
;
ann, 1548 : s. v. Batcul, 54, i.

Batecalou
;
ann. 1600 : s, v. Paddy, 496, :.

Batee
;
ann. 1554 : s. v. Moorah, 447, i, twice, s. i\

Batta, 763, i.

Batel
; $, v. 54, ii

;
ann 1540 : s, y. Alcatif, 7,u

Batela
;
ann. 1872 : 5. v. Grab, 300, ii,

Batell
;

5. y. Batel, 54, ii.

Batelo
;

s, v. Batel, 54, ii.

Bater
;
ann. 1754 : s. y. Bahaudur, 750, ii.

Bathecala
;
ann. 1510 : .?. v, Batcul, 54, i.

Bathech
;
aim. 1430: s, y. Battas, 55, li.

Bathein
;

8» v» Bassein (2), 53, ii, s. v. Cosmin,

201, i,

Bcaticala; ann, 1516 : s, v, Pardao, 840, ii; ann,

1552 : s. y. Bacanore, 34, i.

BaticaM
;

ann. 1552: s, y, Bacanore, 34, i:

ann. 1553 : s. y. Honore, 321, ii.

Baticala
; s. y. Wootz, 742, i.

Baticalou
;
ann. 1563 : s. y. Trincomalee, 715, ii’

Baticola
;
ann. 1599 : 5, y, Batcul, 54, i.

Batiec indi ; s. y, Pateca, 518, ii.

Batigala
;
ann. 1328 : s. v. Batcul, 54, i.

Batik
; s, y. Chintz, 156, i,

Batikala
; y. Factory, 264, i.

Batinata
;
ann, 1624 : s, v, Jogee, 352, ii.

Bat-money
;

s, y. Batta, 55, i.

Bato
;
ann. 1245 : s, y. Kowtow, 377, i.

Bator
;

5. y, Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bat River
;

5. y. Seychelle Islands, 617, i,

Batta
;

s. y. 54, ii, 5 times, (b), 55, i, 3 times)

762, i (twice) and ii (6 times), 763, i, 5. y*

Camphor, 116, ii, 5. v. Catty (b), 134, ii, $, v,

Paddy, 495, ii, s. y. Sicca, 632, ii
;
ann. 1511

:

s. y. 763, i
;

ann. 1548 : 8. y. (a), 55, i
;
ann.

1554 : s. V, Maistry, 410, ii
;
ann. 1680 : s. v.

Taliar, 678, ii, s, v, (b), 768, i, twice
;

ann.

1707 : $, y. (a), 65, i
;
ann. 1760 : s, y. 763, i

;

ann. 1765, 1789 and 1799 ; s, y. (a), 55, i:

ann, 1810 : 5, y, (b) 55, ii
;
ann. 1829 aad

1857 : 8, V, (a) 55, ii.

Batta
;

s, z\ Batta (b), 55, i.

Batta
;

s, y. Batta (b), 55, i,
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Battala
;
ann. 1345 : s, v. Putlam, 565, ii.

Battas
;

s. v, 55, ii, 763, i
;
ann, 1539 and 1613 :

s, V, 55, ii.

Battata
;
ann. 1600 : s. v. Sweet Potato, 673, ii

Batte
;

ann. 1598 : s. -y. Paddy, 496, i,

Batteca
;
ann, 1739 ; s, v. Boutique, 82, i.

Battecole
;
ann. 1711: s. v. Beitcul, 61, li.

Batte Cove
;
ann. 1711 : s. v Beitcul, 61, ii,

Battee
;
s. v. Batta, 763, i

;
ann. 1680 : 5. Taliar,

678, ii, 5. V. Batta, 763, i.

Batttlla : ann. 1857
;
s. v. Batel, 54, ii.

Batticala
;
ann, 1720 : s. v. Canara, 118, ii-

Battikh
;
519, i, footnote-

Battikh
;
519, ii, footnote,

Battls
;

s, v. Punch, 558, ii-

Battisi
;

s. y. Punch, 558, ii.

Battologuizing
;
ann. 1630 : 5. y. Talisman, 079, ii.

Batty
;
s. v. Catty (b), 134, ii, s. v, Padd>, 495,

ii, s. V, Batta, 762, ii, 763, i, twice : ann.

1673: s. i\ Mazagong, 432, i, s. r. Paddy,

496, i; ami, 1813: s, v. Moorah, 447, i.

Batty-grounds
;

s, y, Foras Lands, 272, li.

Batty grounds
;
aim. 1852 : s, v, Foras Lands,

273, i.

Batu
;

5. -y, Oordoo, 488, i.

Batu Khan
;

s. y. Buxee, 103, i.

Batum
;
ann. 1615 : s. y. Paddy, 496, i,

Batur
;

s. v, Bahaudur, 87, i.

Baturu
;

s. y. Bahaudur, 37, i
;
aun. 1878 : y,

Bahaudur, 37, ii, twice.

Bat’uru
;
ann. 1879 : s. -y. Bahaudur, 37, Ii.

Batushka
;
8, v. Baba, 31, ii.

Batyr
;

s. y. Bahaudur^ 37, i
;

ann. 1870 : s. y.

Bahaudur, 37, in

Bauboo
;
ann. 1781 : s. v. Baboo, 759, li.

Baudas
;
ann- 1253 : s, y. Caleefa, 112, i, twice

;

ann. 1298 : s. y. Caleefa, 112, ii, s, y. Bussora,

768, ii.

Baug-doore
;

s. v. Moors, The, 447, li.

Baugheruttee
;

s, y. Hoogly Biver, 822, ii.

Bauglipoor
;
ann. 1796 : 5. y, Tussah, 721. i,

Bauhinia variegata
; s. y. Cutchnar, 224, i.

Baul
;

s. y. Bowla, 82, i.

Bauleab
;

$. y. Boliah, 76,. ii.

Baulia
;

s. y. Boliah, 76, ii,

Baut6
j
ann. 1666 : s. v. Buddha, 91, i,

Bavadi
;

s, y. Bowly, 82, i,

Bavi ;
s. y. Bowly, 82, i.

Bavidi; s. v. Bowly, 82, i, twice.

Bawa-anginj ann. 1553: s. y. Zirbad, 750, i-

Bawa GoriAkik
;
ann, 1849 : s, y. Babagooree, 82, i.
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Bawaleeaj ann. 1811 : s. y. Boliah, 76, ii.

Bawarchl
;

s, y. Bobachee, 75, ii, twice; ann.

1590: s, y. Bobachee, 75, ii.

Bawarchi connah
; s. v, Khanna, 866, i.

Bawarchi-kli^a
;

s. y. Bobachee-Connah, 76, i.

Bawerdjy
;
aun. 1333 :$. y. Bobachee, 75, ii, twice.

Bawt
;

ann. 1810 : s, v. Bhat, 69, ii.

Bawustye
j

s. v, 55, ii.

Baxel
;

s, y. Buggalow, 94, i, twice.

BaxelJa
; s. y, Buggalow, 94, i.

Ba}'', The
;

s, y. 55, ii, twice, 763, i, s. y- Bala-

sore, 39, i
;
ann. 1670 : y. President, 845, ii

;

ann. 1083 : s. v. 55, iij ann. 1747 : s* v. 763, ii*

Baya; s» v. 56, i, ^ y. Toddy-bird, 707, i, s. v.

Weaver-Bird, 740, i.

Baya
;
ann. 1790 : s. v. Baya, 56, i.

Bayadere
;
s. y. 56, i, 3 times, 763, ii, 5. y. Danc-

ing-girl, 229, i,s. 0 . Nautch-girl, 475, i; ann.

1782 (twice) and 1825 : s- y. 56, li
;
ann. 1836 :

s, V. 703^ ii, twice.

Bayat
;
ann. 1030: s, y. Candahar, 119, i.

Bay berries
;
ann, 1628 : s. y. Coffee, 179, ii.

Baydour; ann. 1727: 5. y. Canara, 118, ii.

Bayezid
;
ann. 1519 : &*. y. Peshawur, 531, ii.*

Bayladeiras, ann, 1526 : s. y. Bayadere, 50'; i#

Bayladores; ann. 1526: a. y, Bayad&re, 56, i»

Bay leaves
,
ann. 1521 : a. y. Areca, 25, ii.

Bayleu; ann, 1644 : a. y. Doney, 250,. i*

Bayparree
;

s, y. 763, ii.

Baypore
;
ann. 1727 : a. y. Beypoor, 68, ii.

Bazaar
;

s. v. 56, ii; ann, 1847 : s. y. Macheen?’

406, i, twice
;

ann. 1636 : s, y, Chetty, 145,.

i
;
ann. 1760-1810 ; a. y. Linguist, 395, ii

ann. 1802 : s. y. Sayer, 606, i
;

ann. 1803

:

5 , y. Fagoda (c), 502, i
;

ann. 1808 : s. u,

Dhurna, 791, i
;

ann. 1839 : s. y. Singara,

637, ii
;

ann. 1860: s. y. Jaggery, 341, i;'

ann. 1873 : s. v, 57, i, twice
;
ann. 1880 : s, y.

Ramasammy, 573, i; ann. 1885 : a. y- SoH

646, ii.

Bazahar; ann 1610 : s. y. Bezoar, 69, i.

Bazabr ;
s. y. Bezoar, 68, ii.

Bazand ;
ann. 930 : s. y. Zend, 869, i.

Bazar; s. y- Ananas, 20, i, 5. y. Apricot, 24, i.

s. y! Beetlefakee, 60, ii, s. y. Bendy-Tree, 64,

i* 5 . y. Black Town, 7^, i, s, y. Brahminy Bull,

85, i, s. y. B'udgrook,. 92, i, 5. y- Camphor, 116,

ii, s.*y. Catechu, 133, i, «•. y. Cawnpore, 136, i,

see 156, i, footnote, s. y.Cutcha Pice, 222, i,

see 258, i, footnote, s. y. Ganza, 278, i, .9*. y,

Goa Stone, 290, ii, s. y. Hajoon, 411, i, 5. y.
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Mam ran, 41 i, twice, s. v. Patchouli, M8 i,

s, V. Sayer, 6 4 i (t\\ice) an I ii, 60\ i, t\

Scavenger, 607 i, s. v, Zedoa^y. 747, ii, iwi» e
,

5. t;. Sayer, 8o4 ii
;

ann. ]]50 : s v. Sin-

dabur, C35, i
;

ann, 1340: s. v> Palanb e ,

5u3. ij s.nri. Il43: v. 61(gn, 213. i, v*

Pan .iiTau:, 50'^, iij ann. ]34n : s v Ch»'dia,

]59. ii; ann, l4'-^4: s, v. Al^*£ar, 75.’), ii
;
ann

3^74, l47^, 1563 an I 1564: s, v. B.»:5aa’*,

56. ii : ann. 1599 : s, v, Mace (b), 4 5, i

;

16u6 : s, v. Bazaar, 57, i ;
ann.

1G13 ! s. v» Bezoar, 69, i, v, CheLng,

144, i, 8 V, Com p<imid, 18*^, i, twice, 5. v.

Sant|ai!, 596, ii
; ann. 1619 : s,v, Caiavan-eray,

la4, ii; ami, 1-60: s v Cunclmnee *zl7 , i

,

ann 1.6* 5 : s v, Taj, i; ar.n. 1711 : /?. -y*

CLick (I
), 14-<, ii

;
ai n 1752: s v. Fa lan j

26b, i
;

anu 17"*3, : y. Ctdidy Mas', !72,

ii; ann J78t : /». v Buggy. 9.‘, i
;
ann. 17’^7:

8, V cut. 778, i; ann 179 i: -w. Cln-bla ,

157, i
;
ann 3804 : s. v. T<»m-t'»in, 708, iij

anu. 18('.8 : s hj, Uub' er. 253, ii. ann. 1816 : .x. v.

Pi» e, 534, i
;

anii J«37: *• Bazaar, 57, i,

8,v» Malal-atlirum, 415, ii
;
ann 1848: v

AcLanu^.k, ‘j, A
;
a iii. 87^ : v, r c ., 478, i,

BUzar
,

v. Bazaar, 56, ii.

Bazar
; s, v. Bazaar, 56. ii.

Bazara; ann 15/0, 1705 anil 1723 ; s. v, Bud-

gerow, 91, i*.

Bazard
;
ann plbO i s, v Baz,a.ar, 57, i

Bazares
;
ann. U64 ; s. v. B .zaar, 56, ii.

Bazar Maund, a. v, iTeer, i.

Bazarra; «. v. Bizaar, 56, i.

Bazarri; anu. 1566 ; v. B^yZaar, 57, i,

Baznrrti; ann. 1478 : 8 v. Bazaar, 56, ii.

Baza^'-J'^ka ;
a. V, Budgrook, 92, i.

Bazaru tn
;

s v, Bui’giMuik, 92, i, twice,

Baztirucl ies
;
ann. 1,584 : s.v. Pardao, 841, i.

Bazau'o, anil, 1510: s. v. Pardao, 84<>. ii,

3 t.TD. s; a-in l:>48 : s, v, S nd, 63^, ii ; ann

1554 : 8. r, Bndgrook, 92, ii, twice, s, v

Bargany, 761, ii.

Bazar qn
;
ann 1510 : s. v, Pardao, 840, {[

Bazoohah
;
anu. 159o : a. v. Bun an -pooler, 101, ii,

Bazzari; ann. 1474 : s, v Bazaar, 56, li.

Bdallynn ;
aim. 123o ; s. v. BdeiLuiii, 57, i.

Bde la
;

ann. 9o : s, v, B.lelllum, 57, i.

Bdelduni; a, v. 57, i, 3 tinn s, 764, i, tw'ce, s. v.

G iOgul, 296, i, twice, s. v. Rum, 684, ii
; a: n

80-90 : s V, indigo, 334, i
; ann, 1020 : s.

Lar (a), 386, i, ann, 1030 : s, v. Cutch, 222,
i

;
ann. 1612: v, 57, i.

Bdolah
;

s i\ Bd lliiiri 57, i,

Beatlala; s i\ 57, i and ii. s. v C ilaw, 149^ ii

;

jiiin, 15 13 : v. Chilao, 777, ii.

Beadj la
;
ann. 1572 : s, r, Beadala, 57, ii.

Beadala
;
ann. 155J and 1562; a*. Beadala, 57, ii.

Be ad »la ;
anin 1572; 8 v Beadala, 58. i.

Bearer; >*. i\ 5^, i, times, 764, i, 8. v. Dawk, To

la a, 2 2, ii. 3 times, x. v Dressing-boy, -5 *,

i. .X V Kuhar, 378 i, s, v. Lalla, 383, i, x. v*

Mate. 430. i, s v. i'alankeeu 5 2, ii, 5* ‘3, i,

8. e' Sirdar^ / 38, ii.^ r. Sirdnirs. 638. ii, twice,

s. Tonjon. 709, i, twice, s, v. Chowdry, 779,

ii; ann. IdGn : s Palankeen, 836, ii ;
ann.

376 * : a v 58, i. (a), x v, Chawbnek, 77/, i
;

ann 176l:.x v. Farash. 798, li; ann 1779 :

8, V Syce, 86<». i, 3 times; ann. 1784 :x.r.

Kitnmtgar 37J. i, y,?\ M iij**e, 4*.7, i; unn,

1 >9 : s. r liKooly. 242 i ;
ann. l7‘. 6 : s, r.

Dawk, 232 i; ain ]4''3 * s, v. 5*^, ii, (a);

ann 1809: .< Tappanl 685, ii
,

anji. 1810:

6*. r B ckUnesli, 89 ii
,

au ji. 1815 : x. r. 58,

ii (b
,

ann, I'i6: x v FJy, 799, j; ann.

1853; 8 ?’ B. ikslicesh. 89. ii ; ann. 1 73 :

8.2' 1 diDoly. 242 ii : ann U76: .s v 58, ii
;

a-iu. 1 880 : X, 2\ I\L Ml heel, 457, i,

Bcairi, anu 1 79: s. Bchar, 764, ii.

Bear-t ee, *. r 58, i, 7 4, j.

r».‘asar
;
ann. 1 »U5 : x r Be^'orr, 68 ii

Boasty
; aim. 1781: s. r. Bh es^ty, 7d, i; ann*

17 '2: X ?' I'»h fR^'y, 7- 5. i

Bat*; .V ?' Bdtiela » 8, i twice,

Bcalelle, 8 z' I'clleela. 6*8, i

B atillia
,

.X z* Betted i, 6i", i, ann. 1572 : x. ly.

r»ett* da, 68, i.

BeatilK
;

.x. z’ Bettcela 68. i.

Beatillns, ann 15'.'**: x ?' Bettcela (*8, i.

Beanie. 1^ ;
ann ld'7 : o*. z*. Mccipii ky. 8l5, i.

Beauiah; ann 1834: s. z* Bo ah, 7< , >1.

Bi a.m
,
ami l‘^t'3: *. z\ Bad 35, i.

Bocal e, i?,im. 70 80: x. v. Madura, 408 \

I'ecciito
; X V. Toucan 71 i.

Be.haiiah
,
aim. 36c:9 : a. r. Bidnma, 70, ii.

Be he- e-mer, x. r. Ti ip mg, 716, i.

Bech ag
,

X. r. B sh, T 2, li.

Bed , X z’. V & as, 75 *, li, twice
,
ann. 1774 : s^v.

A'edas, 7o5, ii.

Bedar
;
?,i\ B diee, 70, i ,x.z'. Byde IIoiEe, 105, i,

^ 6:», ii, twice
,
ann. 1809 :x v. l*ol'gar, 544, i,

Bedas, arm, 177c: s. z*. Ytdas, 735, ii,x. v»

Viddas. 736, i

Beddas
;
ann 16.75 : s. v. Yeddas, 7:S6, i.

Boddou
;
ann. 1681: s* v. Dewally (b), 238, iu
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Bede
;

k. i\ B/de florse, 105, i, 5 times, /?. v,

Vedas. 734. ii
;
ann. 1590* s, v, Vedas, 734,

ii , ann. 1758 : s. v* Byde llorse, ]05, i
;
ann.

17 9 : s. V, Vedas, 786, i
j

ann, : 5 . i\

Byde Horse, 105. i.

B'd'j ; ann. 1050 : s. v Mogid, 4*‘'0, ii.

Bede Horse; /, v Byde Horse, 106, i, twice, 709, ii.

Beder; aim i47u : s. z’. Coss. *2U3, i. 3 times.

ann. io03 : s v M clique VerMo 823, i.

Bedin-janas
;
ann 173'^: s i\ Brinjaul, ^7, i.

Bedmure ,
ann. lo73 : s. v, Carnatic, 126, i, s, v.

Ranee, 574, i.

Bednor
;

a. z\ I yde Horse, 709, ii,

Beln«»re
;
ann. 1751) : s. v. Caco«di, 769, ii.

Bediiur ; ann. 1073: s. v Ranee, 57 I, i.

Bedouin ; s v» Ferazee, 207, i, see 031, i,

footnote.

Beebeo ; s. i\ 58, ii ; ann. 1>84 : s. v, Mustees,

402, ii, tw ce

Beech-de-Mer
,

s, v. 59, i.

Beet^hm n
;

s v. 59, i.

Beefsteak *b.id
;

o-. v. Mann'cljore, 427, i.

Beegi; POo: s, v Beegah 5i*, i.

Beegali
;
« v. 59, i, twice, s, r. Cotia, 205, ii,

s, i\ Gudge, 3' >7. i
;

ann. 17^4 : s, v, Khiiaj,

3 )7, i
;

,ann. 1788 : s. v. Black, 700, i
;

ann.

1877 : 6-. V, 59, ii.

Be/gum ;
k, v, 59, ii, 704, i

;
ann, 1827 ;

s, ‘0 Buxe
,
709. i.

Be*‘j I -uggcr
;

6*. v Bisnagar, 7?, i, s, v, Caijara,

li7, ii.

Beejtipore
;
ann. 170‘t-7 : r. P nd rry. 539, i.

B ^joo
;

s. V 59, ii, s. v» Grav» -d'ggcr, 302, ii.

Bei*r
;

s t\ 59, li, 3 ti[» iS <04, i. >•. v. Pale Ale.

5'>4, li e
;
ann. 1081 : s. v. Beer, C<»nnTy,

60, i, twin*; ann. 1038: s. v, 704, i; ann.

]r»90and I8l0 : **. v. 59, ii
;
unn. 1814 : 5, v,

G), 1.

Beer Count;ry
;

5. -y. 60, i, 764, i
;
ann. 1782 :

$.v 704, i,, twice
;
ann. 178. and 1810: s, v,

60, i.

B arbo m ;
ann. 1760 : s. v. Tcllnga, 695, i.

B itr-Hrinkiii^ ;
s. v. 6o, i.

Be T-^'T *ub s, v. Sherbet, < 25, ii,

Bee$iie; ann. 1781: s.v, Harry, .313, i,

Bee^WlX
;
^inn. PI : s. v. Mar ab*n, 429, i.

Bceitle ;
j nn, 1594: a. v. Souba, 649, ii

;
ann,

B*77: s. V, B^el, 705, i
;

ann. 1711: s. v.

Par.ab- Arra* k, 615, ii
;

ann. 1781; s, v.

Cue oot, 144, ii.

Beetlefack.e ;
4? v. Beetlefakee, 60, ii.

Beetlei‘a*.ee ;
s. v* 60, ii.

Bi^etle fuckee
;
ann. 1090 s i’.Beetlefj.kee. 6C,ii.

Beg
; 8, V Beegam, 59, ii, s, v. Mog. 1, 436, i

;

aim. l.ji 5 ; s. v, Kh num, 3 36, li, twice
;

a4nn 1869: 8. v, Syud, 674, ii.

Begah
;
ann. i823 : s, i\ Beeguh, 59, ii, twice,

Begala.
;
ann. 1516 : s i\ Arabm, 24, ii.

Beg..m
;

s. i\ Beeg m, 69, ii, a, T..j, 800, i.

Bejjiit
;

8. i\ On, ii,

Begai*
; ann. v. Begar, 61, u

Begilr
;

s. v, Begar, G »,ii, twice.

Be-raree
;

ai.n. *. s. v Begar, 61, i.

B.'g*iri
; s. v. Beg .r, t 0, ii

Be,a i
;
s t\ Begar 6^», ii.

Beggu ry* s : aun. I56t

:

s. r. Beg*ir, 61, i.

B gleibeg
;

ann. 103u: /». r. Pa-.skaw, 497, ii;

iUiii. 1727 : s, V. Bashaw, 54, ii.

Begti
;

i\ l*ocku]‘, 175, i.

Begun; ann. 15v^5 (Ivs ct) and K19 : r.

Khiti.nm, ; 0<\ ii, a n. 101.^ : z?. Bjegimi 704,

i
;

hi n. 1005 : s*. z\ Taj 860^ i
;
am. 1787:

s. V. I'cegi m [ 9, ii, air. . 1803 ; .s z* C..n; on,

117, i,*- z’ P. dll, : 7, ii
;

ann 1827; **. y.

Si»wairy,('5
,

ii
;
am. 1858 : <^. v Nab'b (

408, i..

B* gum S. mrou
;
ann. ] 871 : s, z*. Na* tcT 475,1.

B giin
, m.L. !• 7)3 : », r Beeg i

,
79. n.

Bchiidir
;
aim. ]28<-9*»: **. Bahiu>’ur, 'P. i.

Bchar , s. v. 7i4, 1 ind d, s r Buj ga'ow\ 98 i^

8, V. Coi* Olay, 184, ii, s. r. Lagoha, *.^27) ii,

6 V, Lewauny. 241, i, y. ihnlosban, 310,

ii, 8, V Jam 34 , li, n i\ Junj:!' -’I e ry, 359,

ii, n.r. Mui,g 4: 5, 1. r. P i mb, 7*47, li, -.y.

51113 er, 6 4, n, s. z\ (.aice, P5 i, z' RLo as^,

849, 1; «un 41 : &• V, C‘‘iia J5J, ii; unn.

125* ; z'. Re ga
, 64, 1; am. 1:4 »: x, y.

S n 634, ii. tw ce, ann. 15-'8 ; cf.zi Xe cansor,

86*'. i
;

a n 15yu; s v. Biirriiinpoote.*, 101,

ii
;
ann. 17'2G; s. v, Patna, 52u, ii

; aim.

17.3: #. y. Cazee 770,i
;
ann. lc58-9 ; s. y.

Sayt r, 005, li.

Behar
;
ann, 1250 ; s. z'. Bengal, 64, i.

Behiir
;

8, y. V.har i, ^ 3 \ ii.

Behat
;

5. z’ Beliut, 6i, i, twice, s, z?. Jelum, 350,

i, 6'. y Piinjaub, 50 1, ii.

Behau ’er
;

s. v. Bahandur, 37, ii
; ann. 1781 ;

s, y. Bahau lur, 37, li, iwlcj.

Behaud y ;
ann lirOU ; y. Babaudur, 37, ii.

Beh stun
;

s. y. Pahlavi, 835, i.

Beh s UQ
;

s. y. Zc-id, cOS ii.

B. hreh
;
arm. 1519 : s. v, Goojur, 802, i,

Behr.
;

5. y B labimdy, 7u, ii.

Bot.ri-bandn
; a. i\ BxLbundy, 70, ii.
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Behrug
;
ann, 1623 : s. v. Broach, 80, i.

Behut
;
s,v 61, i, s. Jelum, 350, i.

Beid
;

s, v, Yedas, 734, ii, twice; aim. 1776:

s. V. Sbaster, 624, i,

Beijoim
;

s. z?. Benjamin, 65, ii
;
aim. 1498 and

1539: s, V. Benjamin, 65, ii.

Beijnim
; s. v, Benjamin, 65, ii.

Beiram
;

s. v. Gogo, 293, i
;

aim. 1343: .?. v.

Gogo, 293, i.

Beiramee
;

.9. t\ 61, i
;
ann. 1048: s, v. Gingham,

801, i.

Beirames ; s. v, Guingani, 288, i; ann. 1554 : s. i\

Beiramee, 61, i.

Beit
;
s/v, Mergui, 434, i.

Beitcul
;

5. zr. 61, ii.

Beitculgaum
;
ann. 1804 : s* i\ Patel, 519, ii.

Beitcul Core ; s. v, Beitcul, 61, ii.

Bejada
;

s, v. Jade, 340, i.

Bejadah
;

s. z?. Jade, 340, i, twice.

Bejutapauts
;

s, v. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Bekar
;

s. v. Baikree, 38, i.

Bekhrad
;
ann. 1590: s. v, Musk-Eat, 458, ii.

Bekra
;

v, Baikree, 38, i.

Bekrl
;

s. v, Baikree, 38, i.

Bel
;

s. V, Bael, 35, i, twice, s, i\ Custard-Apple,

220, i, 5. V, Wood-apple, 741, i
,
ana, 1631 :

s. V. Bael, 35, i.

.Belala
;

a. v. Narsinga, 474, i.

Belambu
;

s. v, Blimbee, 75, ii.

Belches
;
ann. 1873 : s. z?. Pial, 533. ii.

Beldar
; 754, ii, footnote

;
ana. 1847 : s. z?.

Bilddr, 71, i.

Beldar
; $, t\ Bildar, 71, i, see 754, ii, footnote.

Beledi
;

s, z? Country, 206, ii
;
ann. 1580 : s. v.

Ginger, 287, i.

Beledyn ginger
;
ann. 1516 : s. Country, 206, ii.

Beleregi
;

s. v. Myrobalan (2), 465, ii.

Bel-fruit; ann, 1879: s. i\ Bael, 35, i.

Bclgaum; s. v. 61, ii.

Beli: ann. 1563: s, i\ Bael, 35, i, twice.

Belia-bussendry
; 660, ii, footnote.

Belilegi; s, v. IVTyrobalan (2), 465, ii.

Belmgenc ; $, zj. Brmjaul,.86, ii.

Beli ocnlns; s,v, Cat’s-eje, 134, i
;
ann. 1837 :

5. V, Cat's-eye, 134, ii.

Bellaie
;

ann. 1726 : s. z?, Obetty, 145, i, s, v,

Gingeli, 286, i.

Bellary
;

s. v. Baisnagar, 73, i, $. z>. Ceded

Districts, 137, i, s. v, Chittledroog, 157, i.

Bededi ;.ann. 1343 (twice) and 1420 and 1580 :

s. V, Ginger, 287, i.

Bellerc
;

s. z?. 61, u, v. Myrobalan, 466, i.

Bellerica
;

s, v, Myrobalan (2), 465, ii.

Bellerick; s. i\ Myrobalan, 465, i.

Belleric Myrobalan
;
s, v, Myrobalan (2), 465, ii.

Belliganmic
;
aim. 1672 : s. i\ Tniicomaloey 715, ii.

Belluuensis
;

aim. 1726 : 5, v, Gainplior, 117, u

Beloii
;
ann. 1653 : a. i\ Khan (h), 813, i.

Bclooch
;

s. z;. Bdooch, 71, i
;

anii. 1844 : s. iK

Bilooch, 71, ii.

Beloochee
;

s. i\ ann. 1845 : s. t\ Wug, 743, i.

Bel-tree
;
ann. 1879 : s. z?. Bael, 35, i.

Beiuch
;

s, t\ Wug, 743, i.

Beluchistan
;

s. v, Sissoo, 639, i.

Belus eye
;
ann, 70 : s. v, Cat’s-eye, 134, i.

Belzuin
}
ann. 1568 : s, v. Mergui, 434, i,

Belzumo
;

5. z?. Benjamin, 65, n.

Belzuinum
^
ann. 1584 : s, t\ Benjamin, 65, ii..

Belzuinum inaiidolalo
j

ann. 1584: 5. v. Beii-

jamm, 65, li.

Bemgala
;
ami. 1498: 5. v, Bengal, 64, li; aim.

1554: &. y. Porto Piqueno, 550, i, twice, s, i\

Seer, Oil, ii.

Bemguala
;

ann. 1595 : 5. y. Porto Pique 110,

550, ii.

Bemgualla
;
ann. 1591: y. Chittagong, 157,. i.

Ben
;
ann, 1560 : i?. y. Myrobalan, 466, ii.

Ben, Oil of; 465, i, footnote.

Benamee
;

5. y. 61, ii, twice
;
ana. 1854 (twice),

1861 and 1862 : s. y. 62, i.

Be-nami
;

s. y. Benamee, 62, i.

Be-nami
;

y. Benamee, 61, ii,

Ben Arabuin
;
ann. 1672: 5. y. Myrobalan, 466, ii.

Benares: s, v, 764, ix, s. y. Acbanock, 2, ii, s, i\

Howdah, 325, li, 5. y. Lnngoor, 400, 1, s. v,

Moi’ussil, 435, ii, 3 times, s. v, Mugg, 455, i,

y. Poorub^ 547, ii, s, y, Sayer, 604, ii,. 5. v-

Shikar-gah, 626, ii, s, v. Chunargnrh, 780, i

;

arm. 1020: s, y. 764, ii
;

ann. 1774; ,9,

bling, 642, ii; ann. 1783 ; 5, i\ Dewaun, 241,

i; ann. 1789 : s. y. Black, 74, i; ann. 1796 :

s, y. Dawk, 232, i and ii
;

ann. 1803 : s. i\

Baboo, 33, i
;

ann. 1809 : 5. y. Urz, 733, i;

ann. i860 : s. y. Pundit, 661, i, 4 times
f ann.

1883 : s. V. Dewally, 238, ii.

Benares; ann. 1791 : s. y. Pundit, 5 Cl, i,

Benares
;
ann. 637 : s. y. Benares, 764, ii.

Benares Kupee
;

s. v, Eupee, 586, i.

Bencock
;
ann. 1727 : s. y. Bancock, 43, i,

Bencolon
;
ann. 1727 : s. y. Bencoolen, 62, ii.

Bencolu
;
ann. 1501 : 5. y. Bencoolen, 62, i.

Bencoolen
; 5, y, 62, i, twice, s, y. Compound,

187, ii, s, y. Factory, 264, ii
;
ann. 1702 : y,

Pagar, 498, i
;

ann. 1747 ; s. y. West-Coast,
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740, i
;
ann. 1783 : s, if, A Muck, 15, i

;
aun.

1788 : s, V. 62, ii.

Bencouli
;
arm. 1690 : 5* z^.Beiicoolen, 62, ii.

Bendameer
;

s. v. 62, ii, $, v. Bund, 97, ii
;
ann,

1817 ; s, V, 63, i.

Bendara
j

ann. 1539, 1552 and 1613 ; s, v,

Bend^ra, 63, i.

Bendara
;

s, v. 63, i
;
ann. 1634 : s, v, 63, ii.

Bendara
;

ann. 1511 : s, v. Kling, 373, ii, 3

times
;
ann. 1631 (3 times) :s. z?. Benddra, 63, li.

Bendara j
ann. 1613 ; s,v. Compound, 188, i.

Bondar^
;

«. v, Bendara, 63
,

i.

Bend-emir
;
ann. 1809 : 8,v. Bendameer, 63, i.

Bend’ Emir
;

ann. 1621 (3 times) and 1686

(twice) \ 8, V. Bendameer, 62, ii.

Bender
;
ann. 1753 : s. v, Bandel, 760, ii.

Bender-Souret
;
ann. 1779 : s. z?. Surat, 859, i.

Bendhara
;
ann. 1509 : a^v, Bendara, 63, i.

Bendi
;

s, v. Bandy, 44, ii.

Bendinaneh; ann. 1442: s, v. Mangalore, 422, ii.

Bendor
;
ann. 1552 : s, v, Bacanore, 34, i.

Bendy; s, v. 63, ii, s, v, Bandicoy, 44» ii
>

ann.

1810 and 1880 : 5. v, 63, ii.

Bendy Bazar
;

8, v, Bendy-Tree, 64, i.

Bendy-Tree
;

s, if, 64, i.

Benga9aes ;
ann. 1561 : s,if, BankshalJ (a), 47, i.

Bengal n. p. ;
s, tf» 64, i, twice, $, v, Abcdree, 2, i,

s. V, Adati, 3, ii, s, v. Adjutant, 4, ii, s. v.

Ananas, 17, ii, 18, i, s, v, Andaman, 20, ii, '

s, V. Assam, 28, i, s, v. Baboo, 32, ii, twice, s,v,

Bandel, 44, i, twice, s. v. Bandy, 44, ii, s, v,

Bankshall, 46, i, «. v. Banyan (1), 48, ii, s, v.

Barasinha, 61, ii, s. v, Batta, 54, ii, s. v. Bay,

55, ii, 8, V. Bearer, 58, i, s, v. Benamee, 61, ii.

8, V, Bengalee, 65, i, v, Bbeel (s.), 69, ii, s. v.

Birds’ Nests, 72, ii, s. v. Bison, 73, ii, s, v.

Bocha, 76, ii, s. v, Boliah, 76, ii, s, v. Brab,

84, i, s. 2?. Brinjaul, 86, ii, s, v, Buffalo, 93, ii.

s. V, Bulbul, 95, ii, s, v. BuUumteer, 96, ii, s,v.

Bungalow, 98, ii, 4 times, a, v, Bungy, 99, ii,

see 100, i, footnote, s. v, Buxee, 103, ii, s, v,

Camboj.a, 115, ii, s, v, Canongo, 121, i, s, v,

Cassay, 181, i, s, v, Cbickore, 148, ii, twice,

8, V, Chiliumchee, 149, ii, 150, i, tayice, see

151, ii, footnote, s, v, Chiretta, 156, ii, s, v.

Chittagong, 156, ii, s, v. Choky (b), 168, ii,

s, V. Chota-hazry, 162, i, s, Chudder, 167,

ii, 8, V, Chuprassy, 169, i, s. v, Ohurr, 169, i,

s, V, Churruok Poojah, 169, ii, «. v, Codavascam,

178, h, 8, V, Collector, 181, ii, s, v, Oommer-

colly, 383, ii, s, if. Commissioner, 183, ii, s, v.

Comotay, 184, ii, twice, s, y, Comipradore, 188,

ii, 8. V. Confirmed, 189, ii, s, v, Consumah,

J90, ii^ 8» V, Cooch Behar, 191, i, 5. v, Cooch

Azo, 191, ii, s. V, Coomkee (b), 194, i, s, v,

Coomry, 194, i, s, v. Coorsy, 194, ii, s, v,

Coromandel, 200, i, s. v. Corral, 200, ii, a. v,

Cosmin, 201, i, s, v, Coss, 203, i, s, v, Cossim-

bazar, 204, i, s. v, Cossya, 204, i, s. v. Cotta,

205, ii, twice, s. v. Ootwal, 206, i, 8, v. Country,

206, ii, 8, V, Country-Captain, 207, i, s, v, Covid,

207, ii, 8, V, Cowry, 208, ii, 209, i, see 210, ii,

footnote. 8, V,. Cranny, 2 12, i, s. v* Cutcha-pucka,

223, i, 8. V, Cutcherry, 223, i, s, v, Dacca, 225,

i, 8, If, DacoH, 225, i, s, if. Daloyet, 227, i, s, if.

Dam, 227, ii, 8. v, Dammer, 228, ii, s. v, Dana,

229, i, s, V, Daye, 232, ii, s. v. Dewally, 238, ii,

8, V, Dewaun, 239, i, s, v, Dewauny, 241, i, St v.

Dondera Head, 249, ii, s, v, Dooputty, 250, ii,

8, V, Doorga pooja, 250, ii, s, v. Drumstick,

252, ii, s, V. Duclfs, 253, ii* s, &, Duftery, 254,

8. V, Dumdum, 254, ii, s. v, Dustuck, 257, ii,

s, V, English-bazar, 262, i, s, v. Factory, 264,

ii, 8, If, Eerazee, 266, ii, 267, i, 8. v, Foujdar,

273, i, 8. V, Foujdarry, 273, ii, twice, $, v,

Fuleeta-pup, 274, i, 8, if. Gardee, 278, ii, s, v,

Garry, 279, i, 8. v. Oirja, 289* ii, s, v, Goglet,

292, ii, 8. If, GorawaUah, 297, ii, s. v,

Gordower, 297, ii, s. if. Gour (b), 298, i, (c),

298, ii, 3 times, s, if. Gram-fed, 301, i, s. v.

Grass-cloth, 301, i, s. if. Guava, 306, i, s. v.

Gynee, 310, i, s. v. Hackery, 310, i, twice, s. v.

Harry, 313, i, s. v. Havildar, 313, ii, s. v.

Hazree, 314, i, s. v. Hidgelee, 314, ii, s, v.

Hindustan, 316, ii, s. v. Hoogly, 321, ii, twice,

s. V. Hooly, 323, ii, a. v. Jack, 337, i, v.

Jaggery, 340, ii, s, v, Jail-khana, 342, i, s. v.

Jamboo, 342, i, twice, s, v. Jeel, 349, i, twice,

8. V. Jennye, 350, ii, twice, s, v. Jhopm, 351, ii,

8. V. Julibdar, 357* JuijLgle-Mahals, 359,

ii,«.z?. Jungle-Terry, 359, ii, twice, tf.z?.Keddah,

368, ii, 8. V. Kitmutgar, 370, ii, s. v, Kling,

372, i, 8. V. Kuhdr, 878, i, s. v. KuU, 378, ii,

8. V. Lat, 389, ii, s. v. Latteeal, 390, ii, s, v.

Leechee, 391, i, s. z?. Love-bird, 399, i, see 402,

ii, footnote, s, v. Madras, 407, i, s, v. Malaba-

thrum, 414, ii, s, v. Mamiran, 419, i, s. v.

Mandarin, 421, i, s. if. Mannickjore, 427, i,

8. If, Mate, 430, i, s, if. Maund, 431, i, s. if.

Mehtar, 432, ii, s, if, Mem-Sahib, 433, ii, s. if.

Mofussil, 435, ii, 8. v, Molly, 440, i, s, v.

Moor, 445, ii, 8. v. Moors, The, 447, ii and

footnote, 8. V. Mort-de-chien, 451, ii, s. v.

Moturpha, 453, ii, s, v. Muckna, 454, i.

3 times, s. v. Mugg, 455, i, twice, s, v. Mull,

466, i, s, V. Mungoose, 457, i, s. Muxadabad,

463, .ii, twice, s. v. Nabob, 467, i, s, v, Negrais,

477, i, 8. V, Nilgherry, 479, ii, s. z?. Omlab,
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486, i, s, V. Orang-otang, 491, ii, s. v. Orissa,

492, ii, s. V. Paddy-bird, 496, i, s. v. Palankeen,

502, ii, s. V. Pandy, 509, i, 5. v, Patchar^e,

518, i, s, V, Paunchway, 521, ii, s. v. Pawnee,

522, i, s, V, Peenus, 523, ii, s. v. Pepper,

529 ,
i and ii, $, v. Piece-goods, 535, ii, s. v.

Pig-sticking, 636, ii, 5 times, 5. v, Pommelo,

545, ii, s, V, Poolbundy, 546, ii, s. v, Poorub,

547, ii, s, V, Porto Piqueno, 550, i, s. v,

Pulwah, 558, i, a. v. Punch, 558, ii, s. v,

Puttywalla, 565, i, s. v, Pyke, 566, ii, s. v. Qui-

hi, 568, i, 5. 2?. Regulation, 575, ii, s, v. Regur,

575, ii, s» V, Rogue, 579, ii, s. v. Rolong,

580, ii, 8, V, Rupee, 586, i (and footnote)

and ii, s. v. Sambre, 596, i, 5. v. Sanskrit,

698, ii, s, V. Samau, 601, ii, s, v, Sayer, 604,

i and ii, 605, i and ii, both twice, see 609,

i and ii, footnotes, both twice, 5. e?. Seer, 611, i,

s. V, Seetulputty, 612, ii, s, v. Sepoy, 613, i,

s, V, Settlement, 616, i, s. v. Shanbaff, 623, ii,

s, V. Sicca, 632, ii, 3 times, s. Sircar (b)

638, i, s. V, Sirdar, G38, ii, s. v, Sirris, 638,

ii, s. V, Siwalik, 640, i and ii, s. v, Souba, 649
i, V, Soursop (a), 650, i, s. v, Sudderand (b,

653, ii, (c), 654, i, twice, s, v. Sunderbunds),

660, i, 8, v» Sunyasee, 661, ii, s, v, Surkunda,

666, i, 8. V, Sweet Potato, 672, ii, 673, i, s. v.

Syce, 673, ii, s. v, Talook, 680, i, is. v* Tanga,

682, i, s. V, Telinga (s.), 694, ii, twice, s. z?.

Tonjon, 709, i, s. v. Tope (b), 712, ii, s. v,

Tribeny, 715, i, s. v, Tumlook, 717, i, twice,

5. V* Whistling Teal, 740, i, 5. z?. Zemindar,

747, ii, twice, s. v. Zenana, 748, ii, s, v.

Achdnock (2), 752, i, 5. z?. Adawlut, 752, ii,

twice, 753, ii, 754, i, s, v, Behar, 764, i (twice)

and ii, s. v- Bungalow, 768, i, $, v. Buxerry,

769, i, s* V, Caryota, 773, ii, s, z>, Casuariiia,

774, i, twice, s, v. Cazee, 775, i (twice) and
ii, s.y. Chownee, 779, ii, s. v. Coolin, 783.

ii, 5 . V. Currumshaw Hills, 786, ii, 5 . v.

Dengue, 789, ii, s. v, Gaurian, 800, i, s. v,

Harry, 806, ii, s. v. Jeel, 811, i,^. z?.Karbaree,

812, ii, 5. V. Khot, 813, i and ii (footnote),

5 . V, Law-officer, 817, i and ii, $.v, Mamlutdar,

822, i, 5 . V, Mufty, 825, ii, $, v, Munneepore

826, ii, twice, $, z?. Musk-Rat, 827, ii, see

828, i, footnote, s, v. Muzbee, 828, ii, s, z?.

Pandy, 836, ii, s, zj. Patcharee, 842, i, 5 . v.

Putnee, 847, i, s. z?. Rogue’s River, 849, ii,

s. z?. Thakoor, 862, ii
;

ana. 1240: s. z?.

Cowry, 209, i; ann. 1340: 5 . v. Oudh, 494,
ii, 5 . z». Satigam, 854, i

;
ann. 1346 : s. v. Chitta-

gong, 157, i; ann. 1350 : b, v, 64, ii, s. z?. Cowry,
209, ii

;
ann. 1442 : s. t). Bisnagar, 73, ii,

8» Sarnau, 601, ii, s. v, Zirbad, 750, i;

ann. 1516 : s. v. Balass, 39, i, s. v, Chudder,

167, ii, 5. V. Country, 206, ii
5

s. v, Quilon, 570,

ii
;
ann. 1528 : s. v, Siwalik (c), 641, ii

;
ann.

1535: s. V* Satigam, 854, i
;
ann. 1538 : 5 . zr.

Xercansor, 868,
i, twice; ann. 1540 : s. v. Char-

poy, 141, ii
;
ann. 1545 is.v. Arakan, 25, i

;
aim.

1552 : s, V, Chittagong, 157, i
;
ann. 1553 :

s, V, Jogee, 352, i, 8 , v. Mandarin, 421, ii, a. v,

Pulicat, 557, ii, s, v, Sandoway, 598, i
;

ann.

1563 : s. V. Chank, 141, i, 5 . v. Koot, 375, ii,

s.z?. Mango, 424, i ;
ann. 1566-68:5. v. Carrack,

127, i ;ann. 1570 : s.z?. Budgerow, 91, ii
;
ann.

1686: 8. z?. Cowry, 209, ii
;
ann. 1590 : 5 . v.

Arakan, 25, i, 5 . v, Goont,296, ii, «.z?. Pyke(b),

567, i, 5. V, Tangun, 683, i, s, v, Aracan, 758,

ii
;
ann, 1594 : s. v. Souba, 649, ii

;
ann. 1596 :

5. V. Cooch Behar, 191, i; ann. 1598: s z?.

Chudder, 167, ii
;
ann. 1615 : s. v. Gallevat (b),

276, ii
;

ann. 1623 : 5. v. Ghaut (c), 282, ii

;

ann. 1632 : s. v. Hoogly, 322, i; ann. 1644:

8. V, Chank, 141, i
5
ann. 1659 : s, v, Elephanta

(b), 261, ii
;

ann. 1660 : s. v. Aracan, 758,

ii; ann. 1665 : s. v, Aracan, 758, ii, s, v.

Cossimbazar, 784, ii; ann. 16G6 : s, v.

Rupee, 586, ii; ann, 1676 : 5 . z?. Balasore, 39,

i, 5 . V, Mangelin, 423, i; ann, 1679 : s. z?.

Behar, 764, ii; ann. 1689: s, z?. Pirmaun,

270, ii, twice, s. z?. Punch, 559, ii
;

ann. 1690 :

8. Z7. Crore, 214, i; ann. 1703-4 : Muxadabad,

463, ii; ann. 1708: s, Anna, 22, ii; ann.

1726: 8. V. Achdnock,2,ii, s, v. Sipahselar, 637,

ii, s. z?. Sunderbunds, 660, ii, 5 . v, Swatch, 072,

i, s, z?. Yedas, 736, i
;
ann. 1727 : 5 . v. Anna, 23.

i, 8,v. Chandernagdre, 140, ii, s. z>. Chank, 141,

i, 5. ZJ. Cowry, 210, i, s, v. Opium, 489, ii, 5. v.

Respondentia, 577, i
;
ann. 1750 : 5 . v. Gruff,

803, i
;
ann. 1754 ; s,v. Adjutant, 4, ii

;
ann.

1757 : 5 . V, Budge-Budge, 768, i
;
ann. 1758 :

s. V. Writer, 742, ii
;
ann, 1759 : s. v. Brab, 84,

ii, 5 . V, Bulgar, 96, i; ann. 1760 : 5 . v, Oovid,

207, ii, 8, V, Maund, 432, i; ann. 1767 : s, t\

Afghan, 754, ii
;
ann. 1770: s, v. Assam, 28,

ii, s. V. Chank, 141, i, s. v. Moor, 446, ii;

ann. 1771 : s, v, Dewaun, 240, i; ann, 1772

:

5. V. Peon, 528, ii, 5 . v. Muster, 828, ii
;

ann.

1774 : s. v: Cowtails, 210, ii, 3. z?. Sling, 642,

ii; ann. 1777: s. v. Sircar (b), 638, i; ann.

1778 : s. V, Gentoo, 281, i, 5 . z?. Sanskrit, 599,

i, s. V, Yedas, 735, ii
;

ann. 1780 : s, v.

Banyan (1) b, 49, i, s. v, Nabdb (b), 468, i,

s, V, Tangun, 683, ii
;

ann. 1781 : $, v.

Overland, 495, ii
;

s. v. Mort-de-chien, 825,

ii
; ann. 1782: s. v, Bandel, 760, ii; ann.
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1783 ; s, V, Budgerow, 92, i, 5, v, Souba,

649, ii
;

ann. 1784: s. v. Moolvee, 443, ii;

aim. 1785 : s. v, Crore, 214, i
;
arm. 1786: s. v»

Gardee, 278, ii, s, v. Telinga, 695, i, twice

;

ann. 1788: s. v. Banyan (1) b, 49, i, s. v.

Cbowdry, 165, i, 5. v. Moors, The, 448, i

;

ann. 1790; s, v, Masulipatam, 429, ii, s. v.

Cazee, 776, i; ann. 1792: 5 . v, Sunder-

buiids, 661, i; ann, 1793: s, v. Burkundanze,

100, ii, s. V. Biirrampooter, 102,
i, 5 . 2?. Meeana,

432, ii. s, V. Sayer, 606, Oazee, 776, i, s.v.

MunneepOTe,S27, i; ann. 1794-7: s. v, Curry,

219, i
;
ann. 1796: s. v, Guingam, 288, i; ann.

1798 ; s. V, Pundit, 561, i
;
ann, 1799 : s,

Woolock, 867, i
;
ann. 1802 : s,v, Tussah, 721,

ij ann, 1803 : 5.2?. Duck, 793, i
;
ann. 1809 : 8,v,

Zemindar, 748, ii; ann. 1810; s. v. Bun-

galow, 99, i, twice, s. 2?. Kist, 370, ii, s. 2?. Sugar

656, i, s. 2?. Toon, 710, ii
;
ann. 1811 ; $. v,

Hackery, 311, i, s. v, Soorky, 648, i
;
ann.

1813 : 5. 2?. Adati, 4, i, 5. 2?. Grass-cloth,

(To he

301, ii, s, V. Hackery, 311, i, s* v. Safflower,

589, i; ann. 1816 ; s. 2?. Macassar, 403, ii
;
ann.

1817 : 5. 2?. Bungalow, 99, i; ann. 1824 : 5 , 2?.

Jungle-Terry, 360, i; ann. 1827: s. 2?. Ticca,

700, i
;

ann. 1831 : s, z?. Pergunnahs, 530, ii
;

ann. 1832 : 5. 2?. Punchayet, 846, ii
;

ann.

1836 : s. V. Circars, 171, i; ann. 1843: s. v.

Suttee, 671, ij ann. 1857 : s. v. Chillumchee,

778, i, twice; ann. 1858-59 : s. 2?. Sayer, 605, ii

;

ann. 1860 : 5 , v, Keddah, 364, i; ann. 1862 :

5. 2?. Benamee, 62, i ;
ann. 1863 : 5 . 2?. Swatch,

672,
i ;

ann. 1871 : 5 . 2?. Paddy, 496, i, twice s. z?.

Zemindar, 748, ii
;

ann. 1872 : 5.z?. Bahaudur,

759, ii; ann. 1873 : 5. z?. Baboo, 33, i; ann.

1874: 5 . z?.jmmill, 351, ii, s. z?. Tucka, 716,

ii; ann. 1878: s, v. Competition-wallah, 185.

ii; ann. 1879 : 5 . 2?. Abcaree, 2, i; ann. 1883 :

s. 2?. Seven Sisters, 616, i; ann. 1884: 5. z?.

Lungoor, 400, ii.

Bengal (s.)
;

s. z?. 65, i
;

ann. 1696 : 5 . z?.

65, i.

continued.)

MISCELLANEA.
AXJRANaZBB’S FAMILY — DATE OF HIS
DAUGHTER ZtNAT-UN-NISSA’S DEATH.

It is usually asserted that the Princess
2inat-un-nissA, daughter of‘Alamgir Aurang-
zeb (tl707) died in the year 1122 H. (1710-11).

We know from the Ma,dsirA-*AlamgMf the best

authority for his reign, that the emperor had four

daughters, of whom one only, the second, survived

him.^ This lady, Zinat-un-niss^, was still living

at the date the Ma^dsir was written ;
and from

the statement on p. 69 (printed text) we know
that it was completed in 1122 H. (1710-11).

Now, although Zinat-un-niss^ is spoken of

as still living in a hook completed in 1122 H.
(1710-11), it is quite possible that she may have

died in that very year. The book may have been

finished early in the year, she may have died

before the year ended, and the author, though

he lived for fourteen years longer, may have left

his work as it stood originally.

The usual statement that Zmat-im-nissa died

in 1122 H. (1710-11) seems to have been arrived at

in the following manner. In the city of Hihli, in

the quarter known as DaryAganj, stands near

the Jamna a mosque called the Zinat-ul-masAjid,

which was used at one time as the government
store-house for commissariat bread.® In the court

of this mosque is a tomb with an inscription.

The words of this inscription are given both in

Sayyad Ahmad Hhan*s Asdr-us-sanddid, edition

of 1854, p. 78, and Supplement, p. 44, and in T. W-
HMa,dsir, printed text, p. 539.

2 See J.S. Manners Rahtmmde DihUj p. 222, a modern

Beale's Miftdh-ut-fawdrikh, Lucknow edition of

1867, p. 297. The words on it are (omitting four

lines of Arabic):—

Munis-i-md dar lahdfazl-i-J^udd ianhd has

ast^

Sdyah az ahr-i-rahmat Tcahrposh-i-md has ast,

TTmedwar-i-husn-i-Fdtimah-i’khdtimahZinat’^

un-nis8d Begam
Bint-i'BddsJidh Mulii’ud-din Muhammad

*Alamgir Ohdzi

Andr-ullah hurhdna hu
Sanah 1122.

“ My sufficient I solace in the solitary gi'ave is

the grace of God,
“ The shade of the clouds of Mercy is grave-

cover enough for me

;

One awaiting the favour of the perfect Fdti-

mah,
“ Zinat-nn-nissl-, daughter of the emperor,
“ Supporter of the Faith, Muhammad
“ Alamgu', the Champion, (may God
** Enlighten her understanding), year 1122,^*

Upon this inscription Beale founds his entry.

Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p. 288, that she

“died in 1710 A. D., 1122 H.*' The statement

that the lady died in 1122 (1710) is also made by
Francklin, Shah Aulum, p. 207, and Major W.
Thom, Memoirs ofthe War in India (4to,London
1818), both apparently on the same data. On
the other hand, Mr. S. Lane-Pool© in the table

on p. 21 of his Aurangzih (Rulers of India series),

gxiide-book to Dihli in Urdu, and Carr Stephen, ArcTiceo-

logy oj Delhi, pp. 261-3.
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places her death in 1708 A. D., wHcli corre-

sponds with part of 1119 H. and part of 1120 H.

This latest authority thus agrees neither with

the inscription nor with the Maidsir-i'^Alamgirit

nor with what I believe to he the true date of

death.

Zinat-un-nissa was in the emperor’s camp at

Ahmadnagar when ‘Alamgir died there on the 28th

ZAl Hijjah 1118 H., 2nd March 1707 N. S. She

took an active interest in the cause of her full bro-

ther, A‘zam Sh^h, the deceased emperor’s second

surviving son, and accompanied him in his march

from the Dakhin to Hinddst^in. She was left be-

hind at GwS,hy4r when A‘zam ShS/h went on to

jBght their eldest bi’cther, Muhammad Mu^uSS^i^a

Sh^h, afterwards Bahadur Shah. The battle took

place on the 18th !B.abi‘ 1. 1119 H. (18th June 1707

N. S.) near Jajau, a place between Dhojipilr and

Agrah After the battle, the victor, Bahadur

Sh§.h, sent for the baggage and those adherents

and relations of A‘zam Shi,h who had been left

at Gw§»liy&r. Zmat-un-niss^, among the rest,

reached Agrah about the end of Rabi* II. (J uly

1707), and on the excuse of her mourning for

A‘zam ShKh, declined to send any congratulations

to Bahadur Sh&h. The latter, in spite of his vexa-

tion at this slight, doubled his sister’s allow-

ances and created her Padshdh Begam. In a short

time the Begam was despatched to Dihli under

the charge of Asad KMn, ‘Alamgir’s wmiry the

new minister, Mun‘im Kh&n, escorting her for

some miles on her way,

As good proof as can be wished thal; a person

did not die in a particular year, is to show that he

or she was alive in a subsequent year. This we
can easily do in the case of Zinat..un-niss&. Ac-

cordingly we find® that in Jah&nd^r Sbih’s reign,

which lasted from 21st gafar to 18th 2d,l Hijjah

1124 H. (29th March 17l2 to 10th Janufiry 1713),

the emperor quarrelled with his aunt Padshah
Begam {%. e., Zinat-un-nissS.) and refused to visit

her, because no invitation had been sent to his

concubine, L41 Kunwar. Again in the following

year, after Parrukhsivar had succeeded, we find

that he visited P^dshlh Begam The date was the

21st Muharram 1X25 H. (16th Pehmary 171,3) and
the authority is K!§,mwar Khan’s TazHrah-i-sald-

Un-i-oJiaghfaiyah undey that date. Her former

intendant Sa^iduUah KMn. fi?:st of all styled

dayatullah JQi&n then Waz^rat K!h4n. lost his life

as a consequence of this visit. The lady upbraided
the young monarch for hjaviug taken the life of

Zfi,lfiq^r Kh&n. Jahand^r Shdh’s wazir, Parrukh-
siyar retorted that he had her letter advising him
to take that step. She protested that she had

® Memoirs o/ Irddat Kh^n in Jonathan Scott’s History

pf Dehjean, Yob IL p. 88.

written quite the contrary. It was then dis-

covered that Sa'tdullah Khan (a personal enemy of

Zfi,lfiqar Khan’s) had substituted another letter

for the one prepared by Zinat-uu-uissa’s orders.

Strangely enough, we find evidence of the

Begam’s existence subsequent to 1122 H., in fhe

correspondence of the East India Company’s

embassy to the Delhi Court under John Surman.*

The Armenian Khwajah Sarhad in July 1713

(equivalent to Jamadi II or Rajah 1125 H.)

procured the intercession of Ndzirkbana eunuch

whose “ present ofSce is to attend Padsh§,h

Begam, daughter of Aurangzib.”

Then in ShawwM 1133 H. (August 1721) in the

3rd year of Muhammad Shah, we have a state-

ment as to the disposal of Zinat-un-niss^’s pro-

perty, which Muhammad Shah had as usual taken

possession of upon her death. Shifi Das, Manav-

var^i-Kalartti British Museum, Oriental MS. No.

26, fol. 73&, says :— ‘"An elephant canopy [Hw^dri)

with gold spike {halas) and a chandol (kind of

litter), belonging to the estate of the deceased

Begam, daughter of His Majesty resting in

Paradise {i, e., ‘Alamgir), with a pearl coverlet,

were granted as a gift to Mihr-un-nissa, known
as Mihr Parwar” (she was one of the widows of

Shdh ‘Alarn. Bah§.dur Sh^h). Of course, this entry

does not prove the exact date of Zinat-un-nissa’s

death, ht^t it raises a presumption that she had
not died in 11?2 H., that is, eleven yeai’s before

thedisposal of her movable property. But tomake
the matter certain we have the direct statement of

a very accurate man, Mirz^ Muhammad, in his Td-

riHA’Muharnmadi. Under the year 1133 H. he
has the entry, “Zinat-un-nissfi. Begam, daugh-

ter of ‘Alamgir, died 22nd Rajab in Dihli,

age 80 years.” This is equivalent to the

18th May 1721* As Zinat-un-niss^ was born on

the 1st Sha'b&n 1053 H. (‘Abd-ul-hamid, Bddshdh-

ndmah, Yol. II. p. 343), the age of 80 years given

in this entry corresponds exactly to her true age

in the year 1133 H. After this can ihere he any
doubt left that she did not die in 1122 H,, hut did

die eleven years afterwards, in 1133 H. ?

With reference to the figures (1122) on the

bomb of Zinat-un-nissa 1 would suggest two
explanations, the first of which seems the most
probable. First, then, the figures 1122 may stand

for the date of making the tomb and not for that

of the princess’ death ; or secondly, the second
stroke of the last twofigures may have been ob-

literated by the wearing away of the stone, leav-

ing them to he read as r instead of r, thus
turning \ |rr uito H fr.

William Irvine.

* C. E. Wilson’s Early Annals of the English in Bengali
Yol, II., Part I., p. 143, quoting the Bengal Consulta-
tions under the date of October 19th, 1713, 0. S,
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NOTES ON AN ARCa.EOLOaiCAL TOUR IN SOUTH BIHAR AND HAZARIBAGH.

BY M A. STEIN, Pu.D.

(Co ntinuedfrom p, 60

J

ON the 16th October 1 moved my camp to Jetluan iu order to continue my examination oi

the sites described by Hiuen Tsiang iu connection mth Yashtivana. In detailing the result of

my search I shall for convenience of reference follow the topographical order indicated in the ilgrim’s

account.

Stupa at SaRudrasthan.— Hiuen Tsiang mentions to the east of Yashtivana, at a distance of

about () or 7 a great mountain and, before a transverse pass^® of it, a f^tupci marking the spot ^Yhere

iUiddha had explained the law. The position here indicated corresponds exactly to that of a modern
place of worship, called Sahudrasthan, first mentioned to me in the course of the enquiries I made
at flethian village as to sites of local pilgrimage in the neighbourhood.

At a distance of about 1| miles east-south-east of Jethian and J of a mile south-east of Jeshtiban,

there is a gap in the main hill-range known as Saffi Ghat. Through it leads a bridle path used by

people proceeding towards Haswa and the villages to the south-east. Almost due north of the pass

there ends the south-western off-shoot of the Handia Range, which we have noticed above in connection

with the position of Jeshtiban and Phal-Jethian. Just opposite to this point a small spur descends

from the main range of hills in the south, flanking the approach to the Safli’Ghat on the west and

leaving only a narrow gorge between itself and the off-shoot of Handia.^i

xVt the end of this small spur and at a height of about 150 feet above the Harhar stream, which

flows uestuards through the gorge just mentioned, is the place of worship known as Sahudrastlian,

apparently Saiiskritized by Purohitas as Sakodarastliaiia. It consists of a small brick enclosure con-

taining three broken Yishnu images of an ancient appearance. The shrine rests on a square platform

of old bricks, wliich measures, as far as exposed, 15 feet from north to south and 20 feet from west to

east. The structure to which this platform originally belonged must have been far larger. For the

slopes below on all sides of the projecting end of the spur are covered with fragments of ancient

bricks, which undoubtedly have been removed from the structure just noticed.

Nowhere else in the vicinity of »lethiaii are similar remains now visible above the ground and in

view of the close agreement of position, bearing and distance, I think the identity of the Sahu-

drasthan structure with the stujpa iiliioh stood 6-7 li (j. e
,
about 1|- miles) to the south-east of Yash-

tivana cannot reasonably be doubted.

The position of Sahudrastlian commands an extensive view on all sides, except the south. The

stupa^ which once occupied it, must hence have been a very conspicuous object. A little below the

Sahudrasthan, on a small shoulder of the spur to the north-east, stands now a Lihga of uncertain age

worshipped as Harliarnath.

Further striking evidence for this identification is supplied by an ancient paved road, carried

over a walled foundation, which begins immediately below the Sahudrasthan and can be traced very

clearly for a distance of about 600 yards along the hill^side to the west. Owing to the earth carried

down from the hill-side and the thick undergrowth, the original width of this road cannot be estimated

with any certainty. In some places it is still 4-5 yards broad, and along the whole distance the level

terrace formed by it is distinctly noticeable. The wall of old rough masonry which supports this road

is in places still 10-12 feet high and partly borders on a large tank situated to the north and known

as Lllaban.

so This translation given in Beal’s footnote for the '‘cross-ridge” of the text, is the one adopted by Jnlien,

SUyu-U, li. p. 13) and preferable in sense.

SI The position indicated can be easily fixed on the Eevenue Survey Map, Bihar Sheet, No. 18, one mile to one

incK
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There are no traditions about the origin and object of this ancient road or terrace. But we cannot

fail to recognize that it is the same structure which Hiuen Tsiang intended to describe in his notice

of the stupa now identified. “Then King Bimbisara wished to come to hear the law. He cut a'\^ay

the mountain, and piled up the stones to make steps in order to ascend. The width is about twenty

paces and the length 8-4 Z/.”

Rock-Dwelling ofVyasa.— “Three or four li to the north of the great mountain,” mentioned

in connection with the now identified stupa, Hiuen Tsiang notices “ a solitary hill. Formerly Rishi

Vyasa lived here in solitude. By excavating the side of the mountain he formed a house. Some

portions of the foundations are still visible.”

The direction here given points clearly to the hill which forms the soutli-western end of the

Handia Range. It just faces Safii Ghat from the north and is separated by a deep gap from the spur

running up towards Handia. The name of this isolated hill is Bhaluahi. Its distance from Safii

Ghat is about half a mile, which corresponds accurately enough to Hiuen Tsiang’s “8 or 4 Z^.” One
old Alilr, living below Sahudrasthan, knew of an excavation at the south foot of this hill. Reaching

the spot iiith some trouble through the thick jungle I found a natural recess formed by the rocks of

the hill-side over-hanging their base at a height of about 15 yards. This recess, known as Pansabda,
is probably just deep enough to afford sufficient shelter against rain and heat. I conld hear of no

other excavation, natural or artificial, on this hill or further up the valley of the Harhar stream, and
I think that, in the absence of information regarding any other likely locality, the rock recess just

described has a good claim to being considered the rock-dwelling of Rislii Vyasa.

Rajpii?.d Cave. — “To the north-east of the solitary hill 4 or 5 Z"/,” Hiuen Tsiang tells us,

“there is a small lull also standing alone.” In the side of tliis hill he describes a stone chamber,
large enough to seat a thousand persons, where once Tatliagata for three months had explained the

law. At the south-west angle of the cave the pilgrim noticed a lofty cavern, \^hicll a popular legend
supposed to lead to the “city of the Asuras.” By the side of the cave he mentions a remarkable road
made of wood. It was apparently ascribed to King Bimbisara who, in order to reach the spot where
Buddha was, had cut out a passage through the rocks, opened up the valleys, levelled the lu-ecipiccs,

and led a way across the river-courses, built up walls of stone, and bored through the opposing
crags.”

The large cave of Rajpin(J, to which my attention had bceu called already on my first visit to
Jethian, by its relative bearing and distance as w'cll as its natural features, accurately ansn ers this

description. It is situated on the north face of a rocky hill called Caiidu, vliich rises hi the Handia
Range about 1-| miles south-east of the village of Kiri. The distance of Candu,from tlie “solitary hill”
in which the range ends opposite to Saffi Ghat, is about one mile, and the l>eanng is to the north-east,
which corresponds exactly to Hiueu Tsiang’s statement

Coming from Kiri I ascended the rubble-covered natural slope of the hill for about ten minutes
before I reached the old road leading to the cave, of which I had already heard at the village. As
soon as we struck it, my guide pointed out this road wkich, supported by walls of massive masonry*, runs
along the hill-side westwards in the direction of the cave. It is between 2 and 4 yards broad and rises
with a veiy gentle padient, until after about 500 yards it reaches a platform, partly walled up, which
gives a very fip view over the valley. The supporting walls of the road near this platform measure
about 18 feet m height. The road, cut out in places from the rocky hill-side, then descends towards
the cave, the entrance of which is reached at about 150 yards from the platform. In front of the cave
the road widens out to a terrace, 1 6 feet broad, resting on a massive wall.

The cave of Rajpind is about 91 feet deep in its open part and 20 to 25 feet high. Its breadth
about 20 feet near the entrance, increasos to 37 feet at its inner end. The gromid in the interior is
deeply covered with animal refuse. From the south-west corner of the cave a high fissure runs up-
wards which could only imperfectly be lit up with the materials I had at hand, but which evidently
extends much further,

^
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The peoj)le believe that this fissure reaches far into the mountain, just as in the days of Hiuen

Tsiang, who was told of adventurous youths having travelled in it for oO or 40 H before they reached

the silver and golden walls of the magic city of the Asuras. The cave is popularly supposed to have

been used by the king, whose palace was at Phal-Jethiaii, for holding his nautches. Dr. Grierson,

who describes the cave in his very instructive account of the Gaya District, mentions a Mela which

is annually held at the cave and a legend related of it.

Above the entrance of the cave there is a large perpendicular mass of solid rock, vhich, in the

days of Hiuen Tsiang, receDed the notice of the j)ious. The gods-'Sakra and Brahman vere supposed

to have pounded sandal-wood on ‘‘the great and remarkable rock above the stone-house” and to have

sprinkled the body of Tathagata vith it. The surface of the stone still emits the scent of the

perfume,— an observation as to the correctness of vhich at the present day, I regret, I am unable to

offer an opinion.

The above details will show’ how closely theEajpiiicl cave coirespoiids to Hiuen Tsiang ’s descrip-

tion. It is true we can no longer find “the w'ooden w'ay, about 10 paces wide and about 4 or 5

which he saw “by the side of the stone house.” But on the other hand the actually extant road with

its walls and platforms on the precipitous hill-side lully bears out the more general points in Hiuen

Tsiaiig’s account of Bimbisara’s road-making already quoted. It is possible that the walls still extant

once bore a wooden superstructure widening the road to the dimensions which the pilgrim indicates,

but I was unable to find any proof of this. On the other hand the statements of the villagers seem

to show that there are traces of the old road extending beyond the easternmost point at which the

path now used strikes it. But a clearing of the thick jungle would be necessary in order to follow up

this part of the road, which may, perhaps, have led down into the valley with an easier gradient.

Buddhavana. — Hiuen Tsiang distinctly tells us that he reached Yashtivana, Jethiaii-

Jeshtiban, by going 30 li to the east through the w’ild valleys of the Buddhavana mountains. This

makes it quite clear that General Cunningham’s proposed identification of Buddhavana with

Buddhain is untenable, as the pass (or hill) designated by the latter name lies fully G miles to the

north-east of Jethian, L e,, in the direction almost opposite to the one which the pilgrim indicates. It

to me highly probable that the Buddha^alla mountain, “with its peaks and cliffs lofty and

preci];)itous,” must be looked for in that portion of the southern range w'hich lies to the south-east of

'

Jethian, near the point marked by the entry “Shahpoor,” in the Revenue Survey Map. Here the hills

rise once more to a fair height and project small transverse spurs all covered with jungle. The central

and apparently highest point of this portion of the range is at a direct distance of about 5 miles from

Jethian.

My enquiries in the neighbourhood did not bring to my notice any local name that could be

connected with Buddhavana, nor could Ihear anything of the cave which Hiuen Tsiang mentions on

this mountain. All the pilgrim tells us of it is that there was “among the steep mountam cliffs a

stone chamber where Buddha once descending stayed
;

by its side is a large stone where Sakra and

Brahmaraja pounded some oxhead-sandalwood and anointed Tathagata with the same.” In view

of the vagueness of topographical information here furnished a personal search for this cave offered

little hope of success within the limited time available. I accordingly decided to proceed from

Jethian direct to Kurldhar, where a far more important question concerning the position of Hiuen

Tsiang’s “Cock’s-foot Mountain” required close examination.

On the 17th October I crossed once more the southern range of hills by the Ghat close to Jethiaii

and marching along their foot to the south-w’cst, past lapoban, reached the laige tillage of Amaitlii

at a distance of about 9 miles. A small modern shrine by the roadside at the latter place contains

three old images, covered with red-lead, one among them apparently representing Avalokitesvara.

I found a similar collection, consisting mostly of ancient of small size from 3 feet downwards,

at a modern temple facing a large tank about one mile to the east of the village of Orel. One of these

small lihgas shows a much effaced head on one side, and another emblem is adorned with four heads,
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GAidently representing tliose of Brahman. My attention was attracted to these features, as, though

apparently common in xVneient Lihgas of Bihar and elsewhere in the east, they had ne^'er been

noticed by me in the very large number of Lingas I have examined in the Panjab and in Kasmir.

Kurkihar.— Kurkiluir, which occupies rising ground amidst a wide expanse of ell-irrigated

rice fields, is a village of large size, tt must evidently have been a place of considerable importance

also in old days, ludgiiig from the extent of its ruined mounds and the remarkable amount of old

sculpture, carved building stones and ancient bricks, \Nhich have been and are still being extracted

from them.

General Cunningham, vho examined the site twice, during his tours 1861-G2 and 1879-SO, has

given sufficiently detailed accounts of its topography and of the sculptures wliich were then visible, in

Vols, III. and XY, of the Jrch^eological ^Surrey Reports?^ Referring to these accounts for a

general desermtion of the place, 1 may turn at once to the question winch my visit to Kurkiliav was

manily intended to elucidate,

Hiuen Tsiaiig, in his itinerary of the Buddhist places of worship situated betw’een Gaya and

Rajagi-ha, mentions the Kukku^apadagiri or “Cock’s-foot Mountain” immediately before Buddhavana

and the sites around Yasbtivana, and gives irs a lengthy account of the religious interest attaching to

it. On the top of the three-peaked mountain Krisyai)a, the chief of Buddha’s disciples, was believed

to have removed himself from mortal eyes to await the coming of Maitreya, the future Buddha. The

sides of the mountain are desciubed to us as “high and rugged, the valleys and gorges as iiupeue-

trable. Soaring up into the air are three sharp peaks
;

their tops are surrounded by the vapours of

heaven and tlieir shapes are lost in the clouds, ”33

Supposed Site of Kukkutapadagiri.— This sacred mountain, from which Buddhavana lay

about 100 li to the north-east, was supposed by General CunniLghani to be identical witli the

site of Kurkiliar, He based this identification mainly on the modem name Kurkihar, whicli he

believed was to be derived from an assumed earlier form "^Kukktitaviliara representing a contraction

for "Kukktapada[giri]viliara. There seemed, indeed, a very serious obstacle to this identification,

viz.^ the fact which General Cunningham himself felt obliged to acknowiedge, that no three-peaked

.mountain is to be found in the neighbourhood of Kurkibar. Ho believed, however, tliat Hiuen

Tsiang’s description could fairly apply to the “three large and ragged hills wkich rise boldly out of

the plain about half a mile to the north of the village, and touch each other at their bases.”

General Cunningham’ though he reproduced this identification al^o in his Ancie^it Geoyraplni,^^

seems yet to have felt not altogether assured of it. In 1879-80 he, therefore, paid afresh visit to

Kurkiliar, cliiefly wdth the object of exploring the liill totlic north of the village. On this occasion he

siiocially looked for remains oF the stiipa, w’hich, according to Hiuen Tsiang's account, was built on the

top of the mountain where the peaks had closed at Kasyapa. These remains he believed to have found

“in a square basement which still exists on the highest or middle peak of the Murali Hill surrounded

by quantities of broken bricks.”®^

The difficulty involved by the proposed identification of Kukkutapadagiri with Kurkibar had
struck me already before, wken searching in vain on the available maps for any indications of hills in

the immediate vicinity of Kurkibar, which could possibly be supposed to correspond to Hiuen Tsiang’s

description of the three-peaked mountain. My doubts had increased after I had ascertained the exact

position of Yasbtivana and thereby indirectly also that of Buddhavana. For though the portion of

the hill-range south-west of Jebhiau, where Buddhavana must be located, lies indeed to the noiiih-east

See Yol. IIL, pp, 14-16, with plate XII. ; Yol. XV., pp. 4-6. ss See Beal, Si^yii-li, ii. p. 142. s* gee p. 460.
33 See Arckt Survey Rep., sv, p. 5. The name Murali here used uomst be due to some oonfiision. It is unknown

to the people of Kurkihar as a designation of the low ridge meant by Gen. Cunningham. Marade is tbe name of a
large village about three miles due north of Kurkibar and at the foot of the high hills of the Southern “Eajgir
range trending from the north-east. Is it possible that this name, spelt Murali, got mixed up somehow with Gen.
Ounuingham’s notes about the Kurkibar ridge ?
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of Kurkihar, yet the distance, in a direct line only 5-6 miles, could not possibly be represented by

100 li in Hiuen Tsiang’s itinerary, unless ^e assume a serious mistake in tlie pilgrim’s reckoning.

The visit, which I paid on the morning of the 18th October to the three hills mentioned by

General Cunningham north of Kurkihar, confirmed my misgivings. 1 found that those ‘‘hills” vere

in reality only low rocky ridges, such as we find cropping out “Kopje”-like through agreatpartof the

Gaya District. They are situated a little over a mile to the N.-N.-E. of Kurkihar and are so insignifi-

cant in height and extent as to make their omission even from the large scale Revenue Survey Map
easily intelligible. The middle hillock, on vhich General Cunningham looked for the hiding jdace of

Kasyapa, rises about 150 feet above the level of the rice fields. Its top forms a small plateau 125

feet long from S.-E. to N.-W. and 55 feet broad. On it there is a small platform with a dozen old

sculptures of small size, among them a figure about 1| feet high representing perhaps Maya or a

Sakti, and another of a Bodhisattva, one foot high. The rest of the collection is made up of small

Lihgas and broken Bhadrapithas. Near the centre of the little plateau stands a black Lihga, of old

appearance, about 1^ feet in height, and worshipped by the people of the neighbouring hamlet of

Pathraura under the name of Ramnath. All these sculptured remains are said to have been found on

the spot and within the recollection of the people.

The ridge which adjoins the middle one on the south-vest is even smaller, rising only to 80 feet;

the third to the north-east is only 20-30 feet higher than the middle one and equally insignificant in

its other dimensions. All are almost completely bare of vegetation, the hard rock of the slopes being

easily washed clear of detritus by the rainfall, and thus retaining no soil for the growth of jungle.

Actually in view of these rooky hillocks, it was indeed impossible to believe that they could be

meant in Hiuen Tsiang’s description of the Kukkutapadagiri, of which we are told: “Tumultuous

torrents rush down its sides, thick forests envelope the valley, whilst tangled shrubs grow along its

cavernous height.”

My visit to the supposed site of Kasyapa’s mountain finally convinced me that the identification

of Kurkihar with the “Cock’s-foot Mountain” was impossible. But its result was not

purely negative From the elevated position of the Pathraura ridge I could not fail to notice the

high hills rising above the plains further away to the south-west, and culminating in the peaks of

Tandwa and Maher. Their direction and distance seemed to agree singularly with Hiuen Tsiang’s

indications regarding the relative positions of Buddhavana and the “Cock s-foot Mountain, and the

folloving pages will show that this observation had guided me rightly.

Sculptuxea at Kurkihar.— Though Kurkihar must be denied all claim to the distinction of

marking the site of Kasyapa’s legendary resting place, it still deserves a special notice on account of

the remarkable abundance of ancient remains which it contains. Carved slabs of large size and

architectural fragments of all kinds can be found in plenty, walled into the houses of the village.

Votive Stupas of varying sizes, carved in granite, are seen in great number on the edge of the laige

tank adjoining the village on the south, where they now serve as washerman’s stones, as well as

in other places. From the ruined mound marked A. on General Ciinnigham s plan great quantities

of large bricks of ancient-make are still being extracted, and an inspection of the houses of Kurkihar

shows that probably most of them have been built with similarly obtained materials.

In the course of these excavations sculptures are frequently discovered. Some well-pieserved

ones have been removed, through the care of Rai Lakshml Narayan, the local Zamindar, to his

adjoining Bungalow. The most interesting of these is reproduced from a photograph in Fig. II.

The relievo, which is 3| feet high with a greatest breadth of 3 feet, represents a teaching Bodhi-

sattva seated within a trefoil-shaped niche of rocks between two female attendants. The frieze above

the main image represents w'orshippers approaching a stupa with offerings. The top of the leliei o

shows five Bodhisattvas in different attitudes, each in a small niche. Below the three middle ones are

seen coiqiles of grotesque figures. The composition of the whole relievo shows a cimous resemblance
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to that of many later products of Greeco-Buddhist art in Gandliara, though in respect of the model-

ling of figures and other details the difference is sufficiently marked.

The fiat moulding just below the lotus-seat of the principal figure shows the usual Buddhist for-

mula Ye dharmalietu2)nibhavd^ etc., in characters A\hich ajjpear to me to belong approximately to

the 9-lOth century of our era. The lower band of the moulding is inscribed ^^ith characters

which have become much effaced, and which have not alloAved me to take an impression sufficiently

clear to be made out completely. It appears to contain a dedication. This sculpture is said to have

been discovered in 1898 during excavations on the mound close by.

Another relievo ineasuring 2 feet 9 inches in height represents a female divinity, apparently aSakti.

The characters of the formula Yedharma, etc,, whicli is engraved round the head, and those of a short

dedicatory inscription below the proper left foot, show close resemblance to those of the Aphsad
inscription (ciro, 675 A. D.) reproduced in Professor Btihler’s Indmu Palaeog rapliij The dedicatory

inscription Deyadliarmd' yam Sdhyahliiksiml srammatah (sic

)

marks the statue as the gift of a Buddliist

nun (bhil'sunij, but does not furnish further information. A third relievo, also excavated not very

long ago from the neighbouring mound, 2 feet 8 inches high, shows a six-armed male figure, holding

lotus, rosary, caJera, conch, and what looks like a bowl. It is sujiported on either side by a female
attendant.

Apart from these sculptures, which are well-preserved and ought without difficulty to be secured

for the Imperial Museum at Calcutta, there is an older collection of similar spoils in the open court-

yard of the temple of Bhagavati at the north-eastern corner of the village. This has already been
described by General Ounninghan.^^ Xll. show's the principal relievo representing a Buddha in

meditation. Its height is nearly feet. The characters of tlie formula engraved on the halo seem
to belong to about the 10th century of our era. The w'ord Aksobhyavajrn engraved to the proper
right of the head seems to indicate that the Buddha intended is Aksobhya, one of the five eternal
Buddhas of the Mahayana creed.

The conviction, which I arrived at after my examination of Kurldhar, was that Hiuen Tsiang’s
Kukkutapadagiri had to be looked for further to the south-west in the direction of the hills mention-
ed. On the 19th October I accordingly moved my camp to the large village of Wazlrganj, situated
about 3 miles to the south-west of Kurkihar and com'enieiitly near to the site of Hasra, w’hich I had
already before singled out for closer inspection. Hasra is the name given to a low ridge extending
at the northern extremity of a higher range of hills, Avhich rise boldly from the plain at a distance ot
about 4 miles S.-S.-W. of Wazlrganj (marked ‘‘Hasra” on Atlas of India Sheet, No. 104), The
maximum elevation of the ridge to the north is about 200 feet above the plain. In the little defile, which
separates the ludge from the hill to the south, and wffiich is known as Kol, Mr. Beglar had already
noticed a considerable number of mounds, from which ancient sculptures of superior workmauship had
been extracted at various times. He had given a brief description of these, accompanied by a plan,
but had not been able to trace any tradition or other evidence that might throw light on the orio-inal
character and name of the site.^®

^

T

Site.— Proceeding to Hasra on the afternoon of the same day I found the conclusion
1 had drawn from Mr. Beglar’s account as to the importance of the site fully confirmed. The ^\hole of
the little valley, which measures about a quarter of a mile in length, is strewn with ancient building
matemlsextraoted from numerous ruined mounds. Referring to Mr. Beglar’s plan for an indication of
the approximate position of these mounds, I may mention that the one near the ivestem entrance of
the valley, marked D on his plan, measures fully 133 feet in length by 56 feet in breadth and thus
evi ently marks the position of a building of some dimensions. Again, close to the south foot of

e ower ridge and near the centre of it, I came upon a large circular brick-mound, corresponding
pparen y p the structure marked IT in Mr. Beglar’s plan, but not described in his text. Though

Table IV., columns xvii, xviii.
See Arch, Survey Ee?p., viii. p. 104 with plate II.

See Arch, Survey Rep,, i. p. 15 .
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evidently used as a quarry by the villagers even quite recently, it still rises to a height of about 25

feet above the level-ground of the valley. The appearance of the mound distinctly suggests its

having been a htnpa, and as it measures on the top 02 feet from noi*th to the south and 75 feet from

east to west, the dimensions of the original structure must have been very considerable. The bricks

found on the surface are mostly broken, but ai)pear origiaally to have measured about 10 inches in

length with a thickness of 2 inches.

Much ancient sculpture is said to have been found in the course of the e^'cavation for bricks

which the poorer inhabitants of the neighbouring villages are in the habit of carying on here. Bat

tliose in fair preservation have apparently all been removed to the rustic shrines of the vicinity.

Small broken pieces of relievos and ornamented bases of statues are found on rubbish heaps at several

places, particularly near the narrow eastern end of the valley. Among these there are several shoe-

ing rows of small Bodhisattva figures, and thus indicating plainly the Buddhist character of the build-

ings from which they had been extracted. On the mound marked K by Mr. Beglar I could no

longer trace the pedestal of a statue inscribed with the Buddhist formula. But close to the circular

mound A at the western entrance of the defile there lies a broken relievo of very good workmansliipj

about 2 feet high, showing a Buddha (now headless) seated in meditation and on its paniielled base

(broken) four small images of Buddbas in varying attitudes. The formula engraved on the loaves of tlie

lotus-seat occupied by the principal figure is in characters of about the 10th century, Tlie

sculpture deserves preservation.

Even a cursory inspection of the site proved that it must have been once occupied by an important

Buddhist religious establishment. But a point of special interest was revealed by a closer view of tho

hill rising with rugged jungle covered slopes immediately to the south of the Hasra-Kol. When
approaching Hasra from the uorth-east, I had already noticed that the hill behind it was connected at

its highest point on the east with two other spurs of about equal height, all three radiating from one

central eminence covered like the rest with dense jungle. The view, supported as it was by the con-

tours of the hill shown on the Survey map, and in conjunction with the extensive remains at the foot

of the hill, naturally suggested to me that I had really found in the latter the ‘^Cock’s-foot Moun-
tain” of Hiuen Tsiang.

In order to arrive at a definite opinion regarding this identification it was necessary to proceed

to a closer examination of the hill itself, and this I was able to effect on the following morning. Be-

fore, however, detailing its results it will be useful here to review briefly the statement furnished

regarding the sacred hill by Hiuen Tsiang, as well as by the earlier pilgrim Fa-hian.

Chinese accounts of Eukkutapadagiri.— Hiuen Tsiang, whose account is far the most

detailed and accurate, starts in his description from the immediate vicinity of Bodhgaya “To the

east of the Mahi river (the present Mohana Nadi) we enter a great wild forest and going 100 li or

so we come to the Kukkutapadagiri (‘ the Cock’s-foot Mountain ’) or Grurupadagiri (‘the mountain

of the venerable teacher’). The sides of this mountain are high and rugged, the valleys and gorges

impenetrable.’’ After referring, in the words already quoted, to the thick forests in the valleys and the

tangled shrubs, which grow along the heights of the three sharp peaks of the mountain, Hiuen Tsiang

informs us that “behind these hills the venerable Maha-KaSyapa dwells wrapped in a condition of

Nirvana. People do not dare to utter his name, and therefore they speak of the ‘Gurupadah.’ ”

Kafeyapaj as Buddha’s chief disciple had, when the master was on the point of attaining Nirvana,

received from him the commission to preserve the law. For this purpose he summoned the great

convocation we have already referred to in connection with the Sattapanui Cave, “and then continued

for twenty years. Then in disgust at the impermanence of the world, and desiring to die, he went

towards the Cock’s-foot Mountain. Ascending the north side of the mountain he proceeded along the

>yinding path, and came to the south-west ridge. Here the crags and precipices prevented him from

going on. Forcing his way through the tangled brushwood he struck the rock with his staff and

See Beal, 8i~yu^7ci, ii. pp. 142 sqq.
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thus opened a ^^ay. He then passed on, having divided the rock, and ascended till he was again stop-

ped by the rocks interlacing one another. He again opened a passage througli and came out on the

mountain peak on the noidh-east side. Then having emerged from the defiles, he proceeded to the

middle point of the three peaks. There he took the Ivasha>a garment of Buddlia and exj)ressed an

ardent vow\ On this the three peaks covered him over : this is the reason why now^ these three

peaks rise up into the air.” The pilgrim next relates the legend how, in future times, on the coming

of Maitreya, the next Buddha, Kasyapa will issue forth from the mountain and, delivering to him the

garment of Buddha, enter Nirvana. ‘‘Now
,
therefore, on the top of the mountain is a sUq)a built.

On quiet evenings those looking from a distance see sometimes a bright light as it were of a torck
j

but if they ascend the mountain there is nothing to be observed.”

• Two and a half centuries before Hiuen Tsiang’s visit Fa-hiau had already dosu-ibed the “Cock's-

foot Mountain,” which was then a pilgrimage place tor Buddhists frommany countries. Kasyapa, he tells

us, “divided the mountain at its base so as to open a passage. This entrance is now closed up. At

a considerable distance from this spot there is a side c-hasm ; it is in this the entire body of Kasyan a

is now’ preserved.^’ Arhats w’ere supposed to take their abode on the hill after the setting of the

sun and to favour pilgrims who were in spiritual difticulties with their advice. “The thickets about

this hill are dense and tangled. There are moreover lions, tigers, and wolves prowling about, so that

it is not possible to travel without great care.”*^® Fa-hian places the mountains 3 // to the south of

Bodhgaya, wdiich implies a manifest error of record, such as unfortunately is not uncommon in this

pilgrim’s itinerary.

Kukkutapadagiri identified with Sobhnath Hill. — On the morning of tlie 20tli October

T approached the hill, in which I think wo must thereafter recognize the legendary resting place of

Kasyapa, once more from the side of Hasra. Classing the ddbris-strewn Kol valley, I ascended the

north slope of the spur immediately overhanging the latter by a rugged track leading through thick

jungle. On the ridge, which was reached after a brisk climb of about 20 minutes, all traces of a

path disappeared, and further progess to the east, where the spur culminates, w’asmuch impeded by a

tangled mass of jungle trees, brushwood and high grass. The northern spur, from its middle part

where I struck its ridge, rises towards the east in three distinct shoulders foimed by massive

rocks and in places difficult to climb. When ai>proaching the highest portion, it became quite clear

that it forms also the radiating point for two other spurs trending to the south-west and north-east.

After climbing up a steep slope of rugged rocks I found that the central summit of the three spurs is

surmounted by a square parapet, 9 to 10 feet high, built of rough w’alls, but sufficiently solid to pre-

sent its being overgiwn by the luxuriant jungle. The platform or terrace thus foimed measures 75

feet on each side and is correctly orientated.

On its top I found a mound about 10 feet high, apparently circular at one time, hut mucli dilajii-

dated. Its present diameter is about 20 feet. It is composed of large bricks wliich, according to my
guide’s statement, were quarried by villagers at the time of a famine within his recollection. From
the appearance of this mound it is clear that it represents the remains of the which Hiuen Tsiang

mentions on the summit of the Cock’s-foot Mountain. One of tlie bricks exposed measured 10x9x2
inches. The centre of the mound had been dug into a depth of 4-5 feet. In the cavity thus formed,

which is about 10 feet broad, lie five large granite pillars, 9 inches in square thickness, lialf buried

by dekris.

From the top of the mound the relative position of the three spurs radiating from tliis central

eminence could be seen most distinctly. Besides the spur, by which I had ascended and which rans

almost due west, there is a lower but equally rugged spur descending to the soutlMvest and also

showing a number of shoulders. This is continued in the same direction by a series of detached rocky
hills, which connect it with the Maher group of hills about five miles to the south-west. The third

spur, which is far shorter, trends in the direction of north-north-east and is soon lost in the plain.

See Fo*hvo‘Jsi in Beal, Si-yu-H, i. p. Ixyi.
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I had 110 means of ascertaining the exact height of the central peak, but judging from the time

occupied in climbing it and the comparison of the highest point of the Maher Hill, marked 1,010 feet

above sea level in the Survey Map, 1 came to the conclusion that its relative elevation above the plain

may be about a thousand feet or a little more. The hill top is knovrn to the people by the name

Soblinath, and tlie fact of its bearing an ancient mound is also generally knouii. But no definit(^

tradition attaclies to it, and all I could ascertain nas that the well in the centre of the mound had

been seen in this condition for the last twenty years.

The natural features of the hill strikingly illustrate the origin of the legend related by Hiueii

Tsiaiig as to Kasyapa s ascent. The position of the spurs corresponds closely to his account, ^Yhich

mentions, besides the northern side of the mountain, ranges to the south-west and north-east. In

the confused masses of rocks heaped up all along the crest lines of the three spurs we can look for the

passages which Kasyapa w’as sup
2
)osed to have 02)ened with his staff. The tangled brushwood, which

suri'ouiided the hill in the days of both pilgrims, still covers it in remarkable thickness and in the

narrow’ gorges which lead down between the spurs, the rainy season must indeed produce tumultuous

torrents. That the name ‘‘Cock’s-foot Mountain ” (Kukkutapadagiri) is likely to have been derived

from the three spurs resembling in relative position the foot of a cock has already been noticed ])y

Hieun Tsiang’s translators. It is impossible to look dow’ii from the top of the central 2>eak^- or even

to examine the shape of the hill on the map without being struck w’ith the appropriateness of the

simile.

It only remains to point out that the distances and bearings given by Hiuen Tsiang with

reference to tbe ‘^Coclv s-foot Mountain” are in full agreement with the position now ascertained for it.

From east bank of the Main opposite Bodhgaya to the KuklmUxpadagiri the pilgrim reckoned 100

or so, the direction being to tlie east “ through a great wild forest.” Measuring on the map the

direct distance from the Sobnath Hill to the bank of the Moliaiia Nadi opposite Bodhgaya w'e find it

to be close on 14 miles. This distance, with the addition of one-fourth required to compeusate for

the excess measurement on ordinary roads from village to village^^ taking the U at its ordinary

value of about ^ mile, brings us as near as we can expect to the 100 li of the Chinese pilgrim. Tlie

true direct bearing, it is true, is to the north-east, not to the east. But then a glance at the map will

show that a traveller from Bodhgaya would have to proceed at first nearly due east to Maher in order

to avoid crossing on his loute the hills called after the latter place, wiiich lie in the direct line betw’een

Sobnath and Bodhgaya.

Again after leaving the “Oock’s-foot Mountain” Hiuen Tsiang counts about 100 li in a north-

easterly direction to Buddhavana. Accepting the position I have above approximately marked for the

latter locality and measuring the direct distance on the map, we find it a little over 11 miles and the

bearing north-east. The slight difference here noticed in the two map-values of Hiuen Tsiang’s “100 Ii

is easily accounted for by the fact that in proceeding to Buddhavana the 2>ilgrhn had to cross the

southern Rajgir range at a point wdiere it is comparatively liigli and rugged, as his own reference to

“peaks and cliffs lofty and precipitous” clearly indicates.

After I had completed my tour and returned to Calcutta, I learned from my friend * Lt.-

Colonel L. A. Waddell, I. M. S., that he, too, had on a visit paid sevend years ago to Hasra arrived

at the same conclusion as to the identity of the Cock’s-foot Mountam.” In view of Col. Waddell’s

keen power of observation, testified by the important results of liis researches into other points con-

nected with Hiuen Tsiang’s itinerary, it is a source of special assurance to me to know that the above

identification had been arrived at by us both independently.

Sculptures at,Bxslianpur. — I descended from the Sobnath peak by the steep gorge which

leads down between the south-western and western spurs to the village of Bishanpur in order to see

the sculptures mentioned by Mr. Beglar at this place.^^ jt lies about If miles to the west of tlie

Its position may be fixed on the Atlas of India map jnst below the letter d of the name “ Tnndwa.”
*2 Compare Ganningham, Awient Geography oj Lidia, p. 564. See Arch. Surrey Xlpp

,
viii. p, lOo.
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peak and contains, in a bal: decayed modem shrine designated as the ‘‘Blniiravasthrui, ’ a series of hue

sculptures said to have been excavated in the Kol valley some 25 or oO years ago.

The largest and best preserved among them are a large-swed Buddha-statue ivith an atleiidaut figure

on each side (see Fig, IV.), the ^Yhole having evidently formed one group. The height of the central

statue is 5 feet from the base and that of the attendants ^ feet. The characters of the Buddhist

formula inscribed on the pedestal point to the 9-lOth century as the probable date of these fine sculp-

tures. The attendant figure on the proper right is clearly marked as Piidmaiiablii. The relievos

noAV lying behind the principal statue evidently formed a panel for it and show like the rest of those

sculptures lughly-fiuished workmanship.

Fig. y. reproduces three detached relicA’OS, uhicli must have belonged to pedestals for smaller

statues. Their execution is equally good. There are iwo smaller statues of inferior value in niches of

tlie tumbled-doun walls, representing Buddha and a four-armed god, probably Vishnu. 1 was, how-

ever, unable to trace the small bas-relief, ^Yhich is mentioned by Mr. Beglar as bearing a short inscrip-

tion with tlie name of Mahaka&yapa. In the view of the identification of the Kol site now arrived

at, this name as possibly indicating reference to tlie loial saint would have hoea of special interest.

I Consider that the removal of the Bishanpur sculptures to a place where their preservation could

I >e assured, probably to the Imperial Museum, is distinctly desirable. Judging from the impression J

gained by my enquiries, this removal, if accompanied by the offer of some gratuity to the local Purdbitas?

could be elfected without difficulty. Or, tlie grant of a small sum might assure the necessary repairs

to the shrine, which could then serve as a shelter for the sculptures now placed there. Still more

desirable it seems to me that early steps be taken to prevent unauthori^^ed excav^ations and conse-

quent destruction in the ruined mounds of the Kol vallev, whicli, by the identification of their site,

have now acquired a special interest.

From Warzirgaiij I proceeded on the 20th October to Gaya in order to arrange from there foriiiy

visit to the Kuluha Hill, situated close to the southern border of the Gaya District, but within tlie

limits of Hazaribagh, The ancient remains on this hill, previously unsurveyed, had formed the sub-

ject of a detailed report submitted to Government in June 1899 by Babu Nand Lai Dey, Munsif-

Magistrate of Chatra, Hazaribagh, and I had been asked to examine them in connection with my
tour. After a short stay at Gaya, required in order to allow' my camp to move ahead, I marched on

the 22nd October via Sherghati to Hunterganj village, situated about o2 miles by road south of

Gaya, on the left bank of the Lilajan River and not far from the northern border of the Hazaribagh

District. On the following day I proceeded to the Kuluha Hill, which rises about (> miles to the south-

west of Hunterganj, and placed my camp at Hatwaria, the nearest inhabited place on the west side

of the lull.

Position of Kuluha Hill.—The hill known locally as the Kuluha Pahar is formed by a

projecting spur of the great range which runs along the northern edge of the plateau of Hazaribagh.

It consists of a series of steep basaltic ridges, running in the general direction of north to south and
culminating in a pinnacle of hold crags, which reach to a height of 1,575 feet above sea level, as fixed

by the Trigonometrical Survey. Owing to its height and bold form the hill is a very conspicuous

object in the landscape, as seen from the plains of the Sherghati Sub-Divisioii.

The fact of the hill heing the object of a local pilgiimage is mentioned is Sir W. Hunter’s
Gazetteer (Hazaribagh District) and is also recorded in the List of Ancient Monuments of Bengal,

But the merit of having first given a full account of it belongs to Babu Nand Lai Dey, the local officer

already mentioned, whose Re-port, dated 7th June 1809,wasforw'arded to Government with a letter from
the Commissioner of the Chota Nagpur Division and duly communicated to me in print. Babu Nand
Lul Dey deserves every commendation for the zeal and trouble witli which he has endeavoured, during
his short stay on the hiU, to note down all those objects which his state of health pemxitted
i-im to visit, and which he thought might be of antiquarian interest. As, however, his examination of

t..e remains of the place was necessarily rapid and does not profess to have been made with special
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archajological knowledge, it would serve no useful purpose to rein’oduoe it here or to discuss particular

statements contained in it. It may, however, be mentioned that Babu Naud Lai Dey believed the

ancient remains on the hill to be exclusively Buddhistic, and that ho was prepared to identify it, on the

basis of a supposed etymology of the name, with the Makula Parvata of the Burmese Annals of

Buddhism” where Buddha is said to have passed his sixth rainy season.*^

The top of the Kuluha Hill is approached by two paths only, one leading up from Hatwaria village

on the west, and the other from a valley which skirts the hill on the east. Following the former, which

1 used on my ascents to the hill, traces of the pilgrims^ route are soon met in the auspicious smdura
(read-lead) marks applied to all larger rocks and trees. About half a mile south of Hatwaria, where

the path leaves a wooded plateau at the foot of the hill, there is a small mound of stones, and on its

top an old relievo, measuring 1 foot 8 inches in height by eleven in breadth, which represents the Jina

Parsvanatha under the usual snake-hood. The Hindu pilgrims and their Purdhitas know the sculpture

by the name of Dvarapaia, ‘^tlie Guardian ot the Gate.” For about half a mile further the path crosses

an outlying ridge, which is fairly wooded. Then the proper ascent begins over bare basaltic rocks of

remarkably large size, which face the whole west side of the hill. They are so steep and and so bare of

vegetation that for one not barefooted, it is a matter of some dithculty to scramble up. After an ascent

of about four hundred feet a wall of even steeper, but smaller, cliffs is met. Here a regular path is

formed by broad steps cut into the rock. This path leads at a point about 200 feet higher up through

the gateway of an ancient wall to the plateau near the hill top.

Plateau of Kuluha Hill-top.— This plateau or rock basin — for this name wmild be equally

applicable for a part of the area— is formed by two massive ridges of rock, more or less parallel, which

ascend from the south. Before converging towards the bold pinnacle of rock which, as already men-

tioned, forms the summit of the hill, these ridges are joined by a transverse ridge which rnns in the

direction from south-east to north-west and at a distance of about half a mile to the south of the summit.

The bare rocks, forming the north face of the transverse ridge, slope gradually down towards a natural

basin, which contains a small lake about 300 yards long with a greatest width of about 70 yards. The

longitudinal direction of the lake follows the dip of the transverse ridge from N.-W.to S.-E. It is said

to be fei by springs and always retains its water, the overflow from the monsoon rains being carried

off by a small channel at the south-east corner. The presence of this unfailing supply of water in a

locality otherwise made so forbidding by Nature had probably much to do with turning the plateau

of the Kuluha Hill into a popular place of pilgrimage.

Immediately above the little lake, with its plentiful growth of lotuses, waterlilies and other aquatic

planks, the bare rock rises with steep wall-like slopes up towards the summit. The main ridge on the

east ascends to this highest point in a series of bare cliffs, which form a kind of cr&te and fall off almost

precipitously towards the valley below. The ridge on the west is less steep and rocky and is covered in

the part nearer to the rock basin with thick jungle growth. Higher uj) it, too, assumes the form of a

precipitous wall of cliffs. The summit itself, which forms the final object of the pilgrimage, consists

of a series of enormous boulders heaped up one above the other and frowning down boldly into the

valleys.

I have attempted to illustrate the main topographical features of the hill by a site-plan prepared

from my rough survey (see Fig. VII.), This, I hope, together with the photograph reproduced

** “ It will be remarked that, excepting the image of Kuleswari, I did not oome across the image of a single

deity belonging to the Hindu Pantheon : the place is entirely Buddhistic. It is my strong conviction that Koluha

Pahar is the makiila Parvata of the Burmese annals of Buddhism. Buddha is said to have passed his sixth wasso

(or rainy season retirement) on the Makula mountain (see Bigandet’s Life or the Legend of Graudhama). Koluha

..a aimply a contraction and corruption of Jfakula {ina) of (makula) having dropped by lapse of time, and ^tho word

J- changed into Kulaha according to the guttural pronunciation of the people of the district. The word kula,

lioweyer, still exists in the name of the goddess Knleswan (Knla + Iswari) which means, as I have stated, the Lady

rf tlio Mountain Knla.*’

It is scarcely necessary to point out that the derivation of the name Kuluha here suggested is impossible on phonetic

rounds, and that the connection of the site with the Makula Parvata cannot be maintained in the absence of any direct

Historical or topographical evidence.
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in Fig. YL, showing the summit as seen from Bhimbhar, will help in following the description of the

objects of antiquarian interest to which I now proceed.

sacred Sites on Kulnha Hill.- Reaching the plateau on the west by tlie path previously de-

scribed we notice first the ancient wall which lines the crest hue of the ridge on this side. It is there

9 feet thick and shows rows of well-cut slabs of stone on the outer faces, while its interior is apparently

bmlt of large undressed stones. The gateway, five feet broad, is much decayed, but beyond it to the

N -E I was able to follow the wall ascending the ridge lor a distance of about / oO feet, notwuhstaiidmg

the thick jungle by which it is surrounded. Immediately to the north of the gate, where there is a natura

dip in the ground, the wall is fully Ifi-feet high. The wall extends to the N.-E. up to the point where

the ridge falls off in almost perpendicular cliSs and where thus Nature itself has provided a rampart.

The saL observation applies to the wall south of the gate, which, adapting itself to the contours of the

plateau, extends in a fair state of preservation for about 700 feet, up to a point on the abovo-meutionod

transverse ridge, where the latter becomes quite uiiscaleable.

About 180 feet to the S.-E. of the gate by which wc have entered, stands a temple sacred

to Durga-Bhagarati . The name under which the goddess is w orsliipped here, Kulehvari, is supposed

to be connected with the designation of the hill Kulnha. The temple, which consists of a cella about

12 feet square inside and an outer chamber 10 feet deep and 9 feet broad, is up to a height of five lectfrom

the ground built mainly with stone materials removed evidently from some old structure. Ainung these

largo ornamented slabs arc found in considerable number. The rest of the extant temple is built with

bricks which seem also of old make, and is covered outside with a thick layer of clmnam.

A broad platform in front of the temple, which faces south, as well as a larp dilapidated shed to

the west of it, are similarly constructed with ancient carved slabs, while more of the latter lies in front

of the building. The present temple is said to have been built by a Raja Candraketu of Diinf ar, as lo

whose date no information was forthcoming. .Judging from its appearance, it can scarcely be older

than a couple of centuries. On the other hand the materials used in its construction show that it has

probably replaced an earlier structure of more imposing dimensions. One old slab in the wall measures

feet in length and one foot in height.

The Purohitas or, as they are locally called. Pandas of the shrine reside at Dantar and ordinarily

take their turn of worship for half a week. The pilgrims, by whose dolsims they mainly subsist, visit

the MU at particular days auspicious for the ‘ Yatra.’ Such are the 9th da}"^ of the bright lialf of Caitra,

when about 5,000 people are said to assemble, and the day of Mtigba known as Sriparcami. There is

no Maliaimya or legendary in use, but the priests are in the habit of relating to the pilgrims the stories

of the MahabMrata, which local belief connects with particular sites of the hill.

About 125 yards to the south of the temple* and on the rocky crest ot the transverse ridge a large

isolated boulder known as Bhimbhar is visited by the pilgrims. Bhima, the epic hero, is believed to

have put it there to take rest in its shade. About 40 feet to the N.-E. of it is a platfonn 21 feet long

and 14 feet broad built of large dressed slabs. The place which is called the “wall of King Virat”

offers a splendid view over the Lilajan vaUey westwards.

About 18 yards to the north of ‘ Bhimbhar ’ is a small grotto about 4 feet high and 3 feet broad,

formed by a boulder overlying a fissure in the rock. Inside is a weU-preserved image of the Jina

Parsvanatha, seated and surmounted by the usual snake-hood. The little sculpture, which is about

2 feet high, is carved in a black basaltic stone and seems distinctly old. The interstices between the

rooks serving as sidewalls and the boulders are filled with bricks 9 iuobes square and 2| inches thick.

Close to the west of this is another small grotto containing a seated Jina in the conventional posture.

As the Cihna engraved on the pedestals is effaced the Jina intended cannot be ascertained. Judging

from the red-lead marks on these sculptures they seem to enjoy the orthodox attention of the

pilgrims.

Descending from Bhimbhar towards the temple a small rook-ground tank is passed, and near it

two small images placed below a tree. They measure 1 § feet in height, and though damaged by exposure
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are yet clearly recognized as representations of Jinas. Tlie pedestal of one of them bears a sliort

inscription of which, however, only the date Samvat 1443 can be made out with any certainty.

A path skirting the western side of the little lake above described leads to the East Gate uf the

hill plateau. It opens a passage through a wall of similar construction to that on the west and is of

identical dimensions. The outside facing of the wall consists of well-carved slabs, several of which

measure above 5 feet in length. The eastern gate occupies a depression in the ridge, and as the latter

soon rises botli on the south and the north into cli€s presenting a precipitous face to the east, the wall

which was intended to guard it, does not extend very far.

Retracing our steps from the east gate to the eastern end of the lake w^e strike the path leading

to the sacred sites which the pilgrims visit on the higher portion of the east ridge. Here, close

to the lake, is a small welUlike fissure in the smooth rock, where rain water accumulates. It is

worshipped under the name of Suraj Knnd. By the side of it lies the fragment of an image broken

above the knees, which must have undoubtedly represented a Buddha or Bodhisattva. It measures

11 inches across the knees. The pedestal attached is IG inches broad and represents a group of

worshippers, bringing offerings. The outside panels are occupied by crouching lions. The interest of

this little sculioture lies in the fact that it is the only trace of Buddhist worship 1 could find on the

hill. That it is Buddhist is proved by the few words of the Buddhist formula still legible above

the base.

Parasnath. Temple.— xVseending then over an absolutely bare shoulder oi lock for about 180

yards a small modern temple is leached called ‘‘Parasnath.’^ It consists of a square cella, enclosed by

c/i 2«waw-covered walls which measure 14 feet outside, and is raised on a platform about 3 feet above

the ground. On the south wall of the interior, which faces the entrance, i^ a small raised platform,

which is covered with small bricks and stones. Above these can be seen fragments of a small Jina

statue, which seems to have measured about 9 inches across the knees. According to the information

supplied by the Purohitas who accompanied me, common folk from tlie jungle villages of the neigh-

bouring hills are in the habit of depositing stones at this shrine on their pilgrimage with a view to

removing them again, if the object of their pilgrimage is attained.^^ Customs of a similar i»urpoit

prevail at other Indian pilgrimage places known to me.

The little temple is said to derive its name from an image of ParsMinatha, which was once placed

in it. The high bulb-shaped dome which surmounts the shrine, shows so modern a form and the

cJiiinam with which it is covered is also in such good condition, that I do not think we can assign to

the whole structure, as it now exists, a greater age than about a century. Yet the Purohitas were

unanimous in asserting that the builder or date of the temple vere quite unknown to them, and that

in their recollection it has always been in its present deserted condition. The name and style of the

building afford clear proof that it was erected by dainas, which agrees entirely with the facts to be

recorded thereafter.

About 80 yards to the N.-E. of this deserted Jaina shrine there is a large boulder, the top) of

which forms a comparatively smootli and only slightly rounded platform. It is known by the name

Madava-Madai or Mandava-Map.dai. Here is shown a hollow about Sfeet square cut into the rock

to a depth of about 4 inches, w’hicli is supposed to have been used as a Vedi or altar at a sacrifice of the

€pic king Yirata. xVround it can be seen 9 round boles, each 1-| inches in diameter; they are explained

as having been made to serve as sockets for the staffs which sup)ported the ‘‘Mauclapa’* required at

*5 I mention this point, spooially because Babii Nand Lai Dey, who here as elsewhere took the Jina image for

one of Buddha, has been led to give to the custom a signification which is quite foreign to it, and to base upon this

further communioatious.

*T was given to understand,” he says, “that whoever visits this temple throws a stone at the image [of BuddhaJ,

This is very signifioaut. If it ever be proved that the temples and other buildings of the Buddhist period of this place

liave been destroyed, .... it was eertainly owing to Hindu hatred, and not to Moslem bigotry.” Assump-

tions of this kind will not readily disappear as long as the historial text books ordinarily accessible to educated

Indians continue to find room for theories about the forcible extermination of Buddhism unsupported by historical

evidence.
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tlie Pratistha ceremony. Close to this spot there is a line of A'ery shallow aiul llo^^ almost coinjiletely

effaced Deyanagari characters engraved in the rock, of \^hicll only tlie letiers (bumtatj eau lie

made out with any certainty. We have here evidently a mere of so e visitor. To the east

of this spot is an oblong platform, supported by nails on which King Yirat is said to have celebrated

the marriage of his daughter Uttara.

The Da&avatara Bock-sculptures.— A steep ascent cuer boulders lor about 2o() vuuls in the

direction of N.-N.-E. brings the pilgrim to a series of roek-sculjitnres laic.wn as the Da&avatara.

They are carved on the pcipiendicular ’west side of a large fissured rock, m tw’O groups. Tlie one first

approached shows in a deep continuous niche five seated rclieAO figures of Jinas, each 104 inches liigh

and 11 inches broad at the knees. Their modelling and cawing is comparatively rude and affords

no ceitain clue to their ago. Below each figure is carved a relie\o reju’esentation of a snUhabinm,

showing in the centre the alma or characteristic emblem of the Jma intended. These lower relievos

are cut very shallow and as they have in consequence much suffered by exposure only two almas,

horse and elephant, are now recognizable. Above the third, fourth and tilth figures, from the left,

there is seen a faintly incised sgrqffitto in Devaniigarl characters, (»f whicli only the syllables

rlra .... can, however, be read.

A few yards to the north, and on a slightly lower level, the rock-face show's ten more rehei'o

representations of dinas of similar style and execution. Five, on the left, are seated and of the same

dimensions as those described before
;
those to the right are standing and measure feet m height.

All the figures have on their breast the usual diamond-shaped mark and are accompanied by small

attendants holding chowrees. The Cihnas below these figures have either not been engraved, though

there is room for them, or have completely worn away. Only crouching lious can be made out ui the

shallow’ relievos intended to mark pedestals.

From the rook of the Dasavatara the jiath leads uj) very steady towards the summit of the liill.

Before reaching the latter, and at a height of about 100 feet above rock-carvings just described, there

are noticed foundations ot ancient walls which must have originally formed a square of about 18 teet

inside. The walls are exposed on the north, east and south, and consist of carefully placed ancient

bricks measuring 11 X 8 X 2 inches. In the inside of the square a hollow lias been dug out,

apparently in a mound of loose stones. The west side is occupied by a flat mound rff small stones,

which is evidently artificial and rises fully 5 feet above the present level of the wall on the east, i was

unable to arrive at any definite conclusion as to the object of this structure. It is certain!} of ancient

date, and cannot have had any defensive character, as the east scarp of the ridge at tliis point is quite

inaccessible.

The Akafealoeana Bock.— About 80 feet higher up the summit is reached over a scries of

large crags heaped up by Nature as if to form stairs. One large rock can he scaled only by means of

shallow footholds cut into the smooth rounded surface. On the top of the highest crag, which is

known as Akafealooana, there is seen a pair of footprints or jMxikas cut into the rock to a depth of

about half an inch. The toes, which are but slightly marked, face to the north
;

the length of the

footprints is 8 inches. There is no inscription or trace of ornamentation near tliese marks, and this

fact, together with the simplicity of design, suggest that the carving dates from an early time. The

footprints are described by the Puroliitas as those of Yislmii, but in view of what w’e shall have to note

thereafter, they are likely to have been originally worshipped as those of a Jaina Tirthamkara.

That the hill must have in earlier days been a prominent Tirtlia for Jainas is made abundantly

clear by the fact that apart, from an apparently modern image of Durga in the temple first mentioned,

which I conld not see closely, and the Buddhist fragment already noticed, all sculptures on the hill,

whether detached or rock-carved, represent Tirtliaiiikaras. Yet local information was unanimous as

to the absence of Jainas among the present visitors of the Tirtha.

Jaina tradition about Kuluha Tirtba. — I should have been obliged to leave this interest-

ing question unsolved had not the enquiries I subsequently made among the small tfaina community of
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Patna helped me to a clue. The Jainas consulted, though otherwise weU-infonned of places of sacred

interest for their sect, had never heard of Kiiluha. But on going through a handbook for Jaiua pil-

grims which they show^ed to me, I came upon a notice, which showed that until recent times a tradition

regarding this Tirtha must have survived in some quaters. The little publication referred to bears

the title of fci'r ItirtlLcmala AmoUikavatna, and was printed in 1893 by Rana ^Narayan Pal, Tulapatti,

Calcutta, from which place T ^vas, however, subsequently, notwithstanding repeated efforts, unable to

obtain a copy.

The handbook, which is WTitten in Hindi and provided with a curiously primitive map, describes

correctly enough the route from Gaya to Kuliiha and mentions that the name of this place is given

‘dll the 'Sastras'" as ‘‘Bhaddalapuranagara.’’ “There the tenth Tirthamkara, Sitalasvamin, was

conceived, born, received initiation, and obtained bis enlightenment.” The author refers to a temple

which “was once adorned by an image, but states that the Tirtha is now deserted.

I regi'et that other labours and my inability to consult competent Jaiiia ecclesiastics in Calcutta

have prevented me from following up, in older Jaiiia texts, the indication here furnished. I have

little doubt that those specially acquainted with medieval Jaina literature bearing on the subject of

Tirtlias may be able to trace earlier references to the sacred site above described.

But even without a^vaitiug the result of such enquiries, the identification of Kuluha as a Jaina

place of worship is of considerable interest. We have here a distinct instauco how, even with a sect

so remarkably tenacious in its traditions and customs, a once Avell-known sacred site has become completely

forgotten within comparatively recent times. In the course of my studies regarding the ancient

topography of Kasmir it has been more than once necessary for me to re-discover, once famous but

now’ entirely forgotten, places of pilgrimage solely by the means of antiquarian research. The instance

of Kuluha shows that, even in parts of India proper, where the religious conditions of the population

have undergone no marked change, we must reckon with such alterations of the tojyograplua sacra,

I may add, in conclusion, that though everything points to Kuluha having been a place of special

interest and attraction totlie Jaina community, yet the w’orship of the site w’as probably alw'ays shared

also by the mass of the Hindu population in the neighbourhood, just as w’e find indubitable evidence

of the same peaceful condominium from early times at Rajgir, Girnar and many other w'ell-know'ii

Tirthas,

I returned to Gaya on the 28th October and used a short halt for visits to the most prominent

ot the shrines at this ancient Tirtha. Descriptions of them have been given by General Cunningham,

whose identifications of the sites mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims at and around Gaya seem in full

agreement with the topographical indications. At Bodhgaya I revisited the remains of the most

famous shrine of Buddhism still extant in India, amply described in the publications of General

Cunningham and others.

The Remains of Bakraur. — Crossing from Bodhgaya the Lilajan River to the east I inspected

at Bakraur the remains of a large stupa which Gen. Cunningham had already correctly identified with

the ^^stupa of the perfume elephant” described by HiuenTsiang “to the east of theBodhi Tree, crossing

the Nairanjanu.’’^® It forms the starting point for that portion of Hiuen Tsiaiig’s itinerary, which we

had followed above in the reverse direction from Giryek to the “ Cock’s-foot Mountain.” The top of

the mound, which rises to a height of 25 feet above the level ground, measures fully 153 feet from north

to south, and thus shows the large dimensions of the original structure. The pool which the pilgrim

mentions to the north of the ‘^Gandlialiasti Stupa” I w’as unable to trace, but at a distance ot about

500 jwds to the south-east* of the stupa there are the remains of a large tank marked by ancient

embankments. On the north bank of this tank stands now the temple of Matanga, one of the

numerous Tirthas visited by the Gaya pilgrims.

The remaining few days of my vacation were devoted to an examination of the famuu> caves of

Asoka and Dasaratha in the Barabar hills, north of Gaya, and the ancient remains iu their neigh-

ii. p. 138.
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born-hood, as well as to a brief visit tu Patna, the ancient PaUliputra. Ju regard to the former sites,

which have also been fully dealt with in the Atchmoloyical Suroey I can restrict n\\self to a

few observations concerning their ancient topography.

It has been duly noticed before that the Caves of Barabar, notu itlistanding their connection with a

family famous in Buddhist annals, have not been mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims. Tins circum-

stance is easily accounted for by the fact that the site possessed no s]>ecial inteiest loi Buddhists. An

illustration of this is afforded by the dedicatory inscriptions oi A&oka s Caves, "whicli, as no now know-,

specially record the offer of these cave-dwellings to mendicants of a non-Buddhistic seel (Ajivikas).

Siddhefevara Hill.— A further indication may be found in the fact that the high(‘st of the

Barabar hills is occuiued by a shrine sacred to Siva Siddhefevara, whicli has a distinct claim to

considerable antiquity. This temple, to which General Cunningham only brieiiy refers, is still the

object of an extensive pilgrimage from the neighbouring tiacts. The present structure, which seems to

have undergone nnnaerous changes, rests on an ancient basement measuring 17 lo(‘t ou the cast side,

where it is still well preserved. It there reaches tu a height of 5 leet "2. inches from the ground, and is

constructed of only three courses of large granite slabs, some of them o\er fi\e teet in li^ngth and 1|

feet thick. This basement projects in the centre by 0 inches for one-third of its length and is decorated

with a remarkably bold moulding -which indicates its antiquity. The upper portion ol the temple

contains also numerous carved slabs, which must have been taken from some earlier structure, but the

greatest part is so thickly covered with chunam that a close examination is impossible, it appears,

however, that the original building consisted of a square cella of the dimensions indicated by the well-

preserved east basement.

It has been suggested by Mr. Beglar that the hill occupied by the Siddhesvara temiile is identical

with the great mountain of dark-coloured rocks, on which a small about ten feet high marked the

place where Buddha had entered into meditation.^® No trace of the stvj)(( can now be found on the hill

of Siddhesvara. Yet its relative position to another site mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang in the neigh-

bourhood, which I believe Mr. Beglar to have quite correctly identified, favours the above suggestion.

Hiuen Tsiang describes a monastery “to the north-w-est of the mountain 30 U or so, on a declivity of

the mountain
;

it is flanked by a high precipice, and the lofty walls and tow-ers stand up in intervals of

the rocks.” The position here ascribed to the monastery, with wiiioh Budddhist tradition connected a

legend of the Buddhisattva Guigiamati, agrees most accurately witli that of the ruins near the village

ofDharavat, about 4 miles by road to the north-west of the Siddhesvara Peak, The ruins wiiich

occupy the steep slope of a rocky ridge facing a great tank to the nortli, had been described already by

General Cunningham, whom, however, their identity with Guhamati’s monastery had escaped.^® His and

Mr. Beglar’s accounts make it unnecessary to notice this interesting site in detail. It may, however,

be mentioned that the destruction of the remains by the Aullagers excavating for old bricks lias since

proceeded considerably anfl is likely to efface soon the last traces of the lofty terraces and buildings,

which once occupied the picturesque hill-side down to the edge of the w-ater.

My two days’ visit to Patna was mainly devoted to a rapid inspection of the sites which Col.

"Waddell’s highly successful researches have shown to be of special importance for the study of the

topography of ancient Patalipntra, the capital of Asoka. In view of the fact that the results of Col.

Waddell’s prolonged explorations and of the excavations begun on his initiative is about to be publish-

ed in a full report, it would be presumption to detail here the observations wdiich my sliort visit

permitted me to make. They entirly confirmed the opinion first advanced by that scholar as to the

remains of the old city being preserved in aU probability deep down in the alluvial ground south of the

old river-bed known as Gunsar. The excavations which have already yielded some very interesting
results, if carried on under the supervision of a competent archseologist on the spot, are likely to bring

Arch, Survey i. p. 42. *8 Survey Report, viii. p. 36, Beal, Si^u-Uy ii. p. 103.« Arch. Suivey Rep. i. p. 53 sj. A brief i^arginal note from General Cxmuingliam’B liand in the copy of Beal’s
S’k'yu-h.yrUoh I obtained on the Bale of his library, shows that the veteran scholar had accepted this identifica-
tion.
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to light conclusive evidence as to the exact position of the various structures and sites described i)y

the Chinese pilgrims. In the meantime, I hope, the impressions gathered by a personal inspection of

the great Gangetic site will assist me when dealing with the ancient topography of Magadha in the

publication wliich my Introductory remarks referred to.
^ *

In concluding this account of my short tour in Magadha I feel it a pleasant duty to record my

sincere obligation for the manifold assistance I received from the local authorities. I owe the advant-

ages thus accorded to me mainly to the kind offices of Mr. E. W. Oldham, I. 0, S., Collector and

Magistrate of Gaya, who, himself deeply interested in the history and antiquities of South Bihar, spared

no effort to facilitate my movements and enquiries within the short time at my disposal,

NOTES ON THE SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, K C.I.E., I.C.S.

(^Continued from Vol. XXJX, jp, 387.)

Hand. — A bright open brass hand tops the saddle of many Neapolitan'cab-horses and a

small hand in gold, coral or silver open, or with horned and figged fingers, guards many a

Neapolitan girdle and watch chain.

The hand wards the evil glance not because it is a symbol of the Almighty or an emblem

of ]ustice^2 or a type of the Prophet Muhammad and his fii’st four successors in the post of

calipha or viceroy. But; because the hand is one of the greatest guardians, the hand is the

chief of weapons and of tools, the great bread-winner, a sign-centre among early tribes more

useful than the tongue. Open brass hands with a hanging eyelet were amulets against

the Evil Eye in use among Egyptians, Etruscans, Greeks and Romans.^® Perhaps the oldest

sign of luck is the open red hand on the wall of the Dordogne cave in Central France. Ameri-

can Indian chiefs had the mark of an open red hand woven into their robes. In India, a red

right hand may be seen stamped on the festive shoulders of both Hindus and Musalmans. In

Europe, the red hand has been raised to honour as the sign of the British baronet, of the Pro-

vince of Ulster, and of the Sultan of Constantinople. Among Hindus the carved hand is

worshipped as the sign of the sati or pure widow Both Musalmans and Christians have been

able to continue hand worship, Musalmans by, among Sunnis, treating the thumb as the Pro-

phet and the four fingers as his four successors ;
and among Shiahs as the Prophet, his daughter

the Lady Fatimah, her husband Ali, and her two sons Husein and Hasan. Christians have

continued the worship of the hand either by making the open hand the sign of power and

justice and so of the Almighty or by considering the hand with three stretched fingers a symbol

of the Trinity.^® The guarding power of the hand is increased by making it take certain shapes.

Of these shapes the Italians recognise and employ three. The fig-band, manii fica (supposed

to be of phallic significance), that is, the thumb tip pointing down and grasped between the first

and middle fingers. Among tlie Romans and western Latin nations this gesture was known as

12 The Egyptian hand of Justice was the left'hand. According to Apuleius (A. D* 150} in the procession of hsis

the fourth noble carried the emblem of Justice, the left haud, with the palm open, which on account of its natural

inactivity and its being endowed with neither skill nor cunning has been judged a more fitting emblem of Justice

than the nght hand.

13 Examples are figured in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 241.

n According to King {The Gnostics, p. 222 and note 1) the Br&hmans considered the open hand an emblem of the

argha or yom.
15 Compare the sixth century mosaic from Eavenuain north-east Italy figured as No. 107 in Mr. El worthy’s

Evil Eye, p. 24S, and the haud raised in ecclesiastical blessing with the thumb, first and second fingers-outstretcherl.

The Gipsies say

“

When the Golden Hand shines out of the clouds over two lovers it means good luck,” gee
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tlie fig-hand because the fig is phallic. The name fig-hand is iii use in Italian, Spanish and

French, and, though the name is not used in Germany and England, the gesture is understood.^®

Like other eTil-scaring gestures to thrust forward the fig-hand against any one was a gestiure

of abuse since it implied that the person against whom the sign was made was, or was haunted

by, an evil spirit.^7 second guardian hand in south Italy is the horn-hand, manucornuia, witd

the first and fourth fingers straight, and the thumb, middle and third fingers bent to the palm

and clasped by the thumb.^® A third guardian hand, the priest’s blessing hand, has the thumb

and the first and middle fingers straight and the third and little fingers doubled. This hand which

is worn at watch chains is a pre-Christian amulet.^® It is called manu ^antea or combine Land

hecanse on it are collected many guards against the Evil Eye. Tlie interest of this combine hand,

like the south Italian earthen-'ware discs covered with close-packed guardian shapes, is that the

figure of each guardian, whether painted, carved or embossed, adds his share to the virtue of

the whole. The rude but clear focusing of virtues on these hands and discs shows how, under

more elaborate management, the greater deities have gathered to themselves local guardians and

inheriting the fame of the local guardians have continued them as symbols. Like the pantea

or all-focusing hand, rural guardian influences leaving their homes in stream, stone, tree and

beast centred in one human shape which gathering to itself every influence became Pan or

Alh^o Another guardian use of the hand was to shoot out the middle finger, doubling the others

back into the palm. The middle finger so shot out was either a phallus or a horn. It came to

be called the infamis, that is, the ill-famed, or the imptidicus, that is, immodest finger, because

shooting it against any one implied that the person shot against was a devil or was possessed.^^

Honey. — As the early man’s food, as a source of liquor, and as a healer, honey has a

virtue which secured it an early place among the protectors against the Evil Eye.22

Theodore "Watts’ “ The Dukkeripen ” in Myer’a Poefs of the Century^ p. 270. The Moors carved an open hand over

the great gate of the Hall of Justice in the Alhambra in Spain. Figured in Elworthy, The JSvil JEyey p. 246. Accord-

ing to Bassett {Legends and Superstitions of the Sea^ p. 14, and Frontispiece) the Arabs did not always think of

the hand as a guardian influence. They said any ship venturing on the Atlantic was stopped by the huge hand of

Satan rising out of the water to seize them.

16 Compare Dean Bamsay’s Ueminiscence, quoted below. The Talmud (Jewish) variety of the fig-hand is to

place the thumb of the right hand m the left hand and the thumb of the left hand in the right hand. Compare

(Schwab’s Talmud de Jerusalem^ p, 456) :
— “ If in entering a city you fear the Evil Eye place the thumb of the right

hand in the left hand and the thumb of the left hand in the right hand and say, ‘ I am of the race of Joseph on which

the Evil Eye has no effect.’ ” Here the phalho thumb seems to be considered as a spirit-home rather than as a spirit-

scare, and so the thumb was veiled to prevent evil spirits entering through it.

IT The practice and the meaning of * shewing the fig ’ among the Italians of Greater Greece suggests an explana-

tion of the Greek suhophantes literally fig-shower bub meaning sycophant or tale-bearer. The ordinary explanation

that the hateful character got its name from informing on persons who evaded the duty on figs is admitted to be

a maning-making of little more value than a pun (compare Liddell and Scott’s Greek Dictionary s. v.). The South

Italian practice of shewing the fig— that is, the fig-hand— to keep off an evil influence, suggests that the sense of the

word sukophanies or fig shower is the man who forces one to show the fig, that is, either a phallus of fig-wood or the

fig-hand.

18 In a Eavenna sixth century mosaic the Almighty is shewn as a hand piercing the clouds, the first and fourth

fingers pointed as in the manu cornuta. See Fig. 1 IS. Elworthy, The Soil Eye, p. Fig. 115 [op. cU, p. 267)

shews a Hindu goddess with the right hand m the manu cornuta attitude.

Elworthy, The Evil Eyej p. 300,

28 These details illustrate two laws
; (a) that the virtue of charms grows by massing them ; (b) that the local

guardian, losing his individuality as a healer and saver, merges into the younger wider-ruling deity and thus, undet

the title of symbol, securer a dim and doubtful oontmuanoe of worship. In connection with these two laws it may
be suggested that such merged local guardians are called symbols, that is, things thrown together, because by those

who have the spread of the religion at heart as many as possible of the earlier local guardians are merged m the new

g aardian, so that together they may supply the attributes aud draw the worshippers required to secure steadiness to

the newly established throne,

21 Hare's Cities of Southern Italy, p. 11, says :
— ** The most popular antidote to the Evil Eye in Italy is a

little coral hand with one finger st "etched out, the hand of Saint Jennaro, with which the shops at Naples are full.

These charms are specially in request whenever Vesuvius is in a state of eruption.”
22 Compaxe Story’s CasiU ofSt, Angleo, p. 206,
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Horn. — The horn, the glory and the guardian of so many of the nobler animals, would

raise in men an early feeling of worship. To this respect experience added the healing

virtue of horn in cases of spirit-possession, burnt, soaked into hartshorn or drunk in fine

scrapings to drive out a witch-sent spirit.^s These two sources of worship have combined to

make horn a leading scarer of evil spirits all the world over. Among the Romans a horn was

the symbol of good luck, bonus eventus, Macrobius (A. D. 350
)
says :— Nothing is so powerful

to avert evil as horn. ”24 The horn of plenty is a widespread amulet among the peoples both of

northern and of southern Europe.25 Perhaps from its value as a sudorific and therefore an

antidote to the feverishness caused by the breathless and parching Scirocco wind horn has

gained and kept in South Italy the highest place among guardians.2® A hand grasping a horn

forms one of the nine elements in the compound Neapolitan amulet the cima-ruta or ruespray.27

In South Italy, the word horn of itself drives off or prisons the evil glance. The name horn is

given not only to the ox horns that guard crofts, fields, dwellings and vegetable shops2®; to the

ram and goat horns that save the stock of the wine-seller; to the stag or if possible elk horns

that guard the stores of the grocer and druggist
;
and to the natural horns miniatured in coral,

gold, silver, mother-of-pearl and lava and worn at the girdle or watch chain. The name horn is

extended to crab and lobster nippers, to cock spurs, to the claws of birds and to the teeth of

animals including tigers’ teeth and boars* tushes. Even horse-shoes, half moons, and shapes

probably originally phallic are known as horns. Finally the favourite Neapolitan guardian

hand, the first and the little finger stiff and the middle and third bent to the palm and clasped

by the thumb is known as manu cornuta^ the horn hand.2®

As in the case of the Hand and the Horse-shoe the virtue of horn amulets and charms

has been traced to their being symbols of the horns of the Moon and so connected with the worship of

Diana perhaps with the worship of Isis. But as has been noticed above the virtue of horn passes

behind the symbol stage and has an unborrowed guardian power as the protector of animals and as the

healer of sickness. Horn is honoured in countries where neither the name of Diana nor the name of

Isis has ever been known. It may not be safe to say that the belief in the guardian virtue of animal

horns is older than the belief in the guardian virtue of the moon’s horns. Still it seems safe to say

that the origin of the two beliefs is distinct and that the iron horns and crescents found among the

Ashantees in West Africa are in origin unconnected with moon worship and represent the brow and

horns of an ox, a favourite and widespread crop-guard and scare.^o That in the high religion of Egypt

23 Compare Murray’s “ Handbook of Spain” m Elwortby, The Evil Eye, p. 23, note 43.

2* Neville Rolfe, Nafles in ihe Ni>neties, p. 58. In Ladakh, in Central Asia, ram’s horns are fastened to fruit-

trees. Trees so guarded yield wonderful crops of fruit. In North India, pieces of jackal and antelope horn are worn

to keep off the Evil Eye. Crooke’s Popular Religion of Northern Indiai Yol. II. p, 33.

25 Compare Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, Yol. II. p. 872. Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 263.

23 The scrapings and raspings of the horns of the common male deer arc used in decoctions : hartshorn jelly is

nutritive and is given in diarrhoeas
, the white earth made from calcined hartshorn is used in dysenteries : and to

lighten labour pains . the salt of hartshorn is a great sudorific and is given in fevers with success. Encyclopedia

Britannica, “Hartshorn.” Horn is largely used as a medicine in India, New Guinea, Madagascar, and South

Africa.

27 Neville Rolfe, Naples m ihe Nineties, p. 54 Mr. Rolfe compares {op. cit.) Zedekiah (2 Chronicles, xviii. 10)

presenting the king of Israel with horns of iron in token ho would win if he went to battle to Ramoth Gilead.

28 Is the horn of an ox of the homestead which Homer’s fisher oasts into the sea as he lets down with a long rod

his baits for a snare to the little fishes below, merely a bob or float or does the floating horn keep off the evil influences

which might hinder the fishes taking the baits ? Butcher and Lang’s Odyssey, Book XII.

29 The horn hand keeps off the risk that attends the mention, e\ en the thought, of an ill-omened person.

Compare Crawford’s Saracinesca, p. 210 :
— “ The old Marquis made the sign of the horns with his forefinger and

little finger as though to protect himself against the sinister influence invoked by the mention of the hated Count

Spiooa.” The sense of the widespread saying, that an injured husband should wear horns, seems to be the husband’s

special need of protection against the Evil Eye. Its glance would naturally effect a lodging in one so faint-hearted

as the nature of his misfortune shows the husband to be.

so The Ashantee field crescents are figured (No. 88) in Elworthy, The Eye, Evil, p. 215. The tribes of the West

Nile keop the Evil Eye from their crops by sticking the bleached skull of an ox on the end of a pole. Berghoff,

Pall Mall Gazette, May 1st, 1899, p. 2. The same practice p* evails among the wilder tribes of Western India.
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early local crop-guarding animal horns may be assimilated as moon-horns and symbols of Isis illus-

trates the special interest of the study of the Evil Eye, namely, that the charms and amulets are worn

from their personal and original virtue against evil influences and not from the dim and reflex honour

of being symbols of some elaborate far-reacliing faith.^i

Horse, — Three experiences combine to make the horse a leading guard against the Evil Eye.

To horse-owning peoples his willing strength, intelligence, spirit and devotion make the horse a

guardian of the liigher or self-sacriflcing type. Among tribes to whom the horse is strange his size,

power and fury make him a fiend requiring and rewarding the process of squaring. To all who have

dealings with the horse his nervousness, his delicacy, his liability to strange sweatings and other sudden

sicknesses shew that the horse is a favourite home for spirit-influences and that against such influences

lie requires special protection. In most countries of Europe a horse-head is a favourite scarf pin or

other personal decoration.^s A brass rearing horse is a common guardian on a Neopolitan saddle-

bow. The sense is, the horse is a favourite Evil-Eye house and this shining, capering coUar-horse

draws the Evil Eye and saves from its influence the horse on whose collar it gleams. Again, the

liorse is a scare because the horse is a guardian. Horse-heads and stuffed horses ornamented tlie

approaches to early German places of worship and to Tartar tombs.^^ Besides his value as a servant

and instrument the horse, to the tribes who knew him well, was a healer. Among the Romans

a horse-tooth kept evil influences from a teething child, his foam cured itch, earache, galls and

women's diseases, the ashes of his dung staunched blood and healed sores, and horse urine mixed with

the water of a forge cured madness.^ In England, to pass a child under the belly of a piebald liorse

cures whooping cough.^s jxi Ireland, a wound heals if the wounded part is put in a horse's mouth.^6

In India, one sickness or form of possession the horse is believed to cure is barrenness.^7 Of the class

of horse-worshippers who reverence the horse because he is strange to them the early tribes of India?

tbe American Indians, and the people of the Solomon Islands are examples To those who are

familiar with the horse, its nervousness and liability to sudden sickness and sweating make the horse

seem a specially favourite spirit-home and therefore to require particular protection. It is perhaps

because climatic influences affect their horses with sudden sickness, like the stroke of the land wind so

harmful to horses in some parts of India, that the Neapolitans are specially careful to guard and

adorn their horses.

Horse-shoe. — The horse-shoe combining the guardian virtues of iron, of the horse, and of the

hoof of the horse whose parings burnt or soaked are not less sovran against spirit-possession than

hartshorn, is an universal guard against the Evil Eye.39 In England (1660), it was common to nail

Similarly the corner brass-plated wooden horns of the Jewish altar (Exodus, xxvii. 2) and the stone corner

horns in classic altars seem to have their origin in such animal horns as adorn and guard local shrines in India,

Afghanistan, Belnohistan and Persia. Compare Crooke’s Popular Religion ofNorthern India, Vol. II. p. 255.

King, The Gnostics, p. 158. (Among Greeks and Romans) the horse’s head was a favourite device for signets.

King considers the horse-head as a memento mori, and compares the death head so much in fashion in Cinque-cento

jewellery. The value of both horse and death heads seems to be neither symbolic nor moral but as spirit-homes.

Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, "V ol. TI. p. 630, notices how ruling a belief was the worship of the horse among
Celts, Teutons and Slavs. The respect continued in the practice of hanging horse-heads about stables to keep off

night hags and cattle plagues. It remains in the carved horse-heads on the roofs of dwellings in Saxony.

Pliny, Natural History
^
Book xxviii. Chaps, 11, 16, 17, 19 : Book xxx. Chap, 16,

*** Henderson’s Polfclore, p. 143. 56 Scott’s Border Minstrelsy,'^, 480,

Compare Crooke’s Topular Religions of Northern India, Vol. II. p. 207. The horse’s power to cure barrenness
seems connected with the belief held by Indian MnsalmSns that the horse is the pure male, ^altha marad, that is, that

the horse is the only male animal who has no bodily signs of the union in him of the two sexes.

53 Horse worship is notable among the hill tribes of Gujarfit and the early tribes of the Central Provinces who
own no horses. Compare Hislop’s Tribes o/t?ie Ceiitral Prownces, pp. 3, 7, ^nd 21. The American Indians to whom
the horse was a stranger at once worshipped Cortez’ horse as the god of thunder (Bancroft, Vol. III. p. 483). In 1898
the first horse was brought to the Solomon Islands. The horse was towed ashore over a coral reef with immense
difficulty. The Natives shewed the greatest dread of the gigantic creature and could not be induced to go near it.

Soon the horse became unmanageable and wandered at will, a terror to the neighbourhood. A month or two after
arrival, to the intense relief of the Natives, the horse died. Solomon Island Report, 1898-99, in Scotsman, 9th
November 1899.

^ In Ireland the hoofs of a dead horse were held sacred. Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. p. 305..
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hor&e-slioes on the thresholds of doors to prevent pitches entering the house In Somerset, horse-

shoes are still fastened over house doors to prevent a witch overlooking a house."**! In Italy, a horse-

shoe is worn on the watch chain along with a coral or metal horn to guard against the Evil Eye,"''^ In

the case of tlie horse-shoe as in tlie case of horn the value of the study of the Evil Eye is that the

articles winch control the influence of the Evil Eye owe their worship to their antiq[ue and personal

virtue as guardians and not to any borrowed lustre which their crescent shape may seem to draw from

being a symbol of the Moon. The value of the horse-shoe passes behind the late stage of religion

when all crescent shaped guardians are grouped under the crescent spirit which again is made a symbol

of some later and more general deity. Such shapes as the horse-shoe, even when absorbed as symbols

,

bring their guardian virtue with them ; they do not draw their guardian virtue from the deity to \vhich

they are attached as symbols or attributes. It follows that in his relation to earlier local guardians the

younger deity is a compound amulet w'hich, under the name of symbols, emblems and attiibutes, draws

to itself the virtues as well as the w’oishippers of earlier and more local guardians.

Huncliback. — The hunchback or gobo is a popular protector against tlie Evil Eye in South

Italy, either as a four-inch brass figure On cab or cart horse saddles or as a minute image in silver^

coral, mother-of-pearl or lava fastened to the watch chain or girdle. Hunchback figures were worn

as amulets in Egypt and Phoenicia and are now worn in Constantinople. Indian belief,

probably an early belief, is that the cause of a child having a hunchback is that some spirit has taken

a fancy to the child before or after birth and making his abode in the child disfigures it so that no

human may be tempted to fall in love with the child and rob the spirit of the child’s affections. In

return for the possession of his loved dwelling the spirit in the hunchback sees that no lU-luck befalls

the child’s home. Some rich families in Bombay believe they ow'e their success to the luck of having

a hunchback child. The hunchback Punch has a spirit-lodger who supplies his special stores of wit

and wisdom. The gambler before entering the gaming house loves to touch the hump of a hunchback

that any iU-luck in the gambler may pass into the hump. It is because the hunchback is a favourite

spirit-home that a small image at the watch chain or girdle turns the evil glance from the w'earer to

itself. The image supplies the w’earer with the protection wiiich in former times the company of his

dwarf secured to the king.

Hyeena. —Tlie skin from a hyaena’s biw is W’orn in Italy to keep off the Evil Eye.*^**" His mad

laughter, his fondness for graveyards, his odd appearance, his dislike of the light combine to make the

liyfcna seem possessed. The Buda blacksmiths of Abyssinia w’ere supposed to turn into liyivnas.^^ The

natives of the Egyptian Soudan fear to shoot a hygeiia lest they should commit a murder.*!®

Incense. — In Italy, the fumes of incense are used to cure the Evil Eye.***^

Iron. — The importance of iron as a charm has been noted in a previous paper. The unique

spirit-scaring power of iron is sliew’ii by the dread and dislike of iron attributed to even the highest

guardians.^®

Key, — The key is an old amulet shewn in miniature in the Bologna Etruscan museum.^® In

Scotland, a key is still applied to the back of a child's neck to stop bleeding at the nose. The root of

the key’s virtue is probably its guardian power as a tool and as the protector of what is closed. Its

shape would add a phallic virtue. In tlie liiglier religions the key became a symbol of the greater

guardians to whom belong the openings of life and death. Isis, Diana, lanus, and St, Peter hold

keys. One of the nine elements in the Neapolitan cliild’s charm, the rue-sprig or cima ruta, is a key.^®

Aubrey’s MiscellanCesj p. 140. Elwortliy, The Evil Eye, p. 218. Op. dt p. 220.

*s Op. cit. p. 331. ** Op. cit p. 21. Op. cit p. 28.

*6 Berghoff in Tall Mall Gaaette, May 1st, 1S99. Story’s Castle oj St. Angelo,^ p. 206.

Useful notes on the spirit fear (including the guardian fear) of iron are given iu Elworthy, The Eiil Eye, p. 222.

Elwoi-thy, The Evil Eye, p. 353. Neville Eolfe, Naples in the Nineties, p. 54.
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Mask. — The Romans hung little masks, osdlla, of Bacchus on trees to keep off the

Evil Eye.51 ^ome Etruscan vases are studded with grinning inasks.^3 The favourite mask of the

ancient Romans and Greeks was the Gorgon or Medusa face, at first terrible, dripping gore, with

snake tresses, a nightmare of hate and pain
;
then through the glamour of the sixth and fifth

century smile, passing to a face of sadness and beauty, the tresses sometimes snaked, sometimes

plain, sometimes twisted in horns.^^ That the meaning of the Medusa’s face on Athene’s

buckler was neither ornament nor to turn enemies into stone, hut to house or prison infiueiices

that might annoy or damage the deity, is shewn by the ever-recurring Medusa head in Etruscan

(B. 0. 1200-200) funeral monuments and over Etruscan house doors to keep away evil spirits.^^

The beautiful Medusa faces carved on the bucklers and graves of many of the imperial statues

(A.D. 300) in Rome and INaples were likewise to guard the wearers against evil influences,

as were the Snnface and other badges that marked and guarded the Roman legions.^^ With

the history and interest of the Medusa face in ^Testern Asia and in East and South Europe the

history and interest of a guardian human face in India closely corresponds. These guardian

faces are found all over India and their use extends in time from the earliest rock-cave or part

Greek remain (B. C. 250) to the latest Brahmanic, Jain or other Hindu temple or public building.

The guardian face has many names: Kirtimtd'h, that is, Rumour or Eameface; SinghmitM,

Hornface
;
SinlmuhJi, Lionface

;
Siinjamuldi, Sunface. These faces vary in character. The

Rumour a round fierce human face and the Sun a round kindly human face may owe some of

their character to Greek or Roman influence. But the Lion and Horn faces with horns,

goggle-eyes and fierce open mouth and tushes that curving sideways mix with whiskers

and pass into flowing festoons of spray and leaf seems a local fancy rising from the tree

through the animal to the human. These faces look out coarse and ugly from the roof-tree

and eave ends of modern Hindu temples. But they gain interest and refinement in the Jain

temples of the seventh to the eleventh century A.D., filling the ceiling corners, which unguard-

ed are so apt to become a haunt of evil spirits, embellishing the flat keystones of the cross-cor-

nered domes, and grinning or frowning from belts round the richly carved temple shafts, from
the paved floor at the entrance doors, and from the slab in front of the shrine door. In all

these positions, though the usual answer is that the Horned Head is for show, an occasional

priest or worshipper more intelligent or more outspoken will furnish the true explanation,

namely, that the horned head is carved in those places to keep off evil spirits or to keep off the

fii Yirgil G-eorgios, Book IT. v. 889 “To thee, Bacclius, sott (that ib, waxenj masks hang from tke loity pine.”
The phallus was similarly hung to guard fruit-trees. Elworthy (T/ie Eiil J^ye, p. 148) suggests that masca may be
lasca or phallus with the general sense of amulet. According to Grimm ^Teutonic Mythology, Vol. Ill, p. 1045)

“In the old German laws the notion of a sorceress and a mask meet. Siriga quod est masca, a witch which is a mask. ’

Grimm (op. cit. Jol. III. p. 1082) w^ould refer the w^ord mask to the Italian mascliera, masticate, because the witch
devours children,

52 Compare the Annbis Vase figured in Dennis, Cities of Etruria, Vol. II. p. 318.

55 Valuable information and figures of tbe different Mednsos are given in Elworthy’s The Evil Eye, Compare the
tusked loUing-tongned Etruscan Gorgoneion. Dennis, Cities of Etruria, Vol. II. p, 221 ; also Vol. II.'pp. 441-443.

Miss Margaret Symonds, The Story ofFerugia, pp. 271, 273, 2/5. Miss Symonds says (p. 273) - “The Etruscans
commonly used the Medusa to keep away evil spirits. Her face is usually calm and often lovely.” Jn one instance
it is calculated to strike terror as well as admiration. Dennis (Cities of Einma, Vol. II. p. 343) notes in the inner
chamber of a tomb near Cbiusi a wall painting of a hideous mask or Gorgon’s face with tongue hanging out. In the
case of the Medusa as in other instances the scare was also the house. Both in the European Medusa and in the
Indian Fame Faoe the open months and staring squint eyes of certain of the masks are to house rather than to scare
Compare Figs. 30 and 40 in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 148.

53 According to Mr. Elworthy, The EvU Eye, p. 178, these badges were to defeat the glances of the enemy.
In addition the brilliant badges of the legions would draw to themselves and so imprison not only the evil glances
of the foe but the crowd of ancestral spirits that came to help the hostile army and also the spirits of the spells
wliioh the enemy’s, sorcerers had woven against the legions. King {The Cnoshes, Plate X. cut 5, and p 293)
figures a Gorgon’s Head with the legend “ 1 protect Ehoro mandares ” (some Persian or Armenian), ’hg addsl--
“This inscription is- most important as it explains why the Gorgoneion is so frequent a personal decoration bein*.
reputed the most efficacious of amulets,”

’ °
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Evil Eye.®® In addition to the Horn heads and other building protectors, the mask figures

in two important branches of Hindu worship in their temples and in their homes. In most

temples the leading image is of stone, and on certain great days over the stone face is drawn a
metal mask of brass, silver or gold according to the sanctity of the day or the wealth of the

shrine. Metal masks are also common among Hindu honsehold gods, some kindly and smiling

to represent the leading guardians, others savage and fierce night-mares in brass to house some

dead and hostile member of the family who causes them terror and sickness.®^

Milk.— Story mentions milk first among articles used in Italy to overcome the EvilEye,®^

Mirror. — It has been said above that the shadows in mirrors caused fear to those to whom
mirrors were strange but that mirror-shadows ceased to cause fear when they wxre seen to be

mere surface reflections. This view is correct in drawfing a contrast between the mirror and

the eye. Still, even after its newness ceases to cause dread, the mirror has an interest and a

virtue as a spirit-home. Spirits go into the mirror, the home of reflections and shadows, and

are housed and contented. Again, the mirror may be filled ^Yith the guardian sunlight and

flash like a search-light and scare evil influences. In Northern and Western India, fragments

of mirror are worked into women’s robes, and by flashing the blessed sun scare evil influences.

Thumb rings have a piece of mirror set in them to house and to scare. In Scotland, mirrors

are veiled after a death : in Bombay, among both Hindus and Musalmans, mirrors are veiled at

night. In both practices the sense is to prevent evil spirits passing into the mirror. The

interest of these practices is their earliness, the feeling that even if housed the influence does

not become guardian but remains hostile and dangerous.

Monkey.— In China, monkeys are kept at the entrance to cattle sheds to keep off the Evil

Eye.®®

Mouth. — The month as the chief entrance is a leading home and prison for evil influences.

Among the Classic Greeks and Latins masks with open mouths, with or without lolling tongues,

were leading evil traps. The importance attached to the open mouth appears in the Italian

stones carved into front human faces and with an open month the w^hole known as hoca or mouth.

Holed stones which are hung near windows to keep off the Evil Eye in the villages near

Amalfi in South Italy are called pietro bocata or mouthed stones. It is the same belief that evil

influences are drawn to them and do not come out again that makes holed stones luclcy in

India, in England, and over most of the world.®®

Nail. — From its material which gives its control over spirits and from its imprisoning

the evil spirit which has been passed into it when it is driven into some sacred tree or building

an iron nail, even the word clefigere, drive (a nail) home, is a leading guardian against the Evil

Eye.ei

With the ludian foliage-tushed and leafy-whiskered Horn Face compare in Taormina, a Greek (E. 0. 600-200),

a Eoman (A. D. 100-400), and later (1000-1400) a Saraoenic-Norman town, about thirty miles south of Messina in

Sicily some curious carved heads. One of these m a palace in the south-west corner of, the cathedral square pro-

bably of the early seventeenth century a puff-cheeked goggle-eyed face with open grmniug mouth. And from each

corner of the mouth a tu&k circling into hoin-like points with otLer tushes stretching sideways and passing into

festoons of sprays and roses. Also bearing the balcony of a handsome perhaps fifteenth century dwelling on the

south side of the Corso Umberto caryated human heads with blown cheeks and goggle eyes and horns with open,

mouth and lolling tongues all notably like Indian heads. A remarkable flowing whisker and leaf head is carved

over the entrance to a mediasval palace in Girgenti in South Sicily.

67 With the mask as a home of the Hindu dead compare in Chiu&i in Etruria (Tuscany) in Italia the ashjars or

canopi with a human head as a lid which according to Dennis {Cities of^Wrur la, Vol. II. p. 308) were rough likenesses

of the dead.

68 Story’s Castle of St, Angelo, p. 206. Gray’s China, Vol. II. p. 58.

00 Compare Aubrey, England (1630) (Miscellanies, p. 140):— “A flint with a hole in it hung from the manger keeps

the night hag from riding horses.”

Cl Elworthy, The Evtl Eye, p. 329. Compare the scraping of a witch above the breath and the scraping of the

gum in toothache by a nail as a means to get into the nail the familiar of the witch and the gnawing tooth-worm.
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Numbers. — In South Italy, the lucky numbers 7, 8 and 9, even if spoken, keep away

the Evil Eye.®- Besides the guardian powers of certain numbers, cards with combinations of

numbers are worn because like patterns they puzzle and hold the Evil Eye.

Onion. — The onion is one of the charms worn in Italy to keep off the Evil Eye.®®

Palm, — In Southern Italy, palm leaves blessed at Easter are burnt to keep off the Evil

Eye.®^

Phallus. — The phallus shares with the eje the first place among guardians against evil

glances. Like the little masks of Bacchus phalluses made of fig wood were hung from fruit-

trees to keep off the Evil Eye. Among the Romans and Greeks one favouidte form of amulet,

hung fiom the necks of children, was a phallus or the phallic hand, that is, the thumb tip

caught between the first and the middle finger.®^ A phallus was hung from the triumphal car

to guard the conqueror. In Italy, Sicily, Greece and Egypt, the phallus was carved on

walls to ikeep off the Evil Eye.®® It was a favourite scare and symbol among the Egyptians,

the Phoenikians, and the Etruscans. In India, the phallus or Ungam is perhaps the widest

worshipped and most important of guardians, whether as a temple, a shrine or a family god, or

worn round the neck or upper arm as an amulet. In the form of the Satirica Sigua it is shown

over blacksmiths’ shops in Pompei.®^ The high importance of the phallus as a guard against

the Evil Eye among the Greeks and Romans is shewn by its name hashauos or fasomum, that is

phallus, meaning evil-scarer, as if the phallus was the fascinator that outfascinates the Evil

Eye. Among the Romans evil effects were prevented by merely saying the word fascinum or

in'a^fiscine. In a play of Plautus a young man who praises a girl’s beauty is reminded that to his

praise he should have added the word p'cefiscine,^^ The sense seems to be that the word fas-

ci'nim or the phrase me, beware of the fascinum, is addressed to any evil influences that

may have been tempted to seek a lodging in the beautiful girl. In a somewhat similar way
Germans avert from themselves the ill effects of selfboasting by the phrase unlervfen, you

(spirits) are not wanted. The difference between the force of the words jprcefiscine and unher-

ufen is that the Roman prcefische is of itself enough to scare evil influences since it embodies

the word fascinum before which no spirit can stand, wdiile to be effective the German suggestion,

you are not wanted, must be backed by a table-rapping accompaniment, an early music from

Tlie nail witli the evil influenco in it should then be driven into an oak. Aubrey’s, Miscellames, p. 138. Compare
also the value of the nad into which as into the cross the spirit of the crucified was believed to have passed. In
Republican Rome at the close of each 3 ear the spirit of the dead year was nailed into the wall of the temple of

Janus. In India, nails are diiven into the threshold to prevent the return of the angry dead.

Ehvorthy, The Evd Eye, p. 40 i. fis Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 21.

64 Hare’s Cities oj Southern Italy, p. 10. The u&e of palms to keep oft* danger is noted by Pliny, Naiural History,

Book Sill. 9, 2. It is because the palm is a guard .against the Evil Eye that winneis in games and warriors in

triumphs were given a palm, since the time of triumph is the time of special dangei from the Evil Eye. Greek
ladies in the dangerous time of child-birth guarded themselves from evil influences by holding a palm branch.

Staike’s TraveKers’ Guide, 1833, p. 78, note 1.

65 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 150, The shape of the babies’ coral keeps the shape of the old classic fascinum,

the Priapic symbol. Op. cit, p. 429.

66 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 155. In Pompei, an occasional phallus indicates the superstition of the Evil Eye.

A tavern has a large phallus towards the street to avert the Evil Eye. Hare’s Cities of Southern Italy, pp. 208, 212.

Dennis {Cities ami Countries of Etruria, Yol. 11. p. 119, and footnotes) holds that the object of carving the phallus on
city walls was probably to guard against the Evil Eye. The old Etruscan city walls give numerous examples, also

tombs in Etruria, Naples and Sicily. The Pelasgians worshipped the phallic Hermes and introduced his worship
into Greece.

6f Elworthy, The Etil Eye, p. 154.

68 Andrew’s Latin Dictionary, Prsefisoine ; Ainsworth, Op. di Ainswoith’s reference is Plantus’ Rnd, 2, 5, 4,

and Plautus’ Asin. 2, 4, 84. He translates '[ircpjiscine, “give me leave to say” or “I may say it in a good hour.” He
quotes from a Latin author. Before p: aising our forefathers said ‘preefisdne. This word warded envy or fascination.
It was an old opinion that one who praised himself over freely or beiug present was overpraised ran a certain risk of
fascluation (fascinum).
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whose sounds fiends flee.®® The origin of the power of the phallus to tarn aside the Evil Eye

has been traced to the mirth-provoking element in the indecent. Plutarch^® (Greece, A. D. 150)

says the efiicacy of objects that keeps off witchcraft depends on their strangeness and ridiculous-

ness which fixes the mischief-woiking eye on themselv’es.^^ That the strange and the ridiculous

attract spirits may be admitted. At the same time many of the articles which to the philosophic

and modern-minded Plutarch seemed strange and ridiculous were early guardians and spirit-

prisons, whose early worshipfulness was forgotten. Elworthy refers to the phallus as a comic

amulet and quotes Dodwell in support of the view that its 'oddness is what makes the indecent

useful."^ Still, like the eye, the horn and the horse the original connection of the phallus with

the Evil Eye belongs not to the time when the indecent was considered comic but to the early

stage of thought when the phallus was considered a great guardian home.^® That there is

nothing indecent or mirth-provoking in the early worship of the phallus is shewn by the solemn

and decent ritual connected with the accepted worship of the Indian UhgamJ^

Prayers, — A chief safeguard in Naples against the Evil Eye is to invoke the aid of

Nemesis, that is, vengeance, whose earlier characteristic was envy.^^ Other prayers which help

to turn the evil glance are the good prayers of those who do not gaze with admiration on or

bepraise others ; and the blessing of those who wish to inspire courage.’^®

Rites, — Under the head of rites for turning aside the Evil Bye may conveniently be

brought the rule of doing something unpleasant so as to dissemble good fortune. In Greece and

Rome and in Modern Italy, to do something unpleasant saved from the Evil Eye.^^ The doing

of something unpleasant is a form of the device of belittling, which is so useful a counteractive

to the poison of admiration. To avoid the risk caused by admiration the Hindu mother calls a

boy who is born after several children have died Stone or Dirt-heap or Girl, so that the hostile

spirit who has slain his brothers may think it not worth his while to attack the new child. In

England, in caressing children, scamp, rascal, witch and devil are used in the tenderest tones,

Mr. Story^® suggests that this abuse has its origin in an old faery dread. He compares the

abuse with the Corsican practice of applying to children the word rascal and outcast. The

Corsicans explain the abuse by saying that children are open to fascination if they are blessed

or praised. Indian parents who mark their infants’ faces with lamp-black when they take them

out of doors and Egyptian Muslim parents who dress their children meanly or smear their

faces with dirt to lessen the risk of the Evil Eye conform to the same rule.^® Other cases of

belittling are at Roman funerals the practice of mixing satire and ridicule with the praises of

the dead,®® and at triumphs of seating a slave beside the conqueror reminding him of death.

Also among northern nations the fool making fun of the king.

(To he continued.)

Rapping on wood is a spirit-scaring music. In Italy, before A. D. 550, when bells were first set m Christian

Churches, the sacred or scaring noise was made by beating wood. In Thibet, the spirit- soaring instrument at

Buddhist monasteries is a wooden gong.

Symposium, Y. 7, iu Elworthy, The Evil Eye^ p. 143. Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 148.

•^2
Oi>, cit. note 247. King {The Gnostics, p. 116) adopts the view that the diverting is the best guard. He

adds :
— “For such an end conld anything serve better than the strange absence and unlikely to be exposed phallus.''

^3 Among Hindus one of the family dead lives in the bouse Uhg ; some warrior or murdered man or woman live

in the shrine Uhg

;

some ruler or higb priest and his hosts of followers live in the temple ling.

Elworthy {The Evil Eye, p. 137) figures a man squatting and shewing his bare back ;
this he notes as an

instance of the comic indecent being useful against the Evil Eye, The more correct explanation of such figures

seems to be that the back parts, the os sacrum or holy bone, like other private parts, were held to have a guardian

virtue and so scared the Evil Eye. The Italian sailor shews his bare back to stop a contrary wind (Bassett, Legends

of the iSea, p. 142). The insult attaching to the exposure of the back or other private part, like the sense of other

abusive words and attributes, is that the person, before whom the parts are exposed, is considered as an evil spirit

0 r as haunted by an evil spirit.

75 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 21. 76 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 21.

77 Story’s Castle of St. Angelo. 78 Qp, cii. p. 160.

7S Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p, 193. Gibbon’s Decline aj d Fall, Yol. III. P- 53,
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NOTES ON INDIAN HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY,

BY J. F. FLEET, I.C.S. (Retd,), Ph.D., C.I.E.

Raktapura.

This town is mentioned in some inscriptions on stone at the Jain temple called Sahkhabasti

at Lakshmeshwar, — the head-quarters of the outlying talnka of the same name of the Senior

Miraj State, within the limits of the Dhilrwar district, — which purport to register charters

issued by the Western Chalukya kings Vikramaditya II. in A. D. 735, and Yijayaditya in

A. D. 730, and 7inajaditya in A. D. 687.^ And I have said that Raktapura appeared to be

another early name of Tiakshm6shwar itself

But the first two passages both assert that Yikramaditya IL and Yijayaditya, respec-

tively, made certain grants of land (at Lakshmeshwar) for the benefit of the Jain temple, —
called 'Sankhatirthavasati in one passage and SahkhajinSndra in the other, — of the city of

Pulikaranagara, when their victorious camps were at the town of Raktapura. Here, we

have Lakshmeshwar mentioned by its usual ancient name Puligere or Purigere, in the 8an-

skritised form of Pulikaranagara.^ It would be somewhat unusual that it should be mentioned

by a second name also in the same passages. It is not necessary that, for the kings to grant

lands situated at Lakshmeshwar, their camps should be either at that town or anywhere in that

neighbourhood.^ And Monier-Williams’ Sanskrit Dictionary gives rdkici as equivalent to laksM^

with the same meaning as alaMalca, My opinion, therefore, now is that Raktapura is simply

another form of Alaktakapura, equivalent to Alaktakanagarl
;
that is to say, that it was

another name for the modern Ait^ih, about twelve miles east-north-east from K61hapar.®

The Kdgali country.

The earliest mention that we have of this territory is in the Nilgund inscription of

the time of the Western Chalukya king Taila II., dated in A. D. 982.® The record speaks of

a certain Kannapa or Kennapa, • who , by the favour of Taila II., had been ruling parts of

the Banavasi province, namely, the Belvola three-hundred and the Purigere three-hundred,^

and *‘the land (that had the name) commencing with K6gali.’’ And, in editing it,

Prof. Kielhorn quoted a suggestion, made by me, that the word Kogaji might perhaps he

a mistake for the Keiigali of other records, the chief town of a five-hundred district. At

1 Vol. VII. above, p. 110, the third part of the record, lines 61 to 82, and p. 112, the second part, lines 28 to 53,

and the fourth part, lines G9 to 87.

2 jE. g,, Byn. KaQi, JDisirs. p. 304, note 6.

® The Sanshxitised forms Pnrikarapnra and Purikaranagara — (with r in the second syllable) — ooonr, the

former in the spurious Sudi grant (Ejg. Ind, Vol. III. p. 180, text line 67), and the latter in a Balagdmi record of

A. B. 1093 (see Bp. Ind. Vol. V. p. 243, note 8). It seems worth mentioning that, while the older form of the name
occurs, indifEerently, as Puligere or Purigere, and while — (with the usual change from p to 7i) Huligere occurs

freely in the later records, I oaunot quote a single case in which we have Hurigere, with the t in the second syllable

combined with h in the first.

* For instance, the VakkaUri plates of A. D. 757 record the grant by Klrtivarman II. of a village in the

Hfingal tftluka, Bh^rwfir district ; but, when he made the grant, his camp was at BhandAragavittage on the river

Bhimarathi, which is the ‘ Blmndarkowteh ’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 40 (1852), on the BhimA, in the SholApur
tAluka of the SholApur district, in lat. 17° 27', long. 75° 44', about twenty miles south-west from SholApur. And
again, when, m A. D. 91.

=1, the RAshtrakfita king ludra III. granted the villages of Tenua and Umbara in GujarAt,

he was at Hurnndaka [Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. 80c Vol. XVIII. p. 268) ; and Kurundaka is the modern KurnndwA^
near Kolhapur.

5 See Vol. XXIX. above, pp. 274, 277- 6 Yoh IV p. 204.

7 These two districts are spoken of in this record as “ the two thrae-hundreds/’— in a verse, in Sanskrit. The
more customary expression of this kind, m Kanarese prose at any rate, was “ the two-six-hundred,” meaning “the
two three-hundreds which together made up a six-hundred ;

” see, for instance, Vol. XII. above, p. 271, text
lines 7, 8.
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that time, however, I was not aware of the other references to the Kigali country which I

now give.

One of them is in an inscription of A. D. 1071 at Balagami in Mysore.® Here, we

have (line 33 a verse in the somewhat unnsnal Akkara metre, which runs

Eseva K6ga]i-nAd=olagana Tumbigereya mudana simey=olage

Mosalemaduvina paduvana simeyo[l=N]ag6svaram Svayaihbhu-nile(la)yam I

jasada Balipuravaradol Yogesvaram Hariharadityam Yassayanan^emba
pesara dSvaram d6valeyaiiigalamm=madisidar®=GgunagaIla-d6var ||

Translation :
— ^^Gunagalladeva founded (a temple of) Nagesvara (?) and an abode of

Svayambhu within the eastern boundary of Tumbigere in the beautiful K6ga].i country and

in the western boundary of Mosalemadu, and temples of the gods named YogS^vara and

Hariharaditya and Yassayana (/. e, Yahsayana, Yishnu) at the famous Balipura (Balagami) the

best of towDs.’^

The other is in an inscription of A. D. 1108 at Davangere in Mysore.^^ Here, we have

(line 21 ft) a verse in the Utpalamalika metre, which runs :

—

K6gali-n^dol=aggada Eadaihba-disayarad=agaraihgalol

dSgulakaih Jinriyalayakav=aravegaih kere bavi satrakam I

ragade tanna pannayada suibkadolaih dasavannav=ittan=i-

nt=^ garani=ullinam negarlda(lda) Bamm-arasarn guna-ratnad=agarani 1

1

Translation:— ^Tn the K6gaji country, in {various) places or abodes of the pre-eminent

region, the best of regions, of the Kadambas, the famous Bammarasa joyfully gave the

dasavanna^"^ on the whole of his own customs-duty of the pannaya,— to continue as long as that

tax^® should last, — for a temple and a shrine of Jina and a garden, and for a tank, a well

and an alms-house.’’

The fact that the K6gaji n§.d is thus mentioned in these two records at Balagami and

Davangere without any indication that it was a distant country, is a hint that it was some-

where not far from those two places
;
and the second record perhaps locates it, at that time,

in the Nolambavadi province, since it describes Bammarasa or Barmarasa as a Malidmdtya

and Aolicliiqmnndyadadhishpidyalca or superintendent of the cnstoms-duty called achcJmjymndya,

8 My Sanshriti and Old-Canarese Inscn^Uons, No. 159 ; and see Mr. Eice’s Mysore hiscriyHonSj p, 145. —
The name of the metre, Akkara, is specified in the original. For some schemes of the Akkara metres, see the Eov.

F. Kittels edition of NOjgavarmayi’s Kanarese Prosody, p, 102 ft The present verse appears to be a Piriy-Akkara, or
“ great Akkara,” though it seems not to answer quite exactly to the scheme there disclosed.

8 Read d^^vara d^vdlayayhgalaih mndisidar,

10 P. 8. O.-C. InscTs. No, 137 ; and see Mysore hiscrs, p. 18. The metre here distinctly marks the vowel of the

first syllable of the name Kogali as long.

n Disdyara is plainly equivalent to di<dvara.

Da<avanna seems to he the same as the modern dasava^ida or dasavanda, which has been explained by

Mr. Rice as meaning “land granted to a person for repairing or building a tank, on condition of paying in money

or kind one-tenth or some small share of the produce” (Mysore, revised edition, YoJ. II. p. 547), or “land granted

at one-tenth of the usual rates to a person in cousideration of his constructing or repairing a tank” (P^, Cam.

Vol. IV. Introd. p. 12). But here it seems to have more the meaning of one-tenth of the proceeds of the ^anndya-

customs. — In the word pannayada, the vowel of the second syllable seems to be only shortened by metncal

license. Lines 15^ 17, and 33 of the same record use, in prose, the usual form panndya, with the long d.

The word dgara, or that combination of alcsharas, occurs three times in this passage. In the first place,

it is the corruption of dgdra, ‘a house, a dwelling, a place.' In the third place, it is the iadhhiwa-

corruption of GJea/ra, *a mine.’ Here, in the second place, we must find a third meaning ; and we must evidently

divide, and take gara as used more or less justifiably (to suit the prGsa) for Jeara, * tax,’ — d garam, = r? laram, “that

tax;” the grant could, of course, only last as long as Bammarasa himself should continue to manage and receive a

share of the pannOya.
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wtio was ^‘goveming’^ or managing tlio p«w?2 fl 2/ct-ciistoins of tli© Nolambavadi thirty-two-

thousand by the command of the M(ihdsd7iuiut(idliipciti^ MohapTCtdlianci^ jBli(iwxs(ivcvgad€^ and

DandandyaJca Anantap^layya, a high official of Vikramaditya VI. And, with that hint as to

the neighbourhood in which to look, coupled with the actual occurrence of the name EI6gala

within a reasonable distance, it is easy to identify Mosalemadu with the modern Bd>gi-

Mosalaw&dj— "tli® Mosalwaud’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 59 (1828), in lat. 14° 36^,

long. 75® 57^— a town or large village in the Harpanhalli talnka of the Bellary district, about

ten miles almost due north from Davangere (the ‘Davankaira’ of the map), and Tumbigere

with the modern village of the same name, — the ‘ Toombegerry *
of the map,— two miles

on the west of R%i-Mosalawad.

Kdgaja, a large town or village in the Huvina-Hadagalli talnka of the same district, is

shewn in the same map in lat. 14° 56', long. 76° 13', twenty-eight miles to the north-by-east

from Ragi-Mosalawarl. If it does not actually represent the ancient capital of the KogaJi

mdy it at any rate preserves the name of the ancient district.!^ And the K6ga^ countrymay

now be identified with the Huvina-Hadagalli and Harpanhalli talukas of the Bellary district,

with perhaps also the inclusion of some territory more to the east, as Kogala is on the east

bank of the river Hagari.^® It lay immediately on the south-east of the Belvola and Purigere

districts. And the boundary-line was, doubtless, the river Tuhgabhadr^, as at present.

The Kaiiiyakal three-hundred district.^

The Kaniyakal three-hundred district is mentioned in the inscriptions of A. D. 10G4

and 1072 at the Jatihga-RtoSsvara hill in the MolakMmuru talnka of the Ohitaldroog district,

Mysore. And the general purport of the first of these records places it in the Nojambav^di
thirty-two-thousand province.

The records register grants that were made for the god RamSsvara of the Balgoti tirtha,

meaning, of course, the place where there stand the two shrines near which the records are.

By the first record, there was granted a village named Kijnya-pakivaduyafigi in the

pakivaduiuhke seventy in the Kaniyakal three-hundred. And by the other there was
granted the village of Baiiiiekal in the Kaniyakal three-hundred.

The Jatihga-RameSvara hill is shewn in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 59 (1828) as ‘Jetting

Ramishwar,' in lat. 14° 50', long, 76° 48'.i7 Kaniyakal, the town from which the three-

hnndred district took its name, is evidently the ‘Ounnaeull* of the same map, the ‘ Kanakallu’
of the Madras Manual of the Administration, Vol. HI. p. 766, and the ^Kan^kallu’ of Mr.
Sewell’s Xasf of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. I. p. 112; it is in lat. 14° 48', long. 77® 8', on the

n Mr. Sewell tells ns {Lists of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. I. pp. 107, 109), that there are remains and
inscriptions at both Edgala and E%t-MosalawM.— He has written the first name with the ordinary Z, Kogala ;

bnt we are probably qnite safe in snbstitnting the I, from the ancient spelling. — As regards the other name"
he has written it MasalavAda, with the vowel a in the first syllable ; bnt I think I am safe in substituting o[

from the Indian Atlas, endorsed as it is by the ancient record. As to the components of the name, — o'cigi, ‘ the
raOT-grain,' is of course a modem prefix, probably adopted to distinguish the place from another Mosalaw^S,
twenty-one miles almost due north of this one

;
marhi is doubtless the Kanarese word, which means ‘deep water, a

deep place in a nver, a pool, (the map shews a large tank at E^i-Mosalaw^d, with others on the stream
that feeds it), — and why it should have passed into vfiJa, ‘ a town or village,’ is not apparent

; mosale is

perhaps a variant of mosale, masale, ‘an alligator, a crocodile.’

I have not at hand any map that shews the eastern boundary-line of the two taiukas in question, separating
them from the Kfidligi taluka. — The Hagari river, mentioned here, is not to be confused with the Ohinna-Hagari or
‘ Janagahully’ river which skirts the south-east corner of the KMigi talnka, or with the large river Hao-ari or
V^davatl which flows through the Bellary tSluka.

*

Bp. I9id. Vol, IV. pp. 212, 214.

” In the preliminary edition of the revised quarter-sheet of the same map, N.W. (1895), the been
omitted.
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west bank of tbe Hagari or VMavati river, in the Raydurg talnka of tie Bellary district,
Madras, — twenty-two miles east-half-south from the Jatinga-RamSsvara hill. And Banuekal
is, no doubt, the ‘Bennacul ’ of the map, six miles on the north of ‘ Cnnnacull.’

Of the other two place-names no traces can be found in the map, whether with or without
the DSki and Kiriya-Daki, which seem to be prefixes representing the names of the founders of
tli« villages*^®

Ta^igaip^cji
; Dadigav^^L

Tlie Ohola records mention among the conquests of Rajakesarivarma-RAjaraja I., whose
reign commenced between the 25th June and the 25th July, A. D. 986,

a

country tbe name of

which is presented in them in the various forms of Tadiyavaji, in a record of his fourteenth

year,2^J — Tadivali, in a record of his sixteenth year,2i — Tadigaipadi, in a record of his

seventeenth year,22— and Tadlgap^di, in a record of his twenty-ninth year 2^ It is always

mentioned in connection with the well known Gaiigavadi and Nolambavadi countries. And
Dr. Hultzsch has told us that most of the inscriptions of Rajaraja L give the name of it in tbe

form of Tadigaipadi.24

We can now identify this country with a territory named Dadigav^^, which is mentioned

in an inscription at Koppa, on the Simsha river, — brought to notice by Mr. Rice, and referred

by him to ** ? about 1060 A. D./’ — in the l^ellikere or Nelligere h6bli of the Nagamahgala

taluka in the Mysore district.^®

The record, which is a short one in praise of an ascetic named Gohejabhattaraka, uses the

expression “Nolambavadi and this Dadigav^^i.*’ This plainly places Koppa itself, which is

sixteen miles towards the east-south-east from Kagamangala, in the Dadigavac^i country.

And we have another trace of the name of the country, with another village to be located in it,

in the name of the modern Dadaga, in the same hobii,— the ^ Dudga ’ of tbe Indian Atlas sheet

No. 60 (1828), — a village, with a fairly large tank, about ten miles towards the north-north-

west from N%amafigala. There are records at this place. And one of them 26 referred

by Mr, Rice to “ ? 1400 A. D.,” gives its original name as Dadiganakere, and claims antiquity

for it by describing it as an anddiy-agrahcira, ‘*an agrahdra that never had any beginning, an

agralidra that had existed from time immemorial.”

It seems, at first sight, rather curious that the Chola records should mention the conquest

of Dadigavadi in addition to the conquest ol Gahgavadi and Nolambavadi
;

because, the

Gahgavadi country being a ninety-six-thousand province, one would expect that it would

include the whole of southern and eastern Mysore outside such portions of it as were included

in the Nolambavadi tbirty-two-thousand. We know, however, that the numerical components

of the ancient territorial names greatly exaggerated the numbers of the cities, towns, and villages

in the provinces and districts.27 We must evidently accept the Da^gav^di country as a well

established division of Mysore, which is at le^st not necessarily included whenever mention is

made of the Gahgavadi country. And, looking to the two villages which, as pointed out above,

were plainly in the Dadigavadi country, and to the general topographical features, we may pro-

bably define it as a territory which was bounded on the e?3t by the Simsha, — on the south

We have DAM in the form DAkarasa in the illustratian to K^girAja’s BMarnanidaryana, shtra 62 (Hr.

Kittel’s edition, p. 75).

Ep. Jnd. Vol. VI. p. 24. ^ Souih-Hd. Inscrs. Vol. III. p. 6. Ibid. p. 105.

W Ibid. p. 11. P- 24. P- 5.

Sfi Ep. Cam. Vol. IV., Ng. 67 ; and see Introd. p. 13 : for the proposed date, see the translation.

« Tbid. Ng. 35 ;
and see Introd. p. 13 ; for the proposed date, seethe translation.

See Dyn, Kan. JDisirs, p. 298, note 2 ; also, Vol. XXIX. above, p. 277, note 18,
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by the KavSri, from where the 'Simsha joins it on the east to where the H^marati joins it on

the west, — and on the west by the H^mavati, up to about the point between Hole-Narsipur

and Chaunarayapatna where that river, flowing from the west, turns to the south. Probably

the northern boundary left the Hemavati there, and, following more or less the course of

the northern boundaries of the present Krishnarajap6t and Nagamahgala talukas, ran to the

'Simsha in the neighbourhood of Nellikere. And this would make the territory consist of a

well defined area, comprising the present KrishiiarajapSt, Nagamahgala, Mandya, Seringapatam,

and Malavalli talukas of the Mysore district. Whether it may be extended any further to the

north, remains to be seen when the records of the Hassan and Tumkur districts are available

for examination.

There is, no doubt, a connection of some kind or another between the Dat^gav^di

territory and the name of the fictitious Dadiga, whom the legends, embodied in the eleventh

century A, D. in the full Piir^nic and pseudo-historical genealogy of the Western Gahgas of

Talakad, would place in or about the second century A. D,28 But we can hardly imagine that

this territorial name, the existence of which is taken back to at any rate about A. D, 1000, was

derived from the name of an imaginary person whose alleged existence is first put forward by a

record dated three quarters of a century later. However, for the present we need only point

^out that, just as Gahgavadi means the country of the Gahgas, and Nolambavadi means “the

country of the Nolambas,” and Ratfcavadi means “ the country of the Rattas,” so Dadigav&di

seems to clearly mean the country of the D adigas,’’ and that the wcrd dadiga has themean-

ing of ‘ a man who bears a club, staff, or cudgel.’ We can carry the word back, as a personal

name, to just after A, D. 7fl4, in the case of a certain Da^igarasa, who was governing a ndd
or district, in which was Gudigere (within the limits of the Dharwa r district), under a Gahga
named Marassalba (and in Sanskrit Marasarva) who just at that time was claiming to exercise

paramount sovereignty in that part of the country.^® And it is possible that that Dadigarasa

may have been the original of the fictitious Dadiga. This, however, is all that can be said

a.t present on that point. For a later time, an inscription at Sudi, in the Roni tdluka of the

Dharwar district, mentions, with the date of A. D. 1113 or 1114, a certain MaMsdmanta Dadi-

garasa, son of Gundarasa, who was descended from Lokarasa, of the Baiivaib&a, lord of the
Da(Jigamai;iclala country.

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

BY M. N. YBNKATASWAMI, M.B.A.S.

No, 15, — The Too-punctilions Brahman^

A MOST punctilious Brahman once accidentally trod on a leaf that had been used as a plate,

‘Alas, alas, what have I done ?” said the Brahman, and proceeded at once to journey to Kasi
(Benares) to expiate the sin he had committed.

On the road he met a Sudra, of ^vhom he enquired his destination. “I am going to Kasi,” said

the Sudra, “So am I,” said the Brahman, and they began to journey together. At the first

halting-place the Sudra went to the hd%dr and purchased half a sir of rice and two pice worth of gM,
He cooked his rice and fried some rangapodi^ he had with him, and was *soon in a deep and long sleep

See Mr. Rice's Mysor&y rerised edition, Vol. I. p, 309 ff.

See an inscription at Giidigere, which will shortly be published in the Jiijpigra^phia Indica, Vol. VI.
1 [Stories against the Brahmans are as common in the South as in the North of India. Indeed, there would seem

to be everywhere a silent under-current of exasperation against the tyranny of caste, of which the Brahmans are
the impersonation. — Ed. ]

2 To make rangajgodi ; take some dried prawns, chillies, garlic, and salt and reduce the whole to powder in a
mortar.
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after his customary bath and meal. The Brahman also went to the hdzdr^ where he purchased rice,

pulse, gh% chillies, salt and turmeric and set to work to cook. But his ceremonies were so many that

when the Sudra had awakened from his sleep he was still at his meal. At last, after much cogitation,

the Brahman asked the Sudra how it was that he managed to get through his cooking and meals so

rapidly. ‘^O it’s all on account of the rangapodi which my mother made for me,” said the Sudra,

“"What is rangotpodi” said the Brahman, “Well, you had better try it,” said the Sudra, and

thereafter the Sudra was careful to let the Brahman have a ladleful of rangapodi at every meal. The

Brahman was delighted with so savoury an addition to his food, and by and by the rangapodi gave

out. So the pair started off to the hdzdr to get some ingredients for more. The Sudra led the way to

the Bestxwadi,^ where dried fish of all sorts were kept for sale. “What a stink!” said the Brahman,

“why have jou come here?” “For prawns for the rangapodi of course,” said the Sudra. “Prawns for

ihQ 7'angapQdif^ exclaimed the Brahman in great horror. “What have I been eating? For merely

treading oa a used dining-leaf I started to journey to Kasi, and here have I been eating prawns

!

O fate, fate 1” And he parted company with the Sudra, with a vow to eat no food for three days as

an expiation for his fresh sin.

On the third day he felt extremely thirsty, and begged a betel-nut from an old woman he saw

working at a spinning-wheel. She took one from her wallet and threw it to him. The Brahman

put it into his mouth and broke it between his teeth. “Well, you must have teeth of iron,” said

the old woman, “I got that nut at my wedding, I and my husband, my six brothers-in-law and

all their wives have tried our teeth on that nut and have never been able to break it.” Here

then was yet another sin, for which the Brahman determined^to go without food for a further day

and a half.

Continuing his journey the Brdhman, reached a city, and after buying some rice and pulse and his

other necessaries, asked where the Bapanamma^ resided. A house was pointed out to him and he went

there and asked the woman to cook his purchases sharp, as he was very hungry. When the most

welcome meal was finished he saw a barber’s case of instruments in the house and at the same time

qmte unsuspectingly asked the Bapanamma where her husband was. “At the palace,” she replied.

Then it flashed upon him that he had been directed to the barber’s house and had taken his meal at

the hands of the barber’s wife ! “0 what have I done now ? Surely Sam® is pursuing me. This

sin is greater than the others. I must make all the haste I can to reach Kasi and wash them all

away.”

So th« Brahman put his best foot foremost and soon reached the holy city one morning very early.

Now, he had no intention of paying the heavy fees demanded for purification in the usual form, and

so he took his way to the opposite side of the river and began his dippings and devotions at an

unfrequented spot. It happened that just at that hour and at that spot a large number of people were

consigning to the holy river the ashes of a cremated Madiga.® At the same time his wife was to be

formally made a widow. But out of the river arose the Brdhman, “Your husband come to life

again,” said the astonished people, “How fortunate!” “Nonsense,” said the Brahman, “I am not

her husband.” But it was of no use. The people were not to be robbed of the miracle, and the widow

was not going to lose her chance of being restored to the comforts of life: and thus the poor Brahman

was carried off in triumph to the woman’s house, where the marriage-booth was erected and before he

8 BestiwSdi is fclie the street where the fishermen live.

* Bapanamma, a BrAhmanl : one who will look after stray Brahmans. The point in the tale is that he was not

understood and the barber’s house, because the owner’s wife was named Bapannamma, was shown him,

8 Sani, the god of ill-luck.

6 Madiga, a shoe-maker ; being workers in leather the caste is a very low one.
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kneT7 Tvliere he was the mangalasnslro7 was tied round the woman’s neck and they were man and wife.

Thus the end of the Brahman’s scruples was that he had to become a Madiga,

A COMPLETE VEEBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PABTRIDaE, M.A.

('Continued from p. 79
.

J

Bengala (s.)
j

s. v, 65, i.

Bengala (n. p.) ;
s, v. Bengal, 64, i, s. v» Ben-

galee, 65, i, s. V, Chittagong, 157, i
;

ann.

1510 : s. V. Beiramee, 61, ij ann. 15] 1 : s. z?.

Ivling, 873, ii; ann. 1516: s. v. Bengal, 64,

ii, 3 times, 5. v. Orissa, 492, ii, s. v. Sugar,

655, ii; ann. 1522: s, v. Sumatra, 658, ii;

ann. 1541 : s. v. Peking, 526, i
;
ann. 1552:

5. V. Bengalee, 65, i, s. v. Chiamay, 145, ii

;

ann. 1553 : s. v. Comotay, 185, i, s. v. Cos-

petir, 202, i, twice, s, Goiir (c), 298, ii;

ann. 1561 : «. v. Cowry, 209, ii; ann. 1563:

t\ Eagle-wood, 258, ii, s. v!' Nard, 473,

ii, s, Vi Puttan, 565, ii
;

ann, 156? : s, v»

Typhoon, 723, ii; ann. 1568 ; s, v Arakan, 25,

i, 5. V. Delhi, 234, ii, s. v, Porto Piqueiio,550,

i; ann. 1569 : s.v. Porto Piqueno, 550, ii

;

ann. 1585: s. v, Cooch Behr^, 191, i; ann.

1586: 5. V. Patna, 520, i
;
ann. 1588: s, v,

Chinapatam, 778, i; ann. 1591: s.v. Calico,

113, i; ann, 1596: s.v. Porto Piqueno, 550,

ii
;
ann. 1598: s. v. Abada, 1, ii, twice, s. v,

Chittagong, 157, i
;
ann. 1602 : $. v. Malabar

(A), 413, i; ann. 1610 : 5. v, Kling, 374, i

;

ann. 1616 : s, v. Hoogly, 322, i, s. v. Patna,

520, i, s. i\ Poorub, 547, ii; ann. 1663 : s.v.

Neelgye, 476, i
;
ann. 1666 : 5, v. Hoogly, 322,

i, s. V. Moluccas, 441, i
;

ann, 1667 : s, v.

Juggurnaut, 356, ii
;
ann. 1673 : s. v. Patna,

620, i, twice; ann. 1676: s.v. Oossimbazar,

204, i, s. V. Mugg, 455, ii, s. v. Ruttee, 587,

ii; ann. 1690 : 3. v. Bengal, 64, ii, 4 times
;

ann, 1727 : s. v. Palempore, 836, ii
;

ann.

1767 : 5. V. Gentoo, 281, i, s, v. Moors, The,

448, i, twice
;
ann, 1860 : s. y. Non-regulation,

481, ii.

Bangala; ann. 1350 : s. v. Bengal, 64, ii.

Bengal Artillery
;

s. v. Dumdum, 254, ii.

Bengalas
;
ann. 1563 : s. v. Eagle-wood, 258, ii.

Bengal babbler
;

s. v. Seven Sisters, 616, i.

Bengale; 112, i, footnote; ann. 1345: v.

Sugar, 65t), ii; ann, 1516 : s. v. Burma, 101,
i

;
ann. 1586 : 5, v. Hing, 318, ii

; ann. 1610 :

s. V. India of the Portugese, 333, i
;
ann. 1664

:

s. V. Cowry, 785, ii
;
ann. 1665 : 5. v. Mustees,

462, ii, s. V. Aracan, 758, ii; ann. 1705 : 5. v.

Sicca, 633, i
;
ann. 1745: s. z?.Pandaram, 508,

i; ann, 1753: s. v. Kedgeree, 812, ii, s, v.

Cooch Azo, 783, ii, s. v. Muxadabad, 828, ii

;

ann. 1774 : 5. v. Overland, 834, i, twice.

Bengalee (language)
;
s. v. Gaurian, 800, i; ann.

1788 : s. V. Moors, The 448, i
;
ann. 1824 :

s. V. Bungalow, 99, i.

Bengalee (native)
;
5. v. 65, i, twice, s. v. Madras,

407, i, s, V. Opium, 489, i, s. v. Pig-sticking,

536, ii, twice, s. v. Bayparree, 763, ii; ann.

1855 : 5, y. Kuld, 378, ii.

Bengalen
;

ann. 1598 : 5, v. Porto Piqueno,

550, ii.

Bengalese; ann. 1807 : s. v. Jaggery, 341, i.

Bengal Florican
;

s. v. Florican, 270, ii.

Bengal hemp
;

s. v. Sunn, 661, ii.

Bengal gram
;

s. v. Gram, 300, ii.

Bengal Hurkaru
;

s. v. Hurcarra, 327, ii.

Bengali; 5.2?. Anile, 22, i, s. v. Baboo, 32, ii, 5. v.

Bearer, 58, i, s, v. Buckyne, 90, i, s. v.

Chuckerbutty, 166, ii, 5 . v. Godown, 291, ii,

s. V. Jompon, 353, i, s. v. Mugg, 455, i, 5. v.

Tiparry, 703, ii, s, v. Tucka, 716, ii, 5. v.

Veranda, 736, ii, s. v. Coolin, 783, ii, s. v.

Moonga, 825, i; ann. 1340: s. v. Satigam,

854, i
;

ann. 1552 : s. v. Bengalee, 65, i
;

ann. 1553: s. v. Cospetir, 202, i
;
ann. 1599,:

s.v. Serang, 615, i; ann, 1633: s. v. Bun-
galow, 98, ii; ann. 1830 : s. v. Qui-hi, 568,
i

;
ann. 1874 : s. zj. Tucka, 716, ii

;
ann.

^ MangaUMra. A oiroiilar piece of gold (tmj is tied round the neck of the bride by the bridegroom, and this
action completes the marriage ceremony, the marriage being thereafter indissoluble.
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1880 : V, Bainasammy, 573, i
;
ami. 1888 :

s. V, Telinga, 605, i
;
aim, 1885 : s. v, Mook-

tear, 824, ii.

Eeng'ili
j
arm. 1632 : s. v, Hoogly, 322, i,

Bengali; s, i\ Patchouli, 518, i; aun. 1610

J

s. V, Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Bengal]
;
ann. 1683 : 5. v. Bungalow, 98, ii.

Bengali
;

s, v. Moors, The, 447, i, s. v. Sola,

646, i; s, V, Vaishnava, 733, i.

Begalies; ann. 1780 : s. v. Banyan (1) b, 49, i.

Bengali
;
ann, 1666 : s. i\ Hoogly, 322, i

;
ann.

1678: 5. V. Hosbolhookhum, 807, ii
;

ann.

1679 : a. e;. Behar, 764, ii; ann. 1683 : s. y.

Interloper, 808, ii; ann. 1694 : s. v. Inter-

loper, 809, i; ann. 1698 : s. v. Zemindar,

748, i
;

ann. 1704 : a, v, Eoomaul, 582, i

;

ann. 1706 : s. v. Harry. 806, ij ann. 1767 :

a, V. Burrampooter, 101, ii.

Bengalla; ann. 1554: s. v, Sunda, 659, ii

;

ann. 1644 ; s, v, Hoogly, 322, i, twice
;

ann*

1711 : 5. V, Bungalow, 768, ii.

Bengallee; s, v. Saligram, 593, ii
;

ann. 1810 :

V. Cranny, 212, ii; ann. 1861 : a, v, Ameen,
i

11, ii.

Bengalliefi
;

ann. 1788 : s, v. Moors, The,

448, i.

Bengally; ann. 1804 : s. v. Palankeen, 504, i.

Bengal Madder
;

a, v, Munjeet, 457, ii.

Bengalore
;

a, v. Sanam, 597, i.

Bengalos; ann. 1553 : a. v. Cospetir, 202, i.

Bengal Quince
;

a, v, Bael, 35, i.

Bengals
;

5. v. Moors, The, 447, i
;
ann. 1772 :

5. i\ Hindostanee, 317, ii.

Bengi; ann. 1638 : s. v. Bang, 45, i.

Bengioi ; s. v, Benjamin, 65, i, twice.

Benguala; ann. 1516 : a, v, Gael, 108, i.

Benguela
;
ann. 1590 : a. v. Gong, 295, ii.

Beni
;
aun. 1487 : s. v. Fetish, 267, i.

Beniaga; ann. 1553 : 5, v. Lewchew, 392, ii.

Beniamin
;
ann. 1612 : s, w. Benjamin, 65, ii.

Benighted
;

a, v. Carnatic Fashion, 126, ii, a, i\

Madras, 407, i, s. v. Mull, 456, ii.

Benighted, The
;

s. 65, i.

Benin
;

ann. 1563: 5, v. Gaffer, 108, ii.

Benjamin
;

s. v. 65, i, s. i\ Java, 346, ii
;

ann#

1346: a, v, Java, 348, ii
;

ami. 1567: a.v.

Nipa (b), 480, i
;

ann, 1568 : a. i\ Mergui,

434, i
;

ann. 1585 : s. v, Cayolaque, 136, ii;

ann. 1759 : s. v, Tomback, 708, i.

Benjamon
; ann. 1539 : s. Battas, 55, ii, s.

Calambac, 110, ii.

Benjan
;
ann. 1683 : a, v. Mosque, 452, ii, s. i\

Parsee, 516, ii.

Benjanen
;
ann, 1672 : a. v. Avatar, 31, i.

Benjui
;

a, v» Benjamin, 65, ii.

Benjuy
; 65, lijootiiote, twice

;
ann. 1516 (twice)

and 1563 : a. v, Benjamin, 65, ii.

Benld
;

s. v. Binky-N abob, 71, ii.

Benki-nawab
;

a. v. Binky-Nabob, 71, ii,

Benkora; ann. 1553 ; a. v, Hidgelee, 314, ii.

Benksal
;
ann. 1623 : a, v, Bankshall (b). 47, ii.

Ben-nut; 465, i, footnote.

Bent; ann, 1673 : a, v. Chick (a), 143, i.

Bentalah
;
ann. 1570 : s. v. Beada’a, 57, ii,

I

Beiitaras
;

ann. 1612 : a. t\ Orankay, 492, i.

Benua
;

a. v. 65, ii, twice.

Benyaii; aim. 1638 : a v, Klnittry, 367, ii

;

ann. 1648 ; s. v Parsee, 516, ii
;

aim. 1672 :

a.t\ Banyan (1), 48, ii
;

ann. 1726: 5. i\

Banyan-Tree, 50, ii, twice.

Benyghted
;
ann. 1860 ; s. z?. Mull, 456, ii.

Benyhted
;

ann. 1860 : s, v. Benighted, The,

65, i.

Benzoi
;
anu. 1461 ; s. v, Benjamin, 65, ii.

Benzoin
;

s. v, Benjamin, 65, i, twice, 5.

Picota, 534, ii
;
ann. 1348 : a, v. Artichoke,

27, i
;
ann. 1498 : a, v, Pegu, 525, i, a, v,

Sarnau, 601, ii
;
ann. 1505 : s. v, Pegu, 525,

i
;
ann. 1510 and 1514 : s. v. Sarnau, 601,

ii
;
ann. 1727 : a. i\ Baros, 53, i.

Beoparry; a. v. Bayparree, 763, ii.

BepM
;

a, i\ Bayparree, 763, ii.

Bepole
;
ann. 1578 : s. v, Neem, 476, ii.

Bepparree; aim. 1878 : s.v, Bayparree, 763, ii,

twice.

Ber
;

a. v. Bear-Tree, 58, i
;

ann. 1666; s,v,

Banyan-Tree, 50, ii.

Ber
;
aim. 1563 ; s. v, Bear-Tree, 53, i.

Bera
;
ann. 1771 : a. v. Bearer, 76 i, i, twice.

Beram; ann. 1727 : s. v, Beirarnee, Cl, ii.

Beramada
;

a, v. Veranda, 736, ii.

Beranghav; ann. 1507 : s. v. Gole, 294, i.

Berar ;
s. v. Basseiu (3), 54, i, a. i\ Bhounsla, 70,

i, a. i\ Madremalnco, 821, i
;

ann. 1590 : ^

Coolcurnee, 191, ii
;

aim, 1594 ; a, v, Soiiba,

649, ii
;
ann. 1798 : a. r. Resident (b), 577, i.

Berar; ann. 1590: s. v. Godavery, 291, ii, twice.

Berbd
;
ann. 1882 : a, i\ Beriberi, 764, ii.

Berbelim; ann. 1618 : a. v. Berberyn, 66, i.

Berber
;
ann. 1610 : s. v. Beriberi, 66, li.

Berberbachi
;

s, v. B41war, 40, u.

Berberis
;

a. v. Catechu, 133, i.
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Berberyn; s, v, 66, i
;
aim. 1836: s. v. 66, i.

Bet-dazing
;

s. v, Datcliiu, 768, ii.

Berebere
;
aim. 1613

;
s. v. Beriberi, 66, iij ann.

1720 : s. V. Beriberi, 67, i.

Berebery
;
ann. 1682 : s. v. Beriberi, /64, ii.

Berengena
;

s. v, Brinjaul, 86, ii, 87, i.

Berenjal; ann. 1783 : s. v» Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Berenjaw; ann. 1673 : 5. Brinjaul, 87, i.

Berhampore
;

s. v, Batta, 54, ii, s, v» Factory,

264, ii, s, V, Dengue, 789, i
;
ann. 1810 ; s. v.

Gorge, 197, ii.

Berliumputtei- ann. 1590 : s. v. Burrampooter,

101, ii.

Beri
;

s, v. Beriberi, 66 i. «

Beriberi; s. v. 66, i, twice, 66, ii, 764, ii,

Barbiers, 52, i
;

ann, 1631 : s. i\ 66, ii ;
ann,

1836, 1837 and 1880 : 5. v. 67, i.

Beri-Beri : s, v. Beriberi, 66, ii.

Beri-beri; s. v. Barbiers, 52, i, s. v. Beriberi, 66,

i, 66, ii, twice
;

ann, 1836 ^
s. v. Beriberi,

765, i.

Beri-beri
;
ann. 1685 ; s. v. Beriberi, 67, i.

Bcringedes : ann. 1782: s. v, Brinjaul, 81, ii.

Benngela ;
5. v, Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Beriiijala; $, v. Brinjaul, 87, i.

j

Ber-Bampong ;
ann. 1812 : $, v, Compomid,

187, i.

Berkendosses
;

ann, 1793; s. v. Burkundauze,

100, ii.

Berm
;
ann. 1791 : v* Pettah, 533, i.

Berma; ann. 1516 : s. z?. Burma, 101, i.

Bermuda
;

ann. 1885
;

s, v. Dengue, 798, ii,

twice.

Beroiri
;
ann. 1648 : s. v. Gingham, 801, i.

Berras
;
ann. 1768'71 : 8,v, Bearer, (a), 58, ii.

Berretta rossa
;
ann. 1510 : s.v, Kizilbash, 815, i.

Berrette; ann. 1550: s, -y. Kizilbash, 815, i,

3 times.

Berrette rosse
;
ann. 1550: s. v. Kizilbash, 815, i,

Berri-berri
;
ann. 1809 : .5 . v. Beriberi, 67, i.

Berdllion
;

b. v. Beryl, 67, i,

BeruUos
;

s. v. Beryl, 67, i; ann. 150: s. v.

Beryl, 67, ii.

BerQpfei
;
ann. 1554 : s. v, Beiramee, 61, i.

Beruwala
;

s. v. Berberyn, 66, i.

Beryl
;

5. y. 67, i and ii
;
ann, 70 : s. y. 67, ii.

Besan
;

s. y. Basin, 03, ii.

Besant; ann, 1343 : s. v. Sugar, 655, ii.

Besermani; ann. 1559 : s, v. Mussulman, 462, i.

Besoig
;

s, y. Budgrook, 92, ii
;
ann. 1638 : s, v,

Budgrook, 92, ii.

Beasi; ann. 1781 : v. Basscin (1), 53, ii.

Besurniani
;
ann. 1580 : 5. y. Mussulman, 462, i.

Beswa
;
ann. 1763 ; s. v. Beegah, 59, i.

Beta Beiigalensis ;
s, v, Pollock-saug, 545, i.

Beta vulgaris
;

s, v. Pollock-saug, 535, i.

Beteechoot
;

s, v. Baiichoot, 42, ii.

Betcelaes
;
ann. 1685 : s. v. Bctteela, 68, i.

Beteellas
;

s. v. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Betel
;

s. v. 67, ii, tuico and footnote, 765, i,

s. V. Areca, 25, ii, s, v. Camphor, 116, h,

s, V, Malabatbrum, 414, ii, twice, 5. v. Pawn,

522, i, s. V, Pigdaun, 536, i
;
ami. 1340 : s. o,

Saloop, 592, ii
;

ann. 1510: 5. y. Areca, 25,

ii, s. y. 67, li, s. v, Chanam, 168, i
;
ann.

1516: s. y. 67, ii
;
ahii. 1524 : s. v. Bankshall

(a), 46 ii; ann. 1548 : 8, y. Areca, 25, ii, 3

times
;

ann. 1563 : a. v, Chunam, 168, i, a. v.

Malabatbrum, 415, i, twice, s. v. Tembool, 695,

ii
;
ann. 1578: s. v. Catechu, 133, ii

;
aim.

1585 : s. V, 68, i
;

anu. 1610 : s. y, Chunam,

168, i; aim. 1623 and 1672 : s. y. 68, i
;

ann. 1673: s, v, Chumim, 168, i
;
aim. 1759 :

B,v. Cacouli, 769, ii
;
ann. 1760 : s, v. Ban-

dejah, 44, i, s. y. Catechu, 133, ii
;

ann. 1869 :

s. V. Chuckler, 167, i.

Betele; ann. 1582: s. y. Betel, 67, ii.

Betel-faqui
;
ami. 1770 : s, u, Beetlefakee, 60, ii.

Betelraquy
;
aim. 1710 : s, v. Beetlefakee, 60, iu,

Betel-holder
;
ann. 1672 : s. v, Naik (c), 470, ii.

Betelle
;
ann. 1552 : s, y. Betel, 67, ii.

Betel-leaf
;

s. v. Betel, 67, ii, s. y. Malabatbrum,

414, ii, twice, s. y. Pawn, 522, i, s, y. Tembool,

695, ii
;
ann. 1578 : s, y. Deccany, 234, i.

Betel-nut
;

s, y. Areca, 25, ii, s. y. Betel, 67, ii,

5. y. Gambler, 277, ii, s. v, Penang, 527, i

;

ann. 943 : s, v, Cubeb, 214, ii
;

ami. 1342 :

s. y. Pudipatan, 557, i.

Betel nut
;
ann. 1759 : s. y. Shabunder, 618, li.

Betel-server* ann. 1672 : s, v. Cuspadore, 787, i.

Beth
;

ann. 1552 : s. y. A Muck, 13, ii
;

ann.

1666 : s. y. Sanskrit, 599, i
;

aim. 1667 and

1689 : s. y. Yedas, 735, i
;

aim, 1791 : s, v

Vedas, 736, i.

Betle
;

s. y. Betel, 67, ii.

Betool
;

b, y. Tank, 684, i.

Betre
;

s, y. Betel, 67, ii
;
ann. 1524 : 8. v.

Bankshall (a), 46, ii
;

ann. 1563 : s. v. Betel,

67, ii, twice, s, v. Chunam, 168, i, s. y. Teni-

bool, 695, ii
;
ann. 1585 : s, y. Betel, 68, i.

Betteela
;

s. v, 68, i
;
aim. 1727 : s, v, 68, i.

Bettelar
;
ann, 1298 : s, v, Putlam, 565, ii.
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Bettell
;

anii. 1566 : s.v, Areca, 25, ii.

Bettle
;
ann. 1727 : s,v. Betel, 68, i.

Bettle-iiutj aim, 1727: s. v. Mangalore (a),

422, ii.

Bettre
;
ann. 1521 : s. v. Areca, 25, ii.

Betula Bliojpattra
; 599, i, footnote.

Bety-cliuit
j
ann. 1638 and 1648 : s, 2;.Banchoot,

42, ii,

Be-waris
;

s, v, Bewauris, 68, i,

Bewauris
;

s. v. 68, i.

Beyla
;

s, v, Googul, 296, i.

Beypoor
;

s. -y. 68, i, twice,

Beypur
;

s, v, Clialia, 139, ii, twice.

Beyramies
;
ann, 1498 : s, v. Shanbaff, 623, ii.

Beyt
;
ann. 1552 : s. v. A Muck, 13, ii.

Bezaliar
;
ann. 1580 : s, v, Bezoar, 765, i.

Bezant
;

s. v. Carat, 123, ii
;

ann, 1343 : s.

Outcry, 494, ii.

Bezar
;

ann. 1599 : 5. v, Mace (b), 405, i ;
ann.

1610 : s, V, Bezoar, 69, i.

Bezar stone
;
ann. 1608 : s, v. Tael, 675, ii,

Bezas stone
;
ann, 1617 : s,v. Bezoar, 69, i.

Bezeneger
;

ann. 1566 : s. v. Suttee, 668, ii;

ann. 1567: s, v. China, 152, i, s, y. Winter,

740, ii.

Bezoar; s. -y. 68, ii, 4 times, 765, s. v. Jade,

340, i, s, V* Snake-stone, 643, ii, twice
;

ann.

1553 : s. V, Coco-de-Mer, 177, ii
;
aim. 1599 :

s. V, 68, ii, 5. V, Mace (b), 405, i
;
ann. 1673

and 1711 : 5 . v. 69, i : ann. 1867 : s, v. Goa

Stone, 290, ii.

Bgliai; s. v, Carons, 773, i.

Bhabur
;
s. v, Baber, 32, i.

Bhade
;
ann. 1765 : s. v. Vedas, 735, ii.

Bhadra Kali; s. v. Pagoda, 499, ii.

Bliadrasvas
;
aim. 650 : s, v* Java, 347, i.

Bhae
;
ann. 1825 : s. v. Qui-hi, 568, i.

Bhaga-dhara ;
s. v. Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bhagalpur ;
s, v. Champa, 140, i, s, v, Tussali,

720, ii.

Bhagalpur ;
s. v. Jungle-Terry, 359, ii, 3 times,

s. -u. Terai, 696, i, s. v, Behar, 764, i, s,v*

Sonthals, 857, ii, twice; aim. 1809: s, v.

Luckerbaug, 400, i,

Bhagavadi ;
ann. 1796 : s, v. Pagoda (c), 502, i,

twice.

Bhagavan ;
500, i, footnote, twice.

Bhagavant ;
s. v. Pagoda, 499, i, twice, see 500,

i, footnote.

Bhagavat
;

s. v. Pagoda, 498, ii, 499, i, 4 times,

499, ii, twice, see 500, i, footnote, 4 times.

Bhagavata; 499, ii, footnote.

Bhagavati
;

s, v. Pagoda, 498, ii, 499, ii, 15 times,

500, i and footnote (5 times).

Bhagavati
;
500, i, footnote.

Bhagirathi
;

s, v. Hoogly River, 322, ii,

Bhai Pheru; s, v, Ferozeshuhur, 798, ii.

Bhakar
;
ann. 1612 : s, v, Rohilla, 580, ii.

Bhakkar
;

5. v. Sucker-Bucker, 652, ii
;

ann.

1521 : s. V, Sucker-Bucker, 652, ii.

Bhakta
;

s, v. Paddy, 495, ii,

Bha-maw
;

s. Bam 6, 42, i.

Bhamo
; 623, ii, footnote.

Bhandari
;

s. v. Bandaree, 43, ii,

Bhandarinj s, v* Bendara, 63, i.

BhandasMa
;

s. v. Bankshall (8), 46, ii,

Bhandasale
;

s. -y. Bankshall (3), 46, ii.

Bhang; s. v. Bang, 45, i, s, -y. Bimgy, 99, ii, s, v.

Gunja, 308, i
;
ann. 1874 : s. v. Gunja, 308, i,

twice, s. V, Majoon, 411, i.

Bhang
;

s. v. Bang, 45, i.

Bhangar
;

s, v, Bangur, 45, ii.

Bhanges; ann. 1789: s. v. Bangy (a), 46, i.

Bhangi
;

s. v. Cowry, 210, ii.

Bhang!
;

s, v. Bungy, 99, ii, s, v, Mehtar, 433, L

Bhangy dak
;
ann. 1844; s. v. Bangy (b), 46, i.

Bhanta
;

s, v, Batta, 54, ii.

Bhanta
;

s, v, Batta, 54, ii.

Bhanta
;

5. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Bhantak!
;

s. v. Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Bhar
;
ann. 1598 : s. v. Bahar, 36, i.

Bhara
;

s. v. Bahar, 35, ii.

Bhara’ij ;
ann. 1255 : s. y. Oudh, 494, ii,

Bharal
;

s. v. Barrel, 102, i.

Bharam
;

s. v. Bahar, 35, ii.

Bharata
;
ann. 1045 : s, v. Dravidian, 251, ii.

Bharatavarsha
;

s, y. India, 329, ii.

Bharhut
;

s. v. Custard-Apple, 220, ii, 221, ii.

Bharoch
;
s,v. Broach, 88, ii.

Bharraky; s, v, Dwarka, 257, ii.

Bharta
;
s, v, Batta (b), 55, i.

Bhartii
;

s. v. Bhat, 69, i,

Bharu-kachchha
;

s. v. Broach, 88, ii.

Bhasha
;

s. v. Sanskrit, 598, i.

Bhasha; s, v. Juribasso, 362, i.

Bhat
;

s. v. 69, i, s. y. Jancada, 810, i; aim

1554: s. y. Rajpoot, 572, i
,
ann. 1828 : s. r

69, ii.

Bhat
;

s. y. Batta, 54, ii, v. Paddy, 495, ii

s, y. Batta, 762, ii.

Bhat
;

s, v, Bhat, 69, i.

Bhata
;

s. y. Batta, 54, ii.
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Bliata
;

s. v. Batta, 54, ii.

Bhatkal
;

s. v, Batcul, 54, i, s. v* Wootz, 742, i.

Bliatta
;

8, V, Paddy, 495, ii, s. v. Batta, 762, ii,

t-wice.

BhatU
;

s. V, Batta, 54, ii, s. v, Bhat, 69, i,

Bhatti
;

s. v* A Muck, 13, i, twice.

Bhaudan
;
ann. 1764 : s, v. Sunderbunds, 858, ii.

Bhaugulpore
;

ann. 1788 : s. v. Jungle-Terry^

360, i.

Bhaut; ann. 1775 : s. v, Bhat, 69, i.

Bhavani
;

s. v. Dewally, 238, i.

Bhayati
;
ann. 1468-9 : s,v. Quilon, 570, i.

Bhawalpnr
;
685, i, footnote.

Bhayachara
;

s, v. Bhyacharra, 70, ii.

Bheel (n. p.) ;
s. 69, ii

;
ann. 1785 and 1825 :

s. V, 69, ii.

Bheel (s.)
;

s. v, 69, ii
;
ann. 1879 : s. v. 69, ii.

Bheestee
;
ann. 1773 : s. Bheesty, 70, i.

Bheesty
;

g. v. 69, ii, 765, i, s. v. Jemadars, 350,

ijg.-y. Mussuck,461,ii
j
ann. 1810,1829 (twice),

and 1878 : s. v, 70, i^ ann. 1829: s, v. Goglet,

292, ii.

Bhend
;

s, v. Sola, 646, i.

Bhenda
j

s. v. Bendy, 63, ii.

Bhendl
j

s. -y. Bandicoy, 44, ii.

Bhehdl
;

s. y. Bendy, 63, ii,

Bhera
j

g. v, Behut, 61, i.

Bhianah
;
ann. 1260 : g. v. Siwalik (a), 641, i.

Bhikshu
;

g. v. Buxee, 103, i, g. -y. Gyelong, 809, ii.

Bhiktl
;

g. V. Cockup, 175, i.

Bhikty
;

g. v- 70, i.

Bhil
j

g. y. Babool, 83, i.

Bh!l
;

g, y. Bheel, 69, ii, B times.

Bhilla
;

g. v. Bheel, 69, ii.

Bhim-nagar
;
ann. 1008 : g.-y. Nuggnrcote, 482, ii.

Bhim-nagar
;

g. y. Nnggurcote, 482, ii.

Bhimsaini; ann. 1875 : g* v. Camphor, 117, i.

BWmslnl
;
ann. 1590 ; g. y. Camphor, 117, i.

Bhindi
;

s. y. Bendy, 63, ii.

Bhishma
;
ann. 1045: g. y. Kling, 873, i.

Bhishti
;

g. y. Mussuck, 461, ii, g. y. Chowdry,

779, ii.

Bhitiir
;

g. y. Peshwa, 532, ii.

Bhoi
;

g.y. Boy (b), 83, i; ann. 1810 : g. y. Boy
(b), 84, i.

Bhdi
;
ann. 1590 : s. y. Mahout, 409, i.

Bhol
;

g. y. Mate, 430, i.

Bholia
;
ann. 1830 : g. y. Budgerow, 92, i,

Bholiah
;
ann. 1824 : s. y. Boliah, 76, ji,

Bhongalee
;
ann. 1836 : g. y. Bandaree, 43, ii,

Bhonsld
;
ann. 1881 : g. y. Guana, 304, ii.

Bhohslah
;

g. y, Bhounsla, 70, i.

Bhootan
;
ann. 1774 : g. y. Mungoose, 457, ii.

Bhoslah
;

g. y. Bhounsla, 70, i
;
ann. 1730 : g. y.

Bhounsla, 70, i.

Bhosselah
;
ann. 1780 : s, y. Bhounsla, 70, i.

Bhotan
;

g. y. Cooch Behar, 191, i, g. i\ Doar,

248, ii.

Bhoulie
;
ann. 1775 : g. y. Bowly, 82, ii.

Bhouliya
;
ann. 1860 : s. y. Paunchway, 522, i.

Bhounsla
;

g. y. 70, i.

Bhouree
;
ann. 1775 : g. y. Bowly, 82, ii.

Bhreeghoo-Kshetra
;

s. y. Broach, 88, ii.

Bhrigu-kachchha
;

s. y. Broach, 88, ii.

Bhroch; ann. 1756 : g. y. Broach, 89, i.

Bhudda
;

g. y. Buddha, 90, i.

Bhuddist : ann. 1810 : s. y. Buddha, 91, ii.

Bhui Kahdr
;
ann. 1873 : g. y. Kuhar, 378, i.

Bhuj
;

g. y. Culsey, 216, i.

Bhundaree
;
ann. 1808 : g. y. Bandaree, 760, ii

;

ann. 1836 : s. y. Bandaree, 43, ii,

Bhundarrie
;
ann. 1883 : s. y. Bandaree, 43, li,

Bhupati
;
ann. 1553 : g. y. Cospetir, 202, i.

Bhura
;

g, y. Pra, 551, i.

Bhiirja
;
599, i, footnote.

Bhuta
;

g. y. Devil Worship, 237, ii, twice.

Bhutan
;

s. y. Tangun, 683, i.

Bhiita-puja; g. v. Devil Worship, 237, ii.

Bhdtesar
;
ann. 1020 : g. v, Tibet, 698, ii,

Bihyacharra
;
g. y. 70, ii.

Bah; ann. 1020 : s. y. Pimjaub, 562, i.

Bias
;

s. y. Jowaulla mookhee, 354, ii, g. i\ Pun-

jaub, 561, ii, g. y. Saul-wood, 603, i.

Bibars
;

s. y. Chicane, 146, ii,

Bibdsios
;

g. y. Pimjaub, 561, ii.

Bibi
;

ann. 1611 : g. y, Beebee, 58, ii
;

ann.

1786 : g. y. Beebee, 59, i,

Bibi
;

g. y. Beebee, 58, ii, twice.

Bibi Acbut
;

g. y. Banchoot, 42, ii.

Biby
;

g. v. Beebee, 58, ii.

Bica
;
ann. 1554 : s. y. Macao (b), 402, ii, twice,

g. y. Yiss, 739, i, 3 times,

Bicha
;

g. y. Ganda, 800, i,

Bicbana
;

g. y, 70, ii.

Biche de Mer
;
ann. 1788 : g. y. Swallow, 671, i.

Bicheneger; ann. 1474 : g. y. Jungle, 859, i.

Bichenegber
;
ann. 1470 : g. y. Bisnagar, 78, ii.

Bichhana
;

g. y. Bicbdna, 7 0, ii.

Bicho-de-mar : g. y. Beech-de-Mer, 59, i.

Bichiid
;
ann. 1659 : g, y. Palankeen, 503, ii,

Bickaneer
;
ann, 1883 : s. y. Tank, 685, i.

Bicker Majit; ann. 1785 ; s, y. Oojyne, 487, ji,
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Bico
;
ann. 1554 : s, v. Talapoin, G77, ii.

Bi'Iang
;

s, v. Numerical Affixes, 831, i.

Bidar
;

5 , v* Canara, 117, aiiu. IGOl : s, v.

Melique Verido, 823, i
;

aim. 16G0 : s. v.

'Carnatic, 126, i.

Bldar; 5 . V. Bidree, 70, li, s. v. Meliqnc Verido,

823, i; ann. 1590 : v. Telinga, 694, li.

Bidasopes
;

s. v. Jclnni, 350, i.

Bidaspes
;

s. v. Behut, Gl, i.

Bidfispes
;

s, v. Punjanb, 5G1, ii,

B^djanagar
;

ann. 1442 : s, v, Bisnagar, 73, ii,

£, V. Mangalore (a), 422, in

Bidree s, v. 70, ii.

Bidri
j

s. v» Bidree, 70, ii.

Bidry
;

-y. Bidree, 70, ii.

Bieldar
;
ann. 1726 : B, v, Burkundauze, lOO, .i,

Bigali
;

s. V. Cotta, 205, in

Bigani
;

s, V. Beegnm, 59, ii.

Bigara
;

s, i\ Baneboot, 42, ii. s. o. Bo^vly,

82, ii.

Bigarrali
;
ann. 1507 : s. v, Bombay, 77, i,

Bigarry, s. i\ Begar, 60, ii.

Biggah
;
ann. 1788 : s, Black, 766, i.

Biggereeii
;
aim. 1673 ; s. o. Begar, 61, i.

fTo be Continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

DATE OE BUDDHAS HIBYAHA.

The date of tlie Parinibhana or demise of

Buddha has been long since fixed, ^vith very

considerable in’obability, by Prof. Max Muller

His date for this event, on which much of the

chronology of Buddhism depends, is 477 or 478

B. 0. {Hist Sansh Liter, pp. 262-300).

Ill the Mahavanso we are told that Asoka

summoned the great Buddhist Oouneil of Patali-

putra in the! 7th year of his reign. At the close

of that Council the Thero Majjliantiko deputed

two theras, Sona and Uttara, to the Sowanabhdmi

country. In the Kiilyani inscriptions of Pegu—

dating from 1476 A. D,— the arrival and success of

these missionaries is related, as in the MalidvahsOj

adding — “Thus was religion established in this

country of Kamannadesaby the two Theras in the

236th year that had elapsed since the attainment

of Parinibbana by the Sammasambuddha.’'^

Now Asoka’s reign is generally assumed to date

frim B.O. 260, and his 18tli year—when the mis-

sionaries might aiTive in Burma, would coincide

with 242 B C. If now we apply 236 years to this,

we haTe 478 B. C. for the date of the Nirvana, as

derived by Prof Max Muller from the chronology

of the Hindu mlers previous to Chandragupta.

The Burmese date is probably derived from the

Singalese chronology inthe Mahdvanso, which

place 236 years between the landing of Vijaya

and the accession of Devanampiya Tishya, but it

antidates the latter event by about 65 years as

compared with Asoka’s council determined from

Chandragupta’s time. The interest of this is that

it supports what has been derived from other

date,— upsetting the Singalese date from Singa-

lese sources.

The period between Buddha’s Nirvana and

Asoka with his contemporary Devanampiya Tis-

hya, has been filled up with Vijaya and his suc-

cessors in six reigns and an interregnum, this

must be regarded as constructive chronology

The period only has been derived from Indian

sources.

‘Walagrambahu was restored to the throne, and

the doctrines of Buddhism first reduced to writing

in Ceylon, m the 217th year after the missktii

from Asoka. This date must have been about 25

B. 0. and not, as has been assumed, SS B. B.

How much further the*' error in Singalese chroni-

cle continues should be investigated.

Jas, BunoEiis.

A SANSKRIT EPIC TEST SOCIETY.

At the Xlltli International Congress of Orien-

talists, held at Rome, in October 1899, the pro-

posal printed below was hiid before the members
of the Indian Section. At the instance cf C'oL

Temple a Committee was formed which dooid'-l

^ Mr. B. F. St. Andrew St. Johr, in Acts du ConffrSsj '’Inter, Pans, 1S97, Sect. I. p. 226.
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(i/‘ tliat it was desirable to found a Sanskrit

Epic Text Society, (li.) tliat its first work slioiild

]^e an edition of the Mahabh^rata in the South-

Indian recension, (iii.) that a sub-committee be

formed consisting of Col. Temple, Sir Eaymond
"West, Profs* Bendall, Eggeling, Ehys Davids,

Dr. Pleet, and Dr. Hoernle, who are to act in con-

cert with Syed Ali Bilgrami, the representative

for India, and with Dr. Wintermtz of Prague,

the author of the scheme. It is in the hope

that the scheme may find warm friends and

supporters in India, especially in the South

that we give below in extenso the ‘ProposaP

presented to the Congress in No. 3 of its

‘ Bulletins.’

A Proposal for the Formation of a Sanskrit

Epic Text Society laid before the Indian

Section of the Xllth International

Congress of Orientalists, held at

Borne, in October 1899.

At the last Congress of OrientaKsts in Paiis,

Tread before the Indian Section of the Congress a

paper on the South-Indian MahAbhArata MSS.
in the Collection of the Boyal Asiatic Society of

Great Britain and Ireland, in which I tried to

show that these MSS. represented a distinct

recension of the Mahdhhdrata, which students of

the Hindu Epics could not aiford to neglect.

I have since published, in the Indian Antu
(March, April, May 1898), an analysis of

some portions of the Adijparvan of the Malidhhd--

rata, contained in two of these South-Indian MSS.
An Analysis of the Sahlidparvan according to one

Malayalam MS of the Boyal Asiatic Society’s

Collection, and one Telugu MS of the India Of-

fice will shortly be j)ublished in the same Journal.

In my paper on the Adiparvan 1 was able to

point out important omissions in the South-

Indian MSS., which made it more than probable

that certain passages at the beginning of the

hhdraia, found in oiu* editions, are later interpola-

tions. In the Sabhaparvan, on the other hand,

the Malayalam MS. offers a much fuller text

than our editions, containing a considerablenum-
her of chapters of which there is no trace in oiir-

tests. Many of these additions diifer, as regards

their style and language, so little from other parts

of the text, that if they happened to be included

in oui- Bombay or Calcutta editions, they would
undoubtedly be considered to be as genuine and
as old as the bulk of the accepted text of the

MalidlMrata. The Telugu MS. does not share all

these additions
;
in fact, it represents a text which

on the whole has more in common with that of

the Northern editions than with that of the Mala-

yalam MS.

But the materials, which have so far become

accessible, are by no means sufficient to enable

us to form a clear idea of the exact relations

of the South-Indicin recension to the Northern

text. This much, however, is clear even from

the few extracts from South-Indian MSS. hither-

to published, that the text of iheMalidbhdrata, as

found in our Bombay and Calcutta editions, is an

utterly insufficient basis for critical researches

concerning the great Hindu Epic, and that the

text on which all MahabhArata studies have
hitherto been founded, is not the text but
only one of the texts of th© MahSubh^rata

.

When Protap Chandra Boy published his po-

pular edition of the Mahubhdrata, he was blamed
by a Pandit of Southern India for having pub-

lished an edition which was “sadly defective in

the text,'’ and which was detrimental to the reli-

gious interests of the peojDle of Southern India

“as many portions supporting the Advaita and

Vasishtha-advaita doctimes, but unfavourable to

the Sakti worshippers of the North, had been omit-

ted.” The Pandit complained that “many verses

quoted by the great philosophers of the South in

support of their respective doctrines, are not to

be found in Mr, Protap Chandra Boy’s edition.”

These charges, which are extremely characteristic

of the way in which native Hindu scholars look

upon the text of such books as the Mahubhdrata,

were answered by Mr. Protap Chandra Boy, who
pointed out “that there could be no edition of

the Mahdblidraia, howsoever carefully edited,

that would please scholars of every part of India,”

He declares that he is quite willing “to consult

any approved manuscript of Southern India,”

but conclades by saying :
“ The fact is, the diver-

gences of manuscripts are so great that it is per-

fectly impossible to produce an edition that could

at once satisfy both Aryavarta and Dakshina-

tya.”^

Now, what w© really need^ and what seems

to me to be the sine qiid ?ioufor historical andcri-

tical researches regarding the text of the Mahd-

hkdrata,i^ a critical edition which should neither

satisfy the people of Noithern India nor those of

the Dekkhan, but which should satisfy the W'ants

1 See the covers of Part XXIK (ISSD of Protap Chandra Eoy’s Translation of the jUIahClhdrata^
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of Sanskrit scbolarsliip, I repeat -what I said at

the last Congress in Pans, that ‘*a critical edition

of the Malidbh&rata, made by European scholars

according to the principles followed in editing

any other important text, is wanted as the only

sound basis for all Mahdblidrata studies — nay,

for all studies connected with the epic literature

of India.*’

Yet such an edition must, for a long time to

come, remain a pious wish. For there can be no
doubt that an actual critical edition of the Ma-
hdbkdrata is at the present moment out of the

question, inasmuch as the preliminary work
necessary for such an edition has never yet been
begun. Nay, it may even be doubted whether a
critical edition, in the ordinary sense of the word,
will ever be possible of such a work as the Mahd-
Mdrata, But what is certainly possible, and
what cannot be delayed much longer if Makdbhd-
raia criticism is to lead to any satisfactory

results, is to collect all the meterials necessary
for textual criticism— to collect and collate

any old and original MSS, of the Mah^bhSi-
rata found in different parts of India— to

compare the text or texts offered by MSS. and
editions with that used by the different com-
mentators. We should at least be able to say of

any important passage whether it is found in all

the different versions of the Mahdbhdrata, or only

in some of them. And where there are different

versions of one and the same passage, if we can-

not say which was the original one, we should at

least be able to compare all the existing versions

with one another. More especially, the text of

the old Bengali MSS. (of which Dr. Soerensen

has given us a specimen), and that of the South

Indian MSS. ought to be made generally acces-

sible.

Such a thorough investigation of all authentic

MSS. Oi the Mahdblidrata, is a task far beyond

the iDOwer of one single scholar, even if he devote

ed to it all his time and energy. What is wanted

in order to accomplish ifc, is a division of labour

on a large scale. And this division must be a

systematic one The work to be done must be

clearly mapped out, and many workers must be

enlisted, each of whom will have to choose his

own portion of the work. It seems to me that

there is only one way to bring about such a

systematic division of labour, and that is the

formation of a Sanskrit Epic Text Society which

should be the centre of all researches relating to

the ancient Hindu Epics

[

If once such a centre were formed it would not
limit itself to the work of which I just have
spoken. The Society would also find ways and
means for the publication of texts connected in

any way with the history of the Mahdbhdrata,
The numerous abstracts of and extracts from
the Mah§.bh^rata existing in Sanskrit MSS,,
and the various translations into the verna-
culars, even such works as the Persian and
the Javanic versions of the Malidhhdrata^ if

they were made genei'ally accessible by authentic

translations (into English or German or French),

are likely to prove of considerable interest for the

history of the Mahdhhdrata.

Moreover, no student of the Hindu Epics can
be unaware of the numerous points of contact

existing between the Epic and the Puranic litera-

tui'es. But as regards the Turdnas— which apai*t

from their intrinsic value for the religious his-

tory of ancient India, are of such great 'import-

ance on account of their manifold relations to

the epic literature — textual criticism has hardly

yet begun to be applied to them, and of their ohrO'

nology we know next to nothing. Here, too,

many hands are wanted to accomplish all the

work that has still to be done. And if a centre

were formed for the systematic investigation of

the Hindu epic literature, the critical work re-

quired for the Furdnas might well faU within the

range of the same centre.

It is hardly necessary to add that the proposed

‘Society’ would also iiromote the critical study of

tbe Bam^yana, and I see no reason why the

final restoration of the original text of Valmiki’s

poem, which Professor Jacobi has proved to be

quite praticable,® should not become a fact.

On all these grounds, I beg to propose that the

Indian Section of the XIIth International Con-

gress of Orientalists sanction the formation of a
Sanskrit Epic Text Society whose aims

might be summed up as follows ;

—

(1) To raise the funds necessary for the ac-

complishment of the Society’s work.

(2) To inaugurate a systematic collection of

MSS. of the Malidbhirata, and other

texts relating to the Hindu Epic poetry

from all parts of India.

(3) To gather together and assist competent

scholars who are willing to undertake

the copying or collating of MSS the

editing or translating of any epic texts,

or to contribute any critical or histori-

cal researches relating to these texts.

3 Sgo Z, D, M. G. Vol. 51, pp, 605
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(4) To provide for and superintend the pub-

lication of texts, translations, or any

treatises tending to further the objects

of the Society.

I propose that the Indian Section of the Con-

gress should (I.) appoint a Committee to take the

necessary steps for the formation of a Sanskrit

Epic Text Society, and (,11 ) express its view of the

desirability of such a Society meeting with every

possible financial support on the part of Govern-

ments, Academies and Learned Societies both in

Europe, America, and especially in India.

A leaimed Hindu has recently told us® that

“It is no exaggeration to state that the two

hundred millions of Hindus of the present day

cherish in their hearts the story of their ancient

Epics. The Hindu scarcely lives, man or woman,

high or low, educated or ignorant, whose earliest

recolleqtions do not cling round the story and the

characters of the great Epics .... Mothers in

India know no better theme for imparting wisdom

and instruction to their daughters, and elderly

men know no richer storehouse for nanuting tales

to children, than these stories preserved in the

Epics. No work in Europe, not Homer in Greece

or Yirgil in Italy, not Shakespeare nor Milton in

English-speaking lands, is the national property

of the nations to the same extent as the Epics of

India are of the Hindus. No single work except

the Bihle has such iiifiuence in aiibrding laora'i

instruction in Christian lands, as the McthdU
hhdrata and the BdmcUjana in India If that is

so, and if indeed (as the same author assures us)

these poems “have been the cherished heritage of

the Hindus for three thousand years,’’ and “are to

the j)resent day interwoven with the thoughts and
beliefs and moral ideas of a nation numbering
two hundred millions”— then, sin cly, any studies

devoted to the Epics of ancient India deserve the

most serious attention and the most eager sapporc

of the lulers of India. Nor should the assistance

of Learned Societies in Europe and America be
wanting in furthering the critical and historical

researches connected with a work v hicli, apart

^rom containing some of the most interesting spe-

cimens of ancient poetiy, is an in valuable store-

house of inforpiation about the history, religion,

philosophy, the laws and customs, and the civili-

zation of ancient India.

M. WiNTERlilTZ, Ph.D.

Prag (Austria), June 1899.

Deutsche Universitafc,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
HINDU SUPERSTITIONS IN THE CENTRAL

PROVINCES.

1. Nail-parings are always thrown into some

frequented place that they may be destroyed by
the traffic. If they are thrown into a damp spot

they will grow into a plant which will ruin the

person from whose body they came. About
twenty years ago there lived one Viraswami in

N^gpnrf who is siid to have been mined by the

accidental growth of a finger nail-paring in a

fiower-pot in his house.

2. When a new grindstone is bought, a hand-

ful of wheat must be ground on it and the flour

sprinkled in circles on a road-way, so that

passers-by may destroy them. This makes the

stone to grind well in the future.

M. R. Pedlow.

SEPOY.

Here are some good eaidy MS. references to

this word.

1746.— Their strength on shore I compute 20G0

Europeans Seapiahs and 300 Coffirees. — Letter

from Madras, 9th Oct., inBengal Consultations.

1746.— They surprised the camp with about

200 Europeans and as many seapies. — Letter

from Vizagapatam, 29th December, in Bengal
Consultations.

1746. — Seapies 600. — Op. cit.

1746. — With some seapies and coffirees,

—

Op. ciU

E. 0. Temple.

THE TRADE IN ANDAMANESE SLAVES.

Thebe is an old story of a systematic slave

trade in Andamanese with the Malay Pe-

ninsula all through the 18th and early 19th

Centuries. The following interesting extract

from the Bengal Dispatches, dated 25th April,

1792, is evidence of the trade :
—

“ Concerning the Officer of a Prenoh Mer-

chant Vessel offering several Inhabitants

of the Andamans for Slaves.

“We have read Captain Light’s Letter of the

1st of April 1791, concerning an offer of Monsr.

St. Croix, an Officer of a Prench Merchant
Vessel, to some Natives, or others, from the

Andamans, for sale, and approve of your having

caused Copies of it to be sent to Europe to

Colonel Montigny.”

R. C. Temple.

® RomeshDutt, Mdha-Bharaioj The Epic of AncUni India, cchdensed inio English Terse, p. 1£5.
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.

BY HAETWIG HIRSCHFELD, Ph.D., M.E.A.S,

(Continued from p, 58.)

Chapter YL

The Descriptive Revelations.

D escriptive elements in older addresses— Object and scoi)e of description— Models imitated

— Lectures on the “Signs” — Analysis of Sura xvi.

In the first proclamation, as we have seen, only one item out of the Biblical narrative for

the Creation of the World was made use of — the one item essential for Mnhammed’s

immediate requirements, viz.^ the Creation of Man, It was not Muhammed’s intention, however,

to omit the rest of the narrative
;
he only reserved it for reproduction on later occasions, as the

opportunity or need should arise. He would have neglected an ethical factor of great import-

ance, had he omitted to’ remind his hearers how much gratitude they owed their Maker for

having given them the means of living a comfortable life. So far from making such a mistake,

he took the earliest opportunity of touching on this subject, immediately after the first proclama-

tion bad been made, although at first only in slight reference.

The descriptive element in the Qordn^ therefore, is nearly as old as the book itself, although

it is not particularly noticeable till the latter part of the declamatory period. It becomes

more prominent in the narrative period, when Muhammed’s style had lost the charm of novelty.

It is impossible to draw a line clearly separating the descriptive from the preceding classes of

revelations, since many verses of a descriptive character are interspersed among the narrative

lectures. Yet those sermons, in which descriptions of Nature and its bounties form the

foremost topic, are distinctly of later date.

Although divergent in character the descriptive revelations agree with the narrative

revelations in one important point, that is, in the endeavour to demonstrate the ‘‘Signs of Aliaii,’^

and to form another substitute for miracles which the Prophet was unable to perform. It seems

that Muhammed wished to convey to his hearers, that as so many ‘^Signs” of the divine omni-

potence already existed, new ones could be dispensed with. The scope of descriptions being

rather limited, the number of revelations of this class is smaller than of any previous one, but

they also follow Biblical models and abound in repetitions.

Apart from the brief allusion to the Creation contained in the first proclamation, the oldest

pieces of descriptive character are found in a few verses in the declamatory Siira Ixxx.^®

24.

But let man look unto his foods,

25.

Yerily we have poured the water out iu torrents,

26

.

Then we have cleft the earth asunder,

27.

And made to grow therefrom the grain

28.

And the grape and the hay,

29.

And the olive and the palm,

30.

And gardens closely planted,

31.

And fruits and grass—

32,

A provision for you and your cattle,

Ixxvii. 25. Have we not made the earth to hold

26. The living and the dead

27. And set thereon firm mountains reared aloft, and given you fco drink water

in streams ?

See also iS. Ixxvii. 25 to 27,
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I regard the last portion of S. which looks like a hasty recapitulation of

Gen. Ch. I. as the first independent piece of this class. It speaks of heaven, night and dawn,

the earth, water and pastures, man and beast.

jSilra Ixxi. contains a rather original description of Nature ascribed by Mohammed to

Noah. In spite of the narrative beginning, this chapter cannot be placed among the narrative

revelations, because with the exception of the first few verses the rest of the sura (the bulk of

which is of descriptive character) reproduces a prayer^^ in which Noah tells of his unsuccessM
endeavours to make his people believe in God.

The inner connection which exists between the first proclamation and the descriptive reve-

lations of a much later period is unmistakeably illustrated by S. Iv., which cannot be as old

as Noldeke believes it to be.^® Now, for this new species of lectures Muhammed required new

models. Having chosen for the preceding the form of prayer, he composed this sura after the

fashion of Ps. cxxxvi. with a refrain introduced gradually and repeated afterwards at the end

of each verse. For a descriptive sermon Muhammed could only use few verses of the body of

the Psalm, wliich I place in parallel columns with the corresponding verses of the sura

:

The Sura. The Fsalm,

4, The sun and the moon have their ap- 8. The sun to rule by day : for, etc.

pointed time, 5, And the stars and 9* The moon and stars to rule by night,

the trees adore.

6. And the heavens, He raised them and 5, To Him that by wisdom made the

set the balance. heavens#

9, And the earth He has set it for living 6. To Him that stretches out the earth, pte.

creatures.

The sura gives a more comprehensive synopsis of the Biblical account of the Creation, and

that is the reason, why the first proclamation is repeated, and, as a matter of course, placed at

the beginning ip the words : AiPahiman taught the Qordn (2) He created man, (3) taught

him plain speech. — Another proof of the imitative character of the sura is that the refram

does not speak of ‘‘ Signs'’ but of “ Bounties.”20 Part of the contents of the sura are taken from

another Psalm which will occupy our attention anon. When the material was quite exhausted,

Mnhammed resorted again to pictures of hell and paradise.

The style adopted in S. 1. is one of great contemplativeness on the Creation, interspersed

with a narrative reminiscences,^2 which also afford an opportunity for the introduction of a fine

metaphor.22 Descriptions of Nature are adorned with pictures of the Last Bay which, in this

short sura^ is mentioned by not less than different appellations.^^

Another lecture on the ^^Sigps” is S, xlv., discoursing on the earth and the animated

beings that move on it, on the change of night and day, the food sent down from heaven

(through rain), and the wind. Dry land as well as sea, the hosts of heaven and earth which

serve men, are all subjects which lend themselves to treatment in the usual style.

Nearly contemporaneous with this one is S. xlii.,25 the rather long introduction of

which the “Arabic QorM^ (v. 5) is alluded to, and Divine Providence appears several times

17 Also Noldeke, Q. p. 87, regards this piece as the later portion of the s^ra,

18 Noldeke, p. 95, sees in this tura a fragment of a larger sermon.

19 Jbid. p. 83; cf, Sprenger, II. p. 219, with the tradition connected with it. Verse 1 = xevi. 2, but B,ahlika

replaced by AlUa^widn.

^0 The refrain is evidently nothing but the attempt of a rendition of viDn '5- Th© dual ^ has n©

particnlar significance, and was only chosen on account of its yielding a rhyme to Ral>m<in. Verse 7 recallsisaiah xi.

91 Verse 58 contains a fine metaphor ; see Ch, VIII. 22 Verses 1 to 11, 14 to 15, 37,

» V. 15, see Oh. VIII. 2* See Ch IV.

26 Verse 9, cf. Exod. Tiii. 6, ix. 14, etc. •— Verses 11 to 12, legislative. Verses 28 {cf. xlv. 3) and

SI begija with — Verses 52 to 53, see Ch, V,
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{vv. 13, 20, 28) as Kalima,^^ Botli tli6 Kalima (v. 45) and ^^Arabic Qordii'^ (v. 2) also

^appear in 5. xli., of which several portions (vv. 8 to 11, 37 to 40) are descriptive, and coii-

'tain, besides, a sketch of hell and paradise. The introduction treating of the ‘Arabic Qora/i”

Is, in the course of the lecture, supplemented by a verse (44),27 which is intended to explain

more clearly an idea expressed some time before but it only makes it more obscure. It runs

thus :

—

“And had we made it a ‘ foreign Qordn/ they would have said: ‘unless its signs be de-

tailed [we will not believe]
5

is it ioveign and Arabic?’ Say: ‘ It is, for those who believe, a

guidance and a healing
;
but those who do not believe, in their ears is dullness, and it is

blindness to them. Those are called to from a far off place.’
”

The revelation seems to be an excuse for employing a certain number of foreign words in

the “Arabic Qordn,'^ Perplexity shuffles.

Sura xxsv., being of a distinctly descriptive character, begins with the statement afterwards

repeated, that Allah makes the angels His messengers. This is nearly a literal translation of

F-s. civ. 4. The same psalm is also re-echoed in other verses.^^ Similar topics, but in shorter

form, are dicussed in <Ss. xzxii,,^ Ixvii., and xxv.®^ I mention the last two together, because

their common superscription marks them both as hymns to the Creator .^2 Jii S. xxv.,

Muhammed replies to a charge that he was but an ordinary mortal eating food and visiting the

fairs.®^ This charge was not imaginary, hut seems to have been made repeatedly, since it is

refuted twice (vv. 8 and 22) in this sermon. A final answer is not given until xxiii. 53,^ in

which messengers in general are hidden to “eat good cheer.” Of this sura the first and last

parts (vv. 1 to 22, 53 to 118) form one address, but vv. 27 and 34 show why the piece was

inserted after v. 22.^® From the more elaborate arguments employed we gather that this sura

is later than xxv, The homily embodied in the last part (v. 93) consists only of repetitions,

the most important of which is the attempt to demonstrate the Unity of Allah by argnment.-^®

Two verses of this part (99 and 100) contain expressions for exorcising (‘^I take refuge”)

Satanic influences, and give perhaps a clue to the placing of the S$. cxiii. and cxiv.,^^ which are

formulas of the same character and with the same commencement.

sura xvi. marks the apogee of the descriptive revelations. It not only unites all descrip-

tive recitations scattered through other sermons, but places them before the reader in a really

26 See Ch. I., note II.

27 From Beidhiiwi’a remarks we infer that the reading ^ ^ is xinoeTtain, as other authorities have

.. /, ^ o ,

^ and ' *

28 See S. ssvi. 198 and Ch. I, — The sense of the passage seems to be the following: Had we revealed the Qcrwn

in a foreign toegue, their disbelief could not be greater than it is , cf. xvi. 105.

39 E. g . V. 10, 13, l-fc. The two, three and four pairs of wings ascribed to angels are evidently modelled after

Is. vi 2 together with Ezech 1
,
6. As to the paraphrastic imitation of Ts. civ. see below.

so xiie creation of the world in six days is also mentioned in xi. 9, 1. 37, xxv. 60. As to v 4 see Ixx. 4 and

Ch. IV.

31 The expressions and (v. 1, cf. Geiger, 1. c. p. 50) seem to he taken from the Jewish prayer

,called Qaddtsli‘

32 Verse 1 • “Blessed be,” etc
,
see Ixvii. 1 ; iUd. v 5: With “lamps” cf Gen. i. 16.

Bs The verses 8, 9 and 22 {cf, xxiij, 84) seem to be a justification directed against Exod. xxxiii. 28. Whether

Muhammed was really expected to live for some time without food, is hard to say, but this seems to have been the

^ase, and it is supported by a tradition of Bagh. (on v. 22) on the authority of AlDhahbak and Ibn AbbSs, that

the Qoreish reviled the prophetship of a man who consumed food. The matter is probably to be understood as

follows : Some Meccan critic had a superficial knowledge of the statement that Moses had passed a certain time

without food, and inferred from it that a prophet who could perform miracles, must also be able to dispense with

seating and drinking.

3^ There are also other points of connection between the two s'Oras ; cf xxiii. 1 to 11, and xxv. 64 to 77.

56 Verse 21, c/. vv. 34, 35; v. 22, c/. vv. 26 to 29.

56 CJ. verse 117, and Ch. IL ^ Of, 8. xxiii. 99 to 100, xvi. 100, vii. 199,
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artistic form. Mahammed must have bestowed much care on its composition, as it is beautiful,

although not quite original; it is in fact an imitation of Ps. civ. with the verses differently

arranged. We must naturally ezpect to see Mnhatnmed adapt his rendering of the Psalm, to

the conditions of life in Arabia, as also to his particular theological purposes.^s latter are

represented by a strong Moslim tendency, and teachings are inserted which are not to be found

in the original. Those verses of the Psalm are therefore omitted which describe animals and

plants unknown to Meccans. I place the verses side by side .

The Sura,

2. He sends down the angels with the spirit^®

[which is part] of his Amr upon wbom He will

01 His servants (to saj) : Give warning that

there is no God but Me
;
Me therefore do je

fear !

3. He has created the heavens and the earth

in truth! Exalted be He above that which they

join with Him.

10. He it is Who sends down water from

the sky, whence ye have drink, and whence

the trees grow whereby you feed your flocks.

11. He maketh the corn to grow for you,

and the olives, and the palms, and the grapes,

and some of every fruit— verily in that is a

Sign unto a j^^eople who refieot, 13. And what

He has produced for you in the earth varying

in hue, verily in that is a Sign for a people wTio

are mindful, (See also vv, 69 to 71.)

12. And He subjected to you the night and

the day, and the sun, and the moon, and the

stars are subjected to His bidding. Yerily

in that are Signs to a people who have sense,

16 and by the stars too are they

guided,

14. He it is Who has subjected the sea,

that ye may eat fresh flesh therefrom, and ye

bring forth from it ornaments which ye wear;

and thou mayest see the ships cleaving through
it ; and that ye may search after His grace, and
haply ye may give thanks.

The Psalm,

4.

He maketh His angels winds (spirits) ;

His ministers a flaming fire.

2. Who covereth [Thyself] with light as

with a garment,Who streteheth out the heavens

like a curtain.

5,

Who laid the foundations of the earthy

etc,

3. Who layeth the beams of His chambers

in the water’s
;
Who maketh the clouds His

chariot ; Who walketh upon the wings of the

wind.

14. He causes the grass to grow for the

cattle, and herb for the service of man, that

he may bring forth food out of the earth. 15.

Aud wine that maketh glad the heart of man,

and oil to make [his] face to shine, and bi'ead

which strengthens man^s heart.

19. He appointed the moon for seasons,

the sun knoweth his going down. 20. Thou
maketh darkness and it is night, wherein all

the beasts of the Lord do creep forth.

25. This great and wide sea wherein are

things creeping innumerable, both small and

great beasts. 26. There go the ships, [there

is] that Leviathan whom Thou hast made to

play therein.

Cf. S, sxxv. 1. Yerse 43 may serve to fix the date of the svra, and probably refers fco the isolation
Mulmmmed's foUoYrers bad to suffer for some time in Mecca, or to the emigration of a number of them to Abyssinia.
As to the details see Sprenger, II. 128 sqq. — Yerse 110 sqq. I regard (against Sprenger) as Mediman. U 5

refers to thoso who had shared the Hijra to Medina, but the piece was placed hero on account of these two words
The verses 116 and 119 are nothing if not Medinian, since they were of no interest for a Meccan audience

Muhammed readers by being unaware of the oiroumetanoe that also m^aus wUd.
is the case with vv. 6 to 8, bearing on the habits of
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15. And He lias cast firm mountains on tlie

earth lest it should move with you, and rivers

and roads, haply ye may be guided. (See also

V. 83 )

40. They swear by their most strenuous

oath ; Allah will not raise up him who dies,

etc 50. Do they not regard whatever

thing Allah has created, its shadow falls on the

right or the left adoring God and shrinking

up ? 07, And Allah sends down water from

the sky and quickens therewith the earth after

its death
;
verily in that is a Si(jn to a people

who can hear, 72. God has created you, then

He lets you die, etc,

44. Those who are patient and upon their

Lord rely.^®

51. Whatever is in the heavens and in the

earth, beast or angel, adores Allah, nor are

they big with pride.

52. They fear their Lord above them, and

do what they are bidden.

63. If Alldh were to punish men for their

•wrong-doing, He would not leave upon the

earth a single beast, etc.

87, Do they not see the birds subjected in

the vaults of the sky? none holds them m but

AlMh, verily in that is a Sign uido a people who

believe.

8. They go up by the mountains, they go

up by the valleys unto the place which Thou
hast founded for them. ]8. The high hills a

refuge for the wnld goats, and the rock for

the conies.

29. Thou hidest Thy face they are troubled,

Thou takest away their breath, they die and

return to their dust- 30. Thou sendesfc forth

Thy spirit, they are created, and Thou renewest

the face of the earth.

27. These wait all upon Thee, that Thou

mayest give them their meat in due time.

33. I will sing unto the Lord as long as I

live : I will sing praise to my God while I

have my being.

34. My meditation of Hina shall be sweet,

I will be glad in the Lord.

35. Let the sinners be consumed out of the

earth and let the wicked be no more. Bless

thou the Lord, 0 my soul
;
praise ye the Lord.

12, By them the fowls of the heaven

have their habitation, which sing among the

branches.

17. Where the birds make their nest, [as

for] the stork, the fir trees are her house.

Mubammed almost betrays the imitation in his own woi’ds; for he not only mentions the

Znhnr (Psalms) ^^that had been sent down before^’ (v. 4G),^^ but at the end of the sermon

(v. 105) he, apparently without necessity, defends himself against the charge of plagiarism. The

traditionisfcs give a number of names as possible sources of this accusation, but it is useless to

repeat their extravagant and unreliable tales on the pomt.‘^3 To conclude from Muhammed's

words ("ly^ hiow that they say : only a mortal man teaches him”), the rumours were only circu-

lated secretly, but he was a match for his foes, and turned his knowledge of their suspicions

into a proplietic faculty which made him acquainted with their slanderous whispers.^®

It is quite in accordance with Muhammed’s methods of preaching, that so fine a rhetorical

performance should be repeated. Thus some descriptive portions of >8. xiii.^^ not only recall

original whioh allows a oonclasion as tohowtho Arab Jews prononneed ^ nd o ;

another instance of the same kind
jg
^ vii. 156— O’/* ^1^*

41 Verse 40 is to be joined to I fv. 45), whil&t the words as far as form a

*
parenthesis.

The tratidions are o dleoted by Sprenger, 11. 379 sqq^. Of. zxxvi. 76. See Ch, II,

The s'Ora is one of those beginning with the “fcjigas.” According to Pihrist, p 251, it is Medinian.
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several imitations of verses of Ps. civ. quoted before, but supplement others v^hich he had omit-

ted. To the former belong the verses 2, 3, 4, 18.^5 Of the latter group are

:

The Sura. The Psalm.

13. He it is who shows you the lightning 7. At Thy rebuke they flee, at the voice

for fear and hope, and He brings up the heavy of Thy thunder they haste away,

clouds.

14. And the thunder celebrates His praise, 32. He looketh on the earth and it trem-

and the angels too for fear of Him, and He hies, He toucheth the hills and they smoke,

sends the thunder-clap and overtakes there-

with whom He will.

The first part of S. x. (vv. 1 to 57) belongs to those addresses which begin with a refer-

ence to the “Signs.” A parable inserted here is also of descriptive character.^® The piece next

to it owes its place also to some descriptive verses, but seems to be of Medinian origin.^7

The best sermon with text on the “Signs” is S. xxxi. (1 to 10, 19 to 34). The

descriptions are of the usual style, but there is a piece inserted (vv. 11 to 18),^® which interrupts

the description and is altogether out of place. In v. 22 the speaker is advised not to take the

unbelief of the infidels to heart, an advice repeated in the following sermon, S. xxxvi. (v. 76),

which is thoroughly descriptive. The homiletic inti’oduction includes a parable^® of narrative

character. After this follows a discourse on the “Signs” (vv, 33, 37, 41). New is the remark

on the change of night and day as well as on the stations of the moon, and an observation on

the eclipse of the sun.®®

Now these three paragraphs (v. 33-86, 37-40, 41-44) greatly resemble strophes of four

verses each though without metre. This lapse into old habits either revived the reproach that

he was a poet, or Mohammed saw the danger in good time, and wished to prevent any miscon-

ception. He therefore declared (v. 69) that he had never learnt poetry, nor was it suitable for

him. The verse mentioned above, advising him not to be grieved about disbelief, seems to

stand in connection with this. Yerse 78 has a historical background. Ubeyy b. Khalaf came

to Mubammed with a decaying bone and asked who conld quicken it. The affair seems to have

caused some sensation, as several years later it was made the snbject of an attack against the

Qoreish by the Medinian poet Hassgin b. ThS.bit.®i

The descriptive period further includes 5. xxvii. 60 to 95— au independent sermon

further (S. xxxix., the secoud part of which is a discourse on death. Some of these verses

Verses 22 and 21, and respectively
; see above. Verse 25, c/. Ch. VHI.

Verse 58 [O.ye men, now has come to yon oonnsel from your Lord, efc.] is spoken in the style of an introdno-

tion to a sermon
; c/.’ S ii. 1, — Verse 61, cf. v 70.

This is of legislative character and in the form of admonitions addressed by Loqua^n to his son (see Ch. VII.),

The sfira derived its name from this piece which seems to have been placed here on acoonnt of the rhyme. Cf.

Nbldeke, p. il7, who only entertains donbt as to v, 13.

*9 V. 12 sriq., see Ch. VIII.

Verse 39, c/. Oh. I, Palmer’s translation of the verse is hardly oorreot. I believe Mnhammed wished to express

the idea that the movements of the sun and the moon were so well regulated, that it is the latter which “reaches”

the former, and not vice vers&. The commentators refer to the variety of the sphere Bagh, I

jlgj t^uj ^ ^ JaIj J.Aj H j4J I U I Sj Aa. Ij m j-4.^ I I

JiclS.

5assSn b ShAbtt, Diwan, ed. Tunis, p. SI ;

—

Ubeyy has acquired heresy from his father on the day when the IVTessenger detached himself from him.
Hast thou come to Mubammed with a rotten bone in order to give him the lie, being ignorant of his con-

dition, etc. ?

« Verse 64 « Pb. oiv. 2 ; v, 72 - jS, x, 66, xxxi. 22.
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are regarded by Weil as interpolated.®^ The chronology of this snra as well as *S. sss. is

pretty distinctly fixed by two respective remarks on parables “struck’* before (xxxix. 28,

XXX. 58). The latter bi1ra, though commencing with an allusion to a defeat which the

Byzantine army had suffered at the hand of Persians, is an elaborate homily on the “Sign,” as

seven verses commence with the words : To his Signs belong,

Sura xxii. 1 to 13 and 62 to 71 are two fragments belonging to the descriptive group,

whilst all the rest is Medinian. A certain connection between the two pieces is visible in

vv. 3, 8, 67 respectively, where those who ‘Vrangle about Allah” are mentioned. Finally the

verses ii. 158 to 162, although placed in a suta commonly regarded as Medinian, has all the

marks of the revelations of the descriptive Meccan period.®®

Chapter VIL

Th.0 Legislative Revelations.

Meaning of the term — Relation of the legislative to previous periods — Loqm^n — Laws

given to mankind — Character of special laws promulgated in Mecca — Abrogation of Jewish

ritual law.

The term '‘legislative” in this chapter applies to those passages in the Meccan portions

of the Qordn, which are in any wb,j admonitory, and are discussed chiefly with regard to the

place they occupy in the book. In the same way as the Old Testament provided laws to meet

all the requirements of the Israelites, so the Qorto forms the principal source of the morale

ritual and juridical codes®® of the Faithful. The regulations dictated in Mecca are limited

to such as could be given to a religions community which owed allegiance to temporal powers of

a different kind. As it was impossible to foretell whether the Prophet would ever be in a

position to wield a temporal sceptre, administiative ordinations are entirely excluded from

Meccan revelation s.®^ As regards ritual laws the Meccan period produced hardly any besides

those relating to prayers and other forms of divine worship.

We have seen above that Moslim tradition itself places the descriptive revelations before

those of legislative character, but this is not always rigidly adhered to. Some of the former,

being mere recommendations, do not aspire to the authority of laws. The belief in Allah and

Bis Prophet is, of course, an injunction of the earliest date, but it appears in the nature of an

axiom meant to carry conviction. Religious observance being of more practical character

' could not be expected until the former was firmly established in the minds of the believers.

The precepts which Muhammed thought fit to reveal in Mecca had long been under

preparation, but it was impossible to promulgate them in anything like a systematic fashion as

long as the struggle for the acceptance of the first maxims lasted. After all, the foregoing

periods are nothing but a variety of endeavours to end this straggle. During this time the

want of a religious code had to be supplied by the example set by the Prophet himself, or by

his predecessors with whose stories believers were made acquainted. Nay, Allah Himself serves

as example by imposing mercy upon himself in the style of a commandment as it were

(jS. vi. 12).®® In tlie same speech the Prophet is bidden to declare that be was commanded to be

the first Moslim (v. 17). A second speech (v. 46 to 73) follows the same train of ideas. We

63 Yerses 31 to 32, 43, see Ch. XIII, Verse 31 is quite out of connection hoth with the preceding and following

verses. The homily coming after it has no marked character, and is therefore difficult to fii. Perhaps vs 74 to 75,

the concluding words in particularj may help to place the portion somewhat nearer to the narrative period.

6* Verses 19 to 24, 45.

55 Noldeke, p. 31, also regards the venses as Meccan.
56 See Sachau, Aelieste Quellan des muhamm,t Eechts, Tha original meaning of fiih is "'tenets of belief.'*

67 Tiie passage, vi, 118 to 121, is Medinian.

5* The speech ends, v. 45,
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hear again “that Alhih has imposed mercy npon Himself.”^® The Projdiet is ordered to state

that he is forbidden to worship the idols of the Meccans,*’® hut that he and his friends are

commanded to he Moslims, to recite prayers, and fear Allah (vv. 70 to 71).

An instance of how legislation was at first given in very small doses, is to he found in three

verses attached to jS. sciii,®^

V. 9, But as for the orphan, oppress him not,

10. And as for the beggar, diive him not away,

11. And as for the favour of thy Lord, discourse thereof.

The last verse is a reiniaiscence of the descriptive revelations.

It is indeed most interesting to observe how cautiously Muhammed proceeded to

accustom his hearers to regular religious observance. He knew the characters ol his

friends suificiently to perceive how dangerous it would be to overwhelm them with religious

duties, and the following are instances of his attempts to achieve his object in a somewhat

circuitous manner, In one sermon he describes the life of ‘^the servants of Allto,’’ naturally

in oi’der to teach :
—

S, ssY. 64. And the servants of the Merciful are those who walk upon the earth lowly

and when the ignorant address thein, say: Peace !

65. And those who pass the night [adoring] their Lord in prostration and

standing.

60. And those who say : 0 our Lord, turn from us the torment of hell, ek,

67. And those who when they spend are neither extravagant nor miserly, but

who ever take their stand between the two.

68, And those who call not upon another god with Allah, and kill not the

soul which Allah has forbidden, save deservedly, and do not commit
fornication

;
for he who does ttiat shall meet with a penalty.

72, And those who do not testify falsely, and when they jiass by fiivolons

discourse, pass by it honourably, etc., etc.

The admonition addressed by to his son is nothing hut a variation of the same
endeavour. Being fiist hiraseh reminded of the giaiitude he oived to Allah, this legendary
sage instructs his son — in ihe fashion of the author of Proverbs, ch. I. to VII. — to believe
in the Unity of God. to honour his parents, to lead a virtuous life, and to recite prayers
commandments which are all Within the scope of religious presciiptions taught in Mecca. The
piece which justifies reproduction runs thus : —

xxxi. 11. And we did give unto Loqmuii wisdom saying : Be grateful to AllAh; for he

who is grateful to Allah, is duly grateful for his own soul, and he who
disbehoves, vcnly Allah is independent, w'ortliy of praise.

yi, 54. C/. tbe pa^satje m the Talmud (Berakh. fol : God pi«iy& What prays He? B. ZutrS.b.
Tobiyyah says on hektlf oi Bfb : (He prays :) Be it my will that my mei-’cy overcome mine anger

;
let my mercy

prevail over my (other) attributes, that my conduct with lay children be merciful and that I deal with them
leniently.

60 Ibid. 55, 67, 39 ;
svii. 80 to 87.

61 These three verses do not belong to the preceding part of the ailra— from which they differ as to the rhyme —
but are placed here on aoootmt of v. 6 to 8,

6^ Concerning the personality of LoqmSn see Sprenger, I. 23 sqq. Besides Balaam, with whom he is identified
onacoount of the synonymity of the names, also Job and a negro slave “with thick lips” serve to personate him
in the opinion of variou. commentators. The name seems to me to he a corruption of Soleimdn, the letter s being
omitted. The introductory phrase, “we have given to Loqmtm wisdom,” is in favour of this suggestion as well as the
resembUnce of the whole speech to the first chapters of the Book of Proverbs. As to the fables ascribed to Loqmdn
see Dorenboarg, PaUcs urabtJ et jran.i;ais, Berlin,
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12. And when Loqman said to his son while admonishing him : 0 my son,

associate none with Allah, for, verily, such association is a grave iniquity.

13* And we have commanded®^ man [to honour] his parents
;
his mother hore

him with weakness upon weakness, and his weaning is in two years
;
be

thankful to me and thy parents, for unto me [shall your] journey [be].

14. But if they strive with thee that thou shouldst associate with me that which

thou hast no laiowledge of, then obey them not, eic.^^

15. 0 my son, verily if there were the weight of a grain or mustard seed and it

were [hidden] in a rock, or in the heaven, or in the earth, Allah would

bring it [foi*th],

16. 0 my son, be steadfast in prayer, and bid what is proper, prevent what is

objectionable,®® be patient of what befals thee, for this is due of the determined

affairs.

17. And twist not thy cheeks proudly, nor walk in the land haughtily: verily,

Allah does not love every arrogant boaster.

18. And be moderate in thy walk and lower thy voice: verily the most disagreeable

of voices is the voice of asses.®7

Another variation is to be found in a series of admonitions given to mankind in general,

although there can be no doubt, that Muhammed only had his small Moslim community in view. The

sermon in question forms a part of 5. vii., v. 28 to 66, and contains rules to be observed in connec-

tion with the places of public worship (v. 28 to 30®^). But fearful, as it were, lest Believers

should be discouraged by laws which might only be the forerunners of more arduous ones, Miiham-

med deemed it expedient to assure his friends that no soul should be burdened with more than it

could bear (v. 40).®^ Yet he does not conclude the sermon without a warning to “call on your Lord

humbly and secretly, not to do evil on earth, and to invoke Allah with fear and earnestness

(v. 53 to 54),

There is hardly any group of legislative revelations in which the respect due to parents does

not find a place. This forms the nucleus of a short lecture which was placed at the beginning of

iS. xxix. 1 to 12, and xlvi. 1 to 19.

It is not in the least surprising that Muhammed endeavoured to imitate Decalogue, or, rather

to adapt it to the requirements of Islam. This has not only been recognized by European

s_cholars,70 but also by Muhammedan commentators. Piscussing the Decalogue in his Kitdd AlArdis

AlTha'alibi^i concludes with the remark that Allah had also given it to Muhammed, and quotes the

two places in which it is reproduced in the Qordn^

Of these two recensions the earlier seems to be that inserted in S. xvii., of which it forms the

whole middle portion. The following reproduction of the chief part shows that several verses are

nearly literally translated from the Pentateuch

:

—
V. 23. Put not with Allah another god, or thou wilt sit despised and forsaken.

Muhammed was so well versed in the subject, that he altered it freely, substituting for commands

wliich were out of place in Arabia others of more practical value. The prohibition of murder gave

TMs is the only recommendation introdnoed here by It is repeated in S. xlvi 14 to 16.

64 Cf. Talmud Yebam, fol. 5vo (with reference to Lev xix 3) : It is the duty of each of you to honour me, etc.

Cf, iS. X. 62, xxxiv- 3.

66 This phrase occurs here for the first time, but is very frequent later on, especially in Mediuian siiras,

Cf, 3SIew§.qif, p, 331, and A1 GbazEli, Ihyd, II. 207 sjg.
’

67 See Oh. VIII. ^ See Noldeke, Q. p. 118. Cf, 8. vi. 153, xxiii. 64.

Sprenger, II. p. 484. 7i Cod. Brit, Mus. Add. 18,508 fol. 139. See Beitmege, p. 19 sqg.
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him an opportunity of denouncing the bur} ing of female infants alive (v. 33),^^ and it is due to hins

that that barbarous custom was abolished. He forbade the spoliation of orphans, and ordained that

agreements must be kept, true weights and measures must be given (v. 36 to 37), e^c.

The second and more elaborate reproduction^^ is given, S, vi. :
—

152. Say, Come ! 1 will recite what your Lord has made inviolable for you (1) that

you may not associate with him anything
; (2) kindness to your parents

;

(3) and do not kill your children through poverty
; (4) and

draw not nigh to hideous sins, either apparent or concealed
; (5) and kill not

the soul, which Allah has made inviolable, save by right
j
that is what He has

ordained you, haply you may understand.

153. (6) And draw not nigh unto the wealth of the orphan, save so as to better

it, until he reaches full age! (7) and give weight and measure with

justice . . • . ; (8) and when ye pronounce, then be just, though it be

the case of a relative
; (9) and Allah’s compact fufil ye

;
that is what he has

ordained you, haply }OU may be mindful.

154. (10) That this is my right way, follow it thou and follow not various paths to

separate ourselves from his way
j
that is what he has ordained you, haply you

may fear.

The sentences are instructive not only for what they contain, but for what they omit. The omission

of Exod. XX. 2 is not surprising, as it implies no commandment, and allusion to the exodus of Egypt

is of still less use for Islam. The contents of verse 7 are rather against the spirit of Islam. Frequent

enunciations of the name of AU^h formed and still form a powerful means of implanting belief in the

hearts of the Faithful. Numerous traditions exist of the benefits derived from frequent repetition of

the formula : There is no God beside Allah. Finally, the law of Sabbath was not required.^® It is

not difficult to discover why Muhammed looked upon the Jewish Sabbath as a punishment for

disobedience, and characterized it as being “laid upon those who disputed” (xvi, 125). The reason

why a day of rest did not gain ground in Islam seems to be a social rather than a religious one-

Although the creation of the world in six days is frequently mentioned in the Qordn, the interruption

of work on the seventh day is as regularly omitted. In a country where agriculture is of small

account, and hard work altogether unknown, a day of rest has no raison d^etre. It is possible that

some vague notion had reached Muhammed that among Assyrians the seventh day was called an “evil

day” on which no work should be done.^® In a Medinian revelation^^ Muhammed calls those, who

Cf. 5. vi. 138 (I. I. p. 68), w- 118 and 119 containing regulations with respect to killing animals for food are
Medinian.

Seems to be an independent piece, and placed here on account of its beginning with like many other
paragraphs of the s^ra^

A1 Beidh. on 5, xyi. 125 : The celebration of the Sabbath and giving oneself up entirely to worship was
incumbent upon those who contended with him, their prophet. These are the Jews whom Moses had com-
manded to confine themselves (on this day) to worship, etc. Thus A1 Beidh. refers not to the Sabbath, bnt to
Moses (see 8. xU, 45 where refers to

| ), and evidently had Exod. XV. 24 in his mind. Rabbinic inter-
pretation, as is well known, refers, ihid, v, 25, to the command of the Sabbath, and the words w^sMm nUs&hii reflect
perfectly the idea which Muhammed had conceived on the celebration of that day. Cf. Bokh L 224, a tradition

according to Abu Hureira : ^ I UJ HI li Aj AlJ | U

The puerile character of the tradition speaks for its value. The ^loalima,

while adopting Friday as a day of public worship, lead both Jews and Christians. On the name I

Beidh. on Qor, Ixii, 9 (Media.). It appears that the day of aMrilha, which is the ancient name for Friday, was
kept as prayer-day before Islam, According to Beidh., K;a‘b b. Lu’eiyy gave the day that name, becanse people

used to congregate on it, probably for mercantile purposes. Mnhammed then retained both the ancient custom
and the name. I regard 8. xvi. 152 as Medinian, cf ii. 61 and iv. 50.

^6 Cf, Schrader K. A. T. 2nd ed. p. 20. See 8, iv, 50 and below.
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• ^celebrate the Sabbath, “cursed.*’ He evidently formed his opinion from seeing that the Jews observed

the Sabbath by abstaining from work on that day. While the spiritual side of the celebration remained

hidden to him, he saw that it involved great inconvenience in domestic and public life, and impressed

him as something very undesirable .78 By singling out one day in the week, employed from time

immemorial for gathering, as the day of public worship, he followed the Jewish and Christian customs

to some extent. It is, however, very improbable that he chose Friday in order to eschew either the

Saturday or the Sunday. Following the reproduction of the Decalogue^ v. 155 seems to be a free

rendering of Exod. xxxi. 18. The bounty attached to it formed evidently part of the same speech.

V. 160 looks like a rebuke on the multitude of Christian sects, whilst v, 161 again returns to the

Decalogue, being a kind of reflex of Exod. xx. 5 to 6.

(To he continued.)

THE LADAKHI PRE-BUDDHIST MARRIAGE RITUAL.

(Translation and Notes,)

BY A, H. FRANOKE, LADAKH.

Some time ago I published in Memoires de la Sociiie Finno^ougrienney Helsingfors, some

translations in German of folktales and of extracts from a Tibetan MS. relating to the K§sap-

jMCyths of Western Tibet. The publication of the Marriage Songs of the LadAkhls

now nndertaken is another step in the same direction. My object in these publications is to

present means to the scientiflc world for unveiling the hitherto hidden treasures of the Pre-

Buddhist Religion of Tibet, I was fortunate indeed to get hold of these wedding songs, just

before they hac vanished altogether. In Central and Upper Ladakh only mere reminiscences,

are left of them, although the gorgeous dress of the ISTyopas and the scene before the house are

still in vogue. lu Lower Ladakh the songs have been preserved much better, but a large

portion of them have ceased to be intelligible to the people. Thus whilst the first nine of the

songs I collected were, certain passages excepted, generally understood by the ordinary man,

the latter half of the collection consists more or less of a succession of unintelligible sounds.

The reason may be, that the wedding ritual proved too hard a trial on the patience of the party

and was cut short in many cases.

The method of reading has been as follows. All the songs were dictated slowly by the

leader of the Nyopas to the village Munshi of Khalatse, Yeshes Big ’adzin, who wrote them

down according to the actual sound. This copy proved to be very useful as far as Yeshes Rig

adzin himself had understood the words. For disentangling the more obscure passages;

however, the assistance of the mission schoolmaster of Xieh, Shamuel aByorldan, and of other

Ladakhis, possessed of common sense, had to be requisitioned. In this way, the first half of the

collection has become fairly intelligible, whilst the latter half is still full of obscure passages.

It is necessary for the proper comprehension of these songs to direct the attention of the

readers to the fact that the four points of the compass play a rather important role in the

wedding songs, as well as in other Pre-Buddhist literature (vide Ladakhi Songs Ho. XV.% This

See Spienger, II, 482. The Jewish dietary law appeared to Muhammed likewise in the light of a chastise-

ment for frowardness. Abstemionsness from so many articles of food as are tabooed by the Jewish law naturally

appeared strange to a people whose supply was rather scanty, and did not despise fallen camels. This latter

custom was abrogated by Muhammed in Qor. vi 146, who also did away with several old usages connected with

the eating of -certain animals (see vi. 14'3 to 147). He further forbade the eating of animals over which, when

being slaughtered, the name of Allfih had not been mentioned (vi. 118 to 121). Noldeke, p. 119, regards this

verse as misplaced. “As to the Jews,” Muhammed adds (v, 147), “we have forbidden, them to eat everything that

has a solid hoof, and of oxen and sheep did we prohibit them to eat the fat, save what the backs of both do bear,

or the inwards of what is mixed with bone” (c/. S. xvi, 119). Muhammed reveals here a close intimacy with

details of the Code, which he could not have gained from hia own knowledge of the Pentateuch alone. I therefore

regard all those passages as Medinian.
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.

is very natural, for as has been pointed out in the paper on the Kesar-Myths, the Pre-Bud-
dhist Religion must have been a system of sun and nature worship. Now it is the sun^

who creates the four points of the compass. All of them are different manifestations of the

sun and hence the importance attached to them in a physiological religion. This fact suggests

a solution to the difficult problem of explaining the ancient mystic emblem of the Bon Religion,

yungdrung , This emblem was in my view invented to represent the sun as the creator

of East, South, West and North, the little mark at the end of each line indicating the incli-

nation of the sun to proceed from one point to the other.

It is not an easy matter to give a satisfactory explanation of the word yyungdmng, but

I dare to offer one, in favor of which there is at least some probability. In the KSsar-Myths

an old name of the sun, bya Khyung dkrung nyima, occurs. This means literally ‘ the bird

Khyung, the disc, the sun.’ In course of time the name Khyung dkrung may have degenerat-

ed to become -/yungdrung^ especially at a time when the idea of the emblem had ceased to be
generally understood. Laws of sound cannot be of much avail here, because we are dealing

with a proper noun. A few suggestions, however, might be made in favor of this derivation :

—

(1) a word is absolutely non-existing and cannot be found in any dictionary
; (2) there

exist a few cases of h being dropped when preceding thus hyang = yang, hyi = yi, hyin=
yin; (3) there is only a very slight, hardly perceptible, difference in the pronunciation of

dkrung and drung. Of course, this explanation of the emblem rests on the theory, that it is

always the same sun, which appears in the East every morning, and is in opposition to the

theoiy shown in Song No. I, B. 7, post, p. 135. However, the study of other physiological

religions has proved plainly that the most contradictory theories may dwell in them side by side.

While on the point of derivation
;
in regard to the change from khyung to yyimg, it may be

compared also to the following corresponding words in Jaschke’s Tibetan Dictionary : khyabpa-
yabpa, hath ‘cover’ in Ladakhi; 'akhyarha-yarla, both ‘go astray;’ ^akhyampa-yamyom, both
‘be unsteady;' ‘to fetter;’ yyigspa, ‘to be hindered;’ 'akhyurba, ‘ to be separated ;’

yurla on yurma, ‘pullout’ (weeds, eic.)
;

‘ to wave;’ yompa, ‘ be swinging,’ swing
The y of yyung and yyigspa is a silent prefixed letter and is often omitted in writing.

In the fignres a and h below is shown the yyungdrung in both positions ; the natural and
the reversed. The Rev, A. W. Heyde of Ghum tells me that the yyungdrung as a monogram

is said to be composed of the two syllables ^ su and pJJ ti, suit = svasti.

cu

(
J

According to Waddell, Lamaism in TiheU both the established Buddhist church and the
adherents to the Bon Religion have a yyungdrung of their own, the one under a beino* the
emblem of Lamaism, that under b of the Bon Religion. It is most natural that a alone should
con^espond to the actual course of the sun, for it is probably the older one. Indian Buddhist
missionaries may have fought in vain against the use of the symbol, and finally agreed to
introduce it into their own system by regarding it as a monogram, containing the three syllables
su ash in Indian characters. Afterwards in opposition to Buddhism and at a time when the
leading ideas of the once physiological religion had vanished, Bon priests made the emblem

custom of circumambulation was altered by the Bonpas from
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In the drawjDgs below showiiag the yyundrung as an ornament m Native houses in

Khalatse, Lower Ladakh, it will be seen turned both ways.

However all this may really be, on the whole I feel obliged to say, that ruy explanation ot

the yyiingdrung must not be taken for more than a mere guess at its interpretation from a

Tibetan point of view. I have no means in this remote land of collating these speculations

with the mass of literature on the svastiha.

The yyiingdrung IS thought to be of great importance at the wedding ceremony, and

both bride and bridegroom have to sit on carpets showing the emblem. It is indeed in uni-

versal nse in this connection, for in a copy of the wedding songs, which I received a few days

ago from Phyang the yyungdrung is used for punctuation instead of the full stop.

Song Ho,

bagma btangtsana nyopas sgola btangcessi This is the book of the songs, which are sung

glu’is dpecha yin. • at the door by the Hyopas, when the bride is

given.

1 The orthography of the songs has been brought into accordance with that of Ladakhi letter writing. In a^i

doubtful cases, however, the spelling of the first MS. will he given.

2 A chungla is indicated by an apostrophe.
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OKI bkrashispar gynrcig. bkrashis bdeblags

dang Idanpar gynrcig.

iiangmas btang ^adug.

A.

1.

A. 1. duba SBgonmo de

stengdu rgyugpa ci’i don,

2. duba sngonrao de

bardu rgyugpa ci’i don,

3. duba sngonmo de

*ogtu rgyugpa ci’i don-

4. duba sngonmo de

sbarla rgyugpa ci^i don-

b. duba sngonmo de

llioru rgyugpa ci’i don-

G, duba sngonmo de

byangdu rgyugpa ciT don-

7- duba sngonmo de

nubtu rgyugpa ciT don.

8- duba sngonmo de

mkbardu rgyugpa cfi don-

9. duba sngonmo de

yiilla rgyugpa ci’i don-

lib duba sngonmo de

grongdu rgyugpa ci’i don.

B.

1. B. phyimas landu.

1, duba sngonmo de

stengdu rgyugpa de

Ibai dbangpo rgya bzhinia rgollKi

ma zbus sam

bsangsliug pbulba’i don.

2. duba sngonmo de

bardu rgyugpa de

. btsau ama skyabs bdunla rgolba

ma zbus sam

bsang sbug pbulba’i don.

Om, may you be blessed ! May the blessing

come unto you speedily !

The people of the house say :

I. A. 1. That blue smoke,

Rising upwards, what does it

mean ?

2. The blue smoke,

Hanging over the ground, what

does it mean ?

3. The blue smoke,

Falling to the ground, what does

it mean ?

4. The blue smoke,

Spreading towards East, what

does it mean ?

5. The blue smoke,

Spreading towards South, what

does it mean ?

G. The blue smoke,

Spreading towards North, what

does it mean Y

7. The blue smoke.

Spreading towards West, wh^t
does it mean ?

8. The blue smoke,

Rising to the castle, what does

it mean ?

9- The blue smoke,

Sjmeading over the country, what
does it mean ?

ll). The blue smoke,

Spreading over the village, what
does it mean ?

1. B. People outside [the Nyopas"] answer

:

1, The blue smoke
Rises upwards,

I think, that the Lord of Heaven.
dBangpo rgyabzhin’s anger
may not be provoked,

It is an offering to him.

2. The blue smoke,

Is hanging over the earth,

r think, that the Earth-Mother,

skyabsbdun^s anger may not

he provoked,

It is an offering to her.
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3. duba sngonma de

^ogtu rgyugpa de

klurgyal Icogpola rgolba ma

zbus sam

bsang sbag pbulba’i don.

4. dnba sngonmo de

sbardu rgyugpa de

shar rdorje sems dp’ala rgolba

ma zb as sam

bsang sbug iDbulba’i don,

5. duba sngonmo de

Iboru rgyugpa de

Ibo rincben byung Idanla rgolba

ma zbus sam

bsang sbug pbulba’i don.

6. duba sngonmo de

byangdu rgyugpa de

byang donyod grubpala rgolb

ma zbus sam

bsang sbug pbulba’i don.

7. duba sngonmo de

nubtu rgyugpa de

nub snangba mtb’ayasla rgolba

ma zbus sam

bsang sbug pbulba’i don,

8. duba sngonmo de

mkbardu rgyugpa de

rtselba snyanpola rgolba ma
zbus sam

bsang sbug pbulba’i don.

y. duba sngonmo de

yulla rgyngpa de

yultbsa snyanpola rgolba ma

zbus sam

bsang sbug pbulba’i don.

10. duba sngonmo de

grongla rgyugpa de

pbalba snyanpola rgolba ma zbus

sam

bsang sbug pbulba’i don.

3. The blue smoke

Is falling to tbe ground,

I tbink, that tbe Water-King,

ICogpo’s anger may not be

provoked,

It is an ofiering to bim.

4. The blue smoke

Is spreading towards East,

I tbink, that tbe eastern rDorje

sems dp’a^s anger may not be

provoked,

It is an o:Sering to him.

5. Tbe blue smoke

Is spreading towards South,

I tbink, that tbe southern Rin-

chen byungldan s anger may
not be provoked,

It is an oUering to him,.

6. Tbe blue smoke

Is spreading towards North,

I think, that tbe northern Don-

yodgrubpa’s anger may not

be provoked,

It is an offering to bim.

7. The blue smoke

Is spreading towards West,

I tbink, that tbe western

sNangba mthayas’ anger may
not be provoked,

It is an offering to bim.

8. Tbe bine smoke

Is rising to tbe castle,

I think, that rTselba snyanpo’s

anger may not be provoked,

It is an offering to him,

9. The blue smoke

Is spreading over tbe country,

I tbink, that Yultbsa snyanpo’s

anger may not be provoked,

It is an offering to him,

10.

Tbe blue smoke

Is spreading over tbe peasants'

[houses],

I tbink, that Pbalba snyanpo’s

anger may not be provoked,

It is an offering to him.
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Notes on the Tibetan Text.

Nyopa, buyer, because tbe bride ^as bought

in ancient times. The salutation in classical

language Oni hJcrasJiispar^ eto,^ is exchanged

after each strophe, but will not be repeated

in these pages.

1. A. In all verses cii don means literally :

it is the meaning of what ? II. B. As regards

the meaning of names and general position of

the heads of the Pre- Buddhist cosmology,

aee my paper on the Kesar-Myth in Memoires

tie la SociHe Finm-ougrienne, 1900, No. XY.

The syllable sam I was first inclined to translate

by ‘or,’ but people told me, that they understood

it to mean ‘ think,’ in favour of which might

be pointed to the people’s response : Well

thought, you mighty friends. In v. 4, ^5, 6,

and 7 the gods, who govern the four direc-

tions, are mentioned.

They are the properly Tibetan lohapdlas.

In Lamaism three of them have become

DhydnibuddhaSy whilst rDorje sems dp^a has

become their president. That their relation-

ship to the four points of the globe has not yet

quite been lost in Lamaism, is shown by the

Padmathanyicj, see Gruuwedel, Mythologie des

Buddhismus, pp. 98, 99.

The names in literal translation mean :—
4. ‘The thunderbolt with the courageous soul,’

5, ‘The producer of great price.’ 6, ‘Fulfiller

of the aim, he has.’ 7. ‘Eternal light.’ With

the exception of 6, all the names point plainly

to the different manifestations of the sun, 7 in

particular goes back to the idea, that the West

is the receptacle of all the suns, which have been

born up to the present day. This idea is too

natural a one to have been imported from

Persia. Instead of via zhus the original render-

ing was probably ma zhuy the imperative being

used for the optative. 8, rTselha, god of the

summit. 9. YwZi/tsa, village idol. 10. Fhallia,

god of the fathers, e., family.

Notes on the English Translation.

It might bo well to say a few words about

the scene, which forms the background of the

songs. The Nyopas(2 . e., friends of the bride-

groom, who were sent to buy the bride) come
on horseback and clad in gorgeous dress (^vide

Plate) before the house of the bride and ask

for entrance. This is refused to them unless

they are able to answer certain questions.

All the people of the house are armed with

sticks and the Nyopas are beaten unmercifully

as soon as they fail to prove their respectable

origin by answering the questions satisfactori-

ly. The people of the house light a fire of the

wood of the pencil cedar and concerning the

smoke of this the first questions are asked.

After the questions regarding the princi-

pal deities have been settled, in 8, 9, and 10

the local deities come in. Though in ancient

times idols do not seem to have had a place in

the Bon Religion, we can see how tbe idea

gradually crept in. As we know from the

Kesar-Myths, thelha’s or gods used to visit the

earth frequently. High hills became known

as places of the gods’ descent, and to honour

them properly, white altars were erected. By

and by these altars orlhatho’s were considered

as being the dwelling places of certain Iha^s

and at last the idea was developed, that wher-

ever a lhatho was erected, a lha would soon take

his seat. So we have a lha on the hill (near

the castle) in 8, and the family (father) lha

in 10, In 9 the word thsa might point to a

rough idol, compare Jaschke’s Diet thsathsa.

All of them have the epithet snyanpo= well

sounding.

Song No. II.

II. A. legs bsams dbangi nyebo.

nangmas.

1. pburu yar yzigs ’aiig

gangs chu dkarpo de

su dang ganggi chang.

II. A. Well thought, you mighty friends.

People of the house say ;

1 , Look over there to the upper valley

!

That white glacier water,

What and whose beer is it ?
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2. yyasla yar yzigs ’ang

yy’a chu khral kkrol de

su dang g'anggi chang.

mdom yar yzigs ’ang

ytsang ckab sngonmo de

sn dang ganggi cbang.

4, vyonla yar yzigs ’ang

chamig kyal kyil de

su dang ganggi obang.

sbrulmgo ma cbabrkyan nangdu

yang dkar naskyi chang

su dang ganggi cbang.

2. Look over there to tb-e right

!

That foaming -water among the

stones.

What and whose beer is it I

S, Look over there below !

That blue river water,

What and whose beer is it ?

4. Look over there to the left

!

Those wells here and there.

What and whose beer are they ?

And in this large jar with the

snake’s head

The beer [made] of white barley,

What and whose beer is this ?

Xyopas landu.

51. B. 1. phuru yar yzigs ’ang

gangs chu dkarpo de

dar sing ysoba’i chang,

2, yyasla yar yzigs ’ang

yy’a chu khral khrol de

shaphi*an ysoba'i chang.

mdorn yar vzigs 'ang

ytsang chab sngonmo de

nyaphran ysoba'i chang.

4. yjonla yar yzigs 'ang

chumig kyal kyil de

ma zhing ysoba’i chang'.

5^ sbrulmgo ma chab rkyanla

yang dkar naskyi khuba de

nyo ’am spun bdungyi chang.

Notes.

A. 2. yyachu, this word is used here, so

people tell me, for water with stones, not for

stagnant water, hJirallihrol^ noisy, 4. hjal-

ky il scattered abouL 6, ma^ mother, used for

everything large, here the large jar.

B. 4. ma zhing, motherfield, a very fertile

held. Instead of Icyalleyihparpzir is also used

ni the same sense.

The Nijopas answer;

il. Bo I, Look over there to the upper

valley 1

That white glacier water

Is the beer, nourishing the

ice-lion,

2. Look over there to the right 1

That foaming water among the

stones

Is the beer, nourishing the young

deer.

S. Look over there below
*

That blue river water

Is the beer, nourishing the littlt

hshes.

4. Look over there to the left 1

Those wells here and there

Are the beer, nourishing the

mother-fields.

And in this large jar with the

snake’s head.

The fluid [made] of white barley

Is the beer of the Nyopas or the

seven brethren.

Notes.

A. 5. The mouth of the jar is formed like

a snake’s head. B. 1. The ice-lion with the

blue locks [or mane] was originally the glacier

itself 5 later on it developed into a fabulous be-

ing. which was thought to live there. 5. The

number of the Nyopas onght to be seven.
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Song Nfo- III,

.Ava

HL A. snyan ysanpar mdzodcig. IQ. A, Now listen with your ears [

L dgung dang dbyibskyi mjalthao f

de

BU dang ganggis byas.

The existence of the high heavem

and of the forms [plants^

animals],

By whom and how was it

created ?

2. shar dang nubkyi mjaltbsul de

sn dang ganggis byas.

2 The existence of East and West,.

By whom and how was li

created ?

3. Iho dang byanggi mjalth&ui de

su dang ganggis byas.

The existence of South and

North,

By whom and how was it

created ?

4, sfceng dang ’oggi mjaltbaFul do-

su dang ganggis byas.

4. The existence of height and

depths

By whom and how was it

created ?

phu dang mdoji mjalthsnl de

sn dang ganggis byas

The existence of an upper and a

lower valley^

By whom and how was it-

created ?

S. mkhar dang yulgyi mjaltb&ui de

an dang ganggis byas.

The existence of ©astle and

village,

By whom and how was it

created ?

7. yahis dang ynaskyi mjalfchsnl de

su dang ganggis byas.

7. Tlie existence of hearth and
home,

By whom and how was it

(31‘eated ?

8. phyi dang nanggi mjalthsnl de

su dang ganggis byas>

The fact, that som® people are

outside and some inside,

whom and how was it

iTeated

phyiina» landti.

III. B. I, dgung dang dbyibskyi mjalthsul

de

nyi zla ynyiskyis byas,

2. shar dang nnbkyi mjalthstil cle

kbri Tdugs nyimas byas.

B. Iho dang byanggi mjaltbsul de

zla mtbsau dkarpos byas

Tbe Nyopas answer :

3II.B, 1, Tlie existence of the high

heaven and of the forma

Was created by sun and moon.

The existence of East and West
Was created by the snn, the

nimbrella of the throne.

3, The existence of Sonth and

North

Was created by the Moon, the

whitener of the night.
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4. steng dang ’oggi mjaltlisul de

sbang char zilbas byas.

5. pba dang mdoyi mjalthsul de

skyeser^ rlungpos byas.

6. mkhar dang ytilgyi mjalthsul de

rgyal dang blongyis byas.

7. yzbis dang ynaskyi mjalthsul de

ynyendrurjg rnamskyis byas.

8. phyi dang nanggi mjalthsul de

nyo^am spun bdungyis byas.

Notes.

Ill the original wjalthso is given instead of

mjalthsul^ which is unintelligible. See more

examples for elision of I at the end of a syllable

in my LaddhM Grammar^ laws of sound 4.

dhyihs is a word, not so easily understood, two

kinds of dhyihs are mentioned in XIII., they

are mmmhha, sky, heaven, and chos, religion.

B. 5. shyeser^ name of the wind god. May be

either skyegsar^ the reborn one, see K^sar-

Myth, or shyebser^ producer of coolness.

Song 1

4. The existence of height and depth

Was created by the dewy soaking

rain.

5. The existence of an upper and a

lower valley

Was created by shyeser, the wind.

6. The existence of castle and village

Was created by the king and the

ministers.

7. The existence of hearth and home

Was created by you, our friends,

8. The fact, that some people are out-

side and sonae inside,

Was created by the Nyopcts, the

seven brethren.

Notes.

A. 8. This question refers to the scene

created by the arrival of the Nyoj)as B. 2.

The sun is often called an umbrella on account

of his circular shape. 3. Though the moon

as representative of the night can be made to

account for the North, it is dilficult to see

her relation to the South.

B 4. Perhaps on account of the fact, that

clouds show great varieties of altitude. 5. A
strong draught is felt in every valley.

1. IV.

A.

byonrabs yin.

lY. A, I. ’adir byon rnaras sliargyi gling-

nas yongstsana

shar phyogs rgyalpo suzhig

bzhugs

bran dang ’akhor yyog cila dkar

dbyibs dang chalugs cinda ’adra.

2. Ihoyi phyogsnas yongstsana

Iho phyogs rgyalpo su zhig

bzhugs

bran dang ’akhor yyog cila dkar

dbyibs dang chalugs cinda ’adia.

This is about the origin [of the Nyopas’],

IV. A. 1, When you came here from the

eastern country,

Who was king there in the East ?

Why may we call his subjects and

servants white r

What is their shape and custom

like?

2. When you came here from the

southern country,

Who was king there in the^

South ?

Why may we call his subjects and

servants white r

What is their shape and custoiu

like ?

3 Having been questioned meanwhile by Regieruugsrat Dr. E. Sohlagmtweit about the equation Kesar = shyegsar,

I wish to state the following facts This equation was not worked out by myself, but received ready made fro u

the natives, who explain the name in this way. According to a letter from Rev. Fr. Peter, Kyelan^;. the popuki

pronunciation of the same name is Kyesar in Lahoul In a collection of popular songt which I received from Phyaug

three days ago, the king’s name is invariably spelled Kyesar, In Leh orchnary peoiile pronounce the name Kesar,

but educated people, who know the myths from the epos, pronounce it Gesar. All the changes from Kyesar to Gescfr

can be accounted for, see my Laddkht Gh'ammnr, Introduction. Xyirwo = girwo.
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3. kyed mams nubkyi glingnas yong-

stsana

nubpliyogs rgyalpo su zhig bzhugs

bran dang ’akhor yyog cila dkar

dbyibs dang cbalugs cinda ’adra.

4. kyed rnams byanggi glingnas yong-

stsana

byangphyogs rgyalpo su zhig bzhugs

bran dang ^akhor yyog cila dkar

dbyibs dang cbalugs cinda 'adra.

phimas landu,

IV. B. 1. ngaoag nyebo rnams sbargyi glingnas

yongstsana

sharphyogs rgyalpo yul ’akhor srung

bran dang ’akhor yyog chosla dkar

dbyibs dang cbalugs bdelegs ’adug

sharna khri ydugs nyima mchis

skad cig ’adrina dela dris.

2,

nga nyebo Iboyi glingnas yongstsana

iho phyogs rgyalpo 'aphags skyed

bzhugs

bran dang ’akhor yvog chosla dkar

dbyibs dang cbalugs bdelegs ’adug

Ihona ’abru sna ’adzonimo dg’a

skad cig ’adrina dela dris.

3,

nga nyebo nnbkhyi glingnas yoilg-

stsana

nub phyogs rgyalpo spyan mig bzang

bzhugs

bran dang ’akhor yyog chosla dkar

dyibs dang cbalugs bdelegs ’adug

nubna sman sna ’adzommo ‘adug

3. When you came here from the

Western country,

Who was king there in the West ?

Why may we call his subjects and

servants white ?

What is their shape and custom like Y

4, When you came here from the

northern country,

Who was king there in the North ?

Why may we call his subjects and

servants white ?

What is their shape and custom like r

The Nyopas answer

:

lY. B. 1. When we came here from the eastern

country,

Yul *aklior srung was king there in

the East.

For the sake of their religion we may

call his subjects and servants

white.

Their shape and custom are good,

In the East there dwells the sun, the

umbrella of the throne,

If you want to hear some news, ask

him !

2. When we came here from the southern

country,

’aPhagsskyed w^as king there in the

South.

For the sake of their religion we may
call his subjects and servant.e

white.

Their shape and custom are good.

In the South they enjoy all kinds of

grain,

If you wish to hear some news, ask

that 1

3, When we came here from the western

country,

sPyanmig bzang was king there in

the West.

For the sake of their religion we may
call his subjects and servants

white.

Their shape and custom are good.

In the West there are all kinds of

medicines.

If you wish to hear some news, ask

.
them !

skad cig ’adrina dela dns.
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4. ngaca^ nyebo rnams byanggi

glingnas byongstsana

byang pliyogs rgyalpo ^ipbags

skyed bzhugs

bran dang ’aklior vyog chosla

dkar

dbyibs dang cbalugs bdelegs

’adug

byangna thsos sna ’adzomnao

’adug

skad cig ’adrina dela dris.

Notes.

A. 1, etc, cin da, ought to be spelt according

to the views of Ladakhis ci mda, mda (or

pei'haps 'ada) meaning ' about.’ The names of

the kings mean B. 1. protector of the country.

2 and 4. the high-born one. 3. good eye.

Very likely the original name of 4* had been lost

and that of 2 was inserted instead. Each verse

may also have a seventh concluding line :

figacag nyeho rnamsla sliadolia hshadrgyii med,

we friends do not know any news
j
^adzommo

= ^adzowpo, plentiful. Instead of hdelegs the

original has bdelags.

4. When we came here from the

northern country,

’aPhagsskyed was king there in

the North.

For the sake of their religion we
may call his subjects and ser-

vant .s white.

Their shape and custom are good.

' In the North there are all kinds

of dyes.

If you wish to hear some news,

ask them.

Notes.

A. 1, etc. White is the colour of the Iha’s

and of all good things. B. As regards the

products of the different countries, they are

mentioned in about the same manner in

Ladakhi Songs No. XY. Harvest festival at

Skyurbuchan. They are perhaps more of a

practical than of a mythological interest.

The three names, given in this song, do not

seem to be of Tibetan origin. They are proba-

bly the Tibetan names of the Indian lokapdlas.

Though there can be no doubt as to the pre-

buddhist origin of this song as a whole, the

names of the kings may be later Lamaist in-

terpolations. I am rather inclined to believe,

that an ancient version of this song had the

names of those kings, who actually reigned

in the respective regions many years ago. In

this connection it may be added, that in Song

No. X., where the four points of the

compass come in again, actual geographical

kingdoms, for instance China and India, are

mentioned. Regarding the names, given in

lY., compare Giiinwedel, Mijtliologie ties Bud-

dhismus, p. 181 ;
spyanmig Izaiig, instead of

niig mi hzang, is probably a corruption, as it

does not correspond to the Indian virupdksha.

Song No. Y.

A.

berrahs yin.

phyimas.

V. A. 1, shing stagpa skyerpa shugpa

ysum

2. de ysum shing dang ma rdung-

shig

This is about the sticks.

The Nyopas say :
—

Y. A. 1. The birch, the alp-willow and

the cedar,

2. With sticks of these three kinds

of wood do not beat us

!
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3. de ysnnLi shing dang rduiigizerna 3. If you beat us with these three

kinds of wood,

4. mgoyildem 'achaguii Idem’acliag

stong dang leu

4. Breaking our helmets, you must
return them a thousandfold,

5. Insky] pile ralna pheral stong

daug leu

5. Hurting our body, we shall

return it a thousandfold,

6 . sn^'aiigyi yyu ’achagnayyii acluig

stong dang len

6 . Breaking our earrings, jou must
return them a thousandfold,

7. ’oggi sga ‘aehagna sga ’achag

stong dang Jen.

legs bsaiiis dbanggi nyebo.

B.

7. Breaking our saddles, you must

return them a thousand lold !

Well tliought, }Ou mighty

friends !

nanginas landu People of the house say :
—

V. B. 1. bdaggi lagtu yodpai shing yyu

Icang Idempa 'adi

V. B. 1. This elastic stick of the tur-

quoise willow, which is m my
hand,

2, ’akhrungsa rgyagav yuldu ’akh-

rungs

2. Arose in India, its birth-place.

8 . thsarsa bodyul dbussu thsar 3. It grew in dBus in Tibet, its

growing place.

4. lougstod serpo yserla yod 4. Its flexible yellow upper half

looks like gold.

5. rtsemo sngonmo yjula byas 5. -Its blue tip was made of tur-

quoise.

6 . lhayi dbangpo rgya bzhinnas 6. By the king of the gods^ rGya
bzbiu,

7. Icags rg^abpai bk^a khrol cig 7. [There was issued] an order to

beat [with it].

8. ’adila bk’aluug yang dagpa zhig

ynang zerna

8. If you ask, what holy prophecy

he gave regarding it,

9, nyi zlai buzhig ’abrangs 9. ‘ A son of sun and moon may
follow [you] !

10. zla skar mdundu mchis 10. The moon and the stars may be

before [you] !

11. don ngan plmgssu ’akhrugs 11. Bad speech ought to be blamed.

12. phu ngan duba che 12 If [the fire] is badly blown,

there is much smoke.

13. mgron ngan ringdu mcbi^ cd V A bad guest he far away !

’

14. riiichen dbyugpas char cig phob 14. Now let go down a rain [of

blows] with the costly sticks.

15. nam bz’a rincangyi Idnrcig 15. Beat tliem on their costly dress !

pliob.
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notes.

A. 4. Idem, said to be the golden bat of

the Nyopas, is called Idem either on account of

its stiff shape or because of its being an em-

blem (allegory) of the sun. As will have been

noticed in the preceding songs, the Nyopas

have to play the part of the sun god. *5. phe=
phye^ perf . tense, of ^abyedpa, to open, thus ‘ if

you beat an opening of the body, “ a wound/
the verb being used as a noun.

B. 3. tksarsa, finishing place, when applied

to men, it is the country, where maturity is

attained. 4. yserla yod. it belongs to gold.

5.

yyula byas, it was made [turned] into

turquoise. 9.
=

'at re?? [/s, imperative

tense, 10. instead of mdundu the original has

(jiondu, instead of mchis it has ches and eke ,* the

same must be said of meins in B. 13. namhz'a^

Ladakhi for nabz*a. Idur perhaps the same as

Idur Idur in Jaschke^s DiCtwu'try,

Song

A.

phyimab.

VL A. 1. slung giuma glangma Icangma

ysum

2. de 7sum shing dang ma rdung-

sllig

3. de 7sum shing dang rdung zerna

4. mgoyi Idem ’achagna Idem ’achag

stong dang len

5. luskyi phe ralna phcral stong

dang len

6. snyangyi 7yu ’achagna yyu

’achag stong dang len

7. ’oggi sga ’achagna sga ’achag

stong dang len.

legs bsams dbanggi nyobo,

B.

nangmas landu

yi. B. 1. bdaggi lagtu yodpai shing 7yu

Icang sngonpoi

2. skyedpa sngonpo yyula byas

3, lo ’adab ’adzamgling mi yul

kbyab

Notes.

Because at the end of each verse inlY. the

Nvopas failed to give a satisfactory account of

the four countries, this is taken as a sufficient

cause to beat them. For their defence they

recite V. A.,, VI. A., and VII. A., and find fault

with the sticks. On the other hand the bride’s

party praise their sticks as having been ap-

proved of by the king of heaven Y. B., a king

of the earth VL B., and the king of the

nnderw'orld [waters] in VII. B.

B. 9 and 10 is said to refer to the procession

of the wedding party.

VI.

The Nyopas say :

—

VL A. 1. The furze, the hill willow and the

house willow,

2. With sticks of these three kinds

of wood do not beat us 1

3. If you beat us with these three

kinds of wood.

4. Breaking our helmets, you must

return them a thousandtold,

5. Hurting our body, we shall re-

turn it a thousandfold,

6. Breaking our earrings, you must

return them a thousandfold ^

7. Breaking onr saddles, you must

return them a thousandfold

!

Well thought, you mighty

friends !

People of the house answer

VL B. 1. Of this green stick of the tur-

quoise willow, which is in my
hand,

2. The blue middle was made of

turquoise.

3. The leaves of the tree cover all

’aDzamgUng ilie country of

me u.
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4. rje sabdag rgyalpo bzliiniias

5. Icags rgyabpai bk’a khrol cig.

6. ^adila bk’alung yang dagpa zbig

ynang zerna

7. rgyalpoi bu zliig ’abrangs

8. zlaskar mdnnda mchis

9. don ngan pliugsan ’akhrugs

10. pliu ngan duba die

11. mgrori ngan ringdn mcbis

12. rinclien dbyngpas cbar cig pbob

13. nam bz'a rincangyi Idnr cig pbob.

Kotes.

In B. two lines seem, to have been lost,

because for all the lest tins song is in con-

formity with V. B. or perhaps V. B. 2, 3 are

later additions In 4 the king is mentioned as

representative of the earth, an older version

may have had Mother skyab^ bdnn, compare

8ong No, I, B. 2, ante, p, 134.

4. By the king, the owner and lord

of the earth

5. [There was issued] an order to

beat [with it].

6. If you ask, what holy prophecy

he gave regarding it,

7. ‘A son of the king may follow

[yon]

!

8. The moon and the stars may be

before [you] !

9. Bad speech ought to be blamed,

10. If [the fire] is badly blown

there is much smoke.

11. A bad guest be far away !

’

12. Now let go down a rain [of

blows] vvith the costly sticks,

13. Beat them on their costly dress.

Notes.

B. B. ’aDzamgling or 'aDzarcbugling,

comprised originally Tibet and India, later on

all Asia or the whole earth, in the latter

sense it is to be taken here. It is the Indian

Jaml)ucl'in2)a>-

Song No. VII.

A.

phyimas The Nyopas say:-

—

Vll. A, 1. shing starhu ’umbu thserhu 7sum VII. A. 1, The walnut-tree, the tamarisk

2. de 7Stiin shing dang ma rdung-

shig

3. de ysum shing dang rdnng zerna

4. mgoyildem’achagnaldem’achag

stong dang len

b. luskyi phe ralna pheral stong

dang len

6. snyangyi yyu ^achagna yyu

’achag stong dang len

7. ’oggi sga 'achagna sga ’achag

stong dang len.

and the thorn,

2, With sticks of these three kinds

of wood do not beat us !

3, If yon beat us with these three

kinds of wood,

4, Bi’eaking our helmets, you must

return them a thousandfold,

5, Hurting our body, we shall re-

turn it a thousandfold,

.6, Breaking our earrings, you must

return them a thousandfold,

7. Breaking our saddles, you must

return them a thousandfold !

nangmas People of the house say ;

—

YU. P, 1. bdaggi lagtu yodpai shiug yyu VIL B. 1. Of this green stick of the tur-

Icang sngoupoi qnoise willow, which is in my
hand,
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2o rtsaba dkarpo dnngla bjas.

3. sbathag ’og pliyogs kluynl kliyab

4. klurgyal Icogpo m’a gros zilclieii-

nas

5. Icags rgyabpai bk’a kbrol cig

6. ’adila bk’alung yatig dagpa zliig

7nang zerna

7. kla phranbii zhig ’abrangs

8. yul thsa mdundu mcbis

9. don iigan phngssu ’akhrugs

10. pbu. ngan duba cLe

11. rogron ngan ringdu mcliis

12. rinchen dbyugpas cbar cig pbob.

13. nambz’a rincangyi Idur cig pbob,

Notes.

VIL A, 1. ’mr 2 ?)w== tamarisk. 7

vlaafi is generally used only of young animals.

In 11 the original has S07i(/^ go, instead of

be. This fact is perhaps the best justi-

.-^cation for my putting wclas in the place of

che and che^s of the origina!.

2. The white root was made of a

shell.

3. The roots [of the tree] cover all

the lower underworld. ®

By the wise and glorious ICogpo,

King of the Underworld,

Do
,

[There was issued] an order to

beat [with it],

6. If you ask, what holy prophecy

he gave i*egarding it,

7. ^ A young kLu may follow [you]

'

3.

The village idol may be before

[yon] !

9,

Bad speech ought to he blamed

.

10. If [the fire] is badly blown.

thei*e is much smoke.

11. A bad guest be far away?

12. Now let go down a ram [of

blows] with the costly sticks.

13. Beat them on tiieis* costly dress 1

Notes.

If look at V, B. 4, VI. B. 2, and VJL
B. 2, we see, that the stick of the turquoise

illow' is identified with the tree of the woild,

which we find in so many mythologies. #The

roots of this tree cover the underworld, VIL
B. 3, the leaves cover the earth VI. B. 3, and

the top reaches stanglka.

Song No. VIIL

A,

phyimas

?1IT. A. 1. skyal'ya zanthsan dang’uluthsigs

bead dang yogpa snaiiag dang

2. de 7sum shing dang ma ixiung-

shig

3. de ysum shing dang rdung zerna

4. mgoyiidem’achagna Idem ’achag

stong dang len

5. luskyi phe mlna plieral stong

dang len

6, synaiigyi yyu 'achagna 7yu’achag

stong dang len

7, ’oggi sga ’achagna sga ’achag

stong dang len.

The Nyopas say:—

VIII. A. 1. The soup-spoon, the gravy-spoon

and the black-nosed poker,

*2. With these three sticks do not

beat us I

3. If you beat us with these three

sticks,

4. Breaking our helmets, you must

return them a thousandfold,

5. Hurting our body, we shall rec-

tum it a thousandfold,

6. Breaking our earrings, you must

return them a thousandfold.

7.

Breaking our saddles, you must

return them a thousandfold !
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B

3u:tagmas Ian ma sliespas yang phyimas
m

VI il. B. 1, nged nyebo rnamsla I’diingbai

shing zhig yod

shing hala Idempai sliing 7]i]g

yod

shing hula Idempai shing* zhit:

yod

shing risaha yeigla rtsemo ysnm

rtsenio ysnmla yalga drug.

2. yalga dangpora

bya chen kbynnggi thsangs

yser sgong ma bcagpa

bya thsangs ma bshigpa

bya de ma ’agrogspa

shing de snamnas byon

de dang rdung mdzod cig

de dang rgyob mdzod cig

de dang rdnng mdzodna
mgoyi Idem 'achagnayang

Idem ’achag stong meddo

Inskyi phe ralna

pheral s-tong meddo

snyangyi yyu ’acLagnayang

yyu ’achag stong meddo

’oggi sga ’achagnayang

sga *achag stong yang med^

3. yalga ynyisparu

byargyal rgodpoi thsangs

yyn sgong ma bcagpa

bya de ma ^agrogspa

bya thsangs ma bshigpa

shing de snamnas byon

de dang rdung mdzod cig, ete.

(see V. 2),

Because the people of the house do not know
what to answer, the Nyopas say :

—

Vin. B. 1. A wood to beat ns, friends, does

exist.

It is a wonderfully elastic wood,

It is a marvellously elastic wood.

There is a tree, the root of which

has three stems.

These three stems have [to-

gether] six boughs.

2. On the first bough

There is the nest of the huge bird

khyung.

Nob breaking the golden egg,

Not destroying the bud’s nest,

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come 1

With this stick do beat us I

With this stick do whip us !

If you beat us with this stick,

Bieaking our helmets,

Ton need not I'eturn them a

thousandfold.

Hurting our body,

We shall not return it a thou-

sandfold.

Breaking our earrings,

You need not return them a

thousandfold.

Breaking our saddles.

You need not return them a

thousandfold !

3, On the second bough

There is the nest of the wild

eagle.

Not breaking the turquoise egg,

Not frightening the bird,

Not destroying the bird’s nest,

Take a stick and come !

With this stick do beat us ! etc

(see 2).
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4. yalga ysumparu

ragobo Idad dkar tlisangs

dung sgong ma bcagpa

bja thsangs ma bsbigpa

bya de ma ’agrogspa

shing de snamnas sbog

de dang rdung mdzodcig, etc.

5. yalga bzhiparu

glagmo mklial dkar tbsanga

dngul sgong ma bcagpa

bya thsangs ma bshigpa

bya de ma ’agrogspa

shing de snamnas byon

de dang rdung mdzod cig, etc.

6. yalga Ingaparu

ribya gongmoi thsangs

byur sgong ma bcagpa

bya thsangs ma bshigpa

bya de ma ^agrogspa

shing de snamnas byon

de dang rdung mdzod cig, etc.

7.

yalga drugparn

khraskya dkarmoi thsangs

Icags sgong ma bcagpa

bya thsangs ma bshigpa

bya de ma ’agropspa

shing de snamnas byon

de dang rdung mdzodcig, etc.

Notes.

A. 1. The expressions given here are cojb"

quial Lower Ladakhi for soup-spoon, table-

spoon and poker. B. !• IiclIcl — JidlctSf hula the

same as hala, rtsemo means originally ‘top.’

2. sgong == sgonga, egg, The termination

in hcagpUi hsliigjja and ’agrogspa is Ladakhi for

par, the supine being used here in a ge-

rundial sense. 5, mhhal dhar, white kidney,

5 ., the feathers over the kidney are white.

6. ribya, another name of the same bird is

lhabya.

4, On the third bough

There is the nest of the bird

* white head.^

Not breaking the pearl-white egg,

Not desti’oying the bird’s nest.

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come !

With this stick do beat us ! etc.

5. On the fourth bough

There is the nest of the eagle

‘ white kidney.’

Not breaking the silver egg,

Not destroying the bird’s nest,

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come !

With this stick do beat us 1 etc.

6. On the fifth bough

There is the nest of the snow

partridge.

Not breaking the coral egg,

Not destroying the bird’s nest,

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come

!

With this stick do beat us ! etc,

7, On the sixth bough

There is the nest of the white

falcon.

Not breaking the iron egg.

Not destroying the bird’s nest.

Not frightening the bird,

Take a stick and come !

With this stick do beat us ! etc.

Notes.

This song seems to contain a further descrip-

tion of the tree of the world. It is remarkable

that the tree of the world is said to have six

boughs, for I have not yet met with the

number six in other hooks relating to

Bonpa mythology. In this connection I

should like to mention that according to the

Edda there are six animals (a goat and five

stags) feeding on the leaves of the tree of the

world, and that the Edda (not Simrock') spcakb

of six worlds.
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Song No. IX.

A.

IX. A. 1. iliyed nyebo sne m& kirnl

2. da narg yorgba gangnas yongs

3. 'agroba nyidcag gazigdn agro

4. sdodpai bde Ice gangna yod

IX. A. 1. Now, fiiends, do not let tbe fire

fall down

!

2. Now, you, who enter, from where

do you come ?

3. Then, where will you go to ?

4. Where will you be pleased to

sit down ?

5. dgospai skudon sula yod

6. 7zbungyul ’adiru oila byon.

B
pliyiinas.

IX. B. 1. yong da ngazlia sharphyogs bde-

chen gUngnas yongs.

2. ’agro da ngazha nubphyogs

urgyau glingdu ’agro

3. sdodpai bdelce de sa yuas ’adiiia

yod

4. dgospai skudon ni yzhnngyul

’adma yod.

legs bsams dbanggi nyebo.

6. For whose sake do you come ?

6. Why did yon come here into the

middle of the village ?

The Nyopas say ;
—

IX. B, 1. We come from a happy country

in the East,

2. We go to the country of the

paradise in the West.

3. We shall be pleased to sit down
here.

4. Our aim is here in the middle of

village.

Well thought, you mighty

friends 1

Notes. Notes,

A. 1. Vie ma khrnl, do not let the fire fall This song IX. is generally the conclusion of

down, proverbial expression, for ‘ do not break scene before the house, the Nyopas are

down now, show yonr ingenuity!’ 4. The invited to enter and tell tbe name of the girl,

original has swla instead of the lines 4 Then the bridal party, the Nyopas and the

and 5 having been confounded. B. 2. urgyan, whole village sit down for a great feast, when

here in Lower Ladakh is understood to mean the Cbang glu (the continuation of tlie wedding

either Padmasambhaya or the ‘Western song, given above) is sung. On the following

Paradise,’ 1 and 2 again show, plainly, that morning a Buddhist Lama appears and reads

the Nyopas haye to play the part of the sun. a scripture portion from an orthodox Buddhist

book. People tell me that he may read any-

thing, he likes, because neither the Lama nor

the bride are able to grasp tbe meaning, and

the chief thing is the correct pronunciation*

Then the bride and the Nyopas mount their

horses and ride to the house of thebridegvoom,

where auotber feast is given.

Conclusion.

Having thus arrived at the end of the first intelligible half of the w’edding ritual, it will

be as well to add a few words about the other less intelligible half, though the latter is not

yet ready for publication. After a study of the verses contained in it, which can be
anderstood fairly well, I have come to the conclusion that the so-called second half of the
ritual is not the continuation of the first

j but a composition apart. It is in reality a new
ritual dating from the time of the introduction of Buddhism into Ladakh, and is an
attempt to replace the ancient Bonpa ritual by another, which, though not entirely Lamaist,
tiles to introduce Buddhist ideas by placing them side by side with Bonpa ideas. That this
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compromise has proved a failure, is shown by the fact that people have never been able to

grasp it in full and are now on the point of abandoning’ it altogether.

As might have been expected, my interpretation of the K^sar-Myths has been criticised'^ as

being unscientific. There can be no doubt that there are no scientific means available to prove

the solar origin of many a hero. It is so much easier to prove the descent of all of them from great

ancestors. However, a certain amoant of commonsense, now and then speaks in favour of a

solar descent. In my notes to Wedding Song No. I., I said, that the name of the northern L6ka,
pa^la-Donyodgrubpa could not well be explained as a manifestation of the sun, but my critics

have helped me to bring him into the system. Prom the K^sar-Myths we learn, that K^sar, the

supposed spring-hcro, had a different name before his birth on earth, that is, during winter.

Then, whilst in heaven, he was called Dongrub, ‘ the fulfiller of the aim,’ This name is, so to

say, a prophecy, it indicates the future doings of the hero. There can be no doubt that the year

and the day have certain parallels, and the winter of the year corresponds to the night of the day.

Is it wonderful then, that the L6kap§.la of the north (i. e., the place where the sun is during

night) should have the same name as the spring-god during winter ? Donyodgmbpa means

nhe fulfiller of the aim, he has.’ The original name Dongrub was changed into a four-syllabled

one simply to bring it into accordance with the four-syllabled names of the other Ij6kapa,las.

Thus we see, that the uame of the supposed spring-hero K6sar, before his entering into action.*

?s in accordance with the name of the sun before his starting his day’s work. Does this fact

not suggest a possible solar origin of Kesar ?

Hitherto certain schools especially have considered it scientific to compare the mythologies

of certain nations only with those of such nations as are related to them by language.

However, religion overleaps the barriers of linguistic relationship, and there is no necessity

to believe that a solar mythology had been worked out by a single nation and was carried

to others by her missionaries. On the contrary, solar mythologies may have arisen in many
countries and later on the different nations have borrowed one from the other.® The existence

thel^ibeliingensage not only among the Uigurs, but also among the Tibetans is an established

fact. Compare G. N. Potanin: Vosiocnyje motivy v srednevekovym jevropejsJchi epose» Mos-

kau, 1899.

A COMPLETE VERBAL CROSS-INDEX TO YULE'S HOBSON-JOBSON
OR GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHARLES PAETRIDG-E, M. A.

(Continued from p. 117.)

Bigha; s.v, Gudge, 307, i
;

ann. 1763: s. v.

Beegah, 59, i.

Bigha
;

s, V. Beegah, 59, i, twice.

Bihar
;
ann. 1872 : s, v, Dagoba, 226, i.

Bihar
;

s. v. Comotay, 184, ii, s. v, Behar, 764, ii.

Bihisht
;

v. Bhecsty, 69, ii,

Bihishti
;

5 . v. Bheesty, GO, ii, 70, i, s. v.

Jemadars, 350, i
;

aim. 1782 : v Bheesty,

765, i.

Bihhhti
;

$. V, Thakoor, 862, ii.

Bijah Gurh
]
ann. 1781 : s, v. Bheesty, 70, i.

Bijai Singh
;

s. v. A Muck, 13, i.

Bijaiar ; ann, 1300 : s. v. Bengal, 64, ii.

Eijapore; a‘. y. Gardee, 278, ii.

Bijapur
;
ann, 1510: s. v, Deccan, 233, ii,

Bijapur; 5. -y. Sabaio, 851, ii,

Bijapur
;
ann. 1778: s. -y. Mort-de-chien, 450, ii.

Bijapur
;

s. v. Idalcan, 807, ii.

Bijapur; aim. 1590: s. v. Cospetir, 202, i;

ann. 1604 or 1605 : s. v. Tobacco, 704, ii.

Bijapur
;
s. v. Deccan, 233, i.

Bijanagar; aim. 1441: s, v. Satin, 602, ii;

ann. 1563 : s. y. Madremaluco, 821, i

;

aim. 1620 : s. v. Pardao, 842, i.

Bijanagar
;
s. r. Gentoo, 280, i.

Bijanagher
;
ann. 1616: s.v. Bisnagar. 73, li.

Bijanaguer
;

ann. 1516 : s. v. Narsinga, 474, i.

Ihianagur
;
s. v. Chinapatam, 153, ii.

4 This remark refers only to private letters from certain professors ,
if I had had the pleasure of seeinir Prof.

Br Grunweders most interesting review of the Kesar Myih [published in the Glotws, August, 1900], I should certainly

have modified my expressions,

5 Just like the Wandcrrmdrchen.
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Bijar Khan
;

s, v, A Muck, 13, i, twice.

Bijermajit
;
ann. 1526: s. v, Kohinor, 375, i.

Biji
;

s. V. Numerical Affixes, 831, i.

Biju; s, V, Beejoo, 59, ii.

Bikaner : s. -u. Tank, 683, ii, 685, i, footnote.

Bikermajit; ann, 1526 : a. v. Kohinor, 375, i.

Bikh
;

s. v. Bish, 72, li.

Bikkura* s, v. Albacore, 6, i.

Bikshuni Uthala
;
ann. 400 : s, v. Chackerbutty,

166, ii.

Bilabandi ;
s. v, Bilabundy, 70, ii.

Bila-bandij s. v. Bilabundy, 70, ii,

Bilabundy
;

s, v.l 0, ii.

Bildtee panee
;

s. v, Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i.

Bilaur
;

s. v. Beryl, 67, ii.

Bilayat
;

ann. 1843 : s, v, Bundobust, 98, i.

Bilayati
j

s. v. Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i.

Bilayati baingan
;

s. v. Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i.

Bilayati pani • s, v, Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i, -y.

Pawnee, 522, i.

Bilayut
;

s. v. 70, ii
;

ann. 1810 : -y. Kitmut-

gar, 371, i,

Bilayutee pawnee
;

5. -y. 71, i, 765, i.

Bildar; y. 71, i.

Bilgan
;

b, v, Belgaum, 61, ii.

Biihim
;

ann. 1673 : s. y. Bora, 80, ii.
!

Bill
;
ann. 1672 : 8, v, Bael, 35, i,

Billait
;

s. v, Bilayut, 70, ii.

BiUaur
;

s. y. Beryl, 67, i and ii.

Billi ke ankh
;
ann. 1837 ; a. v, Oat’s-eye, 134, ii.

Billiton
;
ann. 1584 : s. v, Hammer, 228, ii.

Bilooch
;

s. v. 71, i, 765, i.

Bilpar
;
ann. 1665 : s. v. Grassia, 302, ii.

Bduch
;

s. v. Bilooch, 71, i, s. v, Khelat, 367, i,

twice, s, V. Jam, 809, i.

Biluchi ;
s, v. Dingy, 246, i.

Biluchistan
;

s, v, Cutch Gundava, 222, ii.

Biluchistan
;

s. y. Bilooch, 71, i.

Binia ; ann. 1538 : a. y. Godavery, 291, i.

Bimbasara; ann. 1879 : s. v. Crore, 214, ii.

Bimlipatam; 8, y. Factory, 264, i.

Bmdamire
;

s. y. Bendameer, 62, ii,

Bindarra
;
ann. 1784 : s. y. Pindarry, 539, i.

BIndy
;

s. y. Bendy, 63, ii.

Binh-Thuan ;
s. y. Champa, 140, i.

Biiiky Nabob
j
s, y. Binky-Nabob, 71, ii.

Binky-Nabob
;

y. 71, ii.

Binjarree
;

s. y. Brinjarry, 87, ii.

Biniarries
;
ann. 1800 : s. y. Vanjaras, 88, ii.

Bintam
;
ann. 1523 : s. v. Prow, 555, i.

Blntang
;

s. y. Old Strait, 4B4, ii, s. y. Toomon-
gong, 710, i.

Bintara- ann. 1810: s, y. Beiidara, 63, Z

times.

Bipur; ann. 1572 : s. v. Beypoor, 68, ii,

Birab ;
aun. 1118: s. y. Siwalik, 640, ii.

Birbboom ;
s. y, Jungle-Terry, 359, ii.

Bircandes
;
ann. 1726 : s, v. Burkandauze, 100. li.

Birdbul
;
ann. 1311 : s, y. Madura, 408, i.

Bird of Paradice
;

ann. 1705 : 8, y. Bird o'

Paradise, 72, ii.

Bird of Paradise
;

s. y. 71, ii, s. v. Manucocliata.

427, i; ann. 1674 and 1691 : s. y. 72, i;

ann 1868 : s, y. 72, ii.

Birdsnest
;

s. v. Agar-agar, 5, ii.

Birds’ Nests
;

s. t\ 72, ii.

Birds’ nests
;
ann. 1858-9 : s. i\ Saycr, 605, i’..

Birdwood
;

s. y. Adam’s Apple, 3, ii.

Biringal; ann. 1783 : s. y. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Biriuj
;

s, y. Brinjarry, 87, ii, s. y. Rice, 578, i„

Birkok; s. y. Apricot, 24, i.

Birman; ann. 1795 : s, y. Persaim, 530, ii, n. i\

Prome, 555, i, s. y. Shan, 623, i, 8. v, Tiilauig,

677, i, twice, s. y. Chobwa, 778, li, twice ;

1799 : s. y. Cai’cns, 773, i, y. Munneeporcy

827, ii.

Birpur
;
ann. 1584: 5. y. Silnith, 666, i.

Bis
;
ann. 1815 : 8, v. Bish, 73, i.

Biscay
;

s. y. Dhow, 243, ii.

Bisch ;
ann. 1554 : s, y. Bish, 72, ii.

Biscobra ;
a, v, 765, i

;
ann. 1727 : s, y. Gecko,

280, i
;
ann. 188B ; s. y. 766, ii.

Biserminorum
;

ann, 1246 : v. Mussulman,

462, i.

Bish; 8, y. 72, ii, s. y. Biscobni, 765 ii .

Biskbapra
;

s. v. Biscobra, 765, i.

Biskbopra
;

s, y. Biscobra, 765, i.

Bis ki buwa
;
ann. 1819 : s. y. Bish, 73, i,

Bisnaga, s. v. Badega, 34, i, 5. y. Bi&nagar, 7;X

i; ann. 1516: s. y. Canara, 117, ii
;

aun

1533: ,9. y. Pulicat, 57, ii
;
ann. 1552 : s, Vo

Canara, 118, i
; ann, 1553 : s. y. Cospetir, 202.

i, 5. y. Honore, 321, ii, twice
;
ann. 1572 : s, i\

j

Badega, 34, ii
;

ann. 1580: s. y. Chuckle r,

j

167, i
;
ann. 1611 ; s, v. Mangelin, 423, i

;
anu.

1681 : s. y. Narsinga, 474, ii.

Bisnagar
;

s. y. 73, i, s. y. Gentoo, 280, i. .9 .

Mysore, 467, i, s. y. Narsinga, 474, i
;

ann.

1430 : s. y. Juggurnaut, 356, i
;
ann. 1513 t

8, y. Salaam, 592, i
;
ann. 1516 : s. y, Pardao,

840, ii
;

ann. 1540 : s, y. Xerafine, 867, ii ;

ann. 1541 : s. y. Peking, 526, i
;

ann. 1563 :

5. y. King, 318, i
; ann. 1611: s. y. 73, ii;

ann. 1672 : s. y. Canara, 118, ii.
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Bisaega; ann. 1510: s. i\ Narsmga, 474, i,

twice
;
ann. 15C2 : s. v. Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Bison
;

s. v, 73, ii, s. v. Gour (a), 298, i
;

ann.

90 : s. -y, Buffalo, 93, ii
;

ann. 1881 : s, v»

73, ii.

Bisontes
;
ann. 70 : s. v, Buffalo, 93, ii.

Bistee
;
ann. 1630 : 5. t\ Gosbeck, 298, i.

Bist-o-chahar-gani
;
ann. 1350 : a. v Bargany,

761, in

BivSt-o-panjganI
;
ann. 1350 : s. v. Bargany, 761, ii.

Bitekchi
j
ann. 1280-90 : s. v, Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bitekchi; ann, 1280-90: s. v, Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bifcikh; 519, i, footnote.

Bitter-Almonds
;
ann. 1689 : s. y. Pice, 534, i.

Bttikhi 519, i, footnote.

Bittlkh-i hindl
;

s. -y. Pateca, 519, i.

Bittlc
;
ann. 1615: s. v. Betel, 68, i.

Bitumen
;

s. v. Kil, 368, i
;

ann. 1560 : s, -y,

Kil, 368, i; ann. 1673 : s.v. Dammer, 228, ii
j

ann. 1813 : s,v. Googul, 296, i.

Bivra
;
ann. 1538 : s, v, Godavery, 291, i.

Biyah
;
ann. 1310 : s, v. Sutledge, 859, i.

Biyah
;
ann. 1300 ; s. v, Punjaub, 562, i.

Biyah
;

ann. 1020 : s, y. Sutledge, 859, i; ann.

1400 : 5. V, Punjaub, 562, i.

Biyyardawal
;
aun. 1330 : s, 2?. Mabar, 401, ii.

Bize
;
ann. 1585 : s, y. Tical, 699, ii, twice.

Bizenegalia
;
aim. 1420 : s. v. Bisnagar, 73, ii

;

ann. 1430 : s, v, Juggurnaut, 356, i.

Blaoan-matee ;
s. v, 73, ii.

Blacan-mati ;
s. y. Blacan-matee, 73, ii.

Biachang
;
ann. 1784 : 5. y. Balachong, 38, i

j

ann. 1883: s. y. Balachong, 38, ii,

Blachong
;

s. y. Balachong, 38, i.

Black
j

s. y. 73, ii, 765, ii, s, v. Nigger, 479, i
;

aim. 1548 : s. y. Nigger, 479, i; ann. 1676,

1747, 1750, 1753 and 1761: s. y. 765, ii

;

ann. 1762 : s. y. 766, i
;
ann. 1782 : s. y. 74, i,

a. y. Bobbery-bob, 766, i; ann. 1787: s. y.

74, i
;
ann. 1788 : s. y. 766, i

;
ann. 1789

and 1832-3 : s. y. 74, i.

Black Act
;

s. y. 74^ ii
;
ann. 1876 : a. y. 74, ii.

Blackamoor
;
ann. 1345 : s. y. Ameer, 12, i.

Blackamoor’s Teeth; ann. 1749 : s. y. Cowry,

785, ii.

Black-breast
;

s. y. Ohickore, 149, i.

Black-Buck
;

a. y. 74, ii.

Black Cotton Soil ; a. y. 74, ii.

Black dammer ;
a. y. Dammer, 228, ii.

Black Doctors
;

a. y. Black, 74, ii
;

ann. 1787;

a. y. Black, 74, ii.

Black Hole ;
ann, 1809 : a. y, Godown, 292, i.

Black Language
;

a. y, 74, ii.

Black man
;

a. y. Black, 74, i, twice.

Black Partridge
;

a. -y. 75, i.

Black Town; a. y. 75, i, twice, 766, i
;
ann. 1679 :

a. y. Gentoo (a), 800, ii
;
ann. 1693: a. y.

Taliar, 678, ii, a. y. Tom-tom, 708, li; ami,

1696 : a. y. Godown, 292, i
;
ann. 1727 and

1780 (twice): a. y. 75, i; ann. 1782: a. y.

Gardens, 279, i, a. y. 766, i
;

ann, 1792 : a. y,

Tonicatchy, 709, i
;
ann. 1827 : a. y. 766, i.

Blackwood
;
ann. 1879 : a, y. Black Wood, 75, ii.

Black Wood; a. y. 75, i.

Black wood
;

a. y. Sissoo, 639, i, twice.

Blaeu
;
ann. 1753 : a. y. Kedgeree, 812, ii.

Blambangan
;
ann. 1586: a, y. Suttee, 669, i.

Blanks
;

a. y. 75, ii; ann. 1718: a. y, 75, ii.

Blatta; ann. 1775 : a. y. Cockroach, 175, i.

Blatta orientalis
;

a. y. Cockroach, 175, i.

Blimbee; a, y. 75, ii, see 123, i, footnote.

Blinton
; ann. 1584 : a. y. Dammer, 228, ii.

Bloaches
;
ann. 1813 : a. y. Biloocb, 71, ii.

Bloodsucker
;

a. y. 75, ii.

Blood-sucker
;

ann. 1810 : a. y. Bloodsucker,

75, ii.

Bloqui; ann. 1328 : a. y. Jack, 337, i.

Blotia; ann. 1648 ; a. y. Bilooch, 765, i.

Blubber; ann. 1673 : a. y. Fool’s Back, 272, i,

twice.

Blue cloth
;

a. y. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Blue-throat
;

a, y. Jay, 349, i.

Blumea balsamifera
;

a. y. Camphor, 116, i.

Blunderbusses
;
ann. 1683 : a. y. Ameer, 12, i.

Boa; a. y. Anaconda, 756, ii; ann.?: a. y.

Anaconda, 757, i.

Boa aqnatica
;

a. y. Anaconda, 16, i.

"

Boa Bahia • a. y. Guardafui, Cape, 304, ii.

Boar avatar
;

a. y. Pagoda, 498, i.

Boa scytale et murina
;

a, y. Anaconda, IG, i.

Boa-Vida; ann. 1538 : a. y. Bombay, 766, ii.

Boa Vida
;
ann. 1538 : a. y. Salsette (a), 594, ii.

Boay
;
ann. 1608-10: a, y. Boy (b), 84, i.

Bobacbee
;

a. y. 75, ii
;
ann. 186G : a, y. 76, i

;

ann. 1888 : a. y. Maistry, 410, ii.

Bobachee Bahauder
;

a. y. Bahaudur, 36, ii.

Bobachee-Connah
;

a. y. 76, i.

Bobachee connah
;

a. y. Khanna, 366, i.

Bobberapack; ann. 1878 : a. y. Bobbery-pack,

76, i.

Bobberjee
;
ann. 1883 : a. y. Maistry, 410, ii.

Bobbery
;

a. y. 76, i, twice
;
ann. 1830 and 1860 :

a. y. 76, i.

Bobbery-bob
;

a. y. 76, i, 766, i.
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Bobbery-pack
;

s. z?. 76, i, twice.

Bobb’ry Hall; ann, 1816: s, v. TiS, To, 701, i.

Bobby
; 32, i, footnote.

Bober Mirza; s. v. Ganda, 799, ii.

Bobil
;
ann. 1877 : s. v, Bummelo, 97, i.

Bobo
;

s. V. Beebee, 58, ii.

Bobstay
;

s. v. Bawustye, 65, ii.

Boca
;

5. v. Bogiie, 76, ii.

Bocaa; ann. 1554 : s, v. Sunda, 659, ii.

Boca do Tigre
;
s, v. Bocca Tigris, 76, i.

Bocca Tigris
;

s. v. 76, i, s. v, Bogue, 76, ii
;
ann.

1540 : s. V. Liampo, 393, i.

Boccoli
;
ann. 1814 : s. v. Red Cliffs, 575, i.

Boclia; s. V, 76, ii.

Boclia
;

s. v, Bocba, 76, ii.

Bochah
;
ann. 1810 : s. v, Boclia, 76, ii,

Boyhali; ann. 1810 : s. v. Boclia, 76, li.

Bocbmdn; s. v, Bosman, 81, ii.

Bodda
;
ann, 1753 : s, v, Buddha, 7G7, ii.

Boddfattan
;
ann. 1343 : s, z\ Pandarani, 508, ii.

Bodlia
;
ann. 590 : s. v, India, 332, i.

Bodliimor
;

s, v, Tibet, 698, i.

Bodhisattva
;

s. v. Buddha, 90, ii.

Bodisatva
;

s, v. Pra, 551, i.

Bodoah-p’hra
;
s. v, Pra, 551, i.

Bodu; ann. 1685 : s, v, Buddha, 91, i.

Boehmeria nivea : s. v. Grass-cloth, 301, i,

Boer
;
ann. 1727 : s, v, Macareo, 403, ii.

Boeuf
;
ann. 1610: s. v. Boy (b), 84, i.

Boey Tea; ann. 1726: s. v, Boliea, 691, i.

Boffetas
;
ann. 1598 : s, v, Bafta, 35, ii.

Bogahah
;
ann. 1681 : 8. v. Bo Tree, 81, ii.

Bogas
;

5. v. Mordexim, 452, i
;
ann. 1675 ; s, v»

Bo Tree, 81, ii.

Bo-gas; s, v. Bo Tree, 81, ii.

Bogatchera
;
ann. 1688 : s, v. Zemindar, 747, ii.

Bogatir
;

5. v. Bahaudur, 36, ii.

Boggleywala
;
ann, 1848 : 8, v. Jungle, 359, i.

Boggleywallah
;
ann, 1848 : s. v. Collector, 182, i.

B5ghe
;
ann. 1829 : s. v. Shaman, 621, i.

Boghei; s, v. Buggy, 94, ii.

Boglipoor
;
ann. 1784 : s. v. Jungle-terry, 812, i.

Bogliponr
;

s, v. Jungle-Terry, 359, ii.

Bog of Tygers
;
ann. 1747 : s. v, Bocca Tigris,

76, ii.

Bogra; s. v. Law-officer, 818, i, t^^^ice,

Bogue; s. v. 76, ii.

Boh
;
ann, 1829 : s. v. Shaman, 621, i.

Bohka; ann. 1552 : s. v. Candahar, 119, i.

Bohatyr
;

s. v, Bahaudur, 37, i.

Bohay
;

s. v. Bohea, 691, i,

Bohea; s, v, 690, ii, 3 times, 691, i
;
ann. 1711,

1721 and 1727 : s. 691, i
;
ann. 1814 : v.

Bonze, 79, ii.

Bohea Tea
;

s. v. Tea, 692, i,

Bohee Tea
;
ann. 1711 *. s. v. Bohea, 690, li.

Bohon-Upas
;
s. v. Upas, 727, ii.

Bohon Upas ; ann. 1783 : s. v. Upas, 731, twjce.

Boliora
;
ann, 1853 : s. v. Bora, 80, ii, 3 times,

Bohora ; s. v. Bora, 79, ii, twice.

Bohra; s. v. Sheeah, 625, i; ann. 1780 : s, i\

Bora, 766, li.

Bohra
;
s, v. Bora, 70, ii, 3 times, 80, i, 9 times.

Bohrah; ann. 1343 and 1620 : s. v. Bora,

ii.

Bohr Ghat; ann. 1826 : s. v. Ghaut (b), 282, i.

Boi
;

ann. 1591 : s. v. Boy (b), 83, h
;

aini,

1720 : s. V, Boy (b), 84, i.

Bo-i-jahildan
;

s. Bdellium, 57, i.

Bois d’ aigie
;

s, t\ Eagle-w^ood, 258, i.

Bois d’ Eschine
;

aim. 1610: 5 . v, Cbina-Uoot,

153, li.

Boishnab; s. v. Yaishnava, 733, i.

Bois puant; s. v. Stink-wood, 652, i.

Bokerdun
;
ann. 1803 : v. Hurcarra, 327, ii.

Bokhara
;

s. v, Choga, 158, i, s. r. Cotwal, 205^

ii.

BokhM s, V, Ameer, 11
,

ii, s. v. Yihara, 738, ii.

Bole-ponjis
;

s. v. Punch, 558, ii.

Bolgar; s, v, Bulgar, 96, i.

Bolghar
;

s, v. Bulgar, 96, i.

Bolia
;

ann. 1757 : s. v, Boliah, 76, ii.

Gordo wer, 297, ii.

Boliah
;

s, v, 76, ii, see 522, i, footnote.

Bolio
;
ann. 1810: s. v. Boliah, 76, ii.

Bolleponge
;
ann. 1653 : 8. v. Punch, 846, i.

Boloches
;
ano. 1613: s. v, Bilooch, 71, i.

Bolon dinata
;
ann. 1524 : s. v. Bird of Paradise^

72, i.

Bolta
;

s. V. 76, ii.

Bolumba
;
ann. 1598: s, Carambola, 123, i.

Boly
;
ann. 1610 : s. -y. Cowry, 209, ii.

Bomba ; s. v. Bumba. 96, ii, twice
;
aim, 1572 r

8, V. Bumba, 96, li, twice.

Bombahia; 8. v. Bombay, 77, i.

Bombai
;
ann. 1538 : s. v. Salsette (a), 594, ii.

Bombaiim
;
ann. 1666 : s. v. Bombay, 77, ii.

BombaiiQ; s. v. Bombay, 77, i, twice, .y v. Kopee,

586, i
;

ann. 1508 and 1531 : s. v, Bombay,

766, ii
;
ann. 1563: s. v. Bombay, 77, ii

;
aim,

1620 : s, V, Carrack, 127, ii
;
ann. 1673 : r.

Bombay, 77, ii, 78, i, twice, s. v. Dungaree,

255, i, a. V, Hendry Kendry, 314, i, s.

Horse-keeper, 324, ii, 5 . v, Pateca, 519, ii
;
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ann. 1675* s. v. Xerafine, 743, li
,
ami. 1G77

and 1V60 : s, v. Bombay, 78, i.

IBombain
;

ann. 1552 : s. v. Bombay, 77, ii ; ann.

1580: s. -y. Ekplianta, 259, ii
;
aim. 1G16 :

s. V. Eleplianta, 2G0, ij ami. 1G20: s. v,

Calputteo, 114, i.

Bombardier
;

Matross, 430, ii, t^vice.

Bonibarimasa
;

s. i\ Pomnielo, 54G, i,

Bombasa; s.v,77,i,

Bomba Si
;

s. v, Borabasa, 77, i.

Bombassi
;
aim. 1883: s. v. Borabasa, 77, i.

Bombast
;
ann. 1566 : s, v. Cboya, IGG, i.

Bombas Malabaricum
;

s. v. Seemul, 610, ii.

Bombay; s. 77, i, t\^ice, 7G6, li, s. v. Adawlut,

4, ij s. V, Agan-boat, 5, ii, s. v. Amah, 11, i,

s. V. Apollo Bunder, 23, ii, 5 times, s, r.

Baikree, 38, i, s. v. Bandaree, 43, ii, s. v, Bark-

ing-Beer, 52, ii, s. t\ Bassein (1), 53, ii, s, v,
|

Belgaum, 61, ii, s. v, Bendy-Tree, 64, i, s. v,

Bilayut, 71, i, 5, v. Black Town, 75, i, twice,

6. V. Black Wood, 75, i, s. i\ Bombay Box-

'i?\’ork, 78, i, «. v. Bora, 79, ii, 80, i, 8, v. Box-

wallah, 83, i, $» V. Yanjaras, 88, i, s.-y. Bunder-

Boat, 97, ii, s. i\ Bungy, 99, ii, s, v, Butler,

102, ii, s. V. Calyan, 114, ii, s. v. Cheroot, 144,

ii, s,v. Cliillumcliee, 150, i, 4 times, 5. v. Chim-

ney-glass, 150, ii, see 156, i, footnote, s. v.

Chonl, 162, ii, twice, s. v. Chow-chow, 164, ii,

V. Chuprassy, 169, i, s. t\ Civilian, 171, i,

s. V. Commissioner, 183, ii, s. v. Cooja, 191, li,

s. -y. Cooniry, 194, ii, s. v, Countiy, 206, ii,

8. V. Daman, 228, i, s. v. Datura, Yellow, 231,

ii, 8, V. Bewal, 238, i, s. y. Ducks, 253, ii, s, v.

Eiephanta, 259, ii, twice, s, v. Factory, 264, i,

8. V. Fedea, 266, ii, s. v. Firefly, 267, ii, s. v.

Foras Lands, 272, ii, s. v. Foujdarry, 273, ii,

s.y. Grallevat, 275, ii, s. y. Grindy, 285, ii, s. v.

Ooa Powder, 290, ii, s. y, Goa Stone, 290, ii,

-v. a?. Grorawallah, 297, ii, s. v, Guardafui, Cape,

304, ii, 8. y. Qym-Kliana, 309, ii, s, y. Hendry

Kendry, 314, i, twice, s. v. Hing, 318, i, s. y.

Hoiiore, 321, ii, s. v. Horse-keeper, 324, ii, s. y.

Hiilwa, 327, i, s. y. Jadoogur, 340, ii, s. y.

Jain, 341, ii, s. y. Jamoon, 342, ii, s, v. Jarool,

345, ii, s. V, Java, 346, ii, s. i\ Jungeera, 358,

ii, s, y. Kaunta, 363, ii, s, y. Kennery, 365,

j, s. y. Khoti, 367, i, s. v. Kooza, 375, ii, s. i\

Bar (b), 386, i, s. v. Lemon-grass, 392, i, s. y.

Mahseer, 410, i, 5. y. Mango, 423, ii, twice,

424, ii, s. y. Maund, 431, ii, s. y. Mazagong,

432, i, s. V. Mem-Sahib, 433, ii, s. v. Monkey-

bread Tree, 441, ii, twice, s. y. Moorah, 447, i.

8. V. Moturpha, 453, li, s. v. Mnchw’a, 454, i,

s. y. Mull, 456, ii, s. y. Nassick, 474, ii, s, y.

Nuncaties, 484, i, s. y. Pagar (b), 498, i,

s, V. Palankeen, 502, li, s.y. Panwell, 511,

i, s. y. Parell, 513, i, s v. Pavvoe, 517, i,

s. y. Peon, 528, 1, s. y. Piece-goods, 535, ii,

twice, s. y. Pig-sticking, 53G, ii, 5 times, s, y.

Popper-cake, 548, i, s. y. Putcliock, 564,

ii, s. y. Puttywalla, 565, i, s. v. Qui-hi,

568, i, s. y. Reas, 576, i, twice, s. y. RegiilatK n,

575, ii, s. y. Rupee, 586, i, 3 times, s. y.

S. John’s, 591, i, s. y. Salsette, 594, i, 3 times,

s, t\ Sayer, 605, ii, s. y. Seedy, 610, i, s. y.

Seer, 611, i, s. y. Severndroog, 616, i, s. y.

Shigram, 626, i, s. y. Singapore, 636, ii, s. r.

Soursop (aj, 650, i, s, y. Sudder (c), 654, 1,

twice, 8. V. Surat, 664, i, 8. v. Syce, 673, ii, s. i\

Tana, 681, i, s. y. Toolsy, 709, ii, s. y. Vacci-

nation, 733, i, s. y. Yellard, 736, i, s. i\

Yihara, 738, ii, s. y. Wootz, 741, ii, s, i\

Ala-blaze Pan, 755, i, s. i\ Alpeen, 756, i,

s. y. Ap, 758, ii, s. y. Guinea-worm, 804, i,

s. y. Gwalior, 804, ii, s, y. Havildar’s Guard,

806, ii, 8, V. Jaggery, 809, i, s, y. Khot, 813,

i, s. y. Mamlutdar, 822, i, 5. y. Parell, 842, i,

5 . y. Patcharee, 842, i, s y. Purdesee, 84G, ii,

y. Summerhead, 857, i, s. y, Supreme Court,

859, i, twice
;
ann. 1321 : s, y. Delhi, 234, i

;

ann. 1516: s. y. 77, ii, s. i\ Tana, 681, ii

;

arm. 1536: s. y. Salsette (a), 594,11; ann.

1538 : 8. y. 766, ii
;
ann. 1563 : s. y. Mango,

423, li; ann. 1644: s. i\ Cusbah, 219, n,

s, y. India of the Portugese, 333, i, s, c,

Mazagong, 432, i,
;

ann, 1663 : s. y. Chouse,

164, i; ann. 1670: s. y. President, 845, ii

:

ann. 1673 : s. y. Kuhiir, 378, i; ann. 1679 :

y. Seedy, 610, ii
;
ann, 1690 : g.y. Eiephanta,

260, ii, 8. y. Seedy, 855, i
;
ann. 1702: s. t\

Presidency, 553, i
;
ann. 1711 : s. y. 78, 1;

ann. 1727 : s. y. Hendry Ivendry, 314, i,

s. V, Presidency, 553, ii, s. y. Reas, 575,

i
;

aim. 1747 : s. y. Bussora, 769, i, 8, v.

Sepoy, 855, i and ii (twice); ann. 1754: s. y.

Grab, 300, ii
;

ann. 1759: a. y. Brab, 84, ii

;

ann. 1760 : s. y. 78, i, s. y. Candy (5.), 120, i,

s. y. Carnatic, 126, i, s. y. Freguezia, 274, i, .s\ v,

Maund, 432, i, s. y. Pattamar (a), 521, i, s. i\

Salsette (a), 595, i
;
ann. 1764:®. v. Eiephanta;

261, i
;
ann. 1765 : s. y. Writer, 742, li ann.,

1770: [s, y. 78, i; ann. 1772: s. y. Muster,

828, ii, twice; ann. 1774: s. y. Eagle-wood,

258, ii; ann. 1778: s. y. Punchayet, 846, ii,
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twice; aim. 1780: s. v, Elephanta, 261, i;

ann. 1782 : Beer, Countiy, 7G4, i ;ann. 1783 :

8, V, V eraiida, 738, i
;
ann. 1785 ; s. y. Bummelo,

97, i
;

arm. 1791; s, v, Cutcherry, 223, ii
;

ann. 1793: s, v. Teak, 693, ii : arm. 1794-

;

s. V. Slave, 857, i; ann. 1795: s, -y. Wootz,

742, i; ann. 1800 : s. v. Coast, The, 172, i
;

ann. 1804 : 5, -y. Pamvell, 511, ii
;

ann. 1808 :

s. V. Kaiil, 363, ii; ann. 1809: s. v, 78, i, s. v.

Cadjan (a)^ 107, ii, s, z\ Destoor, 137, ii, s, v,

Vellard, 736, i
;
ann. 1810 : s, 2\Dirzee, 246,

i, s. V, Puncliayet, 560, i
;

ann. 1813 : s. v,

Avadavat, 31, i, s, v, Googul, 296, i, s. v,

Parvoe, 517, i; ann. 1826 : s. -y. Sowcar, 651,

i; ann. 1833: s, v, Parvoe, 517, i, twice; ann.

1846 : 8. V. Snpara, 663, ii
;

ann. 1857

:

5, V. Batel, 54, ii
;

ann. 1860 : s. y. Ducks,

Bombay, 253, ii
; ann. 1867 : s. v, Gooroo,

296, ii
;
ann. 1872 : 5. i\ Grab, 300, ii ; ann.

1874 : 8, V, Pomfret, 545, ii
;
ann. 1876 : s. v.

Boy (a), 83, ii
;

ann. 1878 : s, z\ Buggy, 95,

i
;

ann. 1879 ; s, v, Clieeta, 143, ii
;

ann.

1880: s. V. Bendy, 64, i
;

ann. 1883 : s. v.

Bandaree, 48, ii, twice, s, v. Gym~Khana, 310,

i, s, t>. Mosquito, 453, i, e. y, Pyse, 847, ii,

8, V. Seven sisters, 616, i.

Bombay Box-work
;

$, v. 78, i.

Bombay Buccaneers
;

s, y. Bombay Marine, 78, ii.

Bombay Duck; s. v, 78, i; ann. 1877 : s. y.

Bummelo, 97, i.

Bombay duck
;

s. y. Bummelo, 96, h, twice.

Bombaye; ann. 1760 : s, v. Elephanta, 260, ii.

Bombay Island; s. v, Breech-Candy, 767, i, s, y.

Malabar Hill, 822, i.

Bombay ki ihaba
;

s. v. Pagar, 498, i.

Bombaym
;
ann. 1552 : 5. -y. Bombay, 77, ii.

Bombay Marine, s. y. 78, i
;

ann. 1780 : s. y.

78, ii.

Bombay Stuffs
;

$, y. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Bombaza
;
ann. 1516 : s.v. Bombasa, 77, i.

Bombeye; ann. 1676 : s. v, Bombay, 78, i.

Bombicis excrementum
;

s. y. Guingam, 288, i.

Bombil
;

s. y. Bummelo, 96, ii.

Bomblla; s. y. Bummelo, 96, ii.

Bon; ann, 1580: s. v. Coffee, 179, i; ann.

1598 : 8, y. Coffee, 179, ii.

Bonano
;

ami. 1673 and 1686: s, y. Banana, 42,

ii; ann. 1689 : 5. y. Plantain, 542, ii
;

ann.

1690 : s, y. Lime, 394, ii.

Bona Speranza, Cao de*; ann. 1506 : s. v. Quiloa

568, ii.

Bondocdaire; ann. 1298: s. y. Sultan, 656, ii.

Boneta; anu. 1764 : s, y. Bonito, 79, i.

Bone-tiger
;

s. y. Luckerbang, 400, i,

Bonetta
;
ann. 1727 : s.v. Cobily Mash, 172, iL

Bonettoes
;
ann. 1696 : s. y. Albacore, 6, i.

Bongcha
;
ann. 1809 : s, y. Gaviai, 800, h.

Bongew; ann, 1615: s, y. Juribasso, 362, i,

twice.

Bongkooses
;
ann, 1726 : s. v, Bimcus, 97, i.

Bongkos
;
ann. 1726 : s. y. Buncus, 97, i,

Boni
;
ann. 1816 : s. y. Macassar, 404, i.

Boniana; s, y. Ananas, 17, ii.

Boninas
; 65, ii, footnote; ann. 1539: s, i\

Benjamin, 65, ii,

Bonitas
;
ann. 1631 : s. y. Dorado, 251, i.

Bonites
;
ann. 1610 : s. y. Bonito, 79, i.

Bonito : 8. V, 78, ii, twice, 8. y. Cobily Maslu

172, i, twice, s. y. Dorado, 251, i
;
ann 1578 :

8. y. Dorado, 251, i
;
ann. 1592 : 5. y. Albacore,

6, i
;
ann. 1593 and 1604 : s, y. Albatross, 6,

ii; ann. 1615 and 1620: s. y. 79, i; ann,

1760 : 8. y. Albacore, 6, i, s. y. 79, i
;

ann, 1841 : s. y. Cobily Masli, 172, ii, 3 times.

Boniietta
;
ann. 1773 : a. y. Bonito, 79, i, 3 times

;

ann. 1783: s, v. Cobily Mash, 172, ii.

Bonnia
;
ann. 1584 : s, y. Benjamin, 65, ii,

Bonsos
;
ann. 1585 : s. y. Bonze, 79, ii.

Bonze; s. y. 79, i, twice; ann. 1545: s. y,

Japan, 344, i; anu. 1794-7 and I8l4: s,v,

79, ii.

Bonzee
;
ann. 1606 and 1727 : s, y. Bonze, 79, ii.

Bonzi
;
s. y. Bonze, 79, i ; ann. 1590 : s. y. Bonze,

79, ii.

Bonzii
;
ann. 1552 and 1572 : s. y. Bonze, 79, ii.

Bonzo
;

s. y. Bonze, 79, i, twice.

Bonzolo
;
ann. 1782 : s. y. Bhonnsla, 70, ii.

Bonzos
;
ann. 1549 : s. y. Bonze, 79, i.

Boodh; aim. 1795 : s, y. Pali, 506, i; ann.

1800: 8 . y. Gautama, 279, ii, twice.

Boolee
;
ann. 1825 : s.v. Bowly, 82, ii

Boomerang; s. y. Collery-Stick, 182, ii, twice.

Boon Bay
;
ann. 1690 : s. y. Bombay, 78, i.

Boorhanpoor
;

ann. 1790 : s. y. Masulipatam,

429, ii.

Bootan; s. y. Moonaul, 444, i; ann. 1793 : s.v.

Munneepore, 827, i.

Bor
;

8 . y, Bear-tree, 764, i
;
ann. 1563 : 5 . y.

Bear-tree, 58, i.

Bora
;

s. y. 79, ii, 766, ii, s. y. Moor, 445, ii
;

ann. 1825 : s. v. SO, ii.

Bora
;

s. v. Boxwallah, 83, i, twice.

Borah
; ana. 1810 (twice) and 1863: 5 . v. Bora,

80, ii.
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Borassus flabelliformis
;

s. v» Brab, 84, i, s. e?.

Fan-palm, 266, i, s, v, Ollab, 485, i, s. i\

Palmyra, 506, ii, s, v. Punkah, 562, ii, s.

Talipot, 679, i.

Borassus Gomutus
;

s, v. Gomutf, 295, s, v.

Sagwire, 590, i.

Borax
;
s. v, Tincall, 703, i

^
anm 1563 -and 1590 :

s. V, Tincall, 703, i*

Bore ; s. v. Macareo, 402, ii, 3 times and footnote,

403, i,8 times; ami. 1811 : s. v, Macareo, 403,

ii, ann. 1886 : s, v, Macareo 820, ii.

Borgal
;
ann. 1298 : s, v, Bulgar, 96, i,

Borghali
;
ann. 1333 : s. v. Bulgar, 96, i.

Borl
;

s, v. Cowry, 209, i, twice.

Bornean
;

s. v. (^'amphor, 116, i.

Borneo; s. v. 80, ii, 766, ii, s, v. Camphor, 116,

ii, twice, s. v. Factory, 264, ii, s. v, Orang-

otang, 491, ii, twice, see 728, ii, footnote; ann.

1521 : s. V, 767, i, twice
;

ann. 1552 : s. v.

Celebes, 137, ii
;

ann. 1584: s. v, Benjamin,

65, ii
;

ann. 1690 : s. v, Tomback, 708, i
;

ann. 1726 : s. v. Camphor, 117, i
;
ann. 1727

:

5. V. 81, i.

Borneo camphor; s, v. Wood-oil, 741, i,

Bornew
;
ann. 1727 : s, v, Borneo, 81, i.

Borney
;

ann, 1516: s, e?. Borneo, 80, ii, v.

Champa, 140, i.

Boro Bddo
;

s, v, Boro-Bodor, 81, ii.

Boro-Bodor
;

5. v, 81, i.

Boro-Budur
;

s, v, Boro-Bodor, 81, i.

Borrah
;
ann. 1673 : s. v. Bora, 80, ii.

Bosch Sandery; s. v, Sunderbunds, 660, ii.

Bos grunniens; s. Yak, 744, i, twice.

Bosh
;

s, y. 81, ii, twice.

Bos Luca
;
s, 2?. Elephant, 797, i and footnote (4

times).

Bosman
;
s. v. 81, ii.

Bosmoron
; 578, ii, footnote.

Bosmdrou
;
578, ii, footnote.

Bosses
;
aim. 1618 : s. v. Bonze, 79, ii,

Bost
;
ann. 940 : 5. i\ Ghilzai, 283, ii.

Bostangie; ann. 1687 : s. v. Pyke (a), 567, i.

Boteca
;

5. v. Boutique, 82, i
;
aim. 1561 : s, v.

Boutique, 82, i.

Botella
;

s. v, Batel, 54, ii
;

ann. 1833 : s. v,

Batel, 54, ii.

Botickeer
;

s. y. 81, ii
;
ann. 1727 : s. v, 81, ii.

Botique
;
ann. 1782 : 5. v. Boutique, 82, i.

Botiqueiro
;

s. y. Botickeer, 81, li; ann. 1567 :

s, V, Botickeer, 81, ii.

Bo-tree
;

s, v. Bo Tree, 81, ii
;
ann. 1877 : s. v,

Vihara, 739, L

Bo Tree
;

s. y. 81, ii.

Bottle-connah
;
ann. 1784 : s, v. Bungalow, 99, i,

s. V, Khanna, 366, i, s. y. Pucka, 555, ii.

Bottle-khauna
;

s. v, Khanna, 866, i.

Bottle-Tree
;

s» v, 81, ii
;
ann. 1880 : s. v, 81,

ii.

Boubalis
;

5. y. Buffalo, 93, i.

Bouche du Tigre; ann. 1782 : s, y. Bocca Tigris,

76, ii.

Boudah
;
ann. 1806 : s. y. Buddha, 91, i.

Bouddas
;
ann. 440 : s. y. Buddha, 90, i.

Bouddha
;
ann, ? : s. v. Dinar, 245, ii,

Bouddhou
;
ann, 1801 : s. v, Buddha, 91, i#

Boue
;
ann. 1782 : s, v. Boy (b), 84, i,

Bougee Bougee
;
ann. 1756 :s.y. Budge-Budge,

768, i.

Bouguis
;

s, y. Compound, 187, i.

Bouleponge : ann. 1666 : s. y. Punch, 559, i,

twice.

Bounceloe; ann. 1673 : s, y. Bhounsla, 70, i.

Bouquises
;
ann. 1656 : s, v, Bugis, 95, ii.

Bourbon, Isle of
;
s y. Seychelle, 616, ii, 617, i ;

ann. 1716 : s, y. Mort-de-chien, 450, ii.

Bourgades
;
ann, 1750: s. y. Durbar, 255, i.

Bourhan-Bota
;
ann. 1845: s, v, Bish, 73, i.

Bouro
;

s. y, Cajeput, 109, ii.

Bourou; 5 . V. Babi-roussa, 32, ii,

Boussa
;

s, v, Buckshaw, 89, ii.

Bousserouque
;
ann. 1653 : s. y. Xerafine, 867, ii.

Bousuruques
;

s. y. Budgrook, 92, ii
;
ann. 1610

:

s. y. Budgrook, 92, ii, twice.

Boutan
;
ann. 1766 : s. y. Sunyasee, 662, i.

Boutique
;

s. y. 81, ii, 767, i, s. y. Botickeer, 81,

ii; ann. 1767 : s. y. 767, i; ann. 1772, 1780

and 1834 : s. y. 82, i,

Bodtta
;
ann. 200 : s. y. Buddha, 90, i.

Boutdrou
; 578, ii, footnote.

Bony
;
ann, 1781 : s. v. Souchong, 691, ii.

Bovi
;

s. y. Boy (b), 83, i.

Bowchier
;
ann. 1727 : s. y. Bushire, 102, i, s. y.

Carrack, 126, ii.

Bowergurh
;

s. y. Tank, 684, i.

Bowla
;

s. y. 82, i.

Bowlee
;
ann. 1876 : $. v, Bowly, 82, ii.

Bowly
;

s, v. 82, i, 767, i.

Bowry
;

s. v, Bowly, 82, i.

Boxitas
;
ann, 1300 : s. y. Buxee, 103, ii.

Boxwala
;
s, y. Bora, 80, i, s» y. Boxwallab, 83, i,

3 times.

Boxwallab ; s. v. 83, i.

Boy; 5 . y. 83, i, 5 times, see 568, i, footnote

.

ann, 1554: s. y. (b), 83,11; ann, 1563: s* yj
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Man^o, 42B, ii, 424, i; aun. 1609 : s, v, (a),

83, 11
,
twice

;
ann. 1673 : s, v, (b), 84, i : ann.

1681 and 1696 : s. 2^. (a), 83, ii
;
ann. 1716 :

s. V. Roundel, 583, i
;
ann, ITSS-GO : s, v. (b),

84, i; ann. 1771 : s. Bearer, 764, i; ann.

1778 : s. V. (b), 84, i
;

ann, 1784 : s. v. (a),

83, li
;

ann. 1785, 1804 and 1809 : s. v- (b),

84, ij ann. 1825 : 5 . z?. Qm-hi, 568, i, ann.

1836 : s. V. (a), 83, li
;

aun. 1866 : s. z?. (a),

83, ii, 8 , V. Pooja, 546, ii
;

ann. 1872 and

1875: 5 . V. (a), 88, ii; ann. 1876 : s v, (a),

83, ii, s. Z7. Compradore, 189, i.

B6y
;
ann. 1554 : s. zj. Boy (b), 83, ii, twice.

Boya
;

s, v. 84, i.

Boyador
;

5. v, Quiloa, 568, ii.

Boy de sombreiro; ann. 1554: s. v» Mocnddum,
• 435, i.

Boye
;
ann. 1610 : s, -y. Boy (b), 84, i.

Boybog
;
ann. 1604 : s. y. Crease, 213, ii.

Boyi
;

s, v. Boy (b), 83, i.

Boze
;

s. v. Bonze, 79, i
;
ann. 1618 : s. v. Bonze,

79, ii.

Bo-zi
;

s, V. Bonze, 79, i.

Bra
;

s. v, Pra, 845, i and ii.

Brab
;

s, v, 84, i, s, v. Fan-palm, 266, i, s. v,

Lontar, 396, i
;

ann. 1750-60 : s. v. Toddy-

bird, 707, i; ann. 1760 : s. y. 84, ii, twice;

ann. 1808: s. z?, Bandaree, 760, ii; ann.

1809 : s. V, 84, ii; ann. 1860 : s. v. Palmyra,

507, i.

Brabb
;
ann. 1673 and 1759 ; s. zj. Brab, 84, ii.

Brabo
;
ann. 1760 : s. y. Brab, 84, ii.

Bracalor
;
ann. 1516: s. v, Bacanore, 33, ii.

Bracelor
;
ann. 1552 : s, v. Bacanore, 34, i.

Bracbmaii
;

s. v. Byahmin, 84, ii; ann. 545 : s, v,

China, 151, ii
;
aun. 1060 : s. v. Buddha, 90,

li
;

ann. 1663 : s. v. Pundit, 561, i
;

ann.

1676, 1688 and 1714 : s.v. Brahmin, 85, i.

Brachmanae
;
ann. 1616 : s. v. Pundit, 561, i.

Brachmanas
;
B, C. 330 and 300 : s, v. Brahmin,

84, ii,

Brachmanes
;
ann. 1555 : s. Brahmin, 84, ii

;

ann. 1615: s. v, Swamy (b), 671, ii
;

ann.

1616 : s. Snnyasee, 662, i,

Brachmanes
;
ann, 500 : s. v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brachmani
;
ann. 1694 : s. v. Sanskrit, 599, i,

Bracbmas
;
ann. 500 : s. y. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brachtnin
;
ann. 1673: s, y, Bralimiuy Kite, 85,

ii.

Braganine; ann. 1584: 5 . y. Bargany, 761, ii,

twice.

Bragany
;

s. u. Bargany, 761, i.

Bragmanae; ann. 60-70: s. v. Kling, 373, i.

Bragmanorum
;
ann. 840 : s, v. Buddha, 90, i.

Bragmen; aim. 1578 : s. v. Brahmin, 85, i.

Brahia •, s. v. Vaiella, 733, ii.

Bralim
;
ann, 1781 : s. v, Sikh, 633, ii.

Brahma
;

5 . i\ Brahmo-Somdj, 851, ii, twice

;

ann. 1666 : s. v, Sanskrit, 599, i
;
ann, 1()7*2:

s, V. Chank, 141, i
;
ann, 1753 : s,v. Biirram-

pooter, 768, ii
;

ann. 1810: s. v, Chowry,

165, ii.

Brahma
;

s. v. Burrampooter, 101, ii.

Brahma-desa
;

s. y. Burma, 100, ii.

Brahman
;

s. v. Brahmin, 84, li, s, z?. Chandaul,

140, ii, s.z?. Cranganore, 211, i, see 218, 11
,
toot-

note, s. z^. Gooroo, 296, li, s. v, Kling, 372, n,

s,v, Malabar Rites, 414, i, 8. v. Mngg, 455, li,

s. z?.Nambooree,471, ii,s. v, Pancliahgam, 507,

i, s. -y. Poorana, 547, ii, s. y. Rajpoot, 571, ii,

s, V, Saligram, 593, i and ii, s. v, Sanskrit, 598,

i, twice, s. V. Soodra, 647, ii, s. v. Suttee, 667, i,

twice, s.y. Yedas, 734, i, 4 times,s.y. Caste, 774,

i, s, V, Nizamaluco, 830, i, s, i\ Tliakoor, 862, li
;

ann. 400 : s, v. Mandarin, 421, i
;
ann. 414 :

8, V. Java, 347, i
;

ann. 1045 : s. v. Kling,

373, i
;
ann. 1318 : 8, v, Sanskrit, 598, ii ; ann.

1578 : s. V. Mort-de-chien, 450, i‘; ann. 1612

:

s. y. Cassanar, 131, i
;
ann. 1664 : s.v. Lama,

383* i
;

ann. 1771 : s, z?, Banyan-Tree, 51, i;

ann. 1778 : s. v. Yedas, 735, ii
;
ann. 1797 :

s. V. Moor, 825, i
;

ann. 1833 : s. y. Paryoe,

517, i
;
ann. 1850 : 8. v. Aryan, 28, i

;
aim.

1867: 8. V. Soodra, 647, ii
;

ann. 1885 : s. v.

Dhurna, 791, ii, s. v. Saligram, 853, i.

Brahman; s. y. Salootree, 594, i; ann. 1692 :

s, y. Padre, 497, ii
;

ann. 1837 : s. y. Pali,

506, i

Brahman
;
ann. 1874 : s. v. Hullia, 327, i.

Brahman
\
s.v. Coolin, 783, ii, twice.

Brahmana
;
s.v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brahmanes
;
ann. 'I : s. v. Dinar, 245, ii.

Brahmani
;

ann. 1712 ; s. v. Snake-stone, 644, i.

Brahmam ;
s. v. Palmyras, Point, 507, 1 .

Brahmanical
;

s. v. Suttee, 667, i, twice.

Brahmanique
;
ann, 1 : s. v. Dinar, 245, ii

;
ann.

1872 : s. V. Suttee, 671, i,

Brahmanism
;
s.v. Devil Worship, 238, i, s. 0.

Caste, 774, i.

Brahmapoutra
;
ann. 1753 : s. v. .Gooch Azo,

783, ii.

Brahmaputra
;

s. y. Assam, 28, s.v. Burram-

pooter, 101, ii, B. y. Chiamay, 145, ii, s. v,

Cooch Azo, 191, ii, s. v. Jemiye, 350, ii, s. v.
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Jumna, 358, ii, s. v. Kaga, 4.09, li, s. v, Saul-

wood, 603, i, 5. V. Sund^rbunds, 660, s,

Munneepore, 826, ii, 827, i, footnote
;
ann.

1552 ; s, V. Biirrampooter, lOl, li,

Brahuiaputren
;
ann. 1753 : s. i\ Buirampooter,

768, ii.

Brahmen
;
ann. 1717 : s. i\ Soodra, 647, ii.

Brahmene
;
ann. 1572 : s, -y. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brahmeue
;
ann. 1753 : s. v. BnddOa, 767, ii.

Brahmes
;
ann. 1760 : «. v. Eirora, 262, i.

Brahmin
;

s. v. 84, ii, s. v. Chuckerbutty, 166,

ii, s. Z7. Jack, 336, i, s. v. ITarcondam, 472, ii,

5. V, Pandy, 509, i
;

ann. 150 : s, v, 84, ii
;

ann, 1510 : s, v. Hair, 471, i, s, v. Polea,

542, ii
;
ann. 1557 : s. v. IsTambeadarim, 471,

ii
;
ann. 1590 : s, v. Bwarka, 257, ii, s. v,

Juggurnaut, 356, ii, s, v, Vedas, 734, ii
;

ann. 1780 : s. v. Law-officer, 818, h ;
ann.

1799 : s, V. Toshaconna, 713, ii
;

ann.

1800 ; s. V, Pariah, 515, i
;

ann. 1803; s» v,

Puhur, 557, ii, s. v. Jasoos, 810, ii
;

ann.

1805-6 : s. V. Pariah, 515, i
;
ann, 1808 : s.v.

Junglo, 360, i, s, v. Suttee, 670, ii
;

ann.

1814; s. -y. Zamorin, 746, i; ann. 1818:

«. y. Pali, 506, i
;

ann. 1821 : s. v. Banyan-

Tree, 51, i
;
ann, 1823 : s. t\ Thug, 697, ii

:

ann, 1830 : s, v. Padre, 497, ii
;

ann. 1858 :

«. V. Hirvana, 480, ii ;
ann. 1875 : s. i\

Bburna, To sit, 244, ii, twice.

Brahmin
;

ann. 1826 : s. v, Jagheerdar, 341, ii.

Brahmini bull
;
ann. 1872 ; s. v, Brahminy Bull,

85, i.

Brahminical
;
s, v. Ell'ora, 261, ii, s. z?. Jain, 341,

ii, s. V, Juggurnaut, 355, ii, v. Pagoda, 499, ii.

Brahminism
;

s. v, Lunka, 401, i.

Brahminy
;

ann. 1680 : s, Eoocka, 850, ii
;

ann. 1834 : s. v. Rozye, 584, ii.

Brahminy Bull ; s. v, 85, i, twice.

Brahminy bull
;

579, ii, footnote, s, v. Zebu,

746, ii.

Brahminy Butter
;

s, 767, i, twice.

Brahminy Duck
;

s. v, 85, i, twice.

Brahminy Kite
;

s. v, 85, ii, s. i\ Pariah-Kite,

516, i.

Brahmist ;
s, v, Brahmo-Somaj, 85, ii.

Brabmputr
;

s. v, Burrampooter, 101, ii.

Brahmo-Somaj
;

s.v, 85, ii,

Brahmo Somaj
;

ann. 1876 : s. i\ Brahmo-

Somaj, 85, ii.

Brahmun ;
ann. 1809 : s, v, Tazeea, 688, i ; ann.

ann. 1814: s. y. Lingam, 395, i,

Brakhta
;
ann. 1554 ; $. v, Kisbm, 370, i.

Brakia
;
ann, 1000: s, y. Sliulwaurs, 631, i.

Brama; ann. 1543: s. v. Bnima, 768, ii
;

ann. 1606 : s. v, Burma, 101, i
;
ann. 1623 :

s. y. Brab, 84, i; ann. 1652: s. y, Ooohin-
Ghina, 174, ii,

Brama
;
ann. 1545 : s. i\ Burma, 101, i.

Bramaa
;
ann. 1545 : s. y. Prome, 564, ii.

Bramah
;

ann, 1774 and 1778 : s. y. Vedas,

735, ii.

Braman
;
ann. 1567 : s, v, Casis, 130; ii

;
ann.

1717 : s. y. Pandaram, 507, ii.

Bramane
;

ann. 1582 : s. v. Brahmin, 85, i ;

ann. 1630 : s. v. Brahmin, 85, i, s, v. Caste,

132, i, s. y. Pagoda (b), 501, ii
;
ann. 1718 :

s. y. Pand4ram, 508, i.

Bramanpoutre
;
ann. 1753 : s.y, Burrampooter,

768, ii.

Brambdnan
;

s. v. Boro-Bodor, 81, ii,

Brame
;
ann, 1652 : s. y. Ohiamay, 145, ii

;
ann*

1760: s. V, Vedas, 735, ii
;
ann, 1779: s. y.

Buddha, 91, i
;
ann. 1782 : s. v. Poongee

, 547,

i
;
ann. 1791 : s, y. Pundit, 561, i, twice.

Bramen
;

ann. 1554 ; y. Linguist, 395, i
;

ann. 1600: 8. i\ Grunthum, 304, i.

Bramene
;
ann. 1623 : s, y. Sanskrit, 599, i,

Bramin
;

6*. y. Brahmin, 84, ii
;

ann. 1442

:

8, y, Jogee, 352, i
;
ann. 1516 : s. y. Mainato,

410, ii
;
ann. 1520 : s. y. Suttee, 668, ii

;
ann.

1648: 5. y. Suttee, 670, i
;
ann. 1651 : «. y.

Pancbahgam, 507, ii, s, v. Saiva, 591, ii
;

ann. 1689: s.v. Salaam, 592. i
;

ann, 1690:

s. y. Mango-trick, 425, ii
;

ann. 3726 ; s. y.

Chetty, 145, i, ». y. Pariah, 514, ii, s, y, Talee,

678, ii
;
ann. 1727 : s. y. Grunthum, 304, i,

twice
;
ann. 1759 : s.v. Sunnud, 661, ii

;
ann.

1760 : s. y. Pandaram, 508, i, s. v. Chawbuck,

777, i
;

ann. 1770: 5. y. Assam, 28, ii, s. v.

Fakeer, 265, i, s, y. Vedas, 735, ii
;

ann.

1776 ; s. y. Shaster, 624, i, s. v. Tyre, 724,

ii
;

ann. 1780 : s, y, Cowle, 208, i
; ann.

1789: s. V. Sepoy, 613, ii
;
ann. 1795: s. v,

Pali, 506, i
;

ann. 1796: s. v. Snake-stone,

644, i
;

ann. 1798 : s. v. Pundit, 561, i
;
ann.

1802: s. V, Tussah, 721, i; ann, 1609:

s. V. Parvoe, 517, i
;
ann. 1810 : s. v. Bubash,

253, i ;
ann. 1838 : $. v. Swamy (a), 671, ii.

Bramine
;
ann. 1651 ; s. y. Sanskrit, 599, i, s. y.

Vedas, 735, i; ann, 1726: s, y, Ram-Eam,

573, ii
;

ann. 1760 : s. v. Poorana, 547, ii,

s, V. Vedas, 735, ii.

Braminy
;
ann. 1680 ; s, y, Congeveram, 782, ii.

Brammi
;
ann. 1563 : s, v. Tavoy, 687, ii.
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Bram-ma; a, y. Burma, 100, ii.

Brammanes
;
ann. 1553: a. v. Nair, 471, i.

Braramhanicum
;
ann. 1777: a, w. Hindostanee,

317, ii.

Brammines
;
ann,1632 : a. v, Juggurnaut, 356,

ii.

Brammones
;
ann. 1444: s, v. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Brampoore
;
ann. 1616 ; a. e?. Goss, 203, i.

Bramport
;
ann. 1616 : s. v» Cummerbund, 216, ii.

Branco
;

s. v. Blanks, 75, ii.

Brandal
;

s. v, Brandul, 85, ii.

Brand-geese ;
ann. 1672 r s v» Cyrus, 224^ ii

;

ann, 1698 : s v, Coolnng, 194, i,

Brandul
;

s. v. 85, ii.

Brandy
;

s. v. Brandy Goortee, 85^ ii.

Brandy (Goortee)
;

s. v, 767, i.

Brandy-coatee
;

s. v. Brandy Goortee, 85, ii.

Brandy Goortee
;

s. y. 85, ii.

Brandypa^nee
;

s. y, 85, ii, 8, v. Pawnee, 522, i
;

ann. 1866 : s. v, 85, ii.

Brandy-ahranb
;

s» 'is. Sherbet, 625, ii.

Brandy-shraubpauny
;

s. v. Brandypawnee,85,ii.

Brantwein; 8, Samshoo, 597, i,

Brasill; ann. 1598: 5. -y. Sappan-wood, 600, i

;

ann. 1625 : 8. >0 . Sappan-wood, 600, ii.

Brass
; 86, i.

Brassica oleracea
;

s, v. Nol-kole, 830, ii.

Brasyll
;
ann. 1498 : s. 2?, Tenasaerim, 696, i.

Bratty
;

s, p. 8^, i, s. r. Ooplah, 488, i.

Brautigams
;
ann. 1733 : s. r. Kinoob, 369, ii.

Brava
; p. 86, i, s. p. Brab, 84, i, s. p. Quiloa,

568, ii ; ann, 1514; s. p. Magadoxo, 408, ii
;

ann. 1516 : s. p, 86, i
;

ann. 1666 : 5 . p.

Brab, 84, i.
|

Brava Chilve ; ann. 1514 : 5 . p. Magadoso,

408, ii.

Bra-Wijaya
;

8, p. Pra, 845, i.

Brawls
;

8. p. Piece-goods, 535, ii.

Brazil
;
s. p, Brazil-woo-d, 86, i, twice, s. p. Sappan-

wood, 600, i
;

ann. 1275 : p. Ceylon, 138,

ii ; ann. 1519 : s. p. Sweet Potato, 673, i

;

ann. 1552 and 1554; g, p. Brazil-wood, 86,
ii, ann, 1875 : p. Cavally, 775, i.

Brazil
;
aim. 1506 : 8. p, Tenasserim, 696, i.

Brazil cherry
;

s. p. Tiparry, 703, ii.

Brazill
;
ann. 1641 ; g. p. Brazil-wood, 86, ii.

Brazill wood
;

ann. 1685 ; s, p. Sappan-wood,
600, ii.

Brazil-wood
; s. ». 86, i , ». v. Qijilon, 569, i, s. v.

Sappan-wood, 600, i, s. «, Sweet Potato,

673, i
; ann. 1380 : s. », 86, i

;
ann. 1420-30

:

«. V. Malabar, 412, ii j ann. 1480 : s. v.

Tenasserim, 695, ii
;

ann. 1567 : s, p. Siam,,

632, i
;
ann. 15b8 ; s. v. Mergui, 434, i.

Bieaoh ann. 1673 : s. v, Mazagong, 432,

8. V. Paddy. 496, i,

Breachcandy
;

s. p. Foras Lands, 272, ii.

Bread-fruit
;
anu, 1440 ; s. p. Jack, 337, ii.

Bream
;
ana. 1626 : s. v, Cavally, 135, ii.

Breech-Candy
; g. p. 767, i.

Brehon Laws
;
ann. 1885 : s. p. Dhurna,791, iu

Brema
;
aim. 1553 : s. p. Jangomay, 343, ii.

Bremem ;
ann. 1570 ; s. p. Sappan-wood, 600, i*

Brhat Sanhita
;

s. v, Gurjaut, 309, i.

Bridge; s. p. India, 32'9, ii, 3 times.

Bridgemdn
;

g. p. 86, ii..

Brigantines
;

ann. 1554: s. p. Calputtee, 114, i,.

Brill
;

g, p. Brahmin, 84, ii.

Bnhaddevata
;
ami. 1872; s. p. Suttee, 671, i,

Brihat- Sanhita
;
ann. 550 r $, p. Carnatic, 126, i.

Bri-mdzo
;

s. p. Zobo, 750, ii.

Brinddes; s. p. Gorcopali, 196, ii.

Bringal
;
ann. 1813 : g. p. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Bringe; ann. 1580: s, p. Curry, 218, ii.

Bringela
;
ann. 1740 : s. v. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Bringella
;

$, p. Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Bringiela; s, p. Brinjaul, 86, ii.

Brmj
;

s. v. Brinfarry, 87, ii,

Brinjaal
;
ann. 1810: s. p. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Brinjal
;

«. v, Oonbalingua, 189^ i
;

ann, 1860 :

8. p. Brinjaul, 87, ii
;
ann. 1875 : s. p. Chitchky,.

156, ii.

Brinjall
; $, p. Bilayutee pawnee, 71, i.

Brinjalles
;
ann. 1783 :.s. v. Brinjaul, 87, ii.

Brinjara
; s. p. Zingari, 749, ii.

Brinjara
; s. v. Brinjarry, 87, ii,

Briiijaree
;

s, p, Brinjarry, 88, i
;
ann. 1810 r

s. p. Vanjaras, 88, ii
;
ann. 1829: s. p,

Pindarry, 539, ii.

Brinjarree • ann, 1825 ; g. p, Vanjaras, 88, ii.

Brinjarry
; g. p. 87, ii, twice, s. p. Naik, 471, i

;

ann. 1793 : s. v, Vanjaras, 88, ii
;
ann. 1800

:

g. p. Vanjaras, 88, ii, s. p. Gowle, 208, i
;
ann.

1877 : g. p. Vanjaras, 88, ii.

Brinjarry
; g. p. Lamballie, 383, ii,

Brinjary
;
ann. 1820 : g. p. Taut, 687, ii,

Brinjaul
; s, p. 86, ii, twice, g. p, Bangun, 45, ii,

Brinjela; ann. 1554; s. p, Brinjaul, 87, i,

Brinz
;

s. p. Rice, 578, i.

Brioche
;

g. p. Sheermaul, 625, ii,

Brisi
;

s, p. Rice, 578, i, twice.

Britain, N. ; g. p. Cassowary, 131, i.

Briton, Capo de-; anu. 1612 ; g. p. Penguin, 527,

ii.
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Briiin
;

s. v. Rice, 578, i.

Broach
;

s. v, 88, ii, 767, i, s, v. Candahar, 119,

i, s, V. Factory, 264, i, s, v, Goozerat, 296, ii,

s. v, Regur, 576, i
;
ann. 80 : s, v, 89, i, 3 times

;

ann. 1150 : s. -y. Sindabilr, 635, i
;
ann. 1321

:

s. y. Supara, 663, i
;
ann. 1808 : s, y. Rubber,

253, ii, s. 27. Jubtee, 355, i
;
ann. 1825 : s. 2?.

Bora, 80, ii.

Broach Baftas
;
ann. 1672 ; Bafta, 35, ii.

Broach Gate
;
ann. 1673 : 5. 27. Choky, 158, ii.

Brobdignag
;

ann, 1830 : s. ^7. Alligator-pear,

IQ, i.

Brodera
;

s.v, Baroda, 52, ii, s. v. Factory, 264^

i
;
ann. 1813 ; s. 27. Baroda, 53, i.

Brodra; ann. 1638: s. 27. Baroda, 53, i.

Brohmoputro
;
ann, 1809 : s. v, Gavial, 800, ii.

Broichia
;
ann. 1648 : s. v. Broach, 767, i.

Broitschea
;
ann. 1638 ; s. 2?. Baroda, 53, i.

Brokht
;

8, 27. Kishm, 370, i,

Brokt
;
ann. 1682 : s. v, Kishm, 814, ii.

Bromelia Ananas
;

s. v. Ananas, 17, i.

Brou
;

s, v. Rice, 578, i.

Brun
;

s. v, Prome, 554, ii.

Brunai
;

s. 27. Borneo, 80, ii.

Brun6
;

5, 2?. Borneo, 80, ii.

Brunei
;

s, Borneo, 80, 'ii, s. t\ Factory,

264, ii.

Braneo
;
ann, 1584 : 8, v, Borneo, 81, i.

Buah-nona
;
s. 27. Custard-Apple, 220, ii.

Bu-Ali Kotwal
;
ann. 1040 : §. 2?. Cotwal, 206, i.

Buapanganghi
;

ann. 1522 : s, v, Coco-de-Mer,

177, ii.

Buapaty
;
ann, 1553 : 5. 27. Cospetir, 202, i.

Buasduco
;
ann. 1613 : s. v, Rambotang, 573, i.

Bnbac ;
ann. 1553 : s. 27. Sheeah, 625, i.

Bubalus
;

s. v, Buffalo, 98, i, twice
;
ann. 70, 90

and 1580 : s. s. Buffalo, 93, ii.

Bubalus arni
;

a i\ Buffalo, 93, ii.

Bubannia
;
ann. 1612 : a. v, Sarnau, 601, ii.

Bubdana
;
ann. 840 : a. v, Buddha, 90, ii.

Bubsho : ann. 1673 : a. 2?. Buckshaw, 89, ii.

Buccal
;
ann. 1800 : a. v, Buckaul, 90, i.

Buccaly
;
ann. 1780 : a, z?. Puckanly, 556, ii.

Buccaneers
; 25, i, footnote.

Bucephala
;
ann. 250: a. v, Shama, 620, ii.

Buceros
;

a, v. Toucan, 714. i.

Buchse
;

a. 2?. Buxerry, 104, ii.

Buck
;

a. v, 89, i
;
ann, 1880 : a. r. 89, i.

Buckaul
;

a. v, 90, i.

Buckeer
;

a. v, China-Buckeer, 153, i.

Buckor
;

ann. 1616 : a, v. Sucker-Bucker,

652, ii.

Buckor succor
;
ann. 1616 : a. 27. Sucker-Bucker,

652, ii.

Bucliram
;
ann. 1781 : a. z?. Cochin Leg, 174, ii.

Buckserria; ann. 1772 : a, v. Buxerry, 769, ii.

Buckshaw
;
a. 2?. 89, ii, twice

;
ann. 1760 : a, v.

89, ii.

Buckshee
;
ann. 1804 : a. v. Buxee, 104, i.

Bucksheesh
;

a. v. 89, ii, 767, i, a. 2?. Oumshaw,

216, ii.

Backshish
; 839, i, footnote

;
ann. 1823 : a. u.

Bucksheesh, 89, ii.

Buckshoe
;
anu. 1727 : a. 27. Buckshaw, 89, ii.

Buckyne
;
a. 27. 90, i, a. 27. Lilac, 394, i, a. 27. Neem,

476, ii.

Budao
;
ann. 1610 : a. 27, Buddha, 91, i.

Budas
;

ann. 1060 : s. 27, Buddha, 90, ii, twice.

Budasaf ;
ann. 904 : a. y. Buddha, 90, ii, 3 times.

Budd
;
ann. 870 : a. 27. Buddha, 90, ii, twice

;

ann. 880 : a. v. Diul-Sind, 247, i.

Budda
;

ann. 1030 : a. z?. Buddha, 90, ii
;

ann.

1758 : a. 27. Buddha, 767, ii, twice.

Buddam
;
ann. 400: a, v, Buddha, 90, i.

Buddfattanj ann. 1342 : s. v. Pudipatan, 557, i.

Buddh
;
ann. 1825 : a. v. Kennery, 365, i; ann.

1879 : a. 27. Milk-bush, 823, ii.

Buddha
;

a, 27. 90, i and ii, both twice, 767, i and

ii (twice), a. v, Boro-Bodor, 81, i, twice, a. v.

Candahar, 119, i, a. v. Candy, 119, ii, a. 27.

Dagon, 226, i, 226, ii, footnote, a. v. Gau-

tama, 279, i and ii, a. v, Jain, 342, i, a. 27.

Nerbudda, 478, i, a. Z7. Pagoda, 499, ii, a. v.

Pra, 551, i, 4 times, a. 27. Saul-wood, 603, i

;

ann. 240 : a. 27, 90, i
;
ann. 400 : a. 27 . Chucker-

butty, 166, ii, twice, a. v, Peshawur, 531, ii
;

ann. 414 : a. Java, 347, i
;
ann. 460 : a, Vt

Chuckerbutty, 166, ii
;

ann, 1060 : a. t?, 91,

i; ann. 1161: a. 27. Camboja, 115, ii
;

ann.

1681 ; a, v, Dewally (b), 238, ii
;

ann. 1828 :

s. ^7 . Gautama, 279, ii
;

ann. 1834: a, 27 .

Dagoba, 226, i, twice
;

ann. 1858 : s. 2?.

Nirvdna, 480, ii
;
ann. 1861 : a. 2?, Mandalay,

420, ii
;
ann. 1869 : a. 27 . Nirvana, 481, i; ann.

1878: a. 27. Shintoo, 628, i
;
am. 1879: a. z?.

Nirvana, 481, i.

Buddhism
;

a. 2?. Buddha, 90, i, a. v, Burma, 100,

ii, a. 27 . Jain, 341, ii, a. 27 . Jogee, 351, ii, a. v.

Lunka, 401, i, a. v. Nirvana, 480, ii, a, 27 .

Nowbehar, 482, i, a. 2?. Pra, 551, ii, a. v.

Buddha, 767, ii, s. z?. Caste, 774, i, a, z?.

Pailoo, 836, i
;

ann. 1060 : a. z?. Buddha, 91,

i
;

ann. 1829: a. z?. Shaman, 621, i; ann,

1878 : a. Z7. Shintoo, 628, i.
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Buddhist
;

s. v, Arakan, 24, ii, a. Bonze, 79, i,

twice, s, 2?, Boro-Bodor, Sl^iija.-y. Bo Tree, 81,

ii, s. y. Buddha, 90, i, s. v. Burnaa, 100, ii, s. v.

Buxee, 103, i, 3 times, a* v, Cooch Behar, 191,

i, s, V, Cospetir, 201, ii, s, v. Dagoba, 225, ii,

8 times, s. v. Diul-Sind, 247, i, s. v. Dondera

Head, 249, ii, s, v. Ell'ora, 261, ii, s, z?.

Gautama, 279, i, a. v, Gyelong, 309, ii, a. v.

India, 329, ii, a. v. Jnggurnaut, 355, ii, a.

Kling, 372, i, a. v, Kula, 378, ii, a. v. Lama,

388, i, a, V, Mugg, 455, ii, a. v. Naga, 469, ii,

a. V, Nirvana, 480, ii, a. v. Pagoda, 499, ii,

a. V, Pali, 505, ii, twice, a. Panthay (A),

511, i, a. V, Poongee, 547, i, a, z?. Pracrit, 552,

i, a. D, Shaman, 621, i, twice, a. z?.Shan, 622, ii,

a, V, Sup^ra, 663, i, a. v. Talapoin, 677, i, a.

Tope (c), 712, ii, a, v, Tumlook, 717, i, a. v.

Vihara, 738, ii, 3 times, a, v» Behar, 764, ii,

a. w. Benares, 764, ii, a. v. Buddha, 767, i and

ii (twice), a, v. Kyoung, 816, i, a. v, Lat, 817,

i
;

ann. 1190 : a. v, Buddha, 767, ii
;
ann.

1300 : a, v, Sindabur, 635, i
;
ann. 1608 ; a. v.

Champa, 140, ii
;
ann. 1837 : a. v. Pali, 506, i,

3 times
;
ann. 1856: s,v, Chuckerbutty, 167,

i
;
ann. 1858 and 1869 : a. v, Nirvdna, 480, ii.

Buddhistic
;

a. v, Boro-Bodor, 81, i, twice.

Buddhisto
;

a. v. Shan, 622, ii.

Buddhos
;
ann. 1837 ; a. z?. Pali, 506, i.

Buddou
;

ann. 1681 : a. z?, Vihara, 738, ii
;

ann. 1770 ; a. z?. Buddha, 91, i.

Budfattan
;

ann, 1516 : a. v, Pudipatan,

557, i.

Budge Boodjee
;
ann. 1763 : a. v, Budge-Budge,

768, i.

Budge-Budge
;

a, v, 767, ii.

Budgero
;
ann. 1683 : a. v. Saugor, 603, i

;
ann.

1684: a. v. Devil’s Beach, 790, ii
;

ann,

1783 : a. v. Budgerow, 92, i.

Budgeroe
;

ann. 1679 : a. v, Woolock, 741, ii
^

ann. 1727 : a. v. Budgerow, 91, ii.

Budgerook; ann. 1510 : a. v, Pardao, 840, ii ;

ann. 1711 : a. y. Budgrook, 93, i.

Budgerow
;

a, v, 91, ii, 3 times, see 522, i, foot-

note, a. V. Peenus, 523, ii *,
ann. 1683 : a, r.

Gardens, 278, ii
;
ann. 1764 : a. y. Sunderbunds,

858, ii
;
ann. 1780 : s.v. Paunchway, 521, h-

ann. 1781 : a, v. 92, i, a. v. Manjee, 427, i, a.

Woolock, 741, ii
;
ann. 1784: a. y. 92, i, a, v,

Manjee, 427, i, a. v. Peenus, 523, ii
;

ann.

1785 and 1794 (twice) : a. y. 92, i ;ann. 1824:

a. y. Pulwah, 558, i.

Budgrook
;

a. y. 92, i, 93, i, 768, i
;
ann. 1548 ;

a, y, Sind, 634, ii
;
ann. 1584 : a. y. Shroff, 630,

i
;

ann. 1608-10 : a. y. Curry, 218, ii
;

ann.

1673 : a, y. Beas, 575, i
;
ann. 1677 : a. y. 92.

ii, a. y. Rupee, 587, i.

Bndgrows
;
ann. 1737 : a. y. Budgerow, 91, ii.

Btidhasaf
;
ann. 1000 : a. y. Buddha, 90, ii.

Budhul
;
ann. 1590 : a. y. Jack, 338, i.

Budhum
;
ann. 1728 : a. v, Buddha, 91, i, twice.

Budiecas
;

a. y. Pateca, 519, i and ii (footnote).

Budkhana
;
ann. 1343 : a. y. Jogee, 352, i.

Budkhanah
;
ann. 1345 : a. y. Anchediva, 20, i.

Budlee
;

a. y. 768, i, a. y. Muddle, 455, i.

Budmash
;
ann. 1844 : a. y. Budmdsh, 93, i

;
ann.

1866 : a. y. Budmash, 93, i, a. y. Poggle, 542, ii,

Budmash
;

a* y. 93, i.

Buduftun
;
ann. 1516 : a, y. Pudipatan, 557, i.

(To he continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

SOME OLD INDO-ETTEOPEAN TERMS FOR
BOATS.

BY R. 0. TEMPLE.

These remarks have arisen out of a statement
find an illustration occurring in a MS. of 1669-79
hy T. B[ateman], usually quoted as “T. B., Asia,
etc.,*’ /oL, 100. “A purgoo : These Vse for the
most partbetween Hugly and Pyplo and BaUasore:
With these boats they carry goods into yf Roads
On board English and Dutch, etc., Ships, they will

line a longe time in yf Sea: beinge brought to

anchor by y® Steme» as theire Ysnal way is.”

This passage is quoted in Anderson’s English
Intercourse with Siam, p. 266, who was given it

by Yule with this remark :
— ‘‘J. [t. e., T ] B., the

author, gives a rough drawing. It represents the
Purgoe as a somewhat high-sterned lighter, not
very large, with five oar-pins a side. I cannot
identify it exactly -with any kind of modern boat,
of which I have found a representation. It is

perhaps most like the palwftr. I think it must he
an Orissa word, but I have not been able to trace
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it in any dictionax'y, Uriya or Bengali.” The
|

modern Indian palwSir (Malay, palwa) is a skifE,

and would not answer the desciiption. Anderson,

loc. eit., mentions that in 1686 several “well-

laden Purgoes” and boats had put in for

shelter at Rameswaram to the northward of

Madapollam,’’ L e
,
on the Coromandel Coast

There seems to be no such word known there

now.

I think, however, that the term purgoo is pro-

bably an obsolete Anglo-Indian corruption of an

Indian corruption of the Portuguese term bareo,

barca Thus, 1510. “Into the Island (^’uaquem

[Su^kin] they imported many spices from India

and there they embarked in shallops [gelna-jali^]

which are a kind of barques [bareos], like eara-

velas which ply in the Straits) .... and

there they took passage in barges [bareas] and in

a few days’ time reached Cairo.” Dalboquerque,

Hah, 8oc Ed., II., 230. In 1498, Yasco da Gama,

Hak. Soc. Ed., p 107, in his Malaydlam Vocabu-

lary translates baroa by 9ambuoo [sanbtlq, Ar.,

sailing boat for going ashore], and he habitually

used the word for any kind of sailing boat (qp.

cit. 240) At p 77 occurs “about a league below

Galeout about seventy boats [bai'cas] approach-

ed,” which bareas Castaiiheda called tones.

These the Hak. Soc. Editor calls by a mistake

“rowing-boats.” The dhony, dboney, Tam. tdiqi,

is a large shallow sailing boat, 70 ft. by 20 ft.

beam.

The above quotations seem to establish the fact

that bare a was used for any kind of sailing boat

by the early Portguese visitors to the East.

The prow, with all its variants, par6, parao,

pharao, proe, provoe, praw, pairau, and its

double derivation from the Malayalam pa,yu and
the Malay prau, pr§.liu, has all along been used

as a generic teiun for any kind of sailing vessel,

especially for those taking cargoes and passengers

to and from the early travellers’ ships.

To the many quotations given by Yule, Hobson-

Jobson, s V. prow, I would add the following

referi’ing to the p^pu of the Indian West Coast

1608 : — A parao filled with the corpses of the

principal Moors, who had been killed in action was

sent drifting to shore towards the city ” Dalbo-

qaerque, Hah. Soc. Ed., II , liii, 1623 . — October

the sixteenth. In the M orning we discern’d four

Ships of Malabar Rovers near the shore (they

called them Faroes and they goe with Oars like

Galeots or Foists) Della Valle, Hak. Soc. Ed
, II.,

201. The foist, Port, fusta, was a small sailing

vessel. But the identification of parao with the

Malayalam pfi,ru is shown by Pyrard de Laval

(1611). “The Portuguese call their own galiots

Navires (navies) and those of the Malahars

PairauB. Most of these vessels were Chetils.^

that is to say merchantmen. Immediately on ar-

rival the Malahai’s di*aw up theii* Pados or galiot s

on the beach. I was witness to the most gallant

behaviour on the part of one of these Pados
which was returning from war.” Hak. Soc.

Ed., II., 345.

Then again there was the Anglo-Indian parr or

parra suggesting the Dakliani word pa:pw^ [cf.

palwa and palw^ir above), used for a large boat.

1684 : — Jan. 12 Reed, a Generali from Yizaga-

patam p^ a Parr dated 4th instant .... Nov.

3. Also Severall Parras and other larg boat in

our River broak and blown beyond Recovery.

Mad Cons. Pringle's Ed. pp 6, 132, and note,

p 165 f.

There were, therefore, several words of varying

origin, closely allied in sonnd, in use for small

sailing-vessels and large boats, which were used

also for boats generically. Indeed the variants

seem endless : vide Linschoten, c. 1684. “In small

boates called Tones and Pallenges [or Palegas]

bring them abord.*’ Hah Soc. Ed,li., 191.

But the prow from its Malay derivation of

prAhu was mixed up with the pirogue (French for

a canoe) and possibly the Portuguese peragua,

a fast sailing-vessel. 1703 : — They saw also near

the Chy of Bantam above sixty little Barks
which the Inhabitants call Praos, Prauwen or

Pirogues The Sails and Tackling are the same

with those of the Jonques. Those were Fisher-

men Boats.” Coll, of Dutch Voyages, 145. Else-

where, loc. cit

,

pp. 138, 144 (misprinted piroque)

and 337 (“the Crew of the Lion met with a little

Pirogue or Indian Boat”), the compiler nearly

always uses pirogue for prahu, though some-

times for a canoe or small boat (p. 282).

The old French writers do not, however, seem

to have themselves used pirogue in the Bast for a

canoe. In the Premier Livre de LHistoire de hf

Navigation autC Indes Orientales par les Holla n-

dois, 1609, we find, fol. 8:— “Ils en font de

Canaos [elsewhere in the book always Canoas]

^ I* e., chet’pi. For the iDterestiug I in this word see ante, Yol. XXVI, p. 2i5, n 40.
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ou Barques, de moyerne grandeur, d’une seule

piece.’’ Fol. 13: — “AinsiiiaTigans en compagnie

de Paraos nous vinsmes la oi^ nous trouvdmes trois

ou quatre Canoas.” Fol. 20 :
— “En un Golphe ou

pays de lava veismes un lonco, qui esfc un bateau de

lava.’’ On fol. 23 there is a “Delineation sur le vif’’

of a fight between the Dutch fieet and 24 paraos

and ioncos de lava where the paraos are armed

boats and the ioncos sailing vessel. Chap. 33 (fol.

33 ft'.) is entitled “Des Fustes, Galeottes, navires

ou Ioncos, Pharaos, Barques de guerre & es-

quifs en lava & lieux circonvoisins & les lieux ou

pour le plus hasty,” with an illustration which

shows the ioncos to be ships, the paraos to be

sailing-vessels or barques, and the fishing boats

(canoas) to be outrigged canoes. In 1686 the

Voyage de Siam des Peres Jesuites, p. 133, says :
—

“dependant il venoit a toute heure a bord une
infinite du Oanots d© Javans qu’ils appellant

Praux” wdth an illustration of the “Bade de Ban-
tam” showing a sailing Prau and a Canot or fish-

ing Prau (outrigged Canoe). In the Jotirnalen
suite du Voyage de Siarn (Amsterdam reprint,

1687), under 16 Aoust (1686) we read .
— ‘*Le

Chevalier de Fourbin est parti ce matin a une
heure api^s minuit dans le canot” (p. 117). And
under Septembre 26, “A huit hcures du soil* est
arrive un petit canot Siamois.’’ The English
translation of the Voyage de Siamt London, 1688,
p. 95, has: “In the mean time vast numbers of
the Javaners Canoes, which they call Praux,
came on Board of us every minute.” And it
gives the plan of the “Bade de Bantam” in
facsimile.

All this information is exactly on a par with
that from Lockyer. 1711: — “The large Proes
will carry foui-teen or fifteen Tun and are chiefly
imploy’d in profitable Voyages to the Coasts of
Pegu, Malacca, etc. But their fiying Proes are
only for fishing, coasting and visiting the Islands
thereabouts.”— Trade in India, 45. But at p 92
he has :

—• “4 Oochin-Chinese Galleys with Prows,
which mounted to in all 65 and in them about 300
Soldiers.”

That the Kalay pr^hu was used for any kind of
sailing vessel is neatly evidenced by a queer con-
tribution to Asiatic Researches, 1818, Vol. XII.
p. 129 ft

,
pn the **Maritime Institutions of the Ma-

lays,"’ At p. 130, we read, “these are the Laws to
be enforced in Ships, Junks and Prahus;” but
throughout the Rules that follow pr^hu is used
for every kind of ship ir discriminately. This
is of course evidence independent of the direct
statement of all Malay scholai's, Raffles, Marsden,
Crawfui-d, Maxwell, Swettenham, etc,, that prau,’

pra.hu is a generic term for a vessel of any kind

on the water.

As regards purgoo, purgoe, purga, porgo,
byrgoe, the evidence is as follows:—

1669-79.— T. B. shows in the text above quoted
that the purgoo was a lighter for goods at

-Hugly, Pyplo and Ballasore.” It probably could

also sail.

1680. — “A porgo drove ashore in the Bay
about Peply, laden with the Company’s Petre.”—
Mad. Consult. See also Yule, SuppU. s v porgo.
No doubt these boats were identical with those

T. B, alluded to.

1683. — “The Thomas arrived with yo
: 28 Bales

of Silk taken out of the Purga.” — Hedges, Hah.
Soc, Hd

, I., 65. At p. 63 we read : “forcing away
y® Master and all y® men of y® boat whereon y®

remainder of our Decca fine cloth and 28 Bales of

Silk were laden.” So the purga was a “boat” of

the lighter class. At p. 64 it was “y® boat we
brought from Hugly,”

1686. — Anderson’s statement above quoted
from the Madapollam Records presumes the
purgoe to have been a freight-boat.

1685. — Pringle notes in Mad. Cons, for 1684,

p. 165:— “(porgo occurs) in Hoogly letter to
Port St. George, dated 6th February 1684-5

coupled with bora (Hind. blia:r, a lighter), hut in
his 1685 vol. he does not quote the letter.

The purgoo then was a barge (barea) confused
with the bark (barco), just as the sail-less barge
and the sailing bark have been confused in the
West, Vide Leguai, 1692, Hah. Soc. JEd., I., 107 :

—
“We were to build a pretty big Boat . . , .

Our Bark was twenty Foot long at the Keel six

broad and four deep, we rounded it at both ends.”

I close these notes with two useful quotations
towards the history of the word Prow,

1686. — The natives are very ingenious beyond
any people in making Boats or proes, as they are
called in the East Indies, and thei^ein they take
great delight. [Describing a canoe with an “out-

lager,” i. e,, DVitrigger], —Pompier, New Voyage,
2nd Ed„ 1697, p. 298 f.

1818. — The Malay and Bnggess [Bugis] proas
. . . . used to come here [Junkceylon] to

exchange their produce.” — Af-iZburw, Commerce,

11. p. 292.
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NOTES AND QUERIES,

Screelor© — Secretary.

Ante, Yol. XXIX. p. 116, I explained that the

word screetore was, in its various Anglo-Indian

forms, a corruption of the auctioneers’ and furni-

ture-dealers’ word escritoire for a fancy writing,

table fbnreanj. I give here a still further corrup-

tion of it from a furniture-dealer’s hook. A would-

he antique book called The Compiler
|

Furniture

and Decorations
|

Choice and select Designs
|

from the best Authors
|
Compiled and Publish-

ed
I

by R. Charles designer
]
14 Fulham Road

South Kensington
1
London, 1879 ” has come

into my hands. At p 109 are two designs copied

from Ince of fancy writing tables. Putting Ince’s

date at about 1750 we get at a date for the quaint

heading of the designs.

c. 1750. — *• Lady’s Secretary’s. W. Ince

invt. et del M. Darly sculp. (Designed by W.
Ince, contemporary to Chippendale.) ”

R. 0. Temple.

SOME HINDU SUPERSTITIONS IN THE

CENTRE PROTINOE3.

1. When a sick person is at the point of death,

the howling of dogs, or the hover or scream of

kites, denotes that celestial beings are about to

take the departing soul up into the heavens.

2. If a mother complains of failure of milk,

the old women of the household go at once to the

nearest well, circumambulate it, burn incense

and make o:ffiermgs of cocoanut and libations of

milk and water. At each libation the folio «ving

prayer is offered ;— “0 merciful Ganga, fill my
breasts with as heavy a volume as thine own

bosom bears.”

3. Weapons of all sorts are supposed to bear

animosity, as sucb, towards human beings The

way to secure yourself against the enmity of any

particular weapon is to knock it several times

against Mother Earth.

4. The slaying of a cat is a great sin, and to

expiate it, you must eat its tail, or, if you can

afford it, you should make a golden cat and give

it in charity to a temple.

5 Drought is said to be caused bythrowing
pieces of iron out of the house during a shower

of rain. There is, however, a doubt about

this, and some say that it is a good thing

to do as the pieces of iron will act as lightning

conductors.

6. The surest way of bringing about a drought
is to bury a female corpse with a foetus in its

womb. The only cure for this is to exhume the

body and take the foetus out and then bury it

again If a woman is buried when pregnant at

a time of year which is not the autumn there will

he no ram m consequence during the next rainy

season.

7. If a child is afflicted with a bad cold it is

sufflcient for the mother to seat it in the lap of a

brother or sister, or of any old woman failing the

first two, and pour into the child’s nostrils a

mixture of sesamum oil boiled with flies and
garlic

8. When a child is learning to walk and falls

on the ground, the mother should spit on the

spot and kick it and at the same time abuse the

ground. This she should do to drive away the

hungry imps and devils that are always

prowling about to do mischief and have brought

about the fall of the child.

M. R. Pehlow.

SOME CORRUPTIONS OF ENGLISH FROM PORT
BLAIR.

i. ‘‘Portland Cement” becomes simin,

simint and sirmit.

*2. “ Mess, mess-house” becomes messcott

in petitions, being a mixture of Eng. ‘^mess” and

Hind, hoti house.

3. Kwangtung, the name of a local ship,

becomes Kultln.

4. Bablance quic is tbe form on a menu

that bubble and squeak, the favorite dish of

the native cook, sometimes assumes.

E. 0, Temple.
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BOOK-NOTICE.

A History op Sanskrit Literature, by Arthur
A. Macdonell, M a., PhD., of Corpus Christi

College, Oxford
;
Boden Professor of Sanskrit and

Pellow of Balliol, (Short Histories of the Literatures

of the World, IS. Loudon : William Heinemann,

1900.)

Professor Macdonell has giren us a tho-

roughly interesting and readable account of a

great subject. His book is a popular book in

the best sense of the word : but it is much more

than this. The judiciously selected bibliographies^

which he has added to his chapters, will he of the

greatest utility to the student, who wishes to

make a more minute investigation of any particular

branch of Sanskrit literature.

Such a book, giving a comprehensive view of

the whole, and, at the same time, affording a clue

to the study of the different parts, was very

greatly needed in English. European students,

indeed, usually know enough G-erman to be able to

use German works, and they have had for the last

thirteen years Prof. L von Schroeder’s Indiem

Lli^ratiir tind Ctdtur, the scope of which is much
the same as that of the present work, But Native

Indian students are not, as a rule, similarly

equipped
j and everyone who has had to teach

Native students must have experienced a

difficulty which will now be removed by this

hand-hook.

Summarizing, as it does, the results of a host

of special monograjihs, Prof. Macdoneirs book
|

contains in many respects, and especially in

regard to the Veda, a much fuller account of the

gains of modern scholarship than is to be found

elsewhere in any one volume. Eor example, his

accounts of the composition of the Big-Veda, of

tlie criieria by the application of which the

relative ages of its different parts may be dis-

covered, of the Vedic metres and their develop-

ment within the Veda itself, etc., together consti-

tute a most useful resume of the results of highly

specialised research.

The great change which has of recent years

come over the investigation of the history of Indian

culture lies in the recognition of the fact that the

Aryan in India poss jssed greater originality than

he was previously credited with. Formerly he was
allowed to have an infinite capacity for "‘brooding

^ One will really not be sorry when the last is heard
olt the argument derived from yavanikd:, “the Greek
cloth.” When Macaulay’s New Zealander undertakes

to investigate the English drama, and discovers that,

in our theatres, portions of the floor and stage were often

covered with Turkey carpet, that the walls were dusted

with a brush called a Turk’s head, that, during the

over’^ ideas which he had conveyed from others,

but his power of initiating such ideas was denied.

It was almost assumed that the invasion of

Alexander the Great and the settlement of the

Bactrian Greeks in Northern India had completely

dominated all subsequent Indian culture. Now,
on the other hand, it is difficult to mention any

science or art in which some original efforts and

some degree of progress are not, by general

consent, conceded to India. Astronomy, mathe-

matics, law, grammar, coinage — all these had

beginnings and a more or less perfect development

in India itself. Especially tme is this of every

branch of literature. As Prof. Macdonell points

out, '‘The importance of ancient Indian literature

as a whole largely consists in its originality.

Naturally isolated by its gigantic mountain harrier

in the norih, the Indian peninsula has ever since

the Aryan invasion formed a world apart, over

which a unique form of Aryan civilisation lapidly

spread, and has ever since pi’evailed.’^ In this

remark on the literature generally, Prof. Mau-

donell includes the drama, thus agreeing with the

gi eater number of scholars now-a-days that the

Indian drama had an independent origin. The

attempt to derive it from a Greek source, like the

attempt to trace the influence of Greek novelists

in the Sanskrit romances, was really only one

manifestation of what was, at one time, an almost

universal bias, singularly ill-supported by any

kind of tangible evidence.^

The statement on p 413, that Kanishka was a

king and the founder of the Qaka era should

be modified. On his coins he is called a Kushana,

not a faka. The whole question of the origin

1 of the (^aka Era is at present in a great state of

uncertainty, and it cannot be said that recent

contributions to the discussion have done much

to enlighten us on the subject.

Professor Macdonell is to be congratulated on

his courage in omitting what has hitherto been a

constant feature of all works on Sanskrit litera-

tm’e — Goethe’s little poem on Qakuntahl, Like

Schopenhauer’s equally exaggerated estimate of

the U^anishads, it has lured many an honest soul

on to bitter disappointment.

E. J. Rapson,

intervals, the denizens of the humbler parts of the house

regaled themselves with Turkish delight, while their

more fortunate brethren in the foyer partook of Turkish

coffee (actually served, in one instance, at least, o. 1900

A. D., by a real live Turk) and smoked Turkish eigar^

ettes, he will have just as good an argument for its

Oriental origin.
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OF THE QORAN.

BY HAETWIG HIRSCHFELD, Ph.D., M.E.A.S.

(Continued from p. 131.)

Chapter YIII.

The Parable in the QorAn.

Real poetical element in the Qord?!— Critical value of the mathal in the Qordn,— Its develop,

ment and distribution through the various period — Views of Arab authors on the maihal —
The shorter aphorisms collected — Parable and dogma — Parables chronologically arranged —
Application of mathals — Bibhcal mathals in the Qordn — Anthropomorphism — Moslim views on

the subject — Repetitions of mathals in altered forms — Mathals in Medinian revelations.

Appendix ; The Mathal in Tradition.

Apart from those few cases already notified, in which Muhammed betrayed his inabdity to

alienate himself completely from certain traditions of the national poetry,79 we fi.nd his sermons

embellished to a suprising extent with poetic gems. The Qordn is studded with them— to use

his own phrase — like “with hidden pearls.” The pathos of the declamatory period would

hardly bear artistic criticism, but the case is quite different as regards the parables, poetic

comparisons, and figures of speech which leapt unsought upon his tongue, and by their simplicity

and appositeness give an undeniable charm to many passages otherwise forced and tedious.

When speaking in aphorisms Muhammed introduced no new element into the literature of

the Arabs, since proverbs and epigrams are prominent in their oldest productions. His ovrn

share is unusually large, and Moslim theologians and Uteraieurs eagerly compiled an enormous

number of sayings and parables which they attributed to Muhammed, but with the exception of

those occurring in the Qordn itself, it is difficult to establish the authenticity of any of them.®®

The Arabic term for aphorism is mathal. The various definitions of this word, given by

Moslim authors, commence with the idea of similitude,®^ like the Hebrew but the mathal

also includes fables and short tales, which on account of some peculiar feature have become

proverbial.®^ The mathal therefore comprehends every allegory, tale, and sentence

containing anything worth remembering. To these the Qortoic mathal adds, under

certain conditions, the interpretations of description®^ and example.®^ It afforded the Prophet

numerous opportunities of alluding to persons and incidents in the guise of a parable or fable

of his own invention.

Muhammed’s employment of the mathal as an element of rhetoric was undoubtedly a conces-

sion to the familiarity of his people with this feature of national poetry, although its fictitious

character should have placed it in contrast to the reality of the revelations. Indeed, Muhammed

limited the fictitious appearance of the mathal as moch as possible. The aim of his speeches

was practical, and the effect of the mathals intended to be drastic rather than artistic. Eloquen«‘e

for its own sake was not the Prophet’s chief object, and in using figures of speech he never sought

to be poetic,

f® See above Ch. I, To the plays upon words mentioned by Noldeke, Z. c. p. 32, should be added Qor. vi. 26,

Oa.
. .

j AAC

See Appendix to this chapter.

See A1 MaidSni, Arahum Proverhia, ed, Freytag, III. p. 329. A1 Beidh. on Qor, ii. 16, and Sprenger, Diciionattj

o/ Technical Terms, p. 1340. Kashsh^ on Qor. xvi. 62. A1 GhazAli, in Kit, ahnadnUui p. 102, sg establishes the

difference between J U,« and JLxx),

' the sheep and the knife, ^arlri, Ilaqdmas, ntrodnetion, Z, D. M. G. xlvi. p. 737, and Talmicd, Pesah.

lol. 63ro.

83 Kashsh. ii. 16 ; Al Bagh. often.

> 8* Qor, vii, 176, xvi. 63 ;
for further olasaification cj, Itq&n, p. 56i agg.
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Besides this the rmthals of the Qordn have a literary importance also, as they assist in the

critical treatment of the book. In some cases they serve to fix the periods of the addresses of which

they form a part, and their dispersion through the book reveals the following interesting facts. In

older portions they are extremely rare. None, or hardly any, occur as early as the confirmatory

period. It is plain that, when the Prophet was engaged in building up the framework of the new faith,

he could not at the same time adorn it, and he may also have feared that mathals of any kind would

be suggestive of poetry. They, however, gradually crept into the declamatory period in the form of

very brief comparisons, whilst real parables could only find a place amidst longer discourses of

doctrinal character. The oaths taking as witnesses the sun, moon, stars, dawn, day, night and similar

subjects, cannot be regarded as aphoristic expressions, because they are merely high-flown invocations

of natural phenomena. Eventheappeals, to the ‘‘Elevated the “Book,” the “Day of Judgment’'

in its various descriptions, and other transcendental objects are based on matters which the Prophet

taught were real. His pictures of the transformations of Nature, of the Last Day, of the pleasures

of paradise and the tortures of hell have also substantial backgrounds. Hence there are considerably

more parabolic utterances in the shorter and less pompous period of narrative revelations, whilst the

bulk of the Meccan uaathala belongs to the periods of the descriptive and legislative

addresses. They are still more frequent after the Hijra until the battle of Badr, after which they are

not so often met with. We thus see that the mathal in the Qflrdn developed gradually. It reached

its apogee, when Muhammed’s hitherto purely doctrinal mission assumed a political character. Of those

which appear later, some are almost repetitions of former ones, some are evolved from personal

experiences, others are manifestly borrowed, one is of questionable authenticity^ss and all of them have

ittle or no fictitious element.

The mathal as one of the characteristic features of the Qordn has hitherto received no attention

from European students
;
yet its importance did not escape several Moslim vnriters of repute. Four-

teen shorter aphorisms were collected by Abu Man^iir A1 Tha‘^libi.9® A1 Suyfiti in his Itqdn^^ entered

more deeply into the subject proper. According to his statement, based on earlier authorities,

Muhammed is said to have given the mathal a place among the five ways in which revelations came

down, and to have advised believers to reflect on their meaning. He further states that A1 Maverdi,

commenting on this, teaches that study on the mathal holds the foremost rank among the studies of

the Qordn, however neglected it may be, and that “ B,mathal without its application is like a horse without

bridle and a camel without strap.”®® Of the views of other authors, quoted by Al Suyuti, on the

importance of the mathal, I will only mention one, viz., that the mathals represent abstract reflections

in concrete form, because the human mind grasps by means of the tangible. The purpose of a mathal is

therefore the comparison of what is hidden to something that is manifest, and comprises the various

degrees of approval and disapproval with their consequences. “ Therefore,” concludes Al Suyuti, in

his introductory remarks on the topic, “ has Alhih inserted in the Qordn as well as in His other books

many mathals, and one of the chapters of the Gospel bears the name : Chapter of the Parables.”®®

The difference between shorter comparisons and figures of speech, and the parable proper has

already been pointed out by Al Sayuti,®^ who treats on both in different chapters of his work, divid-

ing the former into various classes which there is no need to be detailed here.

It is of greater importance to note that the mathal had to be submitted to a kind of dogmatic

treatment. Some objected to the employment of the matJhals of the Qordn for profano purposes^

The poet Hariri was blamed for having interwoven one of the Qordnic comparisons in one of his

Maqdmas,^^ because, according to Al Zarkashi, it is not lawful to transfer Qordnic mathals to other

works. We conclude from this that Moslim critics had some notion of the poetic element which was

hidden in aphorisms and parables, but being accustomed to judge according to the exterior of things,

they considered nothing poetic which was not written in verse and rhyme.

Q, rlviii. 29, see below. KltSb altjnz (Cairo, 1301), p. 4. « Page 776.
» AhdHwceiw. ss s,9 Matth. Ch, xiii.
w Itg. 564, Compaadaons and Apb.ori0ra«. Qor. xxix. 40, cj\ itg. 265. C/. l^a,rixi Uaq. xiii., Sohol.
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We will now proceed to give a list of the most striking comparisons and aphorisms. Although
it does not claim to be exhaustive, it is yet sufficient to show Mohammed’s purpose in introducing

them. The parable proper will be discussed afterwards. The first group is arranged according to the

sequence of suras in our editions, the Medinian passages being marked by an asterisk.

* ii. 9. In their hearts is a sickness.

* 69. They (your hearts) are as stone, or harder still
; there are some stones from

which streams burst forth, and there are others, when they burst asunder, the

water issues out.

^ V. 35. We have prescribed to the children of Israel that whoso kills a soul, unless it be

’ for another soul, or for violence [committed] in the land, it is as though he

had killed men altogther.®^

vi. 32. The life of this world is nothing but a game and a sport.

^

66. To every prophecy is a set time.

125. Whomsoever Allah wishes to guide. He expands his breast to Islam
;
but

whomsoever He wishes to lead astray, He makes his breast tight and straight,

as though he would mount up into heaven.

164. Ho soul shall earn aught against itself
;
nor shall one bearing a burden bear

the burden of another.^

vii. 38. Until the camel enters the eye of a needle.®<^

* viii. 22 (57). The worst of beasts are in Allah’s sight the deaf, the dumb, those who- do

not understand.

24. Allah steps in between man and his heart.

X, 24. Your wilfulness against yourselves is but a provision of this world’s Hie.

28. As though their faces were veiled with the deep darkness of the night,

xiii. 17. Shall the blind and the seeing beheld equal? or shall the daa:kness and the

light be held equal ?

xvi. 79. Kor is the matter of the Hour aught but as the twinkling of an eye or

nigher still.®®

94. Be not like her who unravels her yarn, fraying out after she has spun it close,

xvii. 86. Everyone acts after his own manner,

xxi. 36. Every soul shall taste of death.®®

104. As the rolling of the Sijill for the books

* xxii, 32. He who associates aught with AMh, it is as though he had fallen from heaven,

and the birds snatch him up, or the wind blows him away into a far

distant place.

xxiii. 55. Each party rejoices in what they have themselves^

»» Cf, Mishnah, Smih, iv. 5. ^ Cf, X3ds. 64,xlvii. 38, Ivii. 19 ; ^ariri, Maq, xiii.

9® This IS a very old aphorism and occurs already in Uii- 39-, xxxv. 19, xrxix. 9> efe. See also Torrey, The

Cofn-nerciod Theological Terms in the Qoron, Leyden, 1892.

C/. Q-eiger, 1. c. p. 71, and A1 Meidfini, II. 498 j Hish. 922, 1. IS.

Cf. ibid, y. 19, XXXV. 20, 21, xx. 124, 125, vi. 50, xl. 60, xxvii. 88^ xxx. 52, ii., 166. Cf. Isaiah, vi lOJ; Ps. exT« 47

oxixv. 15-18.

^ Cf, "i Cor. xr. 52. The phrase za also oommon in the Talmudand in Sypiao.

** Cf. ixix 57 ; iii. 182. ,
Cf. Oh* IT

.
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xxix. 40.

sxxi. 18.

34.

^ xxxiii. 19.

XXXV. 41.

xxxvi. 39.

xxxvii. 47.

63.

xxxix. 12.

xli. 34.

xlii. 19.

31.

xlix. 12.

1. 15.

lii. 24.

liv. 7.

Iv, 58.

Ivi. 22.

Ixi, 4.

8 .

* Ixiii. 4.

ixix. 7.

Ixx. 8.

The weakest of houses is the house of the spider.

^

The most disagreeable of voices is the voice of the asses.

No soul kuows what It shall earn to-morrow, and no soul knows in what land

it shall die.2

Like one fainting with death.

The plotting of evil only entangles those who practice it

:

Until it (the moon) becomes again like an old dry palm-branch.

As though they (the maidens) were a hidden egg.

Its spathe is as it were the heads of devils.

Shall those who know he held equal to those who know' not ?

Good and evil shall not he deemed alike.

He who wishes for the tilth of the last world — the tilth of this world.

The ships that sail like mountains in the sea.

Some snspicion is a sin^ .... would one of yon like to eat his dead

brother’s flesh

We are nigher to him than his jugular vein.

. . . , hoys of their’s as though they were hidden pearls.

As though they were locusts scattered about.

As though they were rubies and pearls.

Bright and large-eyed maids like hidden pearls.®

As though they were a compact building.

They desire to put out the light of God with their mouths.

Like timber propped up,

As though they were palm stumps thrown down.®

The heaven shall be like molten brass (9) and the mountains shall be like

flocks of wool.

43. As though they flock to standards.

Ixxiv. 51. As though they were timid asses which flee from a lion.

Ixxvi. 19 Thou wilt think them scattered pearls.

Ixxvii. 33, It throws off sparks like towers, (33) as though they were yellow camels.

Ixxix. 46, As though they had only tarried an evening or the noon thereof.

ci. B. Men shall be like scattered moths, (4) and the mountains shall be like

flocks of carded wool.^

The list is long enough to reveal a poetic element of considerable strength.

We now come to those parables which Mubammed introduced by the term mathal. These
ax’e more elaborate and contain a moral. I have thought it advisable to discuss them in an
approximately chronological order, which will allow us to observe the development of the

1 C/. A1 Meidani, IL 842, and Job, viii 14. See A1 Tha'Shbi,'
1 lUS (Cod. Bnt.

Hub. Or. 9558) fol. 82vo.
' ST

® Cff. Talmud B. Sucoah, fob 53vo, R, Johanan says : Tlie feet of man bring bim to the place 'where he ic;

doomed to die.

* Uarhi (p. 28. 1, 8), Maq. I. 89. * See Pan. iii. 8. 5 Cf, UassSn b. Th^bit, p. 89, 1. 6 ;
ifq. p. 943,

« 0/. Hv. 20, the same phrase. .
- 7 C/. Ivii. 19, iii. 113 ; ii. 263, 267, and above Cfh. IV.
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Qoranic mathaL The first does not appear until in the narrative 3. xviii., in which two occur

at once. In the former, the wealthy unbeliever is contrasted with his poor but pious neighbour

in the following manner :
—

Y. 31. Strike out for them a mathal

:

two men® for one of whom we made two

gardens of grapes, and surrounded them with palms and put corn

between the two. Each of the two gardens brought forth its food, and

did not fail in aught. (32) And we caused a river to fiow between them,

and he (the owner) had fruit. He said to his friend, who competed^'

with him : I am wealthier than thou, and mightier of household. (33)

And he went in unto his garden having sinned against himself. Said

he : I do not think that this will ever come to an end. (34) And I do

not think that the Hour is imminent, and surely, if I be sent back unto

my Lord, I shall find a better one than it in exchange, (35) His friend

— who competed with him — said to him : Thou hast disbelieved in Hun
ivho has created thee from dust, and then fom a clot, and then made thee a

man, (36) But He is Allah, my Lord, and I wdll not associate anyone

with my Lord. (37) Couldst thou not have said, when thou didst go

into thy garden : What Allah pleases ! There is no power save in

Allah. If thou lookst at me, I am less than thee in wealth and children.

(38) But haply my Lord will give me [something] better than thy

garden, and will send upon it a thunderbolt from the sky, so that it shall

become bare slippery soil. (39) Or on the morrow its water will be

deeply sunk, so that thou canst not reach it. (40) His fruits were

encompassed so that on the morrow he wrung his hands for which he

had spent thereon, for they (the fruits) had perished on their trellises
;

and he said : Would that I had never associated anyone with my
Lord

! (41) Yet he had not any party to help him beside AMh, nor

was he helped.

The second mathal consistently teaches the vanity and short duration of earthly pleasures.

It is as follows :
—

r, 43. Forge for them a mathal of the life of this world
;
[it is] like water which

we have sent down from the sky,^® so that the vegetation of the earth is

mingled with it. On the morrow it is dried up, and the winds scatter

it. Allah is powerful over all. (44) Wealth and children are the adorn-

ment of the life of this woidd, but the lasting pious deeds are better

with thy Lord as a recompense and better as a hope.

The application of both mathals is easily found. The opulent but wicked man represents

the stubborn opponent of Islam, whilst the less wealthy neighbour is the Prophet himself. It

is to be noted that, in his censure of his rich rival, the other repeats the chief words of the first

proclamation (v. 35 = xcvi. 1 to Further, the double allusion to the loss of Muliammed’s

s The fictitious character of parables being objectionable to the Moslim Oommentators, they endeavour to

explain them as bearing on real persons or accidents. Thus A1 Bagh reproduces a tradition (without Isaad} accord-

ing to which this parable refers to two brothers in Mecca of whom the believing one was Abu Salama h. Ahd

Asad, foster brother to Muhammed, w'ho died A. H 4, and whose widow XJmm Salima became the wife of the Pro-

phet (see Sprengor, I. 433h Others (Ibn Abbas') are of opinion, that the maikaX in question was revealed on

account of the Fazfira chief ITyeina b. Hisn (Sprenger, III- 363 sq.) who was converted to Ishlm shortly before the

(•,onquebt of Mecca, and of the Persian Salman and the friends of both. The subjects of the Mathal aie said to have

been two Jewish brothers (see also Kash.), Since all these traditions deserve but little credence, I refrain fro

entering more fully into them. Biblical parallels to the maihal are to be found : Isaiah, xl. 7 ; Ps. ciii. 15-16.

P Palmer : “his next door neighbour,” which is hardly correct ; he seems to have read
j

See p, 560 ; A1 Ghazali, Kit Almarhu p. 101. Cf, Ixxx. 17-19.
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sons (v* B7 and 44) in their infancy, as well as that of his former wealth, is too plain to be

misunderstood. This melancholy narrative is particularly applicable to his own position a short time

after the death of his wife Khadija, when he also lost his uncle Abu Talib, his only protector. The

date of the revelation in question could thus be fixed at (the summer 619) about three years before

the Hijra.

The comparison of the vicissitudes of human life to the growth and decay in Nature appeared so

appropriate to Muhammed, that he not only repeated the last quoted mathal in a more elaborate form,

but also gave it a didactic tendency. The following instance is particularly interesting :
—

X. 25. Verily the likeness (mathal) of this world is like water which we send down

from the sky, and with it are mingled the plants of the earth from which

men and cattle eat, until when the earth puts on its ornature and becomes

garnished, its inhabitants think that they have power over it. Our order^^

comes by night or by day
;
we make it mown down, as if it had not been

rich yesterday — thus do we detail the signs unto people who reflect.

One of the most natural and therefore very common topics in Muhammed's sermons is the

contrast between unbelievers and the faithful. This is sometimes expressed in allegorical form, as in

the following rmihah The infidels are likened to the blind and deaf, while the believers are those who

see and hear
;
shall the two classes be held equal (xi. 26) ? The comparison of unbelief with blindness,

deafness and dumbness being quite Biblical, is one of the commonest in the Qordn)^ Mentioning

dumbness alone it occurs again, and in a more developed form, in a mathal to be touched upon later.

Unquestionably modelled on Biblical 7ndshdls are the following two contained in the (narrative)

xivth Sitra. The one (v. 21) represents the works of the infidels as ashes which are blown about on

a stormy day.^^ This is clearly a reflex on Ps. I. 4 (Is. xl. 7). The other mathal^ occurring in the

same address (v. 29 to 31) compares a good word to a good tree^® ^pyhose root is firm and whose

branches are in the sky. It gives its fruit at every season by the permissioa of its Lord — Ali&h

draws parallels for men, haply they may be mindful. The likeness (mathal) of a bad word is as a bad

tree which is felled down above the earth and has no staying place. — This parable is a free rendering

of the verse in Ps, i. preceding the one upon which the foregoing mathal is based (see also Aboth,

III. 17 ; Jer. xvii. 6 to 8). The phrase, it gives its fruit at every season, marks the origin

without doubt.

Besides the two comparisons mentioned above, 8, xvi. counts not less than three mathals.

The first stands in connection with two others placed together in xliii., of which the second

is somewhat earlier, but the first nearly contemporaneous with the one under consideration. It is

introduced by a rebuke, directed against the pagan Arabs for their manifest aversion to female

children, many of whom they destroyed in infancy. “When any of them,” he says (xvi, 60),

“is informed [of the birth] of a girl, his face turns black, and he is choked with wrath.” In

the parallel passage, which also contains a warning against the offence of ascribing daughters to

Allah (S. xliii. 15) stands instead of “girl” the phrase: — “that which he (the pagan Arab
employs as a mathal for the Bahmdn ” (v. 16).^^ Subsequently Muhammed declares {8, xvi. 62)*

those who do not believe in the “last world” are the mathal (prototype) of evil,^s whilst Allah is

12 Anmin&, cf. xvi. 1-2.

IS Cf, above, p. 163, where the blind and seeing are compared with one another, hnt this mathal is realistic.

Itq. 565.

1® A1 QastaUlni, vii. p. 188, |j J| !j 0^]^ cjl5'^ I f ; cf. Kash.

See p. 163.

A1 Jfihiz (Abstracts from) Kit. Alhaydn waltihydn, Constantinople, 1301, p 175, says with regard to this
verse : All^ strikes a mathal on acootLiit of the inadequacy of the language and in order to promote understanding,
even going so far as to compare His people to women and children.

S t wi. 176, ^W which I translate : “ a bad example Kash., ; cf, A1 Bagb.
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the highest mathaL It would be difiSiCult to understand what Muhammed meant by this vague

expression, did he not explain it a few verses later in the distinct prohibition (v. 76) : — You
shall not forge a matlial for Allah, behold Alllih knows but you do not know.^® In contrast to

this prohibition stands the assertion (S. xliii. 57 to 59), that the Son of Maryam was set up as

a mathal^ “ he is but a servant upon whom we have bestowed our mercy, and whom we have

made a mathal for the children of Israel.”

Now here is a distinct restriction laid down, which serves not only to emphasize the

monotheistic idea, but also to cavil at the anthropomorphistic metaphors used in the Bible. As
a sincere convert to monotheism Muhammed disapproved of any attempt to explain divine

attributes in the light of human faculties
;
in other words, he wished to be more monotheistic

than the Bible whose anthropomorphistic terms he took literally. In a tradition handed down by

Al Shahrasfcani^o Muhammed is said to have declared:— ‘‘The Mushahhiha (those who personify

Allah) are the Jews of this nation,” which means that Moslims who represent Allah after the

fashion of human qualities follow the sinful custom of the Jews. The Prophet, however,

had only one side of the question in view, and Kremer^^ blames him unjustly for contradicting

himself. Though it must be admitted that Muhammed did not investigate the question of

anthropomorphism thoroughly, yet all passages in the Qordn dealing with the subject are not

of one stamp. Muhammed rejected that form of tashMk (personification), which in the Bible

refers to God individually. Allah is never spoken of as a “Man of war” (Exod. xv. 3),23 “the

Rock who has borne thee” (Dent, xxxii, 4), or “ the Fountain of living waters ” (Jer. ii. 13), or

as “Father.’* The last named appellation, so common in both Testaments, appeared to Muhammed
as sheer blasphemy. He therefore took an early opportunity of declaring^^ that Allah had
neither a child nor any equal.^* The title of “ Father” is accordingly scrupulously avoided in

all the lists of the “ Most Comely Names. ”35 It seems to me more than accidental that, when
Muhammed related his alleged vision, that he did not mention any name of God, but circumscribed

it by the epithet of “ Mighty of Power.”35 Commentators refer this expression to the

Archangel Gabriel, although at that period Muhammed had not shown any knowledge of him ,37

and in the verse in question evidently alluded to Allah himself. To prevent misunderstanding

that similitudes of Allah should not be made, Muhammed cautiously stated that any other title

of Allah used by him was but one of the “Most Comely Names” which belonged to Him.

In this way he kept his hand free to employe that other, and rather subordinate, form of

anthropomorphism with Avhich he was quite unable to dispense. He certainly tried to do

vv’ithoat it, but only succeeded during the first period, Allah thus speaks and writes, possesses

hands, sits on his throne, which is borne by angels, loves, hates, and is even cunning towards the

19 The Commentators see in this verse only the prohibition to compare Allfih with another being, which m
that case would be placed side by side with him. Kash., Jlixil f &JJLj ^^tjjS, iU

iwwfthj J il Lx Cf. also Jalalain and Al Beidh. The verse stands in connection with xsxvi* 78.

Ed. Cureton, p. 13 ; Al Nawawi, v. p, 350,^^^^ I t Cf. Goldziher in Monatschriftf.

Gesch. u W. d. Jdth. xxviii. p. 309.

21 Qeschichie der herrschendeii Ideen^ etc. p. 37.

22 In the first part of liis Kitahal Milal walnihal (fol 30vo) Tbn Hazm, in his criticism of the O. T., gives a trans-

lation of Exod. Ch. XV., and remarks that to describe AlEh as a “ strong man ” is heresy. He professes to have

urged this point to a Jew of his acquaintance, who repliedthat in Qor. xxiv. 35. Alhlh is styled “ the Light of heaven

and earth.” While admitting this, Ihn 5azm referred the Rabbi to a tradition, according to which Ahn Barr asked

Muhammed if he had ever seen Allah? The answer was “ yes,” but this “light” did not mean a visible light,

but an invisible one. Ibn l^azm therefore explains the “ light ” in question as guidance for the inhabitants of the

earth, hut “light” is to be wanted among the names of All&h. It is, however, not difficult to see that in the

expression “ light ” there is an inconsistency which even embarrassed Mu'tazilite interpretation. Al Beidh

endeavours to show that, in this passage, “ light ” virtually applies to AllAh only and stands for “ he gives light*
”

Cf. also Maw&qif, p. 169. In several Meccan (xx. 113, xxiii. 117) and Medinian (lix. 23) revelations Allah is styled

“ King, but this offers less difficulty for abstract interpretation ; cf. Al Beidh. on lix. 23, MewSq. p. 161, and Al

QastaUlui (ed. Bulaq, x. p. 316) who explains : “ Possessor of government.” See also on this subject my article :

“ Mohammed and Criticism of the Bible,” J. Q JS. XIIT. p. 222 sqq,

23 Cf Qor. oxii. 3 ; cf. xxiii. 93, yi. 101, etc. ^ Cf Beut. iv. 85, 39. 25 gee Redhouse, J, R. A. S. 1880.

26 See Ch. IV. The name occurs only in Medinian sfiras.
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wicked.2® All this is quite in harmony -^vith the Biblical style. Traditions of a more sensual

character are to be received with scepticism as to their authenticity .29 The famous tradition

according to which Muhammed said : — The heart of a believer is between the two fingers of

the Merciful®^ no means more realistic than the verse (S xxxviii. 75) :
‘*1 have created

mth mij ha 7id,^’ or any of the numerous passages in which Alhih sees, hears and speaks

The Qoranic anthropomorphism is but a variety of that in the Bible, which Muhammed
considered he had improved on, but which otherwise he accepted without much refiection during

the time of his training. Later Moslim theologians, who had gone through a similar course

of studies, naturally looked upon anthropomorphistic revelations with a different eye, and

endeavoured to explain, that they were inbred doctrines. Inconsistency was the result. The

punctilious Zahirite school did not allow the ^‘Ninety-nine most comely names” to be surpassed,^2

and put up a long list of names not suitable for Allali.^^ Schools of more liberal ideas took

no heed of this restriction, but observed a certain restraint in names which Allah did not

attribute to himself either in the Qordn or in tradition On the other hand the Zahirites

follow the more free thinking theologians to some extent in the allegorical explanation of

human faculties with which Alldh is endowed, and only one class goes so far as to take even

those literally.^®

The warning that Allah must not be made the object of mathals is at once illustrated by

a parable set up by Himself in the following manner ;
—

V. 77. A bond slave who is quite unable to do any work, and another whom
Allah has provided with every good provision, and who gives alms from

it secretly and openly
;
are these two equal ?

78. And Allah has forged a mathal: two men, of whom one is dumb and able

to do nothing, a burden to his master, wherever he turns, he does no

good; is be to be held equal with him who bids what is just and who is

on the right way ?

The parable of the servant was very popular both among Jews and Christians. I only

mention those of Aboth, I. 3, and St. Matth. xxiv. 45 and xxv. 14 sqq. Both mathals in ques-

tion have the same object in view, m., to show that man, whilst dependent®® on Allah, should

be charitable and righteous. In both parables also allusions to practical religion are not want-

ing, w., in yiinfiqu (give alms), ya^murw biVadli (bids what is just) and sirdtin mustdqhnin

(right way), through which the general character of the mathals is considerably limited.

^
The last mathal in S, xvi. (v. 113) furnishes an instance of the manner in which it deve-

loped in a later repetition. It speaks of a city which was safe and happy, whilst its provisions

were flowing in from all sides
;
but it would not acknowledge, that all these had been sent by

Ps. xviii. 27 ;
Qcr. viii. 30 ; cf. Al Beidh^wi . It is not lawful to use this term without restriction.

Kremer, Q-esch. p. 18 sg,, places reliance in some traditions ou that matter, which are fictitious, but even if

they had. been authentic, Muhammed would not have referred, them to AllUh.

Cj. AX Shahrastani, p. 77

Al Qastal.

ss »

5 I I b I j (j ij
1

J. H. tol, See also Al Beidh. on xxxis. 67. I fol. lG4vo
S3 Eeproduced by Grolciziher, die ZaMrlien^ etc p, 149.

33 I6id. P.16‘1. The original passage of I. H.’s work is given here after the Leyden MS., to which the London
Codex offers important variations.

•"'3 The school of Ahmad b. Hanbal.
^ The MisJindh in question is re-echoed in the numerous assertions of Muhammed that he expected no recom-

pense for his ministry. See Oh, V.
^ Ihy^» P- 249, 1. 8. Al Snyiiti in Mufl.dmat alaqr&n refers the two men (v. 78) to Useid b. Abil 'Xs and

Othmau b. ‘Aff^n. Al Beidh. sees no allusion to any individual in either mathal.
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Allah. He therefore affected the inhabitants with hunger and fear for their wickedness. Then
une of their town-fellows approached them in the character of a divine messenger, but was not
believed. Thereupon the city was overtaken by heavy punishment.

The parable is, of course, perfectly clear. The happy and wealthy city is no other than

Mecca,39 whose merchants traded in all directions. The messenger out of their midst is

Muhammed whom they called an impostor, but dire punishment is in store for them. The
threatened famine will also become clear presently..

Now this parable is repeated in a later and considerably altered form. The alteration was
necessary, probably because the threatened punishment had not taken place, whilst the sitna-

tion of the Prophet had meanwhile become much more difficult and dangerous. I give the

translation of the mailial in full :
—

Sura sxxvi, 12. Forge for them a mathal: the inhabitants of the city, when ike messengers

came to them, (13) when we sent to them those two, but they called

them both liars
;
so we strengthened them with a third, then they said :

verily, we are sent to you. (14) They replied: You are only mortals

like ourselves, and the Merciful has revealed nothing [to you], you are

naught but liars. (15) They said : Our Lord knows that we are sent to

you; (16) we are only charged to clearly convince yon. (17) They
answered: We have augured concerning you; if you do not desist, we
will surely stone you, and painful punishment shall be inflicted on you

by us. (18) Said they : your augury is with you, what if you have been

warned? but you are a sinful people ! (19) And there came hastily from
the remotest parts of the town a man who said : 0 my people ! follow

the messengers. (20) Follow those who do not ask for reward from

you, whilst being guided. (21) What ails me that I should not worship

Him who created me, and to whom yon will be made to return ? (22)

Shall I take other gods beside Him ? If the Merciful desires harm for

hie, their intercession will not avail me at all, neither can they save me.

(23) 1 should then be in manifest error. (24) 1 believe in your Lord,

therefore hearken unto me 1 (25) [When they had killed him] it was

said [to him]: Enter thou into paradise; said he: 0, would that my
people did but know, (26) that Allah has forgiven me and made me one

of the honoured ones .... (27) it was but a single noise, and lo I

they were extinct.

Although this parable is told in the usual legendary style of prophetic messengers, it is

a. variation of the preceding one with a historical background. It speaks about the city and the

messengers who at first number only two, and are later on supported by a third. The mathal

seems to be of Christian origin, but Muhammed made the mistake of putting the attribute

of AlEahmdn into the mouth of the heathenish townspeople.^ He had evidently the tale

(Acts si. 22 to 30) in his mind, and some Commentators rightly declare the city to be Antioch

whose pagan population forms the exact parallel to Mecca. The application of the mathal is

given in v. 29 : Alas for the men, there comes to* them no messenger, but they mock at him !

59 Ibn ‘AbbSs in Mufli, alaqr ; A1 Beidh. and Jal. A tradition by Ibn Sibab on behalf of Ilafsa refers it to Medina.

The heathenish character of the populace may be gathered from the expression (v. 17} which means :

we have augured from the flight of birds,

Kash. and Jal, A1 Beidh. gives a different story which, however, does not suit the case. “ The man ” men-

tioned (v. 19) is called ^abtb, the carpenter (Kash.i Hab.b, Israil). This name is evidently a translation of Agabos,

His prophecy of a comingfamine links this mathal to Q, xvi. 113-114 a messenger out of their midst*’). As to the

famine see Josephus, Ant, xz. 2.
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A couple of rather forcible matlials tahen from tlie social life of the infidel Meccan citizeufi

are the following (5. xxx, 27) : The Prophet asks the people, if they would feel inclined to

regard their slayes as their equals, and allow them to share their property. The meaning

that Allah cannot be expected to look upon the idols, which are made by man’s hand, as His

equals! In one more complicated, or rather confused, form the mathal re-appears in a later

I’evelation as follows (5, xxxix. 30) : One man has partners who disagree with each other,

whilst another is entirely subservient to one who is his master
;
are these two men (the one

who has partners and the slave) to be considered equal ? By no means^^ — fi^gt man
represents Allah to whom the heathen Meccans attribute associates. The last figure in the

parable is evidently also meant for Allah. The hostility prevailing between the various

idols very ai3propriately expresses the narrowness and diversity of the powers with which

they are endowed.

A fine parable, connected with a descriptive passage, is the following (S', xiii. 18) : Alliih

sends down rain from the sky, the water-courses flow according to their bulk, the torrent carries

along with it foam that swells up, A similar foam arises from the fire kindled by men [when

melting metals and] craving ornaments and utensils. Thus does Allah hit the truth and the

falsehood, viz., the foam disappears in nought, whilst that [solid part], which profits man
remains on earth. This is Allah’s way of forging parables.^®

It appears that Muhammed’s opponents responded to his parables with similar ones, parti-

cularly with refei-ence to resurrection.^'^ To such remarks he had a kind of constant reply which

appears twice in the same form, m. {Ss, xvii. 51 and xxv. 10) : Look how they forge for thee

parables, but they err, neither can they find a way [to refute thee], — On the other hand

Muhammed boasts (S, xxv. 85) : They bring thee no mathal, unless we (Allah) brought thee the

truth and the best explanation,— As a demonstration he reminds his audience of the cities and

peoples which had been annihilated, and adds (v. 41) : For each have we forged the rnathaU,^^

and each we have crumbled to pieces,—Such general references to maihals mentioned previously

in detail confirm the comparative lateness of the passages just quoted, and one of the latest

must therefore be the following summing np (S. xxxix, 28) : Now we have forged for men in

this QorCm all kinds of mathals^ haply they are mindful,^^

With this the series of matlials in the Meccan part of the Qordn concludes. The compara-

tively large number found in the last two periods is still surpassed in the first year aftei

the Hijra, when they suddenly became extremely numerous. This is certainly not a meie

coincidence, and shows the critical value of the mathal in general for researches on the

composition of the Qordn, The Medinian imihal, moreover, stands in close connection witli

Muhammed’s altered position and the new tone of his speeches. He soon became aware how*

much more critical and analyzing this new audience was. His addresses now being calculated to

win the Jews of Medina as well as its pagan inhabitants, he dared not offer them hollow decla-

mations, which, even for the Meccan world, had only served for a certain time. He himself bad

also become riper, and his aim lay clearer before his eyes. The moral success won by the invi-

tation of the Medinians, his own personal safety and daily increasing authority gave his ’word a

power hitherto unknown. Above all, he had had more than ten years’ practice in preaching,

*2 See above.

V. 19 contrasts Him wbo knows the trntli witb. the blind man ; v. 35 of the same s‘Gra contains a *^'maihal nt

the garden promised to the pious,” which is but a description ;
c/. Kasb. &issr I

** See Q. xvii. 52, xxxvi. 78.

*5 A1 Beidh. refers it to the various titles of poet, soothsayer, sorcerer and madman given to Muhammed by

the Meccans.

A1 Beidh. j 1jIa3|

Ibid V. 30, a matJial discussed above, but evidently misplaced on account of v. 2S ; v. 29 does not suit

the context either and the same is the case with v. 31. The arrangement of the verses is here visibly xn confusion.

Bee also xxx. 53 in somewhat modified form.
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wLil&t liis own knowledge augmented continnally. It is of no small moment that the space of

time between the Hijra and the battle of Badr, that is to say, the time beforeMuhammed
became an important political factor, should be richest in mathals. Silra li., which

consists of the oldest Medinian sermons, counts no less than eight parables, six of which are

or indisputable originality. The language also, if not poetic, is yet fluent, and abounds xii

allegories. The first Medinian mathal is taken from the daily occu23ation, and is as follows

(v. 15) : Those who buy error for guidance— their commerce brings no profit, neither are they

guided — (Id) their niathal is like him who kindles a fire, but when it lights up his surround-

ings. Allah carries his light away, and leaves them in darkness, so that they cannot see. (17)

They are deaf, dumb and blind, so that they cannot turn round.— To this matkal is imme-

diately joined the following (v. 18): Or^® they are like a stormcloud from the sky in which is

darkness and thunder and lightning
;
they put their fingers in their ears®® because of the noise

of the thunder for fear of death
;
Alhlb encompasses the unbelievers, (v. 19) The lightning all

bet takes away their sight
;
as often as it shines for them, they walk therein, bat when it

becomes dark around them, they stand still
;
and if Allah so pleased, He would, surely deprive

them of their hearing and their sight ; Allah is almighty.

It seems that some Medinian critics had taken exception to Alhih’s employment of animals,

particularly insignificant ones like spiders and flies as the subjects of mathals Muhammed
shows how undeserved is their censure in the dignified manner (ii. 24) : Behold Allah is not

ashamed to forge a mathal on a gnat or what is above it [in size] those who believe know

that it is the truth from their Lordj but the unbelievers say : what means Allah with such

a parable ? He leads many astray with it, and guides others, but he only leads astray the

wicked,

Muhammed was so little prepared to cease composing parables about animals, that he

invented several more of the same kind. In S, ii. 161 the infidels are compared to a man who

shouts to that which hears naught but a noise and a cry, they are deaf, dumb and blind®^ and

without sense. The Commentators®^ have already seen that the metaphor stands for the word

cattle.’'

The fly re-appears in a revelation of somewhat later date. ‘‘0 men,” he says (5. xxii. 72)

” a parable is forged for you, so listen to it. Verily, those whom they adore beside Allah could

never create a fly, if they all united together to do it, and if the fly should despoil them aught

they could not recover it from it — weak are both the seekers and the sought.”

Several of Muhammed’s Medinian opponents, Jews in particular, wdien hearing one of the

above mentioned mathals (5. ii. 24) enquired what its meaning was. They also questioned him

about one of the earlier revelations (S'. Ixxiv. 33) in which it is stated that myieteen angels were

appointed to watch over the hell fire. Those in whose hearts there is sickness ’ ®® and the inti-

dcTs ask: What does Allah mean by this as a mathed^^ (v. 33) ? Muhammed’s answer is rather

unsatisfactory, as the number nmeieen seems to have been chosen at random, a fact which he

dared not admit. But thus much is clear that both questions as w'dl as the answers to them

date from a])out the same time, riz., the first year after the Hijra, although the one was placed

by the compilers next to the revelation w^hich it was meant to explain.

See p 163. Second mathal^ although the term is omitted. co 1 Sam. in. 11 ; 2 K, sxi. 12.

'i The animals mentioned in mathals are birds, camel (twice), spider, ass (twice), locnsts, moth, dog, fly.

(45ji Ui, * much more so.’ Al Beidh. I jit U-p ; c/* Itq. 263. Qf^ rer&e 17 and above.

Al Beidh. ; Noldeke, Q. p. 132, regards vv. 163-C as Meccan, but this cannot be concluded from

tj \ UAiil since this is also a common Jewish phrase.

*^5 Viz , the Jews ; cf. Ch. IS.

Lii., what means Allah with this as a maihal ? The Commentators are at a loss to explain the construction of

(he phrase. Kash. takes a tamyh to JidM or as a HaL Vy. 31-34 are undoubtedly Medinian, and were only

placed hero on acoount of their reference to v. 30,
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Many of those ^ho rallied round the Prophet in Medina, particularly emigrants from

Mecca, were extremely poor. Although liberally supported by the more wealthy inhabitants of

the town who had joined Islam, they looked forward to raids on Meccan caravans as a means

of gaining some property of their own. Robbery was so little regarded as anything illegal or

immoral, that Muhamraed not only sanctioned raids by participating in them himself,

but did not hesitate to violate the sacred month in order to makeb elievers “ walk in the path

of Allah.” There were plenty of people anxious to enrich themselves by plunder in honour of

Allah, but they lacked the means to carry out their plans, Muhammed, therefore, continually

urged the wealthy to raise funds for this purpose, with promises of ample reward hereafter.

The admonition sometimes took the form of a parable as follows :
—

(/S', ii. 2G3) The likeness of those who spend their fortune in the ^atli of Allah is like a

grain which produces seven ears, in every ear a hundred grains, AI13.h

gives twofold to whom He pleases
;
Allah is bounteous and omniscient.

But those, he continues, who give alms while taunting and annoying the

receiver — as a man would do who only gives for appearance’s sake —
are compared (v, 266) to a rock covered with dust which a shower

washes away, leaving the stone bare.

This fine parable which seems in part to be built on St. Mark iv. 5 sqq, is followed by a

third not less striking, on the same topic in the following manner :
—

(v. 267) Those who lay out their wealth merely to obtain the grace of Allah, and

as an insurance for their souls, are like a garden on elevated ground.

Rain waters it richly, and its crops grow twofold. Should rain fail, dew
irrigates them.

These imihals^ intended to encourage believers to spend their fortune to increase the

Prophet^s worldly power, contrast strangely with two others which gave little comfort after the

defeat at Uhud, As for unbelievers, he says (/S. iii. 112), their wealth shall not profit them,

neither their children, against Allah, they shall be the companions of hell fire, and they shall

dwell therein for ever. (113) The likeness of what they lay out in this present life is as a

wind wherein there is a cold blast ; it affects the corn-fields belonging to people who have

injured their own souls and destroyed them.®^

Still more pessimistic is the following®^ (S'. Ivii. 19) ; Know ye that this present life is bat

a toy and vain amusement and pomp and affectation of gloiy among ye,®® and multiplying of

wealth and children — like rain which astonishes the husbandman®® by its fertility, but then

the vegetation withers until thou seest it turn yellow, and become dry stubble — but in the

last world there is heavy punishment.

Here we have to notice several which show how bitter Muhammed felt against

Jews and Christians. The mathal of Jesns is in the eye of Allah like the matlial of

Adam, whom he has created from dust” (S. iii. 52). Still more spiteful is an epigram hurled

against the Jews, whose power was considerably weakened after the expulsion of the tribe of

the B. Qainoqa. ‘‘They are burdened, he says, with the Torah, which they do not observe, they

are likened to the ass which carries books ” (S. Ixii. 5).®i

To this period belongs a matlial which contains an attack against a certain individual not

mentioned by name, and is so densely veiled that even the Moslim Commentators are at a loss

to establish the identity of the person in question. It is evident that Muhammed pointed

w C/. liqiijL, p. 565. See v. 22, Ixiv. 11, and Noldeke, Q. p. 145.

59 See above. A1 Qastal ix. p. 237, jhAJ I

j
lISU t

j
see A1 Beidb, See Geiger, ibid, p. 92.
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afc a man of high station and education, otherwise he would hardly have described him as one
whom we have given our sigm^ but he stepped away from them

;
had we wished we would

have exalted him thereby, but he crouched®^ upon the earth and followed his lust. He is

likened unto a dog, whom if thou shouldst attack, he hangs out his tongue, and if thou shouldst
leave him, hangs out his tongue too ” (5. vii. 174 to 175).

From the text of the mathal it is clear that the person to whom it refers, had been given
opportunities of embracing Islam, but had not made use of them, and thereby set “ a bad
example to the people who declare our signs to be lies ” (v. 176),

Following Arab Commentators, Sprenger suggests that the mathal refers to the poet
Otnayya 5. Abi i^alt of Ta’if,«3 who was a gifted and well educated man. According to Arabic
tradition he was an apostate from paganism, but refused to follow Muhammed from jealousy.
It is, however, clear that Muhammed did not refer to him. He admired hia poems, and would
not have used such offensive language about him. The words “ whom we have given our
Signs,” and ** they declare oUr Signs to be lies,” can only refer either to a Jew or a Christian,

bat since the passage belongs undoubtedly to a Medinian revelation, very probably a Jew is

meant, which would agree with the remarks of A1 Beidhawi, that he was one of “ the learned of

the Jews.”

It seems to me that this man was no other than the poet Ka'b b. A1 Ashraf, the chief of

the B. Al Nadhir, who was very active in stirring up Mnhammed’s enemies. After the battle

of Badr he went to Mecca to incite the Qoreish to take revenge on those who had slain their

kinsmen, and composed songs in which he denounced Muhammed and Islam.^^ I see an
allusion to Ka*b’s poems in the simile of the dog that hangs out his tongue. Moreover the
alliteration of the name Ka*d with halb (dog) appears to be intentional rather than accidental.

Finally we must bear in mind that Ka*b was assassinatad shortly afterwards by order of the
Prophet.

The expulsion of Ka*b’s tnbe66 which was to follow, had to be abandoned for the moment owing
to the defeat of the Moslims at Uhud. It was carried out shortly afterwards as being conducive to

the prestige of Muhammed who celebrated it in the following two mathals. In the first (S. lix. 15)
the expelled are compared to people ‘

‘ who had shortly before tasted the evil consequences of their

conduct,” which means that the B. Al Nadhir had to share the fate of their brethren of the Banu
Qaiuoqa. In the second mathal (ibid, v. 16) they are likened to Satan, who first entices mem from
the faith, but then withdraws and pretends to fear Allah.

This mathal misrepresents the facts. The expulsion of the two Jewisli tribes, and the subse-

quent slaughter of the B. Koreiza were acts of treachery, for w^hich Muhammed wanted an excuse.

Although the Jews refused to acknowledge his mission, still they were monotheists; but we shall see

later oil, how Muhammed tried to impute pagan doctrines to tliem. The weakness of his arguments

i:5 perceptible in his comment on the foregoing mathals, “ Had we, he says (v. 21), revealed the

Qoran on a mountain, one would have seen this mountain humble itself and split for fear of

Allah, such are the mathals which we forge for men, haply they may consider.” — This verse reads

like the fable of the fox and the grapes. Muhammed was ill satisfied that revelation did not come to

him like that on Mount Siaai
;
but we must remember, that according to a tradition originating from

his own statement, the received the first revelation on mount Hira.

/ /o

.

ss 1. 1. 279 has other persons in view ; other interpreters infer Baleam ; r/. Al Beidh. Al Gbazali in Jawdkir
al Qoran also refers the mathal to Baleam (f. 42vo).

Kit. Al Aghdni, III. p. 187 sgq, (rf. Sprenger, I. p. HO, sqq>). According to Al Zobeir he had read the Bible,

did not believe in idols and forbade the drinking of wine. The last item ia evidently added from religious tendency
6® Cf. B. J, X. p. 19. The hanging tongUe ifl alao made a symbol of poetic satire (Rijd) in the traditions on

^Jiaasan b. Thabit, Agh&ni, iv. 3-4. Q, 11 aqq.

67 Confusion of Mount Sinai with 55aoh. xiv. 4 ;c/. Ps. oxiv. 4.
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Miihammed liked to compare unbelievers, and Jews in particular, to people who walk in darkness.

When inculcating the precept, wliicli makes it unlawful to eat flesh from an animal ‘‘ over which the

name of Allah has not been pronounced,” he asks (S. vi. 122): Is he who was dead, and we have

quickened and made for him a light that he may valk therein amongst men, like him who finds

himself in darkness which he cannot emerge from?— It seems that the material of tliis inathal is

derived from Isaiah ix. 1.

The more the Prophet of Allah became merged into a worldly potentate, the more his speeches

assumed the tone of manifestor. It seems all the more strange to find a group of three rather fine

matlials attached to Mnhammed’s endeavour to vindicate the honour of his wife ‘Aisha, whom public

opinion had accused of infidelity. The verses in question xxiv. 34 to 40) may not, indeed, have been

revealed on this occasion at all, but it appears, as if Muhammed, after having gone through that dis-

agreeable affair, was anxious to change the subject.®® The first of these matlials (which are all

taken from scenes met with in travelling, and with the exception of third probably recollections

of his own journeys) has already been discussed above,®® and gives an impressive, but not very

detailed account of incidents of bygone days. This is followed (v. 39) by a neat comparison

of the unbelievers to “ a mirage in a plain (desert) which looks like water to the thirsty traveller,

until he approaches it, when he finds nothing*.”^® The infidels aie further (v. 40) compared to

darkness in a deep sea,^^ in which one wave covers another; dark clouds rise above it

increasing the darkness to such an extent, that we cannot see one^s outstretched hand. They

are again likened (5. Ixvi, 10) to the disobedient wives of Noah,73 and Lot to whom (v. 11 to 12)

are opposed the wife of Pharaoh and Maryam as models of piety and chastity. Here Muham-
med’s Biblical recollections became rather confused. Instead of Noah’s he seems to have

had Job's wife in his mind. Por Pharaoh’s wife Geiger has already rightly substituted his

daughter.

There only remains one more mathal occuring in a verse the authenticity of which as

an original Qoranic revelation is doubtful to me. It has, however, been embodied in the

official text of the Qordn; we must, therefore, discuss it here, whilst reserving the investigation

of its authenticity for later on,^® The verse in question (S. xlviii. 29) forms an appendix to a

sura which was revealed concerning various events of the seventh year of the Hijra, and is

entirely out of connection with the context. It is easy to see why the compilers of the Qordn

placed the verse here, from the preceding one, which states that ‘‘Allah has dispatched His

messengers with the right guidance and the true faith, in order to exalt the same above every

other creed, and Allah is sufficient as witness.” This verse evidently formed the conclusion of

an address, and quite unexpectedly we read the following announcement (v. 29) : Muhammed is

the messenger of Allah, and those who are with him, are fierce against the unbelievers, but

merciful towards one another. Thou seest their bowing down and adoring, seeking favour and
good will from Allah. The Sign [they wear] upon their faces is an emblem of the worship

;

such is their mathal in the Torah. Their mathal in the Gospel is as a seed which puts forth

its stalk, makes it grow and strong, so that it rises upon its stem, and astounds the sower, etc,

' Now only the second part of the verse, bearing on the New Testament, is a real parable,

and is taken from S. Mark iv. 8, whilst the first part belongs to those cases in which mathal is

to he taken in a wider sense, as is also done by the Commentators. The words evidently

describe some external adjustment of the Jews during worship, which would not have remained

unknown either to Muhammed, or to any one who visited a Jewish house of prayer. I can

refer the words in question to nothing else but to the phylacteries derived from Deitt. vi. 8,

Noldeke, Q. p. 157, leaves the question undecided.

6® C/. Ch. II. The parable is explained in a scholastie manner in Ibn Sinas Mis&la,
j I c# Uj I ^

ed. Constant. 1298 H. pp. 85-86. See also A1 G-haz. Kit. AlmadnUns Itq. 566.'
* ^

“Not expressly styled maihal, but introduced by lea; cf. Jtq. 565.

u Itq p. 557. ^^2 Geiger, p. 111. 73 Ch.
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XU 18,^'*' and styled “Sign,” Although our verse only mentioned the one worn on the forehead

— the other placed on the arm probably being covered by the garment— the term “ sign ’’ was
applied^^ to both by the person whom Mumhammed might have been asked about their

chamcter. The Commentators explain this mathal as a description, which it undoubtedly is,

and it seems to me that its proper place should be among the traditions appended to this

cliapter.

Appendix to Chapter VIII.

The mathal in Tradition.

Apart from the mathals in the Qordn a large mass of sayings and parables supposed to have

originated with Muhammed lived in the recollections of the first generations of Believers. This

increased marvellously as the sacred and polite literatures of the Arabs developed. To endeavour

to establish or refute the authenticity of these would be a hopeless task, the means of testing

them, being much smaller than those we have for traditions on religious and historical matters.

Muhammed was obviously fond of speaking in parables and metaphors when pronouncing reve-

lations, aud from this we may conclude that he employed the same method of instruction when
discoursing with his friends, or addressing Believers from the pnlpit. Although many of the

sayings attributed to him may be authentic, only a few can be substantiated with any certainty.

The apocryphal sayings of Muhammed may be divided into two classes, viz., those

embodied in the HaclUh or religions tradition, and those registered by secular writers. This

division is, however, superficial only, and does not touch the greater or lesser veracity of either

class. In the following pages I have collected as many as I could find, but have only men-

tioned such works as I have been able to examine. I do not therefore claim to have exhausted

the subject.

A series of “ Speeches and Table Talk^’ of Muhammed, containing proverbs and general

remarks, has been compiled by Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, London, 1882,

At the head of my collection I place two comparisons which are chronicled in all standard

works on Moslim tradition. Both of these are connected with the manner, in which revela-

tions came down to Muhammed, In the one he stated that he heard the voice of revelation

“ as the chiming of bells,” in the other the first revelation came down to him as “ the dawn of

the morning” (Bokhari beginning, Mn'aita, p. 86, etc.). Although a large number of these say-

ings are dispersed in the Hadith works of Al Bokhfxri (died 256 H.) and Muslim (died 260 H.},

these authors did not devote much attention to them. Al Tirmidi (died 279) however in his

collection of traditions has a special chapter on fourteen mathals which I reproduce here (after

the edition of Buliiq, 1875, VoL II. p. 143 sqq,),

1. [From Jubeir b. Nufeir from Al Nuwas b. Simln Al Kilabi :] Fantastic description

of the “Right Path” (Qor. I. 5).

2. [Jabir b. Abd Allah Al Ansari:] The Prophet once heard in a dream a discussion

between the xArchangels Michael and Gabriel on the following parable : Thou [O Muhammed]

and thy people are compared to a king who chose a city of residence, where be built a palace.

In this he placed a table and then he sent messengers to invite the people to partake of the

repast he had spread thereon. Some of them accepted the invitation, but others refused.

The King is Allah, the residence Islam, the palace is Paradise, and thou, O Muhammed, art

the messenger. Whosoever accepts thee, enters Islam, and is received into Paradise where he

enjoys all that affords him pleasure.

It is possible that this parable is modelled on a Talmudical one {Sanhedrin, fol. B8vo) of

great popularity, in which an explanation is given why in the creation of the component parts

Cf. Exod. xiii. IS.

.HIM is in tbis instance rendered by because the latter has its fixed JMoslim terminology.
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of the world, the earth, stars, and animals preceded man, who, being the noblest creature, foniid

a garden prepared for abode, and food ready, when he appeared on the earth. The moral of

both parables is nearly the same.

8, [Muh. b. Bishtir from Mnh. b. Abi Adiy from Ja‘far b. Maimun fi*om Abu Tamim
A1 Hujaimi from Abu Othmaii from Ibn Mas‘ud :] Muhammed said : My eyes are asleep, but

my heart is awake (see I. Hish. p. 375, Kdml of A1 Mubarrad, ed. Wright, p. 77 and 741).

This saying is evidently a mistranslation of Cantic. v. 2 caused by mis-hearing ^eni “ my eye”

instead of (see my article; Historical and legendary controversies, etc* J. Q. R. x.

p, 105), A matlial following this sentence deals with the same subject.

4. Another and shorter repetition in a somewhat modified form, also on the authority of

Jabir b. Abd Allah.

5. [Muh. b, Ism‘iul from Musa b. Ism‘ail from Aban b. Yazid b. Abi Kathir from Zeid

b. Abi Salam from Al Harith Al Ashari
: ] The infidel is compared to a man who buys a slave.

He brings him to his house, and instructs him in the work he has to do, but the slave (instead

of following his instructions) works for somebody else. Which of you wishes to be Allah’s

servant ? Allah has commanded you to pray, so do not turn away from him, since he turns his

face towards that of his servant, while the latter is engaged in praying. Allah has further

commanded you to fast. He who fasts is compared to a man in a turban, who has in his pos-

session a bag with musk, the odour of which makes everybody wonder. The odour of the

breath of a fasting man is pleasanter to Allah than the smell of musk Giving alms is further

illustrated by the parable of a man who was taken prisoner. He is loaded with chains and ill

treated, hut afterwards ransomed for a small sum. The saying of the Dtkr is finally compared

to a strong castle, which gives refuge to a fugitive, who is surrounded by his foes. Man can

guard himself against Satan only through the Dt&r.— This group of mathals seems to betray

Christian influence. For the author of Sildh Al M^min (Brit. Mus. Or. 3855, fol. 12) has the

following version ; Muhammed said : Allah commanded John to teach the Israelites five

sentences
; among them is the IDihr, This is compared to a man who is persecuted by his

enemies, but finds refuge in a fortress.

6. [Anas from Abu Musa from Muhammed : ] A Moslim who reads the Qordtiy is likened

to a citron, whose fragrance and taste are both good, but a Moslim, who does not read the

Qordn is likened to a fruit which has no fragrance, though its taste is pleasant. The hypocrite

who reads the Qordv>i is likened to a fragrant plant of bitter taste, but the hypocrite who does

not read the Qordn is likened to the coloquinth which smells as badly as it tastes bitter. — This

parable is to be found in nearly all works of HadHh ; cf Bokh (ed. Krehl, III. 401 ; Moslim,

(Butag 1304,) IV. p, 81 ; Mishkat, 276). The sundry recensions show slight variations. See

also Lane Poole, I, c. p. 154,

7. [Al Hasan b. Aliy Al Khilal and several others from Abd Allah b. Razzaq from Muham-
med from Al Zohri from Sa’id b. Al Muaayyab from Abu Hureira: ] Muhammed said; The
believer is likened to the sapling, which the winds incessantly try to upset. The • believer is

also continually exposed to trials, but the hypocrite is as the cedar which is not shaken until!

the time of the harvest comes. In Muslim (x. p. 267) this tradition is reproduced with the same
(very unreliable) Isnad, but is twice repeated on the authority of Ka’b b. Malik, the ‘‘tree’’

being replaced by an “ ear of corn.” Since this mathal seems to be, at least in pax't, modelled

on that in Ahoth, III. 17, the version with the tree seems to be the more authentic one,

‘ 8, [Ish^ b. Mansur from Ma'n from Malik from Abd Allah b. Dinar from Ibn Omar*.]
Muhammed said ; The Believer is likened to a tree whose foliage does not fall off.— This tradi-

tion, which is badly authenticated, is followed by a discussion of the species of that tree.

9. [Quteiba from Al Laith from Ibn Al Hadi from Muhammed b. Ibrahim from Aba
Salama from Abdal Rahman from Abu Hureira:] Muhammed said; If anyone had a river
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passing by his gate, he TPould bathe live times a day ;
could, thou, any nucleanness remain on

his body ? No ! This is the likeness of the five daily prayers, with which Allah washes away

the sins.

10. [Qnteiba from Hamid b. Yahjni from Thabit al Bangui from Anas.] Miihamined

said : My people is likened to the rain, no one knovvs whether its beginning is more pleasant

or its ending.

11. [Mnhammed b. Isma'il from Khilad b. Yahyii from Bashir b. Al Mnhajir from Abd

Allah b. Boreida from his father :] Mnhammed threw down two dates and asked ;
“ What does

this mean ?” No one knew. ‘‘ The one,” ho said, “is hope, the other fulfilment.’

12. [Al Hasan from Al Khilal from Abdal RazzSq from Mn'ammar from Al Zuhr from

Salam from Ibn Omar
: ] Mnhammed said : Men are likened to camels ;

among a hundred thoa

findest but one fit to ride on (see Muslim II. p. 276 ;
Al Tha'Mibi, Syntagma ed. Valeton, p. 7).

13. [Qnteiba b. Sa'id from Al Mughira b. Abdal Rahmfin from Abn ZinSd from Ala‘raj

from Abn Hureira:] Mnhammed said : I and my people are likened to a man who kindles a fire

in which flies and butterflies are caught. Thus I seize yonr race, and you are thrown into the

fire (see Muslim, II. p. 206).

14. [Mnsaddad from Yahya from Sufyan from Ahd Allah b. Dinar from Ibu Omar from

Mnhammed, who said:] You, 0 Moslims, the Jews and Christians are symbolised in the

following parable: A man hired labourers to whom he said : “ Who will work for me until

noon for one carat ? ” The Jews did it. Then he asked: “Who will work for me until the

afternoon (prayer time) ?” The Christians did it. “ Then yon, 0 Moslims, shall work for me

from the afternoon till evening for two carats.” They answered :
“ We give the most work

for smallest pay.” “ Havel,” asked he, “ wronged yon?” “ No.” “ Thus,” hereplied, “do

I bestow my favour upon whom I choose.” — The reader will have no difficulty in recognizing

in this parable a.n adaptation of the Pai-able of the Householder (St. Matthew ss. 2) as far as

it suited the situation. (See also Mishkat, Engl, tiansl. II. p. 814.)

To these matlials I attach a few more which are dispersed in the collections of traditions.

One of the best known of these, which is also mentioned in most modern works, is the

comparison of a reader of the Qordii to a man who owns a camel. If he keeps it fastened, it

remains with him, bat if he loosens it, it runs away (Mit^aUa, 88, Al Nawawi, Kit. Al Tibyan,

p. 81 ; cf. Sprenger, III. p. xxsv.).

Ibn Abbus handed down the tradition that Mnhammed said : He who has in his inside

nothing of the Qordn is compared to a desolate house (_Til/ydn, p. 14).

[Mush from Walub from Ibn Ta'fis from his father from Abn Hiireira:] The Prophet

said : The niggard and the almsgiver are compared to two men clad in coats of mail from

their breast to their collar-bone. On the almsgiver it grows until it covers the tips of his fingers

and obhtei-ates his guilt. On the niggard, however, ever;^ bnckle keeps firm in its place, so

that he cannot loosen it (Bokh. ii. 158, hi. 21).— For which gives no sense, I imd

“ cuilt.” The test of this parable shows several corruptions, which may he taken as a sign of

its old age, and probable genuineness, Al Nawawi’s corrections (ibid.) are of httle assistance

The same tradition with a different Isniid, likewise going back to Abu Hureira, Bokh. ibid.

The mathal is an imitation of Qor. ii. 263, 267: see above, p- 172,

The worshipper of idols is likened to a thirsty traveller, who sees a mirage in the desert,s.

but cannot reach it (c/. Qastaldni, viii. p. 183). This mathal is fashioned after Qor. xxiv. 39

(see above, p. 174).

[Abu Bakr b. Abi Shaiba and Abu Amir Ash'ari and Muhammed b. Al Ata (the wording

being that of Abu Amir) from Abn Usama from Boreid from Abu Bnrda from Abn Musa

from Mahammed :j My mission to guide knowledge is likened to the rain which reaches the
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earth. Part of the latter, which is good, absorbs the water, and produces herbs and other

vegetation m abundance. Some parts of the earth are bard, and therefore retain the water,

which serves for man to drink therefrom, and to water their flocks and herbs. Another part

ia [barren] level ground, whicli neither holds the water nor allows anything to grow. This

is typical of those who accept the Law of Allah. He allows them to benefit by my mission,

to learn and to teach. But the likeness of him, who does not raise his head and does not

accept the guidance of Allah, which was entrusted to me (Muslim, II. 206).

In connection with Qor. Ivii. 19 A1 Qastalani (ix. 237) quotes a comparison, handed down

by Muslim as follows : Muhammed said : If one of you dips his hand in the sea, let him see

what remains on it, when he takes it out again.— [Abu Hureira :] Muhammed said ; I and the

prophets before me are likened to a building which a man has erected and beautified. People

surround it, and say : We have never seen a finer building, except one brick [which is Muham-
ined], Moslini, %bid^

[Abu Borda from Abu Musa
:] Muhammed said : I and my people are likened to a man

who said to Ins people :
‘^1 beheld an army, and I warn you to escape ; and now you may

depart in ease.” One portion obeyed and was saved, but the other which refused to believe

him, was surprised by the enemy and destroyed. — Follows application [Muslim, ibid,].

Of other authors who have embodied larger and smaller collections of alleged sayings of

Muhammed I have quoted the following :

The famous Amr b. Bahr Al Jahiz of Basra (died 255 H.) in his Kitdb Al Mahdsin

xoaVa dhddd (ed. van Vloten, Leyden, 1898) quotes many dicta ascribed to Muhammed on

liberality, niggardliness, and other subjects. More sayings are to be found in Abstracts of the

same author's work, Kit. Al Bayun wal Tibydn (Constantinople, 188B).

A small collection of dicta is contained in AlBel^ori’s KiL futuh alhulddn (ed. de Goeje)

p. 537, but much more are dispersed thoughout the Kamil of Al Mubarrad (ed. W. Wright).

In the Kit, Al Mujtani of Ibn Doreid (died 321) sayings attributed to a number of

persons, beginning with Muhammed (pp. 2 to 4) are collected. The sayings are accompanied

by annotations.

The works of Abd Al Malik Al Tha‘alibi (died 429) are very rich in alleged sayings attri-

buted to Muhammed, viz.

:

—
1. Kit. aVijdz ival Vjdz (ed. Valeton, 1894, and Cairo, 1301). The same work is recorded

under the title, Kitdb nawddir al hukm (Brit. Mus. Add, 9569).

2. Al Laidif wal *ardiffi-l adddd and Al yaivdqit fi baidd-e-mawdqit prepared by Abu
Nasr Al Muqaddasi (Cairo, 1883). Sayings in praise or blame of all sorts of things.

3. Tliimdr alqulub (Add. 9558), a volume which contains a large amount of interesting

information on every imaginable subject, concerning anecdotes, folk-lore, proverbs, etc. The
author draws largely on the writings of Al J^hiz, and is therefore of great importance for the

literary study of the latter.

4. Aluntahhabdt al tamthU, Constantinople, 1884.

5. Bard al Akbdd^ Cairo, 1888, arranged according to the number of subjects mentioned
in each saying,

Abu Abd Allah Muhammed b. Salama Al QudM Al Shafa*i (died 454) wrote a work titled

Kit, Al Shihdbi which contains a thousand dicta supposed to belong to Muhammed (Add. 9692).

Abul Qasim Husein b. Ahmad Al R^ghib Al Isfahanx (died 500) wrote Kit, Muhddarat
aladbd* wa imikdivarat al shuard walhidaghd (Add, 7305

; of, H. Kh. v, p. 414),
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A1 Ghazali reproduces in his Ihyd *ulum aldin a very elaborate parable attributed to

Mubammed on the life of this world. This parable has been translated into German in

Kremer’s, Geschickte dev herrsckenden Ideeuy etc* p. 158. Shorter sayings to be found in the

same work are the following (I. p. 279):

1. Anyone who speaks the 'Dikr amongst those who neglect it, is like a green tree in the

midst of barren ground,

2. Anyone who speaks the J}ihr amongst those who neglect is, is like one who fights in

the midst of those who run away.

3. The Uil’r of Allah in the morning and evening is better than the clashing of swords in

the war path of Allah, or spending one’s fortune in lavish expenditure.

The same author’s work Jawdhir Al Qordtv (Add, 9483; c/*. liqdn, p. 843) contains many
mathals on behalf of Mubammed. The work was composed after the Ihyd which is quoted

fol. llvo, 1. 11, and forms a very important supplement to the author’s theological treatises.

The best known of all collections of sentences attributed to Mubammed is undoubtedly to

be found in Al Maidani’s famous work Amthdl Al Arab (ed. Freytag, III. pp. 607 to 617. The
same chapter has been reproduced by Ahmad Al Damanhuri in his Kit. sabil alriskdd (Alexan-

dria, 1871)j pp. 62-66.

The Kit. Al muwashslid by Al Washshi (ed. Briinnow) is likewise to be mentioned among
the works concerned in this subject. The same is the case with the Tashifdi al muhaddithin by
Al Askari Al Lughawi (Br- M. Or. 3062), who endeavours to be critical with regard to the

authenticity of the sayings handed down.

Some maihals attributed to Muhammed are to be found in Hariri’s Mdqdmas, ed.

I. Derenbourg, p. 48, 1. 16.

There are still to be recorded an abridgment of Al Farabis’ Klmldsat Al Khdlisa by Al
Badakhshani (Kazan, 1851). Forty sayings attributed to Muhammed are also collected with a

Persian commentary in a richly illuminated MS. of the Brit. Mus. Or. 5081. The work is

printed under the title Jdmi, Firozpur, 1887. (To this my attention was called by Mr. A. Gt,

Ellis of the British Museum.)

(To be continued,)

EXTRACTS FROM THE BENGAL CONSULTATIONS OF THE XVIIIth
CENTURY RELATING TO THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS,

BY R. 0. TEMPLE.

(Oontinued from jp, 81.J

1792. — No. XI.

Fort William, 12th November 1792. Agreed that the following Instructions be given

to Lieut. Blair Proceeding to the Andamans.

Lieutenant Archibald Blair. 12 Novr.

Sir, — You are already informed that, in compliance with the Recommendation of Com-
modore Cornwallis the Governor General in Council has determined to establish a Naval
Arsenal at the North East Harbour of the Great Andaman Island, and you have been

acquainted that three of the Company’s Sloops have been Sent from the Pilot Service to Assist,

with the Union Snow, taken up on Freight for 4 Months in transporting the Artificers, Stores

and Provisions from Bengal to the Andamans and from the Place hitherto called Port Com
waUis [Port Blair] to the Harbour above mentioned.
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The Sloops T?hieh are called the Seahorse Cornwallis and Juno are Commanded by

Messrs. John Petman C. Crawley and T. Dorrington who will remain in Charge of them

during the Trip and are informed by the Master Attendant that they are to obey such Orders as

you may give them. The Union Snow is also under your directions.

The four Yessells being reported to be in Readiness to take their Departure, and the Weatlier

having now a Settled Appearance it is His Lordship’s pleasure that no Time should be lost in their

dispatch, and that they proceed forthwith under your General Command keeping Company with

each other on the Way direct to the North East Harbour now called Port Cornwallis where as

soon as may be convenient after your Arrival, you will begin the work of establishing a Settlement for

the East India Company clearing the Country progressively from the North East of Chatham Island

towards it’s Southern Extremity unless any obstacles, at present unforeseen should' make it appear to

you advisable to deviate in any manner from this Directions You are Authorized to erect a small

temporary Redoubt for Defence should you find it necessary, and such temporary Buildings as can

be most quickly finished for the Reception of the Provisions Ammunition, and other Stores.

When these Articles which indispensably require to be well Attended to shall have been Secured

against Injury from Weather, and as much as possible from vermine you will choose a proper Spot

of Ground for a Garden, and have it prepared for the Reception of the Fruit Trees Plants, etca., that

you take from Bengal or can be sent from the Old Harbour \yhere you will order a few People to

remain to take Care of the Garden until all the most useful Trees and plants, etca.j have been removed

from it to be placed at the new Settlement
;
and during that Time one of the Vessells is to remain at

the Old Harbour for the Protection of the People I have mentioned. It is wished that while they

are there they may he able to prevail on the Natives to cultivate upon the Stock that will still be left

of Fruit Trees and Vegetables, so as to introduce them gradually into General Demand,

You will of course send to the Old Harbour when you arrive at the New, the two Natives whom
you brought with you to Bengal and who are now returning in the Union and you will cause any

small Articles that you think will be Acceptable to the People to be Distributed amongst them when

you evacuate the Settlement, which must be done as soon as the Stores, etca,, that are to be moved

from it have been interely (sio) taken away.

It is hardly necessary to acquaint you that your former orders for observing the most humane and

conciliatory conduct towards the Natives of the Ccuiitry and adopting the best means of securing

a friendly intercourse with them, are still in force. Your endeavours to this End were in a great deal

successful at the place you are now to leave, and afforded the Board much Satisfaction.

The Circumstances of your Situation on the Bombay Establishment rendering it of Consequence

to you to be on the Malabar Coast, and the Services of a Surveyor being now less wanted at the

Andamans than those of an Engiueer I have orders to acquaint you that Captain Kyd has been
appointed to be Superintendant of the Andamans, and is to receive Charge of the Settlement

on his Arrival which will probably be in five or Six Weeks. With his concurrence and if your time

should admit, you are authorized to finish the Survey of the Andamans and to ascertain the
relative position of the Southern Necobar with the Acheen Island which has not been

hetherto well determined.

You are then at liberty to proceed to Bombay to resume yonr Station in that part of India com-

ing first to Calcutta to Settle your Accounts if you think your Presence here necessary for that

Purpose. The Board have instructed me to acquaint you that it is at present their wish to have the

Marine at the Andamans under your Care, when the Service which takes you to the Malabar Coast

is ended, and that they mean to write upon the Subject to the Governor in Council.

I am particularly instructed to mention to you that Notwithstanding the Directions in this Letter,

yon are to Attend carefully to all orders that you may receive from Commodore Cornwallis who has
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expressed his readmess to Assist, with his Majesty’s Ships iu Establishing the Settlement on the great

Andamans at the North East Harbour.

The Board have desired me to signify to You that as your Attention and Abilities in the Manage-

ment of the Comjiany's first Establishment at the Andamans claim their fullest approbation and as

you formerly stated that you were Subject to Considerable Expence by the distance of those Islands

from Bengal and other Countries from whence you could procure Supplies, they have been pleased

to grant you an Allowance of One hundred and fifty Sicca Rupees per Month in Addition to that Which

you receive of Surveyor, from the Time of Your first taking Possession of Port Cornwallis, the

5th of October 1789 Untill you Shall be relieved from the Command, and further, they have deter-

mined that Your Sur^eyo^'s Allowance Shall be continued till your Arrival at Bombay.

It is the desire of Government that the Pilot Schooners may be returned to Bengal (where they

will be much v anted) eitlier together or Separately, as soon as they can be Spared from the Service,

upon which they are Sent excepting the Sea-horse, which is to be Sunk in the Salt '\Yater,.to remove,

if possible, a Quantity of Yermin and white ants that are in the Yessell and could not be expelled by

any Means that have been taken here, and you arc Requested to Assist by issuing such Orders as

you think in [ ? it ] necessary to give Efi:ect to the Experiment One of a Similar third [ ? kind] is

understood to have Succeeded in the Instance of the Viper.

I wnsh you a Safe and Speedy Passage, and am, Sir, Your, etca.,

Fort William, (Signed) Edward Hay, Secry. to Govermt.

12th ISTovember 1792.

1792. — Ho. XII.

Agreed that the following Letter be written to Commodore Cornwallis and, Ordered that it be

dispatched under Charge of Lieutenant Blair.

To Commr. Cornwallis, 12th Hovr,

The Hon’ble ^YiUiam Cornw'alis, Commander in Chief of his Majestys Ship in the East Indies.

Sir,—We think it proper to inform you that the opinion expressed by your Excellency in favor of

an Establishment at the North East Harbour of the Great Andaman in Preference to the

Place which was first chosen for [the] Companys Settlement upon that Island has induced us to

determine on removing it, and we accept with due Acknowledgments, the offer made by your Excellency

to Assist with such Part of his Majesty’s Squadron as can be spared to Effect that Purpose.

Your Excellency will receive w’ith this Letter, a Copy of the Instructions given to Lieutenant

Blair, in which he is directed to Attend carefully to all orders you may be pleased to give him.

Fort William, We have the honor to be, etca,

12th Hovr, 1792.

1792.— Ho. XIII.

Fort William, the 19th of Hovember 1792. Bead a Letter and its enclosure from Lieute-

nant Archibald Blair.

To Edward Hay, Esqre., Secry. to Govt.

Sir,— I have the satisfaction to inform you, that six Months Provision with the necessary Stores

are embarked, and that the Settlers agreeable to the enclosed Return, are well accommodated, and in

perfect health and Spirits.

Union James and Mary,

Hovr. 17th, 1792.

I have the Honor to be, etca.,

(Signed) Archibald Blair,
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Enclosure in Lt Blair’s letter, dated 17th Novr.

Return of the People engaged for the new Settlement at the Andamans Embarked
on board the Union, Viper, Cornwallis, Juno, and Seahorse:

—

Assistant Storekeeper a.. ... ... 1

European Overseers ... • •a 4

Serjeant Major ... ••• •a. ... • 9* 1

Havildars • • . ••• ... 2

Kaicks < •

«

... 2

Private Sepoys • « • 9 •« ... 20

European Tent and Sail Maker • a. 1

[N’atire Carpenters • i • ««• ••• ... 9 99 10

Do. Smiths * • • • 9 • • • • 9 9 6

Do. Sawyers 0 m • « • • • ••a aaa 999 999 6

Do, Bakers ••• ... 9 9 • 9 9 • 9 ff • • 99 2

Do. Taylors ... s • * e ... 9*9 ... 4

Do. Washermen a.. 6

Do. Potters •a« 2

Do, Bricklayers • • • • a * • 9 9 • * • 999 2

Do. Gardiners ... .a. a. . ... 2

Do, Fishermen ••• ••• ... 9 9 9 9 9 9 10

Do. Tiudals • • * • • • aaa ... 9 9 * 3

Lascars ... 99« .«• 32

Barbers • « * •99 a*. 2

Stone Cutters 999 ... 2

Servants • • • 999 ... 20

Brick makers « # • 9 9 9 • 9 • ••• 2

Copper Smiths 4 « « 9 • • • •• • • • 999 ... 2

Turner • •• ••• 999 999 • •• 1

Gramies 999 aa« 2

Women ••• 9# 9 « * a . • SO

Children * • • 9 • • 999 ... 7

Surdars *t9 9*9 999 ... 8

Labourers ««9 9«» ••• 999 ... ... 170

Novr, 17th, 1792.

36013

(Signed) Archibald Blair.

(To he continued.)

[Should be S62 . — Ed ]
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NOTES ON SPIRIT BASIS OP BELIEF AND CUSTOM.

BY SIR J. M. CAMPBELL, KC.I.E., I.C.S.

(ConluLueJ frotu p. 105,)

Salt. — Sail sprinkled, thrown into the fii-e, or melted in water is deadly to the Evil

In Scotland, to correct an evil glance, holy water, exorcism and the smoke of incense were

nsed.82 Tweed fishermen salt their nets to keep off evil influences.®^ No Isle of Man seaman

(1700) will sail without a piece of salt in his pocket.®^ In South Italy, children wear hits of

rock-salt round their necks to keep off the Evil Eye,®® It is the wholesome and healing

influence of salt, especially its power to put to flight the demon of corruption, that makes it so

valuable and so widespread a guardian against evil glances.

Tbs Scape. — The goat and other scapes come close to Evil Eye charms since the object

of both is to house evil glances. In England and Scotland, a he-goat is kept in horse stables

near the entrance as he is a favourite Evil Eye home.®®

Sea-horse. — The sea-horse, rahallo marina, both dried and figured in metal, is worn as an

amulet and fastened to harness in Naples.®^

Serpent. — Besides being one of the most powerful guardians the fascination of the

snake’s eye over birds and other prey makes the snake a specially valued protection against the

Evil Eye.®®

Shell. — As a spirit-home the shell Concha veneris is a favourite guardian against the Evil

Eye.®®

Siren. — A special Neapolitan amulet is the Sirene or Siren seated on a single or double

sea-horse. This is worn by children and women and is also hung in the window or other part

of a house.®®

Skeleton. A miniature skeleton is a favourite wearing charm in South Italy. Among
the Greeks and Romans the skeleton was a favourite charm.®^ The moral explanation of the

Roman practice of carrying a skeleton round the feast room when the drinking of wine began,

namely that the guests might remember death, is probably a later meaning-making of a

Compare Mrs. Romanoff’s Riies and Cusioms of the Gf'ceco-Russictn Churchy p. 325.

Dalyell’s Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 15. These rites may be a survival of the Catholic ritual. At

the same time exorcism, holy water (that is, water with salt in it) and incense smoke are cures for spirit'possession

earlier not only than the Christian but than the classic religions. The detail of the non-eoclesiastioal and apparently

non-Obristian use of salt and water in Evil Eye ailments in Scotland in the beginning of the present century are

interesting. In Scotland (1800, Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. p. 47), if any member of a family was suffering

from an evil glance a sixpence was borrowed. On the borrowed sixpence salt was heaped and the salt spilt into a

tablespoon full of water. The sixpence was dropped into the spoon and the patient’s soles and palms were

moistened with the salt water. The operator thrice sipped the salt water, drew his forefinger across the patient’s

brow and threw the contents of the spoon over his shoulder into the back of the fire with the words “Lord keep us

Irom Bcaith.”

Bassett’s Legends and Superstitions of the Sea, pp. 150, 411. Op. cii. p. 438.

Hare’s Cities of Southern Italy, p. 10.

Compare the monkey kept in China as a safeguard to cattle, Gray’s China, Vol. II. p. 58. Compare also the

regimental animals to which attaches a feeling of luck.

8"^ Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 211, 25S, 266.

*8 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 312, 350. Op. cit. p. 28.

9® Op. cit. pp. 356-357. Compare Neville-Rolfe, Naples in the Nineties, pp. 41*44. The Sirens oi'iginally were

goddesses. One of them, Parthenope, gave its old name to Naples, Compare Bassett, Legends and Snpentitions

oithGSea,p 16,

91 Elworthy, Tho Euil Eye, p. 132 ; King, The G^iostics, p. 157,
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p2*actice wliose sense, like tke sense of the Roman shower of rose leaves, was to free the banquet

room trom the spirits which had thronged to the wine. The skeleton cleared the air of spirits

because more than even wine the dead are a tempting spirit-home .^2 ’Tis certain,’’ says

Aubrey (1660), “the touch of a dead hand has wrought wonderful e:ffects.” At Stowel in

Somersetshire, a painter cured a wen on his neck by asking a blessing, saying the Lord’s prayer?

and stroking the wen with the hand of a dead woman. The sense is, the spirit was tempted

from the wen into the more attractive dead hand.

Skull.— As a tempting spirit-home the human skull is a favourite early ornament. Neck-

laces of skulls decollate Hindu deities, and skulls adorn and protect coffins and tomb-stones. A
miniature human skull is a common charm and scarf ornament in Naples. The tribes of the

White Nile keep the Evil Eye from their grain fields by setting on the end of a pole the

bleached skull of an ox. The same practice prevails among the wilder tribes in Western India.

Spitting — has been and is an almost universal practice to counteract evil influences.®^

Pliny (Rome, A. D. 70) sa^'S : — Spitting into the urine or into the right shoe before putting

it on keeps off the Evil Eye.’' In Italy, if a child has been blighted by an evil glance and the

person who did the mischief is known, the child is brought before the person and spits thrice

into liis mouth.®® According to a Somerset saying, “ You should spit thrice if you meet anyone

with a north or Evil Eye.”®*^ Compare the Roman and English plan of spitting into the hand

before fighting or beginning to work i also spitting on the first coin earned during the day.

The Afghans spit on the ground to wash away the evil glance.®®

Sulphur— one of the greatest cleansers and scares, is a chief Italian remedy for an attack

of the Evil Eye.®®

82 It seems odd that a skeleton or dead body should be a favourite spirit-home, Two attractions combine.

First, the dead body is a spirit-home without a tenant Lodgings to let is stamped on the lifeless body. The second

attraction is corruption which so tempts the coarser order of spirits that their love for the nasty drives them to

haunt grave-yards and other unclean places. Evil spirits were believed to haunt unclean places when with the

exaltation of the guardian spirit the character of the non-guardian spirit was degraded. That non-guardian spirits

were unclean and loved coxruptioa was supported by the experience that the unclean caused sickness, evil smells and
flies, three leading proofs of the presence of evil spirits. The belief rules Eussia in the form of the dreaded vampire,

a spirit who finds its way into a dead body and revives it, so that the de^d haunts its own home and lives on the

lifeblood of its inmates. The vampire belief in turn finds support in the experience of consumption and other

diseases which seem to suck the patient’s blood, and the other experience of bodies long after burial found fresh and
bleeding Of the fondness of evil spirits for the unclean and the ill -smelling, Aubrey {IGQQ, Miscellanies, -p. 1G2)

says ;
— “ Evil spirits are pleased and allured and called up by suffumigations of henbane and other stinking smells

which witches use m their conjurations.”

83 Miscellanies, p, 125.

8*' Examples have been given in a former article on spitting as a spirit-scarer. Other instances will be found in

Elworthy, The Evil %e,pp. 4'12-414. Compare Theocritus (Sioily, B. 0. 280), Idyll VII., Banks’ translation, p. 40.

—

“ May the old woman be at band by spitting to keep afar what is not good.” Also Idyll XX., op cit. p. 103,

Eunica said :
— “ Away lest you contaminate me,” and spat thrice in her breast. Also Idyll XXIII. , op. ctt. p. 274 ;

—

*' The heartless girl who spat on the body of her dead lover and Polyphemus, Idyll VI, ( op. cii. p. 36)

“

Who
after excessive admiration of his own beard and eye and teeth spat thrice into his breast in case he should bewitch
himself.”

8° Quoted in Elworthy, The "Evil Eye, p. 419. The spitting into it prevents any evil influence passing into the
urine and so affecting the person whose issue it is. The spittle in the shoe drives out of the shoe any lurking
influence which might cause weariness.

85 Story’s Castle of 8t. Angelo, p. 208. The sense of this practice is that the spirit sent into the child by the
owner of the evil glance is in the child’s spittle. When the child’s spittle passes into the month of the owner of the
evil glance a communion is established between the child and the owner in virtue of which any damage done to the
child must equally effect the owner of the Evil Eye.

9'^ Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 417. 98 Bellew’s Afghanistan, p. 387.

99 Story’s Castle of Si. Angelo, p. 206. Among Greeks and Romans sulphur was a favourite purifier. After
the babe Hercules strangled Juno’s dragons, Tiresias, among other rites, advised that the house should be purified
with clear sulphur. Banks’ Theocritus (B, 0, 260), Idyll XXIV , Bohn’s Library, p. 130.
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Sunface.— The Sunface or Sarya-mukh is one of the chief gnardians against evil in India,

being carved in temples and carried in procession worked on banners. A sunface was worked

into many of the badges worn by the Roman legions whose guardian glances would overcome

the spells of the enemy.

Tongue. — The tongue is as great a fascinator as the eye. In one view the tongue is an

even greater fascinator than the eye, since it nob only blasts with slander that is spoken envy but

is also the source of the admiration and flattery which with envy form the two main channels of

evil influence. The Accadians or early Chaldeans prayed their guardians to save them from the

Evil Eye and the spiteful tongue.^o^^ Virgil (Eclogue VIT.) advises the young poet to bind

clown’s spikenard (bachar) round his brow lest any evil tongue should harm him
;
and Horace

(First Epistle) talks of harm done by the skew glance and by the bite of the evil tongue.

At Roman sacrifices the Priest called Faoeie Unguis, favour with your tongues, that is, keep

silence. Etruscan and Indian masks and images and the masks and images of many early tribes

and peoples have lolling and split tongues.^ To thrust out the tongue against any one is a wide-

spread sign of derision with the usual meaning that the pei’son thrust or lolled at is a devil or is

devil-haunted. Another instinctive thrusting out of the tongue tip when something has been

indiscreetly said seems a form of unharufen as if to scatter the rumour spirits who might spread

the wrongly published news.

Thread. — A red thread was tied round the necks of Roman infants as a charm against

fascination.2 In Afghanistan, the Evil Eye is kept from horses by tying white and blue threads

to their tails.^ Among Indian Moslims a blue thread and in Scotland as in Rome a red thread

keeps ofl the Evil Eye.^

Tooth.— A boar’s tusk is a favourite charm against the Evil Eye in Naples.®

Water, the universal cleanser and healer, is a favourite Italian cure for an attack from an

evil glance.® Evil glances like other evil influences fear nothing so much as holy water. But

both among Classic Greeks and Christians the main virtue of holy water rests in salt.^

Though water cures Evil Eye attacks (so far as has been ascertained) neither water nor picture

nor sign of water is used in Naples to keep ofl an evil glance. In Florence, new houses, which

are tempting Evil-Bye lodgings, bear the early waving Etruscan sign of water apparently for

luck.® The Jews hold that the Evil Eye cannot pass through water. According to the Tah
mud fish are free from the Evil Eye because they live under water.®

Wolfskin. — A strip of wolfskin fringes many parts of the harness of a Neapolitan horse.

The belief in the guarding virtue of a wolfskin is old. Pliny (A. D- 70) says :
— “A wolfskin

fastened to a horse’s neck makes him proof against weariness a wo Ifstall is also a protec-

tion.” In Scotland, a girdle of wolfskin is a cure for epilepsy.^ Here, as in other cases, the

Lenormaut, Chaldean MagiCj pp. 16.-17. ^ Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 162-163, Eigure 50.

2 Persins, Satires^ EE. v. 31. ® Bellew’s Afghanistan, p. 387. * MS. Notes.

5 Neville-Eolfe, Naples in the Nineties, p. 53. ® Story’s Castle of St, Angelo, p. 205.

7 Compare in Theocritus (B.C. 280, Idyll XXIV., Dale’s Translation, p. 130) the order giyen by Tiresias after

the babe Hercules had throttled Juno’s dragon ;
—“ Sprinkle the house from a green branch dipped in plenty of pure

water mixed as usual with salt.”

* MS. note from CoL Selby, R. E. Neither the Moslim name of eye Cain) for a free flowing spring nor the Ger-

man saying (Grimm, Vol. I. p. 146, n. 1), “You must not look into running water, it is God’s eye,” seem to be

used to give water as an eye a special glamour or housing power over an evil glance.

s Swab’s Talmud de Jerusalem, Vol. I. p. 456.

Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 330. The sense is, weariness is the result of evil influences through a human
glance or by other channels passing into the horse. The guardian wolfskin scares or draws to itself (that is, pri«

sons) the devil of weariness and the horse keeps fresh.

W Ojpf at. p. 21. 12 Lady Camyia Gordon, Memories and Fancies, p. 110,
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trust in the wolf is not the result of the belief that a wolf suckled Romulus : it goes back to the

stage when, as squared-fiend, the wolf became the herdsman’s protector and therefore gained the

credit of saving the guardian of Rome.

Words, — Besides by articles evil glances can be scared or prisoned by uttering certain

words. These words are either the names of ceitain evil scaring articles or the names of some

of the greater guardians. The uttering of the names of spirit-scaring articles scares spirits

because in the name part of the spirit, or, in earlier phrase, one of the spirits of the article named

lives. To name the name of the greater guardians — Classic Hebi’ew, Christian, Moslim,

Hindu — is admitted to scare evil and has no special reference to the Evil Eye.^® What is of

interest in connection with the Evil Eye is that, though they belong to a much earlier stage of

faith, certain of the local and lower guardians have such sovran power over evil that even the

portion of their spirits that serves to keep their names alive suffices to guard against evil. Of

the early guardians whose name can turn the evil glance the chief are the phallus, the horn,

the nail and certain numbers. Fascinus or more usually 'prcefiscine is a word which saves

from an evil glance. The guardian virtue of the word prcefisoine equalling forafascino, that

is, glamour avauut, might seem to be the tone of command. But no evil influence would heed

this tone or form of command unless the wovdL fascinus was the name of the phallus, the chief of

spirit-homes, so tempting that the name by itself is enough to draw spirits into it. It is for

this reason, namely, to house and so dispose of evil influences, that among Hindus at the spring

or Holi festival and among the early Romans in the Fescennine and other guardian songs the

singers were enjoined to shout phallic words, the use of which at other times would have been

deemed unseemly. So great is the scaring power of horn in south Italy that to ntter the word

horn takes the harm out of an evil glance.^^ So powerful a home or jail of evil glances is an

iron nail that to utter the word dejigere, that is, ‘drive it home,* scares evil.^® Among numbers

3, 7, 8, and 9 are so lucky that to name one of them turns aside an evil glance. Ij2 the east

of Scotland, for a fisherman to name *caald iron* is enough to scare any influences who may
have gathered in consequence of the use of some unlucky word.^® In this and in other cases

the word is the name and so is part of the thing named.

Writing.— Words written have power as well as words spoken. Arabs, Jews and other

Asiatics wear holy words in a hollow amulet. A little canvas bag containing a prayer to the

Madonna or a verse of Scripture is frequently tied to the headstall or saddle of a Neapolitan

horse.^® To keep off the Evil Eye, Muslims in Egypt wear amulets engraved with mystic

characters "In Egypt, between B. C. 3 )0 and A. D. 300, the name of the guardian Serapis

carved in gems baffled the Evil Eye.^i In Abyssinia, passages from the Sacred Writings are

worn in a leather case 22

In Europe, the evil influence of compliment is turned aside by saying “God be praised.’’ The Turk says;

—

“Ma-sh^-AllAh, whatGod wills (happens).” The Persian and Indian MusalmAn says :
— “God be thanked.” If any one

praises her child, an Italian nurse says :
— ‘ ‘Thank God.” Compa ire Story, Castle of St. Angelo

, p. 159. In Spain, Greece,

Turkey, Palestine, Egypt and Algiers, if you praise a child, you must add “God preserve it.” Dalyell’s Darker

8upe7’stUious of Scotland, pp. 12-13. Prayer to guardians is also an universal safeguard against the Evil Eye, As
early as B. C 2000 the Aooadians (or primitive Chaldeans) called on their guardians to turn aside the Evil Eye.

Lenormant’s Chaldean Magic, p. 5. The Greeks and Romans prayed to Nemesis to ward off the Evil Eye. Pliny in

Story’s Castle of St. Angelo, p. 150. The early Nemesis was envy, not retribution. Nemesis becoming a guardian is

a case of the guardian being the squared fieud.

Story’s Castle of St. Angelo, p. 159. Jorio in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 260.

Op. cit, p. 329. Op, cit- p. 404.

1® Guthrie’s Old Scottish Customs, p. 149 ; Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 222.

Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 389, 20 Arahian Life in the Middle Ages, p. 84.

2^ King’s The Gnostics and their Remains, p. 70. “BaSie envy, oh Serapis,” is one mottoe.

22 Berghoff in Pall Mall Qazette, May 1st, 1899, p. 2,
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Section IV.— Local Details.

This summary of local beliefs connected with the Evil Eye begins witli India, because

in India, the early dread of the Evil Eye is unweakened ; and because the Indian details are

fuller than those available for other countries. In Western India, the blast of the Evil Eye is

believed to be a form of spirit-possession. In Western India, most witches and wizards arc

said to be evil-eyed. Among ordinary persons those only who are born under the following

conditions are evil-eyed. Hindus believe that a pregnant woman has peculiar longings either

from the day of conception or from the fittb month after conception. These longings arc due

to the development of the foetus. They consist of a wish to eat certain fruits and sweetmeats :

to walk in deep shade or in gardens with running water
;
or to wear rich clothes and ornaments.

If these desires are nob gratified the child is born weak and greedy, and is believed to have an

Evil Eye. If a person who has an Evil Eye sees a man or woman eat anything for which he

has a longing the eater vomits or falls sick. In the Konkan, near Bombay, the belief is

general that, at the time of dinner, if any one enters the house without washing his feet

and sees the inmates at their meal, the eaters become sick or vomit their food or lose all

appetite till the Blast of the Evil Eye is warded off. x\u unwashed outsider brings with

him evil influences because he comes from wastes or roads or places where three or four

roads meet. As he passes any of those spirit-haunts the haunting spirits buzz about his heels

like gnats, and, unless he washes his feet before entering a house, the spirits enter with him

into the house and make for the food and the eaters. A man who comes into a house with

unwashed feet is said to enter hharalyct ‘j^ayane, that is, with full feet.

In Western India, the chief devices and rites for baffling the blast of the Evil Eye are :

(1) Salt and water are mixed, waved three or seven times round the face of the person affect-

ed, and thrown on the road or at a spot where three roads meet. (2) Cowdung ashes are

taken to a Brahman or to an exorcist, who sprinkles the ashes on his left palm and turning

the thumb of his right hand several times over them charms them by saying incantations

and then rubs them on the forehead of the person affected. (3) Chillies are powdered and

the powder is thrown on burning charcoal laid in a tile and the whole is waved three times

round the face of the patient. (4) When a child of one month old sickens its mother takes

in her hand some salt and mustard seed, waves them thrice round the child’s face, and
throws them on the fire. If the smell is very strong the mother knows that the blast of the

Evil Eye was very severe. (5) That a child may not be witched Hindu women mark its

brow with lamp-black, and some mothers tie round the child’s neck a string of hajarhatH

seeds, or a garland of garlic, cloves, marking-nuts or shells. (6) If a man while taking food

believes that the glance of some one present has struck him, the eater offers some of the food to

the suspected person. If the suspected person eats, the ill-effect of the glance ceases. The

sense of this belief is that the eating of a portion of the food by the suspected person rehouses

in him the evil spirit that passed along his glance into the food. By this means the spirit

cannot continue to harm the original eater without equally harming the second or suspected

eater, that is, the spirit*s own houser, and that is itself. When it is not known whose eye affected

the sick man he is taken to a charmer who utters mystic verses over part of the food which

the eater believes to be the cause of bis sickness. The charmed food is kept slung from the

ceiling for a night and next morning is given to the sick man to eat. Sometimes the food

which has disagreed with the patient is divided into three parts and one of the parts is divided

into three morsels. Each morsel is lifted to the sick man’s mouth as if to feed him but instead

is set on the ground on the right of the sick man. (7) A handful of dust is gathered at the

meeting of, three roads and mixed with salt and chillies. The mixture is passed thrice from

the head to the foot of the sick man outside the house near the threshold and is there burnt

on a plate. If the smoke has no smell of chillies the man is believed to-be witched. If the

The seeds of the talipot palm, Coryplia umbracuUfera,
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smoke smells of chillies the sickness is believed to be due to natural causes and not to

possession. (8) Seven pebbles picked from a place where three roads meet, seven leaves of

the hhajuri or date-palm, and seven leafy branches of the hor (Zisyphus jujuha) tree are

brought. The date-palm leaves are waved round the patient’s face and then knotted by a

member of the family or by some one else who knows the charm which should be repeated

during the tying of the knot. The knotted palm leaves, the bunches of jujube leaves, the

seven pebbles, and a morsel of food are then waved round the face of the patient and put in a

vessel filled with water. The sick man is told to spit into the vessel and to drop into the water

a lock of his hair or the paring of one of his nails. The neck of the vessel is stopped with

erand or castor leaves and a cloth is tied over the mouth. The vessel is waved three times

round the sick man’s head and is set on the fire to boil. As soon, as it boils it is placed under

the patient^s cot. A broom and a shoe are also brought, struck thrice on the ground, and

placed under the cot close to the pot. Next morning the cloth over the mouth of the vessel

is untied, the vessel is taken outside the house and its contents are spilt. If the water has

turned red the man is believed to have been witched : if the water has not turned red the

patient is suffering from some bodily disease. (9) Boiled rice is laid on a plantain leaf, red

powder is scattered over the rice, and a small lighted torch or wick is stuck on the rice. The
whole is thrice waved round the patient’s face and is carried to a well or pond, the bearer

being careful not to look back or to speak to any one on the way. He sets his charge near the

water, washes his hands and feet, and goes home. In this and in the other instances quoted

the object of waving fire or lights round the patient is to draw the spirit into the light and so to

house or prison it. Housed in the light the spirit is taken to the edge of a stream or pond,

or to where three roads meet, and the spirit in his lamp-house is left at this spirit-resort which

is a prison as much as a home. It is worthy of note that in these rites fire is treated not as a

spirit-scare but as a spirit-prison. (10) A child who cries too much is witched, The mother
takes burning charcoal in a tile or pot-sherd and laying chillies on the charcoal in the evening

sets the sherd at the meeting of three roads. Wheu a grown person is affected by the

Evil Bye a small earthem lamp is lighted, set on a piece of cowdung, waved round the

patient’s face, and left at a place where three roads meet. Among the B^nnbis of the

Bombay Dakhan, black threads, shells, marking-nuts or an old shoe is tied round the

neck or leg of a pet bullock to keep off the Evil Eye.^^ Among Gujarat (Bombay) Shrawaks
or Jains the bridegroom wears a black silk thread tied rpund his right ankle to keep off

the Evil Eye, A Gujarat mother calls a boy who is born after several children have died

Stone or Rubbish or Girl. The mother’s object is that no spirit may be tempted to come and
live in the boy, or rather that the envious spirit of gome former wife or other family ghost

whose ill-will killed the elder children, may be cheated into leaving this boy alone. A high

class Gnjarat Hindu child is believed to suffer either from its own gaze or from the gaze

of some fond relation.^s In Gujarat, the Hindus who have the most hurtful form of Evil Eye
are those possessed by Yir, the spirit of a dead warrior.^^ The strict sub-sect of Yarjadi

Yaishnavas in Gujarat keep their drinking water where no one can see it.^^ Both among
Musalmans and Hindus the belief prevails that during the dark spirit-haupted hours of the

night the eye of the sleeper becomes charged with evil influences, TJie Gujarat Muslim on

awakening should cast his first glance on gold, silver or iron : if his waking glance falls on

a man the man will sicken.^s Another saying is : the first glance should fall on an ornament,

the second on the wearer.^® Gujarat Muslims are careful not to take their meals in presence

of strangers, otherwise the food is sure to disagree with the eater or to he thrown up.^® In

Gujarat, a glance of admiration is known as mithi nazar or sweet glance. If a stranger casts

a sweet glance on a child, the nurse or parent wards the evil glance by saying ** See there

is dirt on the heel of your shoe. ” The spirit which might have passed from the admirer’s

Bombay Qa^etieer, “Poona Statistical Account.” 25 The late Mr. Vaikuntram. 26 Op, cii,

2^ Op. cit, 28 Khan Saheb AbSs Ah, Inspector of Police, Godhra, 27lh January 1887,
*** Or, eit. so Khap Bahadur Fazl Lutfullah Faridi.
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eye into the child is turned to the supposed dirt on the heel. The belief is general that the

admiring glance of a jDarent may damage a child as much as a stranger’s sweet look. Another

glance that harms is the strong man’s gdance. Like the glance of love the strongman’s glance

has a Jcoshsh or drawing power. According to the Gujarat Musalmans as the tiger draws the

deer and as the snake draws the bird so the glance of a strong eye drains the strength of a weak

eye.^^ When an Indian Musalman is complimented on his health he says :
—

“ God be thanked.’’

Indian Muslims bind a blue thread round a child's neck or wrist to keep o:ff the BvilEye.^2

North Gujarat, the belief is common that the fine bullocks for which that part of the Province

is famous, are specially liable to suffer from admiration. In 1888, a pair of Radhanpur bullocks

gained a prize at a cattle show at Ahmedabad, the capital of the Province. So many people

looked at and praised the bullocks that one of them sickened. The keeper tied a green and black

cotton thread round the fore-leg of the sick animal and it recovered.^^ In Dharwar, in the

South of the Bombay Presidency, if a person praises a cbild the mother (to avert the Evil Eye)

says:— “Look at your foot, ifc is covered with filth. The Karnatak Liiigaiats, like the

Gujarat Shravaks, do not allow any stranger to look at them while they are eating, lest any evil

glance may pass into the food. Most Hindus, when they offer naivedya or food to their house

gods, close their eyes, draw the left hand over the closed eyes, and wave the right hand in front

of the gods. In European practice, the evil, that is the evil spirits, in the worshipper

is prevented from passing into the object of worship by signing the Cross in front of the eyes

or simply by bowing the head. Among Hindus, the issue of an evil influence from the

worshipper’s eyes is prevented by the double precaution of closing the eyes, and of drawing

the left hand in front of the closed eyes. The waving of the guardian right hand clears

any evil influences that, without its protection, might pass from the worshipper to the

worshipped. In Bengal, at the first pregnancy ceremony, a cloth is hung between the husband

and wife.^^ The place where sacrifices are performed must be sheltered by a shed.^^ Ta

worshipping the bones of Krishna at Jaganuth the priest covers his eyes.^" Among the

Hindus, an elder brother never looks at a younger brother s wife.®® Among most Hindu

women, it is a maz’k of respect to turn the back on a man or to turn away or veil the face,®^

tlie object being to prevent evil influences passing from tbe eyes of the woman into the

person to be honoured. In Oashmir (1831), the traveller Yigne was told that spots of quartz

in a trap rock were a disease caused by the Evil Eye.*^®

The Evil Eye is dreaded by the Malays.^^ In China, when a pregnant woman sees a child

the mother rubs the child wdth betol-palm paste to prevent her child’s soul passing into the unr-

born infant.^2 To avoid the Evil Eye and admiration the Japanese dress their children shabbily

The Musalman women of Turkistan wear dark thick veils of horse-hair The Evil Eye is mucli

feared in Afghanistan. It causes all manner of mishaps to animals as well as to men. The Evil

Eye of animals and of men, especially of Englishmen, is bad : hut the Evil Eye of the invisible

genii and fairies is worse.^® The evil glance may be avoided by spitting, by wearing charms,,

and by tying white and blue threads to horses’ heads and tails.^® The ancient Persians consi-

dered the Evil Eye an aigJidsh or demon.^^ Zoroaster (B. C. 600) ordered that if any one saw

a pleasing object he should say over it the name of God.^® When his health is praised a Per-

sian Musalman says t
— “ Thanks to God.’'^® In Chaldea, as far hack as the time of the Acca-

dians (B. C. 2000), guardians were besought to keep away the Evil Bye.®® Another Accadian

31 Khun Suheb Abus AH, Inspector of Police, Godhra, 27tli January

32 Khun Bahadur Fad Lutfullali Faridi.

Infoi'mation from the late Mr. Tirmalrao.

'c Colebrooke’s Miscellaneous Essays, Yol. I. p. 149.

'"s Op, cii, Yol. III. p, IS‘3. 39 Dubois, Vol. I p. 433.

Straits Journal Branch Royal Asiatic Society.

43 Manmrs and Customs of the Japanese, p. 177.

45 Bellew’s AfghanistCm, p. 387.

47 West’s Pahlavi Tetris, p. 111.

*0 Kh^n Bahadur Fazl Lutfullah Faridi, MS* note,lS9S.
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Ward’s View of theSindtts, Yol.
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prayer beseeches the gods to keep at a distance evil spirits, ill-wishing men, plague, fever, the

spiteful tongue, and the Evil Eye.®^ Among the Arabs, the early Ishmaelites (B, C. 1200)

decked their camels with crescents to keep off the Evil Eye.^^ The Prophet Muhammad (A. D.

600) accepted the general belief that the Evil Eye caused diseases and death The modern
Arab believes that the horse and still more that the camel is apt to suSer from the Evil Eye.

They guard their animals with eye-shaped amulets and wiLh talismans containing passages from

the Kuran.^'^ In the Levanty the poorest ask passers to sliai^e in their meal.^®

Among the Jews King Solomon (B. C. 1000) (Proverbs, Chap. XXTII. V. 6-8) describes the

man with the Evil Eye :
— *^Eat thou not the bread of him that hath an Evil Eye, neither desire

thou his dainty meats. For as he thinketh in his heart so is he. ‘ Eat and drink,’ saith he to

thee; but his heart is not with thee. The moisel thou hast eaten thou shalt vomit up and lose

thy sweet words.” So in the New Testament, Christ says :— “The light of the body is the

eye. If thine eye be evil the whole body shall be full of darkness;” and, again, “Is Mine eye

evil because I am good Christ’s view that an Evil Eye is the outcome of evil spirits in a man
is shewn by the passage : ‘‘For from within out of the heart of men proceed evil thoughts, adulteries^

fornications, murders, thefts, covetousness, wickedness, deceit, an Evil Eye, blasphemy, pride, foolish-

ness. All these evil things come from within and defile the man.”®^ description that, like

other desires and impulses, the Evil Eye comes from within may seem in agreement with the later

scientific view that such impulses and appetites are material, a necessary result of the body, and are

not caused by any outside spirit that has made its abode in the man. Still the statement that the

greedy longings of the Evil Eye come from within is in no way opposed to the view that the greedy

thoughts or other evil impulses are the temptings of the devil, or, in still earlier phrase, that they are

spirits that have come into the man from outside. This view is illustrated by the passage that follows

the verses quoted where an evil spirit who lived in a man left his lodging, came back, and finding his

old lodging comfortable called other spirits and they lived together in the man. Out of this man,

from his lodgers, that is from within, would come the Evil Eye, the uncleanness and the other

unwilled and hurtful influences that made the second state of the man with his table-d-hdie of

spirit-lodgers worse than his first state with only one tenant. The Jews professed that the race

of Joseph were above the power of the Evil Eye.^® Still to keep ofi the Evil Eye, the Taluiud

advises that, in entering a city, the thumb of the right hand should bo placed in the left hand

and the thumb of the left hand in the right hand,®^ Further, to keep off the Evil Eye, the Jews,

after their re-establishment (B. C. 440) in Jerusalem, adopted the practice of wearing guards or

phylacteries, that is, little boxes containing passages of Scripture.^*^ The Jews of Tunis take the

strictest precautions that no Evil Eye shall gain access to a new-born son. They hide the babe

behind curtains, keep the room full of smoke, and hang about flaming hands and outspread

fingers, pieces of bone and cowry shells.®^ The Phoenikians (B. C. 1000) used an eye as an auiu-

Lenormant’s Chaldean Magic, pp. 16, 17, ^ Judges, Chap. VIII. v 21.

63 ^ah Society in the Middle Ages, p. 84, S4 Elworfchy, The Evil Eye, pp, 124, 233, 341.

66 DalyelVs Darlcer Swpersiitiond of Scotland, p. 14. 66 gt. Mathew, Chap. VI. v. 22-23 : Chap. XX. v. 15.

ST St. Mark, Chap. VII. v. 21, 22.

6® Schwab’s Talmud de Jerusalem, Vol. 1. p. 456, Though in theory the Jew was exempt from the Evil Eye the

glance of a Jew might be an evil glance. “ If,” says the Talnmd, “any one is afraid of casting an evil glance let

him look at the left side of his nose.” (Op. cit . ,
loc. cit.) The sense seems to he that the spirit in the left or unlucky

eye will pass into the first object seen, that is, the looker’s nose, and so do no harm.
6® Op. cit., loc. cit. The sense seems to be that, hy veiling the phallic thumb by the hands, the entry of evil

spirits is prevented. At the same time the yonL meaning of the open hand in India (see King, The Gnostics, p. 222)

suggests that tho protection is purely phallic.

The late date of the adoption of the practice explains the use of a Greek word for the guard. King {The
Gnostics, p. 116, n. 2) suggests that the use of texts took the place of earlier Ephesian spells.

6^ Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 42S. Of the dread of praise, as opening an attack from the Evil Eye, Langwill
(Children oj the Ghetto, p. 39) gives the following example in his account of the poor Jews of London :

— ” It is a
fine child, unheshreei\ only it won’t he its mother’s fault if the Almighty takes it not back again. She picks up so
many ignorant love women who come m and blight the child by admiring it aloud, not even saying unbeshveer"'
\wibeshrir apparently is a Dutch form of the Oermau unhevitfen, unsummoned).
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let to guard against the Evil Eye. The Carthaginians
( B. C. 500), mainly a Phoenikian colony,

were fond of pottery in the shape of animal heads with an eye on the neck. The Carthaginians also

used an ornament closely like the Etruscan and Neapolitan rue-sprig, or cimamta.^^ Dread of the Evil

Eye was ever present among the ancient Egyptians (B. C. .2000-500). Both the living and the dead

wore, and on the walls were painted, the eye of Osins, the hieroglyphic In Middle-Age Egypt
(B. C. 600-A. D. GOO), during the centuries befoi-e and after Christ (B. C. 300-A. D. 300), Serapis

was considered a special guardian against the Evil Eye. The name of Serapis carved in gems baffled

the Evil Eye.^^ In modern Egypt (A. D. 600-1000), the women blacken with kohl or antimony the

edge of the eyelid above and below the eye.®® The blackness is said to cool the eye. The practice sug-

gests the belief that the black fringe scared spirits from attempting to enter tlie eye. When a Muslim

Egyptian salutes a saint he holds his hands before his face like an open book.®® To keep off the Evil

Eye, in which he fears enchantment, the Egyptian Muslim wears amulets called telism or talismans

with mystic characters engraven on them.®7 The Egyptian Muslims have a saying : — “ The food that

IS coveted or on which the E^l Eye has fallen, carries no blessing.'’®s To guard their children from

the Evil Eye, Egyptian Muslims either have them slovenly clad, rubbing dirt on their clothes
;
or

they sew on their head-dress coins, feathers, gay lappets or charms, so that the evil glance may be

drawn to the ornament.®® The Abyssinian Bndas, potters and iron workers, who turn into

hysenas, are supposed to have the Evil Eye. Charms and amulets against the Evil Eye are writ-

ten and -worn in leather cases in Abyssinia."® The Nubians, the Abyssinians, and the Negroe tribes

of the White Nile have a firm belief in the power of the Evil Ej^e. The Evil Eye is supposed to

harm cattle and horses and so to witch guns that they constantly miss their Pliny (A. D.

50) says that the glance of African sorcerers causes trees to wither, cattle to perish, and infants

to dieJ2 Daring Denham's journey across the Sahara from Tunis towards Lake Chad in 1812

a she-oamel suddenly fell dead. ‘‘The Evil Eye,” said the Tunis Arabs, “God be praised, God is

great, powerful and wise, those looks of the desert people are always fatal. In parts of Africa

no one eats in public in case he may be envied by some hungry manj^ At Dahomey, in Central

Africa, during a ceremonial when the king drinks, two of his wives stretch a calico screen in front of

him. Another pair of wives open small parasols to hide the kings figure. Guns are fired, the Ama-

Z01X8 tinkle bells, rattles are sprung, ministers clap their hands, commoners turn their backs, dance like

bears or swarm like dogs,"® When the wife of a Dahomau serves her husband with food or drink, she

touches the ground with her forehead and bends before him with averted face.7® Among the neighbour-

ing tribe of Loangos, when the chief drinks, the people bury their faces in sand.^^ No one may see the

contents of any dish served to the chief of the Moiibattas in Central Africa.78 In East Africa, the

Mpwapwas wear an apron with a fringe of thongs to keep off the Evil Eve and other witchcraft.^® The

Moursaks of Central Africa set the head of an ass in their gardens to keep off the Evil Eye.®® In

Madagascar, no food is carried across a road without being covered.®^ If you say to a Madagascar

woman that her child is pretty, the mother, to turn aside the Evil Eye, says:— “No the child is ugly

or nasty.”®2 The Ashantees of West Africa set in their fields iron standards with horns and a brow

82 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 127, 345. Qp, dt, pp. 6, 126, 136.

8* King, The Gnostics and ihei,r Reinains, p. 70, Bncyclojxxsdia Brbtannica (IXtb Edn.), ‘‘Egypt,’’ p. 723,

Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p. 71.

67 Op, cit. p, 84. Telism la the Arabic form of the Greek afotelesma, planet influence. A talisman both gained

love and guarded mischief • an amulet {amolior, baffle) only guarded mischief. See King, The Gnostics^ p. 115.

68 Lane’s Modern Egyptians, p. 145, Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, p. 193.

70 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, pp. 28, 391-394. 7i Berghofl in Pall Mall Gazette, May 1st, 1899, p. 2,

72 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 11. Denham and Clapperton’s Africa, Yol. I. p. 133.

7* Dalyell’s Earh&t SupersUtions of Scotland, p. 14,

75 Burton’s Visit io Dahomey, Vol. I. p. 245. The action of the commoners is interesting. They turn their back.^

to prevent their eyes sending evil glances ; they dance like bears and swarm like dogs to entice evil spints iofc

themselves.

76 Op. cit, Vol. I. p. 45. 77 Op, cit. Yol. I. p. 245. 78:geiiweinfurth’i: Heart of Africa, Yol. II, p. 9S.

Notes and Qmries in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 121.

76 Cameron's Across Africi, p. 98. Notes and Queries in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 121.

81 Schwemfurth's Soart of Africa, Vol. II. p. 326. 82 Op, cit Yol. II. p. 168.
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like an os-skull to protect the sown crops from evil spirits.83 In the Congo Country, in South-West

Africa, if any one looks at the chief while the chief is eating, the looker is killed.8^ The people of

Guinea in West Africa are described in 1558 as reverencing their king wonderfully and never daring

to look him in the face.®® When Monte-Lumo of Mexico (A. D. 1550) dined a gilt wooden screen wa-i

drawn in front of him that no one might see him eat.®® Mexican women turned their backs on the

men when they gave them drink.®^ In Nicaragua (1530), the belief w^as common that some persons'

looks were mortal and that the glance of certain eyes was fatal to children.®® In Peru (1580),

worshippers covered their eyes while adoring sacred objects. The priests kept their eyes on the

ground and their backs turned to the god when they sacrificed.®9

In Europe, among the ancient Greeks (B, C. 1500-150), the Evil Eye was greatly dreaded. The

Greeks and Romans held that the eye earned disease and death as well as love and delight to men,

animals and trees.®® The Evil Eye was called hashmim, a word of doubtful origin, connected by some

with an early Greek word haslco^ go : according to others, hashayios is a Chaldean word meaning

lus. The Chaldean origin is supported by the fact that theyj/iaZZws was called baslcanos, perhaps with

the sense that it fascinated fascination, prisoning or turning aside the evil glance.®^ The Greeks wor-

shipped Nemesis or Fortune in her early character of envy as a guard against the Evil Eye.®2 The

ancient Greeks were impressed with the danger of self-fascination. Besides the case of Narcissus,

Theocritus (B. C- 260) makes Dammtas and Plutarch (A. D. 150) makes Eutelidas fascinate them-

selves by looking at their own faces.®® According to Pliny (A. D. 50) the glance of an Illyrian who

had double eyebrows was mortal.®^ According to Plutarch (A. D. 150) the glance of certain eyes

harmed infants and young animals. The Cretans and people of Cyprus had special power to cause harm,

and the glance of the Theban Evil Eye might slay a grown man.®® In its milder form Plutarch seems

to have found the casting of envious glances general. “ The common people,” he says, “ are envious or

evil-eyed. They are vexed in their minds as often as they see the cattle, of those for whom they have

no kindness, their dogs, or their horses m a thriving state. They sigh, they grin, they set their teetk

and show all the tokens of a malicious temper when they behold the fields, of those for whom they have

no kindness, well tilled or their gardens adorned or beset with flowers.”®® In A. D. 380, Heliodorus,

Bishop of Thrace, noticed the danger of being struck by the Evil Eye if you went among crowds. The

Bishop held that when any one with an Evil Eye looked at what was excellent he filled the surrounding

atmosphere with a pernicious quality and transmuted his own envenomed exhalations into w'hatw^as near-

est to him.®^ In modern Greece, the Evil Eye is called kakomaU.^^ Mud is rubbed on the brow of a

new-born babe to keep ofi the Evil Eye. If a stranger looks at a Greek child the mother spits into

the child’s face or into her own bosom. Like the ancient Greeks the ancient Romans prayed to

Nemesis or.Anoy to guard them from the Evil Eye.®® Canon lorio, an eighteenth century Italian

authority on the Evil Eye, says : — In the vast field of amulets against the Evil Eye every one was

known to the Ancients : the moderns have not added a single horii.”^®® The word haskanos, which the

Ancient Greeks used both for the Evil Eye and for the phallus

.

appears in Latin as/ascinus ovfusci-

num, and is the origin of the English fascinate. Yirgil (B. C. 40) says;— -‘I know not what eye

witches (fascinat) my young lambs.”^ Like basJeanos, fascinus was used with the sense of phallus,

S3- Elwortky, The Evil Eye, p. 216. Op. at. pp. 426-427. Sfi Kerr’s Voyages, Vol. VII. p*. 226,

*6 Spencer’s Descriptive Bociology,p. 232. 87 Op, cii. p. 234. 88 Op. dt. p. 243. 89 Op. cif, p. 225.

Story’s Castle ofBt, Angelo, p. 183.

87 Compare Staitli’s GreeTc and Roman Antiquities, ‘‘Fascinnm,” and Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 7.

82 Op. cit p. 4. As envy seems to "be Nemesis before Nemesis was raised to Divine Vengeance, this worship of

Knvy, like the widespread use of an eye to guard against the Evil Eye, is a case of the religious law that the guar-

dian IS the squared fiend. Envy propitiated can imprison in itself all envious thoughts and glances.

95 Damsetas (Idyll VI. Bohn's Libraries, Theocritus, p. 36) speaks in the character of Polyphemus:— ‘‘Lately I

was looking into the sea and beautiful was my beard and beautiful my solitary eyebrow and beautiful my teeth

whiter than Parian marble. That I might not be witched I spat thrice upon my breast.” The case of Eutelidas i?

quoted in Plutarch’s Symposium V. : Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 14.

^ Natural Eistory, Book vii., Chap. 2. 95 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. lO.

Plutarch’s JKorals, Vol. I. p. 272. 97 Elworthy, Ihe Evil Eye, pp. 6 and 33 98 p, 7^ u. 9,

89 Pliny, A. B. 60, in Story’s Castle of St, Angelo, p. 150.
709 In Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 264. 1 Eclogues, III. 103.
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apparently because phallus out ‘fascinated or imprisoned the evil glance.2 Like the phallus the

Romans (A. D. 40) used oscilla or little masks ol Bacchus to guard trees against the Evil Eye.^ Pliny

notes that if any one sickened without cause people said :— ^'Adantis te vidit, A grasshopper has seen

you,” Pliny also records that a piece of wolfskin fastened to a horse’s neck makes him proof againsi

weariness.^ And that to spit into his urine or into his right shoe before putting it on guards the spit-

ter from the Evil Eye.® This spitting cure is a case of the use of the teiTn Evil Eye in the general

sense of evil influence. The sense of spitting into urine is to prevent Evil Eye or other influences

coming into the urine and so through the urine into the body of the spitter (according to the early beliet

that in any issue lives one of the souls or part of the soul of the person from whom the issue has come,

that any harm done to the issue injures the issuer). The sense of spitting into the right shoe

before putting it on is to drive out any evil influence that may have lodged in the shoe, since such

sjiirit would pass from the shoe into the foot and cause weariness or other harm.

No nation of modern Europe takes more pains to guard both people and horses from the Evil

Eye by wearing charms and using evil-scaring and housing gestures and words than the Italians.

In Italy, if any one is complimented on his good health, he will say — or if a child’s healthy look are

praised, the nurse will say:— “Thanks be to God.”^ The names of the leading articles, gestures

and words in general use against the Evil Eye have been noted above. One of the most striking

sights in Naples and in the country towns near Naples is the brightness and the variety of the

articles fastened to harness to protect horses from the Evil Eye. The beliefs and practices connected

with the Evil Eye are specially common in South Italy, Sicily, and Corsica. According to the

Neapolitan belief the jettatore or caster of the evil glance is born with the power : he cannot get rid

of the power: as a ride he does not know that his glance is evil.s According to Mr. Story, in

Italy, the belief in the power of the Evil Eye is universal. Every coral shop is filled with amulets

and every body wears a charm, ladies on their arms or at their belts, men on their watch-chains,

beggars on their necks.® Dumas in his Impressions de Voyage describes the Evil Eye as a funda-

mental article of social faith in Naples.^® One theory is that the eye cannot of itself have an active

iascinating power. But that, through the eye, the spirits of evil persons may fascinate and send

tortli contagion by means of a poisonous exhalation.i^ Another theory is that the jettatore or thrower

cannot command the evil glance. The glance blights the first object it lights on. In Naples,

women used to be supposed to throw the most poisonous glances : now the glance most dreaded is that

of a mean-looking and morose maa.i^. In the seventeenth century (1660), Aubrey wrote

“In Spain, France and other southern countries, nurses and parents are very sly to let people look

upon their young children for fear of fascination,” In Spain, they take it ill if one looks on a child and

say: “God bless it.’* They talk of 77ial de ojosP In Spain, the glances of a woman are most

dreaded. The cure is to drink horn-shavings.^^ If a stranger looks at her child a Turkish or a

Greek woman will either spit into the cliild’s face or into her own bosom. In Russia, a child who

suffers from low spirits, loss of appetite, and restlessness is believed to be witched. The wise-woman

or mid-wife is called. She takes a vessel of water, drops into it a cinder or two, and a pinch of salt,

makes the sign of the cross over the water, says a long prayer over it and begins to yawn. She

crosses the water again, takes a sip, squirts it thrice over the patient’s face, makes him drink, and

washes his face and head.^® Russian children are blasted by admiration. If any one says :
—“What a

fine, healthy babe,” the nurse says :
—“Do you wish to witch the child A kind-hearted

2 Compare Andrews, Latin Dictionary, s. v. Fascimis,

3 Compare Virgil, Georgies, Book II. v. 389 “ For thee, Bacchus, soft little masks hang from the tall pine.”

* In Elworfchy, The Evil Eye^ p. 15.

5 In Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 330. Here the Evil Eye, whose glance causes weariness is drawn into the

squared fiend or guardian wolf. ® Qp, cit. p. 419.

7 Story's Ca&ile cj 8t Angelo, p. 159. 8 Dumas LaCorricolo in Elworthy, ^he Evil Eye, p. 27,

9 Story’s Castle of Si, Angelo, p. 193 Saturday Review of 8th August 1891, p. 167.

Story’s Castle of Si, Angelo, pp. 183, 184. 12 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 23.

^5 Aubrey’s Miscellanies, p. 173. Murray’s Handbook of Spain in Elworthy, Evil Eye, p. 23, note 43.

Eeference mislaid. Mrs. Romanoff, Rites and Cxistoms of the Grosco-Ruasian Church, p. 59.

St James* Budget, June 22nd. 1883 ; Mrs. Romanoff, Bites and Customs of the Qrceco-Russian Church, p, 59.
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evil-eyed Slav father blinded himself that his glance might not harm his children.^® In South

Russia, many amulets have been found with markings representing eyes.^® In Germany, the

witch is, in theory, almost the only medium of evil influences. The Evil Eye is perhaps more

characteristic of the German witch than of any other witch. According to Grimm, you can tell

a German witch by seeing your image upside down in her pupil.^® Though in theory the Germans

have focussed evil influences in the glances ot witches the common boast-saving phrase (accom-

panied by table rapping), ^^Ein zwei drd unberufen, Once, twice, thrice, you are not wanted,’’

implies the belief that unhoused spirits swarm in the air and are ever on the lookout for likely

lodgings .2^ The words sclielange squint-eye, zauher-hlich glamour-blink, and hoscliaft evil glance,

further show that in common German belief the power of the Evil Eye is not limited to

witches. In South France, the presence of any one with the Evil Eye is supposed to put silk-

worms ofl their feed.22

In England, in the seventeenth century, according to Lord Bacon, the Evil Eye most hurts

when the person envied is beheld in glory or triumph : because, in the time of glory or triumph,

the spirits of the person envied most come out and meet the blow.^^ Near Salisbury, in South

England, in 1685, in charging a jury in a witch case, a Justice said :— The natures of some

people are corrupted by atrahilis, or something unknown, so that their look when fixed many

times on a living object destroys the object by a certain poison.” This result may be contrary

to the purpose of the miserable persons who sometimes aflect their beloved children and oftener

their own cattle. The Judge knew one Christian Malprid, who had an Evil Eye. He and his

children and all his cattle were lean. The only fat animal about the place was a dog who kept

himself out of sight in the barn among the beans.^^ In Yorkshire, in 1810, boys put the thumb
between the first and middle fingers pointing downwards to guard against the Evil Eye of a

witch.25 In 1899, in Somerset and "Devon, the phrase ‘ wished ’ is used of any illness or other

misfortune which, appearing unnatural, is taken to be due to some artificial overlooking.^^ In

Somerset and Dorset, the mass of the people are as firm believers in witchcraft and the Evil

Eye as were the swains of Theocritus and Yirgil.27 In Somerset, they say :— ‘‘Spit three times

if you meet any one with a north or Evil Eye.”28 That horse-shoes are fastened over house

doors to prevent a witch overlooking the house and that the use of coral and bells is to gnaid

the child is known and admitted.^® A Somerset woman who thought herself overlooked would

pull her shift over her head, turn the shift against th§ sun three times, and three times drop

a live coal through the shift.^® [Here the evil influence is drawn from the woman into the

shift by turning the shift three times against the sun.^i Then the live coal passing through

the shift scares the evil spirit from his lodging in the shift.] The practice in English cavalry

regiments of the officers arching their swords over the bride as she passes from the altav

is probably to guard the newly married couple from the Evil Eye and other influences. Two
scaring powers unite in the sword, the power of the iron and the divinity or worshipfulness

Elworthy, The JUvil Bye, p. 9. Oii. Cit p. 133,

28 Chamher’s E‘Hcyclopcedia, Article “Evil-Eye,’'

21 The rap under the table is apparently mnsie to scare evil influences.

22 A Little Stei)daughter, p.l27. The scene is the south of Trance. The belief that evil influences enter by other

passages than the eye is shown by the silkmaster’s order (op, cit.) against allowing any maimed or deformed (and

therefore possessed) person ta enter a silkworm shed, w<i<7nan'i^re. Another silkmaster’s rule fop. cit.) is never to

give light or drink to any one asking at the door of a silkworm shed. The sense of this rule is that in the fire or in

the drink a portion of the soul or some one of the souls of the silkworms passes to the receiver and enables him by
saying charms over the gift of fire or of water to pass some evil influence into the fire or water and so into the
silkworms,

22 Essay on Envy. 2i Qentleman's Magazine Library, “Popular Superstitions,” p. 289.
25 DeauEamsay in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 253. 26 Compare Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 417.
2*^ Eose in Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 16. 28 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 417.

Op. cit. pp. 218, 429. so Elworthy, The Eiil Eye, p. 429.
2- The shift as a protector from cold is a great guardian and spirit-home. Compare among the Germans the

lucky and the baneful shirts : the golden shirt that saves from drowning and the spell-proof shirt spun by a maiden.
Grimm’s Teutonic Mythology, Yol. III. pp. 1098-99 and notes 1 and 2.
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of the weapon.32 According to Mr. Baring Gould, Mr. Hawker, Yicar of Morwenstow in Corn-

wall, in the early part of the present century, believed in the Evil Eye. Whenever he came

across any one with a filmy eye or with a double pupil or with eyes of an unequal size he would

hold the thumb and the fore and middle fingers in a peculiar manner to ward off the Evil Eye.

"‘I do not pretend/' he said, ‘‘to be wiser than the word of God. I find that the Evil Eye

is reckoned with blasphemy, pride and foolishness as things that defile a man.”^^

Towards the close of the seventeenth century in the western islands of Scotland, all the

islanders and thousands of the neighbouring mainlanders were of opinion that some parti-

cular persons had an Evil Eye which affected children and cattle, causing frequent mischances

and even death.^^ The people tied Molucca beans (which the Gulf Stream leaves on their

shores) round their children’s necks. If an evil glance was aimed at it the bean turned

black.^ Another device for turning the Evil Eye was to carry a piece of coal,^® About

the same time (1690) the people of the mainland of Scotland believed that a man might destroy

his own cow by looking at it the first thing in the morning and praising the cow’s fatness.^”

The experience that persons with an Evil Eye as often damage themselves as their neigh-

bours seems to have led to the rule that in witch-trials no evidence might be taken that the

accused had an Evil Eye.^^ The sensible line was drawn between the overlooker whose evil

influence was unwished perhaps unconscious and the witch who by careful and disreputable

scheming, had secured as a lodger an evil influence ready to be sent to ruin any one the witch

disliked or envied. In eighteenth-century Scotland, the belief that the Evil Eye is a form

of spirit-possession was general. When a person was struck by the Evil Eye, exorcism, holy-

water and the fumes of incense were used to drive out the evil influence.^® About the same

time (I8th century) certain unecclesiastioal scaring rites were also in use. An old sixpence was-

borrowed and heaped with salt. The salt was spilt into a tablespoonful of water into which

the sixpence was dropped. The patient’s soles and palms wore thrice moistened with the salt

water. The operator three times tasted the salt water, dipped his finger into the spoon, and

drawing his wet finger-tip across the patient’s brow threw the contents of the spoon into the

back of the fire saying :— “Lord, save us from scaith.”*^^ In ISTorth Scotland (1800), it was

believed that great praise of a child or of people, animals or crops fore-spoke them, that is, laid

them open to Evil-Eye attacks. “Hold your tongue or you will fore-speak the child,” was the

local saying to avert the risk.^^ Early in the present century, in the Scottish Highlands, if a

stranger admired a cow, some of the cow’s milk was given him to drink to break the spell.*^-

At that time the belief was general that during tlie spirit-haunted night evil influences passed

into the sleeper. To free their eyes from these evil tenants it was usual on waking to say in

Gaelic :
—“ Let God bless my eye and my eye will bless all it sees. I shall bless my neighbour

and my neighbour will bless me.”^^ In Scotland (1825), to keep the Evil Eye or ill-ee,

people rolled a red thread round their finger or neck and stuck a rowan twig in their hat.-^*^

^*2 The extreme scaring power of iron has been noted in the article on Iron. Some additional examples are given

by Mr. Elworthy {The Evil Eye, pp. 220-225). All the examples seem to find their explanation in the spirit horror ot

iron. Young children should not have their hair or nails cut by anything made of iron since the iron might scar©

‘heir frail spirits out of them. Such is the strength of the iron influence that the Jews and apparently the ea-rly

''Christians doubted their guardian’s power to withstand it. No stone in the altar at Jerusalem had been touched by
iron, and Christian Martyrs after being saved form fire and wild beasts fell viotima to the sword of the exocutiouer.

The Vicar ofMorwenstow, p. 152.

s* Martin in Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Vol. III. pp. 45, 46. ^ Op. cit, Vol. III. p. 46.

Op. cit. Vol III. p. 45. Dalyell's Darker SupersHHons of Scoilan'V

38 Compare op. cit p. 7, where Dalyell writes—“ I know of no example of the charge of an Evil Eye formin;:?

<>ue of the charges against the accused in a Scottish witchcraft case

39 Op. oii. p. 15. *0 Brand’s Popular Aiituiuities,Yol. III. p 47. Walter Gregor, p. 91.

*2 In Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 9. The sense is : In the milk, the issue of the cow, some of the cow’s spii.t

lodges. By drinking the milk the cow-spirit passes into the stranger. If the oow-spint has suffered from tn-j

stranger’s glance, after drinking the milk, the stranger suffers as much as the cow. Ho is therefore anxious ^ j

withdraw the spirit from which the cow is suffering.

^3 Guthrie’s Old Scottish Customs, p. 196.

** Houe*s Every Day Booh, Vol. 11. p 687. In Falkirk (1826), a woman earned her living hy selling Skaltk

a thick gruel that kept off the Evil Eye. Op. eit, loc, ciL
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Still (1890), in West Scotland, the edge of the evil glance is turned by carrying a rowan twig

or five-leaved clover or by wearing a garment outside in.^^

In Ireland, the legendary ting Miada, though possessed of a magic sword, was beaten by

Balor of the Evil Eye.^® In the sixteenth century, according to Camden, Irish eye-biting

witches were executed for making children and horses and cattle suddenly sick.^7 Xn the

seventeenth century, the Evil Eye was common in Ireland. Its effect was known as over-

looking, eye-biting and fascination. In 1661, Mary Langdon charged with eye-biting pleaded

that unless she touched the victim her simple overlooking could do little harm.^s the

eighteenth century, the Irish had the custom in all weathers of throwing the doors open when
at dinner as it were inviting all strangers.^® In South Ireland, in 1825, it was believed that

on May eve the faeries or good people had power and inclination to do all sorts of mischiei

without restraint. The Evil Eye is then also deemed to have more than its usual vigilance

and malignity. The nurse who on May eve would walk in the open air with a child in hei

arms would be reprobated as a monster. All, old and young, were liable to the ‘Blast,* a

large round tumour which was thought to rise suddenly upon the part affected from the baneful

breath cast on it bygone of the good people in a moment of vindictive or capricious malice.s^^

The belief that children and cattle are eye-bitten still prevails.®^

(To he continued,)

FOLKLORE IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

BY N. M. YENKATASWAMI, M.F.L.S., M.E.A.S.

No, 16, — Why the Mala is the lowest caste?-

In the beginning the Mala was the milker of the cows of Indra and the supplier of milk to th:'

celestial nymphs, bis daughters. This was their sole food, and what was over the Mala was aliowe J.

to take himself. One day he came across some cream in his share, and finding it most delicious,

assumed that the creature that could produce so sweet a thing must be sweeter than the product. So

he went at once and killed the cow that had produced the milk, and proceeded to eat it. Indra found

this out, drove the Mala out of heaven and made him the progenitor of the lowest caste.

No, 17, — The Legend of the Colair Lake.^

Once upon a time Parmlswar was wandering about the earth in the form of a poor man and came

to the country over which flows the Colair Lake. It was then a highly prosperous land wholly given

up to pleasure. The god asked for a drink, but no one would give him any water, and he was repulsed

from door to door by the pleasure-seekers. He was about to go away when a poor woman not only

gave him some water to drink but also to wash his hands and feet. Then she brought him some

food. Pleased at her hospitality the god asked her to follow him, and she followed. And lo! the

country they had left was a flaming fire. The fire burnt on till there was a great hollow in the

ground and into the hollow the waters flowed and formed a great lakec

^ MS. Note, Ist January 1884. The luck in turning a garment inside out is somewhat dim. The sense ma>

he to little one’s prosperity by shewing the seamy side of one’s coat. A saying given by Grimm {Teutonic My^

thology, Yol. III. p. 1099) supports this explanation. The coat is so handsome, the apple so red, no E^il Eye

must look upon it.

*8 Elworthy, The Evil Eye, p. 9, note 17. Op. dt, pp. 10, 11 ; Keginald Scott, Discovery of Witchcraft, p. 50,

** Daly ell’s Darker Superstitions of Scotland, p. 10.

*9 QentUmaWs Magazine Library, “ Manners and Customs,” p. 60.

89 Hone’s Every Day Book (Ward, Look & Coy., 1888), Yol. I. p. 297.

81 Brand’s Popular Antiquities, Yol. III. p 24

I [The most persistent form of folklore in India is the attempt of the lower castes to show by idle tales that they

were once of higher estate. Such attempts are usually based upon a foolish folk etymology. — Ed.]

* [The Colair Lake [Koll^ru] is a large shallow depression between the deltas of the Kistna and the Godavery,

formed by the land-making activity of those great rivers in combination with the action of the monsoon on the sandy

foreshores. The lake is half swamp, half lake, and is fed by four rivers. The remarkable legend given above nc^

doubt alludes to the formation of the lake within historical times. — Ed.]
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SPURIOUS INDIAN RECORDS.

BY J. F. FLEET, I.O.S. (Betd.j, Ph.D., C.LE, ,

The substance of this article was read^ under the title Curiosities of Indian

Epujiaphij, before the Indian Section of the Twelfth In tei national

Congress of Orientalists at Rome, on the 10th October^ 1899.

Fublicntion was reserved fur the Indian Antiquarg,

I
N a previous paper on the Present Position of Indian Historical Research, ^ we have explained

the nature and given some idea of the extent and possibilities of the materials, namely the

epigraphic records, from which, chiefly, we are working out a knowledge of the ancient

history of India.

But we have to exercise discrimination in using those materials. For, just as there are

numismatic and even literary forgeries,2 so also there are spurious, counterfeit, or forged

records, as well as genuine ones. Some of these spurious records have imposed on us in the

past. From accepting them, as well as from giving too ready a credence to the pseudo-histo-

rical legends which exist in abundance in so many parts of the country, to the fantastic VamsiU

valis and archives of Orissa and similar documents obtained elsewhere, and to imaginative chro-

nicles such as the Koiigudesardjdfchal and the Rdjdvahhathe,^ good deal of false matter has been

1 Page 1 above.
5 We have, for instance, in the way of literary forgeries, the JydfirvidiWiaranaj which has already been mentioned

(page 3 above, note 10")
; and Dr. Peterson has spoken of forgeries, against which he had been warned hy Dr. Btihler, of

the SShkhtiyana redaction of the (Second Report on Sanskrit Manuscripts, p. 4).— It does not appear necessary

to treat as forgeries suoh works as the Sa^iigamSsvaramdTilitmya (see note 22 on page 207 below)
;
at any rate, when,

as in that case, they do not seem to make any pretension to having been actually composed at the fanciful dates

put forward in them. They are simply more or less modern compositions, which may he found of use in respect of

geography (see page 27 above), but which present only imaginative history and dates when they attempt to deal

with history and dates at all.

^ See page 6 above, and notes 16, 17. — As regards the KongudesaruJiWcaU I have, I think, omitted to mention,

on any previous occasion, that Dr. Burnell had, before me, arrived at a similar opinion of it. He said that it is

very little use to accept it as an authority, because “ it bears evident signs of being a very recent compilation from

“ grants and local traditions most clumsily put together ’’ (Sonth^Jiid. Falao , 1874, p. 20, note 1, and second edition,

1878, p. 33, note 1). The Rev. W. Taylor’s translation of the KohgudCi.artijdh'kaX is to be found in the Madras Jour.

Lit. Science, Vol, XIV., 1847, p. 1 ff — With the KongvdcsardjOlkal and the Rdjdvalilathe we may compare, on a

smaller scale, a document, produced by the astrologers of Belgaum and Manoli, of which I have given a translation,

under the title “ a Chronicle of Toragal,” in Vol. Y. above, p. 33 ft’ It opens by mentioning, as contemporaries,

Vira-Bukka, by whom it means of course Bukkaraya I. of Vijayanagara (A. D. 1343 to 1379), and an alleged king

Jayas6khara, for whom it puts forward a date in the Hshaya samvatsara, fc3£ilivdhana-§aka-Saihvat 1008 (expired),

in A. D, 1086. It then runs through an incomplete list of the kings of Vijayanagara. Then, after reciting two occur-

rences placed in A. D. 1565 and 1316, it mentions the last five members of the Adil ShShi dynasty of Bij&pur

(which came to an end in A. D. 1686 or thereabouts). It then enumerates some of the Hav^ldars and RillMfirs of

Toragal. And then, reverting to earlier times, it gives a long passage reciting how, in A. D. 1086, the alleged king

Jayasekhara, who was enthroned on the mountain Para^araparvata— (this evidently means Parasgad, in the Bel-

gaum district), — granted to the astrologers a village named Puvalli, by which, making a very ouiious mistake, it

means Hull (close to Parasgad and Sanndatti), instead of any place now known as Huhli. It was afterwards ascer-

tained by me (see Vol. VII. above, p, 290) that this part of the document had become known, many years before,

to Mr. Munroe, who oommumoated it to Mr. Wathen, who published Mr. Munroe’s abstract translation of it (see

Jour. R. As. Soc,, P. S., Vol. II. p. 383, No. 5, and Vol. V. p. 173). Mr. Wathen understood that it had been obtained

from some ancient building in the Kanarese country. And I (then a beginner in epigraphy) expressed the opinion

that it had evidently been taken from some copper-plate grant or stone inscription, but made the suggestion that

probably the whole document was not to be accepted as entirely true and accurate, but belonged to a class of papers

which might at least be of interest in shewing how far history could be coirectly dealt with by the Natives of India.

The original of any suoh record, however, has not come to light. And I should say, now, that this part of the docu-

ment is not based on any record, gennine or spurious, which does or did exist, but is a purely imaginative compo-

sition, put together on the lines of some of the later records. — If we look about for them, we shall probably find

imaginative compilations like the Kongudesardjilkkal, the BOjdvaUkCithe, and this Chronicle of Toragal, and composi-

tions like the SnmgamHvaramdhdtinya (see note 22 on page 207 below), all over Southern India ; and in fact we
know of several others, from the Mackenzie Collection of Manuscripts. And, no doubt, some beginners m the study

of Indian antiquities will, from time to time, still be deluded by them, as also by spurious records ; and some of

those beginners will never acquire the knowledge to recognise, or possess the courage to admit and rectify, iheir

early mistakes.
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introduced into the history of India. And, with a view to working out that history on sound

lines, we have, in trying to prevent the introduction of any more such matter into it hereafter,

as well as in eliminating the fables that have already been imported into it. to be specially on

our guard against such materials as falsely purport to be ancient official records or vouchers

issued by official authority.

The recognition of the existence of spurious records is not a matter of simply

modern date. There is a mention of one such record in the Madhuban grant of A. D.

issued by king Harshavardhana of Thiinesar and Kanauj, which tells us,*^ that it was ascer-

tained, on inquiry, that a certain Brahman was in the enjoyment of a village named Soma-

kundika on the strength of a luiashana or forged charter, and that, consequently, that charter

was broken up, and the village was taken away from him and was given to others. Here, we

have a distinct reference to a forged grant. And it may be added that the practice of manu-

facturing hutas asanas or forged charters is recognised in the laws of Mann, which prescribe

death as the penalty for the fabrication of them.^ There is, further, an emphatic denuncia-

tion of some fraud of the same kind in the Tarachapdi rock inscription of A. D. 1169 or 1173,®

in which the Mahandifaha Pratapadhavala of Japila instructs his descendants^ that some

Brahmans had obtained, by bribery and corruption, from a certain D6u, a servant of king

Yijayachandra of Kananj, a Imtdmra or bad or fraudulent charter for two villages named
Kalahandi and Badapila, — that the said charter was not entitled to any credit, — that the

said Brahmans were in every respect dissolute persons, and had not the right to even so much
land as the point of a needle could pierce,— and that, therefore, the said villages were to he

resumed, and his own descendants were to levy and enjoy the proprietor's share of the produce

and the like. Here, however, the reference seems to be to a charter issued dishonestly by a

corrupt official, rather than to a forgery.

In the present day, the real nature of some of the spurious records was not recognised

until quite recently. Fortunately, however, as the result of extended experience, it is now not

difficult to detect them. They betray themselves in a variety of ways. Very often, the first

feature that atti-acts attention and excites suspicion, is had formation of the characters. It is not

unreasonable to suppose that skill and neatness in writing and other details were qualifications

required from clerks and engravers in ancient times, just as now. In fact, in the large

majority of the genuine records, whether on copper or on stone, we have beautiful samples of

extreme regularity of work and careful finish. And we find that some of the persons who
prepared those records prided themselves on their work, and expressed their pride or were

commended for the execution of what they turned out : for instance, Karnabhadra, the engraver

of the copper-plate grant of Yaidyadeva king of Kamarupa, is described in the record as an

accurate workman,® and an inspection of the published lithographic reproduction of his work
will shew that he fully deserved the commendation

;
and Kondacharya, the writer of one of the

grants of the Eastern Chalukya king Amma II., likens himself, in respect of the fine sample of

his handwriting that he has given us, to Yisvakarman,® the mythological artist and artificer of

the gods, and the special deity of all craftsmen.^® Even when the characters present the

required types, an indifferent formation of them is enough to raise doubts as to the nature of a

record. But there are other features also, not so conspicuous at first sight, by which the

spurious records betray themselves. They do so by paleeogi’aphic slips, in attempts to imitate

the ancient characters ; by using characters which are known to have been developed after the

^ See hid. Vol. I. p. 74. • ® MdnavadhaTmas6.stra, is.. 232.

® No. 15S in Prof, Kielhom’s List of the Inscriptions of Northern India (Ep. Ind. Vol. T. Appendix, p. 22).

^ See Colebroohe's Niscellaneous Essays, Vol, II. p. 231, and Jowr. Amer. Or. Soc Vol VI p. 548.

® Ep. Ind. Vol II. p. 358. ® Vol. SHI. above, p. 250, text Ime 37.

lathe spurious records of the Westeni Ganga series from Mysore, the writers of the Tanjore, MerkSra, Hosdr,
b^varhalli, and Hallegere grants, went a step further, and, to enhance the value of their work, called themselves by the
aetnalname of Yi^vakaxman. They have given ns decidedly good work in the Hcvarhalli and Ha legere plates, ami
probably also in the Hostr grant; but not in the Tanjore and Merkura instances.
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periods to which the records would assign them, or, sometimes, to have become obsolete before

those periods ; by orthographic blunders : by corrupt language
;
by peculiar words and forms ;

by faulty terminology in respect of titles
j
by abrupt and ungrammatical transitions between

Sanskrit and the vernaculars
;
by the use of eras which were foreign to the series to which they

purport to belong
;
by the false dates which they put forward for kings whose real dates are

known
;
by presenting pedigrees which are known to be fictitious

;
and in diverse other

details.

We shall not, on this occasion, go into an exposition of the details by which the spurious

records betray themselves. We have only to start with the fact that the spurious records

exist. But the question naturally presents itself, as to what was the reason for their exist-

ence. The answer is readily found, in the point at w'hich we have already arrived on page 21

above
;
namely, that in the vast majority of the epigiaphic records we have, not historical

narratives intentionally written simply as such, but a mass of title-deeds of real property, and

of certificates of the right to duties, taxes, fees, perquisites, and other privileges. Nearly

every one of the spurious records is a counterfeit title-deed or certificate. And they were

fabricated, not to produce history, which is only an incidental feature in them as in the

genuine records, nor to falsify liistory, but to establish claims to property
;
sometimes, no

doubt, to support bonu-fide rights in cases in which the original title-deeds and certificates had

been lost, and sometimes as a means of putting forward fraudulent claims.

And they can be fabricated, whether with that same object or with others, and with

a pretence to antiquity, even in the present day. Among the spurious records of Mysore,

tliere is one, known as the Suradhdnupura grant, which was at one time supposed to be an

ancient record and to establish the date of A. D. 807 for the Western Ganga prince Sivamara

II.i^ But we noM^know that it is not of any antiquity at all, and that it was fabricated within

the last thirty years, on knowledge derived from some of the other forgeries of the same series,

for the purpose of production before the Inam Commission or court of inquiry into alienated

holdings, in order to establish an actual right or an asserted claim to certain property : it

claims that, in the time of Sivamfira II. and in a year which it specifies, the village of Sura-

dhenupura, which it appears to call SuradSvapura, was constituted an acjrahdm consisting of

twenty-four shares which w^ere apportioned among thirteen Brahmans, who are fully specified

in it by names and other details
;
and the person wdio fabricated it, or who procured the

fabrication of it, was, no doubt, prepared to supplement it by producing either the required

pedigree establishing his standing as a descendant of one of the alleged original grantees, or

else a deed of gift or sale or some such document purporting to have been executed by some

descendant of an alleged original grantee. This Suradhennpura forgery was concocted with

the object with which almost all the ancient spurious records were fabricated; namely, to serve

as a title-deed. But,— a still moi'e extraordinary thing, — we find that spurious records can

be fabricated in the present day to invent imaginary history, in order to gain the favour of

those wdio are inquiring into the past of India. There is a plate in the Library of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal which does not contain anything of the nature of a title-deed,

hut aims at being only a record of a purely historical character, and sim})ly purports to record

a war between the Bharrs of Bundelkhand and the Lodliis, terminating in A. D. 1347 with the

overthrow of the Bharrs. This document, while only pretending to be of the fourteenth

century A. D., is written and engraved in characters which aim at being those of one of the

varieties of the Asoka alphabet of the third century B. C.; it makes the mistake of coupling,

with the use of those characters, the Sanskrit language, which was not the epigraphic language

of that period
;
and it betrays itself as an absolutely modern production by the use of modern

See Ep. Cam Vol. HI. Introd. p. 3

12 See, more fully, Ep. hid, Vol. Tl. p. 58. I quote the details of this document from a copy of the text of it,

which Mr. Eire kindly sent me.

1' See Jour As. ^cc Vol XLVl Parti, p. 236. and Proceedings, p. 2Q3.
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numerals, by specifying the characters by a name, Pali, that was only applied to them in the

present century, and by following in its spelling of the name of the Bharrs a quite recent

refinement of English transliteration. And, in connection with this curious production, we may
note that, at the end of his observations on it, Dr. Rajendra Lai Mitra made a remark which is

worth quoting and bearing in mind, not only in respect of this particular case, and not

even only in respect of spurious records in general
;
he said^^-**— “ It might be asked what would

be the object of such a piece of imposition ? But from the days of Wilford there have been so

“ many attempts of the kind made by Pandits, that it is scarcely necessary to dwell upon it at

‘‘ length. The smile of a Sahib of high rank and the reward expected are quite sufficient to
‘

‘ account for such wicked acts.”

The reason for which the ancient spurious records were fabricated, was, in almost every case,

that they should serve as title-deeds and certificates. And it is easy to trace the principal

occasions for the fabrication of them. Incidental occasions, of various kinds, may have

occurred at any time. The accidental loss of an original title-deed, and the feeling of insecurity

resulting therefrom, might lead at once to the fabrication of another, perhaps from memory or

perhaps from a manuscript copy of the original, to be substituted for it and to be produced

when necessary. A public disaster might easily lead to a more extensive manufacture of such

instruments
;
for instance, to take a modern illustration, some twenty years ago a building at

Poona, containing many records and other papers, w-as destroyed by fire, and the courts of at

least one neighbouring district were immediately afterwards inundated with forgeries, of which

some were fabricated to replace genuine documents which unquestionably had been destroyed

in the fire hut which, it was then represented, had not been deposited in the building at all,

while others were fabricated simply because the occasion gave the opportunity of putting

forward claims which would have been disproved at once by genuine doci^ments which had

been destroyed. But, in ancient times, the principal occasions must have occurred whenever

there was a change of dynasty, or a temporary but appreciable loss of power by local feuda-

tories. The donative records usually contain mandates to future kings and governors to

uphold grants that have been made, and benedictive and imprecatory verses asserting the

merit of continuing grants and the sin of confiscating them. And these were, evidently,

no mere formulse. They were protests against the too early occurrence of what the donors

plainly foresaw would happen sooner or later. We have one explicit reference to what did happen

in this way from time to time, in the Nausan grants of Ai. D. 915, which recite the fact

that, on the occasion of his coronation, the Rashtrakuta king Indra III. had himself weighed
against gold, and, while still in the scales, gave away, not only Kurundaka and other villages

together with twenty lakhs and a half of drammas^ but also “four hundred other villages

which had been confiscated by previous kings. We also have an express statement in the

records, that the Westera Chalakya king Yikramaditya I. had occasion to restore grants to

gods and Brahmans, which had been confiscated by the confederate kings from the east and
south who had invaded and conquered his territory and had retained possession of it for a time

after the death of his father Pulak^sin II4® And we may refer the spurious K^ndalgaon grant

(No. 27 in the list given at the end of this article), which purports to have been issued in the

fifth year of PulakSsin II., either to the period of the foreign occupation, as an attempt to pre-

vent confiscation of a property the title to which could not be otherwise proved, or to the

period after the restoration of the Western Chalukya power at Badami, as an attempt to regain,

or to fraudulently acquire possession of, the village which it claims. Again, towards the

end of the eighth century A. D., the Rashtrakuta king Dhruva had occasion to imprison the

Ganga prince of Mysore, and the province was apparently administered for some fifteen years

by foreign viceroys appointed by the Rashtrakuta king. This occurrence, also, offered two
opportunities for the fabrication and production of spurious title-deeds, — one for the deception

Xoo. cit. Proceedings, p, 268.
w Jowr. Po. Pr. R. Bcc. Vol. XVI, p. 226.

Jcur, JBo. JBr, R. is. iSoc. Yol. XIX. p. 268.
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of the R^slitirakuta governors during that period, and the other for the deception of the Gaiiga
princes when their authority had been restored to them by Govinda III. On the downfall of
the RashtrakuU dynasty at the end of the tenth century A. D., there was another success-

ful invasion of Western India, when the Cholas occupied Mysore, which, otherwise, would have
passed into the possession of the Western Chalukyas of KalyAni, and overran the southern parts

of the Bombay Presidency. The records tell us that the Cholas then destroyed temples, and
slew Brahmans and old men and children, and spoilt the caste of women, and did other wrongs.

Of course, they also confiscated endowments, both religious and private. And some of the

spurious records from Mysore and the south of Bombay may have been fabricated during the period

of that occupation, in an attempt to prevent confiscation. But a more general occasion for the

fabrication of them there probably occurred later on, in the second half of the eleventh century,

when, as again we know from the records, the Chola invaders were driven out, and the temples
were rebuilt under the Western Chalukya kings, and there occurred a specially great opportunity

to regain confiscated endowments and to acquire fresh ones.

* Such were the reasons and the principal occasions for the fabrication of the large majority

of the spurious records. The introduction of false historical statements into them, whe-
ther they were fabricated on such occasions or during the continuance of a dynasty, is also

easily to be accounted for. The persons who fabricated the spurious title-deeds and certificates

could not forge with any safety in the name of a reigning king or of one of his feudatories or

officials, or even, under ordinary conditions, in the name of a very recent king of the same
dynasty, or, again, of one of the feudatories or officials of such a king, unless the dynasty had
suffered some reverse meanwhile. The frauds would have been detected at once, by the know-
ledge of local governors, or by an examination of the official records. The forgers were obliged

to put forward a certain amount of antiquity. But they usually had not access to any of the

official archives and chronicles. And so they had to draw upon whatever they might happen
to know about past events, eked out by the power of their imagination and their ability to

decipher any genuine grants that might be available to them as a guide. And this is why we
meet, in these spurious records, sometimes with real kings with wrong dates attached to them,
and sometimes with purely imaginary kings and fictitious pedigrees, and with alleged historical

occurrences, to imitate the general style of the genuine records, which may occasionally have a

basis of truth, but are nevertheless very likely even then to misrepresent occurrences of which
only an imperfect memory can usually have been preserved by the people at large.

And that is the point of view from which we must regard the spurious records.

We are considering them, of course, only in respect of their possible bearing upon history and
all its surroundings, — putting them aside altogether, except in the general discussion of their

nature and merits, in respect of the value that was intended to attach to them as title-deeds.

The latter point of view is one which concerns, not the antiquarian, but only any Courts before

which the ancient records may be produced as documentary evidence and
,
in that connection,

it is only necessary to say, in respect of the spurious records, much the same as what has

The generally prevailing belief in conneotion with the ancient records, whether on copper or on stone and
whether gennine or spnriona, is that they contain elnes to hidden treasure. But they are sometimes produced
before the authorities, or appealed to, in the expectation that they will still establish rights and privileges, and
occasionally in the most absurd connection. The Pimpalner plates (No. 25 in the list) were produced with the idea
that they would substantiate a claim to a PltlVs watan (see Yol. IX. above, p. 293). And the Harih«»r plates (No. 48)
were produced before the Superintendent of the Inam Settlement in support of an alleged endowment by king
Bukkar^ya of V ifayanagara (see Yol. YII. above, p. 168). The two sets of plates in the Bangalore Museum were
found, one (No. 49) among the records of the Chief Commissioner’s office, and the other (No, 51) among the records
of the Assistant CommissioBer’s court

; the two sets of plates from Mallohalli (Nos. 50, 52) were produced in one of
the Bangalore courts ; one set of plates from the Caiijam district (No. 4) was received from the Collector

; and the
set of plates from the Kamdl district (No. 8) was obtained from the Collector’s office ; no doubt, these six sets, also,
had been produced and filed in support of some claims. In the Madras Presidency, in particular, most of the known
oopper-plate records seem to have come to notice in this way ; see numerous entries, describing plates as being in
various courts and offices, in the Lists of AntiqiHUes, Madras, Vol. 11. pp. 1 to 83.
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already been said in respect of the genuine records, namely, that, whatever may have been

accomplished by means of the spurious records originally, there can be but few cases, if any,

in which they have not long ago lost all efective value as title-deeds, through the dying out

of the families of original holders, through confiscation, through conquest, or through any others

of the changes that attend the lapse of time. We deal with the facts recited in the ancient

records, whether spurious or genuine, only from the historical point of view. Some of the

spurious records certainly contain a good deal of purely imaginative genealogical and historical

matter. But, except in the infcroduction of untrue dates, there are, — as has already been-

intimated, — no general grounds for assuming any deliberate falsification of such items of real

history as may be referred to in others of them
; for the simple reason that neither the recording

of history, nor the wilful misrepresentation of it, was in any way a leading object in the

fabrication of them. And there are undoubtedly some historical truths in some of the spurious

records. Eor instance, the corrupt verse in the spurious Kurtakoti and Haidarabad grants

(Nos. 30 and 39 in the list), which mentions the Pallava kings Narasimhavarman I., Mah^n-

dravarman II.., and ParamSsvaravarman I., in connection with the Western Chalukya king

Vikramaditya I.,^® is in perfect accordance with what we know, from other sources, regarding

the actual history of the period, and in all probability represents an unskilful reading of the

verse in some genuine record following a draft which has not yet come to our notice. But the

Kurtakoti grant goes on to cite for Vikramaditya I. a date in A- D, 608 (or 610), nearly

three-quarters of a century before his real time, which is not based in the same way on any

genuine record and can hardly be attributed to .even an unintelligent reading of a genuine

date. So, also, the spurious Alteih grant (No. 35) puts forward for PulakSsin 1. a date, in

A. D* 488, about the same distance before his real time ; and the spurious PimpalnSr grant

(No. 25) puts forward a still more erroneous date, in A. D, 388-89, for a king Satyasraya, by

whom it certainly intends either Pulakesin I. or his grandson Pulak^sin 11.^® We have to

explain hereafter, why these particular exact years were selected in these three cases, and

other similar specific years in some others of the spurious records. For the present, we have

only to say that, in some cases, the persons who drafted the spurious records very likely had

a rough knowledge of the approximate periods that they ought to cite, and were helped thereby

in the process in which they selected the exact years. But in other cases they were plainly

actuated by only a general desire to establish as great an antiquity as possible for the charters

under which they sought to claim. That is why we find the spurious Sriraiigpur inscription

(No. 28), the framer of which had evidently not even a rough idea as to the period that he
ought to select, putting forward so altogether absurd a date as that of A. D. 109 for a king
Satyasraya, by whom it, again, certainly means either PulakSsin I. or Pulakesin II, That is

why we find the Bhimanka^i or Tirthahalli, the B8gfir, the Kuppagadde or Sorab, and the
Ananatpur or Gauj grants (Nos. 41, 42, 43, 44) preposterously claiming to have been issued by
the epic king Janamejaya, — one of them in, specifically, B. C. 3014. We find that, for the

same reason, the forged grants of the Vijayanagara series usually purport to have been issued

by Bukkar^ya, the popularly accepted first king of the dynasty
;
and they further generally

antedate even his real time by periods varying from one hundred to two hundred years.^i And
we find the same desire displayed even in modern times. At the temple of Mahalakshmi or

Ambabai at Kolhapur there apparently is, or formerly was, an undated inscription which mentions

three Chalukya princes named Karna, VStugideva, and Somaddva, whom it connects with

IS See my Dynasties of the Ktmarese Districts (in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I part II ),

pp. 327, 362, This verse and the four verses that follow it have now been critically examined and restored by Prof.
Kielhorn; see GottUiger Nachrichten, 1900, p. 841.

Safcytigraya was a hiruda of all or nearly all of the Western Ohalukyas of BAdami. But it was certainly remem-
bered best; in later times, as an appellation of the two Pdabesins. — Regarding the date asserted by this record, see
note 09 on page 216 below.

-0 por some general views on this point, see Ep. Pnd, Vol. TI. p 73. For an exact possibility m connection with
the Kurtakoti date, see id. Vol. V. p. 176, note 1.

-I See Vol. NXVII. above, p. 277.
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Sangamesliwar ia tlie Ratnagiri district 23 It was brought to notice, many years ago, by Bal

Gangadhar Shastree, who obtained his first knowledge of it from the priests of the temple.

And he has told us that, in the transcription which he received from one of those priests, there

was interpolated an imaginary date, Salivahana-Saka-Samvat GO (expired) = A. D. 138-39, for

which, on inspection of the original, he found no authox-ity whatever, and which, he recognised,

had been inserted simply with a view to “assigning to the temple as high a degree of antiquity

as possible.”2^ It is, perhaps, in the dates, more than in any other details, that many of the

spurious records are so untrustworthy as sources of history. But, though it was no object of the

22 See Dyn, Kan Distrs. p. 457, and note 1. As stated there, neither my own man, nor Mr, Consens* man
succeeded in obtaining an impression of this inscription ; they could not find it. And it is to be remarked that

!Ma]or Graham, who published in 1854, nine years after Bal Gangadhar Shastree, while giving a translation of this

record or alleged record {Siaiisiical Account of the Principality of Kolhajpootf p. 479j which was certainly not

borrowed from the Shastree’s translation, did not present any text of it, though he did present texts of the other

inscriptions dealt with by him, — giving a kind of reproduction of the original characters, from, apparently (see

page 324), hand-copies made by a Native friend. Bal Gangadhar Shastree, however, said that the second transcrip-

tion of it, obtained by him, was “ carefully compared by myself with the original in the temple of Mahalakshmi,

“commonly called Ambabai, the mother;" and, he added, “the analogy of the character would not justify me in

“pronouncing this inscription older than the tenth or eleventh century of Shalivahana" {Jour, Bo, Br, R. As, 8oc.

Vol. II. p. 263): also, his translation is headed “ Translation of an inscription on a stone in the temple of the

“ goddess Mahalakshmi ” (ibid, p.270), without, however, anything to shew whether it was on a structural part of the

temple, or whether it was on a separate tablet. It is evident, therefore, that an original or alleged original, did exist

in the Shastree’s time, and was seen and believed in by him. As regards the merits of the record, w© can only say

that the versions given by the Shastree and by Major Graham do not put forward a fanciful date, and that there is

no particular reason why there should not have been a prince S6madeva, claiming Chalukya descent, in the

Kohkan, in, say the thirteenth or fourteenth century A. D.
;

for, a set of copper-plates from Terwan, in the Ratna-

giri district, gives us a prince Kamvadevar&ya, also represented as a Chalukya, with a date ia the Raudra saihvat-

Sara, Saka-Samvat 1182 (expired), in A. D. 1260 (see Byn, Kan, Distrs, p. 466), and there does not seem to be any

particular prim^-facie reason for questioning it, unless one is perhaps to be found in the fact that it further describes

Kamvadevariya as born in the lineage of the Karnaof the Kali age," which, however, may be the origin of, and

not drawn from, the other local allusions to an alleged OhMukya king Karna, But, without a sight of the original

or of an impression of ifc, it is not possible to arrive at any final conclusion as to whether any suoh record, as is alleged,

really exists or has existed at the temple of Mahi'ilakshmt or Amb^bAt, and much less as to whether it is genuine or

spurious, — Rao Saheb V, N. Mandlik obtained from a friend at Kolhapur some verses, “ which form part of an
“ inscription on the temple of Mahalakshmi," and of which he published the text, with a translation, in the Jour.

Bo. Br. R. is. Soc, Vol. XL p. 103. These verses say that from king ChAlukya there sprang Karna, whose younger

brothers were Naga and Singhana ; they put forward for Karna the date of 8HivAhana-daka-Samvat 30 (expired), =
A. D. 108-109; they say that he built “ this abode of Sri " (the temple of Mahalakshmi), and that he built also a similar

temple, of MahAiihga (Siva), at Sahgameshwar in the Konkan, they add that, after spending some years at Karavira

(Kolhapur) “ in this pleasure-house of KamalS cLakshmi),’’ he went again to control the Konkan j and after them

there is a sentence which says that “ these three verses have been written and set up at the temple of Karncsvara

m the holy Samgamesvarakshetra." The Eao Saheb has told us that “these verses have not been found on the

“walls of the present Karnesvara temple " (loc. cit. p. 104). And no such record at KolhApur has been mentioned

either by Bal Gangadhar Shastree or by Major Graham, or has, to my knowledge, been found there. Further, the

Rao Saheb brought these verses to notice in connection with his account of the SarhgamSimramdMtmya, of which

he has given us the text, with a translation [loc. cit p. 107 ff ). This work asserts that in SalivAhana-Saka-Samvat

10 expired, = A, D. 88-89, there was a king ^Ashaputra. From him was born SaktikumAraka, who reigned for twenty-

five years. From him, Simhakamudrika, who reigned for twelve years. From him, Indukiritin, who reigned for

eighteen years Then there came some kings, beginning with Brahman and ending with OhAluki, who covered

thirty-four years. And ChAluki had three sons, Karna, Naga, and Singhana. Towards the end, the MdhOjhnya says

that Karna established his rule at Ramakshetra in fcJAlivAhana-tSaka-Samvat 100 expired, = A D. 178-79 (verse 7‘3>)^

And that he, who had built the temple of Mahalakshmi at Karavira (Koihupur), built here (in RAmakshetra) the

temple of Karne^a (verse 80). Audit asserts that he granted nine villages, specified, to the temple of ICarnesa

(verses 72 to 74), and one to a temple of Somesa, and one to temples of SomOaa and KedAra jointly (verse 75). This

MdMimya was evidently composed partly m order to magnify the reputation of the locality and to establish

antiquity for it, and, no doubt, partly to account tor the possession of, or to support a claim to, the villages named
in it. The verses given to Rao Saheb V. N. Mandlik as forming part of an insci’iption on the temple of MahAlakshmi

'jr Ambabai at Kolhapur, may be dismissed as simply a fanciful epitome of part of the M^hUmya, with the

introduction of a date which does not even agree with that put forward in the M^^Mimya,
S3 Jour. Bo. Br. R. As Soc. Vol, II. p. 2G3. Through the Same proclivity, perhaps, we must account for the date

of ^aka-Samvat 732 (expired), = A. D. 810-11, — disbelieved by Mr Sewell, — which has been put forward, m a trau-

sciipt, as the date recorded in an inscription at BApatla in the Kistna district {Lists of A^itiqiiities, Madras. Vol. I. p. 32

,

No. 16).
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persons who fabricated them to falsify real history except perhaps in respect of dates, the spnrions

records cannot possibly possess, with reference to any of the details asserted by them, the

authoritative value that attaches to the genuine records. It is obvious that, if we accept at all

any of the historical statements put forward by the spurious records, we can only admit them

with great doubt, and not as in any way conclusive without very considerable corroboration

from the genuise records. And it is more likely that it would be safer, as regards the historical

point of view, to set the spurious records aside as curiosities, with which we can do little more

than determine, if it is ever found worth while, how far the true history was known to the

persons who fabricated them. In the geographical and other lines of inquiry, they may perhaps

be of some more use, not for the periods to which they refer themselves, but for the periods in

which they were fabricated. For instance, from the spurious Alt6m grant (No. 35) we certainly

gather some authentic information, for (speaking roughly at present) some time about A. D.

1000, regarding the local territorial divisions and the existence of certain towns and villages in

the neighbourhood of Kolhapur.^^ But, even in such respects as these, the details given in the

spurious records are not always trustworthy. For example, from one of the genuine records we

know that about A, D. 900 the Kougalnad province was an eight-thousand province, — that is to

say, a province including, according to fact or tradition or conventional description, eight thousand

cities, towns, and villages
;
whereas, the spurious grant in the British Museum (No. 55) describes

it as a two-thousand province,2® though it is not at all likely that the extent of it was altered

between A. D. 900 and the time at which that spurious record was fabricated. We must, therefore,

by no means place implicit reliance on the spurious records, even in connection with the miscellaneous

items of information in respect of which they are more likely to be correct than in respect of

historical details.

On page 214 £f. below, I give a list of the spurious records, as far as it can conveniently be

completed up to date
;
without including the alleged B6dh-6ayE inscription, purporting to be dated in

the Yikrama year 1005 in A. D. 948, which is probably only a modern fraud,27 and the two specified

above, — the Suradh^nupura plates, and the plate in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, —
which are certainly of absolutely recent fabrication, and the modern forgeries at Ram^shwaram seen,

recognised, and mentioned by Dr. Burgess,28 and any other records, obviously spurious if they ever

did exist, n respect of which we really do not know whether they have actually existed or not.29

I arrange the list according to the localities from which these records were obtained and at which most

of them are still to be found. I include in the list some records as to the spurious nature of which

there is really no doubt, though they may not yet have been actually proclaimed to be spurious. (jf

unpublished records, I include a few which are at my own disposal for publication. There are some
others, unpublished, knowp to me, which I do not include, because they are not in my Lands for

2
>ublication, and I do not wish to anticipate whatever anyone, editing them, may wish to say abotrt

them. And I omit also a few records, as to the nature of which there may still be any possibility

2* See Yol. SXIS. al)OV0, p. 373 ff. Yol xV., 5s. 93, w yol. XIY. above, p. 230.

27 See page 3 above, note 10. 28 See Vol. XII. above, p. 315, note 2.

29 Prom KaliyUr in. the TimmaktHlu-Narastpur t&lnka, Mysore district, we have {Ep. Cam, Vol. Ill,, TN.
47) what purports to be a copy of a stone inscription which claims the grant of a village named KoppSl by a
minister of an alleged king Vijaya-Vidyfi-DevarAya of Anegundi (Yijayanagara) in the Piugala saiiwatsara,

fedlivahana-Saka-Samvat 819 (expired), in A. D. 898. This document employs the expression §AlivAhana-Saka for

a time nearly four centuries before the time for which the introduction of it into epigraphic records can be estab-

lished (see Vol. XXYI. above, p. 150 ; I may remark, here, that the supposed instances of A. D. 1173 and 1181, from
the Kurgod inscription, set aside by Prof. Kielhorn as suspicious, do really not exist ; the dates in the Kurgod
inscription present the usual expression '^aka'Varska, not^&Hv^hana-^lcj-varsha). And it uses declensional and oon-

iugational forms, and expressions, which shew that it cannot have been composed before about A. D. 1450. It may
be based on something fabricated about that time. Or it may be of much more recent invention. But we are told

that the stone, on which the inscription is said to have been engraved, is not now to be found, and that the copy,

being supplied by the people, cannot be relied on {loc, cit. Introd p. 22). And so we can hardly treat it seriously

and place it in the list of spurious records, the present or past existence of which is established.
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of doubt. I am obliged to omit the numerous forgeries of the Yijayanagara series,30 because I have

as yet no knowledge of the details of them
;
apparently, they have not yet been published. And

I am not able to include some spurious records, purporting to be of the time of the Rashtrakuta king

Krishna III., which are found in the neighbourhood of Saundatti in the Belgaum district ;^ithey are

so palpably spurious, and so seemingly uninteresting (or, at least, I thought so), that I did not take the

trouble either to transcribe them or to make impressions of them.

The principle followed in framing the list has been to include in it, with the reservation

stated above in the case of some unpubHshed specimens, all those records more or less ancient, as

far as we can trace them and as far as a final decision can now be passed upon them, (1) which present

as an essential part of themselves, not simply by quotation or by a mistake which is plainly attribut-

able to mere careless blundering, some detail or another which involves something that is palpably not

true, such, for instance, as a reference to a fictitious king as the authority from whom a record has

emanated, or such as the attribution of a fictitious pedigree to a real king in similar circumstances, or

such as a date, not necessarily wrongly recorded in respect of its details (a point that may or may not

be of importance), which is known to be false, or can be recognised as false through its being

incompatible with the evident true period and general nature of the particular record
; (2) which, by the

characters in which they have been written, or in any other way, shew that they are not original

synchronous vouchers for the matters recited in them, and which also disclose some feature or another

which makes us recognise that they are not reproductions, that have received the official imprimatur,

of such vouchers
; (3) which, in any way whatsoever, are to be recognised as having been put together

in such circumstances that, whether they were drawn up from actually fraudulent 'motives or noi,

they can only be characterised as counterfeit documents which are essentially forgeries. There are

plenty of records, — like the Managdli inscription of A. D. 1161 with a passage in it dated in A. D.

1142,32 and like the Ablur inscription of A. D. 1104 with a passage in it dated in A. D. 1101, 3^

and like the Siyadoni inscription, in Central India, with passages in it which piresent no less than ten

dates ranging from A. D. 903-904 to 968-69,3'^— containing passages of various dates, which, we can

recognise, were not engraved on the stones consecutively from time to time according to the recorded

dates, but were brought together and put on the stones, for the unification of titles, at the time of the

latest date given in each case. Such records may be appropriately described ii. ohe terms applied by

Prof. Kielborn to the Siyadoni inscription, which he has defined as “a collective public copy ot si

series of deeds.’’ The passages of them which contain the earlier dates, are not original synchronous

vouchers for the matters recited in them. And they are not unquestionable and conclusive authorities

for those matters
;
for the reason that mistakes may always be made in compiling such records. But

when, as in the ManagSii, Ablur, and Siyadoni instances, we can see that the introduction of the

passages containing the earlier dates has been more or less officially authorised, and there is nothing

of an obviously suspicious nature in those passages, then we cannot well class the entire records as

spurious records, and thereby stamp them as possibly of a dishonest nature. And, among records i>i

this sort, there are some which include passages that do present fafse or fictitious matter, but which,

nevertheless, are not to be classed as spurious on that account. For instance, at Aminbh^vi, in

the Dliarwar district, there was, some fifty years ago,35 a stone inscription of A. D. 1113, including

passage which asserts that grants were made to a temple there in A. D, 566 or 567 in the

time of the Western Chalukya king Pulakcsin II. This false date, forty years before even the

commencement of the reign of Pulakesin II., was of course taken, together with the assertion^?

connected with it, from some spurious record or incorrect archive. But there is nothing of a suspicious

nature about that part of the record which belongs to the year A. D. 1113, We can see that the

official who authorised the drawing up of the whole record in that year, accepted as genuine and

correct the spurious record or incorrect archive relating to A. D. 566 or 567, and allowed it in

good faith to be incorporated in the entire record. And there is no reason for stamping the entire

record itself, put together in A. D. 1113, as a spurious record. So, also, at Kudlapura, in t.he

30 See page 212 below. See page 217 below, note 65. Ep. Ind. Yol. V. p. 9.

33 Ibid, p, 313. Ind, Tol. I. p, 162. 35 gee Dyn, Kan. JDistrs. p. 358, note 1.
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Llyfcuro district, there is an inscription, which purports to have been written and engraved in

A.*D. lltiS and which includes a passage that asserts a previous grant of the village in A. D. 104 by

koiiganivarmau, the first Gaiiga.” Here, it is extremely doubtful whether the entire record is a

£:eiiuine record, really drawn up in A. D. 1148, But we waive that point at present. And, assuming

kat the entire record was really drawn up in A. D. 1148, we have only to say that, in respect of the

rs-ertions about the year A. D. 104, it simply puts forward, in good faith, a false statement success-

rally palmed off on the officials of A.D, 1148 by someone who was interested in setting up a previous

iis^itrunient of the village, and that the entire record is not to he stamped as a spurious record simply

because it quotes that false matter
;
to which we have to add that historically, as regards the Gahgas,

the entire record, whether genuine or not so, is worthless, except in perhaps shewing that, by A. 1),

1148, the specific date of A. D, 104 had come to be connected with the imaginary Kohganivarmaii,

Again, to take a somewhat different case, atKonnur,m the Dharwar district, there is an inscription, 37

written about the middle of the twelfth century A. D., which purports to record that the Bashtrakuta

king Amoghavarsha I. made certain grants to a temple at that village in A. D. 860. This record gives

rrne and correct date for Amoghavarsha I. But it misstates the relationships of some of the Rash-

irakiita kings whom it does mention, and omits others whom it ought to have included
;
and also, —

I
robablyfrom misinterpretation of some verse which we have not as yet found in a genuine record, — it

]
faces at the head of the Bashtrakfita genealogy a purely fictitious person, whom it calls Prichchhaka-

raia. And, in view of these mistakes in connection with the Bashtrakutas, we do not know how far it

liicy lie trusted in respect of what it says regarding the feudatory family of the Mukula princes. It

does not, however, make any pretence of having been written and engraved on the stone in A. D. 860.

It distinctly asserts that it is only a reproduction of a copper-plate charter, which, presumably, did claim

to have been written and issued in A.D. 860, and quite possibly was so written and issued. We accept

that assertion, and account for the mistakes in the record by assuming either inability to decijffier the

cnaraeters of the original charter correctly, or indifference about taldng the trouble to read it carcfuily,

Ai.d, therefore, while setting the record aside as unreliable for historical purposes, we do not stamp it as

fci urions record in the sense in which the records included in the list are spurious. Again, at

Kai'egal in the Bon taluka, Dharwar district, there are two inscriptions^s which might easily be

trkeii as seeming to connect dates in A. D. 949 and 950 with the Western Chalukya Idngs Vikrama-

ditva YI. (A.D. 1076 to 1126) and Perma-Jagadffi^amalla 11. (A. D. 1138 to 1149) and with a

ttudatory of those kings. But that is not their real purport. The first of them recites that, in tlie

>^e:gn of Tribhuvanamalla-(Yikramaditya YI.), and while the Sinda prince Permadi I. of Yelbarga

\\a^ governing his hereditary territory, a religious discourse was held, in the course of which Permiidi I,

'h'c.ded that every religious grant ought to have its charter.39 And it then proceeds to state

in Saka-Sanivat 872 (current), in A. D. 949, a temple of the Mulasthana god was founded at

hTaia}a!hgal, and a village-headman named Mundeyara-SrivantagAvunda gave some land to a Brah-

hian tor the purposes of that god, as a grant to the god Paramesvara. This record does not really

iirport to connect the given date with YikramAditya YI. and Permadi I. It only puts it forward

as the alleged date of the founding of the temple, and of the granting of the first property that is

<*iaimed by the record. Tho >Gcond of these two records recites, according to strict interpretation,

.'iiat, ill the reign of Jagadekamalla II., and while the Sinda prince Permadi I. was governing his

'.oreditaiy territory, in Saka-Samvat 872 (expired), in A. D. 950, a resident of Hareyamgal, named

Iliuyf.i.raiua&iua-Tippanayya, gave some land to a Bralimaa for the god Tippanesvara. By hteral

i-slatiun, this record does put forward the given date as a date of Perma-Jagjxdekamalla II. and

•' Ft, CWi.. Vol. IIL, Nj. 110.
^

S7 Ep, Jnd, Vol. VI. p. 25.

puLiishvd, Bv.Br U An Soc Vol. XI. p. 224, No 1, and p. 239, No 2; and see JDyn Turn. Du/? s. p. 575, and,

the details oi the dates, Vol. XXIV. above, p. 12, No, 173, and p 5, No. 144.

The words, in text Ime 3S li., — PernnuadulCv-arasar purataiiam^appa dharmmamgalam piati-

] i livHta d'hui‘nuiia‘prasauioaui=iid*aUi cihanumamp:alg=ella sa(
) 3anamaagal-vei'kknin=eindu kurunyam-geyyal, —

\ be rendered by “ PeiinCdidevarasa while preserving the ancient ordinances, was kind enough,
Li tl.L LC' adon ot a discoui'se about roligiou, tu &uy that there ought to be a charter for all religions gifts

,
and theie-

*!
* And then, to introduce what follows, there should be understood any such wordsas “ it was placed on record that,'’
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Permadi I., because it does not include the passage about tbe propriety of providing ail religion^

grants with their charters. But it was obviously intended to be read in connection with the other

record, and to be understood as implying that it was put on the stone under those same circunibtaiice^.

And it, evidently, simply puts forward the alleged date of a grant made before tlie time oi the

above-mentioned king and prince. Accordingly, whatever may be the truth here, as in the Kouuur

inscription, as to the alleged facts, these two records, also, are not to be classed as spurious records.

On the other hand, there are two inscriptions at Lakshmeshwar (Nos. 37 and 38 in the list),

written during the eleventh century A. D., which recite grants alleged to have been made to local

temples in A. D. 687, 723, 730, 735, and 968-G9, and which do not put forward any such expla-

iiatioii as that given in the Naregal inscription, and do not suggest in any way that they are merely

Copies or substantial reproductions of original records, but read distinctly as if the various passages

were written and engraved in those years. It is quite possible that these two records recite real

grants, brought together for the unification of titles. And, to what has been already said elsewhere

about them,^o — in the way of pointing out that, though they are spurious records, they are question-

able as dishonest ones only in so far as they may put forward fraudulent claims to property, and in

BO far as the writers of them may have substituted names of properties and grantees and other detaih

,

to suit their own purposes, for other names and details standing in original genuine charters, — d

may be added that the omission to introduce the names of samvatsaras m the dates of the Western

Chalukya passages of A, D. 687, 723, 730, and 735, is decidedly suggestive that genuine ongiiuU

charters may have been reproduced in those passages, and may have been transcribed correctly as well

intelligently. But we know, from the characters, that the various passages were not written and

engraved on these stones at the times at which, from the absence of any hint to the contrary, they

distinctly' puiport to have been written and engraved, and that, therefore, they are not original

synchronous vouchers for the matters recited in them. Also, the irregular order in which the pas-

sages were arranged, indicates pretty plainly that these records were not drawn up under any oliticiaL

supervision : on one of the stones, there stands first a passage of A. D. 9G8-69, then there comes an

undated passage, apparently intended to belong to the period A. D. 609 to about 642, and then

follows the passage of A. D. 735 ;
on the other, the passages stand in the order of A. D. 723, 73d.

968-C9, and 687, And further, that one of them which commences with the passage of A. 1?.

968-69, presents in that passage a part of the fictitious Western Ganga pedigree as an essential pan

nf the record, and thus introduces matter which we know to be false and which shews that that

passage was at any rate not simply reproduced from a genuine record of A. D. 968-G9. And tlieBir

facts stamp that record as a spurious one, and bring its companion into the same category. Agau.

the D8vag8ri inscription (No. 29 in the list), which is referable to the tenth century A. D., probalnv

records a perfectly genuine bit of local history of that jieriod. But it is j^reposterously and falsely

dated in A. D. 600 ;
and it reads as if it was drawn up and engraved in tkit year. And these facti»

turn it into a spurious record. So, also, the Gatfcavadi inscription (No. 45) may recite items of

local interest which are true and correct for tbe period to which it really belongs. But, whereas :t

vas really drawn up and engraved at some time about A. D, 1000, it is falsely and still

pre])Osterously dated in A. D. 192-93
;

and it reads as if it was drawn up and engraved then.

And these facts make it, also, a spurious record,

in examining the list, we detect one noteworthy point in the fact that, out of a total number ot

fittv-nine spurious records, only five axe on stone (Nos. 23, 23, 37, 38, and 45); ail the rest

are on copper-plates. The reason for this is not far to find. The records of India nio^tiv

stand in very conspicuous places. Even spurious records on stone would have to lie exhibited in the muiv

way. And, — except occasionally inside the precincts of temples, the establishments ot which migLi

include individuals qualified for each step in the maiiuracture of such records,— both the preparation

and the erection of them would entail a great amount of publicity, and the connivance of iiianv ntoia

pe^^on'^, including at leajit viTlage-officialb, than those actually interested in the successful accoinph^sli-

ment of tlie fraud. On the other hand, the fabrication of a coppor-platc charter, whieli remains i:«.

See Vol, YI. p.
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obscurity in private hands until the time when it is actually wanted for production, is a hole-and-

corner business, easily confined to one or two accomplices,— one of whom, the artisan who does the

engraving of what is traced on the plate by the writer, need not know anything about the purport of

what he is doing. And, for these reasons, the spurious records of India, or at any rate such of them

as were fabricated from fraudulent motives, will, no doubt, always be found far more frequently on

copper than on stone.

Another point which attracts attention, is, that, though the spurious records are found in many

different provinces and districts, we have obtained a comparatively large number of them
from Mysore. Out of the total number of fifty-nine, no fewer than nineteen (Nos. 41 to 59) come

from that province and belong to it
;
while two more certainly (Nos. 10 and 40), — and perhaps also

a third (No. 11), — belong properly to that same province, as they claim to convey villages in the

territories from which the province has been formed, and they must have originated there and travelled

from those villages to the places where they have been found.^i Thus, twenty-one, at least, of the fifty-

nine spurious records originated in Mysore,^^ the spurious records of Mysore include some of the

most barefaced specimens (Nos. 41 to 44), purporting to be nearly five thousand years old. It does

not necessarily follow that the practice of fabricating spurious records was always more rife in Mysore

than in other parts cf the country : we can only compare the numbers of known specimens
;
and we do

not know how many spurious records still remain to be discovered and allocated elsewhere as well as there.

But the fact stands, that Mysore, or some particular part of it, has on various occasions been mark-

edly prolific in the production of epigraphic forgeries,— roughly about nine centuries ago, and in con-

nection with certain historical occurrences which have been glanced at above. And, apparently, some

neighbouring part of the country lias, somewhat later, been still more productive of the same class of

documents
;

since Mr. G. R. Subramiah Pantulu tells us that the forgeries of the Yijayanagara

series are probably nearly as plentiful as the genuine grants, which, he says, are themselves extremely

numerous.

And finally, fifty-six, at least/out of tbe fifty-nine spurious records shewn in the list,

distinctly claim to be title-deeds of landed property. As has already been intimated, they are

not necessarily all fraudulent title-deeds, fabricated in order to substantiate false claims. But, at the

best, they are all spurious title-deeds, not issued by the authorities by whom they purport to have been

issued. Thirty-seven of these spurious title-deeds (Nos. 1 to 11, 22 to 27, 30, 32 to 36, 3§, 40, 42

We have a pointed instance of the way in which copper-plate records are liable to travel, in the Vakkal^ri plates

which contain a charter issued by the Western Chalukya ’king Klrtivannan II in A D. 757 (Ep. Ind Vol. V. p. 200).
The grant was made, and probably the plates themselves were prepared and issued, at a camp at a certain town in the
Sholapur district

;
namely, at Bhan^aragavittege on the northern bank of the Bhimarathi, which is the modem * Bhun-

darkowteh’ of the Indian Atlas sheet I^o, 40 (1852), and the ^Bhandar Kavtha’ of the same sheet, N.E. (1886),
(representing, no doubt, Bhandfira-Kauthem ) — on the north bank of the BbimS, m lat. 17° 27', long. 75° 44', about
twenty miles south-west from Sholiipur. The charter conveyed a village m the immediate vicinity of H^gal in tlie

BhSrwar district. The grantee must have resided somewhere close to the propeiiy that was given to him, and must
have had the plates in his iiossession at his residence And the plates have eventually come to light from a village in a
distant part of Mysore. — The fact is, the find-places of the copper-plate records frequently have no connection with the
records themselves, and do not help us e:^cept in indicating the localities in which we may look first in endeavouring to
identify places named in those records Tbe fact that a record on copper is found at a certain place, does not establish

the sovereignty, in that part of the country, of the king who made or authorised the grant, unless the property itself

granted by him or by his authority, is identified there. And we shall have, some day, to rename all the copper records
according to the properties that they conveyed, The so-called Vakkaldri plates would he more correctly described as the

Sulliyflr grant,

*- The records make this quite clear, even when the villages claimed by them cannot be actually identified.
*3 Vol. XXVII. above, p. 277.—We must, of course, await further information, before we can allocate the foro-eries

of the Yijayanagara series; we have to learn where they come from, and to determine the places in which they
originated. — As regards any question of general comparison, according to the numbers actually before us, Madras
presents, up to date, nominally twenty specimens (Nos. 2 to 21), without including any of the Yijayanagara series.

The Madras Presidency, however, is a very large territory. Out of the twenty specimens obtained in it, one certainly

iNo. 10), and perhaps also another (No. 11), originated in Mysore. And ten others (Nos. 12 to 21) really reduce them-
selves to only two separate and distinct acts of forgery, — one represented by the two plates dated in A. D. 1086, and the
other by the eight plates dated in A. D. 1089.— The Bombay Presidency piesents seventeen specimens (Nos. 22 to 38),
spread over the Presidency itself and the Native States which are more or less inherent parts of it.
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to 44, 46 to 48, 53 to 55, and 57 to 59) claim grants of entire Tillages. And nineteen of them

(Nos. 12 to 21, 28, 31, 37, 38, 41, 49, 50, 52, and 6G) claim allotments of land not amounting
to entire villages. One other (No. 45) seems to be a record of the same kind, as it apparently
claims to define and mark out lands set apart as the remuneration attached to the ofiS.ce

of village-headman. And to this list of fifty-six or fifty-seven spurious title-deeds, we ought in all

probability to add one more (No. 51) ;
but we may set that aside as undetermined, on the grounds that

die essential part of it is illegible. Only one of the total number of fifty-nine spurious records, namely

the Devageri inscription (No. 20), does not claim any landed propeily, but purpoids to he the

certificate of the right to perform a certain sacrifice. Fifty-six, at any rate, of the fifty-nine

shewn in the list, are spurious title-deeds. Fourteen of them claim religious grants. Of these

one (No. 3) names a Saiva priest as the donee, on behalf of a village-god
; one (No. 26) does not

name any individual donee, but claims a village for the purposes of the worship of a form of 'Siva and

for usufruct by ascetics residing in the temple of the god
;
another (No. 41) similarly does not name

any individual donee, but claims the grant of a property to ascetics for the purposes of the worship)

of the god Sitarama ; five (Nos. 23, 24, 27, 32, and 34) claim grants of villages to Brahmans for the

purpose of the celebration of certain specified sacrifices; five (Nos, 31, 35, 37, 38, and 40) claim

grants of villages and lands to Jain priests on behalf of Jain temples; and one (No. 57) claims the

grant of a village on behalf of a Jain temple, perhaps with, perhaps without, the indication of a Jain

priest as the actual donee. Forty-two of the records have no connection with religion, tout

claim properties on toehalf of private individuals. One of them (No. 7) specifies a minister as

the donee
;
one (No. 28) claims a grant of lands to village-headmen

;
two (Nos. 46 and 49) claim

grants, to the son of a village-headman and to a banker or merchant, in recognition of prowess m
battle

;
another (No. 48) claims a grant to the son of a village-headman in recognition of some

personal service apparently rendered in battle
;
twenty-seven (Nos. 1, 2, 4 to 6, 8 to 11, 22, 25, 30.

33, 36, 39, 42, 43, 44, 47, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, and 59) claim grants to Brahmans for them-

selves
;
and the remaining ten (Nos. 12 to 21) claim other individual properties. And one more

(No. 45), which, again, has no connection with religion, seems to claim property partly as a

private and partly as an ofifioial holding, as it apparently purports to mark out and define land

attached to the hereditary oliice of village-headman.
«

These remarks complete all that need be said for the present about the spurious records. There

are certain other records, which are of doubtful authenticity or value. Some of them will

probably, on tidier examination, have to be included in the list of spurious records. Some of thera

are, by their own admission, reproductions of original records
;
and we have only to decide how far i]w

historical and other matters put forward in them may be accepted as authentic. And others of

while not admitting that they are reproductions, plainly are such, with, in some cases, the evident

introduction of matter that cannot have been in the originals. And there are also genuine

records which have been tampered with, in order to make them, serve purposes other than

rhij^e originally intended by them. A pointed and easily recognisable instance of this last class ot

iooords, is the Samaiigad grant of A. D, 754.‘^‘^ It originally granted a certain specified village in

the Koppara five-lmndred district. The historical matter in the record has not been tampered with
;

nor the date or it ; nor the name and other particulars of the original grantee
;
nor even the name of

i he district. But the name of the village that was granted, and the names of the villages mentioned

ill defining the boundaries of it, have been altered. Ami so, though we can identify the substituted

villages, we are not able to say that the identifications are of any use, from the geographical point of

view, in locating the district. The records of doubtful value will be dealt with on some snbsecjueni.

occasion.

*4 Vol SI. above, p. 108; and see Dyn. Kan JDisiTS, p. 390. So, also, the Paithan grant of A D. 704 was
^^ampered with in respect of the names, etc., of the grantees (see iJjy, Ind. Vol. III. p. 108, note 7); and the Deoil

of A. D. 940 was tampered with in respect of the village granted and its boundaries and district, as w^eli as

in respect of the name, etc., of the grantee (see id. Vol. V. p. 189, note 2). For a spurious record apparently treated

in the same way see note 47 on page 214 below.
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A LIST OF SPURIOUS mDIAN RECORDS,

BEWG-AL PRESIDENCY.

Gaya District.

1. — The Gaya plate. vUuob fkiias that Samiuliw^mpta (Eaily Gupta) granted to a Brjllnnan,

dnU ppcfjiied by liis name au«l <joln( and a village named B6vatika in the Gaya

riJiittju, in the (Gupta) year 9, in A. D. 328,— Published, Inscriptions, p. 254,

MADRAS PRESIDENCY.
Gadjam District,

2.— The Chieacole plates, ^^]lioh claim that D^vlndravarman, son of Anantavarman (alleged

Eastern Gangii ol Kuhiigauagara), granted to three hundred Brahmans, a village named
Tamaraehheru in the Varahavartani vtsha^a, in the year 51 of the Gangeya race, in A. D. 641-42.

— Puhlishecl, Yol. XIII. above, p. 273; and see Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts (in the Gazetteir

(ftht Bombay Preskhncy, Yol. I. Part II.), p. 297, note G.

3 . — The Chicacole plates, which claim that Satyavarman, son of Dev^ndravarman (alleged

Eastern Gahga of KaKiiganagara), granted to a Giirava or Saiva priest, as an agraJiara of the

grdiiiadeva or tutelary village-god and as a 'Haivasthdnala or Saiva property, a village named
Tarugrtoa in the Galela vislmya, in the year 351 of the Giihgeya race, in A. D. 941-42.

—

Published, Yol. XIY. above, p. 10 ;
and see Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 297, notes 6, 8.

4. — A set of plates which claims that Prithivivarman, son of Maliindravarman (alleged

Eastf-rn Gahga of Kaliugunagara), granted to a Brahman a village, the name of which is

doubtful, in the (?) Jauora vislutya.^’^— Publislied, 7Q>. IntL Yol. lY. p. 198.

Vi^sagapatam District.

5.— The Alamanda plates, which claim that Anantavarman, son of Raj^ndravarman (alleged

Eastern Gahga of Kalihganagara), granted to a Brahman a village named (?) Medel^lka in the

Tirikatu vishtya, in the year 304 of the Gangeya race, in A. D. 894-95. — Published, Ep, IniU

Voh 111, p. 17*, and see Dyn. Kan, Distrs. p. 297, note 6.

Kistna District.

6. — The Pedda-Cherukliru plates, vrhich claim that a king Yishnuvardhana (Eastern

Ohalukya of Yehgi
;
apparently Yishnuvardhana IT. is intended) granted to a Bnilmian an agrah^ra

named Ikshu or Ikshupura, of which he was a resident, ^3

7. — A set of plates which claims that Vishnuvardhana-Tala (alleged Eastern Ohalukya of

Yehgi) granted to a minister of his named Knj»panayya, of the Pallava lineage or of the linsage of

Pallavamalla, a village named Srlpuridi (with perhaps some other properties) m tlie Velanaiidu

CIShaya,

Zarntll District.

8. — The set of plates which claims that Yilvvamaditya I. (Western Ohalukya of Bhclami)

gi anted to a Brahman two villages named Agunte and Tebumjalira. — Published, Jonr, Bo-

Br, It. As. Soc. Yol. SYI. pp. 229, 240
;
and see Dyn. Kan, Distrs. p. 3G5, note 1.

*5 Except wiicu the contraiy is noted, it may be -uudorstood that the records always give names? and other details,

sailicieiit to lix the identity of the alleged grantees more or less fully, and so to enable the holders of the records to

estabh'']i tlicir claims by producing pedigrees or other evidenca.
‘S Here the alleged grantees are simply mentioned as “three hundred Brilhmans of the YNjasanCya c/utraTioi and

many (7
'IIras

”

There are some indications, in lines 8 and 12 to 14 of the test, that, in addition to the record being originally

a I'abncation, it was subseiiucntly tampered with, so as to claim a property other than that which was at first

claimed by it.

This record is mentioned in Sowell’s Lists of AntiquUicst Madras, Yol I. p. 81. I quote jt, however, from inh*
unpressions, for which I am indebted to Hr. Hnltzsch.

** 1 quote this record, also, lrt»iu ink-unpiessiunt: received from Dr Hult/.sch,
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North Arcot District.

9. — The Udayendiram plates, wliicli claim that Namlivarman, son oi Skandavavmnn

(alle^cid Pallava ot Con]*eevcraui), grmited to a EiAliman a village named Kahchivayil in the

Adeyara ruahi/xi, — Last published, hid. Vol. III. p. 142; and see Di/n. Eun. DisUs^ p. 320,

note 6.

Tanjore District.

10. — The Tanjore plates, which claim that Arivarman, /. e. Harivarman (alleged ’Western

Gaiiga ot Talakad), granted to a Brahman the village of OrekOdxi^® in the group ot villag'cs

known as the MaisunAdii seTciity, in the Prabila^a semwatsara, Saka-Samvat 169 expired, in A. D.

248. — Published, Vol. VIIL above, p. 212 ,
and see Vol. XXIY. above, p. 10, No. IGG, and Ay>.

Ind. Vol. III. pp. 150 (No. 1), 161, 169, and Vol. V. p. 174.

Coimbatore District.

11. — The Kdmaralihgam plates, which claim that Ravidatta (an alleged descendant oE

Punnataraja or of the kings of Puiinata) granted to some Brahmans a village named Pxmgisoge

in the east-central district in the Knrlngnr ndd ni the Pnunadu ii^hiija, and other villages, or shares

in other villages, named Kolur, Kodamukn, Dvatugeyaiiiir, Tunagnndur, and Pattal.^i — Published,

Vol. XVIII. above, p. 362; and see Ep, hid. Vol. HI, p. 163, note 2.

Miscellaneous.^^

12 to 21. — Ten plates in the Central Museum at Madras, of which the general purport

is as follows. They recite that a certain Vira-Sangudaiyan (alleged Ohola) had constructed an agruMm
for Alakaiyyar, Alakayyar,or Alakappayyar, aiulan«ynJAd^/-a ior Dirunuipuram-Kidanainrichchanayan

;

but another king came and destroyed the ugmJidras, and, on the sites of them, dug a tank, and con-

stituted a district named Pahehapenn^nudu, PahehapauAnAdu (or something like that), consisting of

four divisions, one of which was a village named Mantavettu, Mantavedu (or something like that).

50 This is the raodem Varakuchi, in the Mysore district and talnka.

61 Kf'inaralingam, or Kumaiahngam, is the ‘ Oomarlgum ’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. G2 (1S40), inlat. 10® 29',

long. 77^ 2ri
,
in the south of the Coimbatore distiiot. The record, hewever, has not neocssarily any connection with that

part of the coantry, except m respect of having been found there And the details given in it distinctly allocate it else-

where. — Punuadu or Punad is well known ii-. the name ot a six-thousand province, — (on the point that it was a six-

thonsand, not a teii-thoii«;and, see Ep. InO Vol VI. p. 63, note 7), — which was a division of the te-mtories of the

Western Gahgas of Talakad. The Punnridn or Pundd six-thousand included some of the extreme sontheui parts of

Mysore, below the Lakshmantirtha and the Kaveii, inclusive of the Gnn^hipOt tfiluka The Kudugur mid of this

spurious record seems likely to be identical with the Kudugu nOd of certain other records. An inscription of A. D. 1315

{Ep. Carn, Yol. IV., Gu. 58) places in the Kudugu ndd the village of KannagAla, in the GunrUupet hohli, which appears

to be the * Cunagaula^ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 61 (1833), .ind the * Kannagal’ of the same sheet, N.W. (1894),

about six miles towards the south-west from Gundlupct. An inscription of A. D. 1497 {ihid. Gu. llj speaks of “the

Tcrakaniimbe ndd which is the Ku(Uigu nad.” TerakanAmbe still exists, as a town about six miles east of Gundlupet.

And it thus becomes possible that the Kodamuku or Kodamiiku of the spurious record may be the modem ‘ Koda&oge,’

jj^bout seven miles towards the south-east from Gundlupet. This identification, of course, cannot bo looked upon as at

all final , especially, as wo cannot find, m that neighbourhood, any others of the villages mentioned m the record. And
Live sli’l to lu'cide whether the Pnnnildu or Puned six-thousand was the whole of the Punuadu country, or was only

a pait of it. Hon^over, the record specifies “the people of the nmety-six-thousand L'ishi3,iiaE that is to say the Gaiga-
vadi mnety-six-thou'^aiid of the Western Gaiigas, as the witnesses to the grants asserted by it. And tins closely connecta

the record with Mysore. — The grant pui-iiorts to have been made when Ravidatta was encamped at a town named
Kitthipiira, proluibly by mistake for Kirtipuia. This town is not neeessaiily to be placed either in the Xudugur adJ or

in the Punnadu vtshaya. Mr, Rice has proposed {Mysore, levis.'d edition, Vol. I. p. 312, note 6, and Vol II pp. 223,

2G0) to identify it with the modem Rittiir, a largo village on the light bank of the Kabbani, about seven miles south of

Heggadadevankote in the Mysore district, and twenty-seven miles towaids the west-north-wost from Gundlaptt And,

as there is an inscription at Kittfir, dated in A D 1679 (Ep. Gam Vol. IV
, Hg 53), which speaks of the place as “ the

eternal town Kirtimahanagarapiira which js ICittur,’' the proposal seems likely to be correct.

62 A remark inArchceol. Surv. Soiiih. Ind. Vol. IV. p. 137 indicates that there are three more spurious copper-plate

records in the Musouin at Madras, the contents of w'hicli are still to be made known. And the same volume seems

to include throe other spurious records on copper ; namely, page 107, No. 20, a plate in the District Court of

Madura, which purports to be dated in A. D. 1533 ; pasre 152, No. 12 of the plates in the Madra-i Museum,
which purports to be dated in A. D. 1456 : aud paere 181, No 25, not dated ; they do not .ippear to i^outaiju au> uaitler

‘of any particular interest from the historical point of view.
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And they then either claim the subseqaent re-allotment of portions of the said village, or else specify

portions of it as belonging to alleged descendants of alleged original grantees.®® Two of these plates

connect with Vira-Sangudaiyan the date of Kaliyuga-Saiiivat 4187 (expired) and Saka-Sariivat 1008

(expired), in A. D. 1086
;
and the other eight give a date tlmee years later, in A. D. 1089, —

Published, ArchceoL Sun\ South, Ind, Yol. IV. p. 137

BOMBAY PBESIDENCY.

KathiawAr.

22. — Tlie Bhiniki plates, which claim that Jaikadeva (of the Saurashtra country) granted

to a Brahman the village of Bh^nika®^ in the Bhumilika mandala, in Yikrama-Samvat 794

(expired), in A. D. 738.— Published, Yol. XII. above, p. 151 ;
and see Yol. XYI. p. 197, and Yol.

XIX. p. 3C9, No. 190, and the concluding remarks about it on p. 371.

Kaira Bistrict.

23. — The plates, which claim that Dadda II. (Gurjara of Broach) granted to a

Brahman tor sacrificial purposes the village of Nignda®® in the Kamaniya sixteen-hundred hJmJcti,

in Saka-Samvat 400 (expired), in A. D. 478.— Published, Yol. YII. above, p. 61
;
and see Yol. X,

279, YoL XYII. p. 184, Yol. XVIII. p. 91, and Dyn, Kan. Distrs, p. 312, note 7.

Broach Bistrict.

24. — The 11^6 plates, which claim that Dadda II. (Gurjara of Broach) granted to a

Brahman for sacrificial purposes the village of RS^iva®® in the Akulesvara vishaija, in Saka-Samvat

417 (expired), in A. D. 495. — Last published, Yol. AIIl. above, p. 115; and see Yol. X. p. 279,

Yol. XYII, p. 193, note 37, Yol. XYIII, p. 91, Yol. XXIY. p. 10, No. 1G5, and Dyn, Kan.

DisVr., p. 312, note 7.

Khdndesh Bistrict.®^

25. — The Pimpalner plates, which claim that Satyasraya ((. e, Pulak^sin I. or II.; Western

Ghalultya of Baddmi) granted to some Brahmans the town of Pippalanagara,®® in Saka-Samvat

310 (expired), in A, D. 388-80.®® — Published, Yol, IX. above, p. 293 ;
and see Dyn, Kan. Distrs.

V. 344, note 6,

Nftsik Bistrict.

26. — The Nirpan plates, "which claim that Tribhuvanasraya-Nagavardhana, son of Dhara-

si’aya-Jayasimhavarman (alleged younger brother of PulakSsin II.; Western Chalnkya of BAchimi),

trranted the village of Balegrama^® in the Goparashtra for the worship of the god Kapaie.A

vjira and for usutruct by the ascetics®^ residing in the temple of that god. — Last published, Yol. IX.

above, p. 123 ; and see Dyn. Kan. Distrs. p. 357, and note 1 on p. 358.®^

Some of them name the alleued holders ; the others apparently leave it to be assumed that the person whc.

could produce one of the plates should be taken as the possessor of the property named in it.

This is the ruined village, known as old Dhiniki/' m the Ofchfimandal division , and Bhumilika is Bliumli,

Bhumhhli, or Ghumli, a deserted capital m the Bar(^ hills (see Vol. XII. above, pp. 152, 153, 154).

This is tho modem Nagod, near Kamrei or Kauirej (Kamaniya) which is somewhere near Surat (seeVcl.

XVIT, above, p 184, and note 5),

os This IS the modem Kayamal, in the Ahkleshwar tilluka (see Vol. XVII. above, p. 193, note 37).

See also note tS9 to No. 33 on page 21/ below,
os This is the modem Pimpalner itself, the head-quarters of the PimpalnC^r taluka.
'''Q T'le explanation of this date may possibly be found in the Kalachuri or ChedS era, with the epoch of

A. I>. 248-40, which, we know, was still current in the northern territories of the Western Chalukyas of Badiimi up
to A. B. 739 ; for, A. D, 248-49 4- 310 = A. D. 558-59, lu the true period of Saty^raya-Pulakesiu I.

^ This i^ the modern Belgaon-Taralhfi, in the Igatpuri tAluka.

No names or any other details are given.

62 'piie characters of this record are good ; andthe language and orthography are mostly correct. But the record

allots to Pulake^in II. the well known charger of his son Vikramaditya I , Chitrakantha, which, moreover, it mis-

numea Kanthachitra And, if only for that reason, the record must now be finally relegated to the list of spurious
yeoords. The DharAsraya-Jayasimhavannan whom it puts forward, seems to have been evolved out of the real person
of that name, a son of Pulakesm II.
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EatiJAgiri District.

27.— The KAndalgaoa plates, which claim that Pulakesin II. (Western Chalukya of Badaini)

granted to a Brahman for sacrificial purposes a village named Pirigipa iuthe territoiy oi’ Revati-

dvipa,®^ in the fifth year of his reign, m A. D. 614, —• Published, Vol. XIV- above, p. 3S0 ; and see

Dyn. Ran, Distrs. p. 358, note 1.

Bejgaum Distriet.^s

28.— A stone inscription at Srirangpur near Saundatti, winch claims that Satyasraya

of the Chalukya race (meaning, no doubt, PulakSsiii I. or II.
;
Western Cbalukya of BMAmi)

granted some land to the village-headmen of JModalilr*^® as remuneration for the discharge of their

duties, in the Vilambin samvatmra^ Saka-Samvat 31 (expired), in A.D. 109.— Not yet published.

DhftrwAr District.

29. — A stone inscription at D^vageri, which records that the Maluhilmannidhipati

[Sajativarman, of the Matiira race, came to the village of Palarur in the Kalayukti samoatsanr, Saka-

Saihvat 522 (expired), in A.D. 600, and granted to the villagers the right to perform a certain

sacrifice, in return for their supplying forage for his horses and elephants. — Not yet published
j

noticed in Ep. Ind, Vol. V. p. 172, and note 2.

30.— The Kiirtak6t;i plates, which claim that Vikramaditya I. (Western Chalukya of

Badami) granted to a Brahman the village of Kurutakfinte®" iiithe Belvola vishaya, in Saka-

Saihvat 530 (or 582) expired, in A. D. 608 (or 610).— Published, Vol. VIL above, p. 217
;
and

see Yol. XVIII. above, p. 285, Dyn, Ran. Distrs, p. 365, note 1, and Ep. Ind. Vol. V. p. 176, note 1.

31.— The Sficji plates, which claim that Butuga II. (Western Ganga of Talakad), at the

request of his mistress Divalamba, granted to a Jain some land at in the Sulvafcavi seventy

(*. e, the Kisukad severity) for the purposes of a Jain temple at that village, in the Vikarin samvatsara,

Saka-Samvat 860 expired, m A. D. 938. — Published, Ep. Ind. Vol. HI. p. 158 ;
and see Vol,

XXIV. above, p. 187, No. 75, note 13, and Ejj. Ind. VoL V. p. 167, note 2.

Miscellaneous.

32.— The set of plates, in the Library of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, which claims that Dharas^na II, (Maitraka of Valabhi) granted to a Brahman for sacrificial

purposes a village named Kandlaraka or ITandisaraka in the Kantaragrdma sixteen-hundred

viskaya, in Saka-Samvat 400 (expired), in A. D. 478.— Published, Vol. X. above, p. 277.

33.—A set of plates,®® which claims that a king Krishna (evidently intended, as mention is

made, before him, of Dantidurga, Amoghavarsha, Govinda, and Padigadeva, i. e, BaddigadAva,

VaddigadAva, to be Krishna III., Rashfcrakuta of Malkhed) granted to eighty-four Brahmans"®

a village or other place named KhairOdhisthtoa, in Saka-Samvat 633 (current), in A. D.

710.— Not yet published.

ct Kevatidvipa was a territory wliioh took its name from the ancient form of the name of the modern
RMt in the Vengnrla taluka (see Dyn. Kan. DistriH. p. 0-47, and note 2).

At Hir6-Kummi and Sattigeri in the Parasgad tdluka of this district, and at Surk5d or Siirkdr in the

neighbouring E^mdurg State, there are spurious copper-plate charters, without dates, which piirpoit to have been

issued by a king Kriahna-Kanhara who is intended for the EAshtrakfita, king Krishna III They have been noticed

in J)yn. Kail. Distrs. p. 550, note S. But I have not any further details about the contents of them.

This is the modem Madlur, close to Sriraugpnr. — The record does not put forward the names of the village-

headmen.

This is the modern Kurtakoti itself, in the Gadag taluka.

This is the modem Siidi itself, in the Eon taluka.

Apparently from Khiindesh or somewhere in that direction. They were sent to me, for examination, by the

Eev. J. E. Abbott, in 1887, As regards the date put forward in them, with Saka-Saiiivat 633 (expressed m words)

there is coupled the Savvedhart (i. e. Sarvadhdrin) samvatsara. But SarvadhArin would he S.-S. 013 current by the

northern luni-solar system, or S.-S. 611 current according to the southern luai-solar system. The name appears to

be a mistake for SAdharana, which would be S.-$. 633 current according to the southern luni-&oliir system.
70 NJo names oi other details seem to bo given.
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Baroda State.

34 . —iTh© Bagumra plates, which claim that Dadda II. (Gurjara of Broach) granted to a

Brahman for sacrificial purposes the village of Tatha-UmbarA^^ in the Tatha-Umbara ahdra^ in

Saka-Samvat 115 (expired), in A. D. 493.— Published, Vol. XVIL above, p. 183; and see

Yol. XVIli. p. 91, Vol. XXIY. p. 11, No. 170, and I)yn. Kan, Distrs, p. 312, note 7,

Kdlh^pur State.

35. — The AJtem plates, which claim that PulakSsin I. (Western Chalukya of Badami)

granted to a Jam priest for the purposes of a Jain temple at Alaktakanagari (AJtem), the chief

town of a seven-hundred district in the Kuhundi mshaya, allotments of land at Narindaka

and other villages, and also Rdvika and three other entire villages, ^2 in the Vibhava

sanwatSLua^ coupled with Saka-Saihvat 411 expired, by mistake for 411 current or 410 expired,

in A. D. 488. — Published, Vol. Yll, above, p. 209, with a lithograph in Yol. VIIL p. 340 ;
and

seeDy7i. Kan, JDistrs. p. 344, note 6, and Yol. XXIX. above, page 273.

36. —• A set of plates from Wadgaon, which claims that a king Amoghavarsha, by whom it

means Indra III.73 (Rashtraku^ of Malkhed), granted to a thousand and one Brahmans^^ the village

of Yeleyavapi^s m the Mallaka thirty in the Karahata four-thousand vishaya, in Saka-Sariivat

720 expired, m A. D. 798. — Not yet published ; noticed in Dyn, Kan, Kistrs, p. 416, note 6.

Miraj State.

37. —. The stone inscription at LakshmSshwar, within the limits of the Dharwar district,

w’hich claims that Nolambantaka-Marasirhha II. (Western Gaijga of Talakad) in Saka-Sariivat 890

(expired), in A. D. 968-69, and YikramMitya II. (Western Chalukya of Bad&mi) in Saka-Saihvat

056 expired, in A. D. 735, granted allotments of land at Pulige^e or Pulikaranagara, i, e,

at Lakshmeshwar itself, to Jain priests for the purposes of Jain temples at that place, and that

Durgasakti (alleged Sandra), in the time of Satyasraya, meaning, apparently, PulakS&n IL (Western

Chalukya of Badami, A. D. 609 to about 642), granted some land for the purposes of one of the

same temples.^^— Published, Vol. YII, above, p. 101; and see Ep, Ind, Yol. YI. p. 80 f., and

page 211 above.

38. — Another stone inscription at Dakshm^shwar, which claims that Yijayaditya

(Western Chalukya of BMami ) in Saka-Saihvat 645 expired, in A. D. 723, and again in S.-S. 651

expired, in A. D. 730, and Nolainbantaka-MArasiifaha II. (Western Gaiiga of Talakad) in S.-S. 890

expired, in A. D. 968-69, and Yinayaditya (Western Chalukya of Badami), in 'S.*S. 608 expired,.

Tills IS the modern Bagumra itselt, in the Palsana taluka of the Nausari district ; see where published?

page 181.

For the identification of almost all the villages, in the neighbourhood of Alt§ih, see Vol. XXIX, above,

p. 273 ft.

I ha\e previously treated this recoid as claiming to have been issued by Amoghavarsha II. , son of Indra III.

{Dyii. Kan, Vistrs p. 41C, note 6), The case, however, is as follows. The record takes the genealogy from Danti*
durga to Indra III. Then, after two verses about him which contain nothing of any importance, there comes the
passage :—Yasscha ^ri-Kirttmarfiyanah sr5-Manujatrindtrah

bti-Rnjamarttani4ah si‘i-Rattakamda[r'fJppab samabhavafc Sa cha paramabhattArakab srltnad'Amoghavar"
shadevah Yeleyavapi-nAma-grama[m'] mahArajMhirAjah dattavan. And, compar-
ing the corresponding passages in the Sangli grant of A. D. 938 (Vol, XII. above, p 250, text line 23, and p. 251, line

35 ff.) and the Khareja grant of A. D 972 {ihid. p 265, line 26, and p. 266, line 37 ff.), we now see that the record pnta
forward Amoghavarsha, wrongly, — with KirtiuSrfiyana and kaiamartanda and Eattakandarpa, correctly (see

Up, Jnd, Vol. VI, p. 176), —• as a Uneda of Indi*a III , and that it thus claims to have been issued by Indra HI. -7 It

may be added that the record asserts that, when he made the grant, Ambghavarsha, i. e. Indra III., had come to

Kurunda for the festival of his coronation. This place is mentioned, in the same connection, as Kurundaka, in the
Kausfiri grants of Indra III., issued in A. E. 915. It is evidently the modern Kurundwad, about twenty-three
miles on the east of Kolhapur.

The alleged grantees are mentioned aa “Madliavachauvveradikshita of the Kannada lineage and the K&6yap»
yrliro, together with a thousand Brahmans f’ no other details are given.

This is the modem YelSvi, m the Tasgaon taluka of the SatfirA district.
"f* la thiB case, uo individual grantee is named.
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in A- D. 687, granted allotments of land at Puligere or Pulikaranagara to Jain priests for

the purposes of a Jain temple at that place.— Noticed, Vol. VII. above, p. Ill
;
and see Ep. Ind,

Vol. VL p. 80 f., and page 211 above.

NIZAM’S DOMINIONS.

39.— The Haidarabad plates, which claim that Vikramaditya I. (Western Chalukya of

Badami) granted to a Brahman a village named Chintakuntha in the Kanna vishai/a .— Published,

Vol. VI. above, p. 75 ;
and see Dyn, Kan. Distrs. p. 364 (No. 4) and note 8, and Gottinger

Kachnchten, 1900, p, 341.77

PROVINCE OP COOBG-.

40.— The Merkftra plates, which claim that Avinita-Kohganimahadhiraja (alleged Western

Gahga of Talakad) granted to a Jain priest for the purposes of a Jain temple at Talavananagara, i. e.

Talakad, the village of Badaneguppe78 in the Edenad seventy in the Piinadu six-thousand, in

the (Saka) year 388 (expired), in A. D. 466. — Published, Vol. I. above, p. 363, and, Coorg Insm.

p. 1 ;
and see Mysore Inscrs. p. 282, Vol. XXIV. above, p. 11, No. 169, and Ep. hid. Vol. III.

pp. 160 (No. 4), 162, 168, 170, and Vol. V. p. 174, and Vol. VI. p. 66, note 7.

MYSORE STATE.

41.— The Rhimankatti or Tirthahalli plates, which claim that the epic king Janatn^jaya

granted to the ascetics (presumably Brahmans) of the locality,79 for the worship of

the god Sitarama, some land constituting a property named Munivpindakshdtra®*^ in the

place called Sitapura-Vrikodarakshetra on the west of the Tuhgabhadra, in the Plavamga sanwatsara^

the year 89 (current) of the Yudhishthira-Sakaorera of Yudhishthira,®! in B. C. 3014. — Published,

When I edited this record, in 1877j I considered that, at any rate as far as line 34, the characters appeared to

be genuinely antique (Vol. VI, above, p. 75), More recently, in 1895 or 1896, I have said that, in consequence of

the type of the characters and the partial corruptness of the language, the authenticity of this grant is not alto-

gether free from suspicion (Pyn. Kan. Distrs, p. 327, note 4, and p. 364, note 8). Prof. Kielhorn has expressed the
opinion that the mistakes in the verses do not justify the suspioiou that the plates may be a forgery, and that the

ease with which the true readings can be restored tends to prove that the verses were taken from a correct copy of

the grant {Gottinger Nachrichten, 1900, p. 345). We may waive that point. But, while the record is, no doubt, an
early fabrication and may quite possibly refer to a real grant, the bad shapes of the characters, and the irregulari,

ties in the writing, — which are not affected in their general features by the fact that the lithograph is a manipu-
lated reproduction, and not an actual facsimile, — suffice to shew that the record is not the original, synchronous,

and official voucher for the matters set forth in it. And it must, therefore, be finally stamped as spurious.

This village still exists, under the same name, in the ChamrSjnagar tfiluka of the Mysore district.

Their names, etc., are not put forward.

80 Tirthahalli is the head-quarters of the Tirthahalli tMuka in the Shimoga district, on the norLh bank of the

river TurigA, about thirty-five miles above its confluence with the BhadrA The Bhimankatti math is four miles

higher up the river, above Tirthahalli (see Mysore, revised edition, Vol. II. p. 486). And the passage defining the

boundaries enables us, with the help of the details shevm in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 42 (1827), to locate just

there the Munivrindaksh^ra, which is defined as being, amongst other things, on the west of the Tuiigabhadra,

meaning here the Tungfi) as it flows to the north.

81 According to the popular view, as exhibited in the Native almanacs of the present day, the era of

Yudhish^hira is the first three thousand and forty-four years of the Kaliyuga, that is to say, the period from the

beginmngof the present age in B. 0 3102 to the commencement of the so-called Viki’ama era in B.O. 58 ; see, for

instance, the passages about eras in the iutroduotiou to Ganpat Krishnaji's Pafichdng for Saka-Samvat 1799 (expired),

= A. D. 1877-78. On the other hand, according to the astronomer Vriddha-Garga, as reported by Var^hamihira

(died A. D, 587) in his BTihaisamhit&, xiii. 2, the duration of the era of Yudhishthira was two thousand five

hundred and twenty-six years
; and Kalhana, quoting Varahamihira’s verse in his K^atarmhgi'nt, i. 56, shews, by a

previous verse, 52, that by him at least, lu A. D. 1148-49, it was understood that the era began (and the

commencement of the reign of Yudhishthira took place) two thousand five hundred and twenty-six years before

the commencement of the &aka era in A, D. 77 ; that is to say, that the era began in B. 0. 2449 or 2448 (see Vol.

NVm. above, p. 66). The mention of the Plavamga samvatsara in the date put forward in this record, shews that

the date was put together according to the popular view, with B. 0. 3102 as the commencement of the era.—
Buchanan has mentioned two inscriptions at the temple of Madhuk64vara at Banaw^i in North Kanara, of which,

according to the acoounts of thorn given to him, one is dated in the year 168 of the era of Yudhishthira and claims that
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Vol. IV. above, p. 333; and see Vol. I. p. 378, Pali, Sanskrit, and Old-Canarese Inscrs, No. 30,

Ml/sore Inscrs, p. 251 and Introd, p, 70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427.

42.— The B^gtlr plates, y^hich. claim that, at the beginning of the sarpaydga or snake-sacri-

fice, Janamejaya granted ten villages®^ to a thousand and three-hundred Brahmans®^ of Beguru in

the northern Eden&du seventy in the Banavasi twelve-thousand province. — See Vol. YIII. above,

p, 91, Mysore Inscrs, Introd. p. 70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol.'ll, p. 427.

43.— The Kuppagadde or Sorab plates, which claim that, at the point of the snake-sacri-

fice called purnahutisamaya, JanamSjaya granted the ten villages which constituted the village

of Pushpagacjde®^ to two thousand Brahmans^^ of Pushpagadde in the Edenadu seventy in the

Banavasi twelve-thousand province.®®— See Vol. I. above, p. 375, Vol. VIII. p. 91, F. S, O.-C,

Inscrs, No. 32, Mysore Inscrs,!^, 238 and Introd. p.70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427.

44 . — The Gauj or Anantapur plates, which claim that, at the point of the snake-sacrifice

csillcd. purndhuiitadahgasamaya, JanamSjaya granted the twelve villages which constituted the

village of Gautamagr4nia®7 to thirty-two thousand Brahmans®® of Gautamagrtoa in the Santalige

a grant of land to the god MadliukaiiStha was madeby ‘Simhnniia Bupa’ of tb© family of Yndbisbthira, and the

other is dated in Vikrama-Samvat 96 (Journey through Mysore, Canara, and Malahar, Vol. III. p. 231). He has

also mentioned (ibid.) three inscriptions at Balagimi in Mysore, of which two were represented to him as being dated

in the reign of Yndhisbthira himself, and the third was represented as being dated in ^Mivabana-^aka-Samvat 90 in

the reign of ‘Trenetra Cadnmha ’ And he has said (ibid. p. 411) that the Jains of ^ravana-Belgola gave him a

copy, on palm-leaves, of what they said was a copy of a record on copper dated Kaliyuga-Samvat 600 in the reign of

‘ Eiija Mnlla, king of the South.* It is difficult, however, to say whether these statements really indicate the

existence of any such spurious records, or whether they are simply based on ignorant or fraudulent readings of

genuine records of probably about the eleventh century A. D., or on gratuitous insertions or additions as in the case

of the imaginary date inserted in a reading of one of the Kolhapur inscriptions (see page 206 f. above). — Mr. Sewell

has mentioned an inscription on stone at ‘ Vupputuru,’ m the Kistna district, “ professing to date from the 2,000th

year of the Kahynga, and to be a grant of a village by ‘^Trinetra Pallava’’ (Lists of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. I.

p. So). We have, however, no further details of it.

*‘2 The full test of this record has not been published; and so the names of the ten villages are not yet

available for identification. There is, however, no reason for expecting to find them anywhere except in the

immediate neighbourhood of B^gfir itself, which is in the Shikfirpur tfiluka of the Shimoga district,

83 Names, etc,, are put forward only in respect of fotur of them.

** As can be recognised from an identification of some of the ten villages themselves, and of some of the

surrounding villages named in the passage defining the boundaries of them, Pushpagadlde was the former name of

Kuppagad^tje itself, which is in the Sorab taluka of the Shimoga district,

85 Names, etc., are put forward only in respect of four of them.

*8 In Vol. I above, p. S75, this record is represented as claiming to have been issued in the year 111.** That,

however, is only based on a supposition that, in the expression kataJcamutkaliia, the syllables ka, ta, ka mean 1, 1, 1,

according to the Katapayddi system (for which, see Vol. IV above, p. 207). In the same way, a suggestion has been

made that the la, ta, la, m imply 1, 1, 1, 5, giving a clue to Saka-Samvat 1115 (expired), = A. D. 1193-94, as the real

date of the coucoction of this record and some others in which the same expression occurs (see Mysore Inscrs, Introd.

p. 71, and Mysore, revised edition, Vol. II. p. 427). But we have no reason to suspect anything of the kind. — It

seems, by the way, doubtful now, whether the above-mentioned expression should be divided, as hitherto, into katakam
and utkaliia, ‘ unbound, loosened, opened, blossoming, appearing,* etc., or whether we should divide it into ifeafaftaaud

mutkaliia, — a word with the sense of * sent, impelled,’ which Prof. Tawney has brought to notice in his tiunslation

of the KathOkCsa, Pref. p. 22. In either case, however, the meaning is simply “ a camp was pitched,” as remarked
on a previous occasion (Vol. XIV. above, p. 141).

As can be recognised from an identification of nearly all the surrounding villages named in defining the
boundaries of the property that is claimed, G-autamagrama is the modern Gauj itself, which is in the Shik^rpur
taluka of the Shimoga district.

*8 Names, etc., are put forward only in respect of four of them. — These thirty-two thousand Brahmans of Gau-
tamagrama are a reproduction or imitation of the thirty-two-thousand Brahmans or Mahdjanas of Tffigund, in the

Shikarpur taluka, who are mentioned in records of the eleventh and twelfth centuries A. D. at T^lgund : the records

speak of them as dvdtntnsat-sahasra’d'vija-samdja, ” the congregation of thirty-two-thousand Brahmans ** (P. S.

O.-C. Inscrs, No. 219, line iS'dJ, iiJid see Mysore Xnsers. 'p. 192), an.dmitvatUrchchhdsirvar=mahdjananigal, “the thirty-

iwo-thousand Mahdjaiias (ibid, line 53), of Sthanugu4hagrama-(TAlgund) ; and one of them (P. S, O.-C. Inscrs.
No. 221, and ^ee Mysore Inscrs. p. 196) attributes the origin of them to “thirty-two households of Brahmans
(vipra), purified by twelve-thousand af/ut/ioira-sacrifices,” whom Mukkanna-Kadamba brought to the south from
the agrdhdra of Ahiohohh»fctra and established at the great agrahXra of Sthanugu»lhapura, which he made.
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iiiousand in the Baiiavasi twelve-thousand proviiice.^s— See Yol, I. above, p. 377, and the test and

lithograph ill Vol. HI. p. 268, Vol, VIII. p. 91, P. /S'. O.-C. Inscrs, No. 31, U^sore Inscrs. p. 232

and Introd. p. 70, and Mysore (revised edition), Vol. II. p. 427.

45.— The Gattav§.di stone inscription, which claims that, during the reign or rule oi a

certain Erehavemmadi, the village-headman and others®*^ of Gotfcevadi united for, apparently, the

purpose of defining and marking out lands that were set apart as remuneration for the

duties of the office of village-headman, in the Ahgiras samvatsara, coupled with Saka-Samvat

111, by mistake for 114 (expired), in A. D. 192-98.— Published, Ej). Cam, Vol. IIL. Nj. 199; and

see Dyn. Kan, Distrs. p. 301, note 1 (No. 1).

46. — The Taga^firu plates, which claim that Harivarman (alleged Western Gahga of

Talakad), granted to the son of a village-headman, as a reward for prowess displayed in the battle of

Henjeru, a village named Abbag41®^ in the Torebadagarenadu vishaya^ in the Vibhava samvatsara,

coupled with Saka-Samvat 188 expired, by mistake for 170 expjired, m A.D. 249 .^2 .— Published, Ep,

Cam, Vol. III., Nj. 122
;
and jsec Dyn, Kan, Distrs, p. 301, note 1 (No. 2).

47. — The Mucjiyantlr plates, which claim that Malladlva-Nandivannan (alleged Bana)

granted to twenty-five Brahmans^^ the village of Mu^yanto®^ in the Hodali vishaya, in the

Vilambin samvatsara, Saka-Saihvat 261 (current), in A. D. 338.— Published, Vol. XV. above,

p. 172; and see Vol. XVII. p. 339, and Vol. XXIV, p. 10, No. 167. — This record is, in part at

any rate, a palimpsest.

48.— The Harihar plates, which claim that an unnamed son of Vishnugopa (alleged Western

Gahga of Talakad) granted to the son of a village-headman, in recognition of some service rendered

by him in apparently the battle of Henjeru,®^ the village of D^vanfir®*^ in the Karenad district, in

the SMharana samvatsara^ coupled with, apparently, Saka-Saihvat 272 (expired), in A. D, 851.

—

Published, Vol. VII, above, p. 173; and see Mysore Inscrs. p. 293, Vol. XXIV. above, p. 181, No. 4,

note 3, and Ep, Ind, Vol. III. pp. 159 (No. 2), 162, 170, and Vol. VI. p. 74.

49. — The plates, in the Museum at Bangalore, which claim that Vira-Nonamba (alleged

Chalukya of Kalyanapura) granted to a leading banker or merchant of a village named Haluhadi®^

in the Kundunadu seventy in the Gahgavadi ninety-six-thousand province, in recognition of prowess

displayed in the battle of Henjeru, some lands (at that village), in the Parana samvaisara^ Saka-

Saihvat 366 (expired), in A. D. 445.— Published, Yol. VIIL above, p. 94 ;
and see Mysore Inscrs.

p. 296 and Introd. p. 70, Mysore (revised edition), Vol II. p. 427, Yol XXIV. above, p. 9, No. 163,

and Dyn. Kan, Distrs, p. 467.

60 .— The Mallohajli plates, which claim that Koiiganiraja or Kohganimaliaraja, son of

Madliava II. (alleged Western Gahga of Talakfid) granted to a Brahman some land which is perhaps

In Vol. I. above, p. 377, this record, also, is represented as having been issued in ** the year 111 ” Note

S6 above, however, applies here again.

No names are put forward.

The name TorebadagarenSdu means the district on the north bank of the river.’* The village claimed,

Abbagal, is either Chik-Abbagalu or Bod-AbbSgalu, near the northbank of the KavM, and about four miles on the

east of Sosile which is in the Tirumakudlu-Narastpur tSluka of the Mysore district

92 Or, we might say, in Saka-Sanivat 1S8 espwed, in A. X>, 267, coupled with the Vibhava siriivatsT.ra by

mistake for the A^yaya samvatsara ”

9" Names, etc., are put forward only in respect of four of them.

9^ Some of the place-names mentioned in this record are not unique. But, as was pointed out by Mr. Rice (Vol.

NV. above, pp. 172, 174), the village claimed is Mudiyanur itself, iu the Mulbllgal taluka of the Kdlar district.

•>5 The test has Helmyetan^iridhuidv.), ‘‘having pierced HenjeTm.”

95 As was pointed out by Mr. Rice (Vol VII. above, p, Ifl), this is Dcvanur in the Naujangud taluka of the

Mysore district.

97 This is, m33t probably, the ‘ Halvadi * of the ludian Atlas sheet No, 60, S. W. (1S92), in the Mandya taluka

of the Mysore district.
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specified as lying below the tank of a village named Milur, in the Jaya samvatsara, the twenty-ninth

year of his reign.— Published, VoL V. above, p. 136 j
and see Mysore Inscrs. p. 289, and Ep, Ind,

Yol. III. pp. 160 (No. 3), 162.

51 . — The plates, in the Museum at Bangalore, which claim to record a charter issued, in

the third year of his reign, by Kohganimaharaja, son of Kohgammahadhiraja son of MMhava II.

(alleged Western Ganga of Tajakad) : the concluding portion of this record is said to be quite

illegible
;
but the last words of the legible portion make it practically certain that it claimed to record

a grant of some kind or another to a Brahman who was a resident of a town named Mahasena-

pura.^8 — Pubhshed, Vol. YII. above, p. 174; and see Mysore Inacrs. p. 294, and Ep. Ind. Yol. III.

p, 160 (No. 5).

52.

— The Mallohalli plates, which claim that Durvinita (alleged Western Ganga of

Talakad) granted to a Brahman a property called iSvarasth^na at a village named Bempur®®

in the Kelale ncid^ in the Yijaya smhvatsara, the thirty-fifth year of his reign. — Published, Yol. Y,

above, p. 138
;
and see Mysore Inscrs, p. 291, and Ep, Ind, Yol. III. pp. 160 (No. 6), 163.

53.

—The Hostlr plates, which claim that Satyisraya, i, e. Pulaklsin II. (Western Chalukya

of Badami), at the request of an alleged daughter or son named Ambera or AmbSra, granted to

thirty-one Brahmans^oo g, village named Periyaia in the Konikal vishaya,— Published, Vol. YIII.

above, p. 96, with a lithograph in Yol. IX. p. 304; and see Mysore Inscrs, p. 298, and Dyn. Kan,

Dist7's. p. 358, note 1.

54.— The Hallegere plates, which claim that Sivamara I. (Western Ganga of Talakad)

built a bndge or dam across the Kiline river on the north of Keregodu in the Keregodu viskoya,^^^

and took two villages named Kodugola and Belkare on the south of that river and two villages

named Bembampal or Bcmbappal and Punusepatti on the north of the river, and made of them a
village named Pallavatat^ka, and divided that new village into sixty-six shares, which he then

granted to thirty-one Brahmans, in Saka-Samvat 685 expired, in A. D. 713, in the thirty-fourth

year of his reign, — Published, .E/?. Canz. Vol. Ill,, Md. 113; and see Dyn. Kan. DisU's, 301,

note 1 (No. 3).

65.—The plates, in the British Museum, which claim that a certain Eregahga, who may
be represented as a governor under Sivamara I. (Western Ganga of Talakad) or may perhaps be

intended for Sivamara I, himself, divided into three shares and granted to Brahmans^o^ a village

named Panek6dupadi,^<^3 which — (we must understand from the record) — was in either the

TorenMu five-hundred, or the Kohgalnad two-thousand, or the Male thousand.— Published,

Yol. XIY. above, p. 229 ;
and see Ep, Ind, Yol. III. pp. 160 (No. 9), 163, 169.

56.— The Hostlr plates, which claim that Sripurusha-Muttarasa (Western Ganga of

Talakad) granted to a Brahman some lauds at four villages named Elam-Gudalfir,
Mai?iyachi-G<ldal(ir, Paruvi, and Sripura, in Saka-Saiiwat 684 expired, in A. D. 762. —

Tbia town is mentioned again, as the residence of one of the alleged grantees, in the Hallegere plates,

No. 54 below. The name may be another form of the name KArttik^yapuram, which occurs in the case of a village

in the KArvefcinagar zamSndarl in the North Aroot district, Madras, or it may he the Sanskritised form of some
vernacular name now beginning with dodda or hirS,

00 This may be ' Bevnr ’ in the Closepet tAlnka of the Bangalore district ; or it may be ‘ Begur,' in the Nela-
mahgala taluka of the same district.

160 ^0 names are given; we are only told that thirteen of them belonged to the Itreya gtiva, five to the
Kausika gtira^ three to the KA^yapa gotra,, three to the Kaundinya gStra, three more to the Kasyapa g6ira, two to
the feAva^nika (SAvarnika) gotra, one to the BhSradvaja gttra, and one to the Satinaka goira,

101 It seems likely that the Keregodu of this record is Keregodu in the Man^ya taluka of the Mysore district.
102 The original actuaUy says “to the KAsapa (Kasyapa) — meaning, no doubt, to some BrAhmans

belonging to that goira
,
no other details are given,

loa This is probably the modem * Hanagod/ on the Lakshmantlrtha river, in the Hunsur taluka of the Mysore
district.

10* This was really an eight-thousand province , see page 20S abowe.
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Pablislied, Madras Jour, Lit, Sc., 1878, p. 138 ;
and see Mysore Inscrs, p. 281, Yol. XXIV.

above, p. 11, No. 171, Ep, Lid. Yol. III. pp. 160 (No. 7), 170, and Dyn. Kan. Bistrs. p. 302, note 2,

57.— The Ddvarhajli plates,— formerly known as the Nagamaugala plates, — which claim

that Sripurusha-Muttarasa (Western Gahga of Talakad), at the request of Paramagula-Prithuvi-

Nirgundaraja, granted for the purposes of a Jain temple called Lokatilaka^o^ founded by Kundachchi,

wife of Paramagula-Prithuvi-Nirgundaraja, at a town or village named Sripura, a village named
Ponnalliin theNirgunda vishaya, in Saka-Saihvat 698 expired, in A. D. 776-77, in the fiftieth

year of his reign. — Published, Yol. II, above, p. 155, and Ep, Cam. Yol, lY., Ng. 85 ;
and sec

Mysore insers. p. 287, and Ep. Ind. Yol III. pp. IGO (No. S), 163, 1G4.

68.—The Gahjdiin plates, ^hich claim that, with the consent of the Tuvardja Marasiihha-

Ereyappa, alleged son of Sivamara II. (Western Ganga of Talakad), two alleged Pallava princes

Nijarama and Nayadhira, sons of Kali-Nolambftdhiraja-Kolliyarasa, granted to a BrMiman a

village named Tipperhr. — Published, E]). Cam. Yol lY., Sr. IGO.

59.— The Galig^kere plates, which claim that Ranavikramayya, alleged son of Rajamalla

Western Gaiiga of Talakad), granted to a Brahman a village named Kola-Nelltir.— Published,

Ep. Cam. Yol lY., Yd. 60.

NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS THE QORAN.

BY HAETWIG HIESCHFELD, Pn.D , M.E.A S.

(Continued from p. 183.)

Chapter IX.

Medinian Revelations up tiU the Battle of Badr.

Features common to Meccan and Medinian revelations — Differences of both classes —
Muhammed’s attitude towards the Jews— Revelations of the period.

The features common to Meccan and Medinian revelations are few but important. They

comprise— similarity of diction and form, the same aggressiveness of tone, the tenets of the religion

and the docirines of its ethical code. If we had no other critical aid, it would frequently be quite impos-

sible to distinguish between Medinian and later Meccan revelations. Moslim authors on the subject are

unreliable, if not directly misleading, and the anecdotes which they relate in connection with many reve-

lations must be received with caution. Medinian addresses, like the Meccan ones, abound in declama-

tory, narrative, and parabolical passages. Many of these have been handed down as Medinian, though

it is doubtful if they should so be classified, and there is not sufficient evidence to justify their removal

from their present position in the official text. The legislative revelations are less difficult to place,

as those bearing on ritual (except some on prayer and almsgiving), or legal matters are of distinctly

Medinian origin.

The Medinian portions of the Qordn must not be criticised from the same standpoint as the

Meccan ones, on account of the altered circumstances under which they appeared. It is impossible to

get a clear insight into the events connected with the Meccan sermons
;

therefore so far as they are

concerned, we have no satisfactory background to work upon. The case is different as regards the

Medinian revelations, which are illustrated by facts recorded in exegetical and historical works.

Unfortunately the authors of these works were remarkable for religious zeal, rather than for their capa-

city for distinguishing between truth and fiction, whilst many of the authorities on whom they relied were

not always veracious. Thus, a large number of Medinian revelations h«ave been linked with persons and

1 06 No individual grantee is named, unless we are to understand that the village was actually conveyed to the Jain,

priest Vimalaohandiacharj^a, at whose suggestion the grant purports to have been made or tho temple built.
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jitjairs uith 'svliich, in rcalit\, they bad no connection, whilst tlie resemblance between various military

exjieditions is responsible for a certain Confu.4on which defies all attempts at disentanglement. We
iiia} huxje to be more succe^Jul in matters exegeticai, and it must be conceded that the better a

j^fifcsage is understood the greater is the clianoc of ascertaining to what it refers, and the place to which

it belongs in the order of revelations

Another difference between the two chief portions of the Qonm is due to the change which had

taken place in the author himself, ilis aims 'were not precisely the same as they had been. Whilst

the teachings promulgated in Mecca affected the church exclusively, many of the Medinian ones w^ere

devoted to the organisation of the State. Without the Hijra Islam would probably never have out-

stepped the limits of a religious sect, and might at best have lingered on within an insignificant and

powerless minority. Muhammed’s merit as founder of the State is not less than as the

creator of the faith. The most powerful ethical idea caimot be effective foi any length of time,

unless it IS established on a material basis, because those who are called upon to uphold and projiagate

ir. are in most cases actuated by personal interests and inclinations. The people who will accept the

true and the ideal for its own intrinsic value alone are rare, but many will receive it when tendered

m a gilded casing, or when they are compelled to do so. In Medina, Islam w'as fortunate enough to

be able to employ both methods in the furtherance of its objesets, and this is the secret of its rajud

jjrogress all along the line.

Finally, in contradistinction to the Meccan revelations, the Medinian ones unfold the network of

the hierarchio constitution, comprising religious as well as administrative measures. Under the

care of Moslim theologians it developed into a minutely worked out code of laws which, similarly to the

Jewish one, holds the whole life of the believer under its sway, drawing purely legal matters within

the province of leligioiis decision. The first impulse towards this course of action in Islam was, however,

given by Muliammed himself. For, without it he would not have been able to achieve the most urgent

reforms. By intermixing juridical expositions with pastoral admonitions^^ he placed the former above

the ancient customs of his country.

There are, however, other circumstances, which could not fail to affect the general tone of Muham-
ined’s utterances as soon as he entered the precincts of his new abode. Having been invited to come

by many of the leading citizens, liis life was not only safe, but he became possessed of a worldly power

which was absolute within the circle of his admirers. His wish was a command, his censure condemn-

ation. S}:eaking with the authority of a man who was blindly obeyed, his eloquence lost its excited

character, and assumed the calm tone of a legislator. “ Obedience to Allah atod His Messenger’" is

the Leitmotiv of nearly all Medinian speeches.

xVs far the new adversaries of Islam, they were divided into two large groups of very different

nature. Those Arabs who adhered to the old pagan belief were not such fanatic opponents as the

Meccans, because Islam endangered no institution which was a source of wealth or influence to

them. Only sundry chiefs, who feared that the spread of Islam might deprive them of their power,

oltored individually an obstinate resistance. Many antagonists belonging to this class, not having the

Courage to resist the growth of Islam openly, agitated against it secretly, whilst showing outward

submission, but even they saw the power slip gradually out of their hands. It did not take the

rrophot long to recognise the real attitude of the Hypocrites,” as he styled them, and the trouble

they gave him during the whole remainder of his life is faithfully reflected in the virulent rebuffs he

administered to them from time to time,

Tlic foes l\luhammed feared most were the three Jewish clans, which had settled in and around

Medina. Circumstances had not only favoured the spread of their faith among the Arabs, but had

also drawn the ties of kinship closer through intermarriage with their pagan compatriots. By keeping

in touch with their religious literature they had gradually acquired the leadership in spiritual

matters, and they still maintained it, although their temporal influence had received a severe

check shortly before Muliammed crossed their path. 3^7

C/.Q>. 11 . 2552 and often BQiimegQ, p.. 47 sgg.
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Wherever the Jews wandered, in the Diaspora, they took with them at least those portions ol

the Old Testament, which form part o£ the liturgy. These not only comprise the Pentateuch, but also

such sections of the Prophets, as were selected for Haftaroth, the Psalms^s and the Five Scrolls,*^®

One of the consequences of this practice was the preservation of the Hebrew language both for prayer

and study, and however much most Jews of the Hijaz may have adopted manners and customs of

the Arabs, and although many lived in great ignorance, Hebrew was never forgotten among them.

Of this unmistakeable evidence exists. From a tradition repeated on various occasions by AlBokhari^i

we gather, that the Jews in Arabia read the T6rah in Hebrew, but interpreted the same to the

Moslims in Arabic.— From this, first of all, we may conclude, that the Pentateuch— probably the

whole of the Old Testament — was studied and publicly interpreted in the [Beth] “ Midr^s.'^a

When Muhammed heard of this, he was so perplexed, that he did not know, at first, what policy to

pursue. He therefore simply forbade his followers either to confirm or to refute the Jewish inter-

pretation, giving as his reason that the Jews had alteied the law, written the Torah with their own

hands, and stamped the same as God’s original work.83 The less discreet Abu Bakr, however, could

not abstain from entering the shoool-house by force and assaulting the Rabbi engaged in teaching. 84

From these traditions which receive confirmation from yet another one,s® we gather, that the Jews in

Medina not only practiced writing, but made copies of the Torah, and endeavoured to work upon

the Moslims in private and public discussions. From the concluding words of the tradition mentioned

above, as well as from many verses of the Qordn, it is certain that they also had at their disposal the

Mishn^h, which is traced back by Rabbinical teaching to oral communication given to Moses on Sinai

as a supplement to the written Law.”®**

From several almost literal quotations from the 0. T. in the Qordn the question arose, whether au

Arabic translation of the former existed in Arabia. Whilst Sprenger®^ is convinced that this was the

case, or that at any rate certains portions of it had been translated, Prof. De Goeje, in a recent

article,88 arrives at a negative result. The latter theory is undoubtedly correct. Had such a versiosi

existed, Muhammed would have certainly succeeded in procuring one, and his renditions of Biblical

passages would consequently have been more verbal, and less intermixed with agddic ornamentation.

Since this was not the case, we must assume that he gained the bulk of his Biblical knowledge

from intercourse with the people. In his earlier years he may have had opportunities of seeing Hebrew

books, but, not being a skilled reader, misread several words.s® These he subsequently rendered in a

corrupt fashion. He had scarcely set foot in Medina, when he took pains to display before the Jews a

grand knowledge of the Bible and later Jewish writings, which he had picked up secretly.

It is almost certain that the Jews in Arabia were acquainted with an Ajamaic version — either

Targum or P’shitta~of the Pentateuch. Through Talmudical channels Aramaic elements penetrated

their religious terminology, and even their name Yahtld is an Aramaic form.®® We may gather from

73 The TOrfih and Psalma are further mentioned in the verses of the Jewish poet AlSammSk in his dirge on

Ka'b b. al Ashraf who had been assassinated by order of Muhammed. C/, B, E. J. Vin, p. 22.

79 As to Canticles qf. Ch, II. QOran, ii. 73. IV. pp, 221, 250.

8* Hish, p 362 Through misunderstanding on the part of some traditionists the term midrds is applied to the

leoturmg Rabhi, Hish. pp. 334 and 378 ; cf. Beiir. p, 52.

38 Bokh. ibid.

;

according to Qor. ii. 73. ** Hish. ibid. ; B. E. J. ibid, p IS

85 Hish. p. 393. The Jews made Muhammed umpire in an adultery case, but opinions disagreeing, Abd AlUh b.

SaUm (see below) had a copy of the Tor^ brought, and pointed the verse out which commanded the culprit to be

stoned ; Beitr. p. 54. Although this tradition must he taken with caution, because of its tendency to make Abd
Allah prominent, the kernel seems to be genuine. ^6 Abbth, 1. 1. 8^ L. c. I. p. 132.

88 Semitic Studies in memory of Dr. A. Kohut, p 180 sg[. The quotations given in this article as well as in that of

M. Schreiner, ibid, p. 495 s^g., only give a small fraction of the material existing on this question. — Ps. cxi. 10 ; cf.

J ^ ^ o/
AlMaidtini, Ar. Prov, iii. p. 29 (X4XxM ^«>4 Prov. i. 7 ; Oantic. v. 2; cf. Hish. p. 373, Ku/mil ed

Wright, pp. 77, 741 ; AlShahr. p. 165 I, 2 fr, b. = Deutr. xsxiii. 2. The same verse, differently translated, see

Schreiner, ibid, p 503, acccording to Almfi verdi, Cf Ibn l^azm, Pfc. I., who gives numerous translations from the

Pentateuch, and J Q, K. xiii. p. 222 sgg,

89 See Cb. I. 9o sabt (Sabbath) represents the Aranaaio form.
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tliis that tlie Arab Jews possibly exercised a certain indirect influence on the construction of the

Talmud. Some pai‘agraphs in the Mishiiuh refer exclusiyely to the Jews of the Peninsula. It was

considered lawful for them to live in Bedouin tents, and their women were permitted to go out on

Sabbath wearing a Teil.®^ The Talmud also alludes to the custom of circumcision among Arabs,93 and

twice mentions Arab foot gear.®^

The maintenance of the spiritual — and probably also commercial— intercourse with the centres

<ii Jewish culture in Palestine and Babylon prevented the process of assimilation beyond the external

conditions of life, although as far as these were concerned it was complete. At this period the

Jewish standard prayers had long been settled, and it is certain that they also constituted the prayers

fl't the Arab Jews, probably in the original Hebrew. These Jews, however, did not produce any

liturgical compositions of their own, at least none survive either in Hebrew or in Arabic. But they

have left a large number of poems in pure Arabic, containing a few allusions to Biblical books.®^ Other-

wise these poems do not differ in style and tone from those of the pagan Arabs, and are of about the

same stamp. Finally it is to be remarked that they preferred Arab names to Hebrew ones, and in a list

handed down by Ibn Ishaq only few specifically Jewish names are to be found.®® This corresponds to a

custom found among Jews everywhere in the diaspora, but in Arabia it was more prevalent, because

they numbered among themselves many proselytes who did not change their names or those of their

children when converted.

There is a good deal of evidence that the art of writing was practised to some extent among the

Jews of North Arabia, and that not only they themselves wrote Arabic in Hebrew square characters

but also several Christian Arab tribes who lived near Syria.®^ Other Arab reports trace the invention

of the Arab alphabet back to the same origm.®^ A tradition handed down in the name of Zeid b.

Thabit, Muhammed’s secretary, informs us that the latter ordered him to learn the Idtdh^^ of the Jews,

which he did in two weeks so satisfactorily, that he wrote to the Jews [letters dictated to him by

Huhammed] and read the letters they wrote to him. From this we can safely conclude that in North

Arabia Arabic was written in square characters long before any other form was used, and it is only in

continuance of this custom that Jewish authors of Arabic works during the Middle Ages used the same.

The majority of Jews living at present in Arabic-speaking countries have little or no notion of the

Arabic alphabet.

In spite of the wealtb and infl.uence ascribed to the Arab Jews, they could never forget that they

were living in exile
;
for before the rise of Islam they were frequently reminded of this fact by buffets

and petty tyrannies.^®® This position must have been anything but pleasant, because they were always

longing for Messianic deliverance. The two Arab tribes of AlAus and AlKhazraj, their fellow-

citizens in Medina, were perpetually at loggerheads, and the various Jewish inhabitants were distributed

on both sides. Being rather inclined to peaceful handicraft, palm-culture, and trade, these everlasting

feuds and occasional raids on their property were not to their taste, and they used to say : “The time

is near, when a prophet is to come, whom we will follow, and with his help we will defeat you.’’ i

Moslim tradition connects this word of hope somewhat remotely with Muhammed, and it is possible,

that the rumours of the new prophet, which had reached the ears of the inhabitants of Medina, were

looked upon by some Jews as the culmination of their hopes. But the essence of the tradition is

probably only an echo of some paragraphs in the Jewish prayer-book which refer to a Messianic

future. However, as soon as the Medinian Jews beard of the Meccan prophet, they considered it

Ohol. sviii. 10. S2 Sabb. vi. 4.

85 AbOd. Zar. 27^°; Yeb. IF®. Arabs called “Tayyitfees” because the tribe of Tayy was the one nearest to Babylon
(c/ BQitr. p. 49),

9i Yeb am. 102^0; Sabb. 95 Qf BeUr. p. 61.
'

96 cf. E. E. J. VIIL p. 11.
97 Cf. Eenan, Mist, des lanig, Bhn. I. p 348 ; Sprenger, Z. c. I. p. 131.
98 JFihfistt p. 4, where groups of Hebrew (or Syriac) letters are mistaken for names of persons.
99 Evidently not “book/’ but “writing.” The tradition xs given Khamis, I. p. 464.

ito E. g., by the Ghassanide prince Abu Jubeila (about 500) and by AlEiarith b. Abi Shamir who pillaged Kheibar
(about o30); c/. B. J. YII. pp. 172-5. a Hish. 2S6 and 374.
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worth while to make enquiries concerning his person and mission, but the accounts of these enquiries

and their results as given by tradition are so eccentric that they deserve little credence,^ at least as re-

gards many of the details. Now if the Medinian Jews were interested in Muhammed, he was at least

equally concerned about them, and sought to win them over either by persuasion or force. Shortly betVa---

the Hijra six Medinian Arabs made a pilgrimage to Mecca. Muhammed at once questioned them

whether they were friends of the Jews.^ When invited in the following year to emigrate to Medina,

it appears that one of the conditions made by Muhammed was that the alliances with the Jews should

be dissolved.^ From the resistance which Muhammed experienced from the Meccans who were ignorant

in religious matters, he could easily gauge what a struggle was in store for him with the “People ot

the Book.” The friendly sentiment he expressed towards the Jews in some of the earliest Medinian

revelations® seems to have been an attempt to soothe a dangerous rival, rather than a desire to show

sympathy for a cognate faith. Also the Jews on their part are said to have made enquiries about the

new Messias, but what they had learnt on this occasion, as well as what they found out later on per-

sonal observation, showed that a struggle was imminent. Muhammed’s having come to Medina by

invitation must have led him to believe that the pagan population of that city would be won over with

comparative ease. He was aware that the Jews lived in exile, and languished under the wrath ot

All^. This conviction furnished him the cue for remonstrances, and he was not loth to remind them

as often as possible that they were “cursed.” The alleged friendly attitude Muhammed assumed

towai’ds the Jews is peculiarly illustrated in the following list of abusive titles which he hurled at them

during the Medinian period :
—

Sdra ii. 6.® AlHh has sealed their hearts.

8. They try to deceive Allah.

9.7 In their hearts is sickness.

11.3 Doers of evil.

13.3 Satans.

15,13 Those who buy error for guidance.

17.11 Deaf, dumb and blind.

82.12 All^ has cursed them.

259. Their patrons are Tagut.!®

iii, 177. They have murdered the prophets undeservedly.!^

iv. 53. They devise lies against Allali.i®

V. 85. The bitterest foes of the Believers.

xlvii. 27- Those who turn their backs, after guidance has been manifested to them.

Ivii. 15, Allah is wrath with them.

In addition to these unflattering epithets we have to mention others of a more general character

such as : “Those who disbelieve,” which refers to Jews and Christians indiscriminately, or “the Pos-

sessors of the Book,” those to whom the Book (or the “Knowledge”) was given, and finally : “The

worst of beasts in the eyes of Allah are the unbelievers ” (viii, 57).”1®

One of the most frequent of the derogatory descriptions of the Jews is that “Allah has t-urhod

them.” With this Muhammed evidently wished to show ofi his acquaintance whith those passages of

2 C/. E. E. J. ih. p. 191 SG[.
s Higii 286-8

;
293. ^ Ihid. 296. ^ Q. ii. 49 ; if. v 7o.

« Already in Meeoan revelations, e. g., vi. 46; cj. shi. 23 witli the variation; “sealed his hearing,” x\v. 22.

^ Only in Medinian passages. This confirms the verses Issiv. 31-34 to be Medinian, Cf. Isaiah i, 5.

8 Cf. Y. 201; V. 69 and xvii. 4, altogether about 80 times in the Qordn.

s See Goldziher, p 106 sg.

10 With the variation :
“ they barter my signs away for a little price,” ii- 38, 73, 1G9 ; v. 48, lu5 ; ix. 97 ’/>

Romans i. 25.
gn.,

Cf. Y. 166, xlvii. 25. Hassan b. Thfibit, J)iw, p. 45, 1. 8, Sj t

12 With the variation : “the curse of Allah is upon the infidels,” ii. 83 and often, cf. iv. 55, xlvii. 25.

IS oy V. 65. Cf. ii. 85, iii,, 77; Lam. ii. 20; Matth. xxiii. 3t.

15 Cf iii. 88 ; also vi. 21, 93, 145 (Meccan), etc. Befers also to the Jews . iv 51-5 ana below.
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the Pentateuch 'which deal with the subject, in order to impress upon them the feeling that they were
forsaken by God, but had now an opportunity of being redeemed if they acknowledged his mission.

After these preliminary remarks we now enter upon the discussion of the Medinian revelations,
and begin with those which, form Sura ii., and which,according to both ancieant and modem authors, repre-

sent the oldest speeches held in Medina. ‘ As to the first section (vr. 1-19^) the Moslim Commentators
leave undecided whether it refers to the Jews or “ Hypocrites, but since the latter are not mentioned
in the whole of the sura at all, it is probable that in the section in question the former are alluded to.i®

It is hardly likely that these Hypocrites’' were prominent at that time. Cant is always slow
to detect. Those Medinians who, from political motives, had embraced Islam whilst waiting an
opportunity to shake it off again, were careful to appear as good Moslims in Muhammed's eyes, and
we cannot wonder if he was somewhat credulous. A positive evidence, however, also exists that the verses

in question refer to the Jews.20 Verse 6 is a reproduction of Isaiah vi. 6, and w, 10-11 repeat the old

reproach launched against the “ Sons of Israel” in a Meccan revelation (xvii. 4). Finally the phrase
(v. 12), “ shall we believe as fools believe?,-” evidently reproduces words actually spoken by some Jews
who ridiculed Muhammed, whilst the “Satans” (v. 13) represent the Rabbis who abetted such behaviour.

The two parables, with which the address concludes, are similar in tendency to that which precedes.

The portion following (w. 19b-37) is in no way connected with the address just discussed, since

Y, 24 iu which the use of the minutest animals in illustration of parables^i is justified, cannot refer to>

viathah mentioned in the verses 16-19^=^ which deal with fire and lightning. Noldeke is inclined to reckon
this address as belonging to the Meccan period, but the renewed challenge (v. 21), to produce anything
like the Qordn^ is evidently directed against the Jews. In v, 25 Muhammed denounced certain practices
of the Jews, it having appeared to him that they had broken laws laid down in the T6rah.22 This was
the old reproach of having altered the Law, and it gave Muhammed an opportunity of saying that they
‘‘did evil on earth,”23 After this the story of Adam^^* is repeated with such details as could only be
appreciated by a Jewish audience. The words : “We celebrate Thy praise and hallow Thee” (v. 28),
recall the words of the “santification” in the Jewish prayer-book.25 To this speech another is joined in
which the BantX Isrd>il are addressed (vv. 38-58), but where the Jews are meant. They are told
that they “ recite the Book.” This probably refers to the custom of reading portions of the Bible during
puolic worship. They are also reminded of the miraculous delivery of their ancestors from Pharaoh’s
bondage (w. 46-47), of Moses^ forty days’ stay on the mountain, x>f the making of the golden calf
(v.^48),2C and the grant of the protecting clouds, the Mannah and the quails. Then follows a verse
(55) which has puzzled all interpreters, and has not even yet been satisfactorily explained.27 I now
believe that the Commentators are right in considering that the ‘ city ’ mentioned in the verse refers to
Jerusalem, whilst the words, “enter ye the gate worshipping, and say hitta, we might forgive you your
sills, describe the moment when the High Priest on the Day of Atonement entered the “ Holy of
Holies” in the Temple.28 The word hitta is probably taken from the formula of confession of sins
recorded in the Mishnah (Yoma iii. 8; iv. 2; vi. 2). The “ alteration”29 for which Jews are
again blamed in connection with this matter is probably of liturgical character, since the formula just
alluded to -has a different text in the ordinary prayer-book, but Muhammed lost no opportunity of
repeating the hackneyed reproach as often as possible.

If Levit. xxvi. 1443 ; Deut. xxvii. 15-26 ; xxviii. 15-66.
‘3 V, 13 permits a reference to the “Hypocrites,” but see v. 71.

refers V. l-19a to the “Hypocrites” and therefore place the address in the earlier
part of the year 2 H. —* V. S-9 and 13 need not be referred to the mundjftg-fin, because they can just as well aim at the

Of- 17 and vi. 46. at C/. Ch. VIII, 22 cf, Ch. VIII.
^

' This expression probably caused the address to receive its place iu the.sttra,

r
10-18, xv. 28-44, xvii 63-68, xz. 115, xxxviii 71 , 86 . 25 So called QedHshd.

® See Geiger, Z. c. pp.^ 154-5 ; ef. vii. 147-155. V. 52 was misunderstood by Geiger. In the it is the peopjewho desire to see God, whilst Muhammed confounded Exod. xx. 19 with xsxiii. 18 and Numb. xvi. 33-35 .My own previous endeavour {Beitraege, p. 64) included.

’ Mishna, YOmd, v. 1 . Qor, iv. 153 : the same command is given in connection with the wordswe held overthem the mountain at their compact.”
^ The Commentaries endeavour to explain the “alteration” in a different way

.
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The compilers of the Qflrdn have placed between this address and the following one a verse (59 )

which stands detached, and represents an attempt to bring Jews,30 Christians and “ Sabaeans” on a line

with Believers, The same verse, though shorter by a few words, occurs again in a longer speech

(5, V, 73), where it has equally little connection with the text. The verse can only be explained as a

casual remark made at a moment when Muhammed relaxed his hostile attitude, and hoped to win dis-

senting monotheists by kindness. It is very improbable that Muhammed spoke in this way more than

once, or later than the second year. The verse is, therefore, instructive to show the way in which the

Qordn was compiled. It was kept in memory, and communicated to the compilers in two slightly

varying versions, which both had places allotted to them in Medinian speeches. There can be no

doubt that the verses v. also belong here, containing, as they do, a call to the prophet to preach,

which resembles that in the earlier Meccan period. There was ample reason for the repetition of that

call. In Mecca Muhammed had preached only to his own people. The Medinian audience, however, was

less homogeneous, and included numerous Jews and Judaeo-Arabs. Lest these should imagine that his

ministry was addressed exclusively to the pagan inhabitants of Medina, the “Messenger” is commanded

to preach (v. 17) ;
for if he did not do so, Alklh would not hold him free from men. The next verse shows

that these words were also meant for the ** Possessors of the Writ,” who were sadly in want of a new

message, since they neglected to “stand fast by the Torah and the Gospel and what had been revealed to

them by their Lord.” The preacher is quite aware that his appeal will only increase their rebellion and

unbelief, but must not feel annoyed at it (ibid,). As to the Jews, they had, in spite of the covenant

made with them, either disbelieved, or murdered their prophets®^ 74)^ being struck with blindness

and deafness (75). In a similar manner the Christians fell into disbelief by identifying Allah with the

Masih, whilst the latter had only taught them to worship Allah, his and their Lord (v. 76). Allah

cannot be One of Three, but only One (v. 77), and the Son of Mary is but a Messenger like those before

him (v, 79). One sees clearly that v. 73 forms a complete contrast to all verses just discussed, and

owes its place among them only to some accident. The rest of the speech is in the same tone, except

that in the last verse (85) the Jews are styled the bitterest foes oftbe Believers, whilst the Christians

stand as “nearest in love to the Believers.” This spark of kind feeling towards theChristians is undoubt-

edly due to the gratitude Muhammed felt for the King of Abyssinia for having protected a number of

early Meccan Believers in Islam. Muhammed perhaps flattered himself that this hospitality was only

the beginning of still closer relations, and possibly an ultimate acceptance of Islam. It is further pro-

bable that the words in question were also meant for the Christian Arabs, some of whom had been

moved to tears when hearing recitations from the Qordn (v. 86). This assertion was probably based

on a real incident out of which Muhammed made as much capital as possible (v, 87-88).

The address (S, ii. 60-77) which seems to come next consists of various sections, each of which

begins with the phrase : We “took” a covenant with you (vv. 60, 77, 78, 87).^® The whole sermon

records laws given to the Israelites, but the speaker first recalls their transgression which brought about

tlie transformation of the desecrators of the Sahbath into apes (v. 61). The interpretation

ol this ^erse has caused considerableembarrassment both to thetraditionists and modem authors. Geiger

has remarked that in Jewish writings no trace is to be found of such transformation.^^ The Talmud

speaks of the transformation of a class of sinners into apes and evil spirits, but I doubt whether

Muhammed knew of this legend. The matter seems to me to rest on a misunderstanding on the

part of the compilers, or those who copied the revelations from the original notes* The word in

question, qiradatait [» is recorded in the dictionaries as plural of qird^ meaning an ape. If we

read qirddn “ vermin ” (and in the architype of that passage the difference between these two

readings was probably difficult to distinguish), the verse would be a mistaken rendition of Exod.

As to the term I j^eliraege, p. 16,

3^ V . 73 on account of v. 72, “Possessors of the Writ.” 3® Cf. ii. 85, iii. 177, and above.

^ V. 77 has “the children of Israel v. 87 repeats ;
“ and we held the mountain over yon” (cf. iv. 153), which is

taken from the Midrash that God when giving the law on Sinai took the children as a pledge (Shir Bashirlm R.)

34 c. p. 184. Sanhedrin, fol. 109'vo.
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xvi. 20, 24, The mistake was probably caused by the circumstance that the transformation of

living human beings into apes seemed much more fitting than into worms. Now the reason of the

transformation is, in the Qordn, disobedience in connection with Sabbath, which is the same cause as

mentioned in the Pentateuch. Instead of the food left over night, Mnhammed has the disobedient

persons transformed. The words, “those who go too far,” are perhaps ajendering of Exod. xvi. 29,

and refer to a given space of ground in tlie sense of the Rabbinical interpretation {Mishndh, Erubhin,

iu 3). The tales invented by the Moslim traditionists for the purpose of explaining the verse do not

concern us now any further.

It is rather surprising to observe the knowledge which Muhammed suddenly betrayed regarding

the ordinance of the “red heifer ” (v. 63-68), as this practice had fallen into desuetude long before his

time. Whoever taught him about it probably also explained the purpose of that ritual. Muhammed,

however, seems to have forgotten this, and confounded the cow of Numb. ch. xix. with the calf

of Deut, xxi. 1-9. The reason for reproducing this law in a very broad dialogue seems to be that it

left an impression, that even Moses himself had occasionally to ask information from God (Numb,

ix, 8 and ch. xxvii.),— Attached to this passage is the reproach (v. 69) that the people had “hardened

their heart so that it was like a stone or even harder for verily of stones are some from which streams

burst forth, efc.,” which comparison is but a reflex of Exod. xvii. 6 ;
Numb. xx. 10.®®

“ Some of you,” Muhammed continued (v, 70), “hear the speech of Allah, then they alter the

same,'’ This verse stands in connection with another (v. 87) which probably belongs to the same

sermon, and contain the following words : “They say *we have heard,’ but disobey (sami^nd wa-

^dsaind),^ On a somewhat later occasion iv. 48) we read the same reproach, some Jews

(min alladina Mdu) alter the words from their places®^ and say : we have heard hut disobey^ and

hear ! that which cannot be heard,®® etc, (49). But had they said : We have heard and obey^^ and

hear ! and look upon us ! it would have been better for them and more upright, etc.

The verses just quoted throw a flood of light upon the way which Muhammed had pursued to

gain his knowledge of the Pentateuch, The reproach that the Jews had altered the Law becomes a
standing phrase, but the strange rebuke that they should have bluntly admitted shriving disobedience

to the divine command is much more than a reminiscence of the frequent murmurings of the people of

Israel in the desert, and the censures passed upon them in consequence.
, We have here a most inter^^

esting misinterpretation of the words o£ the Pentateuch (Deut. v. 27) weshdma^nd we^dstnu^^ “ and
we will hear and do £it].” Muhammed had, on some previous occasion, heard, or possibly read, these

words, and from their resemblance to Arabic words thought that he understood them. He therefore

identified ^dstnd with Arabic asaind^'^ which gives the opx')osite sense. Now it appears that some

years later Muhammed became aware of his mistake. To correct it was, however, impossible, since

the true version did not suit his pui-poses at all. He therefore replaced the faulty word by “ we obey,”

placing this avowal into the mouth of the Believers “ who believe in Allah, His angels, His Books,

and His Messengers (we make no diflerence between any of His Messengers) and they say : We hear

and obey” (S, ii, 285), etc. The Commentators see in this verse an allusion to those Medinian

pilgrims who had an interview with Muhammed shortly before the Hijra,43 and invited him to

exchange his place of abode with theirs. It is, however, clear that Muhammed owed the correction of

his mistake to some converted Jew. The verse in question can not therefore have been revealed till

the year 8 or 9 of the Hijra, or shortly before Muhammed’ s death.

SG c/.'v. 16.
^

/ /

I The wold
)

is according to AlD^i one of those in which the Alif prolonffatiotiis is

o
OJnitted. AlBeidhavi also records the reading 1 5 see v. 16.

Palmer : “ Do thon listen without hearing ’* docs not render the original accurately.

Of, ii. 285, see below ; cf. r. 10 ; zxiv 50.

Likewise instructive for the pronunciation of sibilants
; see Ch. VI.

C/, V . 24r7 where Moses says to the Israelites JIa, and slvii 2i.

See I. Kish, pp, 286-288. . 6. v. 11 toeoiua to rotor to tho oamc porsous.
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The next address (yv. 98-115) contains the verse on which the principle of Abrogations^ fg

basedj and. touches also upon a subject which formed, an important factor in Muhammed’s subsequent

conduct towards the Jews, n'j., his discussions with the Rabbis, These controvei'sies have been

preserved in a large number of traditions, but many of them were made in order to serve as expla-

nations for verses in the Qordn not accounted for otherwise. By comparing himself to Moses

(v. 102) who also had to listen to questions asked in a rebellious spirit/* Muhammed removed the

chance of any disrespect which might have resulted from such questions, and turned the affair into

another proof of his prophetship. “ Bo you,’’ he asked, “wish to question your Messenger, as Moses

was questioned in former times ?” The Jewish custom of restricting the use of the name of God,*5

alluded to above, led the Prophet to make a grave charge of irreverence (v. 108). He represented

this self-imposed restriction as a law forbidding the name of God in places of worship, and took the

same opportunity of intimating the necessity of changing the Qibla from Jerusalem to Mecca
(v. 109).*6 In another address delivered for a similar purpose, corrupted Christianity and Judaism

are contrasted with Abraham's pure monotheism,*^ Qa the ground of this supposition, and in

spite of the anticipated objection of ‘‘the fools among men” (v. 130), the alteration of the Qibla was

made law (vv. 188-1 47).*^

With V. 16B commences a series of ritual prescriptions*® which comprise things lawful' or'

unlawful for food, the law of retaliation or the acceptance- of a fine instead, the rules concerning the

will of a dying person, and the regulations for the fast of Bamadhta. The prohibition of “eating’*

solid food during this month concludes iwith a metaphorical admonition not to “ eat your wealth

among you vainly” (v. 187).®®

There can be no doubt about the date of the group of regulations (introduced by the phrase

:

“ They will ask thee”),®! which now follows, because one of them refers to the raid which Abd Allah

b. Jahsh undertook at the behest of Muhammed two months before the battle of Badr, towards the

end of the month of Rajah. Muhammed saw himself obliged to condone the violation of the sacred

month as best he could. It is more -difficult to fix the right date of the regulations contained in the

vv, 224-248, as it seems that they were placed here solely on account of their legislative character.

The next address (vv. 274-268) was, like the preceding one, delivered with a view to teach

contempt of death in the straggle with the Meccans whom Muhammed had now resolved to attack.

Believers must devote their lives as well as their fortunes to the holy cause. The various paragraphs

of the' sermon are illustrated with instances from the records of the past. Verse 244 evidently stands

in connection with 261, both containing recollections of the vision of Eezek. ch. xxxvii.,^® and

teaching the revival of the dead by- the will of Allah. The sketch of the election of Saul which is

confounded with the story of Gideon, and of David’s combat with Goliath, have a similar tendency.

A set off against the rather feeble tone of the exliortation is the fervent style of verse 256 which, under

the name “ Verse of the Throne,” is held as one of the holiest revelations of the The

speaker reminds his hearers of Abraham who informed his aggressor without fear, that it was Allah

who revived the dead, and was therefore favoured with the vision related in Gen. ch. xv. This

*s See Ch I '** Probably alluding to Exod. v. 12-21 ; Numb. xiv. 3 ; Ch. XVI., etc.

*5 It IS hardly justifiable to refer the verse to the Ka'ba and the endeavours of the Qoreishto prevent Muhammed

from holding a service there in the sixth year after the Hijra. The text speaks of “places of worship.*’’ The phrase,

recalls Exod. xx 24. See Noldeke, p. 131. V. 128-135 ; V. 129, cf, 134.

^ Vv 148-157 are justly placed by Noldeke after the battle of Ubud, but v. 153 belongs to a much later revelation

on pilgrimage (see also vv. 185-199) Muhammed not only performed the ceremonies himself when he made the

pilgrimage in the year 7, bnt, encouraged others to follow his example. See Moslim quoted by Spreuger, HI. 522, rem.

M to V 154 see I. Hish. p. 332.

*9 Noldeke only mentions three, but there are four,

50 Noldeke regards V. 184 as a fragment of a long revelation, but this is not necessary,

61 See AlBeidh., etc Sprenger, III. 107 Noldeke detaches vv. 212-3 but without valid reason, as they form an

introduction to v 214. The subtlety of the discussion is characteristic of the situation.

52 V 241, see Noldeke, p. 134 See Palmer, and Beitroe^e, p. 30.

51 V. 257® should be compared with Aboth, II, 23 : Make not thy prayer compuUiou.
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tale, however, is in so far modified, as “the two birds,” although divided in many pieces, are brought

to life again. The importance of spending one’s fortune for the purposes of the holy war is finally

illustrated by two parables.^s

The section vv. 269-281 hardly offers any clue as to its date. The repeated admonition to

give alms only explains the reason of its place after a speech of similar tendency. V. 271 seems

to be an answer to some Jewish scoffer who had told the fugitives that Islam would keep them in

poverty for ever, “The devil” is one of those mentioned in v. 13. The allusion that the evil-doers

have no helpers (ansdr^ v. 273) is evidently an attempt to draw the Medinian Jloslims, who had

received the honouring title of Ansar, away from their Jewish allies. The latter Muhammed was not

bound to guide (v. 274). These words perhaps belong to the period following the battle of Badr,

when affairs already began to assume a more settled aspect. The regulations with regard to money

transactions mentioned in the same speech seem to belong to a time, when the spoils of victory had

increased the wealth of the Believers.

(To he continued^)

AN UNPUBLISHED XVIIITH CENTURY DOCUMENT ABOUT THE ANDAMANS.
BY E. C. TEMPBE.

Since communicating Capt, John Hitchie’s remarks on the Nicobars to this Journal

under the title of “An Unpublished Document about the Nicobars, ante^ Vol. XXIX. p. 341, I have

discovered that it formed part of a MS. in the India Office entitled ^^Bemarks
|
upon the Coast

and Bay of
|
Bengal,

[
The outlets of the Ganges and interjacent rivers,

|
according to

Surveys by
j
John Bitchie

[
Hydrographical Surveyor to the Honourable the

|
United

India Company,” This MS, now numbered 0, 10, is endorsed on the cover as follows — Captain

Ritchie’s Nautical Remarks for which I have given a Receipt to the Secretary the 25th March 1820,

Jas. Horsburgh,” It relates to the work done by Ritchie in 1771^

The contents of the MS, are as follows

Contents. PAGE

No, 1. Point Palmiras, and the Road of Ballasore, with the tract of Ships into it... 1^17

The Braces, and Entrance of Hugly River, with remarks on the Pilotage... 37-29

Rivers, from Hugly to RymonguU, and their outlets, eic 30-46

No. 2. Rivers from RymonguU to the Megna, with the nature of the Coast and

Islands, at the east comer of the Bay 47-67.

Coast of Chittigong with the Islands shoals, c^c., of Kirttupdea 67-72

Tempests, to which the head of the Bay is subject, with two examples of

their force and effects ... ... 73-80

Present state o£ the navigation of the Bay, with remarks upon Chittigong,

considered as a place of shelter for ships ... f. ... ... 80-84

Coast of Araean 85-94

Coast of Ava, Cape Negrais, etc 94-104

No. 3. Preparis and Oocco Islands 105-110

Great Andaman Islands, together with the situation of Narcandnm
with respect to Negrais, etc 111-123

Little Andaman Island 127-129

Carnicobar, and Nicobar Islands, with the fine Harbour Noncovery ...130-143

Some remarks on Particular Places, at the West sido of the Bay of

Bengal 145-152

“^Vv. 263, 265, 267, see Ch. VIH.
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For the present purpose I shall content myself with communicating the contents oi pp. 111-120

relating to the Andamans and Narcondam, nowadays included in the Administration of the

Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

To his general volume Capt. Ritchie prefixes some quaint introductory remarks in the scif-

depreciatory fashion of his day, which are here reproduced :— ^‘Prefaratory to the remarks, it is

necessary to observe, that the first part relative to the head of the Bay of Bengal
;
from point Palmi-

ras to the southern extremity of the Coast of Chittigong, are observations, made in the Course of a

regular Survey : it is hoped therefore, that these will be foimd tollerably complete, tlie latter part,

which begins with the coast of Aracan, contains broken remarks upon a running survey ; those are

very Lime, but if the writer should ever be enabled to make any addition to them, the most trivial parts

shall be expunged, to give place to others of greater importance. As to the language, the Will must

he taken for the cleed^ the writer being very sensible of his inability that way. 'SSfriting is neither liis

talent, nor profession, and the remarks, in their present Jonn, are only the work of a few’ days.’'

Great Andaman Island together with the Situation of Narcandam with

respect to Negrais, etc.

Great Andaman Island,^ is situated from 11° 20', to 13° 35' north Latitude, being 135

miles long, and how broad I cannot tell; at the South end where I had opportunity to examine

it, the width at a mean is about 20 miles, but towards the middle it must be a great deal

broader. The Island is generally mountainous, and in some places very high, particularly a

doable peek’d hill at the east side [Saddle Peak], which I have seen at 70 miles distance

the whole Island is covered, or rather loaded, with Timber, except where the hills are nearly

perpendicular, and there the rains washing the earth down, shews it to be of a reddish colour.

There is, no doubt, continued soundings between the Ooccos, and Andaman ; altho

we had one cast with no ground, at 80 fathams. The eastern part, of the north end of the

Island, bears from the middle of little Cocco S. 25 Wt, and the distance is 30 miles, I do not

here mean, the little Island [Landfall Island], at the north end of Andaman, which lies in the

same direction from Cocco, but the distance to it is only 28 miles : it is said that there is a very

good passage [Cleugh Passage] between Andaman and this Island, but I can say nothing of it

from my own knowledge. The bank which joins Cocco’s and Andaman, extends about 25 miles

to the eastward of the Islands, in the parallel of the passage, but along the east side, of the

Andaman, there is no soundings at the northern part
;
except perhaps, very near the land, where

it has not yet been sounded. The course of the shore for about 20 miles from the north end of

Andaman along the East side, is S. § Et nearly: this part seems to be broken into divisions, if we
might judge from the two mouths, or inlets, which appear upon the eastern shore [Cadell Bay
and Port Oornwallis], The land hereabout is high, and very scraggy, rising almost perpendi-

cular from the water. In the Latitude 13° north, there is a very fine inlet [Stewart Sound], with

two Islands at its mouth : the northermost of which is pretty large and rises gradually on all

sides, to a moderate hill
;

it is eveiy where covered with trees» very thick ; and at a distance,

appears as if only covered with grass. The Southern Island is very small, with open scraggy

trees upon it. The inlet bezids round to the southward, behind a point upon the left hand side of

entrance, and seems to promise a good Harbour [Bacon Bay]. It was [my intention, to examine

this place closely, altho’ I had much to do, and little time to do it in
;
but happening to

come to it in the evening, and there being no soundings in the offing, nor any probability, that we
could get into anchoring depth before night, or rather before dark ; we were obliged to ply in the

offiug, untill morning, and daylight skew’d ns, that we were drove 10 miles to the southward by

a Current: this untoward circumstance, was unlucky enough at this juncture, and we endea-

voured to repair it by Plying to windward, for two days, and nights, under every sail the

Vessel could bear
;
it was all in vain, the wind and cui’rent was too much to struggle with

; and

[The five mam iokindb to this day “ the Crrcat Andaman" were to Ritchie all one i&ldnd. — Ep.}
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rardlidljanasya ;
of tlie propagator of the family of the householder Sri-Vishnuvarman,’ What

follows looks like lirita, which may be meant for likhitam, ‘ the writing,’ I cannot make out

the two short inscriptions in the first line. To this I have only to add that the characters of

the lower inscription are very ai’chaic and that inked estampages of the inscriptions might

perhaps enable me to read the whole of them.”

Later on Dr. Hultzsch wrote to me as follows -- — The only photographs which show
traces of letters are Nos. 1, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 13.^ Of these No. 9^ contains four modern
Kanarese characters which look like Sridhapupa (?) ;

No. 10^ may perhaps contain a short

inscription in cave characters, but in order to be quite certain about it and to attempt a

reading I should require an estampago. Nos. i, 6, 7, and 13 contain two lines of writing,®

the second of which was transcribed in my letter^ of the 30th June 1897. En the first half of

the upper line, the second, third and fourth letters are lapuli and the two last k^ri. It is

very probable that an estampage made with thick country paper would enable me to read

the whole line. To the right of the second line No. 1 shows the signature of a certain

C. Kannan in modern Malayiilam characters. The character.s pf th© inscription in two
lines are early Chalukya or even pre-Chalukya, say about 600 A. D.” In reference to

the above remarks I may note that the C. Kannan was the work of one of my own men.

After examining the estampages (very kindly reproduced in the Plate of inscrip-

tions attached to these Notes) made by his Kanarese Assistant, Dr. Hultzsch reported as

follows :
®

—

“ About the beginning of the year 1896 Mr. P. Fawcett, Superintendent of Police,

Malabar, discovered a very remarkable natural cave near Saltan’s Battery in the Wynaad.
The walls of the cave are covered with rude fanciful drawings and bear five short inscrip-

tions. Four of these are in archaic characters. One of them® runs: — ‘ The writing (?)

of the propagator of the family of the householder Vishnuvarman.’ Another^® reads

Palaihpulind.namtakari (?) in archaic characters, which are perhaps a little more recent than

those of the first inscription. The two next^^ are unintelligible to me, but decidedly archaic.

The fifth, if it deserves the name^ is in comparatively modern Kanarese letters and begins with

'Srtde/^ In the above remarks Dr. Hultzsch, however, does me too much honour. I did not

discover the Gave, its existence having been known for at least 12 or 15 years past to residents

in the neighbourhood.

Dr. Hultzsch has "been kind enough to give his attention again to the inscrip-

tions^ a^sid under date 5th October 1900 has favoured me with the following note which I here

insert: — “On yet further consideration I would make the following remarks on inscrip-

tion No. 1. The ending varman is restxueted to the names of members of the Kshatriya caste.

Hence Vishnuvarman was probably a chief or king. Further, the inscription does not give

the name of the person whose writing it professes to be. Accordingly I propose to correct it

into : — ‘ Srl-Vish33.uvarmma[pah*] Kutumbiya-kula-vartd]dhanasya li[kh]ita[ni*] ; the

writing of the glorious Vishciuvarman, the propagator (i. e., descendant) of the Kutumhiya
family. The verd Kubnmbiya will now have to be taken as the proper name of Vishnuvarman’

s

family, while I had originally understood it to be a corruption of hutumhin, a householder.

The inscription No. 2 is perhaps Tamil and nmant fop ‘ pal-puli t^n=antak&ri ; he who
himself has made an end of many tigers.’

Excavations daring the second visit were made all along the walls of the Cave to a depth

of 3^ to 4 feet in order to uncover all the carvings. In q,ddition a section was cut to a depth of

7 feet right across the Cave proper to ascertain if there were any traces, lying under the floor,

of former habitation, such as tools, weapons, vessels, religious or other symbols. None wei^e.

3 Of these photographs Nos. 1, 6, 7 and 13 are represented by Plate I. Figs. 1 and 2, Plate II. Fig. 1 : No. 9 by
Plate VI. Fig. 2 : No. 10 by Plate VI. Fig. 1,

* Plate VI. 2. Plate VI. 1. c plate 1, 1 and 2, Plate If. 1. ^ Quoted in the preceding paragraph.
* Madras Government Orders Nos. 1062, 1063, Public, dated 10th August 1897, paragraph U.
Plate I, Figs, 1 and 2, and Plate II. Pig. 1. lo piate I. Fig. 1, top line, and Plate II. Fig. 1.

n Plate I, Fig, 2, top, right= Plate II, Pig. l, top, rignt ; Plate VI Fig. 1.
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however, fonnd. There was, in fact, nothing whatever found in the soft, fine vegetable mould

of the floor, and at 7 feet we came to fragments of broken rock, whereon we stopped work.

The presence of the mould on the floor underneath the roof-rock gives indications of

an apparently great age for the carvings on the walls, fox it is four feet deep, and can only

have come in from the top through the interstices in the rocks. It was certainly not brought

in through the entrance, a fact of which we satisfied ourselves on the spot. Now as the rainfall

here is not more than 70 inches per annum, the mould must have taken a long time to accumu-

late to a depth of four feet, and the whole accumulation mnst have taken place after the rock

carvings had been completed and indeed after the place had been abandoned.

Unfortunately, I was nnahle to take all the photographs of the carvings on the same

scale, because this was not possible without first emptying the Cave of its floor of mould, an

obviously impossible course for such an object. Also, as may be easily understood, the

photographs were taken under great difficulties of light and position. Indeed, in the Cave

proper the exposures ranged from 20 to 45 minutes, and artificial light was for obvious reasons

out of the question. However, in other respects the time of year chosen was the most

favourable for taking the photographs. At any other season than the few weeks immediately

before or after Christmas one runs a great risk of rain and fever on this hill-top, and would

also have a less favourable light for photography, as it is only at this particular time of year

that the sun shines into the Cave through the S. W. opening overhead and gives anything

approaching a reasonable light throughout it. But then again the days are theu short, as we

found to our cost, for we were unable, owing to failing light, to photograph the whole of the

objects. Nevertheless, the portion omitted was not of any importance in comparison with that

of which we secured a representation.

The carvings clearly represent human and animal figures and objects for human use

and symbols, but they so run into each other and are so closely placed together that it takes a

protracted and close study to make anything of them. The most interesting features of the sculp-

tures are the frequent human figureswith a peculiar head-dress. (See nearly all the plates.)

There are seveial rather indistinct figures of animals. The usual Indian symbols are of

frequent occurrence, e. (/., the swastila in various foms on most of the Plates, and specimens of

the familiar circular “ sun-symhols.” There is evidence also of some magic squares, such as one

13 familiar with in all Oriental fortune-telling. No doubt such things would be introduced

as protecting charms, just as in modern times we see them used everywhere in India.

For the better information of the reader all the recognised figures and symbols have been

picked out and reproduced as separate sketches. The clearest way will be to examine each

Plate and figure separately with the help of the skeleton sketches given below.

Plate I., Fig. 1.

This is, from a photograph taken before the excavations and shows some of the inscriptions

on the South wall togethei' with some symbols.

The symbols are what are usually known as the “sun and fire symbols,” vide the late

Mrs. Murray-Ainslie's papers on Asiatic Symbolism, ante^ Vol. XV. pp. 61 ff., 89 117 S.,

217 ff., 258 ffi, 321 fl. It will further the present enquiry to repeat here the 32 sun and
fire symbols she gives in Plate I. of her paper, ante, Yoi. XY. p. 66.

®+'fi Y ^ S^
1 .2 3 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 10

1812 19 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 30 31 32

X^o, 17 is not reproduced here.
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The whole of these may be taken to be developments in various directions of the cross, and for

Indian investigations of the swaBtilca> The specimens in this figure are •4* +
There are also two magic squares *

Plate I., Fig. 2.

This fig, is a continuation of the inscriptions in fig. 1. It contains one symbol of

the swastika type

Plate II., Fig. 1.

This figure gives the whole of the inscriptions shown in part in Plate I. The photograph

was taken after the excavations. It is much more fruitful in symbols than the previous Figs.

There are two good instances of magic squares

There are also at the bottom of Fig. 1 two figures of animals which may be taken to be deer

or dogs another close by the magic square
\j| ’jp.

The swastika turns np in 16 different forms of “ sun-symbols ” :

—

+-h t Hi=f + + ¥ # irt rt: ++ eP ± X +
1 2 8 4 6

We also here begin to see

8 9 11 12 18 14 15 16

Of the above, Nos. 1 and 4 I take to be women. No. 3 shows the lower limbs clad in the

fashion of South India in the pi'esent day. No. 2 appears to be a man with a feathered head-
dress carrying a bow or some such weapon. Assuming the weapon to be a bow, it may be
conjectured that possibly the artists of the drawings were ancestors of the present MoUu
Kurumbars of the neighbourhood— Y^das as they sometimes call themselves.

There is also a childish representation of an animal that may be a dog or any animal of

the chase one may fix upon. In Plate Y., fig. 2, it turns np again in a different light witl"

another that may be taken to be a deer«

Plate II., Fig. 2.

This is from a photograph taken of the South wall before the excavations, giving a clear

impression of the general appearance of the wall in sunlight with the tree shadows across it.

The whole wall stands up in relief and the actual appearance of the carvings to the eye are
well given. The method does not, however, lend itself to investigation and the carvings are

repeated in the next Plate (III., fig. 1).



Edakal Cave, Plate II. Fig. i.
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It will be sufficient to say that of the figures explained under Plate III,, fig. 1, Nos. 2

and 4 come out more naturally and clearly in this plate, but No. 5 does not show truly at aO

and looks like a swastika.

Plate III., Pig. L

This repeats the last fig. and is from a photograph taken after the excavations. It was so

taken as to show the carvings in their entirety. The interest in this Plate lies in the representa*

iions of human beings. There are nine distinct specimens.

Nos. 1 and 2 I take to be women. Nos. 3, 4, 6, and 9 I take to be men dancing in masks or

masked head-dresses. No. 5 is an outline figure high up on the wall. Nos# 7 and 8 seem to be

persons seated. The head-dresses, the masks, the dancers and the seated figures may repre*

sent an ancient devil-dance ” of the country, much as it is still conducted among the
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Taluvas of tlie neighbouring Districts to the Northward, and throughout Southern India, but

especially in Tinnevelly. All this gives force to another conjecture as to the identity of' the

cave carvers that may well be made. A conjecture that is supported by the distinct cincture

round the loins of the female figure and its very narrow waist. In fact the carvings may be

merely the work of any one of the devil ’’-worshipping castes or tribes of the neiorh-

boarhood in a past more or less— probably more— remote.

Plate III., Pig. 2.

This shows another part of the South wall after the excavations. There are sis human
figures to be made out.

Nos. 3 and 4 I take to be seated figures. No, 6 is a woman in a long garment.

There are also seven specimens of the “ sun-symbol” type :

—

% ^ /vk -K XK

Plate IV., Pig. 1.

Tliis is a photograph of the darkest pari of the Cave. It represents part of the Southern

wall. The photograph has been taken too close for making out the figures. The bumaa

" Vide liid. Ant. VoU. SXIII ; XXIV . XXV. and XXVI. and espeoiallr the Piates facing Vol. XXIII pp 19 ,'

as, iW: Vol XXIV. p. 220.





iidaical cave, Plate IV, Fig. i
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This repeats the outer portion of the preceding Fig. in a better light. In it is to be seen

the Ruman figure just mentioned, which can now be seen to be that of a man fully clothed

carrying a palm branch. Next it is the representation of a figure with a masked head-dress,

dancing (No. 2), Higher up is a very primitive form Of^e female type already seen (No, 3).
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Plate V., Pig. 1.

This is from a very dark photograph of the N’orth wall. On it, however, the following

symbols appear : — /f\ “f X .

There are two clear masked dancers, Nos. 1 and 2, and signs of what may be meant for

a seated figure (No. 3).

There is a carious long-bodied animal, which no doubt represents a hunting dog

:

This is a more distant and more general view of the same carvings as appear in part in

Plate II., fig, 1, and in Plate III., fig, 1, and contains the same symbols and figures, human and

animal. In addition the following seven symbols can be made ont s— Jfi O’ Tfc ^
Y /HtI . And also the following additional animal, which may be

taken as a deer :— . There are further to be made out in the shadow

several animals which are almost certainly deer :—

///
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Plate VI., Pig. 1.

This is rather too near a view of the North wall, showing an inscription. In it are to be

seen two forms of the siuastijca + , and one magic square
, and two*‘sun -symbols’®

There are at least eight human figures : Nos. 1, 3, 4, and 5, I take to be women, Nos. 2,

6, 7, and 8 to be masked dancers.
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The above somewhat minute examination of the Pla-oes brings out the following points

on the subject of the correct method of reproducing these carvings. It is of little use

for any but a preliminary examination of such things to reproduce them by direct photography.

The difficulties of getting the camera into a proper position and the tricks played by the light

on the carvings preclude all hope of accurate representation. Just as in the matter of repro-

ducing inscriptions so as to make them properly legible, it is necessary tor reproduce the

carvings by ink estampages and then by carefully taken photographs on a greatly reduced scale,

hut accurately to scale nevertheless.

Mr, Bruce Foote points out to me that the figures and other carvings on the walls of the

Edakal Cave have have not been cut out or chipped out but scraped in. This is a most

interesting fact, for careful examination has shown that there is nowhere any evidence of

chipping or chiselling, the indentations in the surface of the hard rock, giving shape to the

carvings, having been produced by the most laborious scraping. Instruments such as might

have been used in the work of scraping in the carvings are still to be found under the earth in

all parts of the Wynaad. On the ridge of Edakalmala itself I found a quarts flake, and
Mr. Colin Mackenzie found in 1890, on his coffee estate, about five miles distant to the S. E.,

a fragment of a well-shaped and polished celt, of which I here attempt a sketch.

Thus far as to the immediate neighbourhood. In the same region and in spots not far dis-

tant I have found pieces of worked quartz in small stone cists, containing, within earthen jars,

remains, which are probably human, together with iron and other things. There is in my
mind no doubt as to genuineness of the worked quartz specimens and I have the support in this

opinion of Mr. J. Allen Brown and Mr. Bruce Footei Further evidence of the presumable
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makers of the carvings are to be found in nnmerons stone circles, marking the East, situated to

the West of the Edakalmala. I suspect that they contain human remains. Their proximity

to the Cave gives them a special interest in the present connection, and I much regret that mj
official avocations prevented me from making an examination of them with a view to establish-

ing their connection or otherwise with the carvings in the Cave.

The curious reluctance of the Knrnmbars to approach the Cave, combined with the simul-

taneous waut of reverence for it both on the part of the Faniyas and the local Hindus, who are,

however, very small in numbers and not long resident in the Wynaad, might tempt one to

hazard the theory as to the carvings being the handiwork of Kurumbars of a by-gone day. It

should, however, be remembered that the Paniya is a particularly fearless individual, while the

Kurumbar is the reverse. The mere existence of the mysterious carvings in the silent unfre-

quented Cave would suffice to inspire the Kurumbar with a kind of awe and make him afraid to

have anything to do with it.

With these remarks as to the possible makers of the curious scraped rock-pictures in the

Edakal Cave I leave my subject for the present, satisfied with having been able to draw public

attention to what may eventually prove to be a point of value to the student of South Indian

anthropology.

LETTERS FROM POETUGHESB CAPTIYES IN CANTON,
WRITTEN IN 1534 AND 1536.

With an Introduction on Portuguese Intercourse with China

in the First Half of the Sixteenth Century

»

BY DONALD FERGUSON.

Portuguese Intercourse with China in the First Half of the Sixteenth Century.

When Vasco da, Gama reached India in 1498, the Chinese had for many years previonely

ceased to voyage further west than Sumatra. The first Portuguese visitors to Calicut heard

rumors there of* this white” race of people that had formerly carried on a regular trade with

India but it was not until eleven years later that representatives of the most westerly and

most easterly countries of the great Eurasiatic continent actually met. When Diogo Lopes de

Sequeira sailed from Lisbon on 13th February 1508, to “discover” Malacca, he carried with

him a lengthy set of instructions from the king Dom Manoel, one of which was as follows^:—
Item.— You shall ask after the from what part they come, and from how

far, and at what times they come to Mallaca, or to the places at which they

trade, and the merchandise that they bring, and how many ships of them come

each year, and regarding the fashions of their ships, and if they return in the

year in which they come, and if they have factors or houses in Mallaca or in any

other country, and if they are wealthy merchants, and if they are weak men or

warriors, and if they have arms or artillery, and what clothes they wear, and if

they are men great in body, and all other information concerning them, and if

they are Christians or heathens, or if their country is a great one, and if they

have more than one king amongst them, and if there live amongst them Moors

or any othej? people that do not live in their Jaw or faith, and, if they are not

Christians, in what they believe or what they adore, and what customs they

observe, and towards what part their country extends, and with whom they

confine.

'
»

1 See A Journal of the First Voyage of Vasco da Oama (Hak. Soo.), p. 131.

2 See Alguns Documentos do Archivo Nadonal, etc» .’(Lisbon, 1892), pp. 194-195 ; Annaes Maritimos e Coloniaes,

Ser, 3 (1843), p. 490.
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On arriving at Malacca on Uth September 1509 Diogo Lopes found lying there three or

four junks of Chinese, with whom the Portuguese seem at once to have got on friendly terms*,

but an opportunity for carrying out the king’s orders did not oiSer itself, owing to the hostility

of the Malays
;
and Diogo Lopes was obliged to return to Portugal in 1510 with this part o!

his commission unfulfilled.

When, on 1st July 1511, the Great Affonso de Albuquerque anchored off Malacca with

his fleet, he found there five junks of Chinese, who proved as friendly to the Portguese as

those met with two years previously had been. In fact, their captains offered their assistance

to the Portuguese commander in his attack on the city of Malacca; ^ and were of great help in

conveying Albuquerque’s envoys to and from Siam
;
and also carried back with them to China a

very favourable report of the character and prowess of the Lusitanians.'^ The immediate result

of this was, that the uncle of the fugitive king of Malacca, whom the latter had sent as ambassa-

dor to the king of China to beg him for help against the Portuguese, was put off with excuses,

and ultimately died with the object of his mission unaccomplished.® Albuquerque, while send-

ing ambassadors to Siam and elsewhere, for some reason abstained from sending any Portuguese

expedition to discover” China.®

The two years that followed Albuquerque’s departure from Malacca were occupied with

almost continual fighting and nnrest
;
but in 1614 there was an interval of comparative quiet,

and advantage appears to have been takenby the new governor of Malacca, Joije de Albuquer-
que, to dispatch a pioneer expedition to China.^ Regarding this first visit of the Portuguese

to China we have scarcely any details, the Portuguese historians being almost silent on the subject.

Barros is the only one of those that mentions the visit, and he does so casually,® after chroni-

cling the arrival at Canton, in June 1621, of Duarte Coelbo in a junk from Malacca^when the

Portuguese were being dangerously threatened by a Chinese fleet. Duarte Ooelho, he tells us,

was induced to stop and help his compatriots ‘‘ principally for love of Jorge Alvares, who was
a great friend of his, who was so weak, that eleven days after the arrival of this Duarte Coelho

he died, and was buiied at the foot of a padrao of stone with the arms of this kingdom,® which
he the same Jorge Alvares placed there a year before Eafael Perestrelloi® went to those parts

;

3 Commeniaries of Afonso Dalboguerque {’Boik. Soe,), HI. p. 98, * lUd, HI. pp. 114, 152 ff,

5 Ibid. III. pp. 131-134. (C/, also cap. xo. of Mendez Pinto’s JPeregrinagam,)

6 Barros {Deo, III., 11. vi.}, says that Albuquerque, while at Malacca, sent messengers ” to China, among other

places. Perhaps lie refers to the Chinese mentioned above. In the Cartas de Affonso de Albuquerque, tom. I., are the

following references to the Chinese ; — On p. 433, in the 8wmaryo das Cartas, etc. (written before 1511), we read

;

“ Item ; that men whom he sends in the ships of Mallaca go to the Ohyns.” On p. 64, in a letter to tie king, dated

Ist April 1512, giving a detailed account of his expedition to Malacca, Albuquerque mentions having taken* from a
Javanese pilot a large map with the names of places in Malay characters, which map, unhappily, was lost in the
Flor de la Mar. However, a tracing had been made of a portion, which tracing he sends to Dorn Manoel, showing,
inter alia, “the navigation of the Chins ” (hut not China itself apparently). On p. 75, in a letter dated 20th August
1512, Albuquerque, after referring to the three kinds of silk,— from Ormuz, Sumatra, and China,— proceeds : “A
sample of all three is sent to your highness ; that which your highness shall be most pleased with and by which most
profit shall he made there, as great a quantity thereof as you desire shall be sent to you, because your troop-ships,

which if it please your highness shall each year go laden with pepper from Malabar to the Chins, shall bring no other
merchandize but silk, gold and rhubarb, for the junks of Malaoa are already mixed up with Chins, and go there
and come, and it is not such a long navigation as they make you think there, hut is a very short journey, only these
enemies of the faith always delight in obscuring all the riches of India.” Lastly, on p. 138, in a letter dated 30th
November 1513, Albuquerque tells the king that “the Chins are servants of your highness and our friends.”

T Birdwood (Bepori on the Old Records in the India Office, p. 168) says “In 1508 the island of Socotra was-
taken, and the island of Sumatra first visited ; as also was China in 1508-9, the date of the first discovery of that
country, from the sea, by Europeans.” I do not know what is Birdwood’s authority for this latter date, which is

certainly wrong.

® lec. HI., VI. ii.

9 This stone pillar is referred to in the letter of Cristovao Vieyra given below (f. lOoV.). Eegarding these
^adroes see Journ. of First Voy. of Vasco da Qama (Hak. Soc.), p. 169, None of these memorial stones erected by
order of Dorn Manoel imnewly discovered countries has lasted to modern times.

^9 "Regarding this man and his visit to China see infra. Burton {Oamoens : Life and Lusiads, IV. p. 549), with
characteristic rashness, asserts: “The ‘ Middle Kingdom ’

, . . . was opened by PerestreUo (1511-12), who
first conducted a ship to China under a European flag,” Other writers on China have fallen into the same eirror*
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in whicli year that he was there, he buried a son of his, who had died. And although that

region of idolatry consumes his body, yet since for the honor of his fatherland he set up at the

ends of the earth that padrao of his discoveries, the memory of his sepulture shall not decay, so

long as this our writing shall endure.”

The earliest contemporary writer who refers to this visit of the Portuguese to China is the

Italian Andrea Corsali,ii who, in his letter to Duke Giuliano de Medici, dated eth January

1515, saysi2

The merchants of the land of China also make voyages to Malacca across the Great

Gulf to get cargoes of spices, and bring from their own country musk, rhubarb,

pearls, tin, porcelain, and silk and wrought stuffs of all kinds, such as damasks,

satins, and brocades of extraordinary richness. For they are people of great

skill, and on a par with ourselves (di nostra qualitd), but of uglier aspect, with

little bits of eyes. They dress very much after our fashion, and wear shoes and

stockings (? scarce e calciamenti

)

like ourselves. I believe them to be pagans

though many allege that they hold our faith or some part of it. During this last

year some of our Portuguese made a voyage to China. They were not permitted

to land ;
for they say ’tis against their custom to let foreigners enter their dwell-

ings. But they sold their goods at a great gain, and they say there is as great

profit in taking spices to China as in taking thera to Portugal ; for ’tis a cold

country and they make great use of them. It wiU be five hundred leagues from

Malacca to China, sailing north.

This pioneer voyage is also referred to by another of ihe Italians then in the Portuguese

service, Giovanni da who, writing from Cochin on 15th November 1616, says^^ ;
—

Prom Malaccahave come ships and junks . , . , They have also discovered China,

where men of ours have been who are staying here : which is the greatest wealth

that there can be in the world. The confines reach to High Tartary, and are

called Balascia.^® They are all white people like ourselves
;
they dress like

Germans with all their fashions of garments, such as fur-lined caps and jerkins.

There are inclosed lands like curs, and houses of stones like ours : they have great

order and law, and are very friendly towards us. The country abounds with all

fine white silk, and it costs thirty cruzados the cantaro ; damasks of sixteen good

pieces, at five hundred reals the piece ; satins, brocades, musk at half a ducat

the ounce, and less. Many pearls of all sorts in great abundance
;
and many

caps, so that from there to here there is made on them a profit of thirty to one.

There come from there amazing things
;
and to tell the truth, I relate to you

nothing of what there is there. The ships bring spices from there ; so that every

year there comes from Zamatra some sixty thousand cantara of pepper ; and

from Ooccin and the land of Mallibari fifteen to twenty thousand cantara of pepper

alone : it is worth fifteen or even twenty ducats the cantaro. In like manner,

ginger, mace, nutmeg, incense, aloes, velvet, our gold thread, coral, woollen

cloths, robes. There come from there somedrom,^^ cloths like ours, much white

alum, and good vermilions : many horses and large carts are in their country.

Everything is sold by weight, both merchandize and provisions, and live and

dead animals
;

all by weight. They have many grains : the great things are so

many that come from there, that they are amazing
;

so that if I do not die, I

Yule, Cathay and the Way thither (Hak. Soo.), I. p. oxli., was the first to draw attention to this fact.

I quote Yule’s translation as given in loc, cit.

Regarding whom, see Archwo Storico ItaUano, III. pp. 9-91.

Arch. Star. Ital., Ill, pp, 85-87. Compare with this account thewonderfully accurate description of

China (from hearsay) given by Duarte Barbosa {Coasts of East Africa and Malabar, Hak. Soo., pp. 204-207).

Badakshan. I cannot explain this word, which is probably a copyist’s error.
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hope before I leave here to take a leap thither to see the Grand Khan, who is the

king, who is called the king of Cathay
;
for by land one makes a jonrDey of

three months on horseback, all along a river, as is the Rhine, crowded here and

there with populous towns and cities, at the end of which one arrives at Zeiton,^®

which is the said king’s who resides there.^

This year there will go ambaasadors^o to the king with presents^i of value, and I hope

to send thither a quantity of pepper and other things ;
and the result of all you

shall know.

The writer of the above had recently arrived in India in the fleet of the new viceroy, Lopo

Soares de Albergarla, which, sailing from Lisbon on 7tli April 1515, included among its com-

pany, according to Barros,^^ “ Simao d’Alcaoova, son of Pero d’Alcacova, in a ship of private

owners for China, of which Pernao Peres d’Andrade, who went with Lopo Soares, i was to go

as captain-major of this China voyage, and with him Jorge Mascarenhas, son of Joao Gonsalves

Montans, and Joannes Impole, a merchant. To whom Lopo Soares was to give ships in India

for Fernao Perea to make this discovery of the country of China,” Before this expedition

under Fernao Peres de Andrade reached India, however, another man of Italian origin in the

Portuguese service, Rafael Perestrello,^^ had made a successful voyage to China.

His brother, Bertolameu Perestrello, having been appointed^^ by Aflonso de Albuquerque

'factor of Malacca, Rafael had accompanied him with orders “to discover China.” It was not

until after his brother’s death in 1515, however, that he was able to undertake the voyage,

which he accomplished in a junk belonging to a native merchant at Malacca named Pnlate,

taking with him a number of Portuguese.^^ We have no details of this visit; but we are told

that when Fernao Peres was at Malacca in July 1516 anxiety was being felt there regarding

Perestrello and his companions, who, it was feared, had been detained as prisoners in China.

A few weeks afterwards, however, anxiety was changed to envy, tor the junk returned to

Malacca carrying a rich cargo, on which a profit of twenty to one was made. The welcome

mformation was also brought, “ that the Chins desired peace and friendship with the Por-

tuguese, and that they were a very good people

Fernao Pores de Andrade left Cochin in April^® 1516, and arrived at the port of Pasai in

Sumatra, where he found Giovanni da Empoli, who had preceded him, lading his ship with pepper

for China, in company with some Portuguese in j^nks from Malacca, Unfortunately, by some
carelessness or treachery, Empoli’s ship took fire, and the whole of the cargo in the hold was
destroyed. Fernao Perea, seeing that by this disaster his projected voyage to China would
bring much less profit than he had hoped for, resolved to postpone it, and meanwhile to visit

-Bengal, the “discovery” of which had also been intrusted to him by Dorn Manoel. Therefore,

after entering into an agreement with the “ king” of Pasai for the establishment of a Portu-

guese factory at that port for the loading of pepper for China, he left for Malacca, where he

The Tangtsz’ and the Grand Canal probably.

Chwanchan-fd. (See Tnle's Eolson^JolsoUt s. * Chinchew.’) is An error, of course.
20 Bather, an ambassador ; respecting whom see irifra,

21 The original has x^refettit doubtless a copyist’s blunder for ^resenti, 2a jj
23 Who had been appointed by Albuquerque chief captain of the Heet at Malacca after its capture inmU (See

Covmisnt. ofAf.EcSh.^ passim, regarding him.)
3* Begarding the Perestrello family, see Amat di S. Filippo’s Biograjb, dd Viaggiatori lialiani, p. 36. Bafael and

Bertolameu Perestrello were connections by marriage (perhaps brothers-in-law) of Colnmhns,
35 At the end of 1514 or beginning of 1515 apparently.
36 Barros(Dec. HI., H. vi.) says that he was sent by Jorge de Albuquerque, the captain of Malacca.
21 Castanheda (III. orlix.) says “ten,” Correa (n. p. 474) has “ thirty,”
28 Cast., IV, iv. Barros tells us that in September 1516 Bafael Perestrklo arrived at Goa in a brigantine, having

-shortly -before reached Cochin in a ship ;
“ and as he came rich from China where he had been, and was a liberal man,

and noble, much people joined him.” (See further regarding him in footnote iti/ra.)

*

28 Ant. GalvSp, Discoverieg of ihs WoM (Hak. Soo. ed,J, p. 129
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arrived, probably, m July 1516. The captain of Malacca, Jorge de Brito, however, offered strong

objections to the proposed plan of Pernao Peres, and urged the importance of his going to China

at once, if only to learn the fate of Rafael Perestrello and his companions.

Reluctantly, therefore, Fernao Peres consented to go to China with what cargo he could

get in Malacca; and he left the latter port on 12th August 1516 in the ship Santa Barbara, there

accompanying him Manuel Palcao and Antonio Iiobo Falcao in two other ships and Duarte

Ooelho in a jnnk. Owing to calms, the coast of Cochinchina was not sighted until the middle

of September
;
and shortly afterwards the vessels encountered a storm that compelled them

to put in for safety to the coast of Champa.^® Thence Duarte Coelho, by permission of Fernao

Peres, proceeded in his junk to the Menam river, and spent almost a year in Siam
;

while the

rest of the company, after touching jat Pulo Condore, ran along the coast of the Malay

Peninsula to Patani, where FernSo Peres made an agreement with the governor of that place

for mutual facilities of trade. Thence the three ships sailed for Malacca, which was reached

in October or November 1516.

Learning, on his return to Malacca, of the success that had attended Rafael Perestrello (as

mentioned above), FernSo Peres resolved to postpone his intended expedition to Bengal, and
to proceed to China as soon as possible. In December 1516, therefore, beleft for Pasai,^^ to take

in a cargo of pepper
;
Simao d’Alcaoova, one of his captains, going on to India to lade his

ship there and return to accompany? the fleet to China. Leaving Pasai in May 1517, Fernao

Peres returned to Malacca, where he found matters in a very unsatisfactory condition, the

captain Jorge de Brito having died, and there being a dispute between Nuno Vaz Pereira and

Antonio Pacheco as to which was to succeed to the post. Being unable to reconcile the dis-

putants, and fearful of again losing the monsoon, Fernao Peres left Malacca for China in June^
1517 with a fleet of eight sail, viz,, the Esphera^ a ship of eight hundred tons commanded by

himself, the Santa Cruz commanded by Simao d’Alca90va, the Santo Andre commanded by Pero

Soares, and the Santiago commanded by Jorge Mascarenhas
;
a junk belonging to a native

merchant in Malacca named Curiaraja, in command of Jorge Botellio; two other junks belong-

ing to the merchant Palate mentioned above, commanded by Manuel d’Araujo and Antonio

Dobo Falcao ; and another small vessel commanded by Martim GuedGS.^*^ These vessels

were well armed, and carried Chinese pilots.^®

The fleet arrived at the island of Tamao or Tamou,^® generally called by the Portuguese

a ilha da veniaga (or beniaga^’^), ‘‘the island of trade,”®® at the mouth of the Canton river, on

See Biohson-Jchson, s, v. 3i arrived at tte Canton river in July 1517. (See infra,)

32 Oastanlieda (IV. xxvii.) alone of the historians relates a serious scandal that was caused by the action of Jorge

de Brito, who proposed to use force to prevent Giovanni da Bmpoli from returning with Fernao Peres to Pasai, which

place he had left for Malacca some months before,

S3 Ant. Galvao (op. cif. p. 129) says July.

3* Barros alone mentions this last man in the list of captains, and describes the fleet as consisting of eight sail

;

Castanheda and Correa say that there were only seren. Ant. Galvao {op,ciL p. 129) says that there were “eight sail,

Pour Portuguese, and the others Malay.’’

The following details of the visit of Fernao Peres de Andrade to Canton are taken from the accounts in Cas-
tanheda (IV. xxvii -xxxi

, xl.-xli.), Correa (II, pp. 523-530), and Barros (Dec. Ill,, II. vi.-viii,).

36 See infra regarding the identity of this.

3^ Malay bar niyaga, {lo) trade, traffic, fromSkt. vanijalca, merchant, v0.nijya, traffic. The word ueiiiagfa was
adopted into the Portuguese vocabulary, and is entered in the dictionaries with the meaning of “ merchandise also

Terhveniagart “ to sell, traffic.” Yule does not record the w<^rd in his 'Hobson~Johson‘, and in a quotation from.

Mendez Pinto, s. v. ‘Lewchew, ’he has evidently mistaken it for a place-name. The quotation runs ;
—“And they”

demanding of him whence he came, and what he would have, he answered them, that he was of the Kingdom of Siam
[of the settlement of the Tanaucarim foreigners, and that he came from Veniaga] and as a Merchant was goingto
traffique in the Isle of Lequioa.” The words within brackets are inserted by Yule to supply the deficiency of Oogan's
translation ; but he has misunderstood the Portuguese, which runs ;— “ q hia de veniaga como mercador q era para a
ilha dos Lequios a fazer sua fazenda.’ * The word veniaga is never used by the Portuguese writers by itself as a place
name; and hia de veniaga simply means “ he was going [not came] a trading.”

3* C/. Christovao Vieyra’s letter mfra, f. 104,
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15th August 1517, passing through the midst of the fleet of Obinese junks that lay off the port to

protect the merchant shipping from pirates, and not returning the shots fired at them, "which

^

however, did no damage. At TamSo FernSo Peres found Duarte Ooelho, who had arrived from
Siam a month before, having had an encounter on the way with some thirty pirate vessels.

After applying to the of Lantau for permission to proceed to Canton, and being told that

this would have to come from the officials in that city, Fernao Peres, becoming impatient, took

his four ships out of port to the mouth of the river, to be ready to sail up it at the earliest pos-

sible moment. Unfortunatelj’’, however, a sudden storm struck the vessels, which were only saved

from shipwreck by the sacrifice of some of their masts. As the Chinese on shore refused to

assist the Portuguese to repair their ships, a shift had to be made by a transference of masts from

one vessel to another. When this had been completed, SimSo d’Alca90va was left in charge of

most of the fleet at Tamao ; and Fernao Peres in the ship of Martim Guedes, accompanied by

that of Jorge Mascarenhas, and followed by the boats of the other ships, all well armed, crossed

over to Lantan. Here he sent Giovanni da Empoli, accompanied by trumpeters and a body-

guard, to press the for permission to go to Canton. Aiter a day^s delay this was given,

and a pilot was furnished
;
and the Portuguese vessels proceeded up the river to Canton. This

was towards the end of September 1517.

In three days the city was reached
j and the Portuguese ships anchored off the quay. By

order of Fern5o Peres, a salute was fired with the cannon, and flags were displayed from the

masts. Very soon a message came from the pu-cheng sz of Canton, expressing astonishment at

such breaches of Chinese custom
;
to which the Portuguese captain replied, that he had erred

through ignorance, and intended only respect. News of the arrival of the Portuguese was sent

by the punching sz* to the tu-tung^ ^^concan** and chumpim,*^^^ who resided in a city^<> some
distance inland

;
and pending their arrival strict orders were given by FernSLo Peres that none

of his company were to land, all trade being confined to the boats on the river. At intervals

of a few days^^ the above-mentioned officials arrived in Canton
j
and after various communi-

cations had passed between them and the Portuguese a day was appointed, when Giovanni da

Empoli was sent with much pomp and ceremony, accompanied by a suite and preceded by
trumpeters, to explain fully the object of the Portuguese mission. The result of the inter-

view was satisfactory, the Chinese officials promising to write to the emperor respecting the

Portuguese ambassador, and granting the latter meanwhile permission to reside on shore.

Accordingly, a house was set apart for Tliom4 Pires,^2 ]aig retinue and servants
;
and the presents

for the emperor were placed there under look and key, Fernao Peres was also invited by the

Chinese officials to come on shore
; but he declined, saying that he was responsible to his

king for the safety of the ships. He asked, however, the favor of a house near the water’s

3® See infra regarding these officials. WxicliaTi, (See Christovao Vieyra’s letter iw/ra, f. 320.)

In order the more to impress the Portuguese, the reception of each in turn surpassing in magnificence that of

his precursor. (Barros, Dec, III., II. viii.)

*2 This man had been chosen as ambassador to China by Lopo Soares after his arrival in India, the king having

left the choice to him. Thome Pires was an apothecary, and having shown himself to be a man of considerable

ability had been employed by Affouso de Albuquerque on various missions, which be had carried out successfully,

Lopo Soares selected him as ambassador, in the hope that he would bring back information not only of Chinese plants

and drugs but of more important matters connected with the land of Cathay. His fate is recounted in the first letter

given below. Whether he was able to send any report of his impressions of China to India I do not know : if Correa

( II. p. 678) is to he trusted, he did send **a book in which he gave an account of the riches and grandeurs of the king of

China, which appeared doubtful of credence." Couto, writing in 1611, says in his Decada XII, (cap. iv.) :
— ‘*And

although I have already spoken of this Province of Cathay , . , . I shall further on, with the divine favor,

.... give a better description of it, on account of the much more that has nowadays been discovered by the

fathers of the Company [of Jesus], who are penetrating to the extremity of China and Cathay, whither no Portuguese

ever came, save that ambassador whom Fernao Peres d’ Andrade sent to the king of China, who went even to his

court, without being able to give an account of that provinoe, nor of any other, because the Chins that conveyed him

led him about by different routes, in which they caused him to spend many months, both in order that he might not

be able to give an account of anything, and to show him the greatness of that empire,"
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edge, where he might offer for sale or exchange some of the goods he had brought. This was
granted

;
and the factor, his clerk and a few others were sent to carry on the trade. Under

cover of this privilege Fernao Peres sent other men on shore to make their way secretly into

various parts of the city, if possible, and report on what they saw.^®

Two events occurred, however, which caused the Portuguese commander to hasten his

departure from Canton. One of these was the receipt of a message from Simao d’ Alca90va to

say that he had been attacked by pirates, whom, however, he had been able to beat off. The

other occurrence was an outbreak of fever and dysentery among his own company, which lasted

throughout the whole of October, and proved fatal to nine men, the most serious loss being

that of the factor, Giovanni da Empoli. Fernao Peres, therefore, leaving Thome Pires and his

companions at Canton, returned to Tarnao at the end of 1517 or beginning of 1518.

While Fernao Peres was repairing his vessels and carrying on trade at TamSo, there came
thither some junks of Liukiu islanders, of whom the Portuguese had already heard at Malacca.^*

In order to gain full information regarding these people and the islands they came from, Jorge
Mascarenhas was dispatched in his ship with Chinese pilots

; but, owing to unfavourable

weather, he did not get further than Ohwanchau-fu, where, however, he laid the foundation of

a thriving Portuguese trade

Duarte Coelho also was dispatched to Malacca to report the success "that bad so far

attended the mission. He arrived there in March ; and at once a junk was got ready and sent

off, with Jorge Alvares in command, to bring back a cargo, and to convey to Fernao Peres the

news of war with the Raja of Bintang.

On hearing these tidings FernSo Peres sent off a message overland to Jorge Mascarenhas

to request his return, and meanwhile made all preparations for his departure, In_ due. Jjourse

Jorge Mascarenhas arrived
;
and FernSo Peres, having ascertained from the officials at Canton

that the emperor had expressed his willingness to receive the Portuguese ambassador, sailed

with all his fleet at the end of September 1518, and arrived safely at Malacca, one of his ships,

the Santo Andre, captain Pero Soares, having been lost in a storm in the Gulf of Cocbinchina.

Fernao Peres de Andrade had whilst in China conducted affairs with such skill and tact

that he left a very favorable impression of the Portuguese character on the Chinese,^® and well

deserved the profit he derived from the rich cargo that he carried away.^^ All the good effect

of his conciliatory conduct was, however, entirely destroyed by the arrogant behavior of the

man who commanded the next expedition to China, and who happened to be his own brother.

The arrival, early in 1519, of Fernao Peres de Andrade at Cochin with such a valuable

cargo caused no small stir among the captains'
;
and, although Antonio Correa was then under

orders to proceed to Malacca and China, on the production by Simao de Andrade of a royal

grant authorizing him to go to China after his brother's return Antonio Correa was ordered

by the new governor, Diogo Lopes de Sequeira, to go to Malacca only, and Simao de

Andrade was appointed to the command of the fleet destined for China.

*3 Barros telk uq (Pec. III., II. vii.) that one of these men, Antonio Fernandes, took the opportunity one night-

when the populace were occupied with a feast of lanterns, to climb the city wall and run right round it, counting

ninety towers therein.

** See ofAf. Bath. (Hak. SooJ, III. pp. xiv. 88. See further regarding this trade infra,

*6 One instance given by Barros (Pec. III., II. viii.) is to the effect that before his departure he caused prook*

mation to be made that if any Chinese had received any injury from or had any claim on a Portnguese he was to

come to him and satisfaction should be made.

*7 Barros (loc. cit) says that he entered Malacca "very prosperous in honor and riches, things that seldom go

together, because there are few men who by their labors deserve them by the method by which FemSo Feres gained

them in those parts.” (0/. Ant. Qalvao, Discoveries of the World, Hak. Soc. ed. pp. 129-130,)

*8 Correa (tom. 2, p. 539) has 1518 (which is impossible), and to this adds other errors.
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Simao do Andrade left Cocbiii in April 1619^^ for Malacca, whence he sailed for China

accompanied by three junks captained by Jorge Botelho, Alvaro Fuzeiro, and Francisco

Bodriguos.^^ With these four sail he arrived at Tam&o in August 1519 ;
and at once began

to show the Chinese that he was of a very difEerent temperament from his brother,®^ Under the

pretext that the Chinese vessels themselves while lying in port were exposed to the attacks of

pirate junks, he built on shore a fortress of stone and wood. Even more offensive to the

feelings of the Chinese was the erection by him on an adjacent islet of a gallows, on which he

hanged a seaman who had committed some offence, the execution being carried out with ail

the formalities usual in Portugal. Further, he insisted on the right of claiming precedence for

his vessels over others from Siam, Kamboja, Patani, etc,, in trading with the Chinese.®^ But what

caused the cup of indignation of the Cantonese to ovorflov their discovery, after SimSo de

Andrade had sailed for Malacca, that many of their children, whom they had given in pledge

to their creditors, had been kiddnapped by the Portuguese captain and carried away to become

slaves.

On arriving at 'PamS.o Simao de Andrade learnt that, in spite of the favorable messages

conveyed to his brother by the officials at Canton, the ambassador Thomd Pires had not yet

received permission from the emperor to wait upon him. At length, however, after the

dispatch of messages at intervals on three separate occasions, and the receipt of as many

replies, the ambassador was permitted to set out. He and his suite left Canton on 23rd

January 1520, proceeding up the river in three large row-boats having silken awnings and

flying Portuguese flags. At the foot of the mountain range the boats were left, and the party

proceeded across the Meiling Pass in litters, on horseback, or afoot,^^ Thence they journeyed

northward, until, in May 1520, they reached ISTanking, where the emperor was then staying.

An imperial order was here conveyed to the ambassador, that he was to go on to Peking,

*9 Barros (who alone of the Portngfuese historians gives ns any account of this man’s visit to China) says (Dec.

in., VL i.), with a rare double inaccuracy, that it was '‘in April 1618 in the time of Lopo Soares ” that SimSo de

Andrade left India.

Another junk, commanded by Jorge Alvares, was detained by a leak, and was obliged to follow later on in

the fleet under Diogo Calvo,

51 Barros {Dec. HI., VL ii.) tells us that Simao de Andrade was ** of noble presence, very pompous, boastful, and

open-handed ; all his acts were performed with great dignity, and to such an extent, that he was the first man that

ordered Indians to be taught to play on shawms and to make use of them,” (See further regarding him in Comment,

of Af. Dalb,, passim.)

59 Barros also says {Deo III,, VI. i.) that a principal official who protested against this action was ill-used under
Simao de Andrade’s orders. This is confirmed by Christovao Vieyra in the letter given below (£. 105v.). Caspar
da Cruz in cap. xxii. of his book says :

—“All the ambassadors that come to China with embassies from kings or

princes receive from the king many gifts and favors, and they give them a cap and insignia of a louthia, whereby
they have great liberties in the country. They may whip and chastise the Chinese themselves, so long as they do

not touch a louthia lesser or greater ; because to touch these is bound to be followed by great inconveniences.

This was the cause why, when Fernao Pirez Dadrade came as ambassador to China, jthe Chinese rose against him,

and he escaped in very doleful dumps, losing several ships : because, having executed unaccustomed justice in

China and on Chinese, and it being forgiven him, he thought fit to extend his hand to the louthias.” In the transla*

tion of this passage in Burohas, Pilgrimes^ III. p, 189, it is said that Fernao Peres “escaped with his hands on his

head,” which is an almost literal rendering of the Portuguese orig. “ cd as mdios nos catellos.^^ This expression seems
to be a variant of *‘coni os mSos no, cabeqa,” which means “ mortified, humbled, amazed, disappointed.” But it

will be noticed that Caspar da Cruz, like so many other writers on this subject, has blundered, mixing up Fernao
Peres de Andrade, his brother Simao (the real culprit), Thome Pires (the ambassador), and Diogo Calvo or Martim
Affonso (who both lost ships). Purchas recognized that there was some error in this account, but was unable
entirely to solve it. (See his marginal note in loc. cit.)

Barros (u. s.) says that it was reported among the Chinese that the Portuguese bought stolen children and
ate them roasted. It will be seen that in the letter of ChristovSo Vieyra below (f. 106v.) the aeonsation against
the Portuguese was that they stole dogs aud ate them roasted,— certainly a very venial offence in China I

From this pass Thome Pires sent a letter to Simao de Andrade announcing his safe arrival there, and stating

that Canton was but a small affair compared with other cities he had seen on hie journey. (Barros, Dec. IIL, VI. i.)

It will be seen from the first letter given below (f, Ulv.) that one of the company, Duarte Fernandez, died on
the journey.
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tliere to await the emperor’s pleasure. To Peking accordingly the party proceeded, arriving

there, apparently, in July 1620.55

In January 1521, the emperor arrived at a small town some two leagues distant from

Peking, and there halted to pass sentence on a relative of his who had rebelled against his

authority This man having been duly executed, the emperor proceeded to Peking, which he

entered in February 1521. Meanwhile complaints had reached the emperor from various

quarters regarding the conduct of the Portuguese. Not only were there repi'esentations from

the mandarins of. Canton and Peking concerning the bad behaviour of Siiuao de Andrade at

Tam2o, but another ambassador, one Tuwang Muhammad, had come from the exiled king of

Malacca®^ to lay before his suzerain the wrongs he had suffered at the hands of the’ “sea-robbers.’'

To make matters worse, when the sealed letter from Dom Manoel to the emperor was opened,

it was found to differ entirely in its language from the letters written by the interpreters under

the instructions of Fernao Peres de Andrade. True, the responsibility for these latter was

accepted by the interpreters ; but the other accusations, it was resolved, should be made the

subject of inquiry. The members of the embassy, meanwhile, were ordered not to come near

the palace.

While matters were in this state, however, the emperor, who had been ailing since the

day after his arrival in Peking, died, in May 1521
;

5s accordance with the custom of the

country, Thom6 Pires was informed that he must at once leave the imperial city; and that

when the new sovereign had assumed rule^^ his majesty’s pleasure should be communicated to

him. Accordingly the ambassador and his suite set out from Peking on 22nd May, and reached

Canton on 22nd September 1521.50

In the meantime events of serious import had occurred at Tamao. ’ After the departure of

Sim2o de Andrade from Malacca (in September 1520, apparently®^), the Chinese, as I have said

above, were exasperated by the discovery that he had carried off into slavery a number of their

sons and daughters. They were not, therefore, inclined to give a very cordial welcome to tbe

next Portuguese vessels that came to the Island of Trade, though at first no ill-feeling was dis-

played, It was in April or May 1521 that a fleet of Portuguese vessels froui Malacca cast

anchor in the port of Tamao, This consisted of a ship®^ from Portugal belonging to Dom Nunc
Manuel and commanded by Diogo Oalvo,®^ several other ships from Malacca that had not been

I infer this from the statement of Cheiatovio Vieyra (f. 1), that on the 2nd of Ausrnst the ambassador dis-

patched letters to Canton reporting the progress of the mission,

56 This was the prince of Ning, an uncle of the emperor’s, who had taken part in a rebellion some years before.

(See Bohlger’s Kistory of China^ I. pp. 465, 468.)

57 Or, rather, his son, the Raja of Bintang.

56 Wells Williams {Middle Kingdom, II. p, 186) makes Chingtih’s reign cover sixteen years, 1503-1522 ; while

Bonlger (History of China, I. pp. 465, 4 33) states that his reign began in 1505 and that he died in the fourtoento

year of it, i. e., 1519 !

56 See Bonlger, op. cit. (I, p. 469) regarding the trouble that was averted, on the death of Ohingtih without an
heir, by the prompt and resolute action of the empress Changohi. A grandson of the emperor (Jhinghwa, a youth

of fourteen years, was chosen by the nobles as their new sovereign, and ascended the throne under the title of

Kiabtsing.
60 piom the first letter given below (f. lllv.) we Icam that a second member of the company, Prancisoo

Budoya, died on the jonmey back.

61 The Portuguese historians do not record the date of Simao de Andrade’s departure from China; but in the

letter given below Christovao Vieyra states that on 2nd August 1520 the ambassador’s party sent from Peking letters

which “reached Jorge Botelho and Diogo Calvo in the island where trade is carried on.’’ From this we may infer

that when the letters reached Canton Simao de Andrade had already sailed. At any rate we leamSfrom Barros (Dec.

Ill,, VI. ii.) that he arrived at Cochin at the time that Diogo Lopes de Sequeira was before Diu, that is, probably, early

in 1521. One of the first acts of D. Dnarte de Menezes on assuming the governorship in January 1522 was to

affiance Simao de Andrade to a natural daughter of his own in Portugal and appoint him to the captaincy of Chaul,

One of his excuses for this gross job was that Simao de Andrade had shortly before arrived front China very rich.

62 According to Correa (II. p. 678) it was named Jfadanela (i. e., MadalenaJ.

65 Who, with Rafael Catanho and Rafael Perestrello, left Lisbon in 1519 with permission to go to China

Regarding Catanho and Perestrello see the footnote further on.
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able to accompany Simao de Andrade, and tbe junk of Jorge Alvares, wliiclij as mentioned above?

Lad been detained at Malacca by a leak. While tLe Portuguese were engaged in trading, some

at Tamao and otliers in Canton, nev-'s came of the death of the emperor; and orders were at

once issued that all foreigners should forthwith leave the country under pain of death. Diogo

(lalvo and his companions demurred to this, as they had not completed their cargoes
; here-

uponthe Chinese seized and imprisoned Vasco Calvo, Diogo Calvo’s brother, and other Portuguese

who happened to be then in Canton, and attacked and captured a number of Portuguese and

Siamese ships and junks, killing very many persons and imprisoning others. They also formed

a fleet of armed junks, and proceeded to blockade Diogo Calvo’s ship and the seven or

Portuguese junks that lay at Tamao.*^^
4

At this juncture, on 27tli June 1521, there arrived off Tamao two junks, one belonging to

and captained by Duarte Ooelho, and the other to some residents of Malacca. On learning

the condition of affairs, Duarte Coelho was inclined to make his escape, leaving his compatriots

to their fate
;
but, as I have mentioned above, he was induced to stay chiefly from his affection

for Jorge Alvares, who was then sick unto death. Two days later the five vessels were beset

by a Chinese fleet of fifty junks, the commander refusing all offers of peace, and attacking the

Portuguese furiously, only, however, to be beaten off with much loss. After forty days had

thus passed, there arrived Ambrosio do Bego in a ship with another from Malacca
;
and these

succeeded in joining the other five. There being now not more than eight Portuguese left in

any one of the vessels, Duarte Coelho, Diogo Calvo and Ambrosio do Rego resolved that the

junks should be abandoned, their crews being divided among the three ships, which should

attempt to break through the investing fleet. Accordingly, on the night of 7th September

the three ships set sail
;
but at daybreak on the 8th they were attacked by tbe Chinese fleets

and a fierce engagement ensued. The Portuguese would probably have had to succumb to

superior numbers ;
but a sudden gale from the north wrought havoc among the Chinese junks

and enabled the three ships to soon outdistance the enemy
;
and in October 1521 they reached

Malacca safely

Such was the state of affairs when Thome Pires and his companions returned to Canton on

22ad September 1521 ;
and we cannot be surprised that the treatment they met with there was

very different from what they had experienced before they left for Peking. The indignities to

which they and the other unfortunate captives were subjected are so graphically desciibed by

Giiristovao Vieyra, that I need not detail them here. After a farcical show of respect for the

members of the embassy, extending over some ten months, these were all imprisoned, and the

whole of their property and the presents from the king of Portugal to the emperor were confis-

cated, the lion’s share, as might be expected, falling to the mandarins.®®

6* These and the following details are gathered from the letters given below, and from the accounts in Casta-

aheda (V. Ixxx.), Correa (II- p. 678), and Barros (Dec, III., VI. i -ii.).

<55 Castanheda, whose brief acoouut of these events was printed in 1553, adds that at Malacca “ they reported the
news of the rising of China ; and regarding this an inquiry was drawn up in Malacca, whichwas sent sealed tothe king
ef Portugal : in whioh were set forth clearly some causes of this rising, which, as I have said, I cannot ascertain, and
therefore have not related them ” Correa’s account, written in India a little earlier, is also very meagre

; but Barros
whose third was issued in 1.553, like Castanheda’s Liu ro F., seems to have obtained access to documents not
available to the two other historians.

<5<J G-onzalez de Mendoza, in treating of the reception of ambassadors in China, says, in bk. III., chap, xsiii., of his
work (see also Hak. Soo. eJ,, L pp. 159-160)

“

To those that enter the kingdom with this name [of ambassador]
for no offcnc3 that they commit (even though it be proved against them) do they do any harm

; and it appears to be
true, it having been manifested by experience. Por when there came to this kingdom one Bartolome [sic / ] Perez a
Portuguese aud others his comDanions, sent by order of the viceroy of India with an embassy from the king Don
Manuel, they were aoouaed before the viceroy of the province of Canton by the ambassadors of the king of Malacca
^who happened to be there, and came to the court to treat of mattera of their king), the which testified that the embassy
lihat the Protuguese had brought was a false one, and that they were spies of the viceroy of India, that they came to
w the forts of the city, in order afterwards to come against it and take it, as they had done in many parts of India.

And carrying still further their wickedness and damnable intention, they requested the viceroy that he should at
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News of these disasters had not reached India when, in April 1522, another fleet left Cochin

for China: this consisted of four ships, commanded by Martini Affonso de Mello Coutinho®®

as captain-major, his two brothers Vasco Fernandes Coutinho and Diogo de Mello, and Pedro,

Homem. Martim Aflonso carried a commission from Dom Manoel®® to conclude a treaty of

peace with the emperor of China, and to endeavor to obtain permission to
.
erect a fortress at,

Tamao, where he was to remain in charge of the officials whom betook with him. On arriving

at Malacca in Jnly,^® however, he learnt of the unfortunate change that had occurred in the

relations between the Portugese and the Chinese. Nevertheless, he determined to pursue his,

voyage;^^ and, at his request and that of the governor of Malacca (Jorge de Albuquerque), Duarte

Coelho and Ambrosio do Rego were, much against their wills, induced to accompany the expe-

dition. Accordingly, the four ships and a junk^2 left Malacca on 10th July 1522, and arrived at

the port of Tamao in Augnst.^^

Before reaching the porb, however, they were sighted by a Chinese fleet, which bore down
upon them, firing off bombards that did the Portuguese no damage. Martim Aflonso had given

strict orders to his captains to refrain from acting on the offensive; but these demonstrations on

the part of the Chinese seem to have led some of the Portuguese to commit acts of aggression

for which they were severely called to account by the captain-major.?^ Avoiding an engage-

ment, the four ships entered the port and cast anchor ; and Martim Affonso at once sent word

to the officials on shore that he desired peace and trade as before. All his overtures were, how-

ever, rejected
;
and some men who landed to get water were, roughly handled and had to

escape for their lives, leaving their barrels and jars behind. Duarte Coelho, meanwhile, unable

or unwilling to accompany the ships into port, had remained at sea, and, fearful of being

attacked by the Chinese fleet, sent urgent requests that the ships would come out and join him.

This Martim Affonso resolved to attempt
;
and he accordingly weighed anchor, the ships of

Diogo de Mello and Pedro Homem, which were smaller than the other two, going in front as

once seize and castigate them as snoh. Who, after having tlionglit thereon, and consulted with, the loytias of the

city, and the judges of .his council, ordered them to be seized, and placed in close confinement, taking from them

their confessions, with much caution and care : and as in these there was found contradiction (because some of them

through fear confessed more than they asked them of, and contrary to what was the truth) by reason of the inquiry

he sentenced them to death, and sent the sentence to the council that they might confirm it with intent and desire

to execute it. The royal council having seen it, and considered the title with which they had entered the kingdom,

not only did not confirm it, but sent at once to order the viceroy to release them and to let them return free to India

whence they had come (notwithstanding that the ambassadors of the kmg of Malaoa, who were still atthe court, did

not get very good service thereby), and to supply them fully with every necessary until they should arrive there :

saying in the mandate, that even if all that the aforesaid ambassadors testified were true, and that which they

themselves through fear of death had confessed, it sufficed, to do them no harm, that they had entered that kingdom

with the title of an embassy,” It will be seen that this writer gives a very incorrect statement of the facta

connected with the imprisonment of Thome Pires and his companions.

According to Correa (II. p. 674), Martim Affonso’s ship was the C'onceifdo, that of Yasoo Fernandes the Qryfo,

and that of Pedro Homem the Syseiro, Diogo de Mello was given a ship in India, the name of which is not men-

tioned.

Not to be confused with Martim Affonso de Mello Jusarte.

68 Who died 13th December 1521. Martim Affonso and his companions left Lisbon on 5th April 1521m the flee

that took out the new governor of India, D. Duarte deMenezes.

After a stay at Pasai, where he installed D, Andre Henriqnes as captain in place of Antonio de Miranda, and

loaded a large cargo of pepper for China.

Unwilling, doubtless, to lose the chance of making the enormous profits which he had anticipated from the

sale of his cargoes.

^3 Barros (Dec. III., YIII. v.) says two junks. Castanheda and Correa, however, mention only one junk, that of

Duarte Coelho, as accompanying the ships. From the description of subsequent events it would seem that there

was in fact only one junk, and that Ambrosio do Rego was on board of it with Duarte Coelho.

’3 The following details are taken from Castanheda, Yl. xiii.-xv,; Correa, 11. pp. 718-720 ; Barros, D^c. III.,

Yin. V. (C/. also the accounts in the letters iti/ra, f. 121, ff. 134-134v.)

7* Castanheda (lY., cap. xiii ) says that Ambrosio do Rego was the chief offender; but Correa (II. p. 718) lays

the blame on Duarte Coelho, whom, he adds, Martim Affonso threatened to hang from the yard-arm of his own junk.

Barros entirely passes over this unpleasant incident, which, however, seems to be confirmed by the writers of the

letters given below. (See f. 121 and f. 134 v.)
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guides. The Chinese fleet, however, was on the alert, and at once attacked these two vessels.

As ill-luck would have it, a bombard almost immediately set fire to a barrel of powder in

Diogo de Mello’s ship, which blew up with all on board, only a few escaping with their lives.

Seeing these swimming in the sea, Pedro Homem sent his boat to pick them up, hoping that

among them might be Diogo de Mello : whereupon, the Chinese, taking advantage of this

diminution of his force, succeeded in boarding Pedro Homem’s ship, where, after a desperate

combat, the brave captain^® and all his men were either slain or made prisoners, the ship itself

being rifled of its cargo and fittings. Night having fallen, Martim Affonso called a council of

war, and urged that vengeance should be taken on the Chinese for the losses they had inflicted

on the Portuguese
;
but the other captains counselled a more discreet policy, to which Martim

Aflonso very unwillingly acceded, first requiring a document to be signed by all the captains

exculpating him from the blame. This having been done, and the dismantled ship of Pedro
Homem having been scuttled, the two remaining ships and the junk,7® after this short but eventful
fortnight at Tamao, sailed for Malacca, which they reached safely in October 1522 by the round-
about way of the west coast of Sumatra and Pasai.^^ were shattered the Portuo-uese

hopes of a permanent lucrative trade with China for many years to come,^®

It was probably while Martim Affonso de Mello and his companions vere engaged with the

Chinese fleet at Tamao that the imprisonment of Thome Pires and the rest of the embassy and
the confiscation of their goods took place, as desciubed below by Christovao Vieyra,^^ on 14th
and 15th August 1522, From the same writer we learn, so that on 1st October of that year three
letters— one for the king of Portugal, another for the governor of India, and a third for the
governor -of Malacca— were handed to the ngan-clia sz' of Canton to be forwarded through the
exiled king of Malacca’s ambassador. The latter, however, was unwilling to undertake the task :

but on 31st May 1523 a junk with Chinese and Malays left Canton for Patani with a messao-e
to the exiled king.s^ On 5th September the latter’s reply reached Canton

;
and as a consequence,

apparently, twenty-three Portuguese prisoners, who on 6th December 1522 had had boards
inscribed with their sentences placed upon their necks, were on 23rd September 1523 executed and

He -wastlie son of Pedro Homem, DomManoers chief equerry, and, according to Barros, was “in body on
of the biggest men in Portugal, and moreover the stoutness of his spirit and his bodily strength were different from
the common run of others, which is seldom found in those of his stature/’

Barros, however, has it that Duarte Coelho had started in advance, and that Martim Affonso only met with
him on the coast of Champa,

” Conea (II. p. 720) says that Martim Affonso sent Duarte Coelho from Pasai to Malacca with the bad news, but
himself remained at Pasai until the monsoon," when he returned to India in order to return to Portugal

; but arri ving
at Coohym he died of his siokness,’’ On the other hand, Barros («. s ) states that Martim Affonso “reaped Malacca
in the middle of October 1B22, and in the monsoon of January 1523 left for India, and thenoe for this kingdom in the
year 1525, where he arrived in safety. ” Which i ersion is correct, I cannot say.

« I have mentioned above that in 1519 Eaf.iel Perestrello and Bafael Catanho left Lisbon in company with Diogo
Calvo with permission to make a voyage to China. Though, however, Castanheda, Correa and Barros have frequent
references to their intended voyage to China, and even inform ns that they aocompanied Jorge de Albuqnerqne
in 1521 as far as Pasai, where they were to load pepper, we are not told of their actually going to Cbir,, Correa
however, says (n.p. 786), that at the end of 1523 or beginning of 1524, when the Eaja of Cranganor had begged
help of the Portuguese against the Samorin, "Eafael Catanho,who was in Coohym,who had oome from China very rich
strongly urged Dom Lniz to give the help that the king of Cranganor asked for, and offered to go to fight with three
hundred Portuguese men, and to pay them at his own expense.’' In deoliuing the offer, Dom Lnlz is made to refer to
"your money, which yon went to gain at snob risk of life.” It is possible that one or both of the Eafaels visited
TamSo during the troublous times described above. Jorge de Albuquerque, also, who left Portugal in of
thefleet of 1519, had received from the king the favor of "a voyage to China, after the manner of PernSo Peres
d’Andrade;” but he was not able to avail himseU of this, in consequence of having to take up the captaincy of Malacca
In a fleet that left Lisbon for India in 1520 was another man who had been granted a voyage to China, Pero Lonrenco
de MeUo ;

he did not, however, leave Cochin until September 1522, when, on his voyage to Pasai to load pepper, hewL
wrecked in a storm on an island off the coast of Arakan, and he and all his men were subsequently murdered by a
native chief on the mainland, to which they had escaped in the ship’s boat. (Correa, II. p. 721; Barros, Dec. III., TIL
vii.)

’ ’

79 ff. IO0V.-IO7. . 80 f. llOv.

See also tbe extract from Jorge d’ Albuquerque’s letter of Ist Jan. 1524 given belovr.
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mutilated, in and around Oanton.82 In May 1624, Christovao Vieyra tells us,®^ Thome Fires

died of sickness in prison in Canton; and in the same year the Malay ambassador left Canton
to return to his royal master (whether or not bearing the letters for the Portuguese authorities

does not appear); but being wrecked oflE Borneo he and all his party were made prisoiiers.®^ In
1523, we learn from this same letter,®® the Chinese prepared a fleet of one hundred junks in

case the Portuguese should return to avenge the disaster of the prevous year
;
but no Portuguese

came; and in August a hurricane destroyed half the fleet. Next year another fleet for the

same purpose was got ready
; and so in each succeeding year until 1528, after which, owing to

most of the junks having by that time been captured by pirates, the attempt to form a fleet

was, perforce, abandoned.

Meantime, the Portuguese in Malacca, uncertain of the fate of their imprisoned country-

men, seem to have apprehended the descent on that city of an avenging Chinese fleet, as will he

seen by the following extract from a letter®^ written to the king of Portugal on 1st January
1524 by Jorge de Albuquerque, governor of Malacca :

—

Dom Samcho amriques capitam moor do mar de Malaqua por vosa alteza foy estar

sobre o bimtam na entrada de julho e day foy ter a patam®® e ambrosyo do regno

com ele e outro navio esperar hum juquo®^ que era em syam de voza alteza e a saber

novas da China dos chis qne ahi vem ter, mandon ambrosyo do reguo diante e ele

ficou ainda la que hos junquoa nam sam comidos e perguntei Ihe por novas da
chaiTua®® responde ho®^ me que Ihe disera hum lymgoa que antre os chis e os

portugueses tratava cando estavam de paz dise Ihe que eram vyvos doito ate treze

portugueses e uom safirmaram quantos porque huum dize oito e outro dizem

treze e que diziam que ho embaixador tome pires que era ainda vivo, veho hum
recado a el rey de bimtam de sen embaixador ho quail omem que o trouxe tornoa

logon a fama que el rey de bimtam lancou®^ pela tera he que hos chis aviam de vii

sobre malaqua isto nom he muibo certo porem sam cousas que podem ser se vieram

grande dano faram salvo se o capitam mor acudir a tempoo como Ihe eu esprevo

porem ho men parecer he que tall nom faram que tambem dizem na China que

desejam paz com nosquo.

Translation,

Dom Sancho Henriques, captain-major of the sea at Malacca for your Highness, went
to attack Bintang at the beginning of July, and from there went to visit Patam,
and Ambrosio do Rego with him and another ship, to wait for a junk that was in

Siam of your Highness’s, and to learn news from China from the Chinese that

come to call there.®® He sent Ambrosio do Rego in advance ; and he remained
there still because the junks are not yet ended and I asked him for news of the

merchant- ship.®® He answered me what an interpreter who acted between the

ff.i09-109v. 83 £ 213 ,

Castanheda, in cap. Ixxx. of liv. V. of his history (published in 1553), after referring to the imprisonment of the

Portuguese and the confiscation of their goods, adds : **and some say that the ambassador fell sick and died of grief,

others that he died by poison. And because I cannot ascertain the particulars of this I thus relate it in sum ; and also

the rest that passed in the rising of China against our people,” This shows that he was ignorant of the letters of

Onnstovao'Vieyra and Vasco Oalvo. (See further regarding this infra,)

85 f . 111. 86 f. ii8v.

Preserved in the Torre do Tombo, Lisbon. {€or‘po Chron., tom. 1, parte 1, majo 3, doc. 78.) The abovo
extract, from the India Office transcripts, I owe to the kindness of Mr. E. S. Whiteway, B, 0. S. (retd,),

Eead patctne. 89 j’or juquo. so For China ? For res^ondeo ? 92 Bead lanqou,

98 See Castanheda, VI. lii.-lv. ; Correa, II. pp. 769-774; Barros, Dec. III., Vni. vi.-vii. None of these writers

records the facts mentioned in this letter : Castanheda distinctly admits his ignorance of what Dom Sancho acd
Ambrosio do Eego did at Patani.

Literally ‘'consumed” (co^nidosj : apparently meaning that more were expected. The word may, however
be a copyist’s error.

95 Port, charrua, which, I think, must be an error for Ohina^
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Chinese and Portuguese when they were at peace had said to him. He

told him that there were living from eight to thirteen Portuguese, and it was

not certain how many, because one said eight and another said thirteen
;
and that

they said that the ambassador Thome Pires was still living. A message came to

the king of Biutang from his ambassador, and the man who brought it soon

returned. The report that the king of Biiitang was spreading in the country is

that the Chinese intended to come and attack Malacca. This is not very certain

;

nevertheless they are things that may be. If they come, they will do great harm,

unless the captain-major shall come in time, as I have written to him. However,

my opinion is, that they will not do so, as they still say in China that they desire

peace with us.

The anticipated attack by a Chinese fleet on Malacca did not take place, however, any

more than the assault wdiich the Chinese at Canton expected from the Portuguese. The cap-

ture of the stronghold of the Raja of Bintang by the Portuguese forces under Pero Masearenhas

at the end of 1526, and the death of the Raja in the engagement, gave the garrison at Malacca

comparative rest for a few years; but the Raja of Ujantana was as implacable a foe as his father

had been, and there were enemies in Achin and elsewhere to keep the Portuguese fully occupied.^?

Though themselves debarred from visiting China, the Portuguese doubtless kept in touch with

that country by means of native traders calling at Patani, and never lost hope of a resumption

of friendly relations. The historians, however, make but scant references to China during

these years, and there seem to be very few documents existing that throw light on the sub-

ject. Beside the extract given above, the following letter^® is the only document that I have

met with dealing with Chinese affairs at that period

Senhor— Dospois deter dado as apontaraentos a vossa alteza pera por eles me pergun-

tar as couzas da China do alevamento da terra o souberam allgumas pessoas por

o quail me rogaram que se me vossa alteza perguutasse por a riqueza da terra que

iiam decrarase todo e me oalase por que acabando hum partido com vosa alteza me
farani bom partido e vosa alteza be men vej e deus da terra, oulhe bem vossa

alteza o que fiz para que saiba certoqne debaixo do sol t?io riqa terra noin ha como

a china do todalas mercadorias que pidirem pera a boca e barafcas e todalas cousas

pera os vossos allmasens da India que outracousa nam mandara pera eles somente

lonas por que todo ho all them na china que pode vir pera eles muito'barato, a

saber, vergas mastos breu tavoado pregadura churabo fero cobre asoque e as ou-

tros mercadorias sao muitoricas que sao muito pera escrevercste aviso dou a vossa

alteza pera que saiba ho qne ha de faser e eu senhor nam deserberto (sic) dedizer

a verdade a vosa alteza por que sao soo e sem emparo de senhor e sayba por certo

vosa alteza que jagora consentirao na china mercadorias de vosa alteza por que
ja sao pasados os cinco anos que me mandou dizer o rey que nam fosem merca-
darias ate nam pasarem cinco anos o qnal me dise hum men parente quo cstevo

no Heyno de Syam que estavao os chies desejosos de nos outros de pimenta e pao
preto e pucho e encenso macho e marfim e cafram que todo deram agora a peso e

dinheiro as mercadarias da china nam digo a qui por que por palavra ho direi se

As mentioned above. See Whiteway Rise of Foriuguese Pov^er in India, pp. 320-321.
9« Correa (111. p. 82) says that Pero Masearenhas, before leaving Malacca for India in August 1526 to take up

the governorship, granted to Duarte Coelho, as a reward for having brought the official documents announcing his
' UGcession to that office, “ a voyage that he might make to punda to load pepper, and that he might go to China to
make his profit, which was good payment for his good news (alvigaras) After the capture of the fortress of Bin
tang Duarte Coelho did indeed sail in company of Francisco de Sa for Sunda ; but the voyage was a most disastrous
one, and Coelho had to return to Malacca without his pepper, and with his hopes of a voyage to China blasted
(Correa.lIL P.92,)

‘ '

99 deferred to in Sir W. W, Hunter’s History of British India, I p. 185. The copy here given is from the India
Office transcripts. The original is preserved in the Torre do Tombo at Lisbon (Corpo Ohronologico, parte 1

mafo 35, doc. 7*^).
’ *
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for servi9o de vosa alteza sabelo de mim, e eu senhor hey dir catar Lam irmao

raeu qae me ficoa em cantao em arrefes por a verdade dos partagaeses, e por eles

nam qaererem obedecer aoa maadados del Rey da China e qaererem faser gaerra

aa China e matar e roabar a terra onde se fes maito mall nesta nam digo a vosa alteza

raais por qae por mim o sabera qaando for ser servi9o qae nesta cidade estoa por

nam ter la gasalhado e mens desejos senhor sao servir vosa alteza naqaellas par-

tes por qae sey es(3usallas digo aserrarllas (?), e nesta digo qae na China valem

oitenta prorolas (sic) boas ham cruzado a troco de pimenta, fico rogando a deus

por o reall estado de vosa alteza a dezeseis de ]aneiro de quinhentos vinte e sete =
service de vossa alteza= Diogao Calvo = A el Rey nosso senhor = De sea serviyo

= A margem = de diogao Calvo qae foi a chyna qae el Rey devo oavir.

Translation^

Sire, — Since giving your Highness the observations, that you might by means

of them question me on the affairs of China, regarding the uprising in the

country, several persons knew of ti, for which reason they begged me that if

your Highness questioned me as to the riches of the country I should not

declare all, and should hold my tongue, because if I lost the chance of favor

with your highness they would do me a good turn ; and your Highness is my
king and God of the country. Let your Highness consider well what I did, that

you may know for certain that under the sun there is no country so rich as China

in all the articles of merchandize that are in demand for the mouth and cheap,

and all things for your magazines in India, so that you need not send to

them anything else but sail-cloths, because all the rest is to be had in China

and can come to them very cheaply, namely, yards, masts, pitch, planking,

nails, lead, iron, copper, quicksilver and the other wares are very rich,

which are too many to describe. This advice I give to your Highness that

you may know what has to be done, and I, sire, not discovered^ to tell the

truth to your Highness, because I am alone and without the protection of a

lord. And let your highness know for certain that at this present time they will

allow in China articles of merchandize of your Highness’s, because the five years

have already passed, as the king commanded to tell me that no goods should go

until five years had passed for a relative^ of mine who was in the kingdom of

Siam told me that the Chinese were desirous of receiving from us pepper and

black wood and putchuck and frankincense and ivory and saffron, and that they

would now give everything by weight and for money. I do not here tell the

wares of China, because I shall tell it by word of mouth if it shall be for the

service of your Highness to know it from me. And I, sire, have to go to free a

brother of mine whom I left in Canton as hostage for the veracity of the Portu-

guese, and because they were not willing to obey the orders of the king of China

and wished to make war in China and kill and plunder the country, where much

evil was done. I do not say more to your Highness in this, because you shall

know it from me when I shall go to be of service, who am in this city because of

having no lodging there, and my desires, sire, are to serve your Highness in those

parts, because I know how to deal with^ them
;
and in this I say that in China

eighty good pearls are woi'bh a cruzado in exchange for pepper. I remain praying

100 These do not seem to be now in existence. ^ Cf. Vasco Calvo’s letter infra, ff. 133-l33y.

2 The orig. has “ deserberio ” for “ descoberto.*^ s The historians do not mention this fact.

* I do not know who this was.

The orig. “ escusallas digo osermrllas” Escusar is unintolligiblo in this conueotion, and theie is no such

word ari nsen ar. Perhaps it is a copyist’s error for acertar.
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to God for the royal estate of your Highness. The 16th of January 1527o

Service of your Highness.
Diogo Calvo*

To our lord the king. On his service, — On the margin:— From Diogo Calvo who

was in China which the king should attend to.

There is no record of any attempt by the writer of the above letter to carry out his

expressed wish to liberate his brother; and as there is no subsequent mention of him by the

historians ot Portuguese Asia we are left in doubt regarding the reason of this. In any case,

all direct intercourse with China was barred to the Portuguese for several years yet.® In

1533, however, the then captain of Malacca, Patdo da Gama, succeeded, through his ambassador

Manuel Godinho, in concluding peace with the Eajas of Pahang and Patani, who had been at

war with the Portuguese for a period of fifteen years. This Manuel Godinho accomplished,

says Oastanheda,^ much to the wish of Dom Paulo, and as befitted the service of the king

of Portugal, so that it was to the great profit of his revenue and that of his vassals
; and these

conventions were the cause of their again trading in China, where there were afterwards

discovered by our people more than fifty ports better than those of Canton, as I shall relate

further on.”®

As an outcome of these agreements, we find® that in July 1534 Estevao da Gama, who

had succeeded to the captaincy of Malacca on the death of his brother, sent Simao Sodre to

Pahang and Francisco de Barros to Patani for the purpose of obtaining provisions for

Malacca, of which it stood in sore straits owing to the war with the Raja of Ujantana, son of

the late Raja of Bintang. Francisco de Barros remained at Patani, being unable to leave

owing to his ship’s having been requisitioned by Simao Sodre to fight the Raja of TJjantana's

fleet. In June or July 1536, therefore, Estevao da Gama sent Henrique Meades de Vascon-

cellos to Patani to bring Francisco de Barros away, “as also,” says Castanheda, “to give

orders that there should go from there to China a junk that he sent there to prove if they

were willing to carry on trade as they did in time past,’^ That the junk actually was dis-

patched for China we are also told but as to how it fared we are left in entire ignorance

by the Portuguese historians.

It is noteworthy, however, that Vasco Calvo, in his letter given below, writing in October

1536, refers^^ to a letter he had received from the person he is addressing, who, from what he

eays,^® was then off the island of Hainan. It is evident from this that by some means the

Portuguese had succeeded in communicating with the captives in Canton, who, we see, were

still hoping for the deliverance that never came. Who Vasco Calvo’s correspondent was we
have no means of ascertaining, nor whether he was on the junk sent from Patani in the pre-

vious year. The historians seem to have entered into a conspiracy of silence regarding China

at this period, their attention being taken up with the doings of Antonio Galvao, the “ apostle

of the Moluccas ’’ and author of “ The Discoveries of the World.

^ Correa tells us (III. p. 439), that in 1531 there arrived in India in the fleet of that year from Portugal Diogo
Botelho in the Vera Cruz, Manuel Botelho in the Trinidade, and Jan^ Homem, a Genoese, in the iSania Cruz, who
were to go for three years to China and all parts of India factoring for the queen j but he subsequently states,

that the governor (Uuno da Cunha) sent these ships back to Lisbon because China was disturbed.’*
^ VIII. Ixvi. (See also Correa, III. p. 487.)

® This Castanheda did, doubtless, in book IS. or X,, both of which are lost,

9 See Cast., VIII. Ixxi3., Ixxsix,
; Correa, HI. p. 631; Barros, Dec. IV., IX. xv.

^9 It was just after this that the famous engagement took place off Patani between Henrique Mendes and
Francisco de Barros and an overwhelming fleet of pirates, whom they succeeded in beating off after great loss,

See Whiteway’s Rise of Fort. Potver in India, p. 330.)

f. 124. 32 128.

Sir A. Ljungstedt, in his Historical Sketch of the Portuguese Settlements in China, p, 11, says Chinese
ohronologists have noted down, that in the 80th year of the reign of Kea-tsing [1535] one foreign vessel appeared,
and in [1537] another on the coast of the gulf of China. The merchants required and obtained permission to land
and to raise a few huts for temporary shelter, and the drying of goods, which had been damaged on board the
ships.” I have not found any authority for this statement.
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It is not nnti] tli6 year 1542 tliat we again hear of China, and then in connection

with an event of much importance, namely, the rediscovery of Japan by the Portuguese,

Couto says^^ :

—

There being in this year of 1542, of which we are treating, three Portuguese compa-

nions, named Antonio da Mota, Francisco Zeimoto and Antonio Peixoto, in the

port of Siam, with a junk of theirs, carrying on their trade, they resolved to go to

China, because of its being then a voyage of much profit. And loading the junk

with pelts and other commodities, they set sail, and with fair weather crossed the

great Gulf of Hainan, and passed by the city of Canton, in order to go and seek the

port of the Chinchew,^® because they conld not enter that city; because after that

in the year 1515 Fernao Peres de Andrade, being in China as ambassador,^® flogged

a mandarin (who are those that administer justice, which among those heathen is

much venerated), the Portuguese became so detested and abhorred, that the king

commanded by a general edict: “That the men with the beards and large eyes

should no more be permitted within his realms,” which was inscribed in large

letters of gold, and affixed to the gates of the city of Canton And thus no

Portuguese had dared to go to its port
;
and some ships at various times afterwards

went to some islands ofl^ that coast to exchange their commodities, whence, how-

ever, they turned them away. Afterwards they went on to the Chinchew.

whither these were going, and where they permitted them because of the proflt

that they derived from the commerce ;
but they carried on their business at sea,

because they did not trust them.^®

InAugust 1543, Correa tells us,^^ there was dispatched from India^^to go to China Jeronymo

Gomes, a favorite of the Governor’s ,
20 in a good ship laden with pepper, with great powers as

captain-major, that no one should go there except whom he wished; the which went there, and

made so much money that he talked only of a hundred or a hundred and fifty thousand cruzados:

with which there entered into him such pride and vanity, that he said that Fortune had not

now the power to deprive him of his hundred thousand cruzados
;
but God, in order to humble

liis pride, was pleased to send him such a reverse, that he came from Malacca to India without

possessing a shirt.”

Another man who had been granted a voyage to China was still more unfortunate, as we

learn from the same writer.^i This was Alonso Henriques de Sepulveda, who in 1544 was ai

Malacca with a ship laden with pepper waiting for the monsoon in order to make a voyage to

China, which the governor of India had' given him as a reward for having spent much in the

king’s service. He was, however, foolish enough to organize an attempt to seize the fort of

Malacca by violence after the death of the captain Buy Vaz Pereira, his object being to oust

Simao Botelho from bis supervision of the custom-house. The attempt having failed, however,

Alonso Henriques was sent on board his ship as a prisoner
;
but when the monsoon set in Simao

Botelho gave him permission to go to China, Knowing, however, that if he did this he would have

to return to Malacca, where by that time an order might have come from the governor to imprison

him and confiscate his property, he sailed for Tenasserim, sold his pepper there at a large profit.

Pec, Y., VIII. sii. (See also Ant. Galvao, o'p. cit. p. 229.)

Port. 0 C?ii«c/zeo. See Eohson“Jdbson» s. v ‘ Chinebew/ regarding the confused use of this word for the port

of Changchau-ffi and the people of Filkien.

16 There are three gross errors here. Thome Fires was the ambassador ; it was Simao d’Andrade who maltreated

the mandarin ; and this outrage took place in 1520 or 1521.
1'’' I have found no corroboration of this statement, which may, however, be true.

IS
Of. the extracts below from Gaspar da Cruz The account in Couto goes on to tell how a typhoon drove th*

junk to Japan, where the Portuguese were well treated by tlie natives, exchanged their goods for silver, and
returned to Malacca well content.

lY, p 307 20 Mariim Affonso de Sousa.

Correa, lY. pp. 41 6 418, (See also Whiteway’s "Rise of Pori, Power in India, pp. 92-93.)
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and left for India, whither he had sent in advance a small vessel to beg the governor’s elemency.

His ship was, however, wrecked on an island off the coast of Siam, to which country he and hi^

company escaped in the boat, but were put to death by the Siamese .22

We have seen that commercial relations had been renewed between the Portuguese and tht

Chinese.23 We are told by Fr. Gaspar da Cruz^^ that “after the disturbance that Ferna Perez

Dandrade caused,25 business was earned on with much difficulty, they would not allow the Portuguese

into the country, and through hatred and abhorrence they called them faeui,26 that is to say, ‘ men

of the devil.’ ” (“Now,” he adds, “ they do not hold intercourse with us under the name of Portu-

guese, nor did this name go to the court when they agreed to pay customs dues ; but under the name

of fagim,27 that is to say, ‘ people of another coast.’ ”) He goes on to relate how^ after “ the

scandal of Ferna Dadrade,” the Chinese that carried on trade by sea with Malacca, Siam, Patani.

etc., induced the Portuguese to go to Ningpo to carry on trade
;
and this proving successful they

extended their operations to Chinchew, the islands of Canton, and ultimately as far north as Nanking,

the Chinese officials conniving at their transactions owing to the profits they gained thereby. Em-
boldened by success, the Portuguese began to winter in the islands of Ningpo

;
and, as might be

expected, quarrels took place, leading to murders on each side. Tidings of these evil doings

having reached the ears of the emperor, he ordered a large fleet to be prepared in the province of

Fukien to drive the foreign robbers once more from the coast. This fleet, being unable through

contrary winds to make Ningpo, proceeded to Chinchew, where it blockaded the Portuguese ships that

lay there. After some time spent in desultory fighting, the Portuguese, seeing no chance of com-

pleting their business transactions, resolved to depart without the cargoes they had expected. The

captains of the Chinese fleet, however, learning of this intention, sent a secret message by night,

offering, on consideration of a present, to send them some goods. This was of course agreed to ;

,-iiid so matters were settled to the satisfaction of both parties. This took place in 1548.

In the following year, 1549, however, the Chinese fleet blockaded the coast so straitly that the

Portuguese were scarcely able to obtain provisions, much less effect an exchange of commodities.

Their ships therefore returned nearly empty to India, the unsold goods being left in two jnnks

belonging to expatriated Chinese traders, with thirty Porii'guese to guard them.^s The captains

of the Chinese fleet, learning of this rich booty from some merchants on shore, swooped down upon

the two junks, and partly by strategem, partly by force, succeeded in capturing them, after killing

several of the Portuguese and wounding others. The Chinese belonging to the junks were cruelly

treated
;
and of the Portuguese some were put to death, and four were dressed up and entitled “ the

kings of Malac(:a” by the “ luthisst ”22 for his own glory, and in cages sent about from city to city,

until they came to where the hattao was, with whom the “ ” had agreed to share the plunder.

Happily, however, the emperor heard of these doings, and sent some officials to hold an inquiry
;

with the result that the Chinese malefactors and one or two Portuguese w’ere condemned to capital

ox lesser punishment, and the rest of the Portuguese were conveyed to the city of “ Casi,”5o whence

they were afterwards dispersed by twos and threes throughout various parts of the country. When

22 This last part reads like a repetition of the story of Pero Lonren(;o de Mello, given in a footnote supra.

In September 1545 SimSo de Mello was sent from India as captain of Malacca, “and with him Diogo Soares

de Mello, who had been provided by the governor Martim Affonso de Sousa with the captaincy of Patane, beyond
Malacca, to make the China merchants come and dispatch their business at Malacca, because, in order not to pay
duties, they had formed an emporium at that port, whereby the king’s revenue suffered notable loss.” (Couto,

Dez, YI., I. i.) We are also told by Couto (Dec, YL, Y. i.) that in July 1646 Diogo Soares dispatched from Patani

tor China several Portuguese vessels.

Tractado da China, chap, sxiii. et seq. (See also Purohas, Tilg. III. p. 190 ff.)

25 Not Fernao Peres, but Simao de Andrade, as related above.

Ohin./an-feiuei, “ foreign demon.” (See Sobson-Jobson, s, v, ‘ Panqui.*)

Frangis, Franks. (See Hohson-Jdbson, s. v.
* Firinghee,’ and c/. Christovao Yieyra’s letter in/ra, f. 104v.3

28 At what port is not stated, but apparently at Chinchew.
28 Chin. Ia0'‘ty4 ss\ (See infra regarding titles of Chinese officials.)

so Haugchau, capital of Chehkiang. (See Yule's Marco Polo, II. p. 152 n.)
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P<5rtugu€se ships were once more permitted to carry on trade at Canton a number of these captives

succeeded from time to time in regaining their liberty, the Portuguese merchants offering rewards

to anj Chinese who would assist them to do this.^i

it was at this time that Francis Xavier visited Japan and spent some two years and a half there

in preaching the gospel On leaving that country in 1551 he resolved to attempt the evangelization

of China
;
and accordingly, having obtained permission from the viceroy of India, he left Malacca

im July 1552,32 and arrived in August at the island of St. John (Shangchwen), where, however, he

soon sickened, and died on the 2nd of December, his body being interred in that desolate island.®^

Thus Xavier^s mission, which had a political as well as a religious object, came to naught.

However, we learn from Caspar da Cruz that “ since the year 1554 Leone! de Souza, a native of

Algarve, and married in Chaul, being captain-major, agreed with the Chinas that they [the Por-

tuguese] should pay their customs dues, and that they should allow them to carry on their trade in

their ports.^s And since that time they carry it on in Oantao, which is the chief port of China : and

thither the Chinas repair with their silks and musk, which are the principal articles in which the

Portuguese deal in China. There there are safe ports where they lie quietly without risk and with-

out disturbance from anyone. And thus at present the Chinas observe well their treaties : and

now the great and small rejoice much at the agreement with the Portuguese, and the fame of them

spreads throughout the whole of China. Wherefore several nobles of the court came to Cantao solely

to see them on account of having heard the fame of them.”36

It will be observed that in the above sketch of Portuguese intercourse with China during the

first half of the sixteenth century I have taken no note of the alleged peregrination of Fernao

Mendez Pinto in that empire in 1542-1544. Although Faria y Sousa has entered as historical

facts in his Asia Purtnguesa^'^ various events described by Pernao Mendez, and has accorded him

a certsificate of veracity, I am afraid that Congreve was only too just when he wrote “Ferdinand

Mendez Pinto was but a type of thee, thou liar of the first magnitude.*’ I do not mean to assert

that the whole Peregrinagam is a fabrication
;
but I am convinced, from internal evidence, that many

of the incidents related are pure fiction, and that others, genuine enough, either took place before

the writer39 came to India, or formed no part of his adventures.^® I append some instances of sheer

mendacities.

31 Fr. Gaspar da Cruz, during his residence in Canton, met several of these escaped prisoners, among whom
eeems to liave been Galeotto Pereira, the writer of the description of China referred to infra,

32 After a serious quarrel— for which he was largely, if not entirely, to blame — with the captain of that place,

D. Alvaro d’Ataide da Gama. (See Couto, Deo, TI., X, vii, ; and Whiteway's Rise of Port. Power in India, p, 7d.)

33 It was afterwards removed to Goa. Of. Couto, Dec. VL, X. vi.

33 It is remarkable, that this is the only reference I have found to this important agreement.

Tractado da China, cap. xxiii. (See also Parohas, Pilg, III. p. 190.)

37 II., I. i„ etc. See also I., App., cap. vii., where Faria y Sousa quotes Pinto's stories (see infra) of Inez de

Iieiria and Vaseo Galvo, and indulges in some pious reflections on the early propagation of the Catholic faith in

China by their means.

3* Love for Love, Act ii., sc. i.

39 I am extremely doubtful if the whole of the book, not published until 1614 (scnne thirty years after its alleged

iiuthor’s death and more than fifty after his return from the East), was really written by Fernao Mendez Pinto,

I am inclined to share the belief of Mr. B. S. Whiteway that the Jesuits had a hand in its concoction, with a view

to the glorification of Xavier. It is worthy of note that Couto {Dec. IX. xxis 1 records that a certain Gonsalo

Meudes Pinto was at Banda in 1574 making some voyages on a contract with Martim Affonso de Mello Pereira,

and that bhe Bandanese made a plot to murder him and his companions and seize their ship and goods, in which,

however, they were foiled.

According to the Peregrinagam. Fernao Mendez Pinto left Goa on 13th April 1539 for Malacca with Pedro d©

Faria, who was to succeed Estevao da Gama as captain ofthat place. He arrived at Malacca on 5th June, and within

the next few months was sent by Pedro de Faria as ambassador to the king of the Batas and the king of Am.
We also read of big fights taking place between the kings of Aohin and Arn andthe king of Ujantana and the

Aohinese, — likewise in 1639. Now it is significant that Correa and Couto are both silent regarding any such events %

and it is eurions that Correa alone mentions that Pedro de Faria was captain of Malacca at this time. It is also a
strange coincidence that Castanheda, Correa, Bartos and Couto all tell us that just after Pedro de Faria assumed
Ihe captaincy of Malacca in 1528 an ambassador came from the king of Am asking for help against the king
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In chapter where the encounter between the Portuguese under Antonio de Faria and the

forces of the mandarin of “Nonday” is described, we are told that the Chinese leader “was mounted

on a good horse, with certain cuirasses of red velvet with gilt studs of ancient date, which we after-

wards learnt belonged to one Tome Pirez whom the king Dom Manoel of glorious memory sent as

ambassador to China, in the ship of Fernao Perez Dandrade, when Lopo Soarez Dalbergaria was

governing the State of India,” This was in 1541 apparently
;
and I have no evidence to confirm

or contradict the statement regarding the cuirasses of Thome Pires.

But the next incident that I quote can be proved, thanks to the letter of Cbristovao Vieyra,

to be an unblushing falsehood. In chapter xci.^^ are told that (in 1543 ?) Fernao Mendez met in

the city of Sampitay ” a Christian woman, who informed him “ that she was called Inez de Leiria,

and that her father was called Tom6 Pirez, who went from this kingdom as ambassador to the king of

China, and whom, through a disturbance that a captain^s of ours made in Canton, the Chinese regard-

ed as a spy and not an ambassador as he said, and seized him with twelve^^ other men that he had

brought with him, and after they had as punishment given them many floggings and tortures, of which

five soon died, they banished the others,^® separating them from one another, to diverse places, where

they died devoured by lice;^® of whom only one was living, who was called Vasco Calvo,^7 native of a

town in our country named Alcouchete,^^ for thus she had many times heard from her father, shedding

many tears when he spoke of this. And that it chanced to her father to be banished to that district,

where he married her mother, because she had some property of her own, and made her a Christian,

and during the whole twenty-seven years^® that he abode there married to her they both lived very

catholically, converting many heathen to the faith of Christ, of whom there were still in that city more

than three hundred, who every Sunday gathered there in her house for instruction.’^ Other details are

given regarding this pious woman
;
but the whole pretty story falls to pieces like a bouse of cards when

we remember that, as mentioned above, poor Thome Pires died in prison in Canton in May 1 524.

But the next extract that I would quote goes a step further in mendacity. In chapter cxvi.^o we

are told that in the year 1544, when he was in the city of “ Quansy,”®! Fernao Mendez encountered

^ an old man dressed in clothes of black damask lined with the skins of white lambs,” who, after some-

what mysterious behaviour, produced a silver cross, and, falling on his knees, with sobs and tears

expressed his gratitude for having been permitted, after so long a time, to once more behold a Christian

man. On being asked who he was, this old man replied :
— “I am, my brother, a poor Portuguese

Christian, by name Vasco Calvo, brother of Diogo Calvo who was captain of the ship of Dom Nuno
Manoel, a native of Alcouchete, it being now twenty-seven years that I was made a captive with' Tome
Pirez, whom Lopo Soarez sent as ambassador to this Chinese king,^^ and who afterwards came to a

Aohin, with who*n he was at war. There is a suspicious similarity about these two accounts Then we are

informed that FemSo Mendez, after visiting Pahang and Patani, left the latter place on 9th May 1540 with Antonio

do Faria de Sousa on a voyage to Hainan, during which the most marvellous adventures with pirates were

experienced. I have only to remark, that no mention is made by any of the above writers of such a person as

Antonio de Faria de Sonsa, whom I believe to be as mnoh a product of the writer’s brain as the various adventures

with pirates, that he is said to have met with. In the Feregrinagafn the dates of events are mostly unrecorded;

but where they are given, especially m the later portion of the book, they are in many cases manifestly absurdly

incorrect. It is much to be regretted that no competent scholar has undertaken to properly edit the Peregrioiagam,

showing how much is fiction and how much fact, and of the fact how much is from personal experience and how
much stolen from earlier writers, I am astonished that such an able scholar as Mr, Major, m his Introduction

to the Hakluyt Society’s edition of Mendoza, should, after referring to Mendez Pinto’s alleged adventures in China,

conclude “ Upon the whole, his remarks leave no doubt, we think, of the truth of his having been an eye-witness

of what he records.

Chap. xxii. of the English translation. *2 Chap. xxix. of Eng. trans. ** SimSo de Andrade. (See st^pra.)

** There were nearly double that number, according to Cbristovao Vieyra (£. lllv,).

*5 A pure invention, not one of the unfortunate captives having been removed from Canton.
*6 A characteristic touch, intended to give verisimilitude to the narrative. See next paragraph.
*8 This may be a fact : I cannot tell. (See next paragraph.)
*8 It is not said when he died ; but even if it had been in 1544 that world make Thome Pires’s banishment date

from 1517, the year in which he arrived in China with Fernao Peres de Andrade !

80 Chap, xxxvii. of Eng. trans. ci cf. note supra regarding “ the city of Casi.”
88 It was not to “this Chinese king” (Kiahtsing) but to his predecessor Ohingtih that Thome Pires was sent on

embassy.
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miserable end through a disturbance by a Portuguese captain.” Then, the two having mingled their

tears and taken their seats on the ground, “beginning again to tell me all the story of his suJSermgs,

he related to me the whole course of his life, and all the rest that had happened, since he left this

kingdom until then, and also regarding the death of the ambassador Tome Pirez^s and of the rest

whom Fernao Perez Dandrada left with him in Cantao to go to the king of China, the which, as he

told it to me, does not conform much with what our historians have written,”^^ This pseudo Vasco

Calvo then conducts Fernao Mendez to his house, to which also his companions are inyited, and

there they are introduced to their host’s wife and four children (two boys and two girls), who after

dinner offer prayer in Portuguese before an altar in a secret oratory. Another very touching story
;

but tlie writer appears to have forgotten what he had previously invented regarding Thome Pires,

and so contradicts himself
;

while, as to Vasco Calvo, we may take it as absolutely certain that he

died in prison in Canton within a year or two of writing the letter of 1536 given below.

I shall not enter upon the question of the genuineness of other alleged adventures of Fernao

Mendez Pinto in China, Siam, etc.^ nor discuss whether he was or was not in Japan with Xavier
;

5®

but I would refer to two statements of his, which, having been recorded as history by Faria y Sousa

in his Asia Portuguesa, are still being put forward by writers on the history of China as authentic.®®

These statements are to be found in chapter ccxxi.®^ of the Peregrinagam, where we read that in the

year 1542 there took place at “ Liampoo,”®^ — where there was a settlement of three thousand Chris-

tians, twelve hundred of whom were Portuguese, and which was practically a Portuguese colony, with

a governor, judges and other officials, hospitals, — a terrible massacre by the Chinese, in which

twelve thousand®® Christians (eight hundred of them Portuguese) perished, and immense damage was

done to property. Two years later, it is stated, the Portuguese succeeded in establishing a colony at

Chinchew
;
but after two years and a half of peaceful trade a rising of the Chinese took place here also,

only thirty out of live hundred Portuguese escaping with their lives, their ships and other property

being burnt or plundered, 1 consider both these stories to be pure fiction, without any basis in fact

;

and I even feel very doubtful whether such an island as “ Lampacau ” ever existed except in the

brain of the writer.

The Chinese annals do not appear to contain much regarding the early intercourse of the

Portuguese with China and some of their statements are far from correct.®® The only record of

53 Who, we had previously been told, lived for twenty-seven years married in “ Sampitay ”I

3* A candid confession ’ 55
Qf^ James Stephen’s Essay in Ecclesia&sticctl Biography (4th ed ), p. 149 w

63 Cf., int, al
,
Sir A. Ljuogstedt’s historical Sketch of the Fortuyiiese Settlements in Chmaj pp 2-9, etc.

;

the

Viscount de Santarem's Memoria sohre o Bstabclecimento de Macau, p. 14; Wells Williams’s Middle Kingdom, II*

p. 428 ; Prof. E. K". Douglas’s China (Story of the Nations), p. 48 ; Danvers’s Portuguese in India, I. pp 457, 4865

Dennys’s Treaty Ports of China and Japan, p. 329

67 Chap. Ixsviii. of the Eng. trans (See also chap Ixvi, of orig , xxiii, of Eng. feans.)

68 That is, Ningpo. (See Yule’s s. v. ‘ Liampo,’) Barros states, in referring to the riches of

China — “ Finally it is so great, and so well-provided with everything, that some of our people, being in a port near

the city of Nimpo, in three months saw loaded four hundred bahars of floss and woven silk, which are one thousand

three hundred quintals of ours.” (Dec. I., IX i.) As Barros’s Primetra Decada was published in 1552, it is evident

that the Portuguese had visited Nmgpo some years previously ; hut I have found no record of the exact date of

their first visit to that place.

69 The Eng. trans has “ twelve hundred ”

60 Where, accordin? to the Beregi'inagam, the Portuguese carried on trade with the Chinese from some time before

1554 until 1557, when Macao was granted to them by the mandarins of Canton. {Of. Mid. King. II. p. 428; Ljung-

stedt, op. cit, p 9.)

6> M. Pauthier, in his histoire des Relations Politiqiies de la Chine avec Ics Puissances Occideniales (p. 42 m), after

a short and not very correct reference to the embassy of 1517, says;— “Les Annales de Canton disent que la

premiere annee ToungJo (1425) le roi de Portugal, royaume de 1’ Ocean occidental, envoya um ambassadeiir en

Chine ; et que trois ann^es apres (en 1428) il lui en envoya un autre avec un tribut. Celles-ci, si elles etaieut reelles,

auraient precede oeUes de Thomas Pires.” There is, of course, some great confusion here
62 Wells Williams quotes in his Mid. King II. p. 427, the following from a Chinese work, and adds that the

record is still good authority in the general opinion of the natives ;
— “ During the reign of Chingtih [1506] foreig oers

from the West, called Fah-lan-kf [Franks], who said that they had tribute, abruptly entered the Bogue, and by
their tremendously loud guns, shook the place far and near. This was reported at court, and an order returned to

drive them away immediately and stop their trade.”
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any value that I have been able to hud is one translated by the late Mr. W. F. Mayers in Notes and

Queries on China and Japan. Mr. Mayers writes :
—

The tollowiiig brioE contemporaneous account; of the arrival of Fernao Peres de Andrade

at Canton in 1517, when Europeans for the first time landed in China, does not appear

to have been hitherto noticed, and is not without interest, as the earliest Chinese

mention of European visitors. It is quoted in a work on the Art of War, published

under the Ming Dynasty, A. D. Ifi2], in the course of a description of cannon and

liveavms :
—

“ Ku Ying-siaug says as follows :— Fu-lang-ki is the name of a country, not the name of

a gun. In the year ting-cKow of the reign Cheng-te (A. D, 1517) i was m office

as Supervisor in Kwang-tuug, and was Acting Commissioner for Maritime afi'airs.

There suddenly arrived [at this time] two laige seagoing vessels, which came straight

to the Hwai-ydan (chensbing-those-from-afar) post-station at the city of Canton, giving

out that they had brought tribute from the country of Fu4ang-hi [Feringhi, Franks],

The master of the vessels was named ka-pi-tan.®^ The people on board all had promi-

nent noses and deeply-sunk eyes, wearing folds of white cloth around their heads, like

the costume of the Mohammedans. Eeport was at once made to the Viceroy, His

Excellency Ch’en Si-hien, who thereupon honoured Canton with his presence,**® and

who gave orders that, as these people knew nothing of etiquette, they should be*

instructed for three days in the proper ceremonies®® at the Kwang Hiao Sze (the Mo-

hammedan Mosque)
;
after which they were introduced. It being found that the 'la

Ming Eivez Tien [collected Ordinances of the Ming Dynasty] contain no mention

whatever of tribute being received from the nation in question, a full report of the

matter was transmitted to His Majesty, who consented to the transmission [of the

individuals and presents] to the Board [of Eites]. At this time His Majesty was

engaged in a tour in the Southern Provinces, and [the foreigners] were left in the

same lodging with myself for close upon a year. When his present Majesty ascended

the Throne [i. e,, the Emperor Shih Tsung, who succeeded to the Throne in 1521], m
consequence of disrespectful conduct on the [foreigners’] part, the interpreter^^? was

subjected to capital punishment and his men were sent back in custody to Canton, and

expelled beyond the frontiers of the Province. During the long stay made by these

people at Canton they manifested particular fondness for the study of the Buddhist

writings.®® Their guns were made of iron, and five or six feet in length ... .

Who Ku Ying-siang was is not stated in the work from which the above extract is taken ;

but in all probability, he was one of the progenitors of the celebrated Ku Yen-wu of the

present dynasty, in whose biography mention is made of an ancestor who held office at

Canton during the reign ChSng TA

The two large vessels referred to are obviously those which the early Portuguese chroniclers

themselves speak of as having been taken to Canton, the two remaining ships and four

Malay junks belonging to the Expedition having been lert at anchor near the island

of St. John’s.®^

Vol 2, p. 129. 64 Cf Christovao Vieyra’s letter infra, f . 112.

65 “The residence of the Viceroys being at that time Shao-k’ing Fu,” says Mr. Mayers in a footnote; but,

according to the statement of Christovao Vieyra (f. 120), it was at Wuohau that the chief provincial officials

resided

66 The Portuguese historians say nothing of this,

67 Mayers appends the following footnote— “This was Thome Pires, who was despatched in charge of the pre-

«ents from Canton.” This is an error ; it was the native interpreters who were beheaded, as stated by Christovao

Vieyra in his letter infra (f . 112).

66 Cf. with this statement that of Vasco Calvo in his letter mfra
(,
f . iSlv ).

60 This is a mistake. See infra.
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Though interesting, the extract translated by Mr. Mayers adds but little to our knowledge
;
and

it certainly seems strange that there should not exist among the Chinese annals a full record ol the

events connected with the first and subsequent visits of the Portuguese to China, especially as the

foreigners suffered so severely at the hands of the Celestials, — a fact which the Chinese historians

would, one would think, not be unwilling to leave on record.

It was not until after the agreement made in 1554 between Leonel de Sousa and the Canton
officials that the Portuguese appear to have been able to obtain detailed and more or less accurate

information regarding Cliina and its peoplejo The account given, by Castanheda in cap. xxvii. of bis

Ltvro nil., printed in 1553, is very meagre and not free from errors. The description of Canton
in cap. xxix., however, is full and interesting and, I should tliink, generally accurate.

The next printed account of China seems to have been that given in the 1561 edition of

Francisco Alvares’s Mistoria de Dthiopia^ an English translation of which will be found in Major^s

Introduction to the Hakluyt Society’s edition of Mendoza mentioned below, pp, xxxix.-H. This

relation was given at Malacca in the college of the Jesuits by a man who had been six years a captive

ill China,71 and its special value lies in the fact that the narrator describes only what came within his

personal cognisance.

A couple of years after the above anonymous relation appeared in print Barros’s Decada Terceira

was published (1568) ;
and in the seventh chapter of the second book of this decade the great Por-

tuguese historiographer gives, in connection with the visit of Fernao Peres de Andrade, a description

of China in general and of Canton in particular. The description of China is, by his own admission,72

a mere summary
;
but the author has done his best to make it accurate, having, for this purpose,

made use of original documents.73 The same remark may apply to his description of Canton,74* which

13 very much briefer that that of Castanheda.

In 1569-7075 there appeared at Evora a small quarto volume in black-letter intitled Tractado

em que se cotam muito por esteso as cousas da China, co suas particulandades, ^ asst do reyno dormuz

coposto por el. R. 'Badre frey Caspar da Gniz da ord'e de sam Domingos, Birigido ao muito p^oderoso

Rey dom Sehastiam nosso sehor. From the Prologue by the printer, Andre de Burgos, we learn that

Dom Francisco Henriquez, captain of Malacca,78 had some short time previously sent to the

youthful king of Portugal a “ brief relation ” of the things of China
;
but of this we know nothing

more,77 The “tractate” of Caspar da Cruz78 comprises twenty-nine chapters, the author relating

7® The letters of ChristoTiio Vieyra and Vasco Calvo were evidently unknown to Castanheda even in 1553.

(C/. footnote supra, and see below as to Barros’s use of them.)

’1 Possibly he and Galeotto Pereira (see in/? a) were among those oaptnred by the Chinese in 1549, as described
above.

72 Dec. III., II. vi and vii., where he explains that he treats fully of the country in his Geography, which,

however, seems never to have been completed, and every vestige of which has now unhappily disappeared.

73 Prom -Dec. I., IX. i., we learn that Barros had in his possession “a book of cosmography of the Chijs printed

by them, with all the situation of the country m the form of an itinerary, which was brought to us from there, and
interpreted by a Chij, whom we had for that purpose.” Again, in Dec. m., II. vii., after referring to the Great

Wall of China, ho adds ;— “This wall is entered in a geographical map of that whole country, made by the same
Chijs, where are located all the mountains, rivers, cities, towns, with their names written in the letters of those

people, the which we ordered to be brought from there with a Chij for the interpretation thereof and of some of

their books, which we also obtained. And before this map we had acquired a book of cosmography of small sijie

with tables of the situation of the country, and a commentary upon them in the manner of an itinerary
; and

although this wall was not depicted therein, we obtained information regarding it.” What became of these books

and map, I am unable to say.

74 The details he gives regarding this city, Barros says (Dec, III., II, vii.), he obtained, not only from FemSo
Peres de Andrade and others of his company, but “from a drawing of it from nature, which they brought to us from

there.” I fear that there is little likelihood that this interesting drawing is still in existence.

75 The title-page bears the date 1569, but the colophon has 1570.

76 According to Oouto (Dec. IX. xvii.) D Francisco Henriques was captain of Malacca from November 1573 t®

November 1574, when he died
;
but I can find no reference to his occupying the post earlier.

77 This is evidently the Relagao da China mentioned by Barbosa Machado (.BihUothcca LusUam, II. p. 162),

who quotes from Ant. de Leon Pinelo’s BiWwteca Oriented, and confesses his ignorance regarding the author and

the work.

7® Eegarding whom see Introd. to Hak. Soc. ed. of Mendoza, p. li.
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not only what he himself saw during his residence in China (1556-1669 ?), but information receiyed

from various Portuguese who from time to time succeeded in escaping from captivity. The

translated summary given in Purchas’s Pilgrinies^ III. pp, 166-198, conveys a very fair idea of the

value of this work.

Among the escaped captives met by Gaspar da Cruz during his stay in China was one Galiote

(or Galeotto) Pereira, a brother of the first Count of Feira, from whom he obtained various items of

information regarding the interior of the country. This man also wrote a detailed account of his

adventures in China, which, curiously enough, was published in the form of an abbreviated translation

into Italian some years before the tractate of Gaspar da Cruz appeared. The title of this work^^ is

Alcune cose del paese de la China saputi de certi Fortughesi ch\vi furonfati schiavi; e questo fu

cavato dH un tratato che fecce Galeoto Pereira Gentil huomo persona di molto credito il quale stette

pngione nel sudetto luogo Tuclaien^^ alcuni anni, (Venetia por Michele Tramezzino. 1565.) An
abbreviated translation of tliis by R. Willes was printed by Richard Eden in his Historye of Travaile

in the West and East Indies in 1577
;
and this was reprinted by Hakluyt in his Principal Naviga-

tionSy etc.y II., II. pp. 68-80, and again, still further abbreviated, by Purchasin his Pilgrimes^ IIL

pp. 199-209.^^ Like the anonymous relation referred to above, this man’s narrative is of especial

value as being drawn from his personal observations.

The last work to which I shall refer is the Eistoria delas Cosas mas notables, Riios y Costumbres,

Del gran Beyno dela China, sahidas assi por los lihros delos mesmos OhinaSy como por relacion de

Religiostys^ oiras personas que an estado en el dicho Eeyno, Hecha y ordenada por el muy r, p^

maestro Fr, loan GonfialezdeMendoga dela Ordende S, Agustin, .... En Boma, , . . .

1585. As the early English translation of this work, by R. Parke, was reprinted by the Hakluyt Society

in 1853-54, edited (not very satisfactorily) by Sir G. T. Staunton, with an'(admirable Introduction by

Mr. R. H. Major, j ^eed say little regarding it, beyond the fact that the author has copied largely

from previous writers, besides giving the experiences of himself and his companions and other

missionaries to China. It will always be of value and interest
;
and, as Mr. Major points out, it

was the earliest detailed account of China ever published in the English language.

I now come to consider the two letters, of which the text and translation are given below. The

copies from which the transcript is made are contained in a small quarto manuscript volume in the Biblio-

theque Nationale, Paris.^s It is bound in vellum, and has written on the back “ 12 — Historia d6s reis

de Bisnaga,” while on the front of the cover are the words “ Coronica de Bisnaga y Rela9ion dela china,”

and below “no 7.” On the flyleaf is written “S* Germain franc. 1592 j” and there is a modern

label affixed, lettered “Port. 66.”84 On folio 1 at the top of the page is written Germani

apratis N. 2254.” From this it is evident that the volume once formed a part of the library of the

famous Benedictine monastery of St. Germain-des-Pr6s near Paris
;
but how it got there, I am

Of which the British Museum Library does not possess a copy. (I quote the title from Barbosa Machado,
Lusit, II. p. 322.) Nor is the book mentioned in H. Cordier’s Bibliotheca. Sinica.

«« Barbosa Machado (loc. citj says that the writer was a prisoner in“ Tunchien; hut Gaspar da Cruz (cap. viii.)

states that Gal. Pereira was imprisoned in “ the city of Casi, ” which, as I have mentioned above, was an old name
for Hangchan. (“ Tuchien may be a misprint for “ Fuchieu ” = FUchau.)

81 Major, in b's Introd. to the Hak. Soc. ed. of Mendoza, pp. liii.-h:vi., has quoted copious extracts.
82 In view of the fact Major has given, on pp xxxi.-xxxvi. of this Introduction, an accurate account of the facts

connected with the first visits of the Portuguese to China, it is all the more remarkable that later writers, suoh as
Wells Williams, Douglas and Danvers, should (as mentioned above) have repeated the erroneous statements of
Ljungstedt. Major refers (p xxxvi.), on the authority of Barros, to the letters received from the prisoners in Canton;
but he was evidently not aware that copies of them were still extant. He also, strangely enough, refers to
Pemusat as giving “some interesting details ’’regarding Thome Pires, the fact being that the French scholar has
simply copied these details from Barros and added Mendez Pinto’s fabrications, (See Biogranhxe UmverselU tome
83, p. 396.)

*8 See brief description of it in Morel-Fatio^s Catalogue des Manuscrits Bspagnoh et des Manuscrits Borivgais,
p. 327.

8* This is the numbering of 1860 ; its number is now 55,
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Tillable to say.85 Polios 1-102 contain the Chronica dos Reis de Bisnaga^^ written in an archaic handi;

while folios 103-153, which are of thinner paper, contain the two letters from China, the writing being

of an entirely diifferent and more modern character.

Apart from their intrinsic value owing to the information which they furnish, these letters

possess a peculiar interest from the fact that they were utilized by the great Portuguese

Historian Joao de Barros when compiling the Third Decade of his Asia, In chapters i. and ii. of

the sixth book of that Decade Barros has in several places copied almost verbatim from the letter

of Christovao Vieyra;®^ while near the end of the second chapter he says : “ And according to

two letters which our people received thence two or three years ago®3 from these two men, Vasco

Calvo, brother of Diogo Calvo, and Christovao Vieira, who were imprisoned in Cantam,” etc.

Again, in chap. v. of bk, VIIL, he says ;
“ And according to what some of our people afterwards

wrote and then follow further quotations from Christovao Vieyra*s letter.

Of the writers of the letters I have no information beyond what they themselves furnish and

the fact of the relationship of one of them to Diogo Calvo, as ali-eady mentioned. What positions they

occupied I do not know
;
but they both seem to have been men of some social standing and education.

With regard to the letters themselves, their value and interest can be judged by the translation I

have given.

I

may point out, however, that they contain, so far as I know, the earliest detailed account

of China and the manners and customs of its inhabitants written after the first visits of the Portuguese

to that empire. Considering that the writers were prisoners in the ‘^hells’" of Canton during

practically the whole of their inforced residence in China, it is not surprising that some matters (such,

for instance, as the religious worship of the Chinese) should not have come within their ken : the

wonder is, that they should have managed to acquire so much information under such unfavorable

circumstances, and should have lived to commit it to writing. It is also marvellous that even one of

the duplicate seta of their letters should (even after many years) has'‘8 reached the hands of the

Portuguese. When one remembers the absolutely helpless condition in which the writers were at the

time when they penned these letters, the full details which they furnish for the capture by the

Portuguese of Canton and a large part of China itself, and their remarks regarding the ease with

which the Chinese could be conquered, read somewhat strangely. The descriptions of the sea fights

between the Chinese and Portuguese, ending so disastrously for the latter, tally closely with those

given by the Portuguese historians ; and the casualty lists,” though now of little value, must have

possessed a melancholy interest at the time for the i datives and friends of the persons named. It is

unfortunate that so little information is given regarding the journey of the ambassador to Pekin :

the reason being, that this had beea described in other letters, which have apparently, been lost. The

description of Canton shows that even thetenible siege and sack of that city by the Manchns in 1660

caused little general change in its outward appearance.

By a decision of the Committee of Public Instruction (2Srcl April 179?}, the manuscripts of St. G-ermain were
deposited in the Bibliotheque Nat’.onale in 1795 and 179h (Morel-Fatio, Cat

,
Intr^ 1 , p. x )

^ This important MS. was pr'nted for the first time in 1897 by the Sooiedadc 1 C e'^grafia of Lisbon in connec-

tion with the quatercentenary of the discovery of India, being edited with an ext't ” t Introduction by Sr. David
Lopes, An English translation, edited with a valuable Introduction by Mr. BoboTb Sewell, I. C. S (Retd.), was
published in 1900 under the title of A Forgctteii Fmj'ire.

Cf. for instance the concluding portion of chap. i. with f. 107 of the letter

88 Or ‘‘received two or three years afterwards.” (The orn?. has ‘‘da?u a dotes ou ires annos.^’) If the latter s the

meaning (and so Major translates it in Introd. to Hak. Soc, ed of Menclo'?a, p. sxsvi.), the statement cannot he cor-

rect, since the letters were not written unfed a dozen to fifteen years afterwards; while, if the other meaning is

intended, it is strange that the letters, dispatched apparently at the end of 1536, did not reach “our people” until

about 1560. (Barros’s Third Decade was pubiifched in 15jC )

88 As will be seen, the Portuguese original is malted by an absence of punctuation and of capitals at the

commencement of sentenoea, rendering tho sense difficult of comprehension. The copyist also has in places

blundered. I have tried to make the trans!ation aa literal as possible. To Sr. Bav id Lopes of Lisboa I have fco

express my ind 3btedness for the kind help he has rendered me in the elucidation of several passages.
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It will be noticed that in both the letters (in the first one especially) the titles of various

Chinese officials are frequently mentioned. Some of these can at once be identified
;
but others aie

somewhat difficult of explanation, I append a list, ^iviug the various forms of spelling under which

each title occurs :

—

(1) ^ocTxenoy.t ^ochanci, ^ocliuncy^ focliacy^ pochecy, pochacy*

(2) anchaqy, amcliaqy, anchaqi^ anchuci, anchuqy, anclnanqi^ mhanqi^

(3) ceTit^ ceuhiy cuTiy^ cuhi^ ecuhi, cJieulii^ cuehL

(4) tutao,

(5) conqom, conquo, conqudo, congom^

(6) compim^ campyrrin

(7) choupirriy choypi,

(8) hayfao, oytao, aytdo^

(9) camcy, cJidcy^ qjdci,

(10) toqi^

(11) tocecpy tomem^ tomaci*

(12) amelcaqe*

(18) lentocim,

(14) cmconcepaqi,

(15) pio.

(16) arapochi, ampochim*

(17) iiquo, tigo.

(18) pachain,

(19) cliimchae.

(20) tallacd,

Castanheda, in his Livro IIIL (which was published in 1653), gives in cap, xxril a brief,

account of the manners and customs of the Chinese, in the course of which he says : —
The King of China dispatches no matter of the government of his kingdom, and for all

.
matters he has officials who govern for him. In justice, which is the chief depart-

ment of the kingdom, he has three great literate men who are called colons"

and one is called the grand colon, the other the petty colon, and the other the lesser

colon. These are old men and known for very good men, and come to merit these

posts by letters and by goodness, and first serve in other lower offices until they get

to be tutdes, who are governors of districts, and afterwards achancis, who are secre-

taries, and thence they rise to be colons, which is the highest office. And these offices

of colons come to be held by lowborn men, because nothing is taken into consideratiort

except that they be old good men and literates. There are other offices that they call

tutdes, and conqndes and compins : and all these three are called a council and govern,

cities, and the chief of them is the tutdo : he has to be a literate man, an old and good

man
;
the compim is the second, and is captain of war and is not a literate

;
the conqudo

is the third, and has charge of revenue affairs, and is the lowest of this council. With

these goes another who is called C6^w^, who has to be a literate and known for a good

man : this one dispatches with the tntdo the matters of justice, and has charge of

Yule's Solscn-Jobson, p. 781. has:— **Colao, s. Chin, Koh4ao, * Council Chamber Elders ’ MonleJ, A title

for a Chinese Minister of State, which frequently occurs in the Jesuit writers of the 17th century.”
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drawing up general inquiries and depositions which he sends to the king. And he has

great powers, and his office does not last more than a year; those of the others last Jor
a number of years. There are other offices inferior to these, which are called puchancis,

amechadSi tocis, itaos, pios who are admirals, and ticos who are employed I know not

how
;
and of each one there are three—great, petty, and lesser.

Pr. Caspar da Cruz, in cap. xvi. of his Tractado da China
,

printed in 1569-70, says that in

each province there were five principal officials.

The chief of the five is the governor, whom they call in their language tutom. To him are

referred all the affairs great and small of the whole province
;
and on account of the

authority and majesty of his person he does not reside where do the other loutkias,^^ that

he be not resorted to by them, and so may be more esteemed and feared. To him come

all the revenues of the provinces excepting the ordinary expenses. And by him both

the transactions and all the rents that are gathered and all that passes in the provinces

is referred and sent to court. The second dignity of the province is that of the comp-

trollers of revenue, who in their language are called poohassi. To this one is intrusted

the sending to collect throughout the whole province the taxes thereof, for the which

he has many louthias under his jurisdiction, who are special officials for the transac-

tions and the collections of taxes. He provides all the ordinary expenses of the pro-

vince, and with the remainder goes to the iuia, in order that the tuid may go to the

court. He cau intervene in the serious matters of the other inferior officials, and he

has power over them. To him also come all the affairs and transactions of the province-

to be by him referred to the tuta. Another dignity below this is the chief justice,

whom they call in their language anchasi. And although there are many other officers

of justice, this one is over all, and by him the dispatches are distributed to the others

and everything relating to justice is referred to him, as to the one who has power over

the other inferior ones. Another dignity below this is that of the captain-major,

whom they call in their language aitao. To this aitao belongs the power to order the

men of war to be got ready, and all that may be necessary of ships, provisions and all

other apparatus against enemies and robbers : to him likewise appertain the affairs of

foreigners that do not relate to revenue. The fifth and last dignity of the great ones

and of the captain-major who puts into execution the matters of war and presides iu

the fleets that the aitao remaining on land orders is this : when it is of import, besides

patting matters into execution and order, if the business requires his presence, he

goes in person : and the affair may be so important that the aitao himself will go.

This one is called in the language of the country luihissi

:

and because these five

dignities are of very great authority and dignity, and that of the tutd exceeds those

of the othte, the latter never goes out of his house for the conservation of his autho-

rity: and when he does go out he goes with very great show and with a very great

company of officials and assistants.

Juan Gonzalez de Mlendoza, in his Sistoria de la China^ Uv, IIL, cap. ix., says that the

viceroy of each province was called insuanio,^ and that the conion^ or chief magistrate, was slightly

superior to him in rank. In any city where neither of the above resided there was the

or magistrate. Then came the poncliasi, or president of the council of revenue ;
the fotoc,^^ or

captain-general of all the men of war
;
the ancliasi, or president of civil and criminal justice

;
and the

aijtao, or purveyor-general and president of the council of war. Besides the above, he says, there

were others of less dignity and jurisdiction, as follows :
—

* The cautoo,^^ or chief standard-bearer
;
tha

See also Parchas, Filff. III. p. 183.

32 See Bohson-Johsouj s. v. ‘ Loutea,’ where the following is quoted for Baldwin’s Manual ofthe Foochow Dialect^ —
Loiia .... (in Mandarin Lao'ty4) a general appellative for an officer. It means ‘ Venerable Father.’

laotye ss’ ? Evidently a misprint for fusuanto^ tsuny-fU, viceroy^

3^ Probably = ie tuh, general. Perhaps= he tuh, both meaning standard.
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pochim^ or secoad treasurer; tlie autzatziy or major; and the huytayy tzia^ and who were like

justices of the Idug’s court in Spam. Aaofcher official was the or visiting justice. Lastly,

there were certain inferior officers, mz,, the tumpo,^^ who had charge of the supply of provisions and

the fixing of prices for these
;
the tibuco,^^^ who arrested and punished vagabonds and idlers

; the

quinche} or chief constable
;
and the ahomca^ or keeper of the prison.

Reverting to the list I have given above, it will be seen that Christovao Yieyra, in

120-120v. of his letter, describes the duties of some of the officials mentioned; and in f, 117

he gives some details regarding their offices.

(1) pocJipncy^ etc* — This is tlie pvr-cMng sz^ or pu-cliing sz\ literally regulating-

government commissioner,” nsnally called the treasurej*.®

(2) anehagi/i etc.— This is the ngan-eha sz' or an-cKa the “ criminal jndge.”^

(3) ceA/, etc, — This seems to be the same as Mendoza’s t%ia, I am not certain as to

what Chinese word or words it represents.

(4) tutao, — This is the tn-twkg^ or capcain-general.^

(5) conqom, etc,— I am uncertain regarding the identification of this. I think that

. either the fijst or second syllable must represent Mr. Watters, how'

ever, suggests chiang-chun, ‘‘general of Manchu forces.”

(6) compim, etc, — Morrison^ has Icung-ping^ meaning ‘‘just, equitable,*' which may
suggest an identification.

(7) choupimi etc, — This evidently represents shoxo-pei^ “ a military officer, about the

rank of major.”®

(8) liaytao^ etc. — The first part of this word undoubtedly represents hae^ the sea;® and

the last part seems t j be for fan, or tow^ head, chief . Haytao can scarcely

stand for liae taou, which, according to Morrison, means pirates,

(^9) camey, etc. — This, I think, represents hung tsze^ “ the son of a nobleman, a term

of respect like Master or Mister,”^2

(1 0) togi. — This perhaps stands for to sz^ or too sze, a military general officer.^®

(13) tbcecy, etc. — There can hardly be any doubt, I think, that this represents tuny

szsf an interpreter.^^

(12) amelcage.— This and Oastanheda’s amechaci seem to be variants of No. 2 : other-

wise I cannot explain them,

(13) leyitocim. — The last syllable of this word represents the Chinese sz^ or sze^ a

general term for government officers and the first two syllables must stand for

leang taou, ‘‘ an officer over the public granaries
;
a kind of commissary.^^^®

(14) concovcepagl. — This seems to he a combination of No 5 and some other title that

I cannot identify.

AT The editor of the Hakluyt Soo. Mendo'^a suggests that these three may represent “the loo-tarszet or

treasurer;” “ the che-isze^ or secretary and ' taou^ foe, the intendant of circuits.”

Probably a local assiBt£.r.t magistrate.

99 The editor of the Hak. Soc. Mendoza suggests “ kwan-^aouj commissioner of customs,”

Probably _ te paout constable. i Probably = yrien ehae, a police runner,

2 PoSBibly— chmg tang^ principal officer, 9 See Middle Kingdom^ I. p, 4S9; Morrison’s CTim.-Eng, Bid. p. 680

* See. Mid: JS^ing. I. p. 439 ; Mor., Chin.-Biig. Diet. p. 195. (In the Canton dialect ujan is pronounced an.)

® See Mid. King. I. p. 425 ; Mor., Chin.-Eng. Diet, p, 85/. ® See Mor,, Chin.-Eng. Diet, p. 489.

7 Chin.-Eng. Diet. p. 4"9. 9 Mor., Chm.~Eng. Diet. p. 758, 9 See Mor., Chin.-Eng. Diet. i».
214.

See Mot., Chin.-Eng. Did, p. 830, Chin -Eng, Did, pp, 214, 821. j^for., Chin.-Eng, Diet. p. 490.

^9 Mot„ Chin.-Eng. Diet, p. 857. See Mor., Chin.-Eng. Diet. p. 952.

See Mot., Chin.-Eng. Did. pp. 790, 792. Mor., Chin.-Eng. Did. p. 6S3.

Of. Mor., Chin.-Eng. Did. p. 792.
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(15) pio. — This is used only in reference to an official at Lantan, called “ the pio of
Nanto.” Barros (Dec. III., II. viii.) says: — « The pio .... was a man
who filled a post, like among us that of admiral of the sea, and it was the name
of the office, and not of the person.’’ Unless there is some misapprehension
regarding this title, the only explanation I can suggest is Chin, ping= soldiers,

troops, army
;
and or yew, which might mean an officer.

(16) ampoch, etc. — I cannot explain this.

(17) ilquo. — This also I cannot explain.

(18) packain, — Perhaps this is intended for fa-tsiang, an adjutant-general or post

captain.^®

(19) chiniGliae. — This apparently represents tsing-sMy ‘‘the hoppo writers.”^^

(20) tallacd. The first part of this word I cannot explain
; but the last syllable

evidently stands for JcUng, *‘a watch of the night,” kang hen being '‘a watchman
at night.”20

With regard toTamao or the ILha da Veniaga, where the Portuguese are said to have first

landed, there seems to be some strange misapprehension or confusion. Sir Andrew Ljungstedt,

ill his Historical Sketch of the Portuguese Settlmants in Ghina^ says (p. 7) ;
— “ Tamao on the

north west coast of San-shan, was a renowned harbor, to which foreign and Chinese mor-

chants resorted, .... The ships lay moored at the foot of the hill in which Prancis Xavier

was [1552] interred. At the end of the monsoon all transactions were suspended, accounts settled,

the port abandoned, and the island unoccupied, till the return of the merchants.” No author-

ity is given for these statements, the first of which has been copied by later writers,^! without,

apparently, any attempt at verification. Oastanheda tells us (IV. xxvih.) that this island is

three leagues from the coast, and the Chls call it Tamao, and we that of Veniaga : because in

those parts they call the trade iu merchandise veniaga and in this island is carried on the trade

in merchandise of the foreign merchants who come to China to trade, who lodge in a largo

town that there is there
;
and from there no one can go to any of the places on the coast with-

out permission from the Council of Cantao, a city that is eighteen leagues from there
;
and even

when they go they do not enter in, but lodge in the suburbs and there carry on their trade.

And for the carrying out of this and the furnishing of the fleets that go to that quarter, the Pio,

who is like the admiral of all that coast, resides in a town called Nanto that is three leagues

from the Veniaga
;
and from there he informs the council of Catao of the junks that come and

whence they are and what they want, and what goods they carry : the council determines what
is to be done, and if it is a new matter they at once write to the king in order that he may he

advised of what passes.” Castanlieda also states that “ the port of Nato” situated at the

entrance of a river a league in breadth, and along it up above is the city of Cantao a matter of

twenty-five leagues from Nantd.” Barros, who calls the island Tamao, Tamon, and Beniaga, only

says that it was three leagues from land.

Now here we have certain definite distances given, viz,, Tamao, 3 leagues from the coast

18 from Canton, and 3 from ^^Nantd and this last 25 leagues by river from Canton. There is

little difficulty in identifying “ Nanto” with Lantau,23the large island at the entrance to the

^8 See Mor., CMn,~Eng. Diet. p. 171. Mor., Chin.-Png, Diet, p. 757.

Mor., Ghm.'^Png. Diet. p. 361. 21 Danvers, Port, in hidia,, I. p. 338 n# 22 g^o footnote saprci.

23 G-eronimo Roman, factor of the Philippines at Macao, commenting on a letter of Matteo Ricci’s written in

1584, says:— “In an island called Lintao, which is situated near this town [Macao], there is an arsenal, the director

or haytao of which is continually occupied in superintending the building and equipment of vessels. The island fur-

nishes timber, but every other necessary for them has to be imported from the oontiuont.” (Hak. Soc. ed. uf

Mendoza’s Hist, of China, lutrod
, p Ixxix.)
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Chukian^
;
so that we must look for Tamao some three leagues in a westerly direction from

Lantau. It will be seen at once that the island of Shangehwen (St. John's) is quite out of the

question, being much more than three leagues distant from Lantau.^^ I have failed, however,

to locate Tamao, a name which, apparently, represents the Chinese Tamun,^^ ta meaning great,

and mmi meaning water running through a passage between hills. There is, indeed, an island

named Taimong entered in the Admiralty chart; hut this is too far from Lantau
;
and, on the

other hand, just south-west of Lantau are the islands of Lueng and Nautau, between which

is the passage of Nautau-mun
;
but this could hardly have been Tamao. It should be possible,

however, for someone having a good knowledge of the topography of the Canton river to locate

the different places referred to.

In conclusion, 1 append in chronological order a list of the events referred to in the

following letters for which dates are given by the writers :

—

1520, 23 Jan. Portuguese embassy leaves Canton for Peking (f. 104).

„ May. Do. do. with king in Nanking (f. 104).

? Do. do. ordered to go to Peking (f. 104),

„ 2 Ang. Do. do. sends letters to Canton (f. 104).

1521, Jan,

„ Feb.

„21 (?)May,

„ 22 Sept.

1522. [Aug.]

„ 14 Ang.

. 15 ,

,, 1 Oct,

1523.

6 Dee.

31 May.

Mandarin ill-used by Portuguese at Island of Trade (f. 105v.).

King arrives at small town near Peking, and passes judgment on

rebel relative (f, 105),

King enters Peking, and falls ill the same day (ff. 104, 106),

King dies (ff. 104, 106).

Embassy leaves Peking for Canton (f. 104),

Embassy arrivevS at Canton (f, 104).

Portuguese ships arrive at TamSo, and Chinese attack Diogo Calvo

(f, 107v.).

Junks with Portuguese arrive at Tamao, and are captured by

Chinese (ff. 108, 118v,).

Martim Affonso de Mello arrives at TamSo : fights, and has two ships

captured (ff. 108v., 118v., 121).

Thome Pires and others fettered and imprisoned (f. 106v.).

Do., do. do. have fetters struck off (f. 107).

Letters from Chinese court to kins: of PortusaL eic., handed to nm'nr

(f. llOv.).

Boards with sentences put on necks of prisoners (£. 109).

Chinese prepare a fleet to watch for Portuguese (f. 118v.).

Junk with Chinese and Malays leaves Canton for Patani with

message to king of Malacca (f. llOv.).

In Linsohoten’s map of the Eastern Seas (reproduced at p. 192 of the Hak. Soo. ed. of Saris’s Voyage to

Ja^an) “L Veniaga’’ and “ Sanchoam” are distinctly shown as two separate islands. Moreover, Femao Mendez

Pinto, in chap. ccxv. of his Peregrtnagamj says that Sanohao “ is an island twenty-sx^i leagues from the city of

Cantao, where trade was then [1552] carried on with the people of the country.”

^ Major, in his Introduction to the Hak. Soo. ed. of Mendoza, speaks, on p. xxxi., of the Island of Tamang
but I can find no support for such a form.
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1523.

,, 5 Sept.

5> 23 „

1524-1528.

1524.

May.

1534. p

(?) 1536. Oct.

'I 10 Nov.

Hurricane destroys Chinese fleet ofl Canton river (f, 118v.).

Reply from king of Malacca reaches Canton (f. 11 Ov.).

23 Portuguese prisoners executed in and near Canton (f, 109).

Chinese prepare fleets of junks to resist Portuguese (f. 118v.).

Ambassador from king of Malacca leaves Canton to return (f. Ill),

Thom6 Pires dies of sickness in prison in Canton (f. 112).

Christovao Yieyra finishes letter (f. 123v.).

Vasco CalVO finishes letter (f. 131).

Do, do. addendum to letter (f. 135v.),

(To he continued.)

THE WRECK OF THE “ HODDHSTOTON/^ 1755.

BY E. 0. TEMPLE

(Continued from VoL XXIX p. 33S.)

From; this time, till Sunday the 29tli of September, the carpenter and Smith continued to

work upon the boat, and the people were busy in getting in from time to time what was thrown

up from the wreck.

On the etb of October they found a fowling piece, this was a joyful acquisition, and tho
’

the barrel was much bent, it was soon made serviceable by the carpenter, and used with great

success iu shooting the birds.

Ou Friday, October 11, they perceived the gannets which had lately forsaken them, to

hover again about the rocks, and were in hopes they would settle to lay their eggs, in which

they were not disappointed.

On Sunday, October 20, Mr. Collet, Mr. Webb, and two others, ventured out once more on

the float, and it was noon the next day before they could get in. They had now some rainy weather,

which proved very acceptable, as they contrived to save some of the water for sea stores ; but they were

still in great want of bread, having lived many days on short allowance. At last they thought of

building an oven, for they had some barrels of floui*, in which attempt they succeeded, beyond their

expectations, and were able to convert their flour into tolerable biscuit.

This biscuit was at length so near exhausted, that they were obliged to live upon a few ounces a

day, without brandy, of which only a small quantity remained, and this they preserved inviolably for

the use of the carpenter. They were also so short of water, that of this they were allowed but half a

pint a day.

In this condition, however, they happily in a great degree preserved their health and vigour, and

on the 16th of February they launched their boat, and called her the Happy Deliverance. The next

day they got their little pittance of stores on board, and on the 18th they set sail from the rock, on

which they had lived just seven mouths, and to which at parting they gave the name of

Bird Island,

When they embarked in their boat, the Happy Deliverance, at Bird Island, they were twenty

two in number, and had on board two buts and four hogsheads of water, two of the hogs that had

come on shore from the ship alive, one firkin of butter, ninety pounds of biscuit, and about ten days

salt provisions, at two ounces a man per day, but this was quite rotten and decayed.

The joy which they felt at putting off from this dreadful seat of famine and desolution was too

great to be expressed, but it was of very short continuance, for as soon as they got to the mouth of the
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little channel which led to the rock, the grapnails came home, and they were instantly driven on the

rocks, where their boat which had cost seven months incessant labour, struck so often and with such

violence, that they expected every moment to be beat to pieces. In this condition, however, it pleased

him who the winds and waves obey, to relieve them
;
a swell of the sea took their boat so favourably,

that it lifted her from the rock on which she was beating, and carrying her over the bar, left her in

four fathom calm water. Here they immediately anchored to repair their damage, by securing the

grapnails, and this was not eSectually done till noon the next day.

The next day they stood away in order to make the river of St. Lucia, but for many days were

not able to stem the current, which determined them to get back to the cape. They continued their

course till Sunday March the 7th, when they were within about a mile of shore. They soon

perceived several of the natives coming down from the mountains, which encouraged them to try to

"land, hoping to get some provisions of which they were in extreme want. Accordingly they sent four

on shore at two different times, with some trifles to trafiick with the natives, who were very kind, and

brought down cattle to the sea shore, but the surf ran so high, that they could neither get provisions,

nor the men on shore aboard. Thus they were starving in the sight of plenty, without prospect

of relief.

It was now Monday, the 15th of March, and they determined at all events to make an attempt

to get into the river, having no provision on board but water. Having waited therefore till it was

high water, they sent the little boat to sound a-head, and following her at a proper distance, they at

length ventured over the bar, and having happily received no damage, they anchored in two fathom

and a half of water.

The natives had now come again to the shore, and the people on board got together some brass

buttons, small bits of iron, nails, and copper hoops, as the most likely commodities to exchange for

mutton and beef. The copper hoops they bent into bracelets to be worn on the legs and arms. With

these baubles, which are prized by these poor savages, perhaps with as much reason as gold and gems

are prized by those who hold their simplicity in contempt, the poor famished adventurers hastened on

shore, and having soon made the natives understand what they wanted, and what return they would

make, two bullocks were driven down to the beach with great expedition, and bartered for about one

pound weight of copper hoops, and four brass buttons. Provisions of all kinds were procured in

great plenty at the same rate, particularly milk, and a small grain that resembled Guinea wheat.

They continued on shore at this place near a fortnight, and found the natives an honest, open,

harmless, and friendly people, ready to do any kind office that was in their power, and always dividing

what they brought from the chase. Their manner of living and appearance were the same that have

been so often described by those who have given account of the people called Hottentots, who inhabit

the capo of Good Hope. It is remarkable, however, that among these People, who are all black, and
'woolly haired, there was a youth of abont 12 or 14 years ol age, who was quite white, and had
regular European features, with fine light hair. The people of the sloop observed that he was treated

like a servant, and also that he disappeared a few days before they left the coast, and therefore they

suspected the natives were afraid they should carry him ofP, nor was one of the natives themselves to

be seen the morning that they went away.i2

On Monday, March 29, having laid in great plenty of provisions, they got safe over the bar,

and made sail for the river St. Lneia, where they arrived on Tuesday, the 6th of April having
found the current more favourable than before.

Having got into the river, and anchored in three fathom water, they went on shore, but they

found the People very different from those with whom they last traded.

Among other things, however, which they offered to barter, was a brass handle of a chest, and a
piece of a bnnten they made their colours of. These happened to be acceptable, and were purchased
with two large bullocks, and six good fowls,

^ Nothing of this in Evan lones’s
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The natives of this part of the coast, by their frequent dealings with the Europeans, had learned

to be cleanly in their persons and food, dressing their hair up very neatly, and laying aside the grease

and garbage with which the others anointed and adorned themselves
;
but at the same time they had

learnt to be proud, crafty, deceitful and dishonest. However, the adventurers stayed with them till

Sunday the 18th of April, and then getting on board they weighed and made sail.

Hitherto they had been united by adversity in the bond of friendship, but as they had now a near

prospect of deliverance, their minds were less tender, and their different peculiarities of temper and

opinion were indulged with less restremt. As they were sailing down the river, a dispute arose about

the time and manner of crossing the bar, which was then very near, and it was carried so high, that

gome of them hawled down the sails, and let go the grapnail close to the brake of a sand, nine of them

hoisted out the little boat, and went on shore, swearing that they would take their chance of getting to

De la Goa by land, than be drowned In attempting to get over the bar. Those who remained in the

sloop were by this accident reduced to very great distress
;

for being pi*evented by the delay they

suffered from getting over the bar at high water, and the wind and tide both setting out of the river at

a great rate, they were very soon forced on the breakers, where there was only eight feet of water, and

the vessel drawing five she must inevitably have been grounded and beaten to pieces, before the river

was half empty.

It happened, however, contrary to all expectation, that the vessel was brought safely out

of the river.

From St, Lucia they took a new departure, and anchored in de la Goa road at 4 o’clock in the

afternoon on Wednesday, the 21st of April, having again narrowly escaped shipwreck on some

breakers the night before. Here they found the Rose galley, Capt. Chandler, trading for beef

and ivory, and most of them begged a passage with him to Bombay.

After they had continued here above three weeks, three of the nine men who had deserted them

at St. Lucia, were brought up the river in a small boat of the country, and reported that the other

six were waiting, without any covering but a shirt and drawers, on the other side of the bay of

Dalagoa, waiting for a boat to bring them over.

On board of the sloop there was the remainder of the chest of treasure, which had been broke

open upon the rock, and plundered of what the sailors thought their share of it, upon a supposition,

that on the loss of the ship it was become a common property. The officers told Capt. Chandler the

affair, who went on board the sloop and secured the treasure, &c. without offering any violence to the

people. The people, however, whom they left on board the sloop, fearing they might be taken into

custody, weighed anchor and went away in the night.^®

On the 25tli of May, the officers and the rest of the crew, being on board the Rose galley, she

weighed anchor, and proceeded not to Bombay, as was intended, but to Madagascar, the voyage

having become necessary to oompleat her cargo, because the natives of Lelagoa having sold

Oapt. Chandler 100 head of cattle, stole them all away again, and refused to restore them without

a new consideration.

The Rose galley, soon after she was at sea, made a sail, which when they came up with proved

to be the sloop, which had taken in the other six men, that were left behind at St. Lucia, they had

been taken on board alive, but three of them were then dead, and two more died the next day.

two of the people on board the sloop being convinced, that no harm was intended them, came on

board the Rose
;
one of these was the carpenter, to the honour of whose ingennity be it recorded,

that the sloop, which he built on a desolate rock, with the fragments of the ship, fitted together with

such tools as the pieces of iron casually thrown on shore, would supply, he now sold to Capt Chandler,

for 2500 rupees, which is nearly equal to 500£, sterling money. From this time the sloop pursued

her voyage in company with the galley, and both arrived at Madagascar after a pleasant voyage ot

two and twenty days.

i* This explains the hiaiMs between 2oth April aud 2nd May in the Diary and the confused entries for 2nd May.
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Soon as they had anchored at Madagascar they had the pleasure to see the Canaryan, Capt,

Hutchinson arrived there in his voyage from London to China, and as the treasure and packets,

which had been preserved from the Doddington, were to be delivered at Madras, the officers went

with them to the Canarvan, and delivered them, with other private effects, to the company’s agents

there, on the first of August, 1756.

Finis,

II. — The Bebbonairo MS.

Wreck of the ^ Doddington^ — History of the Survivors — 1766-1756.

An Abstract of

The proceedings of the ship Doddington, from the Sailing out of the Downs, Till Unfortunately Lost

on Some Rocks on the Coast of Africa Distance From the Cape of Good Hope by the Medium of Six

More Journals About 250 Leagues
j
And Afterwards a Daily Journal of the Transactions, of

j”twenty three] of the People Who Was [were] Miraculously Saved upon an Uninhabited Island,

Ship Doddingon in Distress.

April! [April] 1755 Sail’d out of the Downs's in Company with the Pelham, Houghton^

Stretham and Bdgcote.^^ In a Weeks Time got Clear of the Channel in which Time Found

we had the Advantage of the [other] Ships in Sailing which I believe is [was] The Reason of

Capt? Sampsons^® not keeping Company, the Next day. After leaving the Channel, lost Sight of our

4 Consorts, and the Day Following Discover’d Severall [Several] Large Ships, Lying too off Brest,

which we was [were] Inform’d by His Majestys Ship Dunkirk, was Admiral Boscawens Fleet [Con-

sisting] of Twelve Sail of the Line. We met with Nothing worth mentioning after, till the 14 of May

When we Made the Island of [Lancerota], and the Next Day Sail’d Through Between the Islands o-f

Teneriffe and Grand Canary And [on] the 20^ in the Morning Saw a Sail Which Prov’d to be the

Houghton. And Soon After Made the Island of Bonanisto. The Next Morning we Both got into

Porto Bray Bay, and Found Riding there [the] Pelham and Stretham who had Arrived, about two

Hours Before us. On the 26 the Edgcote Arrived and Anchor’d here. The Next day we Sail’d in

Company with the Pelham Houghto-n And Stretham, Leaving the Edgcote in the Bay. We kept

Company with the Other Ships a Day, Steering S B E | E Which Course the Capt? thought too

farr [Far] Easterly : Therefore Order’d [ours] South, by [which] Means Soon lost Sight of them and

Saw them No More. We had a Very pleasant Passage of 7 Weeks from S? Jago To the Making of the

Cape Land, [and] On the 8*:^ of July Took a Fresh Departure from Cape Lagullas, we Run to the

Edward in the Lattitude of 35° 30' and 36° O'O S, till I made [we had made by my Reackoning]
12°i® 45' E^ Difference of Longitude and by [the] Med?^ of Six Other Journals 12°^® 50' Longitude

and 35° O'O S? Lattitude. This day at Noon, the Capt“ Order’d the Course to Be Alter’d from

to E N E, Had Dirty Squally Weather with the Wind from S S W to S 8 E and a very

Large Sea. We had at this Time two Reefs in The Fore Topsails and three in the Main, and all the

Stay Sails Stow’d, so that We Run about 6 or 7 Knotts an Hour. At Midnight had About 70 Miles

on The Board. A Quarter before one Thursday Morning the 17^? of July The Ship Struck And in

less than 20 Minutes was Entirely Wreck’d, Which is all the time any Body thought Themselvs in

Danger, Judging Our Selvs to be 80 Leagues of the Land
;
And When the Ship Was a Ground Coujd

not See the Least Appearance of it Seing Nothing but Breakers all Round which did Not discover

two Minutes Before The Ship Struck. Upon Which the Helm was Putt a Lee Immediately, but by

the Time She Came Head to Wind, She was in the Midst of them. She went to peices in so little

Time, that I am Certain Half the People had not Time to gett Upon Deck, for tho I got out ofmy

Here is an erasure. James Samson in Hardy’s Itegistett Ed. 18X1, J. e,, 30® by present reokomng?^
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Cabbin the First Stroke She Gave by the Time I Gatt Upon,Deck, it was Falling in And Other

Parts Driving to peices faster Than any person Gan Imagine. Soon After I got on Deck, Spoke to

the Capt? and Asked him Where he Thought we Were, for I must Own the Main Land !Never

Enter’d into my Head [Thoughts] Nor the Captains [neither], for the Answer he Made me was,

He was Sure it Must be Some Rock in the Sea Which Never was laid down, in any Draught for

[I did]^7 prick’d of that Day at Noon before he Alter’d [the] Gourse, as I did my Self After, and

Found my Self by my Reckoning to the Edward of all the East and West Land, 50 Leagues [and

dis? from the Land abrest of us 100 Leag? Therefore Saw no Danger in Steering E N E which

Course by the Draught Still Run us from the Land. I must not Omitt Mentioing^s One thing More

the Captain Spoke to Me of Upon the quarter, which was the only part Above Water, and the Sea

Every Time it Came Carried Some away with it, that he was Sure, this Must be the Rock The

Dolphin was Lost^® Upon and not one Spar’d to Tell there Fate, which Certainly Would be the

Case with us and Indeed Every Sea Threatned it. By this Time There Was not Above 30 People

Left Upon the Quarter. He Bid Me farewell and Said we Should meet in the Next World, Which

Words Were Scarce out of his Mouth, When I was Wash’d off and beleive Every Body Else, for I

am of the Opinion Most that was Saved was Wash’d of by the Same Sea, for no less than IQ Mett in

3 or 4 Minutes time After they Came on Shore. Therefore was in Great Hopes Should have Seen

the Captain As Soon as it was Day, But was Greatly Disappointed for he har’d the Fate of 247

More, Only 23 Being Saved out of 270 and Most of them Very Much Bruised, my Self Escaping with

A Few Scratches. As Fast as we Mett Gott Close together as we Could to keep ns warm, for it

Was Bitter Cold, and Nothing on but a Wett Shirt. We had not Seated our Selves long on the

Sharp Rocks, before we Was Vissitted by Some Seals, which Was Taken by the people who first Saw

them, to be Wild Beasts. As they Came Nearer to us Some said they Saw 4 leggs
;
and Took them to

be Hoggs, by their Making a Noise much like a Hogg. It was all this Time so Dark that you Could

Scarcely See the Rocks we Satt we Satt upon ,
20 and now it was that I First Thought .of the Main,

thinking it Impossible for Wild Beasts to be On a Rock in the Sea, how Soever was Obliged to be

Content’d with thinging^^ so Till day Light when we Found Ourselves upon a Small Island, tbo it

Scarce Deserves the Name, distant from the Main Land about 2 Leagues Surrounded by Severall

Rocks, Some of them two Miles in the Offing on Which the Ship Struck. Soon After day Light

Call’d the people alltogether, Found Them to be The Following Persons.

Evaa Jones Chief Mate

Ml Jn? Collett 2? Ditto

Mj. W“ Webb 3r D2

My Small Powell

My Rich? Topping Carpenter

Jn® Yates Midshipman

Neal Bothwell Quarter MastT

Nathl Chisholme D?

Rob* Beazly Seaman

Jn9 King D9

Gilb* Chain D?

Jef More D?

Tho® Arnold Do

Henry Seance D9

IT * I did ’ written over ‘ he had.’ So in MS.

w “Season 1747-48; Dolphin; 370 tons; Second Voyage; Commander, Geo. Newton; Destination Coast [of

Coromandel] & Bay [of Bengal].’’ — Hardy, Register of Ships oJS. I. Co,, 1707-1760, Ed. 1800, p. 220. (List of ship#

lost and missing.)

M So in MS. « So in MS.
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Peter Rosenbery D?

Jobanes Taylor D®

Jn? Dugall D®

Jn® Glass D?

Danl^ Ladoux Capt^ Steward

Henry Sharp Surgeons Servant

( Leister
j

< Dyson > Matrosses^s

( Smith
)

(To be continued,)

MISCELLANEA.

SOME NOTES ON LADAKHI OUERENOY.

BY A. H. FRANCKE.

With reference to Colonel Temple’s paper on

the Beginnings of Currency, ante^ Yol. XXIX.
pp. 29 fE,, 61 fE., Iwould like to make a few remarks

from my experiences and researches in Ladakh.

Before the days of the Dogra War, say 60 years

ago, there do not seem to have been many silver

coins in the country. The royal ti’easui’e was

in ingots of silver and the revenue was paid in

kind, consisting chiefly of hides, grain, butter and

80 on, sent to the king’s household. Even at the

present day it is almost only in Leh that the

currency is in silver, i. e., in Indian money. Else-

where in the villages barter pure and simple

is BtiU the rule.

However, once a year the taxes due to the

Maharaja of Kashmir have to be paid in silver,

and for this purpose Rupees have to be collected.

This is managed in the village of Khalatse in the

following maimer. The people take all their spare

grain and dried apricots to the Salt Lakes and
there they effect an exchange in salt, thus :

—
They have a measure of capacity called ’abo.

Four ’abo of grain equal five ’aho of salt : or two
*aho of apricots equal one ’aho oi salt. The salt is

then taken to Kargiland Baltisan, where rupees are

procurable and there exchanged at 2-| ’aho for the

rupee. The rupees when received by the Khaiat-

sepa are not of much use to him, except for the

payment of his revenue, and then only to save him
from the inconveniences he would incur if he were
to tender his grain or apricots instead. Here we
have rather a neat instance where salt in a
certain recognised measure is the currency,
even where the object is to procure a fixed

amount of definite coins.

As regards the ancient tea-money of Tibet,

there is a very interesting survival of it in one of

the modern Tibetan coins called jau. This name
means “ a little tea,” and was probably once equal

in value to a small tea-brick. At the present

day, the value of the jau is 3 annas 3 pies.

It is also interesting to mention here that the
Tibetan word rich,” phyugpo, means “ pos-

sessing many cattle,” being derived directly

from phyugs, cattle. This direct analogy to

pecunia is most interesting.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

GODOWN.

Herb are some useful quotations for the his-

tory of this well-known Anglo-Indianism.

1576. —- Only warning them not to touch the

houses or the subten-anean storehouses (gudoes).

— Commentaries of Dalboquerque, Hah 8oc. Ed,

Yol. III. p. 127. These are the same guddes as are

referred to by Oorrea, 1561, in the passage quoted

in translation by Yule, H.-J., s, v» godown.

X616. — Was given me old ruined brick house
or godung .... the same goods to he

locked up in the gaddones .... the one
half of the charges of building and purchasing
a godone and houses, — Foster, Letters of the

E, L C. Yol. III. pp. 109, 159, 181.

1616. — doth promise that if the English will

come and trade or build a godown they shall pay
no duties at all — Foster, Letters of the E. L C,

Yol. lY. p. 213. But the Editor has queried the
word godown here, otherwise it is the earliest

quoted instance of the word in its modem Anglo-
Indian form.

R. 0. Tempue,

Gunner’s apprentices : inferior artillerymen.
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEGESIS OP THE QORAN.

BY HARTWIG HIRSCHFELD, Ph.D., M.R.AS.

(Continued fromp. 386.)

Chapter XII.

Preparations for the Pilgrimage to Mecca. Renewxtl of Allegiance.

P
ILGRIMAGE preached— Treaty of Hudeibija — Conquest of Mecca — Messages from Arab

Tribes — Conversions — Expedition against the Greek army — Tabuk — Renunciation of

treaties (bara a) — Deuteronomio revelations.

The successes gained in the last few years had obliterated the shame of the Uhud disaster. The

enemies of Islam in and around Medina had been vanquished, and the joint attack of the Qoreish and

their allies against the town had been repelled. Muhammed’s power was fast approaching its apogee,

and he felt himself strong enough to venture pushing his authority right into the very heart of his

enemies. To enter as conqueror into the city, in which he had for many years lived the life of an

outcast, appeared like a bold dream, Muhammed was, therefore, careful to disguise his intention by

suggesting a peaceful pilgrimage to the Ka‘ba. Even this idea liad to be broached with great

caution, and he endeavoured to suggest it in an address, which forms the largest portion of <S«m xxii.

This sermon is introduced by some general remarks touching upon the difference between believers and

infidels, and the expectations of both classes hereafter. The compromise made with the heterodox

of various types in two previous Medinian revelations, viz., that the Jews, Baptists, Christians and

Magicians could be regarded under certain circumstances as believers, is now abandoned, and they

are ranked among the infidels (v. 17), whom Allah shall place in contract to true believers on the

Day of Resurrection. The topi<3 of the Hajj is then introduced in a rebuke lanced against the

Meccans for pjreventing Moslims from visiting the- sacred spot, which was established “for all mankind

(?. e. Arabs) alike, and the sojourner and the stranger^^ (v, 25). Those who might eye the proposal of

worshipping at the shrine of Hobad with religious scruples are reminded that the place was origin-

•ally established for Abraham with the injunction to shun idolatry, to keep “mj house ’’ pure for those

making the prescribed circuits, to promote pilgrimage, and to “proclaim the name of All^ therein’’

(26-29). With these words Muhammed not only boldly claimed the Ka‘ba, but also the heatlien ritual^s

for Islam — a masterpiece of diplomacy. Another noteworthy feature of this speech is that AU&h,

to whose service the ritual is to be transferred, officially takes the place of Rabbika. That this is

not a mere accident will be shown by the following instances. In verse 31 we find the “ sacred things

of Allah,” in the verses 33 and 37 “the rites of Allah.” In the verses 35, 36, 87, 41 the procla-

mation of the name of Allah (see verse 29) is again touched upon either in the form of a statement or

an admonition. In verse 41 Muhammed places in the mouth of those who had fied with him from

Mecca the words : Our Lord is Alldh. One cannot fail to see in this speech the efforts made to

transpliint the Meccan shrine and the ceremonies belonging to it into the bosom of the Moslim church.

It is now easily intelligible why, in the treaty concluded with the Qoreish at Hudeibiyah

(A. 6),®3 which precluded Muhammed from entering Mecca that year, he raised no objection to the

demand of the pagan plenipotentiary to have the document initiated by the formula ; In thy name^

0 Allah, instead of the usual In the name of Alldh. Any difference between these two formulas

had now ceased to exist, and far from losing prestige, he had gained considerably. It is, therefore,

wrong to place the verses 39-42 before the battle of Badr. A special divine permission to fight the

infidels, as Weil and Noldeke assume,®^ is not to be found in this revelation. This question had

already been settled in Sura ii. 214-215 on the occasion of the illegal^^ expedition of Nakhla, when

the jihdd was laid down as a command.

50 Noldeke, Q. 158, regards vv. 1-24 as Meccan, v. 37 is, however, Medinian on account of
I

,

5^ ii. 59 ; V. 7B. 52 gee Snouok Hurgronje, Het Mehhaansche Feesi^ p, 28.

55 As to the test of the treaty see Sprenger, III. p, 246.

5* Weil, p. 80 i Nold. p, 160^ see Kish, 313 with doubtful authority. w See Ch.
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Somewliat older than this is the address contained iu the verses 48 to 59, but it cannot be of

Meccan origin,^® because iu v. 52 ‘‘ those iu whose heart is sickness and whose hearts are hardened

(the Jews)’^ are mentioned. Verse 51 is generally explained by Moslim teachers as replacing the

objectionable verses hii, 19--20 which Muhaniiiied was, according to tradition, obliged to expunge

owing to their semi-pagan character.^? The verse is^ however, nothing but a reflex of Zach. iii, ], very

popular in Jewish Hturgy, and which Muhammed Found wondei fully adaptable to his own career^

Now verse 55 re-echoes Zach. xiv. 9 of even greater liturgical popularity, and therefore also speaks

for the Mediuiatt origin of the group in question, which probably dates from shortly after the battle

of Uhud (v. 57).

With regard to the last portion (vv. 72-78) of the mra we can only assume that it was placed

here for the sake of the beginimig, which is the same as in the verses 1 and 48. The mathal of

verse 72 probably taunts the Meccans with their alleged success obtained at IJndeibiya, As the

verses 76-78 point to a well arranged divine service, they can hardly be older than the group 48-59.

To an incident which happened shortly before the conquest of Mecca the traditionists refer the

verses Suri v. 39-44, dealing with the punishment meeted out to a thief. There is hardly anything

better to be said about the origin of these verses.

An interesting retrospect on the allegiance sworn hy the Believers at Hudeibiyah is given in

^uva xlviii. 18-28. The phrase undn the tree is, as we* have seen on a previous occasion,s8 more than

a mere historical recollection. Neither is it accidental that the Shekinah is mentioned in the same

verse.®® The following verses are justly considered to refer to the rich spoil made during the raids on

the Jews of Khaibar (v. 20), Fadak, Teima, and Wiidil Qora (v. 21). Muhammed cannot help

expressing some discontent at having allowed himself to be persuaded to rest satisfied with so incom-

plete a pilgrimage, or, what is still more probable, he tried to weaken the treaty concluded with the

Meccans by charging them with having hindered the Moslims from saorificiug at the Ka‘ba (v, 25),

This intention is more clearly expressed in verse 27,®® where he tells the world of a vision in which

he is assured of cnteimg Mecca ‘‘if Allah please” in safety, and of performing all rites connected

therewith without fear “ and He has appointed, besides this, a victory nigh at hand.” This victory

docs not refer to Khaibar, as palmer thinks, but to Muhammed’s firm resolution to conquer Mecca-

at any price.
'

The conquest which took place in the following year was accompanied by the address Sura ii.

185®^-196, which cannot have been revealed prior to this eYent.®2 Muhammed was only now strong

enough to include those who still refused to embrace Islam in the proscription uttered some time since

against the Jews and Hypocrites,
,
to kill them wherever found, “and to drive them on

whence they drove you out” (v. 187). The last words in particular are unmistakeable. Muhammed
had made up his mind to treat Mecca as a conquered city irrespective of the treaty which only

granted him permission to enter it as a pilgrim. Possibly the defeat which the Moslim warriors had

suffered in the Jumada (September) of the same year at Muta made a retrieval necessaiy. The

expression “ drive them out who drove you out” allows of a literal explanation in so far as the treaty

of Hodeibiyab stipulated that the Qoreisli were to leave the city, while the Moslims performed their

devotions within its walls. It seems that Muhammed was waiting for the retirement of the Qoreish

from the town in order to prevent the re-entrance of all those who still refused to embrace Islam.

For it must be observed that he forbade fighting only in the immediate surroundings of the sanctuary

Noldeke, ihid, p. 158, regards v. 43-56 as Meooan, hut v. 57, cannot have opened a new address.

See Jlish, 370, and Noldeke, p*. J59.
' Oh. II.

w Verse 18, cf. 26. ^ As to the spurious character of v. 29 see Ch. XIII.

The address begins with a remark on the new moons which are called** indications of time,” This is a

translation of Ps. civ. 19,

62 oldeke, p. 133, rightly places the verse after the treaty of Hudeihiya. I do not believe that Muhammed was
afraid of a violation of the treaty on the part of the Meccans. It is moie probable that he looked for a pretext to

defy them, and for this very reason accepted conditions apparently so unfavourable to him,
63 See Ch. X, and jStlra xxsiii, 61.
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except in self-defence, or to quell a revolt (v. 187). This, however, is a meaningless phrase, since

no enemy was expected to be present. Why should Muhammed suddenly recommend his warriors

“ to fight them that there be no sedition” (v. 189) This does not look as if he wished the Qoreish

to become masters of their town once more. In connection with these instructions Muhammed then

describes in detail the ritual to be observed during the Hajj (vv. 190-196^).6®

How little Muhammed felt himself bound by the treaty mentioned before, will appear from the

circumstance that he actually placed himself at the head of an army in order to take Mecca by

surprise. His plan was, however, betrayed by a Moslim wdio informed the Meccans of the Prophet’s

arrivaJ, the letter which was carried by a female slave being intercepted. Muhammed rebuked the

deed in a warning which fills out the beginning of SHra lx.®® Thus far tradition. According to

our judgment there could not have been any betrayal in the matter, as the visit of the Moslim army

was to take place by agreement and in open daylight. The only person to be charged with perfidy is

Muhammed himself, — The verses 10-13 of this sura are of uncertain date, but their tenor coincides,

on the whole, with the opinion of some traditionsists that they were revealed in connection with

the capture of Mecca.

When this was accomplished, it was celebrated in two special sermons which form the first portiori

of Su7'a xlviii. (1-15). ®7 To have become master of Mecca was, indeed, a “ great victory” (v. 1),

although it was won without bloodshed, Muhammed was, however, conscious that the way he had

achieved this success was anything but straight, and this feeling interfered seriously with the logic of his

speech. The next verse reads as if Allah had given him the victory in order to grant him forgiveness

for past and future sins, which seems like a premium put on his transgressions,®® Muhammed
evidently meant to imply that, being now in a position to fulfil the pious duties of pilgrimage, he had

the opportunity to atone for his sins, or some such sophistry. — The verses 4 and 10 contain the reasons

why this piece was connected with the older portion beginning with v, 18®^ to make one The

tendency of the words spoken twice (vv. 4 and 7), that the hosts of heaven and earth were Allah’s,

is likewise unmistakeable. The conclusion to be drawn from this remark is that Allah was free to

give Mecca to the Believers. There is probably also an allusion to the large army fighting for Allah

in it. Nothing could have been more appropriate than for Muhammed, under very much altered

circumstances, to proclaim himself once more on Meccan soil as Messenger, Witness, Harbinger of

good tidings, and Warner (v. 8), The satisfaction he must have felt in recapitulating these words

which had been nearly a score of years before uttered by bim on the same spot at the penl of his life,

is re-echoed in every sentence of this address, and his shrewdness is equally evident* Was it not

possible that many who, at that period, became converts to Islam, did so merely in deference to his

personal power ? He therefore hastened to assure the world that all new comers did not “ swear

allegiance” to the Prophet, but to AU^h (v. 10). The expression “become Moslim” is probably

discarded here on purpose.

According to tradition another fear awoke in the breast of many Medinians, that Muhammed

might now prefer living in his native town, instead of returning to Medina.^i Should be decide

that way, the loss would not only affect the faith, but the town to which the person of the Prophet

attracted many deputations and visitors. The farther Islam was spread, the larger became the area

of which Medina was an important centre of people, trade, commerce and wealth. It seems to me, that

Verse 187 : Sedition is worse than slangliter.

65 See Snonok Hurgronje, h c. ;
— Noldeke, p. 132, regards vv. 196-198 as Meccan, but the phrase

jiA <5tj Uj IS nodouhtedly Medinian ; c/. lii, 71* There exists therefore no reason to detach the

verses in question from the contest.

66 See Nbldeke, p. 162.

67 Noldeke, p, 161, places this sermon immediately after the treaty of l^^udeibiya, but v. 12 points to a time after

the conquest.

66 Beidhawi t for having performed the jihdd and checked idolatry.

69
I i I Y* 4 I ^

o I I vv, 4 and 7= See Sprengei, III. 334,
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these reasons had as much weight with the Medinians as any spiritual ones. Muhammed saw all

this, as well as the ingratitude of which he would have been guilty, had he abandoned the town to

which he owed so much. With his usual diplomacy he turned the tables, and charged those who

deemed him capable of such a course of action, with “ evil thoughts, and being people destitute of

good’^ (V. 12).

The second, but short, thanksgiving address is contained in Sura cx.72 i^^hich, in a condensed

form, reiterates the opening sentences of Sura xlviii.^3 the sura is so small, I reproduce

it in full.

1. When the help of Allah came^^ and victory.

2. And thou sawest men enter into the religion of Allah by troops,

3. Then celebrate the praises of thy Lord and ask forgiveness of Him, behold He is

forgiving.

These words describe the situation exactly, because after the conquest of Mecca Islam was

progressing by leaps and bounds.

According to tradition Sura xlix. (1-5) was revealed when, after Muhammed’s return to Medina,

messengers of the Tribe oftbQ BanuTamiim arrived in the beginning of “ the year of the embassies’"

(A. 9),7S in order to negotiate with him about the redemption of some members of their tribe who had

been taken prisoners by the Moslims. The embassadors are said to have shouted for Muhammed in

a disrespectful manner, for which they are rebuked in the verses alluded to»76 Other commentators

think they refer to different incidents.

The next group of verses of the same sura is said to allude to A1 Walid, son of Oqba b. Abi

Moeit (who had been executed after the battle of Badr),^7 for having given information against the

Band Mostaliq who had refused to pay the tribute. Muhammed is said to have revealed the

verses in which A1 Walid is styled a sinner (Jdsiq) .78 The story which is not very well authenticated,

although generally believed to be true, seems to me doubtful, and was probably invented to discredit

the Omayyad party, or, at least, A1 Walid himself, who as Prefect of Kdfa78 did not lead a very reli-

gious life and was deposed by Othman. It is not likely that Muhammed would thus have branded a

new convert, member of a very influential family, and close relative to some of his nearest friends.

Moreover as the whole affair, which was due to a misunderstanding, was subsequently cleared up,

Muhammed would not have left so offensive an expression in the Qordn, I believe that the passage (the

date 01 which I am, however, unable to fix) was placed here on account of verse 7 which also contains

statements concerning the person of the “ Messenger of Allah” in juxtaposition to the messengers of

the Banu Tamim, The cause of the revelation of the verse in question seems to have been the same

as in both the preceding groups (vv. 9-12), viz,, the petty quarrels and jealousies which prevailed among
Arab tribes in general, and the Medinians (Arsdr) on one side, and the Meccan Fugitives (Muhdjirm)

on the other in particular. These quarrels often threatened to assume dangerous dimensions. The

two proverbial observations contained in verse 128o also tend to denounce suspicion and backbiting, so

that they stand in direct connection with verse 6. Contrary to these, verse 13 teaches that not birth and

family pride, but piety give, in the eyes of Allah, the highest claim to distinction. The verse appears

to imply a criticism of the haughty tone of the verses of A1 Zibriqan,8i the poet of the legation, and

of this kind of poetry (fahhr) altogether, — In spite of the traditional explanation of v. 14,82 that

Noldeke, p. 163, plaoes the se2ra prior to the oonqnest, but without valid reason. ’S ox. 1 = xlviii. 1-3.

7* Palmer ; When there comes, etc , iucorreot. 75 jiish. p. 239, W^qidi, p. 386.
76 See also Khamfg, 11. p. 118 As regards the details see Sprenger, III. 365, and above, Ch. I. 77 gee Ch. X.
78 V. 6. On the authority of Yazid b. Rum§n (died about 130) with no further Isndd, related by I. I. p. 730 ,

AlBeidh&wi, Khamis, II. p. 120 ; Noldeke, p. 164, v. 224 ; Sprenger, III. 863. I, I. seems to fix the incident prior

to the expedition against the B. Mustaliq.

79 Ibu ^ajar, No. 8657 (HI. p. 1312). so gee Ch. VIII,
SI See b. Thfibit, Btvdn, p. IIO sqq. *2 j^oldeke, p. 165, adopts this explanation.
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it refers to a certaia Bedowia tniu -nhleh, in exchange for their conversion to Islam, expected to

receive provisions from the Propliot do.irg famine, I rather believe it to be a comment on the

preceding verse, and for a good reaso.. As aiwidy intimated, many Bedouin tribes accepted Isidm

after the conquest of Mecca
;

but whilst iiiiding the recitation of the formula of the creed very easj

work, they found more difficulty in exchanging their modes of life for the practical duties of Isldm.

Here we perceive the civilizing influence of IsUm better than anywhere else, Muhammed explained to

the reluctant ones that it was not sufficient for Bedouins to say : “ We believe ”— which was no belief

;

but they were to say : “ we have become MosUms.” In this sentence, he evidently contrasts theory

with practice, and the passage also offers a valuable instance of Muhammed’s own conception of Isldm

at that stage.®® As might have been expected he adds that it consists in obedience to Allah and His

Messenger, and sacrificing wealth and personality to the cause of the faith (vv. lS-16). Believers

did not, by embracing Islam, benefit either the Prophet or Alldh, but the latter benefitted them by

his guidance (vv. 17-18). One cannot fail to perceive the altered tone in Muhammed’s speech,

assumed in the consciousness of his power. It was also quite justifiable in view of the rudeness

of the Tamimite ambassadors, and fixes the date of the address decisively. The, pieces of this exhorta-

tion seem to be simultaneous or very nearly so.

If Muhammed was able -to adopt such language, it is small wonder that he dreamt of lead-

ing the now greatly increased forces of the Moslim army against the Emperor Heraclias, who

shortly before had made himself master of Syria, and had several Arab tribes, as well as Jews,

in his army. It was probably his brother Arabs, whom Muhammed was most anxious to induce

to forsake their Christian patrons, since he could hardly hope to carry the Moslim arms beyond

the border of Asia. He was, however, fully alive to the dangers connected with an expedition

against the better trained Greek troops. This meant warfare on a different scale from that to

which he had hitherto been accustomed. As a tentative move he made two speeches, the first

of which (S«ra ix. 23-27) in some respect resembles the one just discussed. Muhammed repeats

that family ties or worldly interest must be second to the love for Alldh and His Prophet.

Allah had supported them in the past year at Honein with a large though invisible army,®*

just as he had done at Badr, and given them the victory over the infidels.

When Muhammed had set out to take Mecca, many Bedouin tribes had disappointed him.

He severely censured those who were “ left behind,” and, as a punishment, they received none of

the spoil gained in the expeditions against the Jewish clans {Sura xlviii. 15). In order to give

them an opportunity of redeeming their former laxity, Muhammed summoned them to join

the forces which were sent against the Byzantines. I have little doubt that only these are

meant by the expression " people of vehement valour” {Sura xlviii. 16), and not the followers of

Moseilima against whom Muhammed neve.’ .'unanaal sending an army. Considering the perils

of this expedition hluhammed wisne*;! isc hs-vo ULUong his troops only able-bodied warriors who

could cope with the Greek soldiers. In tUe less serious raids undertaken heretofore many had,

no doubt, taken part who were noi-. proof against the fatigues of real warfare, hut underwent

some hardship for the sake of the spoil. The next verse (17) seems to have been revealed in

order to keep these people out rather than from purely humane motives. If such persons lost

their share of the booty, it mattered little, because they would be rewarded for their obedience

with the enjoyments of paradise.

The majority of voluntary and involuntary converts were not yet prepared to risk life, and

limb from sheer enthusiasm for Islam, and did not respond to Muhammed’s call to arms as

willingly as he might have expected. He had to bring all his powers of eloquence to bear in

order to overcome their reluctance. In a long speech {Sura ix. 38-73) he charges Believers with

preferring the comforts of this world to the next. He threatens them with heavy punishnaent,

M See Ch. I., App., Note 1. AlBeidhfiwi I

A1 Beidhiwi ; fivo thousand angels, or according to others, six or eight thousand.
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and recalls to tlieir minds how Allah had assisted him, when he, accompanied by a single

friend,®® had hidden himself during his escape from Mecca. While several phrases and expres-

sions in this speech manifest its close relationship with the first pai't of this sura,^^ it

endeavours to re-kindle the zeal of the Moslims for religious war. The words : “He made the

word (kalima) of the unbelievers the lowest (v. 40} are undoutedly an allusion to the Christian

faith of the enemy. If, he sajs, worldly gain were near at hand
,
and the march short, they would

follow readily (v. 42), and in this manner he goes on blaming those who remained at home under

various pretexts, and were therefore classed among the Hypocrites ” (vv. 65, 68, 69).

During the expedition Muhammed returned to the same subject, and expressed his indig-

nation against those who in spite of his entreaties stayed at home (v. 74-81). They were glad

to remain behind for such paltry reasons as the heat of the season (v. 82). He declared that he
would never again allow them to join any expedition (v. 84), and forbade praying at their

graves®® (v. 85). It grieved him to perceive that the belief of the newly converted tribes was
very superficial.®® He again laid down the rule for those who were exempt from military

service, the weak, the sick, and those who were too poor to arm themselves.®® Tet others

who were [able-bodied and] wealthy asked leave to stay behind.®^

If Muhammed was indignant against those lately converted, he was much more so against

Medinians who were guilty of the same dereliction of duty, and set a bad example to others. In

the address consisting of the verses 120-128 he censured that portion of the army which was

under the command of Abd Allah b. Ubeyy, and numbered many Jews among its ranks. The
latter are alluded to in the usual term “ of those in whose heart is sickness” (v. 126), and

Believers are expected to fight them.

At any rate Muhammed’s wish to overawe the Byzantine army by an overwhelming

Moslim force was not fulfilled, and the expedition terminated in the bloodless demonstration

of Tabtlk, whence the army returned to Medina. No risk of life had been incurred, and those

who had remained at home regretted it, being profuse in excuses which were entirely ignored.

In an address on the mattei' (vv. 95-120) Muhammed was particularly severe against those

Bedouins who were ‘‘the keenest in disbelief and hypocrisy and readiest to ignore the bounds

which Allah has revealed” (v. 98). Others, he said, gave their contribution unwillingly, and

were only waiting for the fortune to turn against Muhammed (v. 99), though some of them were

sincere Moslims (v. 100). Now here we may observe an interesting phenomenon. The social

equality which had established itself during the iniatory stages of Islam, commenced to under-

go a slight change, as soon as the faith was supported by political power, Muhammed himself

took the first step to create a kiud of aristocracy by giving the “ Fugitives ” the foremost

rank in the favour of Allah. The rank next to them was occupied by the Medinian “ Helpers”®^

(v. 101). This was hut natural. It would have been an insult to those who nearly twenty

years before had given op home and family, and in some cases fortunes, and cast their lot

with an outlaw, to rank them with poor Bedouins who now ran after IsHm because it paid

better than their former trade.

In the verses following these Muhammed describes the “ hypocrite” penitents and those,

who had built a mosque with mischievous intentions®® (v, 102-108). In opposition to the latter

85 Abu Bakr.

86 0/. 15
V. 40 with V. 25 and U

| o Jjl I ^ idJ
( JJ,3

\ (v. 26).

8^ The TOisGS 49 and 82 are said to refer to A1 Jadd b. Qeis, cf. 1. 1, p. 894.

** The Terse is said to refer to Abd Allah b . Ubeyy, and Noldeke, p. 167, regards it therefore as a later addition.

83 Uf, Bdrcc 49 and above, rem. 83. 3® No parallel to Dent. xx. 1-8.

3^ Palmer’s translation (94) ; “Only is there a way against those, etc.,” quite misses the point. I means

hers as nsual. Verse 93 refers according to all authorities to the “Weepers,” t’isf., seven Ang^ who were too

poor to procure camels, c/. Wfiqidi, p. 392 ; 1. 1, p, 895.

32 C/.viii.73. 93 vaqidi, I. 1. 913,-
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lie places “ tlie mosque founded on piety,” as well as the position of the believers, and the fate

awaiting them as laid down in Torah, Grospel and Qordn (v. 109-113). The next portions of

these rather incoherent speeches date from the same time. Verse 114 which refers either to the

memory of Abu T^ib, or Muhammed’s mother,®^ is evidently in some way connected with

verse 81, and seems to form the reply to a query based on Svra xix. 46. The interpretation

(given in verse 115) that Abraham ^fomised^ but did not actually pray for his father, is

cunning rather than dignified, because the tone of the verse alluded to impresses the reader

with the idea that Abraham did pray. The word taharrda (verse 115) gives a clue why this

sermon was joined to the one at the beginning so as to form one Verse 119 standing

alone, at length grants pardon to some of those censured in a former speech of the same

(7V. 38

Although the expedition to Tabuk did not bring the desired result, yet it added largely to

the number of new converts, or at least subjects of Mnhammed on the basis of a treaty. Find-

ing the latter, however, not to his taste, Mubammed, in the* following year, charged his cousin

Aliyy to meet the pilgrims assembled at Mecca, and to read in their presence a proclamation

which declared all compacts made with unbelievers null and void. Although this “ Renun-

ciation,” which forms the first part of jSwm ix., does not appear in the usnal form of revelations,

it was embodied in the Q,ordn^ hut without the introductory formula “ In the name of Allah the

Merciful, the Compassionate.” This was, indeed, superfluous, since it is announced as a harda

(renunciation) and an addn (proclamation), both emanating from All^h and His messenger

(vv. 1-3). It is therefore not Mubammed who violates the treaty, but Allah Himself, the

Prophet being only his tool. Exempt were only the holders of a compact until a given term

(vv. 4-6), After the elapse of the [four] sacred months infidels were to be regarded as outlaws,

and Moslims were free to kill them by any means in their power, unless they confessed IslAm

(vv. 5-12). In order not to leave any doubt which months were meant, he explains the matter

in an appendix (vv. 36-37), and denounces the pagan custom of changing one of these months

with another if more convenient. — There is, however, some uncertainty about the date of the

piece vv. 13-22, Noldeke, following Moslim interpreters, is inclined to retrodate these verses

to the time before the conquest of Mecca, although the word hammu (“ they solicited,’’ to

drive thee out, verse 13) speaks against such a theory.®® It seems rather that this verse contains

a reminiscence of the unsuccessful attempt undertaken by Muhammed two years before leaving

Mecca to spread Islam among the inhabitants of Taif. His wrath against these people was all

the greater, as even after the conquest of Mecca they entered into a coalition with the Hawazin

tribes to figbt against Muhammed, Defeated at Honein (ShawwM A. 8), they retired into their

city which the Prophet besieged in vain. It is, therefore, natural that he was not content to

entrust their punishment to Allah alone (v. 14),®^ but egged Believers on to continue fighting

them with the assistance of Allah. Like other infidels they must not be permitted to ‘‘visit”®®

the holy city even outside the sacred season, because this privilege is in future accorded

exclusively to Moslims.

A further comment on the same prohibition is given in the section vv. 28-37, in which

idolaters are declared to be “ unclean,”®® and must therefore not come near the sacred places

after the termination of the present year. Such prohibition clashed, however, with the com-

mercial interest of the believing population of Mecca, This was a rather serious objection,

which Muhammed could not answer, except by the assurance that Allah would compensate them

for any loss of trade sustained in consequence of his command (v. 28).

Noldeke, p. 168. See below-

A1 Beidh§.wi refers v. 12 to tlie Jews wh.o endeavoured to drive Muhammed out of Medina, but c/. v. 14.

Tradition makes him pray for the conversion of the city, 1. 1. 188.

To perform the *umra which means an occasional visit to Mecca for the purposes of performing the minor
rites, but not accompanied by sacrifioers.

Cj\ Levit. xxli. 3.
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After their eEpTilBioB from Mecca many JowS had made common canse with Heraclius, and

in Muhammed*s eye still constituted some danger to Islam. The Prophet seems to have feared

that their spiritual influence might become harmful after his death. We have seen before that

on several occasions Muhammed tried to foist upon the Jews the stamp of paganism,

Returning to this old charge Muhammed enjoins Moslims again to fight those who held many

things lawful which Allah and His messenger had forbidden, but they did even not follow

the law of their own faith (v. 29). In order to bear out the accusation of Jewish heathenism,

Muhammed charged them with venerating Ezra as the son of God, in the same manner as the

Christians did with Jesus (v. 30). The sole basis for this charge is the ciixjumstance that Ezra

was responsible for many institntions in the Rabbinical code, which appeared to differ from

the written law, but this alleged sonship is an invention of Muhammed for the purpose

alluded to above. If Moslims were to look upon Jews as upon polytheists, their influence

in such quarters which stood outside the immediate control of Muhammed or any future head

of the Moslim church, was not to be feared. Like unto Christians they took, he said,

their Rabbis as plural of raii),and very shrewdly Muhammed described these

'' Lords ** in the same term, as in his own first revelation. They take their Eabhis and monks

as Lords beside Allah, and also the Messiah the son of Maryam, while they have been com-

manded only to worship one God, there is no God but He, exalted be he above those which they

Join with him’’ (v. 31). The theological observations attached to this disclosure explain them-

selves (vv. 32-38), that Muhammed is the true messenger. Rather sharp is the assertion

that many of the Rabbis and monks eat the wealth of men for nought 34), although as far

as Jews are concerned it was in mediaeval times not the custom to pay the spiritual heads

of communities.

I place here the verse vii. 156 which refers to the conversion of some Jews and Christians,

This is clear from the words : they find written down with them in the Torah and Gospel.”

Also the words “making lawful for them what is good and making unlawful evil things, and
setting down for them their restrictions, and yokes which were upon them ” are nnmistakeable.

It seems to ine that the verse was revealed chiefly in reference to the conversion of the Jew Abd
AlUh b. Sal^m which took place in the year 8.^ The next piece, as far as verse 172, is a

homily commenting on the same incident. The conversion of Abd Allah to which Moslim
traditionists attach the greatest importance, gave Muhammed an opportunity of proclaiming

himself once more the Apostle of mankind in general, and of recalling several episodes of the

history of Israel, He mentions the twelve tribes, the command given to Moses to strike the

rock,2 and other matters discussed in previous speeches.® The “Covenant of the Book” (168)
bears a striking resemblance to the ^‘Book of the Covenant” (Exod. xxiv. 7). The verses 171-172,

speaking of the children of A-dam bearing witness against themselves, seem to be based on, or

at least influenced by, a Midrdsh (Canticles 1. 4) according to which God, when about to reveal

the law of Sinai, demanded from the people a pledge that they wouldobserve it. After rejecting

the Patriarchs and Prophets, God accepted ihe children as hostages.

There only now remains Sura v. which, however, offers [difficult problems for the arrange-

ment of its portions in their proper places. Before attempting this task we must briefly survey
the conditions under which they w-ere revealed. In the 10th year of the Hijra Muhammed* started,

at the head of an immense crowd of pilgrims to pay the famous visit to his native city which is

known as his last. The dogmas and rites of the Moslim church had then been already settled^

not only in the outlines, but also in many details. Muhammed himself was so far advanced in

years, as to make him think of his natural end. Knowing the character and prejudices of the

Arabs, and being aware that the belief of a large number of believers was but superficial, his

mind was filled with apprehensions about his future. Experience had taught him that but for

his personal influence the differences cf interest and temper would have caused splits in the

community which endangered the safety of the faith. Tribal hostilities, so often quenched by

Of, iii. 73. ^ See IiB&ba and Oh. II, * See Geiffer, 1“, c. p. 164, » qf. ii. 54-61.
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his e'^ertioiis, xnighfc break oat at any moment tvhen he was removed, and end in civil war.

Most of the ritual duties were a heavy burden on the masses, which were far from grasping their

meaning. Not less undesirable w'aa the moral code. It was hard that the smallest bit of pilfer-

ing was punisliablec Wine and dice vvere to be abhorred, and the freedom of the chase to he

restricted, not to mention other laws. Muhammed was well aware that his people could not be

educated up to his ideal with one stroke. The warnings had to be repeated over and over

again. Such speeches of a deuteronomio character form the framework of Siifa v., the bulk

of which was preached on the occasion of the last pilgrimage in the presence of a huge

congTegation.

Wo can take it for granted that Muhammed was acquainted with the Jewish interpretation

of the character of the Deuteronomy as a repetitional injunction of the Law' (Mishneh Tordh),

Why not follow this example? As an e^iterior deateronomic feature in the first portion of our

Slim I regard the three instances of alt/auma ('Hoday (vv. 4, 5, 7), which in the same appli-

cation is particularly frequent in the biblical book of Deuteronomy,

Of this book the reader is alieady reminded in the opening words of verse 1 of onr

8ura^^ corresponding to Deut. iv. 13, 23; xxix. 8, vh.^ the injunction to keep covenants of

W'hich Muhammed had set such a good example by his hardit. The regulations with regard to

forbidden articles of food (vv. 4-7) stand parallel to Deut. xii. 16, 20, 27 ;
xiv. 3-21.® The

verses 2-3 are regarded by Noldeke as having been revealed before the conquest of Mecca,

because they ordain that ‘pagan pilgrims to the Ka‘ba should remain unmolested. This is, however,

hardly admissible. It is not to be assumed that Muhammed would have stjled the deity to be

worsiiipped by these heathen visitors as ‘‘their Rabb,” because he employed just this term froiL.

the beginning in a strictly antagonistic sense. The verses refer to future pilgrimages,

Muhammed warns Believers not to revive the old hatred, nor to bear grudge against those

Meccan families which had been hostile almost to the last, but were now Moslims, The large

meetings to be expected at Mecca inspired him with fear that old feuds might break out afresh

to the desecration of the holy spot and season, and the same fear rings through a sermon

shortly to follow. Verse 5 is the famous “verso of the and reflects verses like Deut, iv. 8,

and quite a host of others. As a supplement to the prayer litual appears an ordination to

wash the hands with water prior to the performance of the same, or if this should not he within

reach, with sand® (vv. 8-9). Verse 10 is deuteronomio for iSura ii. 285 and the parallel verses.

The topic of verse 3 is with verbal repetition of the case,^ taken up again in the verses 1

1

and 14.® The group 15-17 has a similar tendency. Noldeke leaves a ^rge mat gin for it between

the years 2 and 7, but it seems that Muhammed had Moses’ farewell speech in his mind. The

“ covenant’’ (v. 15) recalls Deut. xxxiiip 2, and the “twelve chiefs’^ are alluded to, ibid, v. 5.

Allah’s word to the “ children of Israel’’ recalls quite generally the blessing of verse 1 of the

same cl:apter. As a matter of course the tone of Muhamraed’s imitation is on a level with

his own taste, as well as the needs and intellects of his audience. The next verse (16) stating

that the Bauii isrful broke the compact, and were cursed, and hardened their heart, forged the

law and forgot part of it (Oeuc. xxviii. 15-69), is trite enough, and served to give fulness to the

speech. Less worn is the I'cproacdi addressed to the Giiristiiins that to their forgetfulness it

was due that the ciuivch was split up in sects betwixt wdiich there existed enmity and hatred

“ until the Day of Resurrection^’ (v. 17).

As a supplement to this cviticlsnie the compilers of the Qordfi have placed at the end of the

siira a narrative piece (vv. 109-1*20) which contains an admonition addressed by Allah to

Jesus, From the “table” mentioned in verse 112 the whole silra has its name. The tendenc}'

* The compotind character of v. 1 has already boon noticed by most Moslim interpreters, c/. Noldeke, p. 169,

* icj *=- Levit, svii. 7 ; Bent, xxxii. 17. ® Bee (leiger, p. 89.
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of the narrative is laid down in the verses 116-119, that Jesus commanded to worship onlj

one God. He is, consequenfclj, not responsible for tho origin of the dogma of the Trinity

which was only duo to corruption and forgetfulness (sec verse 17). Although it is hazardous

to say anything definite with regard to the age of this piece, it seems somewhat older than

verse 17 in which we may see a reference to it. Its Mediiiian origin is, however, beyond

doubt ou account of verse 110.

Now towards the end of this piece (verse 118) Jesus ]nays that Alirdi may forgive his fol-

lowers^ sins, and to this the verses I8>19 seem to respond. The term ‘‘Possessors of the Writ”
refers in this instance to Christians alone. It is noticeable that here as well as in verse 17

Muliamincd regards the Christians with inueh complacency. He only reproaches them with/or-

(jebfulnesSy as we have seen, promises them that he, while explaining to them much of the Book

made niiinielhgible b} them, will also forgive (hem much. The following protest against the

apotheosis of Jesus is strangely devoid of all sliarpness. Even when commenting on tho

circumstance that [Jews and] Christians called themselves “ Sons and Moved of Allah ” whilst

they were only mortals (v. 21), he is not so bitter as usual. The reason seems to be that the

failure of the expedition of Tabuk had taught Mnhammed to abstain from reviling so large a

Christian power. The effete Jews could be abused with impunity. Muhammed must certainly

have feared that after his death the Moslim armies might be defeated by Christian ones, to the

loss of many Arab tribes, which only a little while ago had been converted to Islam. — Verse 22,

of uncertain date, has been placed here on account of v. 18.

Dcuteronomic are further the verses 44-55. Verse 45 repeats the idea of Sura iv. 48,

whilst verse 41) is a reiteration of Snra ii, 17B-175, yet modifying it in the way of clemency.

This furnishes some evidence that the piece v. 49-55 is later than the other. The verses 64-68

very conspicuously form a repetition of the scathing remarks iu Sura ii. 61, 257-258
;
iv. 54 j

ix. 34, reproducing the gist of these verses, as a comimrison w’’ould show at a glance.

Of very late date is the sermon Sura vi. 117-151 and partly of deuteronomic character,

although nothing definite can be said with regard to the occasion on which it was revealed.

The rather detailed denunciation of various heathen rites, such as the killing of children and the

restriction observed with respect to using certain animals for food allow the suggestion that

this speech also was addressed to the pilgrims assembled in Mecca,

The verse v. 69,® being evidently a misinterpretation of some words in Numb. xi. 23,

reproaches the Jews with limiting the omnipotence of Allah. The verse is one of those which
on account of its strongly anthropomorphistic character caused Moslim theologians consider-

able diffiulties. But just this is an argument in favour of its late date,, showing a time when
Muhammed had ceased to see any danger in such figures of speech.

Deuteronomic are also the verses 89-90 which repeat, although perhaps not ou tho same
occasion, prescriptions discussed at the beginning of the sura. Verse 91 repeats in a some-

what extended form the command given in Sura Ixvi. 2. The verses 92-94 recapitulate as

well as emphasize the prohibition of wine and gambling, warned against in Sura ii. 216. The
interdiction of statues and divining arrows is also added. The next verses (95-97) treat of the

killing of game which is unlawful on sacred ground. The transgression of this command
is to be expiated by an offering. In much more precise terms than in Sura ii. 138 the Ka^^ba

is now'- appointed to form the “ Qihla for men.” Verse 101 is the reply to a query which, the

traditioniats assert, .was asked 'with regard to the frequency with which Believers were expected

to perform the pilgrimage. The angry tone of the answer is, however, unsuitable to the zeal

of pious Believers. The query seems to have been of a perplexing nature, and I doubt the

genuineness of the whole verse. Verse 102 abolishes the ancient custom of observing rules with

regard to the eating .of certain camels. One of these classes termed bahira will make it clear

9 Cf. vii, 151. Jiit,
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^hy Muliammed did not adopt the name for himself
; the second part of the ver.se

as well as verse 105 seems to refer again to Jews. Finally the regulations concerning wills

and bequests (vv, 105-108),^^ and the warning to be truthfnl wdien giving cvidenoG renew
commands given long before (li. 176

;
vi, 153).

I have still to mention several pieces which are of so uncertain date that it is not possible

even to suggest anything as to their places. Of these are the three verses Ixxxv. 9-11 which

are evidently Medinian, but this is all that can be said about them with certainty. Surd Ixziin

20 is a very late repetition of the refrain of Su^^a liv. (17, 22, etc.), bat vvitli a mort; practical

aim. The verse is suggestive of Muhammed becoming advanced in years and more experienced

as regards human natuie. Long nightly devotions were not so essential for those who kept the

chief duties of Islam.

{To he contb27{Cih)

LETTERS FROM PORTUGUESE CAPTIVES IN CANTON, WRITTEN IN
15.14 AND J5r>(>.

BY DONALD FLRGUSON.

(Cfiiititnied ft om p, 451.)

^ Trelado de hua carta que da China veo a qual carta escreueo Christouao Vieyra

Vasco Caluo que laa estao captiuos os quaes forao da companhia dos

embaixadores que leuou fernao Perez anno de 1620.

Na era de 1520 a xxiij, dias de Janeiro i}artimos pera o Rey da China ein Mayo ostananioa

com 0 Rey em Nauquim dali niandou q nos fossemos a ^idade de Piqiiim diante pera nos la dai'

o despacho a ij. de Agosto se escreveo a Cantao do que era passado com el rey ate entao cbega-

rao as cartas a Jorge botelho Diogo Caluo que estauao em a Ilha onde se £az mercadoria por

tanto nao se torna a escreuer porque o tempo rcqnere breuidade e pouca leitura. Em feue-

reiro entrou o Rey em Piqnim e esteue doente tres meses falleijeo do dia siguinte que nos viesse-

mos a Cantao com ho presente que viria o Rey nouo que erao por elle a outra cidade que nos

xnandaria o despacho a Cantao
j
Partimos de Pequim a xxij. de Mayo chegamos a xxij. de Sep-

tembro a Cantao porque a guia vinha a siia vontade de vagar. / a causa de se nao tomar o presente

lie esta.

Quando fernao perez chegouao porto da China mandouaos linguoas que fizessem cartas como

vinha capitao moor e trazia erabaixador pera o Rey da China os lingoas as [f. 104 vj fizerao

ao custume da terra assi capitao moor e embaixador vem a terra da Cmba por mandado do Rey

dos fano-es com pareas vem pedir o selo segundo custume ao snnordomundo filho de Deos pera.

Ihe ser obediemte. segundo custume por esta carta fomos recebidos em terra, esta he a sustancia

da carta que fizerao sem darem couta della a fernao perez nem elle em nenhum tempo ser de tal

sabedor someute os lingoas deziao que a carta estauabem feitasegundo o custume e a su&tancia

della Calauao.

Em a 9idade de Pmquim foy dentro nas casas do Rey aberta a carta del Rey nosso Shor e

foy nella achado ao Reiies do que os lingoas escreuerao pare9eo Ihe a todos que enganosarate

emtraramos na terra da China pera Ihe ver a terra que era caso de engano a deferen9a das

cartas foy escrita a carta ao Rey mandou o Rey que nSo fossemos mais a suas casas fazer Reue-

ren9ia e tiuesem gente e guarda em nos
/
o custume dos embaixadores em Piqnim he metelos em

huas casas de grandes curraes e aly estao fechados ao primeiro dia da liia e ha 15 dias da Ina

vao as casas do Rey delies a pee delies em sendeyros com cabrestros de palha e vao fazer 5.

niensuras diante de hum muro das casas do Rey todos em ordem com ambos os jiolhos no cliao

10 See Oil. II,
n See ii, 175-176 j iv. 1-45.
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6 a cabeca e o rostg na terra debiu^os assi estao atee que os mandao a leuatar . 5 , vezes a esta

parede dali toruao se a metex’ nos cuiraes fecliados a esta reuei^en9ia maiidarao que nao fosseinos

mais.

foi'ao os linguoas pergiitados porq fizei ao carta falsa [f. 105 ] e nao confoi‘ine a del Rey

Nosso diseiao que as fizerao ao custnine da China que a carta del Hey nosso S’* vinlia renada e

asellada que se nao podia leer nem abrir que ania de ser dada a el Rey cm sna mao que eianios

de loiige terra e que uao sablamos o custume da China que era grande que que ao diante o

saberiamos que el'es nao tinliao culpa pois que fizeiao a carta ao custume nao se contentaiao o&

mandarys da reposta forao preguiitados cada iium donde erao forao presos isto tanto que o Key

falle9eo e mo9os sens sei uidores.

Chegou o Rey a ])Ua vila que esta duas legoas da 9idade de Pirn em Janeiro da eiade

esteue iulgado hum sen parente que se aleuantou contra elle e o maiidou queimar

depois de emforcado e aly eutrou em despacho noso porque Hie forao trazidas tres cartas contra

08 portngezes liua de dous mandarys em Piqoim outra dos mandarys de Cantao outra dos

Melays cujos sustancias sao estas •/. maiiderysquefoiao a Ilha de mercadoriaa Eeceber os dxreytoB

per mandado dos mandarys de Cnntao fazem saber ao Rey como elles foiao em tal anno e d‘a

era arecadar os direytos vitao gentes frangos com muitas armas e bombardas gentes foi*tes e

nao pagauao os direytos segundo o custume e fazem foi9as e assi ouuirao dizer q estes gentes

tinliao tornado Malaca a roubada e muita gente morta que o Rey nao Ihe deuia receber seu pre-

sSte e se Iho quissesse receber que disessem com que Reinos confinaua o Reino dos fanges q os

mandasse q os nao deuia [f. 105 vj de Receber.

Dezia a cai*ca dos mandaris de CantSo que os franges nSo queriao pngar os direytos e que toma-

uSo os diieitos aos Syamis e os prendiSo elhe asclauao os sens juiicos e punL 5o guardas nelles e nao

Ibe deixauao fazer mercadoria nem pagar os direytos e tiuh§.o li-Ba forialeza feita de pedra cubeitade

telha e cercada dartelharia e deuto muitas armas e que furtauao caes e que cs comiSo asados e que

vinhao a Cantao por for9a e que traziam bombardas em somas descubiindo os Rios que tirauSo bom-

bardas diante a 9idade em outros lugares defessos.

Biziao os melajos que o embaixador del Rey de Portugual que estaua na terra da China que nSo

Tinha de verdade que falsamente era Yindo a terra da China pera enganar e que andauamos a ver as

terras e que logo yinhamos sohre ellas e como na terra punhamos hua pedra e tinhamos casa logo

auiamos a terra por nossa que assi fizeramos em Malaca e em outras partes que eramos ladrSes
; /

dizia

hum mandiry gmnde que per carta Ihe pidiamos asento ou casas em Cantao pera estarem franges que

Ihe pare9ia muito mal que em vez de ohedien9ia que Ihe pediamos asenta na terra Bisse outro mandi-

rym que na era de .MBxx, na Ilha de mercadoria cs franges Ihe quehrarao a carapu9a e Ihe derao

panca<las e o preuderao indo elle arecadar os direytos per mandado dos manderys de Cantao / a e^^^tas

cousas respimdi^o el Rey que esta gente nao sabera nossos [f. 1C6] custumes manso os iiao sahendo

disse que ficase o despacho dentro da cidade de Pequim logo eiurou e no me&ino dia adoereo daly a tres

meses ralleceo seradespacbar nada, Bcsta reposta que o Rey deu nao [orao os grandes muy contentes o

mandou logo o Rey a Cantao que ha fortaieza que os Portugeses tinliao feita que lha derribassem e assi

toda a pouoa9ao que nao queria nenhta mercadoria com nenh'ua na9ao que se alguem yiesse que se

mandaria tortiar e logo partirSo cam'nlio de Cantao que tiiassem a limpo o que Ihe diserao se eia

verdade ou nao. Os manderis de Cantao nao fizerao assi seiiao pera Roubar fizerao aimadas e

por engano delles por 101911 tomarao os que vierem e os Roubarem. '

Tanto que chegamos a Cantao nos leuarao diante do pocliacy e nos mandou leuar a hucr. ,

-
; as de

troncos que estao nos alleoqoeis dos maiitimeiitos e nelias nao quis Thome piz entrar e os lo que ros

uos' derao dentro huus casas em que esiiuemos trinta e tres clias e daqui leuarao a Thome piz com -.eia

pessoas a cadea do Pocba9y que chamao libanco e a mim com quatro pessoas a eadea do tome9i
/
onde

estiuemos ]»ressos dez meses eni poder de Thome Piz estaua to'da a fazenda dauao nos Regra como

soltos eramos muito rigiados ein lugares aparlados dos presos noste meo tempo mandarao chamay

Thome piz e toda a companhia 0 amelcage que entao era
/
assi chamaram os melajos disc quemandaua
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0 Rey q eiitregasse el Rey nosso a terra de Malaca aos inelajos que Ihe tinhao tomada respondeo

Thome pTz que nao Tiiilia a ysso nem coiiuinlia a elle em tal fallar que da carta que [f. 106 v] trazia Ihe

daria rezao que dal nao sabia Perguntou que gente auia em Malaca que elle sabia que ayianella trezentos

liom§s Portugeses e que em Couchim pouco mais respondeo que tinha Malaca quatro mill home
armas no mar e na terra bora erao iuntos hora espalhados e em Ceilao que nao tinbao coto

nestas perguntas nos teue de giolhos quatro horas acabado de se enfadar mandou cada hum a

cadea donde estaua*

A quatorze dias dagosto de .MDx^cij. lancou opocha^i a Tome piz cormas nasmaos aos da com-

panhia cormas e ferros nos pees as cormas aseladas nos pulcos e nos tomarao toda a fazenda que

tinbamos assi com cadeas nos pesco^as e per meo da cidade nos leuarSo a casa do anchuci ali nos

quebrarao as prisdes e nos deitarao outras mans fortes cadeas nas pernas cormas aselados e cadeas nos

pescosos e dali nos mandarao a esta cadea a entrada da cadea morreo Antonio Dalmeida das prisdes

fortes que traziamos os bra9os incliados as pernas rocadas das cadeas estreytas / isto com determinacao

quo dali a dons dias nos matarem antes de ser noite deitarao a Thome pTz outras de nouo e o leuarao

a elle soo descako sem barrette
/
com apupadas de rapazes a cadea de cancheufu por ver a fazenda que

nos tomarao que se avia descreuer e escreuiSo dez e furtauao trezentos os madaris escriuaes que pre-

sente estauao assi laldesfoy o pochacy anchuci dizer a hum manclarim chamado ceuhi que pois Portugeses

entrarao na Ilha e pera que era ter nos que vinhamos a ver a terra que eramos ladroes que morresse

mos logo
/
Respondeo o ceuhi tu queues acabar todos estes sen do de tmbaixada ora seja falsa oraverda-

deyra mandar Ihe [f. 107] logo quebrar as prisoeseti escreuerey a el Rey segundo sua vontade se fara

naquelle siguinte dia nos quebr'arao as prisoes que se as tiueramos mais hum dia todos morreramos

e tornauao a trazer a esta cadea a Thome piz.

A fazenda q nos lomaiao erao vinte quinta es de Ruybarbo mil e quinhentas ou seis 9entas pecas

de seda riquas obra de quatro mil lencos de seda que os chis chami,o xopas de naquim e muito-

avanos e mais ties aRobas dalmisquere em poo tres mill e tantos papos dalmiscere quatro mill ®

quinhentos teaes de prata e setenta ou oitenta teaes douro e outras pecas de pi'ata e todos os restidos

pecas de pre^o assi portugesas como da China o pucho de Jorge botelho in9enso Ro^amolla cascasde

tartaruga assi pimenta e outras meudezas estasforao entregues na feitoriado cancheufo como fazenda

de ladrOes o presente del Rey Nosso snor que mandaua ao Rey da China esta na feitoria do Po-

ehuncy a sustaheia das pe9as e quantas e de que sorte me nao alembra bem porem a soma he de

mil e quinhentos apima porque o caderno com outros papeis de sustan9ia leuarSo e as areas que

tomarSo de vestidos e meterao com a fezenda / na nao de Diogo caluo ficar^o as pessoas seguintes

Yasco calUo, esteuao fernandez escriuao Agostinho fernandez mestre simao luis despenseiro Joao

dalanquer Joao fernandez Diogo da Ilha do mestre e marinheiros A^ aluarez e quatro mo90s

Joao fernandez gnzarate Jauodo mestre Gaspar de esteuao fernandez Gon9alode Yasco caluo

e por serem conhecidos em CantSo e dizerem que erSo da embaixada escaparao os outros forSo

todos presos e metidos nesta cadea delies morrerSo a fome delies afogados Simao lingoa e ba-

lante alii forao presses alii morrerSo aqui nesta cadea derSolhe com hum ma90 na cabeca assi o

tnatarao [f. 107 v] Simao baralante que estaua no chachefu morrerao a90utes trazendo ja cabas

aos pescocos com sete9entos que morrerao assi os Portugeses fazendas e bercos que forao com
elles tudo fay roubado a menos se ouUe pera el Rey a fazenda darma9ao que Yasco caluo tinha

toda roubada do cocconcepaci que foy pera Pequim de maneira que nada nSo ficou.

Bertholameu soarez que era era patane e Lopo de Goes e Syon Vicente aluarez criado de Simao

dandrade o }3adTe mergulhao que era em Syon vieram na era de .MDxxi. e estando Diogo caluo no

porto de mercadoria armada dos Ohis deu sobre elles porque yinhao os juncos oje hum e de menhas

outro de Syon e forao tornados dellcs per engaiio defies pelejando forao leuados a Nanto e seus escraos

e muitas fazendas tudo roubado e elles feridos o padre mergulhao morreo pelejado forao trazidos as

cadeas de Gantao com ferros e prisSes aqui forao afogados trazendo tauoas ja que moressem por

ladrdes do mar
/
aleuantaraolhe que se queriao erger com as cadeas nao sendo assi tudo no tempo que

hegou Martim Affonso e por nao yerem os outros Portugeses que traziao dos nauios assi forao todoa

mortos.
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Os cinquo juncos que no porto de mercadoria ficarao na era de mill e quinhentos e vinte e hum

qnatro do Eey de Malaca hum do Eey de Patane •/ hum de francisco roiz outre de Jorge aluarez e

dous outros e Diogo caluo tanto que partio forao todos roubados da gente darmada estauEo a vista

de Diogo caluo a maior parte leuou o anchtanci e o ampoclii e capitaes e pro de nato e parte darmada

e grande parte ouue o Key e daqui se aredou e se furtou muita e se arecadou pera o Eey por fazenda

de ladroes
/
Os Juncos forao repartidos [f. 108] o de francisco roiz Jorge aluarez forao dados aos

Capas e nelles se forao os del Rey de Patane aosmalajos e outro aos syames doutro nao sei tudo foy

avido por fazenda deladrSes das grosas fazendas que destes iuncosouuerao os mandaris ordenarao que

nao escapasse portugues por que em neiihum dessem c5ta destas fazendas que erao roubadas.

No mesmo anno vierao de patane dos outros iuncos em que vinhao Bertholameu Soarez de Syam

outro em que vinba lopo de Goes
/
os Portugeses como ja disse manhosameiite delles tornados por

forca e vierao a Nanto e assi com recados fallsos sahia a gente em terra e prendiao nos porque vinhao

espalhados oje hum de manhaa outro finalmente que todos forao presses.
/
uos mesmos iuncos logo

cortarao as cabecas aos capitaes mestres pilotos mercadores como tinhao fazenda o outro rebotalho

trouxeram a cadea em que morrerao dizem de mil e quinhentos pessoas ariba afora as cabecas dos

mortos que era grande quatitacle polios roubar aleuantarao Ihe que traziSo Portugeses a terra per

estas cadeas de Cantao forao afogados delles muitos mortos as pancadas e a fome nas cadeas de

maneira que de toda esta copia de gente que antre todos seriao dous mill nr.o escaparao mais de

sesenta bargantes que soltarao e obra de ^inquoenta jnolheres e meninos de que depots morrerao a

metade estes se forao pera Syam,

Hum Syame chamado ch5,coantao hum seuhirm§.o e outros tres syames foxao na praca descaberados

e feitos os corposemtroncos porque deziaoquefcraziao portugesesaterra por cousas falsas q Ihe aleuan-

tarao tanto que os mandaris ouuerao as fazendas a mao a mor parte e menos pera o Rey nao Ihe min-

gou raiua [f . 108 v] pera os matar diziao os mandaris que soltassem estes que erao pas conheqidas

que fariao elles Syames cartas contra hos mandaris das fazendas que Jbes tomarao que os mandaris

pasariHo mal que milhor era dar fundo a tudo por tal que nunca se soubese / Ordenarao de nao re9e-

ber nenhum estrangeiro na china e por esta causa destas fazendas e da dos cinquo iuncos forSo os

mandaris muito ricos estas que furtarao ha gran tempo que nao estao em Cantao forao mandados

pera outras gouernaucas segundo sens custumes agora som sobidos os mores do Eeino.

Na era de .MDxxi. Yeo ver Martim Affonso de Melo com cinquo naos nauios hum iunco de

Malaca
/
a gente que qua ficou he esta do nauio de Diogo de mello os que morrerao no nauio Manoel

chamarro, Joao Quoresma, Vasco Gil,I5^® aluarez Joao vaz Lopo goncaluez Joao soarez Ro bouno

Aluaro perdigao manuel aluz JoSo pinto Joao carrasco Bastiao goncaluez homes darmas hum
clerigo Joao do peral mestre Bras goncaluez contramestre francisco pTz marinheiro Aluaro annes

condestabre Affonse annes bombardeyro Joao AfTonso serrador estes sesenta bremmo rerao no

nanio Diogo de Melo capitSo Duarte lopez Diogo Carreiro estes feridos recolhidos
/
aos iuncos

indo peravanto porque bradarao das ferijdas e prisdes Ihes cortarao as cabeqas nos mesmos iuncos

Duarte pestana o barbeiro
/
Benadito marinheiros

/ Domingos gil gromete
/
Roque gromete Po do

toyal gromete, Joao giz bombardeyro Joanne escrauo estes none forao a Cadea do tScecy
/

annes piloto
/
Bertholameu fernandez pedreyro

/
Joao de matos A® medina Joanne maluco estes

grometes Domingos frz Jorge diaz fernao liarS homes darmas estes vierao ter a esta cadea de

anchii^y donde ora estou.

[f. 109] Gente do nauio de Po homem os q morrerao no nauio
/
Po homS, Gaspar roiz

/
Martim

Affonso despenseiro francisco dandrade Diogo martiz, Antonio aduz estes seis homes darmas / Pautaliao

diaz mestre Joao luis contramestre
/
Bras mriz

/
Po annes

/
A^ esteuez estes tres marinheiros, Aluaro,

Po , Joanne Manoel preto estes 9inquo grometes Luis plz carpinteiro e o barbeiro Vasco roTz Jorge

diaz tonoeiro todas estas dezaseis pessoas forao mortas no nauio, Joao da Sylueira, Domingos
serrao, Martinho francisco do tnogadouro

/ francisco Riheiro magalhaes Jorge roiz estes seis forao a

cadea do torae9y ® qiiatro grometes •/. Pina e franco, Manoel malauar, Diogo cafre e Andre carualho

piloto
j
Ao fernandez marinheiro

j francisco, Antonio grometes eMatheus diaz, fran®^ monteiro Afonso
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aaiz Marcos Tome ternaudez tillieiro Sisto luis coDdestabre estes dez vierao ter a csta cadea
/
as

molheres que tomarao ein estes nauios forao Icuadas a outras Cadeas e veiididas
/
finalmeiite quo

lorao leer a cadea do tomaci todos morrerao a fome e ao frio nao ficarao mais que quatro homes portu^

gcses e hum caire os quaes morrerao uesta cadea em que estamos falecerao seis ficarao dezoito assy O;.

desta cadea como os da cadea do tonieci
/
Dia de .S. Nicolao da era de .MDx:s:ij. ihes lancarao tahoa^

com seutenca que morressem e entroncos por ladroes diziao as sentencas ladroes piqueuos do mar

eiiuiados polio ladrao grande falsamente vem espiar nos sa terra mourao eni troucos por ladrdes
/
toy

recado ao Rey segundo a enformacao dos mandiris connrmou o Rey a setenca a vintc e tres dias des

Septembro de .MDxxiij. lorao estas vinte tres pessoas feitas em pedacos cada Ima •/. cabecas perua?

bracos e suas naturas nasbocas o tronco do corpo em redondo pella barriga em dous pedacos pellas ruas

de Cantao fora dos mures pda poiioa^uo pdas [f, 109 v] Ruas priiicipaes forao mortos de tiro de besta

era tiro pera todos os veremassi osde cautao como os do termo pera darem a emteuder que nao tinhao

em conta porttigeses por ho pono nao fallar era Portugeses.
/
forao assi nos nauios tornados as maos por

se nao acordarem os capitaes arabos e tornados assi todos nos nauios a tudos os matarao e as suas

cabecas e naturas forao trazidas as costas dos Portugeses diante dos mandaris de Cantao com tartgeres

e prazeres f(irao vistas pinduradas pollas mas e depois deitadas nos munturqs
/
e daqui ficou nao

consintirem mais Portugeses na terra nem outros estrangeiros.

Os malajos que forao o Piquim forao despachados que se Viesse a Cantao qne aqni Ihe inan-

dariao o despacho e veio que Ibe dessera hua carta pera el Rey Nosso shor pera Ibe ser entrege

malaqna cujo theor he este seguinte tresladada de Verbo ad verbii doutra que os inandarTs lize-’

rao em Chira qire per ella se fizesse a qual fizerao tres por este theor que se auia de ieuar pera el

Rey Nosso shor ao gouernador outra ao capitao de Malaca.

Quenhici e ohi9i mandaris ouuirao dizer que o poder dos frages tinhao tornado Malaca

fizerao carta ao Rey da China de como fora tornado e Roubada e muita gente morfca e escreueo

0 Rey aos mandaris de CantSo que se fizesse conselho sobre isso depois desta carta chegou

outra de Rey de malaca que trouxe Tuao mafame embai.vador que foy dada a el Rey da China

que dezia na maneira seguinte os frages ladrSes com coracao grande vierao a malaca com muita

gente e tomarao a terra e a destroirao e matarao muita gente e a roubarao e outra catiuarao e a

outra gente que fica esfca debaixo da \_L 110] iustica dos franges de que o Rey que foy de malaca

tern hum cora9ao triste anojado com grande medo tomou o sello do Rey da China e fugio pera

bentao donde esta e os mens hirmaos e parentes fugirao pera outras terras o embaixador del Rey

de portugual que esta na terra da China he falso nSo vem de verdade que vem pera enganar a

terra da China pera el Rey da China fazer mercee a el Rey de Malaca com cora9ao enojado

manda presente pede ajuda e gente pera Ihe ser tornada sua terra esta carta foy dada a libo que

he o despachador disto despachou o libo que a terra dos franges deuia ser cousa pequena chegada

ao mar depois que o mundo he mundo niiiica viera a terra da China embaixador de tal terra a

terra de malaca teem o fom e sello da China e da sua obedien9ia o libo despachou e deu carta,

ao Rey despacho,

0 Rey da China manda carta aos grandes de Cautao que nao recebao a nenhum embaixador

de portugual a carta del Rey de portugual he queimada o embaixador e sua companhia ja foy

preguntado de como se tomou Malaca nao o deixem hir mande carta ao Rey de portugual pera

que 0 saiba e os seus mandaris que o saibao logo e entreguem Malaca ao dito Rej de Malaca

como 0 Rey de Malaca for entregue malaca e gente assi como lha tomarao ao Rey de Malaca e

como 0 Rey de Malaca for entregue della deixariao hir ao embaixador e se nao entregar Malaca

ao dito Rey averse ha outro conselho
/
esta carta veyo do Rey da China ao Tutao e comqom e

choupim de Cantao os quaes a mandarao ao 9enhituci pochanci e ancha9 i que teem o sello ao

haytao pio aos outros mandaris chamem tuao healie embaixador del Rey de Malaca e seja

pergiintado dixe aos manderis que muita gente dos franges Ihe tomarao Malaca sua terra que

assi era verdade os manderis fizerao conselho e mandarao que o embaixador del Rey de portugual

fizesse carta verdadeira e fosse dada a Tuao [f. 110 v] aleman9et embaixo" del Rey de Malaca qne a
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leue a Malaca e daly vaa a el Rey de portugual qiie Ihe entregue e tome sua terra e gente na mlo

assi como Iha tomarao e assi a Tuao mefamet e e entao mandarao ao embaisador de portugual que

se va como vier carta del Rey de Malaca ao Key da China que Ihe entregarem sua terra e sua

gente e se el Key de portugual nao entregar a terra de malaca ao seti; Rey na vier carta a terra

da China da entrega nao deixarao hir o etnbaixador e averse ha outro cdselho estando nesta cadea

08 mandaris mandarao hua carta em Chim que se fizesse em portugues as quaes fizerao tres hiia

pera el Rey nosso outra pera o gouernador outra pera o capitao de malaca e se derao em

a mao do anchaci ao primeiro dia de Outubro da era de .MDxxij,

Os mandaris mandarao ao embaixador de Malaca que tomasse aquellas cartas e as leuasse a

malaca como ihe fosse entregue sua terra que viesse com recado o embaixador nao quis dizendo'

que com aquellas cartas Ihe cortariao a cabeca em Malaca que Ihe dessem Ii9en9a que queria

comprar hum lunco piqueno que queria mandar a metade da sua gente saber do seu Rey porqne

nao sabiao donde estaua porque as molheres que tomarao nos dous nauios hiia dizia que era morta

outra qne nao e que leuariao hua carta se a podessem mandar partio o junco piqueno com liceca

com quinze melajos e outros tantos Chls ao derradeiro dia de mayo de .xxiij, chegou a Fatane ali

tomou algiis melajos e hum capado bengala e tornou recado del Rey de malaca e veio a Cantao

a cinq dias de Septembro os ChTs que leuou o iunco hcarao todos em Patane que nao quiserao

toruar a China a carta do embaixador deziao as forcas assy.

El Rey de Malaca esta em Bintao cercado dos franges pobre desemparado oulhando despolha

menhaa atee noyte por socorro [f. Ill] del Rey da China sen siior e se Iho der escreuera

os Reis sens yasallos qne o ajndem com gente e que mande algiia prouisao de mantimento a

sen embaixador e cousas a estas semelhantes dizia mais a carta que estando o iunco carregado

em Patane ouuerao os Portugeses noti^ia delle e que vierao sobre elle pera o tomar que elles se

fizerao ao mar com hiia trouoada e escaparao sem mais mercadoria e mantknentos que a fome

ouuerao de morrer no mar com esta carta entrarao' em Cantao os mandaris os tomarao a

despachar qua ambos os embaixadores •/ Tuax) mafamet e cojacao e sua companbia se fossem

pera Bintao qne ja tinhao o junco prestes e se so nao quisesem ir que nao Ihe auiao de dar

mantimentos
/
Diziao que nao se auiao de hir que os matassem e fizessem o que qtrdssessem que-

os franges tinhao la tornado tndo qne nao podiao ir a lugar que os nao tomasem’ mais disse o

linga ao tutuao que veo de Patane que ania noua que no anno presente ouuerao de vir eem
vellas de Portugeses pfra qual palaura Ihe derao vinte a9outes por ousar em tal fallar partio o

embaixador na era de vinte quatro aqui ouui dizer a bus mereadores que por se aredarem da
costa de Patane forao dar nas Ilhas de Borne com tempo e quebrar&o o junco e os captiuarao

nao sey se foy verdade.

Na nao de Diogo Caluo veyo hum Chim xp5 com sua molher chamado este qnando vio o

desbarate tornou se pera foym donde era natural ali esteue escondido tene maneira como ouue

segnro dos mandaris qne Ihe diria a for9a que os Portugeses tinhao em malaca em cochim qjue

elle o sabia tndo que sabia fazer poluora bombardas e galees dise que em malaca avia trezentos

homSs Portugeses que em Cochim que nao eranada e comecou em Cantao a fazer duas galees fez

duas acabadas de todo forao amostrados aos mandaris granges acharSo qpendiao [f. Ill v] muito
que nao aproueitavao que faziao grande gasto de madeira mandar§,o que se nao fizessem mais

lleuarao maodaobra das gales e botaraonas emmanto a gelfa
/
acbarao quealgua cousa sadbia de

poluora de bombardas mandaram no ao Rey deu Ihe emforma9ao de malaca foy feito honri'ado

com hum piquo de roz de mantimSto dizem* que fez em Pequim bombardas porque o Rey tem
Ida guerra per guerra ysto pode ser assi que a mim assi mo disserSo deste pedr® fa zer em
Pequim bombardas polla enforma9ao teem os ChTs os Portugeses em pouco por dizer que n&o

sabem pelejar em terra que sao como pexes que como os tirao dagoa ou do mar logo morrem /

esta enformagao deu bem a vontade do Rey e grandes que elles tinhao outra polla qual rezao

tomarao eonhe9imeto de tome pTz de como o entregarao pera o trazerem a Cantao.
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A gonte cle ficou em compauliia cle Tome pTz
/
Duarte fei*nandez criado de dom folipe

/

frauciscp de Budoya criado da snnora commadadeyra e Clmstouao dalmeida criado de cliristouao

de Tauora de freitas e Jorge adaz eu christouao AUeira c doze moqos sernidorus, ciiiqiio

iuraba^as
/
de todaesta companliiauao ha mais qne eu christouao perseo Dormuz hum moeo men

de Goa
/
os que ora somos vinos no preaente Vasco Caluo, hum sou moco que chatuao Goucalo ^

como digo nos tres que ficamos da companhia de Thome ptz esies por dizerem que erao da

emhaisada escaparao e os os puseram com nosco aqui nesta cadoa entramos Ireze pessoas como

digo sao mortos Duarte fernandez quando hiamos pera Pequim falJeceo na serra lihido Ja

doente fi’ancisco de bedois quado vinhamos de Pequim no caminho falleceo assi tres on qujitro

mocos nesta cadeacom as prisues fortes como ja acima disse Christouao Dalmeida assi Jorge ahuz

Portugeses estaodo o escriuao da cadea tornado do vinho o matou a coutes falle^eo eiii seis dias

os lingoas em Pequim forao presses e mortos e sens seruidores [f. 312] dados por escrauos aos

mandaris por serem de tredores o Jurabaea grade falleceo de docnca os quatro forao em Pequim

descabecados por sairem fora da terra que trouxerao Portugeses a terra da China Pero de fi^eitas

nesta cadea e Tome ptz aqui falleceiao de doenca Tomee piz na era de .MDxxiiij. cm mayo de

maneira que toda esta companhia no preseute nao lia mais de dous aqui como acima digo.

Os Homes que tinhamos Tome ptz capitao moor quando fernao perez chegon ha China dise

que vinha embaixador capitao moor cuidarao que era tudo hum nome puserao embaixador

capitao moor tirarao o nome dembaixador que deziao que era falsa embaixada agora nos a

prouamos por Verdadeyro
/
os mandaris ao por mal feito o passado e nao teem esta magoa

pera nos soltar finalmente 'ficana capitao moor cudao que era sen nome a mim chamao tristao

de pina porque ficou aqui tristao de pina por escriuao foy tirado eu fiquei em sen lugar e nome

por estar Jaa nos linros dos mandaris escripto e assi me chamao a Vasco caluo chamao cellame

a goncalo sen moco a cao a Christouao Christouao Antonio Antonio e os q fallecerSo deixo de

os escreuer q todos tiiiLao os nomes desvairados porqne nao se podiao escrener nem teem letras

que se escreuao os Chis que sao letras do diabo e mais nao se podiao alimpar porque erao Jaa

espalhados per muitas cartas e per muitas casas e fazendo outros parecia em die o tanto monta

assi como assi as molheres dos lingoas assi as de Tomo piz que ficarao em esta gidade o anno

presete forao vendidas como fazenda de Tredores aqui ficarao em Gantuo espalhados.

A terra da China he deuidida em .xv. gouernaeas as que cstao pegadas ao mar sao Quantao,

foquiem, Chequeam, namquy, xantao, Pequy, estas posto que toquem no mar tanibem Ise esten“

deni polla terra firme a redonda, Quancy honao, Cuyeheu lie [f. il2v] Cheue Cheam^y San 9y

entestao com paquim
/
estas gouernanoas q esfcao no meyo que aney Vinao honao destas /xv/

naoquim peqnim sao as cabecas do toda a terra sobre todas pequim be a pricipal onde o Rey per

ordenaiica esta dasento Nanquim esta em /28/ graos ou /29/ Pequim em jSSj a /39/ Cantao

foque corre a costa nordeste sudueste pouco mais ou inenos de foquem ate piquim corre a Costa

direita ao norte sul vira ha costa que dizem que he muito limpa e de muitos cidades e lugares

perto do mar per rios todas estas /1 5/ goucrnancas sao clebaixo de hum Rey
/
o milhor desta

serra esta por Rios que todos de^em ao mar
/
nao nauega ninguem no mar do norte snl he

defesso pbo Rey por se nao deuasar a terra per ondc fomos tudo sao Rios tern barcas e nauios

lados per baixo sem conto de muitos eu me affirmo que veiria mais do /30000/ autre grandes e

piquenos demandao pouca agoa certo sao Rios pera galces autos pera toda fust alba de Remo dc

guerra pegado ao mar nao teem a terra nenhiia madr^ iicm a /30/ legoas do mar digo na costa

do norte Sul he toda a terra baixa todo carreto de mantimentos e nos Rios ha madeira dece da

terra firme enjenguadas e cerca Pequym mais de /1 00/ legoas ha sirga porque a gouernan^a eni

que 0 Rey esta nao teem madeira nem pedra nem tijolo tudo corre de carreto de nanquim em

barcas grandes se Ihe naoquim nao a corresse com mantimentos seas ou doirtras gouernacas nao

se poderia soster Pequym p que he gente sem conto e a terra nao teem aRoz por ser fria e de

poucos mantimentos o Rey esta nesta gouernanca que esta na estrema da sua terra porque teem

guerra com gentes chamadas tazas e se o Rey la nao estiucssc eniraviao a terra por([uc c memao

Pequim foy dcsles tazas c ouiras gouernanvas^.
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Esta terra da cuseada de Cancliim obra du quinzelegoas deliayinio deniro de quinze ou vinte

iegoas comcea liLia terra cliaina [L 113] sse asseria miuylem ou moulem e corro era leste vay

acabar eni foquem estrema foquem de Cliiquiao esfcas serras sao altissimas sem aruoredo estao

leuadas e muito fi'ag’osas de maueira q destas serras deuide tres gouernai'i 9as pera o mar Cancy

pagua a terra de Cauchi e Caiituo e depois foquem estas tres goueimaucas ficao sobre sy,
/ Das

outras Cantao foqnem pegam ao mar cliegam ate a serra
/
Can^ira jaz autre Caiitao e a serra ate

Caucbim iiao ho pegada ao mar de Cancliim toda esta corda de serra quo deuide estas tres

goueriiaiicas das doze ii5o tern mais de dous caminhos muito mgrcmes e trabalhosos hum esta

desta cidade ao norte per este se serue a gouernan9a de cauci e cantao e parte de foquem outro

esta la sobre foquem com camnilios cortados de pedreyra muita parte como quern vay a sauta

j\Iaria da peiiiia e da outra baiida ouuera tal decida
/
destas serrarias altissimas assi iugremes

se fazom regatos quo depois qua embaixo se faze Rios que da serra vem decendo pera o mar e

quern veni de Cantao pera laa do meo do caminho sempre vay a sirgua com ganchos as vezes

por palmo de agoa outro tanto he da serra pera outras gouernan9as.

Esta serra da banda de Cant^lo tern hua 9idade e da outra banda outra a serra Jaz no meo
avera de hua a outra ate seis sete legoas quanto diz a serra he terra ingreme a muito fragosa he

grande pasajem porque toda a terra das "doze gouernangas vem passar por aqui os que ao de

Vir a Quiancy e a Cantao em hum dia se passa este caminho em mulatos e asnos
/
dos regatos

q destas serras correm assi de hum cabo comode outro ao pee destas serras dainbas as bandas se

ajunta a agoa comeca a fazer Rios a lugares dous palmos dagoa e as barcas pl'o calho vao rocando

isto em muitos lugares obra de oyto ate [f. 113v] dez legoas da serra pera baixo c a lugares he

fundo desta seiTa pera Cantao toda a mercadoria que vem e vay he per este Rio todo oraandarim

que vem e vay tudo he per este Rio per terra ha caminho em recaclos de p®?- e teem algus Rios de

pasar que atrauesao porem por elle andao pouco porq teem ladioes per todo o caminho e por

Rios coma digo os caminhos da terra nao sao seguros. Toda pasajem e caminhos na terra da

China he em llios porque toda a China e coi'tada dos Rios que iiao se podc andar doas legoas

por terra sem atrauesar Vmte Rios ysto he per toda a terra e nao teem mais que hiia goiier

nanga que nao tinha Rios.

Toda a fustalha de Cant§,o em q a gente passa e mercadoria pera a serra e pera outras partes

destas duas gouernancas •/ Caiil&o Queancy tudo se faz na cidade de Cantao contra o mar em
lugares cereados de Rios de agoa do9e e de monte porque de Cantao ate ha serra nao ha hua soo

aruore de que se possa fazer hua soo barca
/
em Canci que he longe daqui fazem alguas barcas de

mercadoria grandes porem nao muitas todo o feito he nestas faldras de Cantao e per derrcdor

de tancao se estas barcas de Cantao fore destroydas naopodedas outras gouernancas vir socorro

porque nao tee caminhos por terra assi que quern for sr do termo de Cantao tudo he niilhor he

na faldra do mar e doze, quinze, vmte legoas j)fa terra dentro tudo isto he esquartijaclo de Rios

per oncle pode andar toda cousa do Remo esta he a casa e teria mais apta que todasas domundo
pera ser sometida e todo feito he iieste termo de Cantao por gerto que he nioi honrra que a

gouernanca da India ao diate se sabera qne he mais do quo se pode escreuer
/
Se tiuer el Rey

nosso shor a gerta verdade e enformacao doqtie he nao pasara tuto tempo.

[f, 114] Esta gouernanca de Cantao he das milhores da China dequcoReyre9ebe muitas rendas

porque he daroz e mantimentos sem conto e todas as mereadorias de toda a terra vem aquideferir

por rezao da escalado mar e das mereadorias que dos outios Reinos vem a Cantao e to da passa

pera dentro da terra da China de que o Rey recebe muitos direytos e os maudarts grandes peitas

os mcrcadores viuem mais limpamente que nas outras gouernan9as que nao teem trato
/
nenhua

gouernaca da China teem trato com estrangeiros senao esta de Cantao o qu© outras podem teer

polios estremos he cousa pouca porque gente estranha nao entra na terra da China nem da China
pera fora este trato do mar nobre9ia muito esta gouernanga e sS trato jScara nos lauradores como
as outras porem a eScaila de toda a terra da China he Cantao foquem ha pouca cousa de trato e

nao vSo laa estrangeiros nao se pode fazer tracto em outra gouernaca senao em Cantao porque
pera ysso he mais apta qne outras })era trato com estrangeiros.
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Esta gonernaca tem treze cidades e sete chenos qne so grandes cidades qae nao teem nome
de ^idades, teem cem villas cercadas afora outros lugares cercados tudo o milhor Jaz ao longo

do mar ate aynao per Rios que podem entrar nauios que remem e os que estao aredados do mar

estao anfcre Rios em que outro si pode andar toda a fustalha de remos as cidades e villas que estao

per rios que nao podem a elles ir senao a sirga nao se faca dollas polio principio fundamento

porque quaudo o mor obedece o meuor nao sealeuanta cotno digo debaixo do sol nao ba cousa tarn

desposta como esta e de gente sem conto e muito pouoada nestas falldas por onde estam rios e

onde os nao ba nao be assi pouoado nem o cjuinto
/
de toda sorte de ofSciaes de todos officios

macanicos digo carpinteiros calafates ferreiros pedreyros tilbeiros serradores emtiilbadores

finalmente que esta be a^ima [f, 114v] das cousas que sao necessarias pera o seruico del Rey

de suas fortalezas e daqui se podem tirar eada anno quatro, cinquo mill bomSs sem bazerem

nenhua mingoa na terra.

0 estillo desta terra da China be que todo borne que ministra iusfci^a nao pode ser daquella

gouernanca /. a pessoa de Cantao nao pode em Oantao teer caxTego de iustica e andSo trastorcados

que os de buas gouernancas gouernao as outras nao pode ser iustica onde be natural isto be no3

letrados e todo o letrado quando alcanca grao comeca encarregos pequenos e dalli vay sobindo em
mais grandes se saberem quando bao de Ser mudados e estao aqui de reponso e v§ carta sem elle

saber he mudado daqui trezentos legoas estas miidan9as se fazem em Pequim isto be per toda

a terra e eada bua vay sobindo daqui vem que nenbum iulgador da China nao faz verdade por-

que nao oulba polio bem da terra senao por furtar porque nSo he natural della e nao sab©

quando o bao de mudar pera outra gouernanca daqui vem nao tere lian9as nem prestimos

donde gouern§.o nem teem amor ha gente nao fazem sen^o roubar matar a9outar por tromentos

as pouo e bo pouo mais mal tratado destes mandaris deque be o diabo no inferno daqui vem o

pouo n§lo teer amor ao Rey e aos manderis e eada dia se andao alleuantando e fazem se ladrSes

porque o pouo que be roubado nao teem vinba ne donde comer be necessario que se fa^a ladrao

destes aleuautamentos ba mil em lugares donde nao ba rios muita gente se aleuata os que estao

antre Rios donde podem ser presos estao quedos porem todos desejosos de toda nouidade porque

s^o postos nas cimas de toda sogeicao be muito mais deque digo.

Os manderis Caualeiros posto que sejao manderis nao teem carrego de iustica destes sao niui-

tos sao manderis de suas casas [f. 115] teem ordenado do Rey em sua casa quando cumpre vSo

pelejar donde os mandao estes por qualquer culpa sao logo acoutados e atromentados como qual-

quer outra p^ do pouo tambem estes vao sobindo em nomes e segundo o nome assi tee o manti-

mento estes n&o sae da terra do sen natural porque nao ministrao iust^as vezes teem carrego de

lugares de gente darmas porem onde quer que estao pouca cousa entendem de iustica saluo em
lugares de pouoacoes de gente de sua ordenanca.

As armas da terra da China sao trecados de fen*o curtos punbo de paao tiracolla de corda

desparto isto be pia gente darmas os mandaris tem deste geito mais iimpas seg® tem o dr® Ian
9a8

^eem caiias os ferros sao pregos e ganebos peda9os de paos cascos ou capa9etes destanbo

de folha de frandes peramor da calma antes de virem portugeses nao tinhSo bombardas som^®

buas feitas a maneira de talhas de monte moor cousa de uento. nenbum do pouo nao pode ter

armas mais que faca sopena de morle a gente darmas pode teer n^o em sna casa quando cumpre

aos mndaris lhas dao em quanto com ellas seruem acabado recolbemse a cosa do mandarim tem

arcos bestas de pao.

As moi*tes na terra da China a mais Cruel be posto na cruz alii Ibe tiiao tres mil fatias e

estando vino e depois o abre e tiranlba a fresura pera os algozes comerem e fazem todos e

pedacos e dam na aos caes que ally estao pera ysso dam Iba a comer isto a capitaes de ladrots

a quern elles querem /
a segunda be cortar a cabeca e sna natura cortada e metida na boca e o

corpo feito em sete pedacos
/
a Terceira cortar a cabeca pello toniico

/
a quanta be afogar, os quo

teem menos culpa que morte ficao em gente daivnas da China perpefcuo per filbo e neto bisneto/.

0 que be de Cantao mudao no a outra gouernan 9a muito [f. llov] longe jamais iiunca tornao
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a sua laa seme dos hom§s darmas este he a gente darmas da China daq iii 7ao a sobir em
mandaris eauahos destes qne acima digo dez mil buns degredos em Vidas per annos e a elles

degradados mndam nos polios goiiernan9as a sernir nas casas dos mandaris e varrer e acarretar

agoa fender lenba e a todo ontro sertij° deste geitoa sernir em obras do Rey e outros serujos os

tormetos sao tern escospas dalargar borzeguis bua antre os pees e duas per fora com cordas com
qne Ihe atormentao os artelhos e com macos dao nas emcospas as veze Ihe quebrao os artelbos as

vezes as canelas das pernas e morrem em bii dia e o dons e mesmo e o semelbante com paos nos

dedos das maos e pes estes teem dor mnita nao perigao sao tambem acontados nas pernas nalgas

e barrigas das pernas e nas collas dos pes e pancadas nos artelbos destes acoutes morrem mnito

sem conto e todos grandes e peqnenos andSo atormentados teem mnito forte custnme e o pono

anda escandalizado e nao faz ningnem carta contra manderim como he meao o aconte be bua

cana grossa fendida seca de grosura de hum dedo e de largura de bua palma da mao e lan
9a na

m remolho porque escoza mais.

Toda a p® qne teem teiTOS toda a terra da China be ensortada em partes chamao a cada

paros qnintei sera terra de semeadnra de quatro alqneires daroz obrigado todo o laurador de

pagar desta sna terra certa qnantidade daroz ora semeem ora nao ora aja bSos temporaes ora

maos como nao acodem os temporaes bcao pobres vendem os filhos pera pagar se nao abasta

vende as proprias propriades sao obrigados cada como teem esta geira de terra dar certas

pera seruj^ dos mandaris on pera cada p® vinte crnzados som obrigados a dar a todos

aparelhados de mensas tintas cadeyras catres, bados ontras mendezas pera as casas dos mandaris

[f. 116] sao obrigados os qne nao ‘teem terras darlhe 9ertas p^^® bua e se nao tern pessoa

dinbeyro e se nao teem p^ dinbeyro elle em p®* ba de sernir e comer a sna cnsta e peitar a p® qne

seme alem destes dirtos sao obrigados ao seguinte.

Toda a terra da China ora sejao rios ora terra firme em caminbos geerais de Jornada

em Jornada estao casas prestes com cada bua sen mandarim escrinao donde teem arozes carnes

pescados galinhas e toda a ontra maneira de comer e artificios de Coziuba e barcas com cozinbas

mesas cadras camas teem assi bestas prestes remeiros pera sernjo dos manderls e toda ontra

pessoa qne passa polios rios •/ todo mandarim on ontra pa qne o Rey manda on os manderls

com sna gonernan9a lenao carta pha qual ibe dao mnito se vay per terra canalos se per mar

barcas camas tndo bo neo jabe as pas sao estas casas sortadas as pas dos termos sao obrigados

a dar ysto de 9erto tempo ora bus ora outros per esta rezao nao Ibe fica nenbGa consa que

nao despendao e se algu refnsa logo be preso e tndo vendido e elle morre na cadea nao refusa

ningnem ao q o mandarim manda com a cabe9a no cbao o rostro na terra onne e olha o

mandarim como ontro relapando daqni vem o pono a ser pobre tambem por qualqner consa sao

logo a9ontados e metidos nas cadeas a menos penna be sete qnintaes daroz e dons tres e de

prata por elles e delies pagao qninhentos e mill tales donde creo verdadeyrarnente qne as

pennas que se arrecadao pera o Rey das pas que prendem be mnito grande somma de prata e

certo qne nas cadeas de Cantao ba de continno ate qnatro mill homes presos e muitas molberes
/
e

cada dia prendem mnitos e soltao menos he morrem nas cadeas a fome como bicbos daqni vem

o pono a estar em odio com os manderls a desejao nonidades pera tere liberdade.

[f. 116v] As Cidades villas e Ingares cercados da terra da China todos os mnrossao largos

assentados em terra cbao, os mnros nao tern ali9erces estao sobre a terra a face de fora parte be de

pedra sobre a terra ate o mo domnro o mays de tifolo algus sao todos de pedradigo afaQe de fora

dentro sao taypas as portas fazem abobodadas grandes e grandes portas sobre as portas goaritas de

madeyra destas taypas tirao a terra pera as taypas ficSo os Ingares e mnros e mnros e canos os

qne en vy todos vy em terra cbaa nao teem mais fortalezas as 9idades e v^s e Ingares que teem

mnros abremse as portas com sol e ceraose com sol entregao as cbaues ao mandarym qne dellas

teem carrego a noyte recebese e pha menbaa toda a porta teem pa qne a gnarda com dez doze p®®

de noyte tndo se vigia grandemt® tememse dos natnraes as casas todas sao armadas de madr*^

sobre esteios de madeira, as paredes dellas sao desteiras poncas as mais de canas e taipas com
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barro fa^e de cal per 9ima sobradadas de madeyra poucas geralmente assi so iodas oousa muito

fi'aca e pda mayor parte toda a parSteira viue de hSa porta a dentro tod os tern hQ alcanha cada

parenteira hua parenteira por onde se conhe9em depois disto teem sens nomes mirandas ou

qualquer outro apellido alem desta aboanha tern nome proprios seus desta parenteira a pessoa

mais velba teer os nomes pera dar conta de quantos sSo e nenhda pessoa pode sair do lugar

donde mora de vinte legoas pera 9ima sem carta dos manderis se sem ella he achadopreademno

por ladrao porque todos os caminhos e lugares sSo cheos despias pera esta carta dao certa oousa

a carta declara que pessoa he e idade e todo qae Ihe dao

A tenta ascasas da justio- qne ha nesta cidade de Cantao [f. 1 17
]
a primra- he o cancheufn

qae he casa da 9idade esta tern doze ou treze maodaris e 9em escriuaes todo niandery viue na

casa donde he manderim a casa do pochan9i tera vinte manderis piqnos e grandes escrinSes

chimchaes de recado e p®*® outras com escriuaes teem per todos mais de dnzentos a casa do

ancha9y tS ontros tantos manderis grandes e peqnenos escriuaes outras a casa do To9i tern

seis ou sete mandaris e muitos escriuaes o cehi he hum qne teem carrego da gente darmas e do

sal que teem escriuaes muitos e cuchi q teem carrego de toda a iustica he hn qne teem escriuSes

mnitos a casa do tntao e do Choypi e congom grande e do piqneno e do tiqos
/
alem deltas ha

obra de qninze ou vinte qne nao nomeo nao he duuida todos os manderis de CantSo desta ^idade

terem pasante de sete ou 03^to mil serujordes todos pages a ensta do pono nao fallo em outras

casas grandes de manderis que teem ovelhas que nao teem carregos q as conta por casas de

gente de pouo atente que cada casa destas de manderis teem terreyroa e lageamento pera

em cada hda poder fazer hiia torre e haqui a pedra talhada de cato pera fazer de nouo hua

babilouia deixo casas de suas ora95es e as ruas que he quanto talhado sem conto pois madr®*

hQa casa desta teem pera emmadeyrar hua fortaleza com dez torres todos estas casas teem

teicSes de portas fortes de dentro tudo com casas e curraes cada casa destas he hum campo pera

fazer hda fermosa vila tambem a casa do ajtSo he muito giade e portas fortes grandes fermosas

e a parede aos oou9es he no chao
/
de todas as de Cantao esta be a copia de manderis e cada

dia se vSo bus e vee ontros de raan^* qne cada tres annos e mais todos sSo idos ontros vindos

depois que estou nesta 9idade sao muitas esqnipacSes muidadas.

Assi como digo de mnita pedra assi de muita fustalha qne ha [f. 117v3 nesta gouernauQa de

Cantao nem hua de gnerra toda de paz de tamanho de galees leaes e fustas e bargantis todae de

posticas e de esporSes e masteadas a maneira de galees se cada hua poserem hua tilha e seus lianies

e ficao galees e fustas bargatls e polla pidmeira escusarao as de cSchi Remos remeiros assi seta

conto destas se deu§ tomar os mihores e as mais iionas tudo 0 al queimar de vagar se podem

fazer galees reaes toda a outra fustalha de remo estas demandao miuos agoas que as nosas podem

seruir assy como as nossas nestes Rios pera o mar nao sey quao seguras serao assi que disto s©

deue fazer fundam^to porque sSo muito ne9essarias ate se fazerem outras que andando a cousa

ordenado se podem aqui fazer em hum mes dez doze pe9as de remo porque os ofticiaes e madeira

he m^® e mayormente como virem boa paga cumpre muito estas harcas porq toda a for9a he

nos rios.

Esta terra da China he grande e as marcaderias della estao em htias gonernaii9as della ech

outras Cantao tern ferro 0 que nao ha em toda a terra da China seguudou sou. enformado daqui

vay pera dentro da outra banda da serra e 0 mais jaz no termo desta 9idade de Cantao daqui se

faz^ tachos pregadnra armas dos Chls 0 toda a outra cousa de ferro t§e tambem cordoalha

linho 6 seda pannos dalgodao por rezao do trato todas as mercaderias acodem aqui porque este

era o porto donde estrangeiros acodiao per este contrato de mercaderias das gonernan9as

pera CantSo e de Cantao pera dentro era a gSte mais abastada q as ouh'as gouernanqas todas as

mercaderias qne a cantao acodiSo antes de se emburilhar esta gnerra agnardadas ate verem em

queparao as consas a [f. 118] terra dentro tern muitas sem se poderem goatiir porque as fan^o

as vontades de Portugeses digo c^edas por9olanas.
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Nao se pode eoster esta terra sem trato as mercaderiaa agora nao acodem aqui nem ha hy

mercadorias nem mercadores como sohiao uem o qaiuto potque todos forSo destroidos por reepto

de Portugeses esta ^idade por nao acodirem estrageiros nSo acodem mercadorias das oufcras

gouernan9as eetaa pobre no presets nSo se pode fazer boa mercadoria ate nao acodirem as de ^fima

oomq souberS que acode estrSgeiros e tornarse ha a te9er o trato en cuido cada dia se se & gouer-

nan^a de Oantao se aleuata toda a terra dentro a de fazer outro tanto porq toda anda fostigada

por hii theor como as cousas asentarem de hiia maneira ou doutra a terra fara mercadoria em
qto se nSo 6zer a terra de tantas redas que he oousa pa n&o querer

/
toda a terra he aproueitada

e as mercadorias q os estrangeiros traze s^o muito negessarias na terra mayormete por darem

sayda as suas teem muitas mercadorias e boas a terra dentro muitos maneiras de sedas que

ainda nao yierao a Cantao porque cuidao que as n§,o contendem e por ser defesso por o Bey que

nao se yendao mercadorias boas nem de prego a estrangeiros senao cousa braganta assi teem

muito Ruybarbo deixo isto torno ao que mais releuo.

Em oantao nao faziao armadas como fizerao no tpo passado auera ora dezasseis annos que se

aleuantarao htls Chis em Jumqo® fizerao se ladrOes e Oantao armou sobre elles forao os de Cantao

desbaratados fizerao os mandarts [f* 118?] de Cantao com elles congerto q Ihe perdoauao e q Ihe

dariao terra onde viuessem com condicao que quando se aleuantassem outros ladrdes no mar

que elles fossem pelejar com elles e o que roubassem fosse pera elles resguardando as molheres e

cousas pera o Rey deraoassento a estes ladroes defies em Nanto deles em foym delies em aynameha

e e outras pouoagdes que estao de Nanto pera Cant&o estes todos tinhao iuncos todos os Juncos

de Cantao erao destes ladrSes que digo da presa do anno de /521/ dos juncos que ficarao na Ilha

forao ricos e da presa de Syao e Patane e por o yenoimento dos dous nauios do anno de /522/

ficarSo tSo soberbos que Ihe paregia que ja nao podia yir ninguem que nao desbaratessB pdo qual

0 anno de /528/ fizerao armada de^ gem iuncos aguardando por Portugeses a metade estaua

diante § Nanto outra a metade ao mar autre as ilhas aguardando na fim dagosto deu hfia tro-

uoado nelles que durou hfi dia e hfia noite que espedagou todos os pringipaes q estauao ao mar

que nao escapou nenhum a outra ametade que estaua auante e nato meteose dentro no Rio

saluaraose em anyameba que he porto seguro que se todos estiuerSo ao mar todos se perderao

nao teem mais iuncos nem tinhao mais forga que era destes homSs de que nao ha nenhii defies

e OB mays hiSo per forga q|ue Ihes nao pagauao
/
na era de /524/ fizerao armada de iuncos de sal

euq tomarao per forga ate era de /528/ fizerao armadas forao os juncos deminuindo ate que ha

deixarao de fazer e os juncos que escaparao em aynameha nao ha nenhii tudo he desbaratado'

de ladr&es que depots destes se aleuatarao no mar os quaes agora viuS na terra com seguro que

Ihes derao terao obra de sete [f. 119] ou oite iilcos agora nSo tern outros senao for estes destes

hqm^s se amda sem vinos nao fazem armadas nem tern iuncos em que as queirao fazer na tern

agora mais forgas que he a dos muros de CantSo«

Nesta Bxmada que os chts fizerSlo aguardando pfa nosr>a nao avia nenhum homem darmas

dos ordeuados da China tudo era gente dessas pouoagdes e iuncos tornados por forga e gente

fraca e vil e o mais meninos porem cada hum dellas he milhor q quatro hom^s darmas he cousa

de zombaria fallar em gSte darmas desta terra da Obina / esta armada que mandauao a Nanto

sao algils oapitaes paregendolhes que podiSo tomar Portugeses como no anno de /622/ como
festa gente for escozida do ferro portages toda logo he de oompanhia com Portugeses porque

mais he gente de bona boya e pouca raiz na terra, ou nenhfia
/
esta gente de Cantao he muito

raca em comparacao doutra gente de dentro que he forte neste Cantao digo pl^o termo

pla gouernanga como he cousa arredada dos rios logo se aleuantao
/
dam sobre pouoagdes matao

muita gente isto cada dia em muitos lugares e nab Ibe podem faz damno e mandSo per gente a

gouernanga de Cangy que estaa ao ponente de Cantao cbamao a estes langas ou langueas estes

teem mays algiia feigao porem thdo he cousa de yento dizem os cbis se Portugeses entrarem que
cbamarao muita gente desta e nao pode yir senao plo rio que venhSo gem nSo aproueita nada
porque comb o iio for despegado da sua fustalha e se alimpar e andar nosa fuetalba com bom-
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bardas nao a couea que pare^a a dez legoas estes Ohis de CantSo quando vSo pelejar com gentes
que se alenanfeao nflqaa [f. 119v] matao a ladrao

/
salfcao per essas cassas de ladrde matao nelles

infindos e trazem as cabe9as delles oufcos maitos presos dizif que sao ladrSes n5o ha mister inais

proua. todos os matao per modo cruel / isto fazem cada dia
/ o pouo he tao sojeito e medroso

que nao ousa fallar deste geito he per toda a trra da China he muito pior do que digo pfo qual

toda a gente deseja renolta e vinda de Portugeses estes de Cant&o.

A ylha de Aynao teem Ma cidade e quatorze villas esta a vista da terra da China teem
bom porto nSo teem madeyra per esta rezao n3o teem fustalha quando algila gente de luchim

se aleuantao em Junquos vay estas paries fazer soltos pedem socorro a Cantao he cousa muito

fraca he da terra China defrente de AynSo ate Cantao ao longo do mar quatro 9idades muitas

per todo mar per Rios -em a%lls podem entrar nauios em todos podem entrar cousa grosa

4e remo em todo o tempo se na/uega teem ao longo desta costa muitos ylhas frescas qne empa-*

rao todo o vento ysto he o piincipal desta gouepnaii9a e sera dons ter^os de gouernan^a

entrando Cantao no tomq*^ tudo isto he rendido como a cabe^a se someter e for tomada
teem este Aynao muitos sendeyros tern quoquos e areqa- qne nao teem toda a terra da China

em Cantao tern trato com esta areqa e quoquos assi daljofre muita copia que n5o teem toda a

terra da China assi que digo que teem sindeyros que os OhTs chamao Cauallos destes tazem pera

esta gouernan9a daqui se podem auer muitos por pouco pre9o.

Este Cantao teem obra deduzentos cauallos destes os mandarja pequenos que nSo podem
trazer andor teem cauallo asy [f, 120] os raandarls de guerra cada bum teem sen estes syndeiros

sSo pequenos sao daudadura estes nas mSos de Portugeses podem aproueitar ordenados a gineta e

desporas estes Cbis sao da90ute e desemfreados tern CantSo mais de vinte ou trjnfca sei’ros offi-

9iaes pessoas que fazem estrjbos sao muitos que he gente sem* conto cada hum quando ganha

dez rs por dia pera comer louua a decs deste geito 8S.0 todos os offi9iaes da China assiq como

digo estes com os de Aynao podem aproueitar pera a terra vaf aqui hum destes oaualos de tres

ate dez taes de prata nenhila p® como mamtem oulhas nem podem andar em cauallo digo polia

cidade.

O Tutao Compira ComqnS sao tres pas que teem carrego desta gouernan9a de Cantao e Can9y

estes sao os mayores estao em hha 9idade chamada Vcheu que esta no estremo dambas estas

gouernan9as esta 9idade he de Quean9y estao aqui o mais do tpo porque teem la guerra e de laa

guovernao ambos as vezes vem a Cantao estao dous tres meses ora hum ora outro as veaes se

passao dous annos que nao vem nenhum a esta gouernan9a de Qu^y anda sempre aleulitada

muito grande parte sem Ihe podere valer esta he a causa porque estao laa o mais do tempo esta

cidade estaa ao ponente de Cantao obra de trinta legoas per rio porque nao tern caminbps per

terra e he a terra toda cortada de Rios vao laa em 9inque dias a muito grande andar com muita

gente de sirga e vem em tres andando de noite e de dia /
Agoa corre de laa pera Cantao teem

este caminho hda 9idade grande abordada ao Rio que se ehazna Cheuqny fu / per todo este rio

pode nauegar toda a cousa de remo sao per este caminho poaoa^des sem conto asiqne a qualquer

[f, 120v] cousa de guerra de Cantao estes abalao trazem gente como nossa armada, andar no rio en

fico qu© nao venha ninguem e quemqnerque vier per for9a ha de vir desembarcar defronte desta

cidade pegado ha pouoa9sk) deste arabalde on legoa per este rio acima ao norte finalmente

que nSo pode vir ninguem que n^ seja apanhado e mormente qne todos nauegSo de dia e nao

de noite porque os Rios a Ingares sao baixos e a lugares teem pedra e se vierem todos jazem na

mao postoque mais banquas trazem do que dizem.

Tern Cantao mandaris depois destes ho oheuhi e o pocha^y e amcha^y to^y que chamSo

camoy que estao de contino nesta Qidade o ceuhy vem cada anno este nao teme a ninguem todos

temem a este este vem pera despaohar todo o caso pera ver ver qual mandary faz tnal seu

mandary qne faz erro he peqneno este Ihe tira logo as orelhas daa diso enforma9ao ao Rey se o

mandary he moor escreue delle ao Rey sna culpa dela vem que nao seja mais mandarim porque

0 rey da enteyro credito a este assi ao tutao e conqu^o
/
0 Campym nao escreue que teem
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carrego de gerra o tutSo manda em tudo se algua carta ouuer descreuer seja o ao ecuhi porque

vem cada anno e nao sabe dos ronbos qne sao feitos aos portugeses estes nSo sao senao aluitrea

segando seruem assi Ibes fazem mer^ecs ©sto ezn tudo dcspacbo sem dar conta ao tutao

nem a nenbil mandary.

[f, 121] Martim Ao de Melo veio na erade .522. a entrada do porto ofezbem de snaentrada

dalgiia gente que se la matou cSartelharia veyo o recado a Oantaoassi deziao que elle escrenera

bda carta q deziao q fallaua bem os mSdarts que tinhSo do ano passado roubado a faz<ia agastarSose

com aua vinda comeyarao a embuzilhar perguntarSo ao Ouhy q Ihe paregia se fariao mercadraa

ou nao / dise o Ceuhy q mercadra como dates se fizesse / responderao elles q nao q.auiao medo

q com esta mercad*'^ se re^euesse ao diante algum damno q deitariao mao dalgum Ingar o Oenhy

nSo Ibe respondeo nada elles sabirao descon tentes estes pregutarSo outro tato a oytao q teem

carrego do mar e dos estrageiros respondeolhe outro tanto estes dous mandarls q perguntarSo

ham era o cha^y outro o anchaQy q erao os mayores de Oantao estes madarSo a oytao q fosse

pelejar com os portugeses este aytao era nouamte vindo nSo sabia do passado disse elle q nao

podia fezse doente mandarao laa o tiquos q tS carrego destrSgeiros debaixo do aytao nao sey o

q la fez estes dons mandarls •/ pochancy e anchacy dizB q peitarao ao pio de nato ao pachain

darmada q trabalhassem por tomar algnm nauio e trabalhass? por se nSo fazer paz istu

secretamente acSteqeo q por raofina e por os capitaes nao ter5 os Chis 5 c6ta e nao ter? artelharia

atacada n? ordenada e cada bii capitSo tirou pei*a sen cabo e Dio de melo ser primro ferido de

h^a pedrada que ficou atordoado e diz? q toda a g?te se meteo debaixo dalca^eua dos nauios per-

amor da pedra assi os tomarao as maos P® bom? estado armado nao Ihe acodio ninguem foy

morto de pedradas e remesos o mestre contramestre algds marinheyros pelejerao nSo Ihe acndia

ontra gente os inncos erao altarosos finalmente qne forao tornados no nanio de Diogo de melle

saltarao dentro nello trezentos Ohis a roiibar depois de ser a g?te recolhida aos inncos derao o5

fogo no parioll da polnora abrazouse o nanio morrerao todos os Chls sem ficar nenhQ desta noua

veyo recado ao aytao de como erao dons nanios tornados e os ontros ydos foy logo e yeio com

gaitas escreueo q aqnella gente que morreo do fogo qne portugeses a matarSo
/
esoreueo ao tutao

e o tutao a el Rey veyo a senten^a qne ja disse o aytao c5 esta vitoria com peita q Ihe derao os

dous mandaris a elle ao tutao q c5s?tisse mais portugeses na China ficarao estes dous e imigoi

dos Portugeses e ontros q forao riquos.

Martim Afonso vinha ordenado a China com embaizada perapedir fortaleza se Iha^nEo desem

prouar se a podia fazer com officiaes que ja trazia pera a terra e pera o mar nSo me pare^e que

vinha bem ordenado os Chls nao darem fortaleza a nhfta pa estrangeira por todo o mundo
quanto mais a nos que cuidao que a verlhe a terra somos viudos Tome ptz pedia [f# 121v] biia

casa em Cantao e na II ha todo o conselho do Rey he que vinhamos a pedir Ihe sua terra porqu©

a terra da China jaz em custume estranho sobre sy q nao consente estrangeiro na terra sobpena

de morte senao he embaixada obediente quSto mais darlhe casa a mercadoria nSo querem que se

fagao lugares pouoados por nSo deitarem mao dalgha cousa e mandana fazer por maos lugares

despouoados e doentios porque sao muito ^iosos da sua terra assique per nenhum modo do

mundo a darao senao for por forga e se se casa ouuesse de fazer na Ilha de mercadoria secreta-

mente se fizesse forte donde se aueria cal e pedra pedreyros e telha e cousas necessarias offi9i5es

que com lo» seria trabalhosa quanto mais escondidamente que nesaa Ilha pera fazer casas de palha

Primeiro que se acabasem he o meio da gente morta mandon que se fizesse algum cartigo ou

casa forte o que se nao podia fazer logo a gerra era na mao e tolhidos os mantimentos por terra

e a terra doentia e maa nao sey quato se poderia soster assi que n§o vinha a cousa ordenada.

Martim Affonso de mello trazia trezentos hom?s era cousa muito pequena pera leuar auante

a empressa que creo que toda a gente morrera a fome e do?ga ate que nada viera a lume com
mais for^a de duzentos ou trezentos hom?s se podera tomar nanto ou hila qne he muito

milhor chamada tTancangem que esta em hua Ilha cercada de mar de porto e grande altura

que esta ao ponente de nanto sete ou oyto legoas esta a bordoa dagoa amurada de grande

pouoaqSo pegada ao mar esta era logo tomada sem matar ninguem daly oorrelhe aos xuos e dea^
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baratarlhe a fuwstalha pios Chis emaperfco que desta Ilha as portas de Gantao cousa muito fresca

aproueitada darozes e carries e todos os pesoados he pera abastar vinte mill homes e bai^to com
menos trabalho e mais descariso e sem morte se podia tazer qae oomecar de nouo a terra que
teem tantas ^idades e villas e lagares abordados a agoa escusado he malar a gente pois q ha
de ser por forga de qualquer maiira corno os ChTs vire que os porfcugeses tomao posse do lugar

gercado tudo se ha de comegar de alevantar.

De Naato vindo pera Cantao no meo do Rio quasi pegado na barra tacoa Jaz hua grande

pouoagao on tres em hila Illia que se chama aynaeha tern canto talhado per casas ruas igrejas e

em cais de que se pode fazer hua [C, 122] forfcaleza como a de goa tem porfco seguro de todos os

ventos tudo de vaza porto muito seguro aqui era a forca dos]ucos esta fortaleza jaz sobre Cantao

sogiga nanto esta villa que digo outra que se chama Xuntaeim daqui podem defender os man-
timlos e por em aperto catao se redendera de qualquer man^a que o capita© quiser torno a dizer

que leuar de pega canUo na mao com forga de dous mil a tres mil homes e milhor digo do us

tres mil nao que com menos se uao acabe a demanda somle he grande cousa e os carregos de

lugares que sao necessaries Portugeses nao abastao seys mil pera render com menos do que

digo e acabar a demanda porque os Chis sao logo aleuantados contra a gidade com a companhia

dos Portugeses.

Assi na fustalha q Portugeses trouxere como na que aqui se hzer de seus paraos a nossa

guisa sera tal que todos os Rios despejara os Rios despejadososmanderis anse de render por forga

ou ao de fogir e despejar a cidade fica logo Cantao na mao e seu termo Isto pode fazer capitaes

que trouxerem forga de setecetos homes ate mil e ficar com elle a fustalha e cousa grosa de remo

e tocla a gente portugesa e malanares naos se os trouxer mandalas pera Couchim espidas de Chis

offiejaes q achara pera irS dez milhSes e se abalar o sor gdor pera o seg^® logo caiitSo he nas

raSos com toda a gouernanca e deixar nelle fortaleza § lugares q conuem deixar gSte portugesa

e malauares e tornesse cQ toda*. aua aa’mada carregada de Clus carpint^^os pedreiros ferreyros

telheiros serradores e de todo outro otfo c5 suas molheres pera deixar por esas fortalezas qtie

pode leuar e sua armada em juncos a terra dez mil homes se fazer mingoa e cada anno podem

sahir quatro mil fazer moca esta he a causa marauilhosa porque por cada portages pode

tomar cem Obis pera as fortalezas.

Cantao dentro nelle tem hu cabego chao pegado ao muro da bada do norte e que esta hUa

casa que tee ginquo sobrados te polas faidras deste cabego dentro seis ou sete igrejas que tem

cato talhado pera fazer em dez dias hua v^ c5 muros e easaa e-das igrejas he se conto desteos

yigas portas f^ daqui se pode senhorear a cidade outra feita a borda dagea no meo da ponoarao

onde os mandarTs desembarcao que se pode fazer em ginquo dias porque he a pedra [f. 12*2 v] de

cato talhada per ruas e casas de iusta* q he fazer hua grande cidade amurada he torrejada outra

na igreja que esta no rio assi q pedra e a madr^- e cal he se conto pois offigiaes isso e serui-

dores em todo mundo nao ha tantos e sao bOs serajo^®s c6 pouco jornal pdo comer virSo ce mil e

dos seus paraos fazer galees fustas bargatts dalghs se farao galeagas c5 poucos liames que os rios

nao quere a forca do mar assi que todas -estas cousas mais vagar ao mister e se escreuer q em-

por se por obra a terra desposta esta p^- tudo decs quis q estes ChTs sejSo doudos pera perdere a

terra porq te o presets nao tiuerao senhorio ma elles ponco e pouco forao tornado a terra seus

vezinhos e por isso he o reino grande porquje estes ChTs sao cheos de mta' Judaria e daqui Ihes

serS presetuosos soberbos crueis e porque ate o presente sendo gete couarda faca s§ armas

e se nenhii exergigio de guerra e sempre forao ganhado a terra a seos vezinhos e nSo per mSos

mas por manhas e biocos e cuidlio q ningue Hies pode fazer dano chamo a todo estrangeiro saluaje

a sua terra chamao o reino de Do quequer q vier ora seja capitao com frota de dez ate quinze

Vellas prim^a cousa he desbaratar armada se a tiuere a que eu cuido que nao tee seja p fogo

sange medo cruel por este dia se dar Vida a nenhua pa todo iunco queimado e nao se tome nin-

gu^ por se nao gastare os matimentos q em todo tpo se acharSo gem ChTs pera hfi portages ©

isto fto despejarse ha nato e logo terao fortaleza e mantimtos se qaisere porque logo he na m§o e

dar CO toda armada S aynaeha que esta a ban*a dc tacoam como ja acima digo de b(3 porto aqui
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se acorarao aos naos q nao podere entrar no rio e qneirmarlhe qualqr fusfealha q tiuere e depois

de tornado se bem pareoer queimarlhe o Ingar por fazer medo aos CiiTs antes disto Ho venha hua

carta per bu negrinho cafre e venba e esta maneira.

0 titulo dapessoaque for fa90 saber ao cabi e a caci de Cantao como aiiera ora tamtos anrios

q el Rey nosso s^ mandou carta ao Rey da China e presente per Tome pTz o ql foy recebido pios

grandes e dos outros q t§ carrego foy Ihe dado casa em Cantao daby foy cbamado do rey da

China elle foy e o Yio em naquy daly o mandou a Peqnim pera la o despacbar dizendo qne la

comiinba o despacbo nunca mais delle sonbemos na era de tantos veyo hua nao em sua busca

pagou sens direytos e pagos armirao sobre 123|] ellapera a tomarem e naera de tatos vierao

em sua busca cinco iuncos carregados de mercadorias e os mandarls armarao sobre elles pera os

roubar nao fazendo na terra mal nem agrauo por os iuneos virem abertos do mar recolheraose

a outros nauios e deisarao os juncos no porto carregados de muitas mercadorias abarrotados

sem delies tirarem nada e na era de tantos annos vinhao cinquo naos com embaixador pera o

Rey da China os manderis de nato ordenarao com iuneos de ladroes que enganassem dous

nauios com recados falsos de paz tomarao dous nauios e os tres que ficarao nao souberao come

o embaixor del Rey n. so^ estaua metido nas cadeas e sua companhia e tornado toda sua fazenda e

vestidos
/
e sem comer nas cadeas como fazenda de ladroes sendo dembaixada assi recebido dos

grandes e o presente que vinba pera o Roy recolbido sem querer mandar o embaixor isto nSo he

iusta mas be iusta de tres mandaris ladrdes •/• ampoebim o anbanoi e lentocim e pio de nato que

pdos roubos que tern feitos querem matar a todos por q o Rey da China o nao sayba veyo isto a

minha noti9ia vim qua e em de menhaa serey em Cantao por ver a 9idade onde se faz tal iustica

o embaixador seja a mim euuiado antes de eu chegar a Cantao como for entregue a mim ent^o

fallaremos em o que releua e ao que sao vindo do que be passado e se nao quiserdes fique a

culpa sobre vos outros que re9obeis embaixadores e presSbe e pIo roubar o meteis nas eSdeas

esta he feita a tatos dias da lua.

‘ Assi q escrita a carta e enuiada a pregoar liberdade na terra a todos e com toda cousa de

remosentray o Rio e se tardar o recado se bem pareeer por Ihe officio a pouoacao c queimar toda

a fustalhaque nao aproueitar pera serai90 de guerra e morta a gete quern nao seguir o bando tres

dias que Iho tolbao os mantimentos morrerao todo sa feme a 9idade tom hua grande casa de

mantitneutos quasi pegada a porta da banda do ponente dentro dos [f, 123 v] muros mas pera

repartir plo pouo be nada porque pouo be sem conbo e compra cada dia o que ha de comer assi

que todos bao de morrer a fome e aose daleuantar contra os mandarts como se gente aleuatar

logo a cidade he aleuantada compre teer grande -aviso em nSo receber recados de dila960s por

nao acudirem muitos paraos com mantimentos a cidade em Canto ouuer recados de vento qua
som tantos e o pouo tanto que se nao pode isto -ver sobre tudo a fustalha desbaratada no rio nao
pare9a cousa de ChTs que nao seja queimada com este tal matar saltara o medo na valia dos

mandaris e embatarseam contra elles e isto se deue fazer e ser mais breue do que digo porque
toda a gente esta esperando por Portugeses a 9idade per terra nao Ihe podem acudir mantimentos

que os caminbos sao logo aleuantados que sem vinda de Portugeses o fazem quanto mais neste

todo aroz a de vir plo rio e ciipre ter vigia plo estreito q esta pbo rio acima ao norte obra de
ma legoa por onde Ihe pode vir mantime bos e sooorro neste se ponha fustalha q tornado o esti’eyto

q nao vinba tndo he na m%o se os mandaris ouuerem de fogir a de ser por este esteiro aqui he

sua salua9ao e este esteiro podem estar gallees e deste esteiro vem a cidade por terra que be
perto aly vem todo o mandarim e daly o faz saber e entao entra e vem cauallos per terra a
dizer aos mandaris da 9idade que manderim be entrada feita na era de 534.

•

[1 124] Trelado ds outra carta que o mesmo Christouao esoreuea da China.

sor.

Olbando sempre vossa carta me desaliua muito minha infirniidade com os esfor90s que sua
merQee daa me da causa a ter algum lugar a esoreuor snor em breue nao ser muita a leitura

repetindb saor nesta 9idade na qual shor digo so a iudja estiuesse de maneira quo o sor gouer-
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nardor ordenon o eytor da sylueira com a frota q cada anno vay ao estreyto conuindo nella

tres mill homes trazendo mallanares pera com elles por em espanto a gente com rerem estes mala-

nares com as costas dos Portugeses irao toniando a metade da terra da Oliina se ahi ouuesse

gete pera soster tanta oidade e tanta copia de villas quo tao fraca gente he e nao tee maneyra

nenhua de defendimento.

Neste Rio desta 9ldade pode entrar so naos de duzentos tonelados todo o galiao por grande

que seja por respeito de demandar pouca agoa
/
todo este rioyShor he de vasa e todo he limpo

de pedras que ainda q fice cm seco na releua porque o rio he muito alto fica a 9idade sobmetida

debaixo deltas naos
/
quando a mare encher porao prancha dos galeSes e naiiios na terra por

ode saya a gente per este rio estao as casas do arabalde ruetidas com terem am pare per respeito

dagoa n§lo alagar tudo o ql amparo he de pedra ontolhado de terra altura de hum honiem e

home em Ingares nada por todalas partes tem saidas may ferniosas mas todas cal^adas de fer-

mosa pedra
/
a qual pedra seruira ao presente pera fortalezas

/
porse a so- o fogo na ponta desse

arabalde porque venha queitnando tudo ao longo do rio por fiuar tudo limpo pera a a»-telharia

iagar e porque se nao ponhao per [t 124 r] hi os ChTb tirare com frechas c3 tere emparo das

casas he necessaria por ihe o fogo que fiqiie tudo limpo sem nenhua casa hear.

Com tudo sor oulhese bein a principal desembarcaclo e no meo desse arabalde onde estaa

hiia casa dos mandaris quando v?,o pera algures vao aly desembarcar e embarcar a qual casa tee

hum re^ebimeto de quaes a qual casa he daredor cercada de taypa feita de terra posta em altura

de hum remessSo onde se neste iugar pode reeolher soma de gente com mandarem de ribar ao

rededor todas as casas porq fique lugar pera se a fortaleza fazer pera se por artelharia fazendo

buracos nestas taipas pera porem bombardas grossas ate se fazer a fortaleza que nesse lugar

mesmo se ha de fazer com a fortaleza e ir entestar no rio e vir entestar com a porta da cidade

fazendo hua coura^a muito forte e freinosa que vaa tomaudo sobre a porta da cidade que sogi-

gue a 9idade toda porque tudo he terra chaa coma a palma da mao com artellaria pera hum.

cabo e pent outro a qual couraca ba de hear em maneyra da ponte dando lugar a hum riozinho

que se mete o muro e o araballde e pera entrare na 9idade teem hua ponte de pedra muito fer-

mosa e a couraca a de ser apegada com esta pDiiie esta couraca fica sobre esta porta e toma da

ponte e a de ter a serucfcia pfa fortaleza mesmo onde se deue apousetar o alcaide moor.

Tanto s'^’ qae a desembarcao'io for neste lugar oullie be q he perto da porta da gidade se se

a qidade nao rende por se ^ tres oamellos e derribariio as portas que sao duas estao abas de duas

defrente hua da outra estas portas sib foradas de cubre tanto q eiitrarem irao ter a casa do
'

pochegy que he a pringipal casa quo nesta cidade ha que he a casa onde estaa a fazenda do Rey

onde se achara muita prata que nao teem conto e assi muito ouro e mercadorias
/
esta casa he a

cabega desta gouernaca porque riesta casa desde pha meaha [f. 125] ate noite nunoa se faz seuao

pesar prata das rendas que de todos os cabos vem na qual casa se porem duzStos on trezentos

homes com hum capitao que fique poato na ridade ate se a fortaleza fazer
/ e assi se ha de fazer

hila fortaleza dentro na cidade onde estaa hum outeyro pequeno com huas igrejas teem em si

pedra pera fazer a fortaleza a qual fortaleza ha de ser assentada sobre o muro que Vay pera a

banda do norte que he terra firme com hua terra de quatro sobrados tudo cheo dartelharia que

fogae pera o norte e ponente elenanfce e assy a cidade fiquao todos os cabos resgoardados com

esta fortaleza e a cidade metida e sopeada debaixo desta fortaleza na qual fortaleza estarao

cera hom^s fiqaa t“i forte a gidade que n^o pode decer hua aue que tenha remedio a fogir os

quaes ce homes serao mudados de tres ou quatro ineses ire snor darmada fazerem proueito.

Assi sor ir a dar em hila feitoria que se chama o conchefaa onde sse escaparao mil presos

0 menos se os mandai'ts os nSo matarem por averem medo de se na cidade alleuantare e mata

rem os mandaris assi pello oonseguiute assi esta chea de prata que tambem ese recolhS renda

do Rey e as penas dos presos que sao em gra maneirSt mta- prata a qual fazenda s^r que nesta

feitoria estiuer se mudara desta pera a casa do poohecy onde h^o de estar estes horn 39 por em>

mentes se fazer a fortaleza reoolkerem ahi todo o que setomar e assi irao a outras duas feilorias
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do Roy tambem tern miiita prata de rendas (jue se arocadao as quaes duas feitorias se chamao

per nome nayhay e pdnhaem e se se aobar esta fazda toda se passara ao pochengy a se ahy aver

de guardar ate tudo ser asentado
/
serao avisados que se caso for nao acharem prata nenhila e

dentro nessos casa que sao grandes acharem algum iiomem seja perguntado por isso que pode

ser estar soterrada em lugar q^ue se nao ache que por essas ^Idades que sao cdbatjdas [f, 125 v]

dos ladroes assi fazem que a soterrao e deixao por a negaga quatro oq ginquo mil taes por nao

andarem os ladroes buscando tudo que vao dar com ella.

E assi se porguntara sor pios gudoes do aroz q sao sete on oyto casas onde estao tres man-^

daris pequeuos comparaueeis allx®s as quaes casas teem em si milhoes de milhoes de piquos

daroz a regra dos mandaris e assi outra gente o qual aroz se se possere a vender a gente da

terra farse So mais de quareuta mill taees de prata polio qual s«>" se porao trinta homes com
hum capirao e terem guardado este aroz ate se a cidadc e cousas virem asseritar sem se deste

aro2 bollir delle que se caso for phor ouuer remedio ao presente n^o acodir aroz ne manti-

mentos do fora moura a gente da cidad© toda ha fome
/
entao he nec^ abrirse este aroz e

vender este aroz a gente que na gidade estiuer e se caso for valer caro desse algu tanto db

barato por a gente nao teer entao per onde o mercar que toda a gete a mais della q nesta

gidade vine sao todos officiaes e incrcadores e gente toda q por fazere mercadoria viuem q a gete

sor que he rica e tern terras viuem p^os aldeas onde tee a suaa terras que as terras aqui valem

a peso de dinheyro este he o respeito por onde a gente morrera a fome nao vindo aroz de fora

a vender que se nao pode sosier esta cidade tres dias (|ue nao moura a getJie a fome por ser

muito 0 pouo.

olliem bem.

E assi se dara sor deste aroz aos pedreyros e carpintros e ferreiros e trabalhadores que nas

fortalezas andarem dando ihe eada dia tres fcis de seu jornal que sao doze rfe por dia e andarao

contentes q aqui os mandaris pera sees serujos Ihe dao dons f5s e se nao trabaihao dg Ihe agoutes

Como palhas pello qual s6res serao estes trabalhadores b^ pages sem se do del Bey nosso s^r

tirar nem gastar hum geitil [f. 126] somente deste aroz se farao cem fortalezas nesta terra

que toda a casa do ma.ndaryra teem pedra esteos pera sobrados de torres e de que quiseretn

*tanto quanto n%o sao negessarios tantos.

E assi so^^ se mandara IqgO'^m breue tapar de pedra e tjil&l todallas pOrtas que 7%o pera o

norte e assi de ponente'e leuante nao deisando nesta cidade somente esta porta por onde se

sirua a gete que ha de vir dar com a fortaleza e o sor capitak) moor se tornaru a recolher ondfc

se desemharcou com toda a gente saluante os trez^tos homSs que ficarao dentro na cidade

na casa do pochegy
/
he eousa grande e feehado tudo com a fortaleza com os chaaes da gidadfe

se darem de noit© a este capitao que e ml^tes que ali estiuer em quanto se fagao as fortalezas e

polla menhaa serao dadas a qaena tiuer cargo de guardar aquella porta e de feebar com do noyte

vigiarem e tocarem os atabagues como he vso custume,

E assi sor se ordenara com a gSte da terra com se rep&rtir e se brdenar ham homern ptc

cabega da mesma terra tallaco de muro vigiara a gente que *he.quellas rtias viuere porque assi be

seu custume e istjllo com Ihe darem ataballes que tomar? nas casas destes mandaris pia metiliaa

vierao dar conta como he custume aquelle oapitSo q estiuer naquellfit casa tal cabo esta se^ro

virao outros e tal cabo esta seguro daram as ebaues pera abidre a porta c5 sor deixar em se^txro

0 estillo da terra cd se pore de giolbos aos capitSes e ^iSsi toda a outra pa que qualq^ bargo

tiuer que o custume da terra assi be e nSo se perqua q a gbute he maa e assi pJa conseguinte

agoutallos como nao estiuere prestes ao q sao obrigados & fazer dOtitra manejra ser& trfttalho

Boster esta gete que os madarls nunca al faze senao desdb polla meuhaa ate noite e mataf e nSo

podem com elles,

Se caso for sor q^e posere per hi algus barcos e com ellbs [f. v] tirarem saiao a tomallos

que qualquer gente os tomara como vir^ que saem pera eSSO propOsito nSio esperSio que suas armas

?aSo eosinte esperarem a eousa de Portugeses as espadat sSo de fbiglio das nossas obi^ de tres
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palmos ferro morto se tere ponta trazem por armas bajos acolcboados hii capagete na cabega

feito desfcanbo tirao frechas e nao muifco bem esta he a sua manra da guerra estes sor qne sao

apremados a ysso que a gente do pouo nao o sabe fazer somte fechao as portas e nao clarao de

mays e soterrarem o que teem de prafca que cousas de casa nao tern somte hua mesa vella e hua

cdeyra toda outra cousa de prata soterram.

B isto nao a gente do pouo nSo teem cousa nenhua despada nem frecha somente o pouo

quando se recrege algu aleuatamto feghao as portas e cada hii se mete em sua casa e a que mais

pode a esses obedegem finalmente soi* que esta gente com que os mandaris soste a terra he desta

maneira a qual conta dou em breue
/
todo home que he preso he iulgado a morrer onde assi na

cadea quatro e cinquo annos ve outros mandaris e se te o preso prata peita escreue delle ao

Rey e os maderts grandes abremno daquella penna que teem e daolhe degredo pera todo sem-

pre e assi os fos ficao obrigateiros tabem a este degredo he comparauel snor a hom^s que em
Portugal degradao pera as Ilhas o qual homem he comparado a algoz estes homes daolhe cada

ines hii piquo daroz pera Comer era sua casa com sua molher e assi doutros se recreg^ tam-

bem fazere destes homes degradados estes homes desta gidade degradaonos pera outra gouemaga

os doutras gouernangas degradao pera esta avera nesta gouernanga repartidos pellas gidades>

villas e lugares que estao guardado as portas e cadeas e andao pellos rios nao se alenatao [f. 127]

pellas gidades treze ate quatorze mil homes
/
nesta gidade estarao continuadamente tres mil

homSs guardando as portas da gidade com capitaes pho qual nao ha malauar que nao peleje com

quorenta destes homes e todos os matara que o sen geito todo he como molheres nao ha nelles

estamago somente apupadas com esta gente sostem os mandaris esta terra que he o mundo.

Pello qual tanto que a frota se fizera vella pera vir pera esta gidade nao ha mandarim que

na gidade aguarde a frota no rio os mandaris deifcai'se ao pollas portas fora nisto nao ha duuida

nenhua senao ser assi no m^ deste rio esta hua igreja dos chis aql esta na frontaria no meyo da

cidade sera tamanha como a forfcaleza de calequu a qual esta ja feita em hua fortaleza somt©

erguere o muro e fazerem Ihe torres o qual se deue de fazer hua fortaleza forte de- torres ou

baluartes porque estando esta forfcaleza ally com viute ou trinta homos he estar o rio e tudo

degollado porque daly ha de iulgar a artelharia pera todas as badas assi pera a cidade como pello

rio agima como pio rio abaixo o fundamto que se da jndia ha de trazer artelharia que co qual-

buer gente farao facanhas.

Como for assentada a gete na gidade logo em breue nao se passando raais que dous ate

quatro dias se tomarao paraos e se congertarao logo c fustas se trouxerem o irao pho rio agima

com leuare soma de artelharia irao queimando quatos paraos e juncos e cousas se achar de

villas e lugares fazendose grandes esfcroygScs seni hear cousa nenhiia ao presefce por por espanto

na genfce que ainda q de gima venhao os mandaris grandes_ com algha gente que se nao ache

ombarcagao nenhuanem ache mantimentos nonhus pera a genfce [£. 127 vj comer quanto mais eu

creo que nao ha de degernenliu nem pode porque se deixarem laa os ladroes ao se daleuatar pella

teiTa e am de vir roubando o matando o mundo todo como soubere que esta gidade he tomada

que se podem aqui vir acolhor e emborilhada a terra de maneira que apellida toda que logo se ha

gente ha de aleuatar pda gouernanga e nao ha dauer manderim que no mateem pdo qual a guerra

se faga cruamente per onde quer que puderem assi que todas estas tres gouernangas el Rey da

China ha de perder conuelhe fazer cougerto co os seos capitaes nao se pode soster nem a terra

mantar ne andar gouernada nem pagarS direytos ao Rey porque pode semear nem se pode

fazer mei'cadoria pdo qual fazendose congerto facase muito a prouejto del Rey nosso sor que Ihe

dara el Rey da China hua nao carregada de prata cadanno por se nao emburilharem todas qiiinze

gouernancas ou se demouer e assi se fara mercadoria como era dantes.

E assi SOI-* pda Ilha da viniaga faz o camiuho pera quatro ou cinco gidades mesmo desta

gouernanga e muita vas © pouoagoes de ma legoa em comprida com muito pouo as quaes gidades

sao grandes c de gente riqua e de muita seda e todo o forro e estanho dally vcm e assi sor qne

he grade trato que o Rey trata co esta sor que tern nelle grande renda as quaes gidades estao ao
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Iongo da costa co o mar nellas se bafcer q^ue darao estas ^idades quanta renda o rey tein na terra

a el Bey noaso soi’ e assi obedeQerao nao sereni estruidas e por o pouo se nao ver perdido e

nao consentirao mandaidm da terra que os gouerne somente por fazerem partido que sejao os

sens capitaes contentes com darem a metade das rendas a el Rey nosso sor que nao [f. 128]

ha gidade que nao de coreta cinquoenta mill cruzados cada anno
/
nao digo de villas que as villas

assi 0 ao de fazer que darao segundo a renda vinte mill e trinta mill cruzados de parias e darao

hua nao de prata a el Rey nosso so^ se nesta terra se gastar 1mm ceitill del Rey nosso senao

leuarao pera a India se fazerem os gastos e cargos de naos pa portugal.

Estas cidades podem ir a ellas em todo tempo assi no inuerno conio no verao tudo em bii

porque tudo ha de ser galees fermosas e fustas e nauios cousa de remo e tudo se nauega plos

rios e per antre jlhas que aqui os chis todo o anno nauegao
/
assi pera hum cabo como pera

outro /
e a gouernaga deste cantao e de foquem per hi parte com hiia gidade destas que se chama

coicheufa da gouernanga de foquem esta logo hua gidade que Se chama camcheu he gidade

fermosa e a grande esta estaa no mar he cousa riqua da seda e tafetas e de cafera e muito

sal e de grande trafega e tern em si grande numero de iunoos eom todo tpo podem hir ©

vir que desta gidade em todo tempo vao e poe .xv. xx. dias por este oaminho da Ilha este he

fermoso caminho por auer muitoS''villas e pouoagoes tSbem tern outro brago antre esta terra de

Cantao por onde vao e tauibem bom caminho por todas estas cousas se perguntara aos ChTs e

tern outros muifcos rios per onde vao a outros lugares.

Assi SOI' por essa banda desse cdljay onde ora estaes estao tres gidades as quaes se chamao

per nome hha loycheu outra lenclien outra quancheu sSo la mais metidas pera dentro pera o

brago do mar que semete antie as Ilhas daynao [f. 128 v] vein dar nestas gidades c5 daredor tere

muitas Y^s e pouoagoes e sao grandes gidades de muitas rendas e tambem teem algh aljofre as

quaes per forga ao de obedcger ao poder del Rey nosso sor e nao pode consentir mandaris do

Rey somente se for por congerto do que os seas capitaes fizere o qual per forga darao tres tergos

da renda a el Rey nosso e hum tergo a el Rej^da China por nao se queimarem nem destruirem

estas gidades e villas que tudo esta a mao poderem fazer quinhentos e seis centos hom^s com
trinta ou corenta villas tudo de fusfcas que artelharia ha de fazer a guerra.

Polio qual nesta cidade que se chama quancheufu tern grandes serrarias e nestas serrarias

se recolhe grande soma de ladrdes e derao ja duas vezes nesta gidade e a roubarao toda os quaes

ladrdes como souberem da tomada desta gidade ao de deger e am de dar della que nao tee entao

que a gouerue q os mandarfs ao de fogir e assi em villas e lugares ao de roubar e matar ate que
os sens capitaes nao ponhao nisto prouisSo nao teem este pouo sem virem pedir socorro ao

capitao moor com pedire Portugeses que vao gouernar aquella terra nao se damnifique dos

ladrSes que o pouo nao teem defensao somente o mais do pouo meterese de companhia a rouba-

rem que o mais da gete he gete de veuto desamarrada toda de mercadoria cousa de vento assi

como hi ha gete riqua asi ha hi gete que nSo pode alcangar de comer esta he a rezao por tudo

sao ladrdes.

Pello qual ^ov tanto que esta gidade estiuer forte com forta[f.l29]lezas nos lugares q
compre e da india Yier gente em todas estas gidades que estiuerem abordadas ao mar e com os

rios se fara em cada gidade hda fortaleza forte onde se ponhao hum capitao com ginqueta homes
pera gouernar a terra e recolher as rendas pera el Rey nosso com a gente da terra mesmo

/

os quaes Portugeses que ahi estiuerem ao de ter de todos cargo e hao de ser todos riquos, q ha
de ser plo estillo da terra estes Chts ao de ser fieys como s6r forem amansados cd os portugeseS

e assi em Yas se farao tambem fortalezas com sepre ser tudo corrido cd fustalha ora ir e vir

quanto mais gente quanto mais proueito tato mais se ha de ir alcagado.

De pringipio s*^^ se meta o ferro nelles e o fogo altamto porq assi se quere os inimigos de

pringipio e tanto que o sor Capitao mor vier pera entrar no rio seja destroido este lugar que se

chama nato onde estao capitaes da guerra cd obra de dous mil homes destes'degradados que por

ser frontaria e per estrangeiros ali virem de mercadoria estao ahi nesse lugar algds iuncos seja
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todo tornado e queimado esse lugar todo ardido em fogo que a gente que ahi estaa nao ha des-

perar
/
e assi vindo pera qima ao longo da costa estaa hiia pouoa^ao de gente o qual mandarao os

bateis quejmar e tornarao paraos boos e se teuerem iucos queimenos nao queimando os paraos que

sao suffigietes pera correrem rios cd elles e assi vindo mais pa diante onde esta hua ilUa que se

chama aynacha se tomarao Pescadores que sabe a entrada da barra a qual ylha he pouoada recolhe

em si muitos iuncos irao os bateis [f. 129 v] e fustas queimar os iuncos se nao forem fogidos e assi

ha mtos paraos nao desbarat^ estes paraos que de pringipio hao de ser muifco necessarios que todo

parao destes pode tozer tres bergos e ginco sseis homes Portugeses nao contando remeiros tudo

isfco snor sera estroido porque fique tudo limpo que as naos que na barra hcarem ficara tudo

seguro e yrao e virao os bateis cada vez que negessario for sem receo de nenhu cabo Ihe ser feito

periuizo irao e virao olhado so^ tudo fica resguardado nao se pode errar em cousa nenhua como

pera estes termos e de Ohristouao V^a se regere seja s^^ tudo bem visto nao se saindo do que

aqui diz tudo seja estroido nao fiquem esses inimigos nas costas.

Desta gouernanga sor como forfcalezas e tudo foy assetado irao a foquem que he gouernaga sobre

sy que he cousa boa de seda e meroadorias no qual se corre todo anno irao e virao e todas as gidades

e v^^ estao chegadas ao mar como for hiia armada de galees e fustas ate corenta on mais em que

andem seis gentos ou sete gentos homc?s faraio por aly facanhas em que farao tudo tributario a el

Bey nosso todas estas gidades e villas c5 oadanno trazere de parias hum nauio carregado de

prata nao podem menos fazer por se nao destruir e perder a terra per congerto am de partir

as rendas pTo m^ com el Bey uosao soi' que nesta gente nao ha nenhua defensao como ouuirem

rogir hiia bombardaSo se de ir por nos outejros e oulhar o que querem fazer os Portugeses olhese

quanta riqueza sem se trazer nem se gastara somente leuarem [f. 130 ] limpamente pera portu gal

outra India se alcangara e de tanto proueito e per tempo muito mais que recregera mais gente e assi

irao alcangando mais e sogigarSo mais e assi todolos Portugeses muito riquos que a terra o confute

assi se a de hir a esta foquem pera a banda da Ilha donde farSo meroadorias por onde desta

cidade gouernanga sao gidades e Vas e lugares e pouoagoes e assi de foquem com esta frota tudo

se corre assi desta Cantao a terra e assi a de foque tudo de hum ferro fazao logo tributario e

farse ao grandes destruigoes em queimarem iuncos que estes foque tern numero de milhSes delies

e assi em pore as proas das galees e fustas nas gidades as bombardadas ainda que venha pedir

mta nao os deixao sor de principio a saber o que podem fazer o poder del Bey nosso s^r na terra

pera Ihes virem as pareas redondas sem refusare e nenhii tempo do que os seos capitaes ordenare

ao de ter pera isto conhecimento do que Ihe podem fazer.

Assi sor ao mar deste foquem estao os lequeos que oadanno vende meroadoria a patane e soyao

em tempo do rey de malaca ir a malaca sao mnitas ilhas e onde esta o rey he hiia ylha muito

grande e nao pode sor ser menos porque a gete he limpa e fazem iuncos muy grandes as quaes

ylhos te muito ouro e cohre e ferro e muitas mercadorias que ha em malaca e patane que trazem

e teem damascos e seda muita e porcollanas desta gouernaga de foquem a tomarem as primei-

ras ilhas sao tres dias de golfao estes lequeos vem cada dia fazer meroadoria co esta terra de

foque e de foquem vao escondidamente [f. 130 v] la a fazer meroadoria no qlpor tempo podem ir

com elles fazer mercadoria e elles virem aqui fazer meroadoria e se via sor tegendo o trato nesta

gidade de toda parte de pace e patane e o pao de syam se fara aqui outra casa da India que esta

terra tern grande neeessidade deste pao de sya agora val aqui muito
/
outras mercadorias

escusarse ao /
este pao nao.

Sejao sor esfcas cartas mostradas aos sores capitaes mores nao se emcubr^o que se jorge

aluarez amostrara as cartas que leuaua ao sor dom esteuao e de nos souberao eu confio que

n%o estineramos aqui nesta cadea ou uiuos ou mortos em dous annos ou o sor gouemador

ouaera de mandar ou de malaca se ouuera de ordenar cousa por onde nos daqui tirarao porque

se faz mo serujo a el Bey nosso sor buscarse todollos remedios pera nos daqui sor tirarem por

tanto eu confio sor em sua merge com estas leuar nao se esperar de portugal a el Rey nosso sor

ordenar a vinda a esta terra somente sua merge acaballo com o sor gouemador na jndia pois que
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tamanhos desejos el Rey teem desta terra tellos desejos nao erra el Rey n. somite estamos

espantados como nao vee poder sobre esta terra aver tantos annos nao sabemos a rezao assi sor

de hiia maneira on dontra com seis naos como em ontras cartas se vera se pode tudo acabar

sendo sobre nossa soltnra.

De biia maneira ou dontra q sor viere tato que esse porto cbegarem logo facao os jurabagas as

cartas sobre nos n^o mande sor matar pedindo nos mny altamente que a yso vee [f, 131] assi se

causa for vir cousa grande assi se ponba nesse porto a nos pedir muito rijo que estes mandaris de nos

sor teem o re^eo que sabemos a terra esse he o respeito porque nos nao soltao e nos tee nesta cadea

sendo a mais forte que ha nesta 9idade nSo posso sor escreuer mais largo por que tenho a raao doete

de chagas que mo arebentarao e por nao ser mais ne(jessario que cristouao Vieyra nunca deixa descreue

todallas mais cousas
/
feita nesta cadea do Ancha as dez luas e tantos dias de outobro rogando a

nosso sor q yos guarde e vos queira sor leuar a saluamento como sua mercee deseja,

Serujo*^ de sna mercee
/

Caluo,

Ese home snor qu^ sua mergee traz por guia he homS honrrado foy homem que teue fazenda

esteiie muito tempo preso e liurouse e foy degradado e teue maneyra como se foy a Malaca he sor

home digno de Ihe ser feita honrra e he home sufficiete pera esta terra seja Ihe sor em Malaca dado

mantimento e ao juraba^a que sao necessaries.

shor.

Esta gouernanga de Cantao sera de sua obriga^ao em roda de duzentas legoas bem feitas ^idades

e viHas e pouoacSes tudo esta assentado em terra chaa metjdas plos rios armadas as casas em madeyra

a gouerna^a de foquem he mais pequena teem menos duas gidades [f. 131v] sera de sua obriga^ao em
Roda cento e sesenta legoas be cousa muito boa e assi as gidades e villas assentadas do theor deste

Cantao estas duas folhas em que estao estas gouernangas nSo se desapegarao porque dizem com estas

cousas que aqui vao escritas.

Eu sor tenho o liuro de todas quinze gouernangas cada gouernaga qantas gidades te e vas e outros

lugares tndo escripto largamte e o modo e manra que se te em toda a terra e do regimto della como

de todo 0 mais e gidades como estao assentadas e outros lugares e assi proueitos del Rey n. sor esta

hum hom^ estudando eii sor sey leer escreuo a letra da terra que estou doente e vejo os Chis e tomo
a letra.

Esta folha sor debuxada estaa a gouernaga de Cantao toda a qual significa os rios as gidades que

sao dez todas per sen nome ao pe dessa folha e hi3a gidade q se chama Aynao q quando ve pera este

porto fica a mao esquerda tudo sao Ilhas como ahi sor vereis nos quaes Ilhas esta hiia populosa

gidade e ties cheos que sao abaixo da gidade e dez Vas q cada va he mayor que a gidade deuora dez

rezes mais gete outra va oiide estao capitaes de guerra como sao esses que e vossa guarda estao destas

Ilhas a esta gidade de Cantao avera cinquoenta ou sesenta legoas.

Polio sor Sao quinze grandes gidades e mto grandes pouoagoes he cousa rica de grandes rendas e

de palmares e arequas por respeito d estes arequaes e palmares he a milhor cousa que ha na terra da

China oiide se peseao aljofre todo em outra parte nao no ha saluante nessas [f. 132] ylhas as quaes

Ilhas sor partem da banda do sul con o reino de Gauchim e desta terra de Cantao pera ire la metese

hum brago de mar com bom vento passasse em hum dia e Ruj vento dia e noyte.

Polio qual sor feita fortaleza nesta gidade estas gidades sao logo leuantadas e a mais da gete

andarem a roubar e matare a bu e a outros porque nSo ha de ter quern a gouerne ne a que obedeger

porque ao de matar os mandaris ou fogirem que a gente he muito pobre e maltratada dos mandaris

que gouernao.

Estas Ilhas e gidades nao tee nenhiia maneira de Socorro fazendosse hiia fortaleza na princi-

pal gidade com quinhetos homes estantes nella e com muita fustalha que corra o brago do mar com

outros quinhetos homes ficao sometidas a obedegere a el Rey nosso porque do geito com as rendas
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que sohiao a pagar ao Rey destas gidades destas Ilhas tirarse ha grande riqueza era grao como

a terra assetar qne sao as rendag muy grandes.

Deueis saber sor que maisfoy tomarse Goa do que sera tomarem estas gidades e sogigarem por

respeito da gete ser muito fraca em grao maneira e nao teem lealdade co Rey ne com pay nem may nao

aadao senao com quern pode mais que cousa tam boa se deixa dalcaagar assi polio cSsegumte teem

grao copia de gimgibre esta gouernaga teem muito gemgibre muito bom e canella nao he muito fina.

Polio qual sor deixo esta substancia deste Aynao [f, 132 vl torno shor a esta cidade de CantSo

que he a oabega desta gouernauga •/ estao aqui os mandaris grandes todos os ftos da iustica aqui vem

despachar rendas pdo conseguuite he fermosa e populosa gidade be cousa muito a miio pera o poder

del Roy n. nella fazer cousas facanhosas estaa do geito da gidade de Lixa hum galeam que nesta

gidade entrara fara render porque mete a gidade debaiso de sy nao avera home que aparega como

artelharia tirar nao anera homem que aparega nem quern gouerne gente nem menos a cidade.

Vinda hua frota com tres mil homes farao hda fortaleza na gidade tomaudoa por el Rey n. sV

a qual fortaleza faiTio onde Ohristouao Yieyra escreue com hua couraga que venha sobre a porta de

tres ou quatro sobrados que sogigue a metade da gidade farao dentro na cidade hua fortaleza em hum
outeyro onde estao huas igrejas dos Chis a qual fortaleza sera do geito da de Oalecu tomara subre o

muro da gidade que vay pera a banda do norte com hua torre grande que jogue pera aquella banda

e fica a gidade toda soinetida debaixo no qual liigar a pedra madeyra e telha pera fazerem duas for-

talezas com os pedreyros da terra e serujo^es como areas pda praya do mar estarao nesta fortaleza

atee gem homes e as chaues da gidade de noita darse ao ao capitao desta fortaleza as portas que vao da

banda do norte e do leuante ponente serao fechadas a seruintia sera pera a banda do rio.

Com fazerem porteiros em cada porta hum portuges e ginquoenta homes da terra que tenhao

cargo da porta esta gente a solda da cada dia dous f5s a sera de pagada que sera pdo estillo da terra

0 de saber que entra na gidade e o que vem fazer e ha de hir pollas e chaues polla menhSa a forta-

leza que esta dentro na gidade.

Pera gima desta gidade onde se fazem dons rios se fara hiia fortaleza feita de muralhas altas com

mmta artelharia com duzetos [f. 133] homes e fustalha qne se dizem al^la gente que Ihe terao sor

Rio nao tern pera onde jjossao vir a esta gidade pho qual sor he mais de soster Goa do que sera

soster esta gouernanga e allem del Rey n, s°y aver grande riqueza toda a outra gente ha de ser riqua

porque a terra da lugar a tudo phos muitos cargos que na terra hao de ter.

Polio qual sor de pringipio averse a destes paraos da terra grades que sao sufficientes pera ysso

e correrao quantos rios por hi ouuer e queimarao quaiitos barcos acharem e iuncos como isto ao pre-

sente for queimado e destruido a fome morrerao que nao teem por onde Ihe venhao mantimentos e se

algum caminho teem nao ousao de andar por elle por respeito que tudo sao ladrSes no mundo se nao

achara terra de riqueza e pera someter debaixo do poder senSo esta e uao muito poder e se o poder

for grande quato mais riqueza se alcangara.

JDe principio sor serao altamente castigados com artelharia que fallando agora nella metem o

dedo na boca despantados de cousa tam forte por respeito de ser geute que nao teem estamago e

desque nage ate que morre nao toma na mao senao hua faca sem ponta pera cortarem de comer

saluate sor a gcte que trazem a soldadada que andao guardando com esses capitaes os portos e rios de

ladrSes e por se nao fazerS iuncos grandes por so nao aleuantar o pouo a fazcre ladroes porque viuem

ein grande sogeigao como Christouao Vra da conta nessas cartas que escreue em que se da a conta

sor toda.

Polio qual sor sc fara nesta cidade outra casa da India nao trazendo de portugual saluante daqui

leuarem nao carregada de prata e ouro pera na India fazerem cargo das naos pera poi*tugal e se

fazer o gasto na India daqui ira cobre [f. 133 v] salitre chumbo pedra Vme estopacabrestodo o ferro

piegadura breo todas estas cousas sao tanto em abastanca que he pera espantar aqui se fara toda

armada que na India se ouuer mister galees galiSes naos ha madeira muita carpiuteiros da terra
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muitos coino bichos e assi ferreiros pedreyros telheiros outros offi9iaes e pera espautar nao ha portuges

nenhum de por mao em pedra uem em pao pera se fortaleza fazer,

Toda pimeta de pace de pedir patane oanda se fara hua grande feitoria de riqueza aqui como

a terra asentar porao a pimemia em qmnze dezaseis tais que mnguera nao ha de tratar com ella

somente el Eey iiosso sor e assi sor todallas mercadonas de Syao tomarao /. pao e darllie ao outras

mercadorias porque a feitoria ha destar chea de mercadona da terra e assi a laercadoria dessas partes,

farse a numero de riqueza e a gente darmas nao Ihe ne^essario tratar com estas mercadorias porque

a terra he tamanha e de tamaiihos proueitos que se ^em mil homes ouuer todos terao cargo e todos

sao pdo estillo da terra de peitas e dadiiias muito graudes.

Daqui so^ correrao na gouernanga de foqiiem aql gouernanga teem oito gidades e setenta V®
pouagoes de tres mil vezmhos se nao folia saliiante cousa de muros pho qual se corre com sul tornara

quando quiserem que sempre teem mougao que entrao por rios polio qual daqui se ordenara capitao

moor com trinta vellas •/• galees fustas tudo cousa de remo e algum galeao e de pareas por estas

gidades Vas pouoacOes trarao galees carregados de riqueza com seis centos homes se fara tudo isto.

Porque sor toda a gidade por concerto pagara coreiita ginquoeuta [f. 134] mill taos de prata

as yillas vinte trinta mill taes e leuarao mercadorias e trarao mercadoria estas pareas por respeito de

nao destruirem a terra e desse nao aleuantar o pouo com a gouernanga matando mandaris e roubarem

nas feitorias del Key que todas estao cheas de prata /. toda a gidade tern feitoria mandanm grande

outros tres que gouernao e teem cargo de justa toda a Ya ha feitoria he cousa boa esta gouernaga e

correrao polla costa cosiil com pilotos da terra irao logo dar na gouernanga de chaqueam que teem

onze gidades e oytenta villas he muy riqua gouernanga de muitas e grades rendas teem muita prata

e muita seda com seis ggtos sete geiitos homes trarao a frota carregada de prata tudo de pareas esta

costa de foquem estao as Ilhas dos lequeos tres dias de caminho de foquem sSo muitas e sao

riquas de muito ouio e cohre ferro vem cada dia fazer mercadoria a esta terra de foquem esta gente

em tpo do Hey de Malaca hiao a malaca fazer mercadoria e agora vao a patane
/
estas Ilhas dos

lequeos he cousa boa e assi que cousa grande estao ao mar deste foquem tres dias de caminho muito

ouro muitas mercadorias vem fazer cada dia mercadoria a esta terra soyao de hir a malaca no tempo

do Rey della agora vem a patane fazer mercadoria tambem gasta mta pimenta.

Martiin Affonso de Mello sor yinha bem ordenado pera faz paz e nos tirar e fazer fortaleza em
tal lugar dauao mal enformagao a el Rey nosso sor acabara tudo porque trazia embaixor e vinha pdo

que aqui estaua quis a mofina de muitos q se fizesse tamanho desarranjo como se fez e niadar assi dous

nauios com homes mangebos que se nao virao nunca [f, 134 v] em nadapdo qual sor cadanauio tiraua

pera sen cabo quando tanta copia de iuncos virSo desmancho fovao dar co nauio de Diogo de Mello

sem Ihe tirarem bombardada nem home tirar espada da bainha fazeiido zombaria que se armase pera

os Rumes Pedro homem socorria a Diogo de mello foise meter atre os iuncos sem tirar bombardada

os juncos soT^ erao altarosos as pedradas os tomarao matarao Po homem e Dio de mello nos nauios

e outros homes e a outra gente trouxerao a esta cadea a trjbulados como decs sabe estiuerao assi hum
anno as vezes agoutados deste tronquo que tern cargo destas cadeas esperauao os mandaris qne viessem

Portugeses que pasou a mougao leuarao nos a matar fazendo feas justigas nelles.

0 mundo todo sor nao era bastante a tomar hum nauio noso quanto mais dous se Ihe amostrarao

09 dentes estiue men hirmao sor nesse porto tres meses cercado com manter mais que dez ou doze

homes sem o poderem entrar porque Ihe amostraua os dentes e se foy como sor la sabereis ficandolhe

nesta gidade a gente presa em meu poder passate de dez mil taes tudo me foy tornado pio qual me
saluou Ds por respeito desta fazenda.

Polio qual sor se o sor gouernador deixar assi estar esta gouernanga em tauta bonanga sem aver

algua detremenagao sobre a vinda bem se pode ordenar de malaca e de page ginque vellas bem armadas

e com mercadorias a nos pedirem c6 fazere cortes do theor que vay nas cartas de Ohristouao Yieyra

e farse ao ties cartas ao geuy pachengy anchagy asta o que a ysso as manda a el Rey n, sor opi
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embaisor e gente que tern nas cadeas que ha yinte annos [f. 135] que sao nesta terra sem o Rey nem
os mandaris os despacharem e se os nao quiserera dar avera el Rey n. sor outro conselho tanto que

chegarem os maudarao estes mandaris que guardao o porto e que trazem mercadoria se a quiserem

fazere e pagarao sens direytos como erao de prm9ipio e se quiserem vir a esta ^idade estruila hao

toda CO artelhana e Ihe porao fogo que entrao as casas no Rio e de madeyra assi na ^idade como de

fora sem aver qaem a defenda nao a hi quern aguarde a cousa de frange.

Pedindonos sempre em todos as cartas que se fizerem seja a prim^a materia por nos afogarem

que teem grade re9eo de nos daremos em for9ao da terra porque como nos deisarem de pedir hum
pouco logo nos hao de afogar que de nos estao temorizados.

Se caso for sor que pare9a be ordenar embaixor nao oulhado o que he feito na terra que o pago

o sor gouernador Iho dara os mandaris o re9eberao com presente de chamalotes e veludos e grandes

panos darmar bargantes que tenhao veados e coelhos se qdo se acharem nao se metendo cousa de aves

no presente porque nao folgao com ysso espeihos grandes coral sandallo cousas que pare9ao bem.

Isto sor seja oulhado se farao nisso os sens capitaes serujo a el Rey nosso sor neste tempo todo

fazer a mercadoria em quanto for o embaixador ao Rey e vier estas cartas sao escritas redobradas

porque se se perder^ huas que fiquem sempre outras.

[f. 135 y] Que o geito da terra he chamare ao sen Rey fo de Ds e ha terra chamao terra de

Decs e toda outra gente de fora da terra chamao saluages que nao conhepem ds nem terra e que todo

o embaixor que vem a sua terra que vam obede9er ao fo de Ds e outras vaidades sor que he mta leitura

eu como sor digo estou do corpo muito cibado de pontadas e dores e nao me da lugar a escreuer com

pena nossa senao com pena china nao se podendo fazer mais declarada letra Christouao Vra escreue

com pena nossa porque esta em boa disiJOsj9ao feita nesta pidade de Cantao dentro nas cadeas

enfernaes a dez dias de nouembro na era de /1536/ annos encSmendadouos a nosso sor yos leue desta

China como desejao vossas mor9es.

Quando sor se escreuS estas estou eu sempre em yigia se vem algum Chim nao nos topi a escreuer

que dos mesmos nossps mo9os sor nos guardamos porque andao mais deitados aos ChTs que com

nosco.

De todallas cartas que sor chegare escreuer chagarao tatas cartas nao se fa9a mais leitnra sobre

isso que tendes mto que escreuer sor ao que home pergunta.

Toda a carta grande e pequena sejao guardadas sem se romper nenhQa nem perder das qne forem

pera ysso.

Vasco Oaluo.

(To be continued.)

THE WEECK OF THE “ DOBDIEGTON," 1755,

BY B. 0. TEMPLE.

(Continued from p. 458.)

ObserTations on Bird Island.

The First thing we did was to Seek Some Cloaths for we Were perishing with Cold and

Several, so Brais’d, that they Could not Stirr. As Soon as we got things to Cover us, the Next

.jyas to look for Water which we Pound in a Butt That drove from the Ship, and as we

Were all Very drowthy With the Salt Water we Swallow’d drank very hearty. We then

went to work to gett a fire and As I had Often heard that Rubbing two peices of Sticks

together will fire them Was going to try the Experiment, when on of the people Pound a

Baraell of powder with the Head out, Notwithstanding Some of it was dry. This gave Some
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Encoaragement, to look for Utensills and Soon After Eound a Small Escrutore^s with 2 Gun
Elints and a Eile in it with Which we Soon kindled a fire This gave us all great Spirits and

Indeed I thought the People would Never think they had Candles Enough, a light [a] Box of

which was Found with the Escrutore. The people who Were most wounded got Round the

Fire and the Rest of us Made A Tent Over them. By the Time this was Done it was Noon
and Hunger Put us in Mind of Something to Eat, We gather’d up some pork that was Wash’d

On the Rocks and Broile,d Some Rashers for dinner. As Soon as dinner was Over I with those

that was Able to Walk went upon the Wreck to See for Something to Subsist On. We Saw
Several things Such as Flower, Beer, Wine, and Water but had not strength to get them up,

so that all we Gould do that Day, was to gett Some Canvass of which we made another Tent,

not having Room Enough in the Other for us all. The Wind Southerly and Blows Yery Hard
And Threatens a Dirty Night and Indeed it proved so Bad that we Got little Rest being half

Leg deep in the Tent all Night, it being rised upon Foulsdung24 I apprehend that on the Spring

Tides and Strong Gales it Near Overflows [the Island], I Shall add no More to this days

Work then that I declare never Wrote a More disagreeable One.

Friday 18 July. The Wind Easterly with Frequent Showers of Rain as Soon as it Was
day Light all those that were able to Stir went Upon the Wreck in Order to Save Water and
what provisions we Could Find to last us the Time we Should Stay Here, which I thought
Could not be less than a Month if those that were well Stay’d for them that was Sick

; besides

we all Agreed the longer We Stay’d there the Better it Would be for Travelling as the

Summer Season Advanced. I went To the places Where I Saw the Beer and things Yesterday,

but to my Great Disappointment found the Sea had Stov’d them all in the Night except a Cask
of Beer Which we got up. But in looking About found a Small Cask of Flower, which
we Also got up. We Lickwise Discover’d Some Butts of water, which we Endeavoure’d to

get up but Could not, for those who Escape’d favourable Are Still Very Weak, And the

Cries of the poor souls, that is Hurt are the most Melancholly I Ever heard. While We Were
Endeavouring to gett the Butt of Water up the Tide Flow’d and Put a Stop to our Work. The
Day being far Spent went to Dinner on Some Salt pork as before. We had no Sooner Satt

Down than Every body began to bewail his Ragg’d and Deplorable Condition most thingino-ss

they should Never be Able To Travel so far as the Cape of Good Hope or Delagoe, which is the
Only two Places there is any Hopes of Finding of Relief. Collett was Consulting which
Was the Best way to go, Saying he Thought the Cape the Nearest. I Answer’d I wish we
Could find Some Tools, As the Carpenter was Saved might Build a Boat, and from that Time
Nothing was Talk’d of hut the Boat, Which gave New life to us all, and before we got up from
dinner it was Agreed On; That a Boat was the Only thing that would preserve us from
perishing. Upon Which Some Immediatly went in Search of Tools, and Others to mend the

Tent better and it is with great Reluctance I end this days Work without Finding any Tooles
except one of the ships Scrapers.

Saturday 19th July. Wind W^erly and Fair Wear Early this Morning. Musterd all the
people I Could to gett up the Water and Succeeded So well that we got 4 Butts into Safety Before
Dinner and Afterwards a Cask of Brandy and Another off Flower, with S overall Other Neces^
sarys at the Same Time. Every Body was Yery Diligent in Search of Tools but Found None.
Notwithstanding do Not despair Being of Opinion the great Sea that was Continually Rowling
'in must Certainly Bring Some On Shore Oat of the Great Number, in the Ship. Gott up our
little Boat [w°^] Was Always Stow’d upon the Poop on Board the Ship and Came on shore without
being Stove. Lickwise Found a Firkin of Butter, and a Barrell of Powder, Some of the People

35 This word in the forno^ Soreetore, Soritoire, Sorewtore, etc., meant a portable writing case or desk,
3* The following line is scored through and rendered illegible. js So in MS.
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that had taken a Walk Round the Island, Came to me upon The Wreck, ^ith the most Pittifull

Countenance ever I beheld, and Said the Side of the Island Kext the Main was full as bad as
this Side

;
therefore it was Impossible to [get]a Boat [off] without Staving her to peices, I

must Own the Pittifull Manner they Told me this Peice of News Damp’d my Spirits at first but
Recovering, told them Not to be Disheartne’d, that with Gods Assistance and Our Own
Endeavours Should Overcome all Difficultys and as Soon as that I Went Round my Self, hope’d

Should bring them Better News, After we got What Things We Were Able, Some of the People

went And Gather’d Some Limpitts and Muscles of Which there is Great Plenty, tho not So good
as in England. The Shell of the Muscle is Very Large and the Fish Vastly Small and Yellow.

The Limpitts Are Very Large but so Tough, That we Could Scarce Eat them. I Endeavoured
To Perswade the people the Reason of their being Tough, was Owing to Roasting Them, and

as Soon as we Found a Kettle to Boil them, Shonld Find Them Excelent Food.

Sunday 20tfi July. Wind and Wea! as p^ day past, had a Very Successful! Day. Sett Out
Early in the Morning and no Sooner got on the Wreck than One of the People Found my Quadrant,

and another Almost Wh^l® and a Hamper with Several Sail Needles Files and Gimblets; also

the Card of an Azimuth Compass. Soon After I Discover’d part of the Ships Transom— with a

Chest of Treasure on it Markd and Number’d Viz^ 5 A N9 5. Lickwise a Carpenters

Chissell and Three Sword Blades. Another pickt up a Carpenters Adze and a Mariners

Compass Rectified Which Gave the People Greater Spirits than Any thing Since we have been

Here. About 10 o Clock we Went to Prayers to Return God Thanks for his Mercies, which

as Soon as we had Done, went to dinner. All the Time We Were together our Discourse was
About Building the Boat and the DiflSculty of Launching her. Therefore as Soon as I had
Dine’d and Sett the People to Work to get up a Butt of Water M! Collett and My Self went to

See if we Could Find a place To Launch our Intended Boat, as There is Nothing else can prevent

ns from Building One, having now got Some Tools, and make no doubt. Shall get Timber And
Planks Enough of from the Wreck. It was not Long before we Found a Place, where there was
Some probability of Getting the Boat of, tho it will Require Great Labour, to Clear it of the

Rook Stones. We Walke’d round the Island Looking every Where but found no place so good

as the First when We Returned the People had gott up a Butt of Water a Hogshead of Beer and
One of Cyder and was at Work Making a Tent large Enough to Hold us all. I Told them of Oar
Success and the Illoonveniancy that Attended it. They Were Greatly Rejoyce’d and Said they

Shonld not Mind the Trouble, I Took a Turn With Some of the People upon the Wreck again,

and Found a Smiths Bellows, Which we got up and Part of the Companys Packett. -fcho almost

Wash’d to Peices. However it was Taken Care of and put to dry, the First Opportunity.

Monday July 21®?. The Wind Westerly and pleasant Wear Sett [out] this Morning With

great Spirits and before Dinner got up 6 Butts of water 2 Hogsheads of Brandy And One Cask

of Vinagar which was all we Could Find at That Time
; also Looked Every where for Tools, But

Found None. The Carpenter Employ? Making a Saw Out of a Sword Blade. Find the People

Recover Surprizingly, Considering they Have Nothing to Apply to Their Wounds.

Tuesday July 224. Wind at S W blows very hard which Makes a Large Surf. Went
upon the Wreck at Day Light in Search of Provisions for as Yet we have not Enough to I^tsi

us the Time, the Boat will be a Building. Found One Cask of Pork Another of water which

we got up Immediatly, Afterwards Went to Work to Carry Plank and Timber to Build

the Boat, Sails to Cover the Tent, and Cordage. I and M^ Collett Took a Turn Round the

Inland Again, and the Wind being to the Southward, Makes The Place we Pitched Upon
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Yesterday for Lannoliing the Boat, tlie Lee part of the Island, therefore Mnch Smoother and

Now Make no Doubt of Getting her Safe iu a Calm Day. Upon Oar Return Pound

the Carpenter had Pinishe’d the Saw, which Cutts Very Well the People are all Upon

<3ie Wreck looking for Water and provissions, Except Two Deans^® on of Which Says he Served

2 Years of his Time to a Smith and Promises Great Things in Regard to Making of

Tools. Therefore Sett Them to Work To Mend the Bellows, This Evening Discovere’d a Smoke

on the Main, Which Made Us of Some Thoughts of Going Over as Soon as Oar little Boat is

Repair’d. The People Returned from the Wreck without any Success than What’s Mentione’d.

Wednesday 23’*, Wind and Wea** as day past. The People Employ’d in the Morning

Carrying Plank and Timber lickwise Some Sails and Cordage, the Carpenter getting What Few
Tools he has in Readiness for begining the Boat as Soon as he is Able to Stand having his Great

Toe almost Out of with the Rocks in Coming on Shore. The Man who, for the future I shall

Call Smith, Making his Forge. In the Afternoon it Rain'd so hard that it Sett our Tent all

Adoat, Therefore Carry’d no Plank but got Another Sail Over our Tent and Secured it as well

as we Could From Blowing Down, Which I Expected Every Minute, But tho it Stood all Night

Bat few of us got Little Rest.

Thursday 24 July. Moderate Breezes W’erly and pleasent Wea'. Went to work To Bring

up Plank and Some peices to Make a Keel, and to Our great Joy the Carpenter and Anothet-

went to Work. The Smith Finish’d The Forge, and onr Next Care is to get Coals Which We
Soon procared by the Burning of Firr to Charcoal. The Next place my Self Oollott and the

Carpenter Consulted what Demensiona the Boat Should be of, and was Agreed She Should be

30 foot Keel and 12 Broad. Upon Examining Our Pork found Some of it Stinking and the Rest

of it little Better, a Very Disagreable Discovery but Made the Best of it we Could, by Hanging
it up in the Tent <fc Smoaking of it Which Preserves it.

Friday 25tii. Fresh Gales W^erly & fair WeaT. The Carpenter & the Other at Work upon

The Keel, Others Making a Tent Over the Smiths Forge, The Rest Upon the Wreck looking For

Water and provissions, but Found None and Indeed There is Nothing to Be Seen but dead Corps

which we Meet with Every Step we take on the Wreck And all parts of the Island.

Saturday 26^?. Wind and WeaT as yesterday the Carpenters have most Finishe'd The Keel,

and Intend Making the Stern Next. Got up a Peice of 4 Inch Plank for that Purpose. The

Smith Made himself 2 Hammers. People Employ’d bringing Up Wood for the Kiln to Make
Charcoal. This Day we all Dine’d on Greens that Grows Upon theUper part of the Rocks, the

Leaf is Much like that of Merry gold
;
and There is Another Sort, which the People Bruise and

Dress Their Wounds with, like Mash Mallows. We have 8 people Sick Now.

Sunday 27**^, Wind Variable and fair Wea’^. Did no Work this day. Kept the Sabbath,

Having of Prayers, This Day the Birds Which Left the Island, Settled Again in Such
Quantities as Almost Cover’d it. They Are what We Call Gaunetts. Knock’d Down Some of

them for Dinner ; the Flesh is Very black & Eats Very Fishey.

Honday 28^?, Calm Pleasant WeaT. The Smith Compleate’d a Hamer for the Carpenter

Attempted to Make an Adze but did not Succeed, but however Intends to have Another

*• /. e., Danes.
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Trjall for it. The People Employed in the Pore Noon Carrying Planks & in the Afternoon,

Making a Tent for the Carpenter, and Mending onr Own & One for a Store Tent.

Tuesday 29tlx. Little Winds E^erly & fair WeaT. Carpenter at Work upon the Boats

Stern; the Smith Eepairing a Camp Kettle which was pick^ Up this Morning; people Carrying

up Wood to the place for Blocks; my Self Looking Hound the Wreck for Water & provissions

and Tools, but Found Neither, in the Evening Made a Cattamaran,27 and got the Brandy in the

Great Tent.

Wetoesday 30th July, Light Breezes W^erly & fair Wea'. Carpenter Bmploy^i as before.

Smith Made 2 Gimbletts & the People Carrying Wood for the Ship, in the Evening on of The
People Attempted to go out on the Oattamaran to Try if he Could Catch any Fish but

Managed her so Badly that he was Glad to gett her Back Again before he Had gott 10 Yards

from the Rocks. Our Carpenter is Taken ill which Disheartens us Very Much.

Thursday 31**. Hard Chiles at S W with Frequent Squalls, Plow’d the Carpenters Tent

;down & Uncovered the Store Tent. Our provissions this day was Young Sea Lions As
My, Anson Calls them, which is very Indifferent Eating and I Fear not Wholesome for 5 of the

People Fell Sick, The Next day, the Carpenter Continues so ill that This is a Lost day to us.

Friday Aug* 1**. Wind and WeaT as Day past. The Carpenter so Much Rec0ver’c|

That he went to Work. The people Employ’d Carrying Plank, Smith a Repairing a kettle

that was Found. In the Evening Dag a Well to Try if there was any fresh Water In the Island

but Could not find None that was fifct to Drink ; tho What we Met with was Not Salt it had a

Very Sour Nasty Taste which I Take it is Occasion’d by the Running from the Hill thro’ the

Birds Dung. Went to Short Allowance of Bread About 2 Ounces a Man Day.

Saturday 2*. Wind Westerly and Fair Wea^, This Morning the Carpenter Employe’d

Laying the Blocks the People Carrying Over the Keel Stem & Sternpost, Smith Making Bolts

for the Scarf of the Keel, in the Afternoon Lay’d it, & Got up The Stem & Stern post, this Day

Kill'd a Hogg 7 of them having got on Shore Alive Which I forgot to Mention the First day.

Sunday 3?. Wind Variable and pleasent WeaT. Every Body Dined Very Hearty on

Roast Fork,

Monday 4*>, Wind W S W and pleasent WeaT. The Carpenter Employ*^ Bolting The

Scarf of the Keel Stem & Stern post. The Smith Made a Maul and Some Bolts. People

Carrying Plank to the Building Place, and to the kill [KiLij. In looking About the

Rocks found a Butt | full of Water which we got up Immediatly. In the Evening, Mf Cojlett

thought he Saw a Sail, and Call'd out with a Laudable [an audible] Voice, a Sail. I never was

so Agreeably Surpriz’d in my Life, And all that was [were] in hearing Confesse'd the Same,

and Indeed their Behaviour Shew'd it by Running for Wood & Tarr to Make a Smoak,

but upon looking With the Glass, Disoovere'd it only to be a Spott [Spot] on the Land that we

A small rftft of logs togothw.
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had not Observe^d before. This Sudden Turn, had Suoli an Affect Upon the People that there

was no Work done that day.

Tuesday Aug* 6, The Wind at N W & fair WeaT. The Carpenter Making Moulds For

the Floor Timbers; Smith Making Gimblets & Trying Again at an Adze, which I Am in great

Hopes he will Finish; People Carrying Up Wood with Nails and Bolts in it, to Bnrnthem Ont,

Lickwise Plank and Timber for the Boat. The Pork which Was Washed, Upon the Rocks is

all Expended. The Birds Which Were so Numerous at our first Coming on Shore, have Entirely

left the Island, and the Seals Much Scarcer & Shyer, So that at present have Nothing to live on

but an Animal Between Fish & Fowl. There is plenty of them Here and No ways Shy,

they Walk As Upright as a Man, These Were Our Food this Day.

Wednesday 6*? Aug?. The First Part Wind atNW Latter Southerly. People Employe^d

Carrying Plank & Timber Over to the Building Place
;
Carpenter Securing the Sternpost. And

to Our great Joy the Smith Made an Adze, And began an Ax. One Man Attempted to Go out

on the Cattamaran & Made no hand of it. Another who was a Combmaker, is Making a Cross

Cutt Saw Out of a Sword Blade,

Thursday 7*?. The First part Wind N W Fresh Gales and Cloudy WeaT with Some Rain,

the Latter Hard Showers which put our Tent a Float. Got Another Sail Over it And Spread

another to Save Water. The Smith Finished An Ax, and an Auger : and in the Room of a

Better, the Carpenter Finishe’d a Gun Truck for a Grindstone, which I hope will Answer the

End, After we have Beat Some Sand and Shells, into The Wood. The Combmaker Finish'ed

the Saw, Which does but Badly, but the Carpenter Says he Can Mend her [it].

Friday 8*?. Fresh Gales W*erly with Heavy Rain of Which We Save’d 3 Tonas, Which
gave us Great Spirits being in hopes we shall not want water during our Stay here, but there

Seldom Comes a Good One, but a Bad One Attend’s 'it, by Preventing the Carpenter from
Working. Our food this day was Young Seals.

Saturday Augt 9*?. The First Part Fresh Gales at N W & Cloudy Wea^ latter, Wind
Southerly. This day 7 of the People Taken Very ill. Which I Judge is Owing to Eating too

hearty of the Seals
; for my Part, Live’d Upon Greens ; Therefore Escaped this Time. The

Smith and his Assistant is [[are]] two of them. The Carpenter at Work on the Floor Timbers.
Found a Butt of Water & a Hogshead of Brandy, which we got up Immediatly. Din^d This

Day on Muscles, and in the Evening KilFd a Large Bird, Which was for Supper. Liokwise
Hill^ a Hogg for Sundays Dinner.

Sunday 10*^. Wind at S W 4 fair Weaf. In Looking About the Bocks Found a Copper
Stewpan. The People Are Much Better, My Self and Messmates Caught as Many Small Fish,

with Pin hooks, as Serve’d 10 Men for Supper.

Monday Aug* iVK First Part Wind S E, the Latter N W & Cloudy Wea'.' 4 of the

People quite recover’d. The Smith Made Some Bolts, and two Caulking Irons. The Carpenter
as before. The Peope Clearing aGrapnail, which wash’d on Shore with The Cables; when
Clear’d, found it wanted One Fluke,
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Tuesday 12*J. Fresh, gales W^erly & fair Weal^. Carpenter as before. One Man [of our

Men] Broke An Ax. People Carrying Plank to the Building Place, & Clear’g a Tow Line To

Make a Cable for the Boat bat Could Not [effect it].

Wednesday 13*^. Wind N W & fair Wea^. The Carpenter Compleat’d all the Floor Tim
berg And began the Futtocks. The Smith Made Another Ax. The People Employe’d Clearing

a Piece of One of the Bower Anchor which Came on Shore on the Ship's Side. Got it up

to Make an Anvill for The Smith, having One of the Steering Sail Boom Irons Before. Lick-

wise Found a Barrell [Barrel] of Pitch, which was Very much Wanted, not Having any Before

to Pay the Seams with.

Thursday 14^^. Wind and Wea^^ as pr day past. We are [were] greatly Distress^ for

provissions. Therefore we Carry'd our Little Boat Over to the Building Place to be Repair'^

determining to go out and Try to Catch Fish, tho’ the Risk is very Great, by Reason of an

Egly Barr [Bar], to go Over, before there is any [a] Chance of Catching any. Also Enlarge'd

the Cattamaran to Carry two men, & Made Another.

Friday The First part Wind Wforly with Rain, the Latter Southerly and fair Wea^

This Forenoon the Wea^ Prevented the Carpenter from Working on the Boat, Therefore Em-
ploy*^ himself Sharping of his Tools, and Making Trnmels. In the Afternoon Went to Work on

the Boats Timbers. The Smith Made a Grindstone, out of a Flatt [Flat] Stone he Pick? np.

Building a Tent for the Carpenter to work under out of The Sun,

Saturday 16. The Wind E^erly and some Rain. Carpenter as before. The Smith

Finishe’d the Grindstone & is Making an Ax. People Employe’d Carrying Plank for the

Timbers. Two of them went on the Cattamaran to try for Fish, but found Too Much Sea, so

Come [Came] in Again.

Sunday 17*'*'. Fresh Gales Eterly and Fair Weather. This Morning Saw a Large Smoak

to the Edward on the Main Which Riess Onr drooping Spirits a little, being in hopes it is

Occasione'd from Burning their Land. Therefore Are in Greater hopes of Success, when our

Boat Goes Over, which will be the First Calm Wea^, After She is Finishe’d- The Carpenter

Intends going about her to Morrow. This Day as we dont Work on the Boat All hands is

amongst [are Among] the Rocks a Fishing for [endeavouring to catchj Small Fish About the

bigness of a Spratt [Sprat]. We had the good Fortune to Catch a Few of, and this Week

past has Help’*^ ns Greatly.

Monday Aug*' 18*'*'. Light Variable Breezes, and Fair Wea^. The Carpenter Employed,

Mending the Little Boat, the Smith Making an Adze. Two Men went out on the Cattamaran

to onr great Joy Brought in Fish Enough for all Hands. The Next (sicj Clearing a Tow line

for a Cable. The Smoak Continues Still to the Eastward, therefore Am Confirm’d it is Burning

the Land.

Tuesday 19*'*'. The first part Fresh Gales Northerly the Middle Moderate, the Latter fresh

Gales at S W ;
about 11 o Clock two men went out on the Cattamaran and returned in About

2 Hours and Caught 14 fine fish Which we was [were] Glad to See, being in HopesWe Shall not

Starve As Onr living was Very Bad Before ; Wou’d not Miss Any Oppertunity to Catch Fish
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and Being Encouraged by our good Success, Mf Collett and another [Ml YatesJ^s went out on

the Cattamaran. Towards 4 o Clock, the Wind Freshned to the Wtward but they being to the

Leeward of the Island and Finding the Water Continue Smooth did not Apprehend There

Woul be any Danger of Getting in, therefore Continued Fishing till they Thought they had
Caught Enough for 2 days, in Case the Weather Should be bad And Not Able to go out [again].

They then Out away the Stone which Rid them, because They would be better Able to put in

without it, thinking the fish would make the Cattamaran Swim to deep. As it Blows [blew]

fresh I was Apprehensive they Could Not get in, therefore Kept a Good look out when they

Should Attempt it, Which I had not long done, before I perceiv? they loos’d [lost] Ground,
which Made me Yery Uneasy. I Soon Alarm’d all the people, and the Only thing 1 Could
think of to Save them from driving to Sea, and perishing, was, to penswade two of the People

to Venture Out to them, on the Other Cattamaran, with Another Cable & Killock, Taking the

Same for themselvs, and try to ride till it grew Moderate
; And tho The danger was so great,

that theire [there] was Very little probability of their Returning, two of them Attempted to go
out, but was [were twice] Washed ofi Ropes Killocks And all. By this time, the Others were
Drove a Great way. When I Found it was in Vain to try the Cattamaran any More, I got all the
Cordage We had Saved, in hopes a Hogshead would Carry the End to them, but by the Time it

was got Ready I Saw plainly it would be Needless to Attempt it, for they Were Almost out of

Sight. So had quite given them Over, when [till] One of the men Came And told me, the

Carpenter thonght he Could make the Boat Swim, with One Man to Bail, [first] Stopping the

Holes in her Bottom with Lead. And [At last] Three of the people Went out & Brought them
in Safe, tho’ with much difficulty, for them two [Messieurs Collet & Yates] Getting into the

Boat from the Cattamaran, She Swam so deep & Leek'd so fast, it was As much as they Could
do'to keep her Above Water. [During the Absence of the Boat we]29 talk’d of Nothing but
going to Morrow [after them] if it prov^J Moderate Wea**.

Wednesday Aug* 20tli. The Wind Northerly, and Cloudy Weather. The Carpenter
Employ^ On the Small Boat. People Getting up Plank & Timber. We Should have Snapp?
Yery Short to day, if Providence had not directed 3 or 4 of the Old Inhabitants of the Island to
us, Which we took Sleeping and Made Broth of them for Supper. Saw a Smoak on the Main
Opposite UR.

Thursday 21®*. Hard Gales W^erly & heavy Squalls. Carpenter Finished the Small Boat.
People Cleaning & Coiling Some Cordage. This day had Nothing for Dinner but a few greens
therefore KilH a Hogg in Order to have a good Supper.

Friday 22^. The First part Light Airs W^erly the Latter a Fresh Breeze, Southerly. At Day
Light 3 Men Attempted to go out in the Boat a Fishing, but the great Surf on The Barr [Bar]
Obliged them to put Back again. About 10 o Clock 2 Men Yenture’d thro’ it & Got to the
Fishing Ground and Caught 30 Fish, hut in Coining in, a Sea Broke into the Boat and FilH her
So that the men as well as the Fish were Sett [set] A Swimming and with Much Difficulty got
Safe on Shore on the Other Island About ^ a Mile from the One we Are one [upon]. A Shoal
place from this to that Occasions the Barr [Bar]. At the first [On our first] Discovering this
Accident, I was in pain for The Men, thinking they would not be Able to gett [get] on Shore,
hut Soon was Agreeably Deceiu?, by Seeing them Crawling upon the Rocks. Our Next Care
Was to Save the Boat, was in a Great panick about [which we were in great Pain for], but
were Soon Relieved from that, by Sending the Large Cattamaran to Tow her in and After
[Aiterwards] Fetched the men From the Island.

s* Yfttes
^ “written over ‘ another.’ 2® * During *— we ’ written over words erased. A line erased here.
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Saturday 23^. The first part Light Breezes Westerly, latter fresh Gales Easterly. At Day
light 4 Men went on the great Cattamaran, and at Noon Brought in 30 Fish. Lickwise Sent the

Small Oattamaran Over to the Other Island to See what Casks they Were the people Inform’d us

they Saw Yesterday; and to Our Great joy one of them pron’d to be a Cask of pork, the Other

[ofj Brandy, the latter Quite Whole, the other Stove, by Which the Pork am [was] damag’d so

much that I am [was] Afraid Smoaking will [wou’d] Scarce preserve it. Smith Employa

Making Fishing Hooks and Mending a Saucepan to Boil Salt Water [in order] to Make Salt.

Sunday Aug^ 24^^^. Fresh Gales W^erly and fair Wear. This day it was Agreed that

5 Men Should go Over to the Main the First Oppertunity; 3 on the Cattamaran & 2 in the

Small Boat. It Blows [blew] too hard to go a Pishing.

(To he continued,)

VV'AR SONGS OP THE MAPPILAS OF MALABAR.

BY F. FAWCETT.

When introducing A Popular Mopla (Mappila) Song {ante^ Vol. XXYIII. p. 64), I wrote :

—

‘'The Mappilas of Malabar, ardent and fanatical Muhammadans as they are, are much devoted to

songs, mostly religious, about the Prophet’s battles and also their own for the most part ....
The songs are written in the Arabic character, and their language is a curious polyglot patois of

Malayalam, the local Vernacular, Tamil, Celugu, Hindustani, Arabic, and of many another tongue,

a word of which is here and there brought in for some special use.” The song which was then

given in translation, “ The Story of Hasanud-Jamal and Badaru’l-Munir,” is of love and wonderful

adventure in the fashion of a story in The Arabian Nights^

I will now consider those songs of the Mappilas which relate to war and stir up fanatic

fervour, in quantity they form probably about nine-tenths of their literature — such as it is. But

before doing this something mast be said of the Mappilas themselves. They were described by the

present writer in the Octobpr (1897) number of The Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review as ‘‘ men

who exhibit a courage which is absolutely dauntless, and a contempt for death which is rarely

paralleled and certainly unsurpassed in any other part of the world by any race.^’ This was not long

after they had given proof ot these qualities, when 92 of them met their death near Manjeri, the chief

town of the Ernacl iciluhd of Malabar, And yet so little was the effect of this terrible punishment on

their fanatic fervour that a gang of seven started out the next day, having devoted themselves to

death. A strange people truly

!

The Manjeri^ Temple, a shrine of the Hindu Bhagavati, situated on the summit of a small hill

just outside the village of Manjeri, which lies, roughly, between Ootacamund, the summer capital ot

Southern India, and the sea to the west, has been the scene of more than one little battle. In 1784 this

temple aud the palace of the Karunamalpad, its owner, were besieged by a large body of Mappilas, and

after three days’ fighting utterly destroyed. The rebel Mappilas were attacked by some of Tippu Sultan’s

troops, a thousand strong, and were victorious,'slaying Tippu’s commander. The temple was restored

m April, 1849, and in August of the same year during the Muham-nadan Ramazan, a body of

30 Mappilas desecrated it, and routed two companies of sepoys, killing 4 Privates and a European

Officer, Lieut. Wyse. Their number soon rose to 64, and a few days afterwards they were destroyed

fighting gallantly, by European troops, who lost 2 Privates killed and 2 Officers and 6 Privates

wounded.

The temporary defeat of our well-armed troops was effected by the Mappilas with war^knives, in

shape between a bill-hook aud a Gurkha hihru They tie them to the hand and wrist, sometimes one to

each hand, while madly rushing at their foes. Of this kind of warfare there has been much in Malabar.

1 This and mnoh of what follows is taken from the artiole just mentioned
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Even when, in 1894, the British troops were armed with the Lee-Metford rifle and the Police with

Sniders, some of the fanatics reached the bayonets ere meeting what they sought : death and entrance

into paradise. To the Western mind this devotion to death, which combines tender longing with

fiendish fury is altogether incomprehensible. How is it that the severest of all punishments has no

effect in preventing one outburst succeeding another, in none of which a Mappila has ever been taken

unwounded ? Men, old and feeble, as well as the young and lusty, come on unflinchingly until the

bullet or the bayonet ends their existence. The lad, m his father’s house quiet and inoffensive until a

few hours before he faces the British troops, will rush on as if to the manner born; will throw himself,

on the bayonet, if he can, and, covered with wounds, will try to strike at a soldier. Others will leave

the plough or sickle, or their cattle, in order to join a passing gang of shaMds^ or intending martyrs

of the faith. There may have been instances of half-heartedness before a battle, but in the struggle of

death no case of flinching or being taken unwounded has ever been known. The man who goes out

to die and does not die, even though he seeks death with all the heroism of which a man is capable is

never forgiven, and his life would not be safe for a moment among his own people. Father, mother,

brothers, sisters and wife would not as much as listen to me when telling how one dear to them a few

days before, was lying in Hospital with bullets through his body. Why did this would-be-5AaA«d

not die ? ” is all the notice that a family gives in such a case; or else, “ He is gone
;
he is nothing to

us.” Just after the outbreak in 1894 when 32 fanatics were shot, of whom but 2 survived — one a

convert shot through the spleen, and a boy of 15 wounded in the leg — the mother of one of the

survivors was heard to say indignantly :
“ If I were a man, I would not come back wounded !

”

This longing for death, which is so opposed to Western feelings, no matter what the belief in a

future existence may be, was evinced with greater strength than ever during the last outbreak; for it

was plain that nearly one half of the dead were self-slain, or had been slain by their comrades. They

were wounded perhaps by military or Police rifle bullets, but not unto death
;
determined, however,

not to to be taken wounded, they asked their comrades to kill them. One survivor, whose left

humerus was smashed and who had also a few flesh wounds, was lying on his back. One of his

fellows went over to finish him. The keen knife was already on his throat and had severed the skin,

when the would-be slayer was shot dead by our men. The killing of Mappila by Mappila is, however,

a new departure, and somewhat at variance with their ideas.

The tract inhabited by the Mappilas, who are fanatically inclined (all are not so,

but those of a certain tract only), was disarmed some 15 years ago, but the operation has not in the

least scotched the spirit of shahSdism.” In accordance with it there must be no chance of

capture. The position taken up should be chosen most c arefully, as it must not he one in which the

fighters can be caught like rats in a trap. But of late there here has been, however, some change in

tactics, and in the last few outbreaks guns have been used for defence of the position taken up. To
secure as many as possible of these the country round is scoured by the gang. The war knife is

prohibited by law, but a very efficient substitute, and almost identical in shape, is the common wood-

chopper of the locality
;
these and swords are now used.

The band which takes the initiative is composed of men who have, through continuous religious

devotions, assumed an attitude of mind in which the ordinary functions of the brain are stayed by

religious ecstasy. The orthodox procedure then is to dispose of all their worldly possessions,

divorce their wives, solemnly give up body and soul to God, dress in a long white coat and white cap,

and finally to go out calmly in order to seek death whilst fighting. The above directions are not always

and strictly followed, for many of the shahids possess nothing but their wives, and these are not

divorced for fear of their intentions to fight and die becoming known. With the exception of the

unfortunate murder of Mr. Conolly, District Magistrate of Malabar in 1855, the first overt act has

been invariably the murder of some landlord or land agent, or of an apostate. Confused ideas as to

M%ila outbreaks being purely agrarian, or purely fanatical, have thereby arisen. Agrarian they

are, hanatical too, to a considerable extent, but fixing on any social phenomenon as the product
of any single cause is and must be an error.
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Before discussing further this portion of the subject let us consider how Islam was brought
to Malabar — events which are often referred to in their songs. Ceremonies, too, perpetuate them.

For example, the Maharaja of Travancore takes possession of the throne only “until his uncle

returns from Mecca.” The word ‘‘ Md^ppila is said to be a contraction of Maha (great) and
‘ Pillai ’ (‘child,’ an honorary title

j
as amongst Nayars in Travancore), and it was probably a title

of honor conferred on the early Muhammadan immigrants and possibly on the still earlier Christian

immigrants . . . • The Muhammadans are usually called Jonaka or Chanaka Map-
pillas to distinguish them from the Christian Mappilas, who are also called Masarani^ Mappilas*

Jonaka .... is believed to stand for Yavanaka = Ionian ~ G-reek.” Be that as it may,

Mappilas of the tract subject to fanatic outbreak are Muhammadans to a man. It is only

in Cochin and Travancore that certain Christians are termed Mappilas,

The following account of the conversion to Islam is taken from Logan’s Maimal of tie

Malabar District :
—

“All Malayali accounts are substantially in accord as to the following facts ; — The last king

or emperor of Malabar was one Ch6ramftn Perumai who reigned at K6(Jungalltlr (Cranganore,

the Mouairis of the Greeks, the Muyiri-Kodu of the Cochin Jews). He dreamed that the full moon

appeared on the night of the new moon at Mecca in Arabia, and that when at the meridian, she split

into two,^ one half remaining and the other half descending to the foot of a hill called Ahi Kubais,

when the two halves joined and set. Sometime afterwards a party of Muhammadan pilgrims on their

way to the foot-print shrine at Adam’s Peak in Ceylon chanced to visit the Perumal’s capital, and

were admitted to an audience and treated most hospitably. On being asked if there was any news in

their country, one, by name Sheikh Sekke-ud-din, it is said, related to Perumal the apocryphal story

of Muhammad having, by the miracle about which the Perumal had dreamt, converted a number of

unbelievers.”

And so it came about that the PerumM wished to unite himself to thetn*. A vessel was made

ready and the Perumal landed eventually at Shahr on the Arabian Coast.

“ It is uncertain whether it was here (Shahr) that the Perumal came for the first time into

contact with persons who were to be the prisoners of Islam iu Malabary
or whether they or some

of them had been of the party of pilgrims with whom he originally set out from Kodungallur. But,

however this may be, the names of the persons have been handed down by tradition as (1) Malik-ibn-

Dinaar, (2) Hablb-ibn-Malik, (3) Sherf-ibn-Malik, (4) Malik-ibn-Hablb and his wife

Kumarieth, with their ten sons and five daughters. The Perumal apparently changed his name

to that which is said to appear on his tomb, namely, ‘Abd-u^r-Rahman Samiri,”^

After some time he wished to return to Malabar to spread the new religion and build places

of worship, but while the ship was being built he fell ill, and, feeling death at hand, implored his

companions to do that which he had intended to do himself, and gave them letters to the various chiefs

of Malabar. “ And after this he surrendered his soul to the unbounded mercy of God.’’^

“ It has come to notice from the information of an Arab resident near the spot, that the tomb of

the Perumal still exists at Zaphar on the Arabian Coast, at some distance from the place (Shahr) where

he is reported to have landed. The facts have still to be authoritatively verified, but it is stated that

on his tomb the inscription runs :
‘ Arrived at Zaphar A. H. 212. Died there A. H. 216.’ These

dates correspond with the years 827-832 A. D.” The Malabar Kollam Era dates from the departure

of Perumal to Arabia iu 825 A. D. The current year 1901 A. D. is 1071 M. E. It is likely he

spent two years at Shahr before proceeding to Zaphar,

3 Nazr^t, i. e., a Nazarene.

3 Qorm, chap. 54.

* It will be remembered that the Portuguese grandees who visited Vijayanagar early in the sixteenth century^

ooming from the west coast, spoke of this potentate as the Samuri. Modem usage, through Portuguese, makes the*

word Zamorin.

5 Powlandaon’s Thahafai-vl-Mujahidin, p, 53, quoted in Logan’s Manual o/ the Malabar District
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The Muhammadaii Faith has since greatly spread, and at tho Census of 1891 the

Muhammadans in Malabar, almost all of whom are Mftppilas, numbered 769, 857 or over

29 per cent^ o! the population.® And the population increases rapidly.

The mosques of the M^ppilas are quite unlike those of any other Muhainmadans. Here one

sees no minarets. The temple architecture of Malabar was noticed by Ferguson to be that of N®paul

;

nothing like it exists between the two places. And the Mappila mofcque is much in the style of the

Hindu temple, even to adoption of the turret-like edifice which, among Hindus, is here peculiar to the

temples of Siva. The general use nowadays of German Mission-made tiles is bringing about, alas I

& metamorphosis in the architecture of Hindu temples and Mappila mosques, the picturesqueness

disappearing altogether, and in a few years it may may he difficult to find one of the old style.

The mosque, though it may be little better than a hovel, is, however, always as grand as the commu-

nity can ipake it, and once built it can never be removed, for the site is sacred ever afterwards.

Every Mappila would shed his blood rather than suffer any indignity to a mosque. It would be the

case of the Malapuram shaMds all over again : for, once religious cnthubiusm is aroused, death has no

terrors, but only alluring smiles.

The Mappilas are Sunnis, and claim to have had their religion from the fountain head. The
chief priest in Malabar, the Valiya Tangal of Ponftni, styles himself Valiya Zarathiugal^ Sayid

‘Ali bin Ahdu’r-Rahm^ Vali Tangal Ponani, is a pure Arab by blood, claims direct descent from

the Prophet. Curiously enough he inherits his sacred office in the female line — his nephew and not

his son is the successor — after the custom of Malabar, while bis family property passes according

to Muhammadan law. Other Mappila priestly offices, even that of the Mahadftm, the chief

representative of learning, who confers religious titles and degrees, arc inherited in the same manner
;

while, as all over South Malabar (among Mappilas) property devolves in the usual way, sons, daughters,

and widows receiving certain shares: sons an equal share; a widow with sons, an eighth of the whole;

a widow without sons, a sixth of the whole; daughterBehalf a son’s share.

The Nair tarwa<J, in which the devolution of property is through the female line, is the most

stable of all arrangements for the preservation of the family and the family property. The Mappilas

of South Malabar have followed this custom as regards certain priestly offices, but the Mappilas of North

Malabar follow it in respect of property. They have changed their creed, but not their custom of

inheritance. In the North they are well off, as every circumstance of the tarwdd tends towards

aggrandizement. In the South they are very poor, for they are .extremely prolific,® and they divide up
their property in such a way that prosperity is impossible. Their prolificness and mode of inherit-

ance are enough to destroy the most cg,pable people in the world, situated as the Mappilas are.

Not only are they prolific, but their numbers are increased largely every year by fresh adherents

from the Hindus, as well as from the inferior races. In the decade preceding 1891 the Hindus
increased by less than 8 per cent., while the Muhammadans increased over 15 per cent. No wonder
the man of inferior caste is often induced towards the latter. The position of even the slave-like

Cheruman is changed at once when he enters Islam
;

instead of his very presence carrying pollution

to people within 100 yards of him, he can walk where he will and hold his head as high as the best, ^.nd

what is more, every Mappila will stick to him through thick and thin.

A people prolific and overcrowding, and at the same time wretchedly poor, as are the Mappilas

of East Malabar, are most unfortunate subjects for fanaticism
;
and more especially so when the

customary land tenures are, as it were, arranged specially for the pui*pose of making people

discontented. Of this fanaticism I will now say something, and endeavour to account for its

existence. In many places people are poor and prolific, but not fanatic. Yfr'hy then are the

Mappilas so ?

6 This includes the Laccadive Islands. T Valeaza-arathengal= belonging to the great shrine.
8 Mnoh more so than Hindus. Many a man has 10 and 12 out of one wife ; and I know of one, having 3 wivea^

who is blessed with 33 children.
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When a civilized community adopts Islam as a creed, there is no great change wrought in

the ordinary course of life. We were told at the Congress of Orientalists in London of 1891, that

Muhammad’s Paradise was no more materialistic than that of the Christians as described in Reve-

lations
;
it was purely spiritual, but clothed in language, the everyday interpretation of which, and

not the poetic inference, was accepted. Montaigne had the same idea. Now, whether the civilized

entering Islam adopt the exalted interpretation which is said to have been Muhammad’s meaning, or

whether, as is usual, religion has very little hold on life among civilized peoples in the towns, the

fact remains that they do not feel bound to go out, become shaMds^ and kill those whose persuasion

is not theirs.

In contrast to this prosaic and sensible attitude of the civilized followers of Islam, if the

shrine at Mambram or the Malapuram Mosque were to be destroyed by order of the Government,

there is hardly a Mappila in Malabar, who would not give his blood to avenge the disgrace to

*‘hi8 pearl-like faith.” There would be much bloodshed. The most insignificant shrine, a wayside

mosque, even though no better or larger in structure than a hen-house, cannot be moved without

much blood being shed. Why is this P When a Hindu temple is desecrated and made abominable by

a handful of Mappiks, no one raises a hand to avenge the insult to the religion. Nor will those of

that creed stand up to save their temple. The gods or goddesses, Siva and Bhagavati, must look

after themselves in these ebullitions of excitement. If their shrine is made a place for filth, or even for

the skughter of the sacred cow, the people look on with equanimity. All that is looked for is cere-

monies which wiU make it just as sanctified as ever it was, and the disgrace is swallowed. Why is

this ? The people are much the same in blood as their Muhammadan fellow-countrymen.

If the difference is not to be found in the blood it is to be found in the creed. During the

Soujdan War there was unmistakable evidence of the extraordinary influence which Islam has on the

lower and Tinoivilized races. What made the immortal ‘‘Fuzzy Wuzzy” of Kipling’s ballad such a

“ first rate fighting man ?” Really nothing but the effect of Islam on his receptive nature. More recent

instances of this there have been in China. It is a creed which, as if by magic, turns the submissive

into heroes. We have evidence of this here. The Oherumans and Kanakans, inferior races in

Malabar, are submissive to the last degree ; in their lives the most harmless of beings, exemplifying

many of the virtues which are supposed to be exclusively Christian, and always in peace. But let one

of these adopt Islam and he is changed altogether. The psychic effect is marvellous. A youth shot

down in the outbreak of 1894, who recovered, was a convert of only a few months. Two of those

shot in 1896 were Cherumans and converts : one had become a Mappila only 15 hours before he

was shot ! The head and front of the last outbreak was a converted Cheruman, So it is with Tiyans

and others who join the Mappila’s faith, but the effect on those of the lowest races is the

strongest. The localities where the element of danger is greatest are where the Mappilas

belong in blood to the lowest races. The most dangerous criminals, the worst dacoits, are also to he

found amongst this mixture. In a place called Nddapurani, in North Malabar, the whole community of

Nairs was turned wholesale into Mappilas during the troublous time of Tippu Sultan, but no more

peaceable people dwell in the province. The effect on the lower races and on the close mixture with

them is altogether different.®

Now, the hold which Islam has fixed on this mixture of lower races is very strong indeed. The

foreigner Arab blood in Eastern Malabar is very slight if at all existent. Following M. Broca’s

method of indicating the racial position of mongrels or mestizos, if there has been foreign blood it

,has been eliminated long ago in the locality where fanaticism is alive. True, there are individuals of

Arab blood, but, as a rule, they are not among the dangerous ones. To the Arab blood has been
imputed the extraordinary fanatic character of the religion of the Mappilas, who are

9 The Cheruman, it may be said, is barely 5 ft. 2 in. in height (the average for the North Malabar Tiyan being

almost exactly 5 ft. 5 in., while the Nair is taller), much darker in colour, his nose is broader, and is cranial

jpapaoity is much smaller ; his head length is 18’2 iu. and the width 13'o. Compare this with the Aryan Nambudri,
19*2 and 14'6!
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quite unique among the Muhammadans of Southern India. But this is an error. There are within

the same proyince a class of their co-religionists to called Rowthans (Ravuthans), descendants, it is

said, of Tippu’s cavalry, who, themselves converts — but not from the inferior races, — settled near

P^gh^t
;
but these Rowthans are as cowardly as the Ernad Mappilas are courageous

; and if' the

fanatic element came from the Arab, we should find it strongest amongst those who are of pure or

almost pure Arab blood living on the West Coast, but there we see no signs whatever of it. Not

only the pure Arab Mappilas, but the class calling themselves Botkals (Arab traders hailing from the

Persian Gulf) ate as peaceful as any class in any class in Malabar, and are as little likely to go out

and become shaMds as their so-called brethren in the faith living in England.

It seems to he incontestable, whether in Africa, or in China, or in Malabar, that the fanatical

feelings which make people fight quite regardless of life are to be accounted for in the extra-

ordinary effect which Islam has on untutored races. The Mappila of Ernad is certainly exceed-

ingly impressionable and emotional. He holds the truths and beliefs of his faith, as interpreted

subjectively, with the very strongest tenacity. The Salvation Army-man, who invites his brethren

to embark for the shores of “ kingdom come,” chiding those who prefer to hesitate, has not the

Smallest intention of embarking himself until he is compelled to do so. He is not so strongly affected by

the reality of what he sings about as to possess the slightest inclination to be off at once to the meeting

by the river, when the path is death. The reality of the unseen, or that which lies in animism, is

much stronger in the lower races than it is in the higher, as any investigator may find out for himself.

To the Mappila, the pleasures of heaven which await those who die fighting are not a

far off and indistinct vision, or, as with many people, what they think they believe; it is^not

this, but something which impresses his whole being
;

it is altogether real
;
so real that he can, with

that kind of confidence which makes his courage sublime, meet death with delight.

The Mappila is indeed essentially religious, although his religion may be sometimes in the

style of the ghdd. With the shows of the Muharram he has no sympathy, and will have none of

them. The Ramazan fast he keeps faithfully, and prayer is never far from him. It is supposed

that his devotion to religious teaching is a drag on his advancement in secular education— that so

long as he retains it, he will remain behind in the general struggle for advancement in a country

ordinarily well ordered and peaceful
;
but with this I do not at all agree. It is much to his credit

that he will have that which he feels with every fibre of his body to be the Word of God before

everything else, and will not submit to have anything substituted for it. He is only too glad to have

proper secular teaching after a certain portion of the day has been devoted to the Qordn,

The Mappila College at Ponani disseminates darkness where it should give light. The

Musaliars, who have qualified to “ read at the lamp,” and the Tangals are grossly ignorant. And
as for the MuUas, who teach the sacred book to the children, I have never yet met one who had the

remotest idea of the meaning of a single word of the Qordn, Thus the children are taught to read,

but not to understand
;
what they read, incoherent Arabic, is gibberish to them

;
what they learn is

quite another thing. Some time ago the Qordn was transcribed into Malayalam, retaining the

Arabic character
;

it being then supposed that people would like to understand what they read.

This transcription is used on the W. Coast, but not where fanaticism smoulders
;
there they will not

use it, and the book finds no sale, for the effluence of the spirit of the Ctordn is felt through mere

reading or hearing it in the original, even though not a word is compi ehended, to be better a

thousand times than any transcription into the vernacular. And, of course, the musaliars of the

mosques are against it, for if the people could read and expound for themselves, their influence and

pecuniary gains would disappear.^®

The marked difference between a Mappila and a Hindu is observable in other ways than those where fanatic

fervour comes in view. All the kinds of work requiring pluck, enefgy and sustained effort are done by Mappilas.
Mappilas have done the heaviest work and earned the reputation of being the best workmen, steady, tractable, and
never troublesome while well treated, in the building of the big iron bridges which the Madras Railway Company
have thrown over the big rivers of the Madras Presidency ; and in the goldmines of South India the best miners are

said to be Mappilas. They work as Hindus never do.
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There survive impressions of the displaced religions of the lower races, whose blood is

in the M^ppila. There is much Yowing in the way that Hindus yow, and prayer is offered to

deceased and semi-deified persons, notable priests, tangals and shahids. The most important oath

by which a Mappila can swear is ‘‘By the feet of the Mambram Tangal,” and many Yows are made at

the shrine of this great priest, who came from Arabia to spread the faith in Malabar, and died there.

On the West Coast, where the Arab blood and influence is strongest, the religion is, so to speak,

purely spiritual ;
in the interior, where there is little or no Arab blood, it is more animistic : the

religion is more strongly infused with the once universal ancestral worship and its concomitant phases.

For example, on the Coast the favourite “ Mauludh ’’ ceremony is entirely spiritual in its essence— as

an Arab Mappila priest describes it
;
but in the interior, where we find fanaticism, it is to obtain some

favour from a deceased person who is invoked.

With this introduction we may examine their war songs, and we will begin appropriately with

one which illustrates their ideas as to how the dead may aid the living. It is entitled “ Shahidu
MfiJa Pattu” — a Garland of Songs about the Shahids, the heroes of defence of the Malapuram^^^

Mosque being indicated. The poet says his song is “ A Hymn of Praise for the benefit of all

mankind . ... Its name is K^liyath SMfa . . . . As a necklace for kings have I

composed it. Those who wear this necklace here will be rewarded by God hereafter with a necklace

of gold. I am always praying to God to bless those who repeat this song.” He asks God to

forgive orthographical errors for the sake of the Malapuram shahids^ and then, naming every ill and

misfortune possible to man, asks that for the sake of the same intercessors he may come to no harm.

He goes the length of asking that he may be “ One of the great men who attend to the wants and

(lefects of the house of God,” and that he too may die a shahid ! The song is also intended to be

repeated amidst vows in times of sickness. Although any want may be supplied, any disease cured,

^’(ells filled, and even cholera driven away simply by invoking the Malapuram shaMds, it must not be

supposed that these mighty beings are ever confused with God. “ There is no God but God

nevertheless there is nothing which these cannot do for man, for by means of their glorious deax-h

they have been invested with much power. Having given body and soul to God while in this world,

they have earned the privilege of obtaining assent from God whenever they ask Him for anything on

behalf of those on earth.

The poet’s modest apology for his errors is not uncommon in the MSppilas’ songs, and it will

not be out of place to mention here for the sake of better appreciation of these that the Mappilas

form no class with a fine literature of their own, but that they are the most backward in the Madras

Presidency in the matter of education. The poets are illiterate men in the sense that they could not

even pass a Lower Primary examination in the Government Schools
;
and they have procured the

facts and legends, which they have woven so strangely into their songs, from tradition and, partly no

doubt, from the regular stream of communication with Arabia which is maintained until the

present day.

The War Songs.

• Ho. I.

The Song of the Malapuram Shahids,^^

“ In the name of God I begin this song. I pray to Muhammad the Prophet who is the cause

01 all created things. I pray also to his relatives and to the Ashabi army. I pray to ail

Mussaimans.”

The poet goes on to say that “ Abu Betir Siddik was the first true shahid. Even the

angels of God hold him in high respect. He was a true man and he never exposed his person to

anyone until his death. May God always bless him,”

Malapxiram lies 18 toiles corth cf Tirifii:’ on tie Madras Baiiway aad aboot 31 miles east of Calient.
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Omar Bin Katab is the next. He “ held the Faith dearer than all his wealth and all his

children. The dust in his hand was transformed to musk by the Most High, and the odour of that

musk always pervaded his body.”^"*

“Usman Bin Alvto is the third great shahid. He had the Prophet's permission to admit

anyone he pleased to heaven. He visits every place like the lightning of heaven. He is the

most celebrated man in heaven or earth; and he married two of the Prophet’s daughters.’'

Isman Ali is the fourth. “He is described as a tiger in Bait-ul-Issa. The angels of

death fear him. He was the son of Abdulla’s brother, the most beloved of the Prophet and the

husband of Fatima the Prophet’s daughter, dearer to him than eyesight.” A tremendous tighter !

‘‘ His name is written ‘Tiger’ on the cot in Aesh ”
• , . . He is the gate of the hall of

wisdom. May God always bless him.”

The story of the Peruma,!, the last king among kiuglett, of Malabar, and his voyage to

Arabia where he met the Prophet are then told. Then we come to the destruction of the

Malapuram Mosque, when 44 Mappilas, the bravest of the brave, fought to death
: pareut&,

wives, children, tried to dissuade them, but to no purpose. The wives were told they would by their

husbands’ death in glory obtain salvation. But what about the present ? “ Do you not see the sky

sustained without a pillar .... the frog in the deep recess of the rock, the chicken in the

egg, and the child nourished in the womb ? Is it reasonable that you will be helpless ? Does a

man in the grave think of his parents ? When we are weighed in the balance who but God will help

Ub ? Can one's parents ? If men permit sacrilege to their mosque all pains of hell await them ; it is

only by dying for the glory of God they can obtain heavenly bliss : and then they can bless and aid

their iamilies.

‘‘ Ho ! ye brethren ! The shahids are most mighty ghosts and bhutas fear them. The wicked

Fblis is their enemy. Those who sing their praise obtain salvation from God. Those who slight them

will suifer untold misery” . • . .
“ Nothing is more pleasing to God than sacrificing one’s body

and soul in defence of God, and none are more honoured than these shahids” .... “They

did not become shahids under compulsion but of their own faith and conviction
;
therefore God gave

them a special place in heaven and a crown in Taj-il-Okar, Their bodies are always fragrant,

God takes special care of them.”

No. II.

The Song of Alungal Kandi.

Another of tiie songs was written by the popular Mappila poet Alungal Kandi Moyankutti
Vi^idiAr, grandson of a convert from Hinduism, of the stock of the old VSlan or Vaidiar, a hereditary

Hindu physician. The poem begins with extolling Muhammad, and tells how the king of Damascus

was convinced of the truth of his mission when the Prophet made the moon rise at the wrong time,

ascend the zenith, divide, and each half pass through the sleeves of his coat. Then follows a version

01 the tale of Joseph and Potiphar’s wife, and how the innocent minister ascended to heaven telling

the king who suspected him that he would be pardoned if he accepted ‘‘ the new Veda !
” which a

prophet was then bringing to men from over the sea.

Kegardiess of chronology, the poet tells how Islam was brought to K^rala^^ and how eventually

a grand mosque was built at Malapuram.^^ * Mappilas will not allow even an atom of the mdjan roof

of the mosque tu be burnt. They will fight to death for it, and they are glad of the opportuuity.

The poem continues :

—

i^itraots only are given of tliis song. I cannot give here more than a meagre outline of it, and the specia

characteristics of the Arab shaMds can be only alluded to in the briefest manner.
The old name for Malabar,

An absurdity is that the Perumal is compelled to do the ha^j or pilgrimage while Muhammad was alive,

Muhammad was dead 200 years before Islam was brought to Malabar or the Perum^, the last emperor, wont fo

Arabia.
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•‘The soul in our body is in the hand o£ God. Can we live for ever in this world ? Must we not

die once ? Everything will die, but God alone will not. Such being the commandment ol: God we will

have no eitouse when we are brought befoie Him after death
;
so determine earnestly to fight and die.

we die fighting with the wicked men who attempt forcibly to burn this holy mosque, which is the

house of God, we shall obtain complete salvation. The occasion to fight and die for the faith is like

unto embarking in a vessel which has come to bear the believer to the shores of bliss. Therefore embark !

How well for you that such a vessel has come! It will bear you to the broad gates of heaven. Is it

not for the arrival of such a vessel that we should pray ? . . . , The pleasures of wealth, or

lamilj, are not equal to an atom of celestial happiness. Our most venerable Prophet has said that

those who die in battle can see the houris who will come to witness the fight. There is nothing in this

world to compare with the beauty of the houris. The splendour of the sun, of the moon, and of the

lightning is darkness compared with the beauty of their hair which hangs over their shoulders. Their

cheeks, e^ves, face, eyebrows, forehead, head are incomparably lovely. Their lips • are like corals;

their teeth like the seeds of the ihalimathalam ; their breasts like cups of gold, the pomegranate, or

like beautiful flowers. It is not possible for the mind to conceive the loveliness of their breasts and

shoulders .... If they wash in the sea the salt becomes like honey, and as fragrant as attar

,

it they were to come down to earth and smile, the sun, moon and stars would be eclipsed. Mortals

would die if they but heard the music of their voice. When they wear red silk garments bordered

with green lace of seventy folds, their skin, bones, and muscles can be seen through them. Such is

the splendour of their -body. If they clap their hands, the clang of their jewels will be heard

at a distance of 500 years’ journey. They clap their hands and dance and sing as they come like

swans to the battle-field. If a human being were to see their beauty, their smile or their dance, he

Would die (^with longing) on the spot. Gently they touch the wounds of those who die in battle,

they rub away the blood and cure the pain
;

they kiss and embrace the martyrs, give them to drink

of the sweet water of heaven and gratify their every wish. A horse caparisoned with carpets set

with preemus stones will be brought, and a voice will say :
— ‘Let my men mount

;
let them dance

with celestial houns.' Then the celestial coverings will be placed on their heads; they mount

the beautiful horses which will dance and leap and take them away to heaven, where they will live

in unbtmnded joy.”

“Such IS the fate which awaits those who die fighting bravely. At tho dissolution of the world

they will be sped like lightning over the bridge across hell. In Heaven they will attend the mar-

riage of Muhaiamad. They will be decorated with bunches of pearls and crowns of gold
;
they will

sit on the tusk of Muhammad's elephant, and enjoy supreme happiness. It is impossible to describe

xbe pleasures which await those who die fighting bravely without fiinching. All their sins will be for-

given and Gud will listen to all fcbeir prayers.”

Fur (.(tlierwise is it with the coward. “ All his virtuous actions are ignored. He incurs the

wrath of God. He will be written down a renegade m the book of God. His prayers are vain. He

will die a sinner and be thrown into hell where fresh kinds of torture will be given him. In hell aie

countless myriads of scorpions, snakes and ‘frightful dragons. It it> a pit of everlasting fire.” The

pleasures of heaven and the pains of hell have been revealed to Muhammad ‘‘ who in his turn taught

bis disciples. Lt is the learned Mnsaliars who now hold this knowledge.”

Let it not be supposed that the above feelings are entirely sensual and erotic. On the contrary

the Mappilas’ version of Islam has had a strong eli'ect for good on his life and morality,

Ko. III.

Tb.0 Battle of Bedr.

xVnothor song by the same poet is of Muhammad’s famous Battle of Bedr, where he routed the

Koreish
;
also a subject of endless interest to MdppilaSj, They say that as the battle was fought

On the 17th Ramaasto in the 2nd year of the Hijra, it is a good day on which to die
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Sighting.’ Curiously enough, the mouth of fasting, during which it is enjoiued not to fight unless

forced to do so, is the very one in which the Mappila, the ultra strict follower of the Prophet according

to his lights, chooses to go out to fight and die. The twelfth day of Ramazan is with them a good

day on which to start out under devotion to death and it was selected in a last rising.

The poet describes how the Angel Gabriel told the Prophet that bliss awaited those of his fol-

lowers who died fighting the infidel. The Prophet then tells them how they could gain Paradise and be

met by the houris “whose eyes are like the waxing moon, whose cheeks are like the plantain’s leaves

who are soft as the petals of the young shoe-flower,” by way of inspiring them with courage. The

imagery is not quite so happy as before, for the necks of the hu7‘is when they walk “wave to and fro

like the neck of a rutting elephant.” But their “breast is like a lake wherein are lotus flowers, and

they are always 16 years old and very amorous” . , . .
“ They come like sporting elephants

to bear away those who die in battle and strive with each other saying, ‘ I will take him — I will take

him.’ The Prophet swore to his army that such happiness would be theirs if they died fighting

bravely,” Omar was eating dates
;
when he heard this he cast them away. The Prophet asked

why. He replied that he wished to waste no time in eating dates :
—“ I wish to use my time for

lighting
;

” and so saying he rushed like a lion among a flock of sheep, killed many and died

fighting : he met the death he wished for.” The father fought against the son, for the bond of the

faith is stronger than the bond of blood. The angels of death fought on the side of the Prophet

and the Koreish were defeated.^®

(To he continued,)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SOOSY - COPOSS.

Ante, Vol. XXIX. p. 338, I have shown that

soosy was Anglo-Indian for a mixed silk and

cotton cloth. The following quotations from

Holwell’s Interesting Historical Uvents Relative to

Bengal, etc., 1765, a veritable mine of wealth for

the hunter after Rohson-Johsons, go to show the

correctness of^ the identification beyond doubt.

'Coposs, cotton (kapS*s), is unnoticed by Yule.

Page 196. — “This district produces raw-silk

tt,nd coposs [raw-cotton, called, p. 193, “ coposs

or Bengal Cotton ”] sufficient only for manufac-
turing their soosies, cuttanees and gurras.”

Page 200. — “ The produce of the country con-

sists of shaal timbers (a wood equal in quality to

the best of our oak) dammer lacca’s, an inferior

sortment of raw-silk and coposs and grain, suffi-

cient only for their own consumption.”

Soosies, cuttanees and gurras were therefore

all mixed piece-goods, which is valuable informa-

tion. Yule quotes the second passage for saul-

wood (sill), but dammer-lacea is especially inter-

esting, unless we ought to place a comma between
dammer and lacca, as it goes to show that Bengal
dammer (pitch) was made fi’om a resin {lacca^

lac).

R. C. Temple.

SOME FORMS OF FERINGEE.

1679. — “ Between 3 and 4 of the moming we
set out and about 9 with easy travelling came to

Yentapollam : in the way we passed over a place

which have been formerly inhabited by Portu-

guese called Peringe© Burane.’* — Streynsham
Master’s Memorial, March 19th.

1883. — “ Near the line of the old Madras Road
is the spot known as Feringliee or Pr&ngula
Dibba, the moimd of the foreigners, where there

was once a Portuguese Settlement.”— Mackenzie,
Kistna District, p. 206.

R. 0. Temple.

JUFFYE — JUMP OF THE CULTCH.

Here are two slang expressions for the learned

in things Anglo-Indian to exercise their know-

ledge or ingenuity upon. A common slang ex-

pression of contempt among Eurasians towards a

native, who apes European manners and dress, is

juffiye, or jump of the cultch or simply a

jumper. The term jumper here is explainable as

vernacular English for a man who does anything

he has no natural or legal right to do, but the

other two terms apparently require a good deal of

explanation.

R. C. Temple.

The nest song is given in fulL Here as elsewhere the translation is necessarily somewhat free. The songs
were first of fill put into Malayalam and then into English. Though nearly every H^ppila understands them more or
-ess, few among them are capable of rendering them in the vernacular.
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NOTES ON INDIAN HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
BY J. F* FLEET, I.C.S. (Retd.), Ph.D ,'O.I.E.

The places mentioned in the Untikavatika grant.

This record has been edited by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji in the Jour. Bo. Br. R. Js. Soc.

Vol. XVI. p. 88 ff. I am quoting it, however, from ink-impressions made by myself.

The record introduces first a certain Mtotoka, whom it describes as “ an ornament of the

BAshtrak-utas whose fame was adorned by a number of many good qualities.” His son was

Devar^ja. Devaraja, it says, had three sons; of whom, however, it mentions only one by name,

—

Bhavishya, Bha^ishya’s son was Abhimanyu. And the record recites that, — t6iia Mana-
purani=adhyasaii5a=alahkurvvatri matapitr6h=punya-nimitt-abhivnddhayei p§t;ha-ParLgarakiya-

Dakshina-Sivasya Untikav^tik^b^-nama-gramako Jafabhara-pravrajitasya ndaka-purvvakd

dattah Harivatsa-kotta-nigraha(? hi)^-Jayasihgha“Samaksham.

The Pandit rendered this passage thus t
— “By him, adorning Manapura by his residence

{therein), there is given, with libations of water, in order to increase the religious merit of his

parents, the village named Undikavatika,^ to the recluse Jababhara, {on he/talf) of {the god)

Dakshina-Siva of Pethapaugaraka {This grant has Veen made) in the presence

of Jajasihgha, the chastiser of the KoUa Harivatsa.”

To this, however, there are objections. In the first place, iu order to support such a rendering,

there is the obligation of supplying some such word as artham or arthe^ “ on behalf,’^ to govern the

genitive ending with Bahshina-Sivasya^ And secondly, there is no evidence of the existence of a

word hotta as the name of any person, family, or tribe,® And, on this latter point, the following

remarks may as well be made
;
because the matter is so thoroughly typical of the way in which

there have been evolved, in connection with the ancient history of India, so many curious mistakes,

some of which are recognised only when the time comes for verifying the assertions in which they

are presented, and can be eliminated only by a full examination of the supposed authorities for

those assertions. The Pandit gave® a certain reference in connection with his rendering of the

record with which we are dealing, and in support of a remark, partly based on his estimate of the

period to which it should be referred, that “ this shows that there were Kotta chiefs at least as late

^‘as about the fifth century A.D.*’ And, turning to the place referred to by him, we find that he had

already formed the belief,— from a Gupta record which, according to his opinion at that time, was

to be referred to the end of the second century A.D., and which we shall notice again further

on,— that Kobta did exist as a tribal name, and that a Kotta king was reigning in Upper India

about xAD. 190; also, that he considered that he had obtained Prakrit forms of the name Kotta in

a word which he read as Koda or K6da in an early inscription at Sopara in the Tbfina district,

Bombay, and iu a word Kada which he found on an early coin obtained by him at Saharanpur in

the Meerut division, North-West Provinces and also that, on these grounds, he was of opinion

1 This seems to be a mistake iov •pu7^y-6ibhivriddM^iiivniUaiii or pun.y'^.hhivYidd'hl’nimittS.ya.

2 The Pandit read this name as Undikavatikfi, with in the second syllable. The origfinal uses that akshara

in respect of which, as I have before now had occasion to remark, it is often impossible to decide whether it means?

nb or nS
;
except, of course, in well-known words such as the Sanskrit mandala and hantalia and the Kanaresc

and lutCiia. I read the name with nt because of the identification of the place, which will be shewn

further on.

8 Over the hci tl^re is a mark, which may be a flaw in the copper, or may be an imperfect attempt to attach a

superscript i to th^' consonant.

^ See note 2 above.

j I do not overlook the facts, that Monies.Williams’ Sanskrit Dictionary, the revised edition, give' us Koliapnra

the name of a town iu Magadha, from tho BhadTahVinchantra, and that two records, Nos. 6r«5 and 656 m
Kielhorn’s List of the Inscriptions of Noithein India (Ej). Lid. Vol. V. Appendix, pp S3, £9), give us the personal

name of Kottabhauja, of the Bhauja family.”

^ Loc, cit. p. 86, note 1.

7 For, perhaps, the ideniioal com, see Cunningham’s Cot/is of Ancient India, Plate II., Nv 21; th?

i'f 19 distinctly K ‘daja, on both tae obve-se and the reverse.
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that the Kodas, KOdas, or Kottas were widely spread over India and had already been a ruling power

for nearly three hundied years,® Elsewhere, we have been told that the details adduced by the

Pandit “seem to show that about C. 200 the tribe of the Kodas or Kottas, who seem about that

“ time to have been ruling near Mirat and afterwards (A.D. 190) near Patna, bad a settlement at

“Sopara.’’® As a rider to this, a remark has been made about an “appareut relation between the

Kods of the Sopara burial circles and the Kols and Gonds of the Central Provinces.*’^® And

finally, we have been informed that there was an “early widespread tribe allied to the Gonds known

“as Kottas and Kods in the Central Provinces North Konkan and Delhi,” and that their head-

quarters were probably in the Central Provinces.^i But, if we turn back to the reference put

forward by the Pandit himself, we find that the origin of all this matter is simply that the Pandit

believed that “ Skandagupta’s ” — [read Samndragupta’s] — “ inscription on the Allahabad pillar

“states that he punished the scion of a Kotta”— [read Kotta, as shewn by the Pandit’s

DSvanagari rendering of the text, given in a footnote] — ‘‘family in Pataliputra.”^2 That, how-

ever, is a pure mistake. It was some member of a family named Kota, whom, the Allahabad

record says, in a passage which mentions also Puahpa[pura], = Patalipntra, = Patna, Samudra-

gupta caused (at some time about A.D. 375) to be captured by his armies. The name Kota

with the dental is quite distinct from any such word as hoiia, with the lingual it. And, so far

at any rate as anything as yet brought to light may go, we may dismiss entirely the idea that there

ever was a ruling power in India known by the name of Kofcfca.

Now, on the other hand, in the first place, the construction of the sentence, quoted from the

record with which we are dealing, is such that only the genitive Jatdhhura-pravrajitasya is neces-

sarily connected in any way with the verb dattaht by which it is governed, and that the genitive

ending with Dalcshina-’Bivasya is governed in the most natural way by the immediately following

word Uritilcavdiikd-ndma-grdmaho
;
and this collocation of the words marks the village U^tikavatik^

as already belonging to the god Dakshina-Siva at the time when it was conveyed by the record to

someone else. And in the second place, the word ‘koiia^ as also kota^ is well known as meaning

‘ a fort, a stronghold
;

’ while there is nothing appropriate in speaking of the witness to a deed of

gift or transfer as a chastiser of anyone when there is nothing in the record to indicate some such

achievement as the motive for the grant, it is quite suitable that he should be described by a title

which marks him as a local official ; we have the word kottajodla, meaning ‘ a guard, protector,

keeper of a fort, a commander of a fort and koitanigi^aha or kottanigrahin^ in which the second

component is from ni + grah^ ‘to hold down, keep or hold back, seize, hold, hold fast,’ may

quite well he taken as an official title meaning much the same thing. Further, grdmaka has the

meaning of * a small village.* The word pravrajitah^^^ the technical meaning of ‘ one who has left

home and wandered forth as an ascetic mendicant but it can hardly be fairly rendered by

‘recluse,’ or by any single word, except perhaps in connection with Jain and Buddhist

writings, in which it seems to be used iu the sense of ‘a monk and it has also the general

meaning of ‘gone astray, gone abroad.’ The word which means literally ‘a mass of

braided hair,’ must certainly be taken here, as it was taken by the Pandit, as a proper name
;

but the word reminds us at once oi jatddhara^ ‘carrying or wearing braided hair,’ which is well

known as an epithet of Siva
;
and, while it does not seem either appropriate or probable that a

village, specifically def-cribed as belonging to a god, should be given away to any ordinary person

without a distinct proviso that he should hold it for that god, it might quite suitably be transferred

to another fornt of that god, or to some other god connected with that god,^®

® See Jovr, Bo. Br. R. As. 8oc. Yol. XV. p, 290.

9 Qazeiteev of the Bo)nlay Presidency, Yol. XIII., Thftna, Part II., p 409, 73O.

Id, Yol. I. Part I. p. 132 “ Delhi” seems to be a mistake for Behar or anything else.

See Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. Soc. Yol. XY* p. 290, and note. gee Qiipia Inscrs. p. 12.

See Monior-Williams’ Sanskrit Dictionary, revised editiouj under hotta and puila.

'ss We seem to have at any i-ate one instance of an analogous kind. The MalUfr6j(i JayanS^tha gave a village

named BhavashandikA to certain persons, as a dCvdgrahdra or ‘ agrah&ra of the god,’ for the benefit of the god Vishnu

iti the form of Bhagavat
;

see Oupta htscrs. p. 121. And his son ^arvandtha gave half the said village to another

person for the benefit of the divine (bhagavaif) goddess PishtapnrikM^vi : see ibid, p, 130.
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And, for the above-mentioned reasons, — partly suggested, of course, but, I think it will be

admitted, fully supported, by what I have to say further on in identifying the god and the places

mentioned in the record,— I translate the passage thus :— By him (Abhimanyu), adorning

Mtoapura by residing at it, in order to increase the religious merit of his parents, the small

village named XJntifcavatiM, of (i, e. belonging to) the god Dakshiija-Siva of the Pafigaraka

p^tha, has been gi^en, with the pouring out of water, to the Jatahhara who has left his home and

gone abroad (i. e, to that same god who has gone from the place belonging to him as Dakshi^'

Biva and has settled elsewhere as Jatabhara) {This has been done) in the pre-

sence of Jayasihgha, the keeper of the fort of Harivatsakotta.” Or, if it should be considered

better to take Jatabhara as the name of a place, then part of the translation would be :— '‘to him

e. that same god) who has left his home (at the place belonging to him as Dakshina-Siva) and

has gone abroad to (and settled at) Jat^bMra.”

i Now, the record does not mention the territorial division, in which lay the village ITntika-

vatikA Nor does it specify the boundaries of the village. Nor do we even know where it was
obtained. And so we have nothing specific to guide us in the allocation o£ it. But the suggestion

has been made, — whether by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji, or by his editor, is not clear,— that the

god Dakshiija-Siva may be the god of the great Saiva shrine in the Mahftd^va hills in the

Hoshang^bad district. Central Provinces, because that shrine is under the management of the

petty Chief of a place named Pag§.ra.^® This suggestion is certainly correct. And, by way of an
introduction to what I have to say about the matter in pioving the point, it may be conveniently

stated here that, in the Indian Atlas sheet No, 71, S. W. (1899), the particular hill which is

called ‘ Mahadeo ’ in it and is marked as 4,834 feet high, and on which there is the shrine in

question, is located in lat, 22° 24', long. 78° 28', about three miles south-by-west from the well-

known hill-station of Pachmarbi in the Shhagpur tahsil of the Hfishangabad district, and about

fifty miles towards the east-south-east-fa alf- south from Hoshangdbad, which town is on the south

bank of the Nerhudda; and that, while the principal of the Bhopds or hereditary guardians of the

shrine is the Chief of the Pachmarbi zamindari, which comprises six villages, another of the

Bhopds is the Chief of the Pagara zaminddri, which consists of twelve villages^® and apparently has

its head-quarters at Pagdra itself, which is in lat. 22° 31', long. 78° 29', about four miles on the

north of Pachmarlu and on the road to Pachmarbi from the Paparia or Piparia station on the

G. I. P. Kailway from Bombay to Jabalpur; from the ‘Mahadeo’ hill, Pagara is about seven miles

north-half-east.

The Mahdd^va hills are a part of the Satpuda range ; but they are isolated, by precipitous

ravines, from the hills which are actually known as the Satpudas. The earliest mention of them

that I Can trace, is in Hamilton’s East^India Gazetteer, second edition, Vol. 11. (1828), p, 161,

where they are described as “ a range of hills in the province of Gundwana, where stands the

“ celebrated temple to which the Hindoos resort in pilgrimage.” They are famous for a peculiar

variety of sandstone known as the “ Mahad^va sandstone,” in connection with which a full account

of them, from that point of view, has been given in the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India,

Vol. II. (1860), which work speaks of them as “the Puchmuri or Mahadeva hills ” (page 183).

And, according to Thornton’s Gazetteer oj India, Vol. III. (1854), p. 358, they took their appel-

lation from the temple, and they may be considered as lying between lat. 21° 30' and 22° 40' and

long, 78° and 80°.

Hamilton’s work speaks also of the Mahad§va temple, which it describes as “ a celebrated

Hindoo place of worship in the province of Gundwana, situated among the Mahadeo hills, sixty

“miles south-east from Hussingabad, on the Nerhudda river.” It places the temple, not quite

accurately, in lat. 22° 22', long. 78° 35'. It further quotes Jenkins’ Medical Transactions to the

36 Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, Vol. I. Part I. p. 132.

See tlie Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. X, p. 522. Thia chief is describe iis “ a Kurkii by casta.*'

18 See ibid. p. 527.
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effect that, at the festival held in February, 1820, more than ei^ht thousa id people visited the

shrine, in spite of the fact that it could hardly have bec(»me known, by that time, that the taxes,

which had ranged from one rupee to ten rupees per pilgrim, and even to fou- teen rupees in the

case of a pilgrim having a bullock with him, had been remitted. And, fioni all this, we gather

that the shrine really is one of considerable repute. »

In 1833 or 1834, the Mahadeva hills were visited, for geological inquiries, by Mr. Spllsbury.

of the Bengal Medical Establishment, who then published an account of them in the Jour. Beng,

As. Soc, Yol. III. (1834), p. 388 if., with a sketca-map opposite page 392. He climbed the range

md ‘'Pugava, a small Goand village, belonging to a Thakur He located '‘the cave of

Mahadeo,’’ — from which we infer that the temple’* is a shrine in a cave, — some four or five

hundred feet below apeak, which he mentioned in one place as “ Pntta Suiikur”2o

another as Jutta Shunkur,*’^! and which he further shewed in his map as Jutur Smikur.’’

He has further told ns that the occasion of the annual jdtrd or pilgrimage is the Sivardtri, and

that the pilgrims assemble, before making the ascent to the cave, at a place named '‘Bhawun,’*

which, however, is not marked either in his map or in the Indian Atlas sheet. And he has drawn

attention to “a singular shaped hill,” near “Bhawun,” which is called “Teri Kothi ” because

''all Goands firmly believe the locusts issue” from it . 22 His map locates this hill about four

miles on the south-east of “ Jutur Sunkur.” And his sketch of the hill itself presents what looks

like an enormous lihga on a huge mound, the combined height of the two being shewn as about a

hundred and fifty feet,

We may now consider the details of the record. And we v/ill take, In the first place, the

prefix Daksldna in the name of the god Dakshina-Siva, the southern Siva, the Siva of the

South.’’ We have the same prefix in the name of the god Dakshina-KSdarSsvara, “ the KldarS-

svara of the South,” of Balagami in Mysore, which was plainly an image established there as

(he local representative of Siva in the form of Kedara or K^dar^svara as worshipped at Ked^rn^th,

which is a famous temple and place of pilgrimage in the Hira^lavas, in the Garhwiil district,

North-West Provinces.23 And we have it again in the name of the god Daksbina-S6manatha, '' the

Somanatha of the South,” of Huligere, i. e. Lakshrneshwar, within the limits of the Dliarwar

district,2^ which was plainly a local representative, at that place, of the famous form of Siva as

.S&manatha at Sbmanathapattana or Patan-86mnath in Kathiawar. Evidently, the prefix was
customarily used, in a very appropriate manaer, to denote certain gods in the Dakshinftpatha ot
Dekkan, i. e. in the territory on the south of the Neibudda, v^liich were representatives and
namesakes, in that part of the country, of celebrated gods of Northern India. And so far, there-

fore, as the name of the god is concerned, there is at least no obiecuon to connect the record with

the locality suggested by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji or by his editor.

To the preceding point, we have to add the fact that the characters of the record are of
the southern class of alphabets. And in this respect, again, tliere is no objection to connect
the record with the suggested locality*

Bub, further, I find a distinct connection between the record and the locality, through

what is evidently the real local name of the shrine which is now known as the temple of Mahadeva,

and is probably also the local name for the peak below which the shrine is. Spilsbury’s map
places that peak just where the Indian Atlas sheet^^ places the peak which it calls ‘Mahadeo.* As
has been mentioned above, Spilabury’s printed account speaks of the peak as “Pntta Sunkur” and

Jutta Shunkur and it is shewn in his map as “ Jutur Sunkur.” The *'Putta ” is certainly a

mispnnt ;
compare “ Dokgur ” three times, on page 392, for the “Dobgur” at the top of the same

page and the ^‘Dobgurh” of his map, which stands for a name which is given in the Atlas sheet

loc, cit. p. 391. 20 Loc. cit p. 392, note. 2^ Loc. cit. p, 393. 22 loc. eii. p, 893.
23 See Ep. Xnd, Vol. V. p, 221, and note 4. 9* TbU. pp. 243, 2?5, ftud page 247, text lines 30, 31.
95 See page 511 above.
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as 'Dhupgarh.* Ifc can hardly be questioned that the “ Jutta Shunkur and “ Jutur SunkUTi**

though possibly confused by Spilsbury in some way with the word ‘pilgrimage,’ really mean

Jat^-Samkara, or “ 'Samkara (Siva) of the braided hair.”26 ^nd we can hardly avoid recognising

a direct connection of some kind between that appellation and the name JafS^tohara which we

actually have in the record. We can also easily understand how the present name of the range

came to be established. Evidently, the first European visitor to the locality found it without any

particular name of its own; he heard of the existence of a famous and much frequented shrine on

some hill in it, and, no doubt, the particular hill was pointed out to him
;
he asked the name of

the hill, or of the shrine or its god, and was told Jata-Sathkara
;
this name not being familiar to

him, he asked more precisely who the god might be, and was answered Mabadeva; and this well-

known name of Siva was readily «'iccepted as furnishing a convenient appellation, first for the

particular peak, and then for the entire range of hills.

There is no difficulty about taking the modern name Pag&ra as representing the ancient

Pangaraka.^^ We might perhaps take the prefix as meaning ‘ a market-town.’ And, in

that case, the epithet 'piiha-Fahgaraldya would locate the god Dakshina-Siva at the modern

Pagara itsJf, about four miles on the north of Pachmarhi. But we have no information as to

the existence of any god of repute at Pflgara. Also, it would appear from Molesworth and Candy's

Marathi Dictionary that the word peih or penth, in the sense of ‘a market-town/ is of Hindustani

origin. I am more inclined, therefore, to take the prefix petha as the same word which we find

used as a territorial term, in records of the fifth and sixth centuries A. D. from a part of the

country not fir distant from that with which we are dealing, in the expression “ the Maninaga

pefha,^^ and which se^ms to be the origin of the Marathi petd in the sense of a subdivision of a

pargana or of a taluka. And, from this point of view, I interpret the record, not as locating the god

Bakshina-Siva at Pagara itself, but as marking the god as the god of a territorial division which

was known as the Pangaraka pfitha and derived its appellation from the ancient Paugaraka,

now lepresented by Pagara, as its head-quarters town.

I take the actual state of the case to be as follows. The locality first derived its sanctity

from the hill called ‘Teri Kothi/ the summit of which so strikingly resembles an enormous

liiiga, about four miles on the south-east of the peak known as Jata-Samkara and Mabadeva ;
29 and

that summit itself was the original god Bakshina-Siva, “ the Siva of the South,” of

the Pangaraka petka. The god, in that form, had been endowed with the village of Untikavabika.

Subsequently, it was desired to set up an actual image of the god. A suitable place was found in

the cave below the above-mentioned peak. Either the god himself was installed there in the

more specific form of Jat:§,bhara ;
or perhaps the place itself was doubly recommended, and was

named Jaffi-bh^ra, in consequence of having, over the entrance to the cave, a mass of gnarled and

twisted roots and rocks resembling braided hair ; and this name became afterwards modified into

Jat^-Samkara. And, when the god was thus installed in the cave, the previous endowment of the

village of Unfcikavatika was transferred, by this charter, to the new shrine.

Mouier-Williams’ Saiiskrif; Dictionary, revided edition, gives JatiVftSamkara as the name of a itriha, from the

Rasihiranmui, xii. 22. — The Postal List ot the * WardhA ’ district, Central Provinces, shews a place named ‘ JaM»-

Shankar ’ in the 'ArvJ’ tahsU, post-town ‘Ashti.’ But I cannot find it in the Atlas sheets Nos. 54, and 72, S. W.
*-*" There are varions other pUoes, m different parts of the country, the names of which are given in maps, etc,,

as ' Pagara,’ ‘ Pan^ra,’ and ‘ Pangara,’ It is sufficient to state that there are no grounds for identifyin^<j any of them

with the Paii^jaraka of the record — The Village List of the * Wun ’ district, Berars, shews a place named * Pitha^

pongara ’ in the ‘ Kelapnr ’ taluka, post-town ‘ Pandherkowra.’ But I cannot find it, unless it is the * Pitapungli
’

of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 73(1896), a small village about eleven miles south- wvest-half-south from ‘ SeUiapur.’

About forty miles towards the north-vrest from * Pitapungli,’ there is a small village or hamlet called ‘ Maapnr/ in

the ‘ Yeotmal ’ tAluka of the same district. There is, however, nothing to lead us to refer the record to this locality,

28 Oupta Inscra. pp. 116, 133. Another form of the original word occurs as veniiha, in Ime 30-31 of the Harih&r

'Plates of A. D. 1351 ; see Jour. Bo. Br. B. 4s. 8oc. Vol. X. p. 347- And we have abo WT^thega orpentkeya in lino 24

of the Haribarins'jription of A. D. 1533 ; see Vol. IV, above, p. 331.

See above,
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As regards I find that it is quite suitably represented by tbe ‘ Oontiya ’ of

the Indian Atlas sheet, nine miles towards tbe north-north-east from Soh^gpur, and thirty miles

north-north-west-three-quarters-west from the Jata-Saihkara or Mahadeva peak. There is another

^Oontiya’ about futir miles towards the east-north-east from that one. But it seems to be a larger

village. And the record appears to distinctly single out the smaller of the two. These villages

are both on the south of the Nerbudda, and within a quite reasonable distance from the shrine, so

to be conveniently managed by the priest or priests of the shrine.

And the fort of Harivatsakotta is probably the hill-fort which the Indian Atlas sheet shews

as ‘Dhupgarh’ and places on a peak 4,454 feet high, about three miles on the north-west of the

Jata-Samkara or Mahad^va peak. The commander of that fort would he a most suitable witness

to the transfer registered in the record.

The place which is mentioned as MAnapura cannot be satisfactorily identified. Pandit

Bhagwanlai Indraji was at first somewhat inclined to identify it with Manyakhefa-Malkhed in the

Nizam’s DuminioiiSj^o the capital of the well-known dynasty of Rashtrakiifas which was founded by

Dantidurga about A. D. 759, some three hundred and eighty miles away to the south from the

locality to which our results fix us. And, later on, he or his editor has suggested more plainly

‘‘Manpur in the Vindhya hills meaning, I think, a place which I myself had meanwhile

proposed,^2 namely Manpur in MMwa, the head-quarters of the Manpur pargana under the Bhopa-

war Agency in Central India, about twelve miles south-west from Mhow and one hundred and seventy

miles to the west from our locality. Neither of these proposals, however, is really admissible. At

the time to which the present record is properly to be referred, namely in or closely about tiie

period A. D. 650 to 700, there caunot have been any independent RasbbrakAtas at Malkhed in

tbe Nizam’s Dominions
;
more »ver, the ancient Sanskrit name of MalkbAI has never yet been met

with otherwise than in tbe foim of ManyakhSfca. And Manpur in M&lwa is put out of the question

by its being on the north of the Nerbudda. If the Manapura of the record was the capital of Abhi-

manyu, it may possibly be Manpur near * Baudhogarh’ in Rewa, about two hundred miles towards

the north-east-by-east from our locality, which certainly seems to be the Manapura that is men-

tioned in a record of A. D. 462 or thereabouts.^® But there is nothing in our recoid to mark its

Manapura as a capital. And the test reads more as if it was simply an ordinary town or village^

somewhere in the vicinity of the other places, which Abhimanyu had honoured by camping at it

in the course of a tour. The name Manpur is of frequent occurrence as a village-name in R6wa,

BaghMkhand, the Central Provinces, the Berars, and the Nizam’s Dominions. But I do not at

present find in the maps any Manpur which is reasonably close to the Jata-Saihkar or Mahadeva

peak, and so may have been used as a camp by Abhimanyu for the purpose of visiting the shrine.®''

And I am inclined to think, therefore, that the Manapura of tbe record may be not in existence now.

It is, however, not impossible that it is, in some way or another, the village which is shewn in the

Indian Atlas sheet as ‘ Bhaiipnor/ on the south bank of the Nerbudda, two and a half miles nortb-

by-west from Uufcikavatika-* Ooiitiya.’®5 And it is also not impossible that Manapura rony have

been the older name of Soha^pur, or of Sobhapur which is a large village six miles on the north-east

ot Sohagpur.

w Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. 3oc. Vol. XVI. p. 89. « Gas. Bo. Pres. Vol. I. Part I. p. 132.

Vol. XVIIT. abuvo, p. 233. s*** Gujtta Insets, pp. 136, 138,

3* I naay stato that I have recently had oooaaion to examine sheets of the Indian Atlas covering a great deal

C'untry, especialiy^ah>ng the course of tbe Nerbudda and to the south of that river. In sheet No. 23, N, E. (1894),

In lat. 6', long 73'^ 7'» there is a village called ‘ Manpur/ in the Baroda territory, about six miles on tbe north

t'i* Miyiigdm. And, curiously enough, theic is an ‘Uutia’ about two and a half miles on the north-east of this

‘'Manxiur,' aud there is another ‘ XJnliii about seven miles further on in the same direction. With these exceptions,

I have not found any other name anbv\er:Lg to Untikavi tikd (or XJiidikavttikS.) And these places can hardly have

uuy connection with the present record
; bacauso they are on the north of tbe Nerbudda, and fcome three bun-

dred miles away from the local!'y to whioh the other considerations lead us ; nothing can be found, in that direction^

to represent Pangaraka and the god Daksiiina-^iva and the name JatObhara.
•5 Thera is nol;. as yet, any Survey or Topogr^iphiaal map available for testing this point.
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The places mentioned in the Paithan plates of A. D. 794.

This record has been edited by Prof. Kielhorn, with a facsimile lithograph, in B;p. Ind.

Vol. in. p. 103 fE. It recites that, on a specified day in the year Saka-Samvat 716 (expired),

falling in A. D. 794, the Rashtrakuta king Govinda III. gav^e to some Brahmans a \illnge named
Jjimbaramika, in a gloup of villages known as the Sarakaehchha or S§.nfi,kachchha

twelve^ which was in a territorial division called the Pratishthana bhukti. And it specifies the

boundaries of the village as being, on the east, a village named Samatirthaka
; on the south, the

iriver Gddavari ; and on the west, (a village named) Brahmapuri. On the north, the record

places a village the name of which has been read as Dhonagr^ma, with the remark that the

consonant of the first syllable may be either dk, v, or c^, and that of the second syllable may he

either n or t

;

but, in view of the identification that can be made, we may safely say that the real

name given in the record is ceitainly Vddagrtoa^

PratishthAna is the modern Paithaia, on the north bank of the Godavari, the head-quarters,

apparently, of the Paithan sarkar of the Aurangabad district in the Nizam’s Dominions; in the

Indian Atlas sheet 38, S. E. (1886), it is shewn as ‘ Paithan,’ in lat. 19° 27', long. 75° 26'. As

the village that was granted was in the Pratishthftna bhukti, which can only have been a small

subdivision of a much larger teiritory which would be known as the Pratishthana desa, we ought

to find it somewhere in the vicinity of Paithan itself. And I find that Limbar&mika must have

stood just about where the maps shew a village which is entered as *Cusnapur’ in the Atlas

quarter-sheet of 1886 mentioned above and as ‘Cusnapur’ in the Deccan Topographical Survey

sheet No. 17 of 1877, but as * Kristnapooree ’ in the full Atlas sheet No. 38 of 1857 and in the

beautiful Survey map of the Paithan sarkar executed under the superintendence of Captain

H. Morland in 1842-43. The said village, ‘Cnsnapur-Kristnapooree/ is on the north bank of

the G6davarl, twelve miles west-north-west-three^quarters-noith from Paithan. Samatirthaka

is evidently a village on the same bank of the Godavari, two miles on the south-east of

* Cusnapur-Kristnapooree,’ which is shewn as ‘Sewatta’ in tbe Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886 and as

* Sewatta’ in the Deccan Topographical sheet of 1877, but in the full Atlas sheet of 1857 and in

the Paithan Survey map of 18*12-43 is shewn as ^ Savutha,’ which probably represents some such

pronunicatioii as Saumtha. Yddagrtoa is evidently the village which is shewn as ‘ Vadgaon * in

the Atlas quarter-sheet oE 188C and is referred to as ‘Wargaon,’ in the indication oE certain

cart-tracks or foot-paths, in the Deccan Topograplical sheet of 1877, hut is shewn in the full Atlas

sheet of 1857 and in the Paithan Survey map of 1842-43 as ‘ Vaudgaon,’ — which stands, no

doubt, for V6dgaon, with perhaps a pronnneiation of the 6 like the aiv in ‘Cawnpore* and the au

in ‘maund,’® — three miles towards the north-east- by-east from ‘Cusnapur-Kristnapooree.’ And

1 The published text gives S^r^kaclichha, with the first two syllables marked as doabtfuk The consonant of ^he

first syllable seems to be certainly s. For the possibility of reading the consonant of the second syllable as w,

rather than r, compare the n of Pratishnidiia in tbe same line,

2 The name stands in line 56 of the text. There is no question that the first syllable may be read either as dh6

or as to. And the record presents several instances in which there are forms of n and t olosely resembling the conso-

nant of the second sy liable. But, for the point that the second syllable is really 6a, compare kha6gam, line 4, gaJgaih

for khadgam, line 5, line 11, and, still more olea.Tlyy d6ayah for ddayak, line 31, and j^(sk^)6aS'oUar^shu,

lines 60-61.

® When the Paithan Survey map of 1842-43 and the Atlas sheet of 1857 were prepared, the sounds of the short

o and the long 6 weie, of course, often represented by o
; but .also other devices were used, such as ou in * Toandoly,’

four miles north-north-east, and ' Poargaon,' eleven miles towards the north- east-by-east, from * Vaudgaon,^ which

are shewn as ‘ I’cndoli’ and ‘ Porgaon’ in the quarter-sheet of 1^86, and such as the insertion of an e after the conso-

nant, as in ‘ Donegaon/ twelve miles towards the east-north-ea-t fiom ‘Taudgaon/ v/hich is shewn as ‘ Bongaon * in

the quarter-sheet of 1886. And au vas very often uted for <5 ;
as in ’ Yaugwaddy,’ seventeen miles towards the east

from ‘ Vaudgaon,’ and in ‘ Wauksnre,* six and a half miles so» Mi-ea't-by-east from Paithan, which are shewn in the

quarter-sheet of 1SS6 as ‘ Vagwari* and ‘ Wnkfaari.’ And I do nob hnd any other certain instance in the neighbour-

hood of the locality with which we are concerned, in which au stands for o. But ohe au of the present day, while

occasionally repiesented (wrongly) by au-, as in the ‘ Sawkhaid ’ of the Paithan Survey map, five miles west-north-

west from * Vaudgaon,' w’hich appears in the Atla*" sheet of 1857 as ‘ Sowkhaid,’ and even in the quarter^shiet of 188(5

as ‘ Sowkhera,’ — was almost always represented by ow or cw, as in * Kowdgaoa,’ six miles novth-east-hiilf-nortb, and.

' Ournngpoop,^ five and a half miles north-north-west from * Vaudgaon,* which are shewn in the quarter* sheet of 1886
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Brahmapurl is perhaps the ‘ Bramagaon ’ of the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886, and tie ‘Brumagovan’

of the full Atlas sheet of 1857 and of the Paithan Surrey map of 1842-43, about four miles almost

due north of * Cusnapur Kristnapooree f it is quite possible that its lands may have originally

extended southvvards along the nullah on which it stands, so as to include certain other villages

which now exist separately under the names of * Mauzegaon-Mouzegovan,’ * Lamgaon>Lamgo\aii,’

and * Jogisari-Jogeshwur,’ so as to reach the Godavari on the west of * Cusnapur-Kristnapooree.’*

The name IjinibArAiQikA does not seem to exist, now, anywhere on the north of the Godavari, in

the locality to which these results fix us; nor, I may add, can any such name, or any other names

resembling Samalirthaka and the name (no matter how it may be read) of the village on the north

of LimbAramika, be found anywhere else along the Godavari in the whole extent of countiy covered

by the Atlas sheets 38, 55, and 66. But it has left a clear trace of itself, in the name of a

village on the south bank of the Godavari, immediately opposite ‘ Cusnapur-Kristnapooree,’ which

is not shewn at all in the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886, but is shewn as ‘ Nimbari^ in the Deccan

Topographical sheet of 1877 and as ‘Limbaree * in the full Atlas sheet of 1857 and the Paithan

Survey map of 1842-43. And I suspect that Limbari-Nimbari was an offshoot from the original

LimbAramika; that ‘ Cusnapur-Kristnapooree,’ = Krishnapuii,® was the or “ ward of the

gods** of Limbaramika ;
that the original hrahmapuH, or “ Brahman’s ward” of the village, became

absorbed into Krishnapuri
;
and that that is why we can now trace the original name only on the

south bank of the river.

The appellation of the group of villages known as the SArAkachchha or SAnAkachchha
twelve seems, not to have been derived from the name of any town or village, but to mean
“ the twelve (villages) on the bank or banks of the Sara or Sana/’ The reference may be to the

original name of the ‘ Ganda,’ a small river which flows into the Godavari from the north at a

point about three and a half miles on the west of ‘Vaudgaon;’ and, in this case, the name is to

be taken as denoting a group of villages on the east bank of that river. Or it may be that the

name belongs to a large nullah which passes ‘ Vaudgaon’ on the east and flows into the Godavari

at a point labout three miles on ‘the north-west of Paithap
;
and, in this case, the name probably

denoted a group of villages on both sides of that nullah. Close on the west cf the ‘Ganda/ there

flows into the Godavari, also from the north, another small river, the name of which is given in the

full Atlas sheet of 1857 as ‘Sinnna,’ hut in the Paithan Survey map as ‘ Seev/ and in the Deccan

Topographical sheet as ‘ Sheo,’ and in the Atlas quarter-sheet of 1886 as ‘ Siv
;

’ it does not seem

that this can be concerned in the matter.

as * Kaudgaon ’ and * Anrangpur.* And, even if the actnal modern name of the village should he either Vf'dgaon or

Vandgaon, — which I very much question,— there can be no reasonable doubt that it is the village which is men-

tioned, as V^^agr/ma, in the record. It may be added that the round of aw in ‘ Cawnpore ' and of au in ‘ maund ? is

iKe sound which the o and 6 naturally assume when they are followed by an r which has not a vowel after it, and that

there is always more or less of an r-sound in the lingual d. — There seems to be really uo end to the vagaries of those

who fix the spelling of place-names for use in maps. The Deccan Topographical Survey sheet No. 17 (1S77) marks

a road, which crosses the GodAvai! about eight miles on the north-east of NewSsa in the Ahmednagar district, as going
^ to j4rungabAd and it gives the same words in connection with a track from the neighbouring village of * Kaigaon.*

It really means “to Aurang4b4d.’’ And, in addition to presenting u instead of a and instead of d in what
purports to he up-to-date spelling, it furnifakes an instance of a faniastic use of A for au, exactly the opposite of the

use of au for d mentioned above.

* As 1 have before now had occasion to indicate, from the maps ve can only take the distances and bearings from

village-site to village-site, and this only locates approximately the relative positions of the lands belonging to the

diflerent villages.

5 Either form of the name means, of course, Krishnapuri And I tliinkT am safe in saying that Kusna is aotually

current as a vulgar or corrupt pronunciation of Krishna. But, both in this deiall and in some others which will have

b^en recognised above, the Deccan Topographical Snrvey sheet and the supposed up-tp-date quarter-sheet of the Atlas,

tore, manifestly, anything but an improvement on the earlier maps.— A curior-s and very nufcatlsfaoiory feature in the

Atlas quarter-sheet, is the intrcducticn of G. for “great’’ and L. for “little;’* for instance, in ‘G. Shendra’ and
' L. Shendra/ eight miles east of AurangilbSd, where the full sheet of 18.^7 shews * Shaindra * and * Ch, Shaidra/ and in
‘ G. Julkeh’ and ‘ L. Julbeb,’ five miles east of Newilsa in the Ahmednagar district, where the Deccan Topograpticc.1
‘‘sheet No. 17 shews * Jiilkeh B.’ and * Julkeh K.* Of course, the maps ought to perpetuate the local usage, and to

tell ns whether the tertos employed in particular localitiee are hudMikh and ihwd, or hir* and chifc/ca, or hadAj and
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The passage in the record which mentioned th.e residences of tlie grantees, with their name?
and other details, “ has been greatly tampered with, for the purpose of reducing the number of

grantees, which originally was seven, to four.”® The following remarks, however, may be made.
One of these residences was Pratishtlitoa-Paitilian itself (line 48). Another was a place m
respect of which only the last component of its name, bhadra, can be read, in the same line

;
it

seems to be the * Umbud ’ and ‘ Ambad’ of the maps, about twenty-seven miles east-north-ea&t

from raifchan. The name of another has been read as Jakali, line 49, with the remark that

‘‘possibly, what is engraved may be Takali
;
and perhaps the word has been engraved in the place

‘‘ of another name :
” the name ‘Takli,’ ‘ Taklee,* is so common in the part of the country with

which we are concerned, that, as I do not find any Jakali, I would certainly read T&kali; and the

place may be the ‘Takli’ of the maps, eight and a half miles north-by-west from Paithan, or it

may be the larger ‘ Taklee,’ forty-two miles from Paithan in the same direction. Another name, in

line 47, seems to be Avllath^(?)v5.(?)r§fea, with the possibility that the penultimate syllable

may be le : this perhaps has some connection with the ‘Valooz’ and " G. Walauj ’ of the maps, oa

the ‘ Gauda ’ river, about twenty-four miles north-north-west from Paithan. The remaining name

is Elachchhauraja (lines 52-53); regarding this I cannot at present offer any remarks.

The places mentioned in the Paithan plates of A. D. 1272.

This record has been edited by me in Vol. XIY. above, p. 314 ff. It recites that, on a

specified day in the Prajapati samvuisara, Saka-Saihvat 1193 expired, falling in A. D. 1272, the

D^vagu’i-Yadava king Ramachandra gave as an atfralidrat to fifty-seven Brahmans, a village

named VAdathanagr^ma, which is described as an ornament of the SSnna country {desa) and

as being situated on the north bank of the river GddAvari, together with two other villages

named P^tara-Pimpalagrama and Vaidya-Ghdgharagr^ma. And it specifies the boundaries of

the agrahdra as being, on the east, the village of V§.hagAihvu; on the south-east, ,the village 04

NSuragtovu; on the south, the village of DMgathvu, and then the Gahga ;
on the west, the

Gahga, and then the villages of Khatigamvu, JLluemgatiivu, and l^’^gamathana ;
on the

north-west, the village of Jfi.nt^gamvu ;
on the north, (the village of) P^niva

;
and on the north-

east, (the village of) VS-dakhala.

The places are found in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 38, S. E. (1886), in the Daulatabad

sarkarofthe Aurangabad district, Nizam’s Dominions. VAd^thanagrtoa, indeed, seems to have

disappeared. 1 But P^t^ra-Pimpalagra-ma is ‘ Piplegaon,* — the name of which we may con-

veniently take as Pippalgaon, though possibly it is actually Pimpalgaon,— in lat. 19® 43', long.

74® 55', about tlurty-tw ) mde-! west-soath-west-a-quarter-west from Aurangabad; and Vaidya-

Ghdgharagrama is * Ghogargaon,’ two miles north of Pippalgaon : the prefixes in the ancient

names cvidentlv distinguished these two villages from another ‘ Piplegaon,’ seven miles to the west-

north-west from Pipoajgaon, and from ‘ Rali-Pipalgaon/ ten miles north-uorth-east from Pippalgaon,

ana from another ‘ Gliogargaon,’ on the south bank of the Godavari, five and a half miles south-by-

west from PippHlgaou. V^hagtovu is ‘ Vaigaon,^ three miles east-by-south from Pippalgaon.

NeuragS;iiivu is ‘ Newargaon,’ on the north bank of the Godavari, five and a half miles south-

soiith-east-half-south from Pippalgaon. Ddigtovu is ‘ Deogaon,’ on the north bank of the

Godavari, tour and a half miles towards the south-south -west from Pippalgaon. The GangS.

must be the G6da.vari itself; unless the name can belong to a very small nullah which flows into

the Godavari from the north at a point about three and a half miles west-south-west from Pip-

palgaou. The name of Eh^tigS-iiivu seems to have disappeared. Aluemgamvu is * Awalgaon,’

on the north bank of the Godavaii, three and a half miles west-by-south from Pippalgaon. N^ga-

mathana is “ NagamthauJ on the north bank of the Godavari, five miles towards the west-hy-

»> Sue tor. cir. p. 108, note 7.

^ It hardly appears likely that it oiiii bp rppresentpd either b3' the * Wakthi ’ and ‘Wukthee’ of the maps, tlire'jf

a-nd a half miles on th^ north of Pippalg'aon, or by the ‘Madthas Wad^aou ’ and ‘ Mudthtis Waudgaon" of the inapiJ,

fOh'" an 1 a ball m'les on xhe east ot P.ppalgaon and two miles beyond, and or the e ,t)t-north- "“ist of , ‘Vaig“aoa' =
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north from Pippalgaon. Jtotegamvu is ‘ Jathagaon/ five miles north-west-by-north from Pip-

palgaon. Pftniva is *Paimi,’ four miles north of Pippalgaon. And the name of Vfi,4akhala

seems to be represented by ‘Warkhod,’ three and a half miles north-east from Pippalgaon,

In the full Atlas sheet No. 38 of 1857, and in the beautiful Survey map of the Daulatab^d sarkar

executed under the superintendence of Captain H. Morland in 1847, the above-mentioned names

are given as Peeplegaon, Gogurgaon, Peeplegaon, Katee Peepulgaon and Kalee Peepulgaon, Qho-

gorgaon and Gogurgaon, Voygaon, Navurgaon, Daregaon and Davegaon, Auvnlgaon, Nagumtan,

Jathagaon, Panvee and Panwee, and Wurkhaid.

The record locates these places in the S§una country. And H8madri has told us, in one

of the p^asastis of his Yratakhanda, that in the same country there was Ddvagiri, the hereditary

capital of the dynasty to which Ramachandra, the maker of the grant recorded in these plates,

belonged,^ DSvagiri is DaulalAbad, from which Pippalgaon is distant about twenty-seven miles

towards the south-west-by-west. And, through the identification of the places mentioned in this

record, we now have definite epigraphic proof to support the literary statement as to the exact

position of the S§nha country. We have been told that the S^una country extended from

N^sik to D8vagiri-Daulatabad.3 That, however, is not correct. The Nasik country was a distinct

territory, with a separate name of its own, namely the Nasika dekaS And there is every reason to

believe that the Seuna country was separated on the west from the Nasika country by very much

the same boundary-line which now separates the Aurangabad district from the Sinnar, Niphad,

Yeola, and Nandgaon talukas of N4sik. The southern boundary of it was doubtless the Godavari.

And the eastern boundary probably left the Godavari at a point, about thirteen miles north-west-

by-west from Paifchan, where a small river called * Ganda * flows into that river from the north,

and ran northwards along the ‘Ganda ’ and passed a few miles on the east of DSvagiri-Daulatabad.

Jt has also been suggested that S6uaa d^ha was very likely the original name of Kh^nd5sh, and

that the S^una country may have included parts of Khdndfesh as far north as the Tapti.® There

does not appear, however, to be any solid foundation for that suggestion. And we may in all

probability take it that the northern boundary of the S6una country was very much the same

boundary-line which now divides the Aurangabad district from the Chaltsgaon and PachSra talukas

of Khand^sh. The territory will be best defined, and the position of it will be best indicated, if

we speak of it as the country round D§vagiri-Daulatabad,

Within the area indicated above for the Sauna country, on the west bank of the ‘ Ganda ’

river, in lat 19° 41', long. 75° 16', there is a place which in the Atlas quarter-sheet No. 38, S. E., of

1886, is shewn as an ordinary village, but fortified, with the name of ‘ Sundarwara,’ but in the full

sheet of 1857, and in the Survey map of the Paifchan sarkar of 1847, is shewn as a large village or

small town with the name of ‘ Chendravadah.’ It seems worth while that, when an opportunity

occurs, local inquiries should be made, to determine what its name really is. ‘ Chendravadah

'

would of course stand for Chandravada. And, if the name of the place is Chandravada, it seems
probable to me, now, that it, rather than ‘ OMuddr,’ in the Nasik district,— of which the real

name seems to be Ohandod or Chandwad, also representing Chandravada,— may be the
Chandradityapura which, according to the Bassein plates of A. D. 1069, was the capital of

Dridhaprahara, the founder of the family of the Sfeuna princes.®

3 See Dr. Bhandarkar’s EarZj/ Msiory ofihe DeUan (in the Gaz, Bo. Pm. Vol, I. Part Il.b Appendix G. p 275
verses 19, 20.

» v* ,

5 Ibid. p. 231.

* See Yol. above, p. 162, The same record mentions a snbdivision of the Nasika called the Vatanagara
v%$hwya. It evidently took its appellation from Vatanagara as the ancient name of * Wnmer/ i. e. Wa^nir, about
twenty-two miles north-east from NSsik.

® Qais, Bo. Pres. Yol. I. Part I. p. 231.

® YoL SIX. above, pp. 121, 124 j and see my Bynoities of ths Kariarese JhsiricU (m the Gaz. Bo. Pres Vol. I.
Partn.}, p, 512.
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NEW RESEARCHES INTO THE COMPOSITION AND EXEliESIS OF THE QURAN.

BY HABTWia HIESCHFELB, Ph.B * M.R.A S.

( Concluded from jo. 467

J

Chapteb XIII.

Interpolations. Names of Suras. Initials.

Reason for and method of collecting the Qorun — Revelations omitted — Alleged integrity

of the Qordn — Interpolated verses — The name *‘Muhammed” in the Qordn — Various theoriec

on the initials — Synopsis of initials and conclusions.

Appendix : (Approximate) Chronological arrangement of revelations.

The Qordn is a comparatively small book, and for some time after the death of Muhamined it

•was not even a book, but the different pieces were scattered about in various private collections, all of

which were incomplete. In most instances the revelations were committed to niemory by the Believers.

The condition of the Qordn faithfully reflected that of Islam in the period immediately following the

demise of the Propliet. Everything was out of joint. The Believers had no other guide in religious

affair, which now permeated every action, than then* individual knowledge of the Qordn^ their recol-

lections of how Muhammed had acted in certain emergencies, and the decisions of the Imam or the

Khalifah of the Prophet. This would, however, only describe how matters stood in Medina, the centre

ot Islamj whilst the provinces were so badly provided with religious mmistratioiis that IslEm only took

root there with great difficulty.

Muhainmed never had any intention of compiling a book. He did not even take ^y pains

to have the revelations put down in writing till a considerable amount of those which were required for

the spiritual guidance of the community were in existence. Besides the official oracles, there.circulated

ill the memory of the people a mass of sayings, accessory to the Qordn

^

which were rightly or wrongly

credited to Muhammed. Whenever a man, holding a prominent position, dies, a mass of dicta are

attributed to him, and in good faith too, for which he is not responsible. This was the case in a much

higher degree with a man like Muhammed, who was the very heart of Islam, and whose most

insignificant utterances were regarded as oracles. Official revelations and occasional supplementary

remarks to the former lay stored up side by side in the memories of the Faithful, and Muhammed himself

may not always have made it quite clear to which of the two classes woids that had fallen from his

lips, were to be reckoned. A short time after his death it was, therefore, impossible to draw a strict

hne between revelations and their appendage alluded to, even leaving the large class of fabricated

sayings out of consideration.

Or the secretaries^^ whom Muhammed had appointed to jot down revelations for his own private

purposes, Zeid b. Thabit was known as the best authority on the matter. For this reason Muham-
med’s immediate successors charged him with the compilation of all the speeches he

could gather. The history of tliis compilation is obscured rather than elucidated by a mass of

traditions, and does not impress the student with the conviction that it was only composed ot such

speeches as Muhammed regarded as divine oracles. There are in this matter two facts to be kept

in mind— (1) that the first impulse to undertake the task of collecting all available revelations was

gi\ea by the circumstance that many of the oldest Moslims had passed away, and (2) that '^hen Zeid

set to work, he collected the revelations from those who had already started partial coUections

of their own from the sundry materials, on which he and his fellow secretaries had put them down,

aiiso from the memories of the Believers. The work was superintended both by Abu Bakr and

Omar, particularly the latter.

See Kham% I. p. 464.
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From this way of proceoiling wo must draw our own conclusions. Omar is said to have accepted

{ou the instigation of Abu Lakr) only such revelations as genuine, as were supported by the evidence of

two reliable witnesses, or by two proofs if no living witness was forthcoming. This tradition, whiclB

is handed down on behalf of Omar, is so uncertain, that Ibn Hajar interprets the twofold evidence by

“'•known by heart and written down by somebody/'^^ Another antliorityi^ is of opinion that the “ two*

witnesses” had to testify that such verses were written down in the presence of Muhainmed, or at least,

w^re revealed in one of the usual ways of revelation.

There is so much vagueness about all this that the tradition in question is scarcely trustworthy,

especially as traditionists admit a case in which a verse was accepted on the authority of only one wit-

ness.i® This being so, the memory of the Believers remains a prominent source of Qoranic

verses, and we have to judge the matter accordingly. Tradition has, indeed, banded down quite a

number of verses which were not accepted as genuine, because their authenticity was not sufficiently

attested. A complete compilation of these verses has been made by NbldekeJ" Although they are,

from religious reasons, placed in the class of “ abrogated ” revelations (which I have discussed at

another place), it is clear that they were either overlooked by the compilers, or treated as merely casual

remarks of Muhammed, and omitted on purpose. Considering the way in which the compilation was

made, it wmuld have been a miracle, had the Qordn been kept free of omissions, as well as intei-polations.

Noldeke denies emphatically that Zeid b. Thabit or any of the Khalifahs responsible for the

redaction of the Qordn had tampered with the book, and regards any view to the contrary as mistaken.

Now if omission was possible, why not addition ? There was no hard and fast rule to distinguish

between divine revelations and occasional utterances of Muhammed, especially as many of the latter

are quite Qoranic in tone and style. The famous “ verse concerning stonmg”i9 may seiive as an

illustration. It reminds Believers to cling to their families, and to stone to death adulterers though they

he advanced in years. Omar is stated to have treated this ve3*se as genuine, but he refrained from inserting

it in the Qordn for fear it might be said that he had interpolated it.20 Here we have the complete con-

trast to the verse mentioned above, which, according to tradition was accepted on one authority alone.

From this we may conclude that individual opinion was also a factor in accepting or rejecting doubt-

ful verses, and it is possible that the “ verse concerning stoning” was rejected for other reasons than

the one mentioned. The afair which is said to hare caused its revelation is closely connected with the

tradition relating that the Jews in Medina brought before Muhammed a man who had committed

adultery. On the Prophet’s enquiry what punishment the Jews were accustomed to meet out for such

crime, they answered : scourging. He then asked them whether the Tord did not command stoning.

This they denied. Abr Allah b. Salam had a copy of the Tbrd brought, and requested the Jews to read

it (Qor. iii. S7). The Rabbi {Al Midrds') placed his hand upon the “verse concerning stoning” (Lev.

AX. 10) in order to hide it, but Abd All ah pushed it away, and showed the verse to Muhammed who there-

upon sentenced the accused persons to death .21 This tradition is most unreliable for various reasons.

It'irstly at the time Abd Allah was converted, the Jews had been completely driven out of Medina, and

could therefore not have made Muhammed judge in an alfi ir which concerned them alone. Secondly

the Mishnah (^Sanhedrin, vii. 3) leaves no doubt as to what was to be clone in such a case, even if we

interpret the term ‘ Torah' by any religious code they might have brought to Muhammed. There is

no other case mentioned in which Muhammed interfered with the jurisdiction of the Jews as long ac'

they were externally on peaceful terms. As an outcome of Aisha’s adventure, adultery was only to

be punished with scourging {Qor, xxiv. 2), and Omar could therefore not accept as genuine a verse

which demanded stoning. According to another vorsion^'3 Omar asked Muhammed when this verse

was revealed, whether he should write it down “ and it was as if he would not consent to such

jjvactiee.” We should think that, if this was an official divine revelation, the Prophet had no choice

hut to treat it as such, but it is pretty clear that the wliole tradition was tabricati^d in order tc

justify Omar’s course of action.

IS p. 133. Ihid. is Al SnlchOwi^ ibid. is Ibid. p. 174 sqq.

Orient allsche SJcizsen, p. 56 : “Der Koran enihalt nur echie Si'ucke
”

1® Noldelie, <Q. p. 1B.5, gives the various readings of this verse. lUd. p 194 ; cf KhaniU^ I. 14 ; Itq. p. 527^

21 T. Uish. p. 393 ; Bokh III, p, 217. ** ftq, 528
j
Bextrage, p. 53 j cf. S. John rsii. J-f*
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Moslim theology holds that the distance which separates the divine oracles ot the Qordu, and the

Prophet’s other utterances is not very great. A1 Shafii (died 204/820), author oE an epoch making work
on “ the Principles of the Fiqh,'' and founder of the latest of the four orthodox Muhammedan law
schools teaches that everything ordained by Muhammed is deduced from the Qordih and there exists

nothing which cannot be inferred from it, so much so,23 that in the last verse of JSdra Ixiii. (‘* Allah
will never respite a soul when its appointed time has come”), an adusion to the sixty-three years which

Muhammed lived, is found.2^

The declaration of Omar, recorded above, is very remarkable. Why should he have feared sus-

picion ? The idea of the possibilty of anything creeping into the Qordn which originally did not belong

to it, should have been inadmissible. Yet the notion of interpolations was so far from being out of the

question that, according to A1 Shahrastdni,25 the Ajarida, a branch of the sect of the Khawdrij, main-

tained that Sura xii. did not previously form part of the Qordn, because it was only a tale — moreover

a love story which could not be the subject of divine revelation. This is the most pow'erful attack

ever made by Moslims against the divinity of the Qordn. Ibu Hazm, therefore, places these people

outside the pale of Islam.26 From this denunciation of a whole sura, consisting of 111 verses, we

may at any rate conclude that there existed soon after the death of Muhammed a feeling that some

persons had tampered with the holy Book.27

All this being taken into consideration, no serious objection can be made against the suggestion

that the Qordn contains passages which were not a priori intended to be there. If I speak of inter-

polations, Ichieiy mean the shifting of the line which separates the Qordn from the HadiiL This

Hue has never been drawn by Muhammed himself, and it is hard to say, when and by whom it was

fixed.

The first to suspect the genuineness of certain verses in the Qordn among European scholars

was Silvestre de Sacy, who questioned the authenticity of Sura iii. 138.28 To this Weil28 added verse

182 ;
xvii. 1 ;

xxi. 35-36; xxix. 57 ;
xlvi. 14. Finally Sprenger has his doubts as to the genuine-

ness of lix. 7.38

As regards xvii. 1 and xlvi. 14 there is not sufficient evidence for a verdict. Different is the case

with iii. 138, Although the event which gave the occasion for the recitation of this verse is well

known, I reproduce it for the sake of completeness. It is as follows : When Muhammed was

dead, great consternation prevailed among the leaders of the community who apprehended great

falling off of Believers, Omar said :
“ Some hyprocrites assert that Muhammed is dead, by Allah,

he is not dead, but was exalted to his Lord as Moses, who stopped away forty days, but returned

though he was thought to be dead. Muhammed will also return and cut off the heads and legs of

those whe believe him to be dead.” Abu Bakr, who in the meanwhile had endeavoured to calm the

fears of others, emphasised Omar’s words, by saying; “ Whoever serves Muhammed— well he is dead,

but who serves AlUli— He never dies.” Then he recited the verse alluded to,3i the people listened

attentively, but Omar said he felt as if he had never heard the verse before.33

It is rather strange that Omar should have confessed ignorance of a verse which, according to

tradition, was revealed to Muhammed during the battle of Ul^ud when he was struck and lay ap-

‘parently dead. The Moslims, relates A1 Tabari,33 seeing the Prophet on the ground, called :
“ If he

23 A1 XJsliinAni, MmAr, al hudd, p. 15. Ibu Barhan (ibid.) teaobes that Mubammed haa said nothing which can

not directly or indirectly be traced back to the Qordn.

2* Ibid. 26 Milal, p. 95 sg. 26 Milal, fol. 136 vo, 2t Of. Mewdqif, p. 357.

28 Journal des Savans, 1832, p. 535 sj. Einleiiung in sden Kordn, 2nd ed, p. 52 sqq. Yol. HI. p. 164.

31 Ibn Hisb. p. 1012 ; Both. III. 191. Al SbabrastAni, p. 11, gives a somewhat different version according to which

Omar threatened to kill anyone who said Muhammed was dead, and compared his ascension to heaven to that of Jesns-

32 Al Ta^qO-bi, ed, Houtsma, II. p. 127, gives the story with the following variation. When Muhammed had died,

the people said : We thought that the Prophet would not die until he had conquered the earth. Omar made the

speech quoted above, hut Abu Bakr said : AllAh has anuounoed his death in the revelation (xxxix. SI) : Thou diest

and they die. Omar then said : I feel as if I had never heard this verse.— Possibly Al Ta'qffbi confounds this verse

with ii. 1S8. At all events the uncertainty as to which verse Omar’s words refer, should not be overlooked.

w YI. p. 1815 S2*
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be dead, [remember that] all Messeagers before him have died.’’ Whea Muhammed recovered

consciousness, he revealed Sura iii. 138.

I believe neither in the authenticity of this exclamation, nor of the verse in question. This

alone, however, is not sufficient to advance us beyond the arguments brought by Weil. The verse

contains yet another element which speaks against its authenticity, m., the name Muhammed. I

even go further and assert that all verses in the Qordn in which this name, or Alhmad,. occurs are

spurious. The reasons on which I base my suggestions are the following.

In Chapter II. I have endeavoured to shew that the fabrication of the name Muhammed stands

in close connection with the elements of the Bahira legend. If this be so, that name could not have

come into practical use until a period of the Prophet’s life, when the material of the Qordn was all

but complete. Now it might be objected that the texts of the missionary letters which Muhammed
commenced to send in the seventh year of the Hijra to unconverted Arab chiefs, as well as to foreign

potentates, were headed by the phrase :
“ From Muhammed, the Messenger of Allah, to, etc^ —

The authenticity of the majority of these letters, one of which will occupy our attention presently, is

very doubtful, and besides, even if the genuineness of the texts of the documents be admitted, the

superscription may have been added by the traditionists who took it for granted. At any rate I do

not believe that Muhammed was an official name till after the conversion of Abd Allah b. Salam, or

a year or two before his death. At the period of the battle of Uhiid (A, H. 3) there was certainly

no trace of the name, and it is too superfluous to demonstrate how unlikely it was that Muhammed’s

friends, seeing him prostrate, should have uttered the words quoted above. If they had really thought

him dead, they would have run away, as all would then have been lost. If, on the other hand, we

assume that the name Muhammed was meant to signify something similar to Messiah^ the verse in

question is nothing but an imitation of the chief portion of another which was revealed before the

battle of Badr {^Sura v, 79) and runs thus : “ The Messiah the son of Maryam, is nothing but a

Mchsenger, the messengers before him have passed away . , . The authors of iii. 138

simply replaced ahnasih h'nu Maryama by Muhammed^ and the verse was ready.

This is, however, not the only Muhammed-'Y^x^Q which stands in connection with the Bahira

legend, as in xxxiii, 40 we find another reference to it. This revelation is appended to one of the

paragraphs which deal with the affairs of Muhammed’s wives, though it does not belong to it, the

preceding sermon ending with verse 89. As each of these paragraphs commences with the words

:

0 thou Prophet we have seen that they refer to matters prior to the adoption of the name MuhammerL
The verse in question runs thus : “Muhammed is no father of any of your men,36 but [he is] the

Messenger of Allah and the Seal of the Prophets, Allah knows everything.” From its very place we
can gather that the verse’s only function is the condonation of the Prophet’s marriage with the divorced

wife of his adopted son,37 which event took place in the je&vfour. As to the “ Seal of the Prophets,”

this is surely nothing but a skilful alteration of the “ Seal of prophecy” in the Bahira legend.

It is interesting that as a third variation of the Seal the traditionists tell us about a real seal

which Muhammed used for his letters, and Weilss as well as Sprenger seem to regard it as historic.

It is, however, just as mythical as the other two seals, at any rate, in the fashion in which it

appears in tradition. Before despatching his missionary letters, we read, Muhammed was afraid that

the persons to whom they were sent, would not accept them unless they were duly sealed. Muham-
med, therefore, had a seal made of gold, and those of his companions who could afford it, followed

his example. On the morrow, however, the Archangel Gabriel came and forbade Muhammed to use

I, Ish. p. 971. Weil has shown that the letter to IChosrau nmst have been written prior to the treaty of Hudei-
biya A1 Tabari, p. 1559, places it after the same. The authentiexty of all these letters is questionable.

^ Although this is not the case with verse 38, I am not at all convinced of its genuineness, because it hears a
striking resemblance to verse 62. Besides this the verse has the obvious tendency of freeing Muhammed from obli •

gatioDS which he considered binding for others. Finally, the passage “those who have passed away” must not bo
overlooked.

^ A1 Beidhawi refers these words to Muhammed’s two sons who had died in infancy, so that he Was left without
male ofeapring, “ Even if they had lived,” he adds, “ they would have been Us men, but not yours”

3T See Oh. XI. ss Muhammed, p. 196.
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gold. Thereupon they all discarded their seals, but Mohammed had one made of silver on which the

words were engraved ;
“ Muhammed [is] the Messenger of Allah,” each word on a separate line.^®

The third verse containing the name Muhammed is xlvii. 2, placed in the introduction of a sura

which was revealed shortly after the battle of Dhud.^® A closer examination, however, cannot fail to

disclose the fact that the verse is wedged in between two which belong together, disturbing their

logical connection. The translation of the verses in question will make this manifest in the following

manner : (v. 1) Those who disbelieve and turn [others] from the [war] path of Allah, He makes

their works go wrong, (v. 3) This [is] because the infidels follow falsehood, and those who believe,

follow the truthfrom their Lord — thus does Alldh set forth for men their parables. Between these

two verses, which according to the usual logic of the Qordn fit exceedingly well together, stands the

following : (v. 2) And those who believe and do right and believe on what is revealed upon Muham-

med — and it is the truth from their Lord, may He forgive them their iniquities and set right their

mind. Can anyone imagine that verse 3 forms a sequence to verse 2 ? On the other hand the words

the truth from their Lord make it clear why the suspected verse was put in a place where it did not

originally belong. This would, indeed, only prove that the verse is misplaced
;

but it is also so

weak and invertebrate that we cannot tax Muhammed with its authorship. He is wont to assure

Believers of cheir share in paradise, but not to wish that Allah may pardon their sins. Besides, as the

verse begins with “ and,” it could not have formed a detached revelation which the compilers did not

know how to place. This circumstance is also much more easily explained, if we assume that- the

verse was fabricated.

There is one more verse containing the name Muhammed, viz.^ xlviii. 29. It forms part of a

letter which Muhammed is said to have dispatched to the Jews of Kheibar, although it is not stated

in which year. It is, however, only necessary to cast a glance at the authorities on whose

behalf the document was handed down, in order to recognise its untrustworthiness. It is

preserved solely by Ibn Ishaq^^ who reproduces it on the authority of : A freed slave of the family

of Zeidb. Thabit from Iqrima or Sa‘id b, Jubeirfrom Ibn Abbas. The last name especially, augurs

badly for the veracity of the letter. The verse itself, which is not given as a quotation from the Qordn ^

but as belonging to the text of the letter, has been discussed at the end of Chapter YIII. It stands

in no connection whatever with the sura to which it is appended, and the verse preceding it gives

ample evidence why it was placed here. Finally it is to be observed that the words “ in order to enrage

the infidels ” are borrowed from ix. 121 and Ivii., 9, passages which are very late, having been revealed

during the expedition to Tabuk. For so late a period the verse in question is much too clumsy and

confused.

Now for what purpose were these four verses embodied in the Qordn ? It appears that

Muhammed had adopted the name too late to be addressed by it in a revelation, but it was considered

necessary to have it officially recorded in the Qordn, The interpolators were sure of not meeting with

opposition when offering verses which furnished a name for the mouth-piece of Allah. One might, however,

object that an appropriate name for the Prophet was to be found in one of the HallelQjah addresses

composed m celebration of the victory of Badr, viz., Ixi. G, where Jesus announced to the children of

Israel a messenger to come after him bearing the name Ahmad, But the genuineness of this verse is

not beyond doubt. It is improbable that it was revealed at so early an epoch when there were enough

Christians left in North Arabia to contradict it. After the surrender of the northern tribes this

was not to be feared. The verse was, however, a convenient battle-cry for the army which was sent to

Syria shortly after the death of Muhammed. The form Ahmad is nothing but a variation of

Muhammed, Sknd shews how little the latter name had then become settled in the minds of the Moslims.

There is less certainty about the spurious character of the following verse, but I cannot refrain

from making a few observations as regards the suspicious elements of the same. Sdra v. 73 is.

w KhamU, II. p. 29 ; Bokhan, VIII. 467. See Oh. X,

Page S76, cf, XTy^n al Ath^r, As te other letters of the similar oharaoter see J, Q, R. Vol, X. p. 113.
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excepting a slight change in the wording, a verbal repetition of ii. 59:^2 Yerily those who believe, and

those who are Jews, and the Baptists, and the Christians, whoever believes in Allah and the last day,

and does what is right, ^3 there is no fear for them, nor shall they grieve.'’ It seems to me that this

verse owes its place not to any theological tendency, but to a mistake, and is actually identical with

the other. Probably it was found in some collection with the words : they have their reward at their

Lord missing, and was therefore regarded as a separate revelation. It is easy to see that the verse is

out of place. The preceding one recalls to both Jews and Christians that they stood on nought until

they fulfilled the Tord and the Gospel. This being in reality only a variation of the old reproach

of tampering with the holy books, it is difficult to [understand, how so encouraging a revelation could

tollow immediately after it.

Verse 101 of the same siira^ alluded to on a formed occasion, appears as if it had beencomposed

after the death of the man who found a reply to every question addressed to him. It is quite natural

that (before the Sunna was in anything hke working order) many questions on religious matters

were asked, especially by later converts. What can, therefore, be the meaning of the words : “And
if you ask about them when the Qordn^^ is revealed, they are made manifest tojou Evidently that

it was too late now to ask questions beyond what was laid down in the Qordn itself. The growth of

the Hadith then supplemented what was wanting.

In conclusion there only remain a few observations to be made on the mysterious letters which
stand at thehead oftwenty-nine stiras, andw hich have hitherto not found satisfactory explanation.

The Moslim commentators of the Qordn^ it is true, do not fail to give them all kinds of sacred inter-

pretations, but these are without any foundation, and completely valueless. Yet these letters have

not only occupied the minds of theologians, but no less a man than Ibii Sina^c is supposed to have

devoted a small treatise to their explanation. He moved, however, so entirely in the ways of scholas-

tic philosophy, that he enlightens us no more than the theologians do. When the letters were pnt

their places, Arab philosophy was yet unborn.

Of the endeavours of modern scholars to decipher those letters, the best known is Sprenger's

who took the five letters standing at the beginning of Sura xix. to mean I N E 1.^7 This theory

has been finally disposed of by Noldeke. In my opinion the last named scholar made a successful

beginning in the explanation of the letters. Unfortunately he gave it up, and adopted the older theory

of the late Dr. Loth, who saw in these initials cabbalistic ciphers contrived by Muhammed after Jewish

models.^® In accordance with this view Noldeke takes the letters as mystic signs which stands in

relation to the heavenly archtype, and originated from Muhammed himself. This is, how ever, unten-

able. Jewish mysticism of this Idnd does not go back as far as the period in which these initials were

written. On the contrary the oldest books of Jewish mystic literature show traces of Arab influence,

and are at least 150 years later than the official text of the Qordn, Besides, there is no mysticism

visible in the whole Qordn, Even Suras cxiii. and cxiv, look like protests against magic practices,

rather than magic formulas,^® as they consistently place AllSh in sharp contrast to witchcraft.

If Muhammed were the author of those initials, he must have had an important share in

the arrangement of the and this would cpntradict all we know of the compilation of the

Qordn* We shonld also have traditions on the matter handed down by himself, hut the few
given by A1 Bokhari in the chapter headed KU&h tafstr alqordn do not go hack far, and reveal

a complete ignorance of the meanings of the letters in question. It is also strange that ont

*2 0/. xxii. 17, and C5i. XII.

*5 Terse ii. 59 Has Here the words : their reward is with their Lord,

*6 Palmer endeavoars to meet the difficulty by inserting the word whole,

shown,’' bnt it should be translated : “they are divulged.*’

Alrisdla Alneir'dztyya, Constantinople 1298 together with other small treatise^.

** Encyclopaedia Briiannica, IXth ed., article “ Korfin.”

« The tradition given by A1 Beid^wi is evidently late and Voricated, no anthority i mentioned for it, and Ibn

Eish. does not mention it at ail.

« See Ch, XU.
He also translates : “ they shall be

47 Tol. II. p. 182.
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of the more than two hundred addresses (of which the hundred and fourteen suras of the

Qordn are composed) only twenty-nine are preceded by initials, and that they are invariably

found at the heads of compound silras. No one will for a moment make jVInhammed respon-

sible for the arrangement of, e. g., Saras ii. and hi. Finally, if mystic relations existed between
the Qordn and its heavenly architype, why were these restricted to so small a number only,

givig these a more sac red character than the majority of addresses ?

Thus much is clear that the letters were added when the arrangement of the Qordn in hs
present form was completed. One can further not fail to observe that siiras with the same (or

.similar) initials stand in groups. Saras ii., iii. and xxix. to xxxii. have [aljil/; Siiras x. to xv.

have [al]i? except Sara xiii. which has [alJMi?,* Sdras xx.vi, to xxviii. have TiS and I’S'-M"

respectively; Saras xl to xlvi. have EM, except Sara xlii. which has IIM^ASQ; Sura vii, has

[al]i/S; xix. has J [or Wj ^AS; xx. has T//; xxxvi. has J [or iV] S
;
Sura

xxviii, has 8 ; Sura 1. has JV. and lastly Sura Ixviii, has Q.

The Suras ii., iii., xxix. to xxxi. evidently belong together, but had to be separated on accoiinr

oi their unequal length, and we know that the length of the suras was an important factor in their

final arrangement. This is alone sufficient to show that the initials have no sacred characteis

at all but are, as Noldeke nt first rightly suggested, monograms of private collectors or

authorities prior to the olfieial edition of the book. In one of the MSS. of al Danis’ KUah
altaistr (God. Brit. Mus. Or. »)068, fol. 72^ 1. 2) the letters TS (Siira xx.) are followed by the

words alaihi as saldtn^^ (peace upon him). From this we may conclude that Al Dani (or the

copyist) had a tradition tliat at least these two letters referred to a person, whilst the sura to

which they belong, has no ofher name or heading at all. Noldeke, endeavouring to explain the

letters has rightly hit upon Talha, but I believe that only the T refers to him, whilst BT, which

occurs again in Sura xix, belongs to another person, probably Abu iJureira. The meaning of TH.

would, then, be that Siira xx. was found in the collections of the two persons named. Such

collections, we know, were made or kept by other people also, and probably marked with the

name or initial of the collector or owner. At any rate, when Zeid b. Thabit made use of these

collections for the compilation of the Qordn, he incorporated them bodily into his volume,

but from personal or other reasons kept the initials. This explains the fact that whole groups

of suras are headed by the same letters, and it is easily seen bow such a manner of working;

facilitated the edition of the Qordn, Probably there was much less scrutiny used about it than

tradition will have us believe. Even the best readers of the Qordn may not have mastered the

whole book, but scanned a comparatively small part of it, so that it was qaite possible to

intersperse verses of very doubtful authenticity. Now when pieces found in sundry note books

were united into one sura, Zeid collected all initials belonging to them, and placed them toge-

ther at the head. For the large majority of addresses which were not contained in any sucli

collections, Zeid had his hand free to arrange on the lines dictated by Omar, or followed his own
judgment. This portion, therefore, shows no initials at all, being understood to be Zeid’s,

A parallel to this is offered by the superscriptions of the siiras. Some have none, and

the initials attached to them are used as such, viz,, Suras xx., xxxvi., xxxviii., 1. Sura Ixviii. is

named both after its initials and the first word. Siira xlii, is titled after the initials and a word

m verse 36, and many other sdras have two or more superscriptions. Different collectors

probably chose different names, whilst the final compiler of the Qordn followed the same

practice as he did with the initials, and preserved them all. Their inferior importance is

however, shown by the liberties which were taken with them in subsequent copies.

A very superficial enquiry into this matter will show that the word chosen as superscrip-

tion is often quite trivial, but the piece serves as nucleus round which other, nameless, pieces

are gathered.

The Codd. Add. 7232 and 9485 have only Ai?,
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Endeavouring now to substitute full names for the cyphers, I read with NoldekeV
attempt — Z instead of i2, but also N* for (

-i for -x ). If we further follow the Arabic-

rustom of regarding cyphers not as representatives of the first letter only, but rather the most

prominent of the word, ive receive the following — of course only hypothetical — ]i?.t :
—

A? = A1 AZughira.

/>' = Haf^Sa.

i? [Z]’= A1 ZnhQiw

K = Abu BaAh*.

11 = Abu ATureira.

N = ‘Othma.Y.

'P = Talba.

S = NVd [b. Abi Waqqas].

H = Yu^^aifa.

'— == ‘Omar [or *Aliy, Ibii Vibbas, ‘Jiahaj.

Q rrr QaSim b. Rabi‘a.

Al foinns the article before Mughira and Zubeir, and is to be foimd witli no other

[APPROXIMATELY) CHRONOLOGICAL ARRANGEMENT
OP THE REYELATIONS.

A.—MECCAN REVELATIONS.

I.—First Proclamation.

Sura 96, verse 1-&

Sxtra 87

II.— The Confirmatory Revelations.

Sura 94

99 68, verse 1-3S ,? 96, verso 6-1

»> 112 3, 111

93 69, verse 40>52 „ 104

99 26 „ 221.228' 79, ^'erse 15-26

91 52 „ 29-49
,, 53 „ 1.18,24-

39 74 „ 1-30, 35-55
,3 93 „ 1-8

31 73 „ 1-14 „ 109

7;

Snra

76

81

III. The Declamatory Revelations.

Sura 101

93 82 » 106

39 84 „ 107

93 99 108

93 80 „ 00
93 86 „ 02

99 75 „ 91

39 83 » 105

t3 88
, „ 102

99 79, verse 1-14 „ 07

93 77 „ 98

39 69, verse 1-39 » 89

99 78 « 72

99
56 „ 85, verse 1-8, 42-

93 62, verse 1-28 » 103

3 9 70 » 06

,, 100
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IV. — Tho Narrative Revelations.

Sura 68, verse 34-52 Sura 20

it 61 tt 11

tf 26, verse 1-220
it 34

J) 54 99 7, verse 1-27, 57-155, 1

J» 37
99 17 99 1-8, 103-111

5? 44 99 73 99 15-19

9? 38 99 40 95 1-6, 24, 57

27, verse 1-59
99 29

99
13-42

“> 28
99 10

J9
72-109

if 16 99 23 99 23-52

it 18 tt 46
99 20-35

it 12 5 99 23-38, 109-120

it 19 99 2 99 200-210

a 43, verse 25-89
9' 6

99
74-91

it 21
>9 1

it
14

V.

—

The descriptive Revelations.

Sura 79, verse 27-46 Sura 113

"j 71 95 114

it 56 it 10, verse 1-57, 58-71

j' 50
9* 31 99 1-10, 19-34

45 99 36

it 42 99 27, verse 60-95

>t 41 tt 30

9 » 35 99 39

1

1

32 99 22, verse 1-13, 62-71

it 67 it
40 99 7-23, 58-85

it s 25, verse 1-63 it 2 99
158-162

it
23 „ 1-22, 53-118 99 29 99

43-69

a 16 99
1-115 99 17 >9

87-102

tt 43 9,
1-24 99

6 99 92-117

tt 13

VI. — The Legislative Revelations

Sura 6, verse 1'45, 46-73 Sura 46 verse M9
a 93 99 9-11 „ 17 .9 9-86

99 25 99 64-72 9l ^ 19
152-165

99 31 99 11-18 it ^ » 129-130

99 7 99
28-56 99 S6 ,, 9-11

5) 29 99 1-12

B. — MEDIKIAIT REVELATIONS.

iSzlra 2, verse 1-I9a verse 211-223

99
195-37 59

244-268

it
38-58 99 269-281

it 59 Silra B „ 1-41 (after Badr;

i» 71-88 it 42-7G

99 2 9> 60-97 Snra 8 ,,
1-29

99 98-115 I"
30-75

99
116-147 99

76-90

99 163-184 Sura 47
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Sura 3, verse 91-113 (?) . Sdra 5 verse 39-44 (A. 7)

„ 114-137,139-200
j- 2 ,, 285-286

Sura 57 48 „ 18-28

„ 7, verse 174-185
.. 2 „ 185-196M0C'

„ 59 „ 60
81

,. 110

,, 62 .. 49 (A. 9)

„ 16, verse 116-128 (?) ,. 9, verse 23-27

84
5> 38-73

,, 4, verse 1-45 S?(ra 48 „ 1-17

„ 126-129
»> ^ » 74-94 (A. 10)

„ 46-72 120-128

„ 73-86 (after Uhud) 95-119
Sura 2 „ 148-157 1-12

„ 87-95
>j 36-37

Sura 5 „ 56-63
jj 13-22

„ 2 „ 282-284
5J 28-35

„ 4 „ 96-105 (A. 4) Sura 7 „ 156-172

„ 106-125
•’ 5 ,, 1-4

„ 130-138 (?), 139 ? 5-7

„ 140-145 8-14
„ 146-151 15-17
„ 152-175

fy 109-120
Siira 33 (A. 5) 18-22
„ 2, verse 224-243 (?) 45-55

85
)f 64-70

> 24
89-104

» 86
J> 105-108 (?)

„ 63
Sura 6 „ 117 151 (?)

,, 58
5^ 73 ), 20 (?)

„ 22, verse 14-61 (A. 6) 74 „ 31-34 (?)
„ 72-78

Interpolated or uncertain.

S'ura 53, verse 19-23
Szira 48 verse 29

5j 3 ,, 138
» 61 „ 6

,1 oo
,,

„ 47 „ 2
yj 5 „ 78 (?)

101 (?)

WAR SONGS OF THE MAPPILAS OF MALABAR.
BY F. FAWCETT.

(Concluded from jt. 508.)

No. IV.

The Battle of Hunain.
Muhammad the Prophet, the founder of Islam and the greatest of all the Qqo „t. .

since the time of Adam, was born unto Amina by Abdulla He i

" >- Prophets

Queea of cities, the centre of the globe. The heathen Korei^h h
Mecca, the

f., t. ™„id Li, JgL “T fw ,L,?T r ‘r*'
““ *’ “

™»J b, God,M to Mdin.,
' ^ “
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Aad Grod said ;— “Couvert jour own people first, then the aliens. If jou are resisted, use the

sword and make them embrace the true faith.*' So the prophet took up the sword against the infidels

and was always successful. He came to Mecca with a large army. The Koreish begged for peace

for 20 months in order to remove from Mecca. A treaty was then drawn up and signed formally

by both sides : no mercy to be given to those violating it. But the treacherous Koreish broke

it, so the prophet took up the sword. Two hundred pilgrims taking shelter with the Koreish were

treated kindly and then slain mercilessly. The Angel Gabriel related the tragedy to the prophet,

who, calling his followers, said :—“ Our treaty is broken, we must capture Mecca.” Mecca was

captured, the Koreish defeated and their idols destroyed, by the fourth minister Imam Ali, the

prophet’s son-in-law and his father’s brother’s son.

The Koreish resolved to seek the aid of Malik Bin Awauli, Lord of the monarchs of earth,

saying, “ he will defeat the prophet and prevent the spread of his religion. Eblisis his minister.'*

They went to Nazareth, near Missea, where the king was, and saw Eblis, who thereupon drew up

a document as follows :
— “The followers of Muhammad have forced their way into the sacred

temples and destroyed all images, presented to us by kings of old and adorned with gems. Chief

of these was BrAhma, more than 4,000 Mis in height.^® These have been our salvation, and now they

are hacked to pieces. All persons young and old know this. If your highness does not extirpate

the Mussalmans, their religion will be the only one in the world. Muhammad is the man for that.

His face is more resplendent than the full moon. A lion approaching him open-mouthed would be

calmed by the sweet honey of his words. He is clever in witchcraft, and all magic. He would

win over your highness. There is not his like among men or angels. We implore your highness

to protect US.17 Who can endure to see their gods mutilated and thrown down ? It is said by king

that he has no equal in might.”

So saying they threw off their coats and caps and lay in the dust, and wept. When he heard

them, the king was speechless for an hour ; then he roared like thunder, flung aside his crown, and

bit his finger in his rage. He changed colour and his hair stood on end. Saying, “there never was

done us such a wrong since the world began,” he called his ministers to plan vengeance. They said “if

we kill Muhammad and Imam Ali we will be famous, but if we fail, we must accept their religion.”

The king said : —^ “ Be patient : we will see if he is so powerful.” They answered: — “Slight

him not, A glance of his eye was sufficient to fill a well, which has never diminished.”

Then the king wished to subdue him in war, and wrote to call his warriors. The first letter

was to Banitha Mimu :
—“Muhammad the Nebi and his son-in-law Imam Ali have seized

Mecca and defiled it : we must wage war on him : come soon.” He [Banitha] came with 10,000

armed men before the king, who was pleased. The second letter was to ‘ Banihilan, who at

once marched with 90,000 men. Many others were sent for in like manner. When all had

assembled the king burst into tears. Another king enquired the cause and was told that the

thought of the destruction of the gods was too distressful. The other king consoled him saying

that KingUrubath was equal to 10,000 Turks. So Uruhath was called, and he came with 20,000

men. Refreshments were served, and King Uruhath recited a sloka which meant: “0 king,

dearer than the pupil of my eye, your charity has pervaded the world as a cooling shower, and tears

have been shed by you, so I am prepared to draw blood from Muhammad and his son-in-law. Will

the brass of Ashin prevail against us ? We will kill him as timber.”

The king was pleased, and said:—“ Our gods are cut down, but their divine spirit remains.

We propitiate them. They will favour us rather than our enemies' who have desecrated them.” So

saying, the king went to the camp and ordered the heads of Muhammad and his son-in-law to be

cut off, and their followers to be brought in alive with handcuffs so that they might be flayed or burnt

A kol is the carpenter’s measure in Malabar ; it corresponds, roughly, to a yard,
w The poet ha<? forgotten to tell U3 that the suppliants wont before the king with the petition prepared by

Eblis.
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vritb bot iront.. The army replied they would do so. Then the king ordered his prime minister to

open a barrel of liquor. The men drank more than they could contain and fonght with each other

like lunatics, forgetting their great purpose. Imish, an ascetic, appeared to them as an old

Brahman [!]. They asked his advice. He beat his breast and wept:—‘‘Oh warriors, }ouha\e

become shanieiul covrards. You come to light with Muhammad but you have most shamefully

indulged m hquor, Muhammad, taking advantage, lias enticed some piiople from our side.” Tlien he

])eat liis breast again and Avept. The army enquired who he was. He said he was (m Arabic)

“ The fathei of evil speakers ” and his native place was NTegith, a despicable Hell. They

thanked him, and set out to fight. The ascetic clapped his hands and laughed. “You are brave

wairiors,” said he, “ but wlien you go to light you should take with you your w-nesand childien, all

your rcdati\es young and old, male and female, so that }ou may think of them.’’

Bebiath, a brave young warrior, said :
— “ You need not open your mouth to speak nonsense.

Ho av/ay. A child would not lieed you. Y'ou would tell us — If we are defeated, Muhammad will

capture our women and kinsmen. Who are so hot after women as the Arabs If oiir women fall

into their hands we cannot receive them back.” Then spake Kola Baith :
—“What? Is Eebiath

mad ? What the ascetic says is true. If we have our women with us we will leel vigorous and

courageous. We can never withstand a long battle without them.” The army consented, and

the king ordered the families to be brought. They spread like an ocean. Mothers with crying

babies, children carried on the necks of adults, old people with sticks in their hands. Women
could not suckle their inlants, and beat them; the bigger children cried for food

;
there was coufusio)!

everywhere.

The king paused a moment
;
then ordered the band to be played, the trumpets also. In the

Mill of the army w'ere kings with golden crowns on horseback, having 18 kinds of w^eapons.

Then came camels, mules, conveyances, and the infantry armed with blow'ing instruments, noisy

bells, 14 kinds of arrows, and sw’ords. They reached a mountain and pitched their tents under it.

They saw other warriors encamped on the hill, their leader seated in th(‘ir midst. He was

a stout blind Kaffir, 300 years old, Duraita by name, the terror of his age, tvell versed m war

;

profound spiritual knowledge, adept in witchcraft, astronomy, physiognomy and other sciences. He
asked:—‘"What is that noise of babies and mothers in the midst of sounds like thunder He was

told that King Malik had encamped there with his army, and their women and relatives. Thereupon

he expressed a desire to see the king. The king came and salamed. Duraita asked who he was.

The king then told his name and was asked to be seated. Duraita asked why he had come. He said

Muhammad and his son-in-law had defiled their gods, so he had come with his army of 250.000 to

overcome him. Duraita said the number was too small : there must be at least five lakhs of men.

Malik’s ministers displayed indifference and whispered in the king’s ear that Muhammad had not more

than 1,000 men. Then Duraita spake in anger : — “ Believe me, you are not fit to engage

Muhammad. Oh king
! your minister deceives you. Come

;
try a fight with my men. 100 in

number. If you beat them, you can beat Muhammad.” King Malik caught his hands and pacified

him ;—“ Oh great man : be not angry
;
I will collect as many men as you w^ant.”

And ho sent out messengers who brought 5 lakhs of men; then he continued his march. They

reached the Honin hills and pitched their tents. Then Eblis appeared before Duraita and spoke

of the coming battle, and told him he would be slain by a soldier of the prophet’s army, Rebiath

by name. Duraita w’as horror struck, but he consoled himself saying, “ Oh god ! if this is my
fate, I have no fear.” The king heard this and was sorry

;
and he said :

— “ Eblis is a traitor :

heed him not
;
I will help you,’^ Duraita w^as encouraged, and remained at the foot of the hills.

Now while the prophet was at Medina performing his ablutions and other religions services,

seated at noon in the chief mosque, he saw a young man clad in silk and wearing priceless gems

approaching on horseback accompanied by 2 men as a bodyguard. The youngman asked “Where is

Muhammad, protector of the world, with his ten beautiful colours? Imam Ali enquired why he
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'wanitid to know. The young man said :
—“To pay my respects.’* A sayyid pointed out where the

[jord of creation, more handsome than white pearls, was seated. When he saw Muhammad who
has no shadow of self on earth, the young man dismounted, and said respectfully :— 0 Nebi !

ocean of charity, the magnanimous, the nearest thing to God as the string to the bow, I long wished

to see you, and now I have the honour/’

Some of his disciples arose and told the prophet the %outh was one who had fled at the battle of

Mecca and had been ordered to be killed, and touched their swords. When Muhammad saw this

he said that Shaikhuvan should not be killed, although lie is wicked :
“ we must know why he has

forsaken his evil companions and come here.” He said to Muhammad, who approached him :— God
freated you and you have traversed the seven skies and above them. You are a great favourite of God.

I have come to reveal my sorrow.” The prophet told him to speak. “ Oh prophet
!
you have made the

full moon to rise on the new moon night, taken hold of it and split it in two, joined the halves together

and sent them back to the skies. You have converted many who saw this. Oh prophet ! our father, 1

have fought against thee and beg forgiveness. Thou hast produced peacocks out of granite and borne

the world on the tip of thy little Anger. I pray thee bless me that I may fight against heretics.”

Muliammad stretched out his hand, held him and taught him prayer, and he became a Mussulman.

Shaikhuvan said :
—“Oh prophet ! Thou hast been laying at the feet of God for 14,000 years

without raising thy head. King Malik with 5 lakhs of men has encamped on Mount Hunai to

fight thee. Muhammad was thunderstruck. Then the angel of God came, and saluting the prophet,

told him the news was true, and that he should at once fight King Malik, and he will have special

indulgence in Heaven and Earth. The drums wore then beaten, and the prophet explained God's

message, saying those who fought for him would go to Hcjivon. He described Heaven thus;— “ There

aie many pleasures in heaven, but something must be '?aid of the celestial virgins. The beauty of

their faces defies the disc of the setting sun, or of the luoon. Their bodies are more brilliant than

superior gold
;
in fact, they are so lovely that God has never created and never will create theiiTiko,

Their hair is blacker and more beautiful than the cuckoo or the wings of the beetle. The jewels on their

heads are indescribable. Their eyes are ravishing, fancinating any man and filling him with lust.

Their necks are more graceful than the deer’s, neat and well shaped. Their mouth is like a fruit filled

with honey, A drop of their spittle will turn the ocean into pure honey. Their noses are like pointed

arrows. Their breasts of admirable shape, resemble tw(» golden cups, are of full size and never fading

beauty. Their bodies are well formed and polished. Their waists narrow’, slender and charming.

Their arms and legs are like the branches of the plamtain tree. It would take up many pages to

describe their jewels, for they wear many. They never menstraate, and they are unceasingly lustful.

Those of you who fight along with me and die in battle, will have houris such as I have described,

besides other enjoyments.”

The army asked Muhammad to lead on so that they migh partake the pleasures he had described.

He sent them home to bid farewell to their families"^^ and return at 6 o’clock the nest morning to

go to war. They were in all 1,060 men, and they offered prayers to God. Then Muhammad sent his

private secretary to bring from his house, banners, arms, armour, horses and other necessaries of war.

This was done. Muhammad was mounted on a horse called Trubath They started

for Medina, and camped near it. Muhammad gave the first banner to Subari-bin-alavan, the

second to Abitharklophar, the third to Abbas, his uncle, the fourth to Magdbathi-biiii Aso

Dhul Kathi, the fifth to KhaUthi binal Holith .... Each of these ten men recited a

verse in Arabic when he received his flag. Then there were with Muhammad, in all, 12,000 warriors,

who had joined him in the plain. He set out for war together with his four ministers. When it was

time to do so, they assembled for prayers, and then retired to their tents to sleep. But the first

minister Abu Bakr Siddik went to Muhammad’s tent, and having obtained permission, entered and

said the expedition was a splendid one as their army was composed of heroes and more than a

match for the enemy’s army of five lakhs of men.

18 M&ppila [Mopla] faBatios_ always bid farewell to their families before going out to di >
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Muhammad was displeased and repeated a religious mmiram [ I ], exhaustive and deep,

Oieaning that none but God can do anything. He was uneasy and had little sleep, thinking of the

words of the first minister. In the morning his uneasiness continued, and after prayer when he

had mounted his throne, his father’s elder brother Abbas came to him and asked the cause of

his gloom. Muhammad said the words of the first minister were unsavoury, and he did not know

what evil awaited them. Then the Angel Gabriel appeared before Muhammad and taught him two

prayers to be repeated by the whole army. In the evening Muhammad saw a band of KafiOr

soldiers, who said they ^vere of the Vanibava tribe (sect) and they were going to fight a certain

king whose subjects they hated. He then prayed and retired to rest. And God’s messenger appeared

again before him and taught him a prayer (?) of deep meaning : bnefly, that throughout the Hunai

War many wonders would be worked by him (Muhammad), and God will avenge his enemies. He

was filled with joy and thanked God.

The Kaffir soldiers hid behind the mountain and in the night their chief asked whether they knew

the Arabs they had met. They did not. He said they had conversed with Mubammad, tbe King

of Mecca, who was waging war against their king : would any one volunteer to bring in the head of

Muhammad ? Some arose in answer, but their leader warned them saying Muhammad was powerful,

an athelete and of extraordinary prudence. They said Muhammad’s tent was m a lonely place
;
and

two lion-like men went away saying that by the grace of God they vonld bring in his head. They saw

him engaged in pi^ayer under a tree, his hands placed on his belly, a mile distant from his army; and

they hid in a hollow of the tree. Muhammad’s sword was left leaning against the tree, and he was

lying on his face praying. One of them took the sword thinking it was sharper than their own

and aimed a blow at Muhammad’s neck. But he saw them with the small eyes on his head, and

prayed to God. And a branch of the tree bent down and the sword struck it, and stuck to it and to

the man’s hand. When he thad finished his prayers he looked around and saw the two men lying

on the ground. They begged for mercy, invoking his God. He raised them up and let them go,

telling them God would punish them with everlasting hell. Ismanli, the lion, the fourth minister,

was told by the prophet what had happened. Seized with passion, he begged leave to kill them

twain and annihilate the whole army. The prophet said that God would arrange : he would do

nothing without God’s order. God had saved him from them, and he should likewise save them.

He is answerable to God. As the two Kaffirs were going (to lie) to their king, a mighty wind swept

them into the sea. The king and his army enquired in several countries what had become of them*

Behold ! their corpses were found in the sea.

Muhammad with his army encamped near the enemy, and looking round, asked whether any one

would spy in the enemies’ camp. A man called Baphi stood up and said he would go. In tbe

direct way there were hills, mountains, pits, trees, forests and many difficulties, besides guards were

posted. Muhammad said though that way was a difficult one, Raphi should take it. Then Abbas, the

uncle of Muhammad, said that Baphi had spoken truthfully. Muhammad said to Baphi that God
would take him unto Himself. Again he explained what Heaven was. In it there were many beautiful

things, tables, chairs,!^ mattresses, beds
;

different kinds of music
;
all sorts of fruits

;
pure water

;

valuable jewels for the celestial virgins. “God will give you all these.” Then Baphi said he felt

confident of all this happiness, but he was grieved to think that if he were killed he would not be

jd)le to return with news (!). While Muhammad was deep in thought the Angel Gabriel appeared

and said to him that what he had promised Baphi had already been promised by God 14,000 years

before. Moreover, God had sent him to' say that Raphi would not be killed.

Baphi then started, and found the kings on their thrones and the army surrounding them. The

old blind man [Duraita ?] discovered his presence by means of astrology, and by the time Raphi had

heard the kings conversing together as to the destruction of Muhammad, and ascertained the number

of their flags, they were informed that a spy was in their midst. Search was at once made. Baphi

prayed to God and Muhammad to save him. A surprising thing then happened. Np one could see

Chairs are ^ery moderu m Malabar 1
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Raphi. Tlieii they raocked tlio old blind astrologer, but he persisted he was right. The king told him
to hud the Arab or die ou the spot. The old man asked each man to come in front of him and
make a certain noise. Ra2)hi was in great anxiety and prayed to God and Muhammad. A man
asked Inm who he was, and he answered he was one of themselves. He was taken before the astrologer

to whom he gave a false name. He was told to make the noise. Again he prayed to God and

Muhammad and made the noise so that the astrologer did not distinginsh him. The king and his

men again mocked the astrologer, and said no Arab had entered the camp. The astrologer swore by

their gods that thero had, and he would not eat until he had found him. He then asked the men to

come ill pairs, one on his right one on his left, and make the noise. When Eaphi made the noise the

astrologer held his hand and asked him who he was. He said he was chief of the dagsmeu. Was he

sure ? Yes, Then he was let od. The troops clapped their bands and said the old man was

childish. The astrologer contended tlie Arab spy wtis among them, and that he was invisible through

wit(.hcraft.

When the king’s army partook of food Rapid was served with the flesh of sheep and camels to

eat, and toddy to drink. He carried it to where the mules were tied. After eating food the army

was about to fall in for war when Duraita told them not to march. The king asked wliy not. He
said they should hide under the slope of the hill and by a sudden l•u^h fall ou Muhammad’s men before

they could take up their arms : there was no other way to conquer such great warriors. So the king

ordered Duraita to prepare the army for battle. The attack was to be made in live companies.

Cavalry armed wdth swords and formed in four sections to be in front
;
each section to assist the

others. Men with daggers, also formed in four sections to be behind the cavalry. Men with bows

and arrows to be behind these again. Women and children to be in rear,

Karatha Maharishi, that is, Eblis, then told the king the men in front would not fight well

if their women and children w'ere so far away, so these wore placed behind the men in front, Raphi

refnrned to his camp, all the way invoking Divine liclp against the Kaffirs. He told Muhammad
what he had seen, Tljo Kailirs were couutlcss and they had *2,000 flags. Muhammad then said thab

there were as a rule 250 men for each flag, so there must be at least 5 lakhs of men
;
and he ordered

ins men to start : the enemy should not bo kept waiting for them. He ordered one to go and see if

the enemy stood ready. Report was brought that tlie enemy, liorscs, camels, mules, etc*^ witli twice

their number of men, also women and children, were there. Muhammad said that God’s augel

Drubri had told him of this, and gave the order to mount and prepare to attack the enemy at the

foot of Mount Abuthassoli. The army marched to the lull and found there some small temples

and big trees, and some men from the king’s army who were doing picjci [!] in the temples. The first

minister took the priest before Muhammad who enquired whether the gods in the hill were equal to

the great gods of Mecca, or were they greater. The priest replied they were related to the gods of

ALecca. Muhammad asked why he worshipped those stones when he might worship the true GocD

He did not answer and Muhammad orderd him away. Some one said the pi’icst was a Kaffir, and

Muhammad said such was God’s will.

Muhammad then orderd Imam Ali to cut down a tree on the top of the hilK Inuim Ah did so,

and a columm of smoke at once rose to the skies. He ran in fear to the prophet who said that 3 jinits

were living in the tree and wm’e now leaving it. Then Abbas came up and said there was a snake

on the' hill, so huge that only God knows its magnitude, and flames shot from its mouth. The

prophet with a few followers went to see it. Tlie Arabs began to run like shc^ep before the tiger.

But the prophet said ;
—- “ Do not fear ; stand behind me.” They did so. The prophet looked at the

serpent, it lowered its head and creeping towards him knocked its head on the ground, saying, “ Oh

prophet of world-wide renown, I am not a serpent, but a leader of tlie jmiis. I am a.Mussalman.

There are Kaffirs and Mussalmaus among they ‘/n/is. The prophet knows why we wander in tlie world:

to bite and kill the prophet’s enemies. Give me leave and I will destroy the king’s army.” Then

the prophet saidi — ‘‘ We do not need you now. I will tell you if we do. Leave this place and may

God bless you.” The serpent fled to another country.
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The prophet remained in the hill and next morning left for Hunain, the enemy’s camp.

The Kaffir king was btaitled, invoked his gods and ordered bis army to pray, and to get into battle-

array. “ God will bless you. If they are 12,000, we are 500,000,” The king called his minister

called MUsa^ “ Ho minister I Get up this tree and tell me the number of the enemy and their

equipments.” He climbed the tree and said :— “A man carrying a Hag is in front. They come-

like lightning. Their horses are as if dancing.” The king said:— ^Who comes in front?” The

minister replied :
— “ Two chiefs on horse-back, each carrying a flag.” Of what colour ?

”
^‘One

is white and the other i& yellow. Behind comes one with a green flag. All their turbans are green,

and their v‘,oats are white. Both are very clever.” “You know the people of Mecca,” said the king^

‘"who are they ?” One is Abbas, the prophet’s father’s elder brother, the tiger of men
j
a rich man.

The other is Eakalu, a brave warrior.” Looking again, the minister said:— “ Oh king ! I see

something very wonderful : a great Twarnor comes. His horse is like an eagle and he comes like a

lion that has seen a deer. He looks as if he will kill us all.” The king asked his name. The minis-

ter replied:— Imam Ali, the fourth minister
j
there is none so brave in Muhammad’s army.” The

king ordered him to look again. “ Great king, I see one whom I am powerless to describe : my

tongue fails : my eyes become dim. He will confound your army. His clothes shine like the sun

at noon. He rides a huge horse. His beauty is beyond description. The sun and moon cannot be

compared to him. His horse’s hoofs touch the ground like thunder. His splendour fills the earth

and the skies. The clouds are as an umbrella over his head.” The king asked :
— “ Who is it ?

’’

Oh king 1 it is Muhammad the prophet.” Then the king said sorrowfully : — Ah God ! when

they see him, my army will not be able to fight.” The king and the minister then went to their tent.

The king cried out: — “The prophet has come with his aimy. Fear not. Be firm.’' The

army answ'ered:— “ They arc great sorcerers • we are not able to fight them.” An angel said :—“ Fear

not I Adorn your gods and hold them before the army
;
call out their names and pray, and you will

succeed.” Seeing that panic seized his army, the king ordered liquor to be brought. The whole army

drank, and taking their gods placed them in front. The king said;—“Fear not in battle: if you

have any fear, you will lose,” And he promised large rewards.

By this time the prophet’s army came in sight. The prophet said :—“ The enemy deceives us.

They are in ambush by the hill.” Then the Angels Gabriel and Michael came with a thousand angels

and joined the prophet’s army. The reason for their coming was this :— The Kaffirs numbered 5 laklis

and the prophet’s army but 12,000. The Kaffirs looked at them and laughed, saying, “We should

not have brought so many.” So the prophet’s army was in fear, saying, “We are but a few, and they

mock us. Then the prophet prayed to God who sent his angels who descended from the sky on aereal

horses. They said :— The Kaffirs lie in wait. We will go in front
;
you come behind us. We

can see them as fish in a bottle of water. If you come with ns they will perish,” Then rushing at

those who were concealed they killed them all. A few escaped and told the king on the hill top

what had happened. Eblis came and took the king by the hand as he said ;
— “Have angels also come

for the battle ?” and he began to run. So the king said :— “ Who will help us if you run away ?”

Eblis said:— “ I cannot fight against angels.” The king implored him, but Eblis shook him off

and fled. The king was thrown far and fell on a blind man’s neck. The blind man asked :— “ Who
are you?” “I am the king.” The blind man said: — “Will the king fall on a blind man’s neck?

Liar I
” and drew bis sword to kill him. But the king swore by all his gods

;
and both went to

the tent.

The two armies fought. A mounted warrior of the king’s army, armed with 18 weapons,

rushed to the prophet’s army and said :— “ I am Akubath. Let Muhammad’s army come on.” The

prophet called out Jabagir and said :— “ Fight him. God will bless you.” There was a desperate

conflict. He cut Akubath and his horse in two with one blow. Another Kaffir rushed forward and

he too was slain. So the Arab killed 15 Kaffirs, More Kaffirs ventured, but the Arab mocked

them, making'his horse dance. A valiant Kaffir Makmas said :
—“Wretch ! I will cleave your skull !”^

“ Many wished to engage him, but the prophet prevented them saying he was a mighty warrior and
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called on his fourth minister Imam Ali, who w^ent forward and said:—“I am Imam Ali ! I broke

your idols.” He touched the Kaffir with his sword and as he fell, cut him in two. Another Kaffir

came and fought for ten hours and was killed. Twelve others were killed.

Then the king called out his third minister. His helmet weighed 30 lbs. His sword was

14 cubits in length and he was as tall as a cocoanut tree, and as big as a hiU. God never created such a

human being. If he fell, 1,000 men would die at once. The Arabs were afraid to see him and prayed

to God. The prophet himself was confounded, and said :
— “Let the fourth minister meet him.

There is no other help.” There was a hard fight and the fourth minister cut to pieces his 18 weapons

and killed him. The prophet praised God,

The Kaffirs were about to fly, but the king rallied them ; and then they said it was by witchcraft

and not in fair fight that their hero was killed. A general battle took place, and the foui-th minister

and 130 Arabs were wounded. But the prophet touched them with his hands and they were at once

healed. Suddenly the Arabs fled, for in the front rank of the Kaffirs were kings, and when they were

killed the Arabs began to rifle their gems, upon which the Kaffirs sent volleys of rockets [ !]
amongst them^

And there was another reason. The prophet’s first minister, Abu-Bakr-Siddik said :
— “The enemy

are numberless
;
whereupon 8,000 of the prophet’s army fled. Four thousand were left, and of these

only 1,000 fought, the others merely looking on* One said :—“We are 4,000 while they are five lakhs

;

we will have to run.” Bat a voice from Heaven said :
—“Despair not I Let them be ten lakhs ” Again

ffiey fought, but at last they began to fly. Then Eblis, assuming the form of the second minister, said :
—

“Ho ye Arabs ! Fly for your lives ! You are in a boundless ocean of sorrow. There is no escape

but in flight. The prophet is Idlled. Is there battle without a king The prophet’s army

fled, and there were but seven persons left, and of these, four were the ministers. These ran to the

prophet and said “We are but seven persons against more than four lalchs. What can we do ?”

Then the prophet raised his hands towards heaven, lifted his eyes and prayed. He put on his armour

and rode on his favourite vehicle. The four ministers stood beside him and God commanded 2,000

angels to descend at once to help the prophet. They came, looking like young men
;

their coats

were white and their turbans were black. The earth shook as they alighted. They stood on.

4 sides and ordered the ministers to fight. All fought bravely and the enemy began to fly. The

prophet asked a minister to recall his army. Patel said;—“Where can they be found? Call

them !” The sound was carried by the air to the ears of the army, and they returned and begged

ior pardon, saying Eblis had deceived them. Laying their swords to their stomachs, the soldiers

said they would kill themselves if not pardoned. An angel from God said they had spoken the

truth. The ministers of the king said :
— “We cannot defeat the Arabs. The four ministers of the

prophet are invincible.” They caused our swords to fall, and their horses ran over our heads like

lightning. They killed forty to our one. Three lakhs of our army are slain.” Women and children

dashed their heads on the ground and said to the king :— “ Our husbands, fathers and brothers are

killed : send us home.”

The king ordered them to be fed. Then he mounted his war horse, and dressed in his brightest

gems went out and challenged the prophet. The prophet sent a man Vazir to meet him. The

king killed him and four others, A young warrior, Jaffiari, with the prophet’s permission went to

meet him. It was the day after his wedding, and he was 16 years old. The king cut him together

with his horse in pieces in the twinkling of an eye. One of his ministers told the king to go back >

he would fight in his stead and kill 12,000 Arabs. The Arabs said;— “ There is no devil equal to

him. With one blow he will kill 1,000 of us,” The prophet sent Abdulla, but the Kaffir cut him

in pieces. His brother Abdul Keriva went out, and he too was killed, Ko more Arabs ventured.

Seeing no more coming to meet him, he returned to his tent, and his wife said, “ Where is the

head of Ali ? ” He replied :— “ I will give it to you to-morrow.” She asked ;
—“ Is Ali lOO cubits

high?” “May be so. There is no such warrior in the prophet’s army.” “Bo not approach or

touch me ; I will not be your wife until you bring the head of Ali.” He was furious, and rushed oat
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culling, “Ho ye propLet ! Send me your best man, or your vvliole army;” and be beat the ground.,

The prophet said ;— God will give special benefits to whoever Idlis this wretch. I guarantee it.’"

An Amir went and was killed at once. The Kaffir cried:— “Where are your brave men? Kalid?

Suvar? Sayid? Where is the brave Talhat? Where is Abu Bakr ? Where is Omar?
Where is the world-renowned Ali ? My lieart beats like the waves of oc(‘an to fight the tigor-Jike

Ali, Oh Muhammad ! where is your God I” An Arab, Athusamed, leaped forward but the Kaffir

took him by the leg and dashed him to the ground.

Then the prophet said :— “ Wlieve is Imam Ali ? “ He is fighting on the hill.” “ Let 500

take his place and send him here.” He came. The prophet prayed. The Kaffir asked :— “ Oh
beautiful youth, who are you He replied :— “ Imam Ali.” The Kaffir said :— “You are his slave.

Send him to me and save your life.” They fought for 3 days. On the 4th day Ali said :

—

•‘Embrace the prophet’s faith or I kill you.” The Kaffir said :— “ You are brave. No one else could

have fought me for 8 days.” The Kaffir’s wife watched the fight from a hill and sent lier head dress

by a slave, saying, “ Cut oE the head of Ali, and smear this cloth with his blood, or never come near

me again.” Then they fought desperately for six days. On the seventh day Ali made a noise which

shook the earth and the sky. The Kaffir was stunned, and Ali cut off his head. The prophet asked

what was the army doing; and Ali replied it w^as standing still and the Kaffir army had fled.

The prophet ordered the dead to be counted, and it was found that 1,000 Asbabis had been slain..

The Kaffirs told their king :— “ For one of them that we kill they kill 1,000. They believe they go

to Heaven and do not fear death. Let us make peace. Our gods have not helped us. They have

killed our brave men by witchcraft.” The king was sad, and threw his crown on the ground. A
vassal asked permission and went to the battle-field calling for the bravest of the prophet’s men to meet

him. An Arab went out, and the king killed him. Then the prophet ordered Imam Ali to fight the

king. The king wounded him, but Ali mounted his horse and they fought for 22 hours. At night

they separated. Again they met. At night Ali said:— “ Oh king 1 do not lose your life: join the

fourth religion.^® If you do, you will gain Heaven.” Tlie king said :— “If you defeat me, I will

join your faith. Let us dismount and figlit with our hands. If you are victorious I wnll join you.”

They wrestled. Ali caught the king by his belt and was, about to throw liim when he called out, “ I

am defeated: do not throw me.” Ali took him to the prophet and tlie merciful prophet embraced

him, and told him the secret of his faith. Seeing this the Kaffir army fled.

The king wrote and collected 30,000 more soldiers and ordered them to fight. They challenged

the Araiks. A leader of the Kaffirs wounded an Arab, but the prophet gently touched his wounds and

healed them. There was a general battle and neither side prevailed. Meanwhile the prophet retired

alone to a tree a mile distant to pray. A Kaffir approached stealthily to kill him, and raised his

sword. In an instant, there was a wall of lire protecting the prophet, and the Kaffir was aghast.

The prophet finished his prayers and smiled, saying :— “ IIo king ! fear not, but come before me.”

He came, apd begged the prophet’s mercy, and embraced his faith, and at once fought against the

Kaffirs [s2 c]. The king was alarmed and sent a larger army to seize the prophet and his fourth

niim.ster, Ali-

There was a combat between Shaibath and Rabiyath for 2 days and neither prevailed. The
prophet prayed to God, and an eagle carried off the turban of Shaibath the Kaffir. Then Rabiyatli

cut offi his head. A magic square in his turban had protected him. It was the Angel Gabriel who, in

the fcM‘m of an eagle, carried ofi his turban. The Kaffir army then fled in great fear. The king rallied

his men, and a dreadful battle ensued. For five days and nights it lasted. The Arabs were nearly over-

come, when the prophet at the door of his tent prayed to God :— “ Oh God, I never began anything

without your command. It is said in the Koran that God lielps those who carry out Hi>s commands.

Give courage and strength to my soldiers. We cannot fight the Kaffirs who are coming like dark

^ The Mfippilas call their religion the “ Fourth VMa. ”
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«"louds.’’ God granted the strength of 1,000 lions to All, and to all tl ‘ ('tliers the strength of froiri

4 to 40 lions. For seven days the battle lasted, and still the Kaffi: , did not give -way. Then th<-

fourth minister made a sound which shook the earth and the skies, t}> Sf’a and the hills. The Kaftiis

became deaf and blind. The Kaffirs fled, and after them their king. 'Fhe Arabs pursued and killed

many. Then they returned to camp. One Arab did not return, for ’ had gone to find the enemy’s

hiding place.

The prophet asked how many were killed. His minister replied’ — “ Three thousand.” “Such

IS the will of God. They will obtain paradise.” He then asked*— “How many Kaffirs?” Hi^^

minister said :
— “ God alone can say.” Ordering the corpses to be buried he enquired where the

Kaffir’s army lay hidden. The Kaffirs had taken shelter in the fort of a friendly king. The prophet

ordered the spoil to be counted, and sent all the gold to a fort to be there watched
;
and he com-

manded Ills army to march against the fort Tayif. The fort was lak'on, and the king was captured.

Imam Ali offered the captive king the prophet’s faith, or death. His was scorned, and he raised

his sword fco strike the king, when the prophet said :— He is a king, and must not be killed.” The

prophet had his chains removed and let him free to go where he plectbcd. This act of mercy moved

the king to tears. He fell at Muhammad’s feet, and embraced his r digion. The prophet thereupon

restored to him all his wealth and possessions.

Note.—In conclusion I acknowledge with gratitude theinvaluaMe assistance in translation given

me by Mr. T. Kannan of Calicut.

THE ASA DI WAR, A MORNING PRAYER OF THE SIKHS.

BY M. MACAXTLIFFE.

NOTE.

It is said that Guru Ntaak on going to Pak Patfean in the Punjab to meet Sh§Mi Brahm,

otherwise called Farid Sani, or Farid the Second, was asked to give religious instruction, md
in reply composed the greater portion of the sloks and paurcs of th-^ hymns known under the name

of Asa di W^r. Some of the remaining hymns were compo^ell by Guru Angad, the second

Sikh Guru. The Asd di Wdr is repeated by religious Sikhs aker the Japjt and the Hazdre de

Sliahd as a morning divine service.

The word W§,r originally meant a dirge for the brave slain in battle, then it meant any song

of praise, and in this collection it means God’s praises generally. V/drs were composed in stanzas

called paurisj literally ladders, which were sung or chanted by professional minstrels. In the Granih

Sdhib, pauris always follow sl6hs. A sWe is a verse written in imit«atioa of the Sanskrit measure so

called.

The sixth Guru is said to have written in the G-mntli Sdhib

^

as o preface to this collection, that

it should be sung to the air of “ Timdd As Edjd^^

ASA DI WAR.

There is but one God whose name is true, the Creator, devoid of fear and enmity,

immortal, unborn, self-existent ; by the favor of the G^ira.^

Guru Nauak (RS-g Asa).

This Wdr includes sloks. The slbks also were written by the first Guru, and should be sung to

the air of Tuuda As Raj^t.

1 As, son of Chitrbir, was a holy prince against whom a false charge had been preferred by his lascivions step-

mother, which led to his hands and feet being out off as punishment. One of the many Oriental versions of the

story of Potiphar’s Wife.

2 Qutvj PaTshdd— See my translation of the Jajpjt for another interpretation of these "words.
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S16k I.

Guru NduaJs,

I am a sacrifice to a y Guru a hundred times a day,

Who without any de ay made demi-gods out of men.

Gum Angad.

Were a hundred mnu is to rise, and a thousand suns to mount the shy.

Even with such lighi there would be appalling darkness without the Giirn,

Gum NdiiaL.

Nanak, they who ^ery clever in their own estimation think not of llie Guru,

Shall b(" left like spinous sesames in a reaped field.

They shall be left i Jie field, saith Naiiak, without an owner

The wretches may e^en bear fruit and flower, but they shall be as asiies within iheir bodies,

Panri 1.3

God Himself createo' he world and Himself gave names to things.

He made Maya^ by lis power ; seated He beheld His wot'h with delight.

O Creati>r, Thou art he Giver
; being pleased Thou bestowest and piactisest kiudut-va

Thou knowest all thi igs
;
Thou givest and takest life with a word.^

Seated Thou didsc beiiold Thy work with delight.

S16k II.

Gum Nduah,

True are Thy reojions and true Thy universes;

True Thy worldf^ an . tr* Thy creation;

True Thine acts and all Thy thoughts;

True Thine order aui^ true Thy court

;

True Thy command and true Thy behest;

True Thy favor and true Thy signs.

Hundreds of thousnuds and millions declare Thee true,

True is all Thy power, tine all Thy strength;

True Thy praises, true Thy eulogies;

True Thy might, 0 iiue King.

Naudk, true are they \vI»o meditate on the True One.

They who die and are born again are the falsest of the false,®

Guru Ndnah.’^

Great is His, glory whose name is great

;

Great is His glory whose justice ih true

;

Great is His glory whose seat is immovable;

Great is His glory who understandeth our utterances;

Great is His greatness who knoweth all our feelings

;

Great is the glory of Him who giveth without consulting others]

Great is the glory of H m who is all in all Himself.

Nanak, his acts cannot he de^cribed.

Whatever He did and hath to do all dependeth on His own will.

= The j[>au \s m this collection five o-ll by BXM Nanak, so in the original his name is omitted at, their head.
* lu Sanskrit literature M%a n styled an/idi, without a beginuing, hence uncreated, but thic is not the

di ctrme of the Gaius. To believe that God did not create May^ would be to believe m a limitation oi Sis power.
^ Kivauo — also translated, thon i:?ivest and takest life from the body.
^ Kacii is here used as the correlati' e of Aac/i, true.

^ In the original— Mahala I. It is so written to mark the dutinetion between the preceding verses, which arc

and the following verses, which are in a different measure.
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Guru Angad.

This world is the True One’s chamber; the True One’s dwelling is therein.

Some by His order He absorbeth in others by His order He destroycth.®

Some at His pleasure He withdraweth from mammon ; others He causeth to abide thereiu.

It cannot be even told whom He will regenerate.

Nanak, he to whom God revealeath Himself, is known as holy.

Pauri II.

Nanak, God having created animals recorded their names, and appointed Dharmraj to

judge their aoh.

At His court the real truth is adjudged; He separateth and removeth those who are

attached to mammon.

There the false find no place : they go to hell with blackened faces.

Those who are imbued with thy name win; the deceivers lose.

God recorded names and appointed Dharmraj to record acts.

S16k III.

Guru Ndnah,

Wonderful Thy word, wonderful Thy knowledge
;

Wonderful Thy creatures, wonderful their species
;

Wonderful their forms, wonderful their colors;

Wonderful the animals who wander naked
;

Wonderful Thy wind
;
wonderful Thy water;

Wonderful Thy fire which sporteth wondrously ;

Wonderful the earth, wonderful the sources of production ;

Wonderful the pleasures to which mortals are attached ;

Wonderful is meeting, wonderful separation Thee
;

Wonderful is hunger, wonderful repletion
;

Wonderful Thy praises, wonderful Thy eulogies
;

Wonderful the desert, wonderful the road ;

Wonderful Thy nearness, wonderful Thy remoteness ,

Wonderful to behold Thee present.

Beholding these astonishing things 1 remain wondering.

Hanak, those who understand them are supremely fortunate.

Gurti Nufiah.

By Thy power we see, by Thy^power we hear, by Thy power we fear, or enjoy the highest

happiness
;

By Thy power were made the aether regions and the heavens
;
by Thy power all creation

;

By Thy power loere produced the Y^ds, the Puraus, the Muhammadan books, and by Thy

power all compositions
;

By Thy power we eat, drink, and clothe ourselves
;
by Thy power springeth all affection ;

By Thy power are the species, genera, and colors of Great ares
;
by Thy power are the

animals of the world.®

By Thy power are virtues
;
by Thy power are vices ; by Thy power are honor and

dishonor

By Thy power are wind, water, and fire
;
by Thy power is the earth.^i

* By separating from Himself.

® Also translated — By Thy power was created animate and inanimate nature

i'* Tldii ahlirndn. The latter word is for ajpimdii, as so often in the Qranik Compare Ma,n abhimdn mad>^

a’wok nahtn. He who hath regard for honor or dishonor is not a holy man. (Bri PAg Guru Arjm, 23 j see also

Kahir^ I.)

II Thai tt khuh. It is probably unnecessary to translate the word khuk.
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Every thing existeth r^y Thy power
;
Thou art the omnipotent Creator ; Thy name is the

holiest of the ho. \

Saiih Nanak, Thou boh oldest and pervadest aH subject to Thy command: Thou art

altogether unrivaiSed.

Pauyi III.

Mail having enjoyed Iiimself becometh ashes, and the soul passeth away.

However great and wealthy a man may be, the ministers of death thiow a chain on hi?:

neck and take bin away.

There an account of his acts is read
;
the Judge on his seat taketh the account and pass^tli

sentence.

Such a man shall find no place of shelter
;
when he is beaten, who will hear his cries r

Man, blind that thou art, thou hast wasted thy life.

S16k IV.

Guru Nanak,

In fear^2 the winds and breezes ever blow
;

In fear flow hundreds of thousands of rivers
;

In fear fire performeCh its forced labor
;

In fear the earth is pressed by its burden
;

In fear Indar^^ moveth headlong: in fear sitteth Dharmraj at God's gate
;

In fear is the sun, in fear the moon
;
they travel millions of miles without arriving at an

end
;

In fear are the Sidhs the Budhas, the demigods, and the Niiths
;
in fear are the stars and

the firmament

In fear are wrestlers, very mighty men and divine heroes
;

In fear cargoes of men come and go.

God hath destined fear for every one Nanak, the Formless One, the True, is alone

without fear.

, Guru Nanak,

Ndnak, the Formless One is without fear
;
all the Ramas were dust.

How many stories there are of Krishna 1 how many V^ds and religious compositions 1^?

How many beggars dance, and fall, and again beat time!

Actors enter the market place and draw forth their appliances

Kings and queens sing and utter nonsense

They wear ear-rings w^orth hundreds of thousands, and necklaces worth liuiulreds of

thousands.!®

The body on which they are worn, 0 Nanak, shall become ashes.

Divine knowledge is not sought in mere words; to speak concerninq it were as hard as

iron

;

If one be so destined, ho obtaineth it
;
skill and orders are useless therefor.

The fear of G-od i'?, of course, i-.eaiit. The god of the firinament.

— from the Sanskrit The phrase is also translated— In ft^ar is the iirmauieut extended,

1'* Litercdly, God hath written thi* lestiny of fear on the heads of all.

Jlch/lr— see above Slofc III.. Ka drat sarb vichCLr. Also translated— How many expound the YMs I

Kad6j hds&r— also translated - - draw a crowd around them.

Bold dl fdtOd— Uieralhj, spea1: of the upper and lower regions. Al pdfdl is applied to the language put into

tlie mouths of demons in Sanskrit dramas.

Lalh tahidn, TaM is really a double pioe, or about a halfpenny of English money, hut in the plural it

means moneyin general.
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Paurt IV.

If the Kind One look ^ith kindness, then is the true Gum obtained.

The soul hath wandered through many births, and now the true Guru hath communicated

the Word.

There is no benefactor so great as the true Guru; hear this, all ye people.

By meeting the true Guru who hath removed pride from his heart, and who preacheth

the truest of the true,

The True One is obtained.

S16k V.

Let all the gharis he your milk-maid^, and the palian^^ yonr Krishnas and Gopals

Let wind, water, and tiie be your jewels
; and the moon and sun your avatars

;

The whole earth your stage properties and vessels, which are all entanglements.

Nanak, those who are devoid of divine knowledge are robbed
;
the minister of death hath

devoured them.

Guru Nd'nak,

The disciples play, the Gurus dance,

Shake their feet, and roll their heads.

Bust flieth and falleth on their hair

The audience seeing it laugh and go home.

For the sake of food the performers beat time,

And dash themselves on the ground.

The milk-maids sing, Krishnas sing,

Sitds and royal Rdmas sing.

Fearless is the Formless One, whose name is true,

And whose creation is the whole world.

The worshipers on wliom God bestoweth kindness worship Him
;

Pleasant23 is the night for those who long for Him in their heart.

By the Guru’s instruction to his disciples this knowledijie is obtained^

Tliat the Kind One saveth those on whom He looketh with favor.

Oil-presses, spinning-wheels, hand-mills, potter’s wheels,

Plates.2i whirlwinds, many and endless.

Tops, churning-staves, countless^^

Birds tumble and take no breath.

Men put animals on stakes and swing them round.

0 Nanak, the tumblers are innumerable and endless.

In the same way those bound in entanglements are swung round ;

Every one danceth according to his own acts

—

Those who dance and laugh shall weep on their departure;

They cannot fly or obtain supernatural power.

Dancing and jumping are mental recreations

;

Ndnak, those who have fear in their hearts have also love.

2® The gharit a measure of time for whioli there is no English word, is twenty-two and a half minutes. Three
hours make &pahar,

21 Gop6,ls are herdsmen among whom Krishna used to sport.

22 Jh6.tdi is a woman’s head of hair. The actors, who in India are all men, wear female wiga,

2S BhCnf, literally, dewy, when the atmosphere is calm and the heat not excessive.

2* Thdl — plates poised on a stick and spun round,

2® AngdJi ; some explain this to mean buffaloes which tread out corn.
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Pauri V.

Thy name is the Formless : by repeating ifc man goeth not to hell.

The soul and body are all Thine : what Thou givest man eateth ; to say aught else were

waste of words.

If thou desire thine advantage, do good acts and be lowly.

Even though thou stave off old age, it will come to thee in the disguise of death.

None may remain when his measurers is full.

Sl6k VI.

The Musalmans praise the Shariat, read it, and reflect on it

;

But God’s servants are they who employ themselves in His service in order to behold Him.,

The Hindus praise the Praised One whose appearance and form are incomparable

;

They bathe in holy streams, y>erfor/n idol-worship27 and adoration, use^^ copious incense of

sandal,

Those who are Jogis meditate on God^^ the Creator, whom they call the Unseen,

Whose form is minute, whose name is the Bright One, and who is the measure of their

bodies.^^

In the minds of the generous contentment ia produced in their desire to give.

Others give, but ask a thousand fold more, and and still v)ant the world to honor them.

Why mention thieves, adulterers, perjurers, evil and sinful men?

Several depart from here after eating what they had amassed m previous births shall

they have any business whatever %n the next world

The animals which live in the water, dryland, the fourteen worlds, and all creation —
What they say Thou alone knowest

;
for them too Thou carest.

Saith Nunak, the saints hunger to praise Thee; the true Name is their support.

In everlasting joy they abide day and night; 1 obtain dust of the feet of such

virtuous wen !

Guru Ntoak and Sk^kli Brahm discussed the question of the disposal of the dead.

It fs believed the Shekh maintained that a mao who was buried would go to hell.

Guru Ndnak»

The ashes of the Musalman fall into the potter’s clod ;

Vessels and bricks are fashioned from them
;
they cry out as they burn.

The poor ashes burn and weep, and sparks fly from them.

Nanak, the Creator who made the world, knoweth [whether it is better to be burned or

buried.^^

Pauyl VI.

Without the true Guru none hath found God ; without the true Guru none hath found God.

God hath put Himself into the true guru; He hath made manifest and proclaimed this.

Salvation is ever obtained by meeting the true Guru who hath banished worldly love fiom

. within him.

Be4 are the meditations of him who hath fixed his mind on the True One:

He hath found the Giver of life to the world.

Faiai —-
pai is a gram measure.

Archn. This word not only means worship, but the idol that is worshiped.

Some suppose h'ir to be a noun meaning the linos Hindus draw on the ground to enclose cooking places, within

which others are not admitted.

Situ, literally, void, compare the Greek leolXor, hollow, from which the Latin ccelwm, heaven, was ob(»ined.

It will be observed here that the jogis have a different conception of God from the Hindus,
And have done nothing meritorious in this birth,

3a This verse is also translated — Several depart from here after spending what they possessed ; had they any
c:her business in this world ?

33 This ui gddi— The Hindus are burnt, the Musalmans are buried*— Kabir, Sorathf 1,
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S16k VII.

In pride^^ man cometh, in pride he departeth
;

In pride is man born, in pride doth he die
;

In pride he giveth, in pride he taketh ;

In pride he earneth, in pride he spendeth;

In pride man becometh true or false
;

In pride man meditateth evil or good
;

In pride he goeth to hell or heaven
;

In pride he rejoiceth, in pride he mourneth
;

In pride he becometh filthy, in pride he is cleansed
;

In pride man loseth his caste and race

;

In pride is the ignorant, in pride is the clever man ;

In pride one knoweth not the value of deliverance or salvation

;

In pride is mammon and in pride its effect on ihe heart
;

In pride are animals created.

When piide is quenched, God's gate is seen.

Without divine knowledge man worrieth himself by talhing.

Nanak, the Commander hath thus ordained it

;

As man regardeth God^ so God regardeth bim.^s

Guru Angad.

It is the nature of pride that it produceth pride.®®

This pride is a trammel which subjecteth man to repeated transmigration*

What is the origin of pride, and by what device shall it depart ?

For pride it is ordained that man wander according to his previous acts.

Pride is a chronic disease, but there is also a medicine for it in the heart.

If God bestow His grace, man shall avail himself of the guru’s instruction ;

Saith Nanak, hear, 0 ye men, in this way trouble shall depart.

Pauyi VII.

They who have meditated on God as the truest of the true, have done real worship and

are contented
;

They have refrained from done good deeds, and practised honesty.

They have lived on a little corn and water, and burst the entanglements of the world.

Thou art the great Bestower ; ever Thou givest gifts which increase a quarter fold.

Those who have magnified the great God have found Him.

S16k VIII.

Men, trees, the banks of sacred streams, clouds, fields,

Islands, peoples, countries, continents, the universe.

The sources of production from eggs, cauls, the earth, and perspiratiou.

Lakes, mountains, animals — O Nanak, God knoweth their condition.

Nanak, God having created animals taketh care of them all.®®

Haun — literally, egoism.

Also translated—
(a) Treat men according to their acts.

{h) Treat others as thon wouldst be treated thyself.

Literally — that it performeth works of pride. ^ Literally Have not put their feet into evil

,

Compare Guru Angad —
“ Ndnakf chinid mat kardh ; chintd Tishi hoi

Jal mdhjant updidhj iindn hht

N&nak, be not aoxions
; anxiety is for Him

Who created animals in the water to them also He giveth their daily foodi'*
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The Creator who created the world hath to take thought for it also.

It is the Same Creator who made the world who taketh thought for it.

To Him be obeisauce, blessings be on Him ! His court is imperishable.

Nanak, without the true Name what is a sacrificial mark ? what a sacrificial thread ?

Guru NdnaJc,

Man may perform hundreds of thousands of good acts and deeds, hundreds of thousands

of approved charities,

Hundreds of thousands of peninces at sacred places, salaj jog"^^ in the wilderness,

Hundreds of tliousands of braveries, and part with his life in the conflict of battle
;

He may study hundreds of thousands of Yeds and works of divine knowledge and

meditation, and read the Purans —
Nanak, these devices would be of no avail

;
true is the mark of destiny.^®

The Creator who made the world hath decreed transmigration.

Pauri VIII.

Thou alone art the true Lord who hath diffused the real truth.

He to whom Thon givest obtaineth truth, and he then practiseth it.

Man obtaineth truth on meeting the true guru in whose heart the truth dwelleth.

The fool knoweth not truth, and hath wasted his life by obstinacy.

Why hath he come into the world ?

S16k IX.

Guru NdnaK

A man may load carta with books
;
be may load men with books to take with him

;

Books may be put on boats, and pits be filled with them.

A man may read books for months, he may read them for years
;

He may read them for life, he may read them while he has breath —
Nanak, only one word, God's name, would be of account

;
all else would be the senseless

discussion of pride.

Guru Nanak.

The more one readeth and writeth, the more he is tormented
;

The more one wandereth on pilgrimaaes, the more he babbleth;

The more religious garbs man weareth, the more discomfort he causeth his body.

Bear, 0 my sou], the result of thine own acts.

He who eateth not cornel hath lost the relish of life.

Men suffer much pain through their attachment to mammon.
Those who wear not clothes suffer teirihly day and niuht.

Man ruineth himself by perpetual BfiXence
;
how can he who sleepeth in ignorance be awaked

without a Guru,

Even though man go bare-footed, he must still suffer for his own acts.^3

If a man eat filth, and put ashes on his head.

The blind fool loseth respect
;
without the Name he obtaineth no abiding place.

The ignorant man who dwelleth in the wilderness and at burial and cremation grounds,

knoweth not f^ocZand shall afterwards repent.

Saliajj''^g, m contradistinction to the hithjSg of the Aphorisms of PatanjaU, means keeping the mind fixed

on God See Manni Singh’s Life of Guru NanaK
I^rm— also translated— God’s grace.

Several fakirs do not eat com^ some go naked, some practise perpetual silence, some go barefooted, some eat

filth, eic., etc.

The Gyfinis generally translate — If a naan go bare-footed, he i's merely suffering for his sins. The word
;upSt6/na is derived from upandi shoes, and tydgnd to leave off.

Marriia where a saintly Hindu's-bedy or ashes repose; masdni is a cremation ground.
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He who meeteth the true Guru and fixeth God's name in his heart, obtaineth comfort.

Nanak, he on whom God looketh with favor obtaineth Him.

He beconaeth free from hopes and fears, and destroyeth his pride by means of the Word.

Pauri IX.

The saints, 0 Lord, please Thy heart, adorn Thy gate, and hymn Thy praises.

Nanak, they who are outside Thy favor, find no entrance and wander in many hiriJis^

Some know not their origin, and have an inordinate opinion of themselves.

I am a singer of low caste
;
others call themselves of high caste,

I only beg of those who meditate on Thee.^^

S16k X.

Guru Nanak.

False are kings, false their subjects, false the whole world
;

False are mansions, false palaces, false those who dwell therein
;

False is gold
;
false silver

;
false he who weareth them

;

False the body
;
false raiment

;
false peerless beauty ;

False husbands
;
false wives ; they pine and waste away.

Man who is false, loveth what is false, and forgetteth the Creator.

With whom contract friendship ? The whole world passeth away.

False is sweetness
;
false honey

;
in falsehood shiploads are drowned.

Nanak uttereth supplication—except Thee, 0 God, everything is thoroughly false.

Guru Ndnak.

Man is then known as true when truth is in his heart

;

When the filth of falsehood departeth, man washeth his body clean.

Man is then known as true when he beareth love to the True One
;

When man heareth the name and restraineth his mind,^^ he shall then attain the door of

salvation.

Man shall then be known as true when he knoweth the true way
;

Having prepared the field of the body, put into it the seed of the Creator.

Man shall then be known as true when he receiveth true instruction
;

Let man know mercy to living things and perform some works of charity.

Man shall then be known as true, when he dwelleth in the pilgrimage of his heart

;

Let man after enquiry from the true guru rest and abide in his own heart ;

Truth is the medicine for all
;
it removeth and washeth away sin.

Nanak maketh supplication to those who are in possession of truth.

Pauri X.

Be mine the gift of the dust of the saints^ feet : if I obtain it, I shall apply it to my
forehead.

Forsake false covetousness
;
concentrating thy mind meditate on the Unseen One.

Thou shalt obtain a reward in proportion to what thou hast done.

If it have been so allotted from the beginning, man shall obtain the dust of the saints’ feet.

Ruin not thyself with scant service.^^

** Alao translated — I beg /or a sight of those who meditate on Thee.

*5 iv'dw mn ^an rahisidi— also translated—when one’s mind becometh happy after hearing the Name.

*6 Compare — Ochhi hhagti ha%3^ uttarasi p6^i ? How shall he of scant service be saved? —Qauri K<Mr, 15.
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S16k XI.

Guru Ndnak,

There is a dearth of truth ; falsehood prevaileth
;

the blackness ol this age maketh men

demons.

Those who have sown the seed have departed with honor
;
how can half seed germinate r*

If the seed be whole, it will germinate in the proper season.

N^nak, unbleached cloth cannot be djed without a base.

If the body be put into the vat of fear, modesty be made its base,

And it be dyed with devotion, O Nanak, there will not be a trace of falsehood in it.

Guru Ndnah.

Greed and sin are ruler and village accountant; falsehood is master of the mint,

Lust, his minister, summoneth and examineth men, and sittetb in judgment on them.

The subjects are blind and without wisdom, and satisfy the judges greed with bribes.

Gyanis dance, play musical instruments, disguise, and decorate themselves

;

They shout aloud,^^ sing of battles, and heroes’ praises.

Fools call themselves pandits and with tricks and cavilling love to amass wealth.

Pretended religious men spoil their religious acts, and yet want the door of salvation
;

They call themselves continent, and leave their houses and homes, yet they ktiovv not

the way.

Every one is perfect to himself: no one admitteth himself wanting.

If the weight of honor be put into the scale, then, Nanak, man shall appear properly

weighed.

Guru Nd^iaJc.

Man’s evil becometh known,^® O Nanak; the True One seeth all,

Eveiy one maketh endeavors, but it is only what the Creator doeth that taketh place.

Caste bath no power in the next world • there is a new order of beings.

Those whose accounts are honored are the good.

Pauyl XI.

Those whom Thou didst so destine from the beginning meditate on Thee, 0 Lord.

There is nothing in the power of creatures ;
0 God, it is Thou who hast created the

different worlds.

Some Thou blendest with Thy^^elf ;
others Thou leadest astray from Thee.

Thou art known by the favor of the guru, through whom Thou revealest Thyself.

Those who know Thee are easily absorbed in the True One.

S16k XII.

Guru Nanak,

Pain is medicine, worldly pleasure is a disease
;
where there is such pleasure, there is )io

desire for God,

Thou art the Doer, I do nothing
;

if I try to do anything, it cometh to nothing.

I aw a sacrifice unto Thee] Thou abidest in Thine omnipotence :

Thine end cannot be seen.

Thy light pervadeth creatures
; creatures are contained in Thy light

;
Thou dllest

inanimate and animate creation.'^®

Tliou art the true Lord
;
beautiful is Thy praise

;
he who uttereth it is saved.

Nanak uttereth the words of the Creator
j what is to be done God continueth to do.

UnchS KUheii. The Kiik&s, a sect of Sikhs, translate this—,The are exalted.
** Suwci^ag so it shall be known,
^9 kali— also translated'— Thy power (A a Id.) is inconceivable {a not, and halni to know). The

however, present great difficulty, and no two gyl^ns agree as to their interpretation.
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Guru Angad,

The Jogis deem it their duty to acquire divine knowledge, the Brahmans to read the

The Khatris to exercise bravery, the Sudras to work for others
;

But the highest duty of all is to repeat the name of the one God.^^

He who knoweth the secret of this

Is a bright God himself, and Nanak is his slave.

Guru Angad,

There is one God, the God of all gods, the Supreme God of souls.

He who knoweth the secret of the soul and of God,

Is a bright God himself, and Nauak is his slave.

Guru Nanak*

Water remaineth if confined in a vessel
;
but it cannot remain without a vessel.^^

The mind controlled by divine knowledge is restrained
;
hut without a Gum there can be

no divine knowledge.

Panyi XII,

If the literate and tbe illiterate are vicious, the latter are not punished.

As man acteth so shall he be described.

Play not such a game as shall bring thee defeat on arriving at God s court.

Tbe literate and the illiterate shall be judged hereafter
;

The obstinate shall be punished in the next world.

(To he continued,)

SONGS SUNG BY THE LAMBADIS.

BY E. FAWCETT.

The Lauab^dis, Brinj^ris, or Sug^lis, as they are variously called in the Madras Presidency,

are well known and need no introduction to the readers of this Journal, It cannot, liowever, be said

that much is known about them racially, and it has not yet been determined whether they, the Indian

gipsies, are identical with the gipsies of Europe. Here are some of their songs. The translations

given are free renderings, as I experienced difficulty in arriving at a reasonably correct rendering

of the songs, since there occur words in them of which no one can explain the meaning. Some of

the songs themselves and many of the words are not in the least understood by the singers.

The following six Songs now given were taken down by Mr. P. Rama Hao from the mouths of five

women of the Lambadi tandds encamped at Ratibhavi Vauka, Rayadurg Taluk, Bellary District,

during 1900. Their names were: Ohavali, aged 30 ;
Lachhmi, aged 40 ;

Gojji, aged 25 ;
Mikli?

aged 20 ;
Ramki, aged 30.

Song No. I.

Rdma hi chele Lachumana hi chele sob chelendhar*

Jammakh khelo rago ranajhade RAja !

Maro maragala namar Sitato bovi kevadd.

Eagd ranajhade raja I

^0 Also translated — The Jogis speak of divine knowledge, the Brahmans of the Vedas ;

The Khatris of bravery, the Sddras of working for others.

All that they speak is concerning the one Cod,
Water cannot remain without a vessel. Compare — hunibh Hn^joU na UMu dt. — Gaurt Kabir,
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Translation^

Rama is gone, Lachhmana (his brother) is gone, all are doomed to go (?. e., die).

Let ns therefore play the jolly play of a Raja !

He chased and beat an illusory antelope, but the animal did not die. He chased the buck

for Sita (his wife) who was fragrant with the sweet smell of the snake-flower.

Let ns therefore play the jolly play of a Ra]4

Note. — This song relates to a well known incident in the Rdmayam, Rama, Sita and

Laclihmana saw in the forest what appeared to be a golden antelope. Sita wished for it, and Rama
chased it, Lachhmana follow'ed him, and before the brothers returned, Ravana king of tiie

Rakshasas, abducted Sita.

Song No. II.

Asse dapp6 valeke Iambi Iambi dh6ti | ’vore kaniyan d^kan. Dab cbalede.

Ass^ dappe valeke tangema todd
|
tard thodana dekan valeme rasiya. Bhye ! Bhayere !

Asse dappe viileku hat^ma korada
|
ass^ koradame dekavaleme rasiya. Dab dialed^.

Asse dappe valeku kadima kanajoru | vuna d^ka valeme rasiya. Dab obalSde.

Translation.

The loin-cloth of a rich man is too long, seeing his earring [beat drum] ;

On the logs of a rich man there are silver chains, seeing which I am enamoured, [spoken]

Bhye ! Bhayer8 !

On the wrists of a rich man there are silver bracelets, seeing which I am enamoured
;
beat

drum and lets us play.

On the waist of a rich man there is a silver thread, seeing which I am enamoured
;

beat

drum and let us play.

Song No. III.

Abdu yular^ Malan | Abdu yulare cb6gi.n (chorus)

Sayibare ghiru munang ghummaru ghal I Vorl maliva khadneliar (chorus).

Mda bindologhal \ marajare ghare mela hindologbal (chorus).

Translation.

Gauii says to her father: “ Abdu father, in this place (here is) open ground

In front of His (God’s) house, let us meditate or praise Him
;

drive back His herd

of cattle.i

On the upstairs of Mabardja’s [house— palace] they have a hanging (or swinging) cradle,

• Song No. IV.

B^gema ghodolo m61al§, Titaraja,

Bcdgema kanadhoro molale, Titaraja,

BSgema soneri bagema basalo mdlalS, Titaraja,

Bagema kolda mola, kadadhari Raja,

Bagema munga mola, kadhadari RajS, soneri.

Translation.

** 0 Titaraja, purchase horses in the jungles,

Purchase them with the silver waist thread on your waist,

Purchase them with the gold necklace round your neck,

Purchase them, oh truth-speaking Raja, with the silver bangles on your arms,

Purchase them with that coral wreath round your neck.*'

1 This is considered one of the sacred services to God.
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Note. — This is explained thus by the Lambadis :— Titaraja, a Lombddi Mahatma (!) went to

the forest to find his horses, and was killed by a tiger near Annigere in Mysore^ His wife, by a

^^pecies of second sight, knew of his fate and with her kinsfolk went to the place, where they found

his bones. These she collected, made a fire and threw herself into it. She sang this song before she

died. It is intended to be in praise of her husband.

Song No. V.

Suda savaye Bhaktu pSri | kach^ ker6 divalo l karpura keri artima \ meka mMari artima 8

pavanerpani artima I chande surtari artima I jami matha artima.

Translation,

0 thou beautiful Goddess! I thy devoted worshipper, approach thee with a camphor-

lighted lialighartM} and I worship thee with it
;

I request thee to pour down

rain
j

I worship thee with clear water. I worship the sun and the moon and the

Mother Earth.

Note. — A prayer to the Goddess Durga.

Song No. VI.

Andhadiya Upabhavani tarS dar^ I gadapar nobaththu vaj^.

Andhadiya aki sadar Bhavani tard darS tl gadapar nobaththu vajS.

Vanjuva Yupabhavani tare dare! vari godS sadaru Bhavani tare dare U gadapar

nobaththu vaj^

Kubadiya Upabhavani tar8 dar^l gadapar n6baththu vaje

Translation,

0 Bhavani ! a blind man is at your door in your presence. So I beat the drum in your

name.

Cure the eyes of your blind devotee, 0 Bhavani ! So I beat the drum in your name.

There is a barren woman standing in your presence, 0 Bhavani ! Make her carry a child

and stand in your presence, 0 Bhavani ! So I beat the drum in your name.

There is a hump-backed crooked person in your presence, 0 Bhavani ! So I beat the drum

in your name.

Note. — Prayer to the Goddess Bhavani.

A COMPLETE VERBAL GROSS-INDEX TO YULE’S HOBSON-JOBSON OR
GLOSSARY OF ANGLO-INDIAN WORDS.

BY CHAELES PABTRIBG-E, M. A.

(Continued fi^om p. 86 7,)

Cande
; ann. 1552 : s. v. Candy, 119, ii.

Candee; ann. 1618 : s. v. Candy (s.), 119, ii.

Candgie
;
ann. 1631 ; s.v. Congee, 190, i.

Candhar
;
ann. 1814 : s. 2?. Candahar (o), 771, ii.

Candi j
s, v. Candy (Sugar-), 120, i

;
ann. 1554:

V, Moorah, 447, i; ann. 1645 and 1726 :

s. V, Candy, n. p. 119, ii.

Candia
;

s. v. Candy (Sugar-), 120, i
;

ann.

1530 and 1726 : s. v. Candy, n. p., 119, ii.

Candich
;
ann. 1666 : 5. v, Balaghaut, 38, ii.

Candie (Sugar)
;

ann. 1627 ; s. v. Candy (Su-

gar-)
; 120, i.

Candied sugar; s. v. Candy (Sugar-), 120, i;

ann. 1880 : s. v, Dolly, 249, i,

Oandiel; ann. 1598 : s, v. Candy (s.), 119, ii.

Candies; ann. 1644 : s. y. Gorge, 197, ii
;
ann.

1807 : s. V. Garce, 278, ii.

Candil
;

s. v. Candy (s,), 119, ii
;

ann. 1536 ;

s. V. Salsette (a), 594, ii, twice
;
ann. 1563 :

s. V. Candy (s.), 119, ii.

2 A copper or brass plate sometimes resmbling the figure of a fish on which lighted camphor is placed and passed
up and down an image, as in temples or during diTine processions. This is called locally arti, or mmgoHa arU,
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Candjer
;

aim. 1712 : s. v. Hanger, 806, i.

Candy n. p. ;
s. v, 119, ii; ann. 1616: s. v,

Modelliar, 435, i
;
ann. 1648 : s. z?. Modelliar,

435, ii; ann. 1681 : s. z?. 119, ii.

Candy (s.); b, v, 119, ii; 8. v, Culsey, 216, i,

V, Yiss, 739, i; ann. 1554 : s. v, Ganton,

278, i, s. V, Moorah, 447, i; ann. *1644 : a.

Corge, 197, ii, twice
;
arm. 1680 : s, v, Doray,

792, ii; ann. 1710 and 1760: a. v.1'20, i;

ann. 1775:^. i\ Tical, 699, ii; ann. 1813:

s. 27. Moorah, 447, i.

Candy [= Sugar-Candy.]
;
s.z;. Candy (Sugar-),

120, i
;
ann. 1350: s. v, Bengal, 64, ii.

Candy (Sugar-)
;

s. -y. 120, i
;

ann. 1727 : 5.

120, i.

Candy (Sugar)
;
655, ii, footnote.

Candy (sugar); ann. 1596 : s. r. Candy (Sugar-),

120, i.

Candyan
;

a. y. Dissave, 246, i.

Candyan Kings
;

s. v. Adigar, 4, i.

Candy wine; ann. 1620-30 : s, v. Sucket, 652, ii.

Cane
;
ann. 1330 : s. v. Tibet, 699, i.

Canel
;
I3th cent. : s. v, Cubeb, 214, ii.

Canell
;
ann. 1400 : s, v. Zedoary, 747, ii.

Canella; ann. 1506 : 8, -y. Camphor, 117, i; ann.

1621: a. 27. Darcheenee, 788, i; ann, 1690 :

a. 27. Malabathrum, 415, i.

Canella grossa ; 113, ii, footnote
;

ann. 1420-

30 : a. V, Malabar, 412, ii.

Canelle
;
ann. 1370 : a. v, Mace (a), 404, ii.

Cane-molasses ;
5. v. Arrack, 26, i.

Caneqnis
;

s, v. Guingam, 288, i.

Canfora
;

s. v. Camphor, 116, ii.

Canfuri ;
ann. 1726 : s. v. Camphor, 117, i.

Canga; s. v, Cangue, 120, ii.

Canganiir ; ann. 1500 : ^.y.Cranganore, 211, ii.

Cang6
;
ann. 1680 : s, v. Congee, 190, ii.

Oangia ; ann. 1672 : $, v. Congee, 190, i.

Cangiar; s. v. Hanger, 312, i; ann. 1672: 5. v.

Hanger, 312, i.

Cangue
;

s, v. 120, i and ii (3 times), 771, ii
;

ann. 1779, 1797 and 1878 : s. v. 121, i.

Canhameira ;
a. 771, ii, s. v, Moluccas, 824,

i ; ann. 1561 : s. v, 771, ii,

Canis aureus
;

s. v. Jackal, 338, ii.

Canjar
;
ann. 1883 : s. v. Hanger, 312, ii.

Oanje; ann. 1563 : s. y. Congee, 190, i.

Canju; ann. 1578 : s, v. Congee, 190, i,

Oanna
;

s. v. Bamboo, 41, i.

Cannabis Indica; s, v, Chnrrus, 169, ii.

Cannabis indica; s. y. Bang, 45, i, s. v» Gnnja,

308, i.

Cannabis of the Latins
;
ann. 1578 : a. v. Bang,

45, i.

Cannabis sativa ; a. v, Gunja, 308, i.

Cannameli
;
ann. 1343 : s.v» Sugar, 655, ii.

Caimanore; a. v. 121, i, a, v. Honore, 321, i,

a, V, Minicoy, 434, i, a. v, Pudipatan, 556, ii,

see 839, i, footnote,

Cannarins
;
ann. 1615 : a. v, Canara, 118, i. .

Canne de sucre
; ann. 1791 : a. v. Punch, 569, ii.

Cannella; ann. 1343: a, y. Candy (Sugar-),

120, i
;

ann. 1430 : a. v, Quilon, 570, i

;

ann. 1514 : a. v, Ceylon, 139, i.

Cano
; ann. 1404 : a. y. Khanum, 813, i.

Canoa
; ann. 1535 : a. y. Mangrove, 426, ii

;

ann. 1588 : a. y. Turban, 864, ii
;
ann, 1613 :

a. y, Orankay, 492, i.

Canoe; a. v, Almadia, 10, i, a. y. Baloon, 40, i,

Canon
;
ann. 1404 : a. y. Khanum, 366, ii.

Canongo
;

a. y. 121, i, 772, i.

Canongoe
;
ann. 1786 : a. y, Sheristadar, 626, i.

Canonor
;
ann. 1510 ; a, y. Cannanore, 121, i,

twice.

Canoo; ann, 1630 : a. y, Calavance, 110, ii.

Canoongou
;
ann. 1590 : a, y. Coolcnrnee, 191, ii,

Canooses
; ann, 1673 : a. y. Prow, 555, ii.

Canora
;
ann, 1673 : a. y, Canara, 118, ii,

Ganorein
;

ann. 1673 : a. y. Hendry Kendry,

314, i, a. y, Kennery, 365, i.

Canose
;
ann. 1553 : a. y. Poorub, 547, ii.

Oanoul
;

a, y, Kurnool, 379, i,

Canow
;
ann, 1606: a. y. Prow, 555, i.

Canowes
;
ann. 1579 : a. y. Calico, 113, i.

Cantan; ann, 1540: a. y. Nanking, 472, ii.

ann. 1560 ; a. y, Cayolaque, 136, ii.

Cantao
;
a. y. Canton, 121, ii

; ann. 1516 : a, y.

Canton, 772, ii, twice; ann. 1517: a. y,

Ohincbew, 154, i.

Cantari; ann. 1506 and 1510: a. y. Bahar,

36, i.

Oanteray; a. y. Canteroy, 121, i.

Ganteroy
;

a. y. 121, i, 772, i; ann. 1790 and

1800 : a. y.772,i.

Canter^raia ;
ann. 1800 : a. y. Canteroy, 772, i.

Canton
;

a. y. 121, ii, 772, i, a. y. Ananas, 17,

ii, 8, r. Bocca Tigris, 76> i, s, y. Bogue, 76,

ii, a. y. Bombay Marine, 78, ii, a. y. Camphor,

1 16, i, a. y. Chop, 160, ii, 161, ii, a. v, Consoo

House, 190, ii, a, y. Cnmqnot, 216, ii, a. v.

Datchin, 230, ii, twice, a. y. Hong, 320,

ii, a. y. Hong-boat, 321, i, twice, a. y. Hoppo,

324, i, a. y. Loqnot, 397, ii, a. y, Macao (a),

402, i, a, y. Macbeen, 405, ii, 406, i, a. y.
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Neelam, 476, i, s. v. St. John's Island (b), 591,

ii, Sn t7. Sapeca, 599, ii, s. v, Tarega, 685, ii,

5, V, Campoy, 691, i, s. v. Pekoe, 691, ii, s, v.

Souchong, 691, ii, 5. v, Whampoa, 740, i, s, v,

St, John’s Island (b), 852, ii; ann. 1517 :

V, Ohinchew, 154, i
;

ann. 1552 : 5 . v,

Pardao, 841, i
;
ann. 1567 and 1570 : v,

Macao (a), 402, i; ann. 1687 : s, St.

John’s Island (b), 591, ii
;
ann. 1711: s. v»

Cot, 205, i
;

ann. 1727 : s, v, 121, ii, s, v,

Hong, 320, ii ; ann, 1750-52 : s, v. Leechee,

391, ii ;
ann. 1770 : s. v, Bocca Tigris, 76, ii,

«. V, Liampo, 393, i, s. v. Whampoa, 740, i;

ann. 1783 : s. v, Hong, 321, i; ann. 1856 :

s, V. Lorcha, 398, i, twice
; ann. 1878 : s. v.

Shroff, To, 630, ii
;
ann. 1882 : 5. v> Hoppo,

324, ii.

Cantone
;

ann. 1552 : s, v, S. John’s Island

(b), 852, ii.

Cantonese
;
s. v, Cangne, 120, ii, 5. v, Onmshaw,

786, ii.

Canton fu
;
ann. 1585 ; s. w. Canton, 121, ii.

Cantonment ;
5. 'o. 121, ii, twice, «.t;. Achdnock,

2, ii, 5. V, Akyab, 6, i, $. v, Barrackpore, 53,

i, s. V, Bungalow, 98, i, 5, v. Oawnpore, 136,

i, 5. V. Dinapore, 245 , i, twice, s. v. Dumdum,
254, ii, s, V, Prickly-pear, 554, i, s, v. Chownee,

779, ii; ann. 1782 : s. v. Black, 74, i; ann.

1783, 1825 (twice) and 1848 : s. v, 121, ii.

Canton Eiver
;

ann. 1748 and 1750-52 : 8, v.

Bankshall (a), 47, i.

Cantoo Baboo ; ann. 1782 : s, v. Baboo, 32, ii.

Cantoonment
;

s. v. Cantonment, 121, ii.

Canum ; ann. 1619 : s, v, Khanum, 366, ii.

Caor
;
ann, 1552 : s, 2?.^Burrampooter, 101, ii,

Caorsino ;
a. v, Marw^ree, 822, ii.

Caoul; ann. 1780: s, v, Cowle, 208, i.

Caoun
;
ann, 1762: s. v. Cowry, 210, i.

Caoutchouc
;

ann. 1850 : s, v. Columbo Root,

781, ii.

Caova
;
ann. 1580 : s. v. Coffee, 179, i.

Capass
;

s» v, 772, ii.

Capdet
; s. v. Cadet, 107, i.

Cape [of Good Hope]
;

s, v. Apricot, 24, i.

Cape gooseberry ; s. v. Tiparry, 703, ii.

Cape of Gk>od Hope ;
s, v. Corral, 200, ii.

Cape Verde; ann. 1501 : 5. v. Anile, 22, i.

Capel; s. v, 121, iij ann. 1510 : s. v, 121, ii.

Capelan
;

s, v. 121, ii, 122, i; ann. 1516 and

1660 : s. V* 122, i,

Capelan
;
ann. 1850 : s- v, Capelan, 122, i.

Capelangam
;
ann. 1535 : «. v* Capelan, 122, i.

Oapell; ann. 1498: s, v. Capel, 121, ii.

Capellan
;
ann. 1510 : s. v» Capelan, 122, i.

Oapha; ann. 1486 : s. v. Firinghee, 799, i.

Oaphala
;

ann. 1673: s. v, Cafila, 109, i, s, v.

Julibdar, 357, ii.

Caphe
;

ann. 1623 and 1628 ; 5. v. Coffee,

179, ii.

Caphir
;
ann. 1673 : s. v. Seedy, 610, i.

Caphnra
;
ann. 540 : s, v. Camphor,' 11 6, ii.

Capillarius ; 8, v. Balwar, 40, ii.

Capitettum
;

8> v. Cadet, 107, i.

Oapocate ; ann. 1500 : s. -y, Capucat, 772, ii.

Capogatto
;
ann. 1610 : 5. v. Oapncat, 122, i.

Capperstam ;
ann. 1603 : a.y. Caffristan, 109, ii.

Capra megaceros ;
s. v, Markhore, 427, ii.

Capra Sibirica ; s, v. Skeen, 642, ii.

Capsicum ;
5. v, Curry, 218, i.

Capsicum annunm
;

s. y. Chilly, 150, i.

Capsicum fruticosum
;
s. v. Chilly, 150, i.

Capua ;
aun. 1498 : s. v, Capucat, 122, i.

Gapucad ;
aun. 1516 ; s,v. Capucat, 122, i.

Capucat ; 8, v, 122, i, 772, ii.

Carabansaca ;
ann, 1404: «. v, Caravanseray,

772, ii.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SOME BURMESE EXPRESSIONS AT PORT BLAIR.

The Burmese convicts at Port Blair, of whom
there are some two thousand, have made up
names for themselves out of their own language,

more «wo, for various places and matters they

have to deal with. JS. g., Set-kyun, Machinery
Island, stands for Chatham Island, where the

Sawmills are. Mingyi-jyun, Commissioner’s

Island, stands for Ross Island, where Government
House and the Head-quarters are. PA-ta-gaung,

One-frog, is a rather ingenious translation, or

peyhaps transcription, of the real name of the

place, Pah§<rgaon, Hill-viUage. Also for some
occult reason of sound and recollection, Phoenix

Bay is called by the Burmans MyUnisipe, which

in their own country does duty for the to them
outlandish word and institution, Municipality.

Aberdeen has beaten them as a word and is known
as Bal&din. So also has a daily expression in

Port Blair borrowed from the Indian Courts'

jargon : mushaqqati, a labouring convict, which
they call milskitti.

R. 0, Temple.
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PAPAYA.

Hejbe are some interesting additions to Tule’s

description o£ the uncertain word. Yule calls it

American, but the American Century Dictionary

calls it Malabar 1 Yule also calls it an “ insipid,

not to say nasty, fruit.*’ With this desciiption,

as one for many years well acquainted with it, I

must beg to entirely differ. It is to my taste

most palatable, when ripe, to eat raw ; it makes a

hrst rate after-dinner dishwhen cooked with sugar,

and a most welcome vegetable in the tropics when

served up cooked whilst unripe— a good substitute

then for maiTOws. Yule remarks on the spelling

poppoi rroTTTTOL !) of Sir Lewis Pelly. This is

merely Aiiglo-Madrasi : in the Madras Presidency,

as long as I can remember, it is known as poppoy
and usually so spelt in accounts and letters and

so on. By .Natives of North India working in

the South it is usually, by a natural confusion or

analogy, called wrongly papit6..

1893. — Papaw. Pop&ya, Mahr.
;
popp§«yi,

Oonc[ani] ; . . . . papaiyah, Hind.
;

. . . . poxiki-Jca-jhdr, Dec[cani]
;
papaya,

Malay; .... bappang^iyi, Too[loo]

;

b6ppayi, Tel. ;
pappStyana, Mal[ayalam]

;
papol,

Singh[alese]
;

papplili, Tam[il] Title from
Malay .... Title otherwise Poreign

castor, Melon tree, Papaw mango, Papaya . .

. . Wild papaw : [quite another tree]

. . Botanically, sterculia colorata, — Madras
Manual of Administration, Yol. III. p. 660 f.

1899.

— Papaw .... Papaya, a name
of Malabar origin .... also written

pawpaw. — Century Diet , Times Ed., s. v,

1900. — The pawpaw is found throughout

a great part of Nigeria. — Robinson, Nigeria,

p. SJf.

R, 0. Temple.

CORRUPTIONS OF ENGLISH AT POET BLAIR.

Ktobales stands for “convalescent,” i. e., a

man in a “ convalescent gang ” of convicts.

Dirmat is, longo intervallo, a form of “Depart-

ment,” and always means in Port Blah the Eorest

Department.

But “ orchid ” has heen too much for the

Forest Department convicts, and they have rather

ingeniously translated the word by hawA patti,

air-leaf.

R. 0. Temple.

THE BRACES.

c. 1669-1679. — This Riuer is soe named from
y® great towne of Hugly Scituated Upon yf
hanks of it neare 150 miles from y® Braces or
shoals that lye at y? Enti’ance thereof. — T B.,

Asia, etc., MS., fol. 74

1676. — 5th Sept. This night we sailed over

the Sands called the Brases,having never lesse

than three ffathoms water, and a Swelling Sea
Streynsham Master, Journal, in Yule, Hedges^
Diary, Yol. II. p. 232.

1676. — 3rd (Dec) Sunday; Wee lay upon the
Sands called the Braces all this day, haveing
small wind and very smooth sea. — Op. cit. p 237.

1676. — might with more care goe over the
Braces and come up Hugly River then they can
goe out of the Downes into the River of London.

—

Walter Clavell in op. cit. p. 239.

1685.— January 8. This morning by breake of

day we weighed Anchor and by 12 at noon came
to an anchor upon y? edge or Entrance on y?
Westwardmost Brace .... At slack water

we weighed and stood downe between the two
Braces .... Here we mett with George
Herron yf Oompany*s Chief Pilott who came on
board and carryed us over y®. Brace, for which
I presented him with R. 50. — Yule, Hedges"

Diary, Yol. I. p. 175 f.

1703.—Western or Outer Brace ....
Eastern or Inner Brace.— Map attached to the

Ed. of the English Pilot of 1703. Op. cit. Yol.

II. p. 220.

1748.— A New and Correct Chai-t, showing th6

sands, shoals, mudbanks .... with the
going over the Braces from Point Palmyras to

Calcutta in the River Hughly In the Bay of

Bengal.— Title of the English Pilotiov that year.

Op» cit. Yol. III. p. 205.

1780. — The Braces, Sea-reef, Sagorand other
sands, eastward of Point Palmyras ....
in the channel between the Braces. — Dunn,
Directory, p. 207.

1888. — Eastern Brace .... Western
Brace. — Admiralty Chart,

1888. — Brace .... an arm : esp. an
“ arm of the sea or other large body of water
. . . . Brace of Saint George ....
the two arms, esp. the width of the two arms.—
Oxford English Diet.

Whoever was responsible for the name of The
Braces had no doubt in his mind the former or
latter fundamental sense of the word brace/’
when he so named the once di'eaded and famous
arms or spits of sand that run out to the sea from
the Hugh River. But it is a pity that this pai-ti-

cular sense of the word has missed the astonish-
ingly minute investigation of the compilers of the
gi'eat Oxford Dictionary.

R. 0. Temple. ,
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BOOK-NOTIOE.

PROFESSOR PISOHEL’S PRAKRIT
GRAMMAR.!

This is a work which it is difficult to review

for no one knows the subject of which it treats so

thorougjhly as does the author. In Prakrit we are

all Professor Pischel’s pupils, and we are too well

aware what a store of learning lies behind each

sentence that he has written to permit ourselves

to lightly differ from him. Indiscriminate praise

in such a case is the only safe course, and I

should be tempted to adopt it myself did I not

know that this is just what he would least desire.

Praise it deserves, — the highest praise, — and
if in a few minor points I appear to press views

which are not in accordance with those advanced

by him, I must begin by expressing my admiration

for a book which is one solid mass of thousands

of arranged and coordinated facts, now for the

first time brought together and digested into a

whole with extraordinary skill and clearness.

It is divided into three parts, an Introduction

(pp. 1-47), Phonetics (47-241), and Accidence

(241407). It is well supplied with Indexes and

full list of Authorities. Regarding Phonetics

and Accidence I do not propose to make any

remarks. Bach of these sections is a wonderful

piece of work . Every form of every known dialect

which occurs in literature is discussed and

accounted for. Only one book of importance

(which, however, was published after the grammar

appeared), the Kumara-pdla-charita, seems to

have escaped the author’s net. For the purposes

of reference these portions are therefore as

complete as can be. Lassen’s great work (though

much of it has been out of date for many years)

is now finally superseded.

The Introduction is naturally the more generally

interesting pai*t of the book. The author first

defines what he includes under the term ‘Pr^k^it.’

He confines himseK to the literary forms of speech,

and (by the plan of the series of which the work

forms one of the sections) is compelled to abstain

from the consideration of the monumental

Prakrits, or as he names them the Lena dialect

1 Grundrissder indo~arischen Philologie und AUer-

i%mshmide. Begrimdet von Georg Biihler, fortgcsetzt

vou P. Kielhom. Vol. i., Part 8- Qrammatik der

PraTcriirprachen von E. Pisohel. Strassburg, Trubner,
1900, pp, 430.

2 Personally, I have never felt myself able to accept

the explanation of this word offered by most Indian

grammarians. It is that which would naturally occur to

a panditf but it is based on a fallacy, Pr&kyit is not

derived from Sanskrit, or based on it. It is of oouree

For my part, I must express my regret at this

omission, and it seems to me a pity that the

framework of the Grundriss could not have been

stretched so as to include this language in the

present volume. He next gives the various native

interpretations of the name ‘ Prakrit,’ the most

usual being that the group of dialects is so called

because their prakriti or basis is Sanskrit, but

does not discuss the question himself, which,

however, can hardly be considered of importance.*

This is followed by the various lists of Prft^kpit

dialects given by the grammaiians, in connexion

with which the author explains the correct

meaning of the term ‘Apabhramsa’ and
briefly discusses the connexion of the various

Apabhrarhsas with the modern languages of India.

Finally he gives a general account of each
Pr^kpit dialect and of the materials which are

available for its study, concluding with a full

account of all the known Prakrit grammars
compiled by native authors.

Stress is laid on the undoubted fact, hitherto

often ignored, that these Prakrit dialects, Saura-

s4ni, Magadhi, and so forth, (though founded on

real spoken vernaculars) are artificial products, in

so much as they have been altered in important

particulars, by those who used them to adapt

them for literary purposes. They cannot be con-

sidered as representing the actual speech of the

people at any epoch, though they are based upon it.

Can we go nearer the source ? The answer is in

the affirmative. We have the Apabhramsa;
there wasa Suraseua Apabhramsa, a Maharashtra

Apabhramsa, a Magadha Apabhramsa, and so on.

Bach of them was originally the popular speech

of the country with whose name it was connected,

and is the mother of the modern language of the

same tract It is hardly necessary to say that

none of them is a con'uption of the corresponding

literary Prakrit. Surasena Apabhramsa was not a

corruption of Sauraseni Prakrit, as its name
appears to imply, — the reverse would more

nearly represent the truth. But these Apa-

bhramsas themselves, when they in their tuna

possible that the word is a pandit’s oonoootion based on

a false theory, but that has yet to be proved. To me it

seems that the two words and sam-s-fcrifa should

be considered as a mutually correlated pair. Each

depends on the other. Possibly the best explanation is

that yti-kriia means ‘simple,* ‘that which grew of

itself,’ ‘ nnartificial,’ in contradistinction to 'sam-s^knta,

‘polished,’ ‘artificial.’ This closely agrees with Nairn-

sftdhn’s interpretation of * prakrita^’’ quoted on p. H of

the work under review, and also appears to be the opi-

nion of Professor Pischel (p. 33).
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became used fur literary composition (and of

course it is only in literary compositions that
j

they have survived), were subjected to the same

process of regularisation as the Prakrits proper,

and hence, though the language of these works

is immeasurably neai’er the spoken vernaculars of

the time than they, we are hardly justified in

accepting any of them as a well of contemporary

folk-speech undefiled

Hei’e a small point arises on which I am com-

pelled to diSer from Prof Pischcl. On p. 4 he

states in so many words that modern Marathi

is derived from Maharashtra Apabhramsa, and on

p 9 he speaks of undoubted points of connexion

between Mahar^shtn Prakrit and the modem
languages of Maharashtra. It is thus evident

that he considers that there is a close connexion

between Maharashtra Apabhramsa and Maha-

rashtri Prakrit. Again, on p. 25, he equally

decisively states that between the modern M&.ga-

dhi dialect of Bili§-r and the Magadhi Prakrit

there is no connexion. I mention these two state-

ments together to show that he lays no stress on

community of name. If he denies tlio connexion

between ancient and modern Magadhi although

then’ names are identical, he cannot say that

M§.harashtri and Marathi arc connected because

their names are identical. Nor does he For

proof of the identity of the two last-named

languages, he refers to the well-known review of

"Weber’s edition of Hala which ajppeared from the

pen of Garrez in the Journal Asiatique for 1872

Now that article was written nearly thirty years

ago, and our knowledge of the Indian vernaculars

has made great strides since then. I am con-

vinced that Gavrez would use very different

language at the present day if he were alive. In

the article referred to he gi'^es a number of

reasons which then appeared to him to be

sufficient to show that Marathi is derived from

Mah*^rashtri Prakrit. I take the most important

of them:

—

1. Maratihi has a Gerundive in corre-

sponding to the Maharashtri 4na
True, but the same suffix appears in

Oriya (cf. jd-unUf having gone),

which is certainly not derived from
Mahdrashtri

2. Mar&thi has a feminine form of the

Demonstrative and Relative Pronouns.

True, — but so have Jaipur! and
Marwari

.

^ It has been suggested that the name arose through
this emasculated form of language being first used as a

vehicle for songs in that country.

4 See BG.la-rdmO.yana, s. 74, where Vidarbha and Kun-
tala (Berar and south-west Hyderabad) are identified as

3,

Marathi has the emphatic termination

ecli, corresponding to the Mdharashtri

chia True,— but so has Ohhattiegarhi

spoken on the other side of India.

Finally, Garrez quoted a number of words
vrhicli are, he said, peculiar to Marathi and Maha-

rashtri It may or may not be true that they are

peculiar to Maliaiashtri, but it is certainly not

true that they are peculiar to Marathi. All that

is true is that Marathi has a good dictionary,

while other Indian vernaculars have not. It is

unnecessary to go into details

It hence follows that the proof of the affilia-

tion of Marathi to Maharashtri Prakrit, which
Garrez attempted, has broken down in every par-

ticnlar. Are we then to assume that Marathi is

not so descended ? I do not say that I only

maintain that it is not proved that it is, nor can

it he definitely proved, so far as I am aware, that

any particular Prakrit has any greater claim to

be its progenitor than another.

While not venturing to give a decided opinion

on this question, I may point out one or two facts

which may at some future time help to solve the

problem. It has been urged by some, including

Hoornle, and others of less authority, that the

word Mahfirashtri does not necessarily mean the

Prfikrit of Maharashtra But Mahfirashtra Apa-
bhramsa must mean that, and hence it may have

nothing to do with Maharashtri Prakrit The two
words may haveno more connexion than the exter-

nal form common to tlie two names Maharashtra
apxDeavs to have meant Yidarhha, — the Berars *

At the i)resent day the language of the Berars is

a provincial form of Marathi, and, if Maharashtra
Apabhramsa had a recognised literary counterpart,

it would x)robahiy be what the grammarians called
‘ Vaidarbbi’ or ‘ Dakshinatya,’ about which we
know hardly anything at all, exce]3t that Rama-
taikavagisa appears to group it with Magadhi and
Ardhamfigadhi,^ while Prof. Pischel is inclined

to connect it with Sauras^ni. No one, so far

as I know, has ever traced any relationship

between it and Maharashtri PiAkrit.

Whether Mar§«thi is connected with Maha-

ra&litri Prakrit or not, it cannot be seriously

argued that it is not derived from Maharashtra

Apabhramsa In itself it possesses two important

points of differentiation. Its past participle ends

in Z,® in this agreeing with the eastern languages of

‘Mah^rCishtra
’

^ Lasseu, p. 21.

6 I take this opportunity of stating that I have long

ago abandoned the theory that this I is derived from the

Sanskrit ta through da.
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India (Bihdri. Oriya, Bengali, and Assamese), and

the ohliqiie form of its strong nouns ends m ti,

not (?, in this agreeing with the aha of Magadhi

Prakrit, with the modern eastern languages, and

also with those of Eajputana and Gujarat, but

altogether disagreeing with Maharashtri Prakrit.

These facts do not prove anything, — there

are too few of them, ~ hut at any rate they

altogether fail to show any connexion between

the last named Prakrit and Marathi.

IVe next come to Prof. PischePs statement

that there is no connexion between the Magadhi
dialect of Bihari (or, as it is more usually called,

Magahi) and Magadhi Prakrit. On the page

preceding this statement he gives it as his opinion

that ‘Magadhi ’ Prakrit was not a uniform speechj

hut included all those Prakrit dialects which had
nja instead of la for ra, ta for sa, and m which

the nominative of nouns in -a ended m -e. Now,
except the first, all these peculiarities are tyx)ical

of the modern languages of Eastern India,

including Bihari (of which Magahi is a dialect),

some m one and some in another. Let us take

them in order.

The change of ra to la is common in Biharh

especially m Magahi. Por instance, in my old

district of Gaya, in the heart of Magadha, the

town of Lsikshmanapura is nowadays called

Lakhnaul or Nakhlaul.

In Bengali, a language closely connected with

Bihari, every aa is pronounced as ia Biharij

vdiieh IS tliP most v;e&tcrii of the oasteni group

of languages, and whose spoakej’s aie politically

Connected with Aiidh and not w ith Bengal, has

abandoned the old pronunciation of tins letter,

and has taken to sa. This letter is now a literal

shibboleth between the iiationaljlies of Bengal

and Hmdostan, with the latter uf wLom the

Biharis have thrown in their lot. But that the

old pronunciation was ^a is clearly shown by the

fact that in writing the national character every

Bihari without exception writes sa instead of the

sa which he pronounces Thus, he says

a month, but write

In old Bengali^ and Bihari the nominative of

-a bases ended in -e. An example occurs in the

very first line of my edition of the poems of

Vidyapati, where we have bindne for sndnaihj

bathing. In the west wc should have had sandnu.

There are other typical peculiarities of Magadhi

Prakrit which are also found in the eastern Indo-

Aryan vernaculars. The genitive singular in

Magadhi Prakrit ended in dha. In all the dialects

7 The nomiuatiive in modern Bengali also sometimes

ends in e, but tlii& liaa an altogether different origin.

of eastern India (including Magahi) its represen-

tative, the oblique form, ends in d, not in e as in

western Hindustan. In Magadhi Prakrit tta

becomes sta. I have more than once pointed out

that in wild parts of Gaya I have heard the

uneducated use the ioim loastd instead of pattd,

a lease. Pmally (to take one of many possible

instances in vocabulary), with the Magadhi
Prakrit word a (/>;dy7nK6), lukewarm, quoted

by Prof. Pischel as a typical Magadhi Prakrit

word, we may compare the universal Bihari word
ustnd, parboiled ^

Por these reasons I must hold (in spite of

Pi'of. Pischel’s great authority) that Magadhi

Prakrit has undoubted points of connexion with

the modern language of the country of Magadha,
— Bihari

I am thus hold enough to state a difference of

opinion from him on two points I hold as not

pioved the connexion of Maharashtri Prakrit

' with Marathi, and I hold as proved the connexion

of Magadhi Prakrit with Magahi. As to

rSushtri Pra.kpit, I don’t believe there ever was such

a language, or anything approaching it, spoken

anywhere. I don't believe such ‘ emasculated

stuff ’ could ever have been made the vehicle of

oral communication. It was chiefly used for song

writing. It was about as intelligible as the Ian-

guage of the modern half-taught tenor of a coun-

try drawing-room, of whom we say *he has such a

nice voice, but it is a pity he sings so indistinctly.’

This indistinct enunciation is carried to an extreme

by ludiaii singers of the present day I once sat

beside one of the great noblemen of Bihar, a man
highly educated and learned in all the accom-

plishments of an oriental gentleman. A local play

was being performed, interspersed with songs in

the local dialect, his mother tongue In vam
I tried to follow the words of the singer(a famous

Lucknow d(va) When one of the songs waa

finished I turned to my host and asked him if he

could understand a word of what she had been

rendering. ‘ Of course not,’ was the reply given

in all simplicity and honesty. He never ima-

gined that he was expected to understand it.

So it must have been with Maharashtri. It

rej)resents an attempt, and a very successful

attempt, to record the sounds as they issued from

a professional singer’s lips. As a language, its

only real peculiarity, which di:fferentiated it from

Prakrits which were founded on real vernaculars,

was the almost total absence of differentiating

points. After all, the basis of every phonetic

system is its consonants. By their consonants

s Cf. Bih‘(r Peasant Life, cec 963.
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we distinguish Hemachandra’s Apabhramsa from

Saui’as^ni and Sauraseni from Magadhi. Maha-

rdshtri cuts the knot, and reduces itself to a

dead level with reference to all dialects, by drop-

ping nearly all its consonantal framework. The

native writers, it is true, point out a few gram-

matical peculianties, but I have shown above

that those which Garrez selected as the most

typical ones, cannot (if the testimony of the

modern venoaculars is to be received) have all

been confined to any one locality in India.

I have already exceeded my limits, and must

content myself with a few brief remarks on one

other point of interest. I would draw special

attention to Prof Pischel’s remarks on Pais^chi.
{

I have long doubted the correctness of, the usual

theory that we must look for this dialect in the

neighbourhood of the Yindhya range, and am
glad to see that he considers that its home is to

be found in the north-west of India. May I add

a few facts which, at least, do not run counter to

this theory ? The great Paisachi^ work was of

course the Brihat-kailid, This collection of

stories has obtained its fame through translations

made in Kasmir. The traditions preserved in

the JsUamaiapurdna show that the popular belief

was that the aboriginal inhabitants of Kashmir
were Pisachas, They were almost certainly non-

Aryans The distinguishing characteristic of

Paisd-chi was its mispronunciation of the Prakrit

on which it was founded. In one form of it, the

ChdlikS^-Pasachi, thismispronunciation consisted in

uttering the medial sonant letters as if they were

tenues. At the present day the lower orders of

Kashmir when borrowing a word foreign to their

own language are apt to mispronounce it in

exactly the same way. My head-boatman there

used to call my horse’s bridle the IdJcam (Persian

lagdm), and even the grammars give Kasmiri

bdpat as the equivalent of the Arabic bdbat,

AU this is consistent with Paisachi being, in the

main, a Prdkrit as mispronounced by a north-

western Aryan or non-Aryan people, whose true

vernacular was some other language. An interest-

ing parallel to Pai^hi, if considered from this

point of view, will be found in the works of

a non-Indian dramatist, Shakespeare.

The broken English spoken by his "Welshmen
follows this rule of Paisachi Prakrit.

Possibly Prof. Pischel will have excellent

rejoinders to much of what I have written in the
preceding pages. I should not have raised the

questions had I not hoped that a truer idea of the
whole case can be gained from looking at both
sides of the shield. His point of ^iew is the na-
tural and proper one, and heis standing on ground
which he has made peculiarly his own. If I have

humbly gazed up at it from the lower level of
the modern vernaculars, it is possible that I may
have caught lights and shadows which have not
presented themselves to his eye. I have touched
on a few minor points, and in doing so, I have
not concealed the admiration which I feel for

this epoch-making work. In conclusion I would
express the hope that it will soon be translated
into English, and thus be made available to
native scholars in India.

I ask permission to add a brief note on a point
not touched upon by Prof. Pischel, but which
has often elicited wondering comment from other
writers. More than once I have seen amaze-
ment expressed at the polyglot nature of an
Indian drama. In a single scene there may be
half a dozen people on the stage at the same time,
all speaking different languages, and yet all

mutually understanding each other. It is closely
paralleled by what we experience at an Oriental
Congress,though perhapswe arenotall so mutually
intelligible at these stances as we pretend. But we
need not leave India, for India is unchanging, and
the Sanskrit stage only accurately represented the
ordinary state of affairs in an Indian nobleman’s
house both then and at the present day. In
such a residence in Bengal we find Oriya-speaking
pdlM-he&rers, Bhojpuri-speaking darwdns, and
house bearers talking Awadhi of Faiz^bM. Some
of the syces are DusS>dhs from Tirhut, speaking
Maitbili, and others are Ahiri-speaking Ohamars
from the neighbourhood of Delhi. The head of

the family may have an upapatni, whose ordinary
language is the pure B^gmati Urdtl of Lucknow,
but who drops into slum-abuse when she is

angry. The gentleman I have in my mind uses
high-fiown literary Bengali in his own house
when I visit him, but on other occasions speaks

the colloquial Bengali which is as different from
the standard as Sauras^ni is from Sanskrit. His
wife comes from BirbhfUn, a hundred miles away,
and speaks the curious women's bdli of that dis-

trict. His man of business comes from Eastern
Bengal, and talks Dh^ki, while a couple of boat-

men from Chittagong speak Ohatgaiya. Here we
have thirteen distinct dialects (four of them, Oriya,

BihW, Urdu, and Bengali, distinct languages) all

spoken in the same house. Intercommunication
is perfectly free, yet every one uses his own home-
vernacular, and is understood by everyone else

Rarely do we hear a man speaking the language
ojf the person he is addressing. Once or twice I

have heard an up-coxmtry constable trying to

speak Bengali, and the only possible comparison
is the classic one of the Mrichchhatika about a
woman trying to speak Sanskrit.

G. A. G.
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THE ASA DI WAR, A MORNIHG PRAYER OF THE SIKHS.

BY M. MACAULIFFE.

(Concluded from p. 541.)

S16k XIII.

Gk/tu, Ndnah,

Nanak, this body of ours®^ hath one carriage and one driver.

They are both changed in every age : the holy man knoweth this.

In the Sat age contentment was the carriage, piety the driver in front

;

In the Treta age continence was the carriage, strength the driver in front

;

In the Dwapar age penance was the carriage, truth the driver in front

;

In the Kal age passions-^ is the carriage, falsehood the driver in front.

Guru Nanah.

The Shama Ved saith that the Lord is white-robed,^^ that men desired truth, abode in

truth, and that every one was absorbed in truth.

The Rig saith that God’s name is everywhere contained, that it is as the sun in heaven
;

That by repeating it sins depart,

And that then, Nanak, man obtaineth salvation.

The Yajnr statetli that Kan Krishna, who was a YMav, seduced Chandrawal

;

That he brought the tree of life for a milkmaid, and amused himself in Bindrdban.

The Atharva belongeth to the Kal age, when God’s name was called Allah.

Men then wore blue clothes, and the Turks and Pafchans exercised sway.

The four Veds are true so far

^

if they are read and studied with great attention;

Bui when man hath love and devotion and is himself lowly, it is then, 0 Nanak, he

obtaineth salvation.

Pauyi XIII.

I am a sacrifice to the true Guru by meeting whom the Lord is remembered,

Who gave me the salve of divine instruction; with these eyes I then beheld God in

the world.

The dealers who leave the Lord and attach themselves to mammon are wrecked.

The true Guru is a boat; few there are who consider this,

And those who do he mercifully saveth.

S16k XIV.

Guru Ncmah,

The simal tree of the desert^s jg yery tall and very thick.

Why should the birds which go to it with hopes depart disappointed ?

Because its fruit is insipid, its flowers unwholesome, and its leaves useless.

The tree that yieldeth sweet fruit is lowly, 0 Nanak, but its qualities and virtues are

exquisite.

Every one boweth to himself
;
no one boweth to another.

If any thing be put into a scale and weighed, the side which descendeth is the heaviest^®

53 Meru is the large bead in which the two ends of a rosary are joined. MCr shartr therefore means man’s body,

which is superior to that of other animals.

55 Agw^t literally fire. This word is often used for wrath, but Guru NAnak has more often in'veighed against

avarice or covetousness than against wrath/,and perhaps it is the former that is tahen as a special attribute of this

de°’6nerate ago. See above, Slok XI., BTidTii 67iare; tWMrdti?*.
^ _

”
6* Setambar— the Hans or Swan Avatar. ^ardira — this word is from the Persian Sahara.

56 The man who is lowly is the most worthy.
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The wicked mau like a deer-stalker®^ boweth twice more than any one else*,

But what availeth bowing the head, if the heart be impure ?

The following hymn was composed by Gum ISftoak at Ban^ras on the occasion of a

discussion with the \oc2i\ pandi is who pressed him to dress in the style of the Hindus*.

—

Gn?*u Ndnali,

You read books, perform your twilight®® devotions, argue, worship *stones, and sit

like cranes
;

You utter falsehoods as excellent jewels
;
you meditate on the Gajalri®® three times a day;

You wear a necklace, put sacrificial marks cn your foreheads, carnj two dhotis, and put

towels on your heads.

If you knew God^s designs, you would hiotv that yours is verily a vain religion.

Saith Nanak, verily reflect that without the true Gum you shall not find the way.

Bauyi XIV.

Raiment and pleasing beauty man must leave on earth and depart.

Man shall obtain the fruit of the bad or good deeds he hath done :

He may have exercised sovereignty to his heart’s content, yet must he proceed by the

narrow road.

He shall be sent naked to hell, which will then appear very formidable to him
;

And he shall regret the sins he hath committed.

The following hymn was addressed by Gum H^nakto Pantjit Eardia.1, his family priest,

when he came to invest him with a janeH, the sacrificial thread of the upper classes of Hindus

Sldk XV.

Make mercy thy cotton, contentment thy thread, continence its knot, truth its twist.

That would make e^janeu for the soul ;
if thou hast it, 0 Br^man, then put it on me.

It will not break, or become soiled, or be burned, or lost.

Blest the man, 0 Ndnak, who goeth with such a thread on bis neck.

Thou purchasest &jane{i for four damris,^^ and seated in a square puttest it on;

Thou whisperest instruction that the Brahman is the guru of the Hindus —
Man dieth, the janH falleth, and the soul departeth without it.

Guru Ndnah

Though men Gommii countless®^ thefts, countless adulteries, utter countless falsehoods and

countless icords of abuse ;

Though they commit countless robberies and villanies night and day against their fellow-

creatures,

Yet the cotton thread is spun, and the Brahman cometh to twist it.

For the ceremony they kill a goat and cook and eat it, and everybody then saith “ Put on

the janeur

When it becometh old, it is thrown away and another is put on.

Nanak, the string breaketh not if it be strong.

BaM mirgOjk— The English word hunter may be derived from hantd, a killer.

SandhiCj— from sanhdt, union (of day and night;.

Trai'pal is understood to be for iraipad, the gC/yatrt or spell of the Hindus, so called because it is composed of

three feet of eight letters each. Hence the gdyairi is commonly said to have three legs. The gdyairt is as follows :

—

Oaii, Ihur, hMw&t tat sawitar warCnyam, hhargo dSivasyd dMmoJii dJityd yond prachudydtf can, Oan, earth and
air and sky, let us meditate on that excellent sun the bright god, which stimulateth our intellects, oah.

Four damfisifi one paisd of Indian, or about a farthing of English, money'
Lalch^ literally, one hundred thousand, here used for an indefinite number
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Guru Ndna7c»

By adoring and praising the Name honor and a true thread are obtained.®2

In this luay a sacred thread will be put on which will not break, and which will be fit for

entrance into God’s court.

Guru Ndna/c,

There is no string for the sexual organs, there is no string for women, there is no string

for the imjpure acts which cause your beards to be daily spat upon.

There is no string for the feet, there is no string for the hands, there is no string lor the

tongue, there is no string for the eyes.

Without such strings the Brdhnan wandereth, twisteth strings for the necJr, and putteth

them on others-

He taketh hire for marrying; hepulleth out a paper, and showeth the fate of the wedded

Hear and see, ye people, this is strange that, while mentally blind, he is named wise.

Paupi XV.

He to whom the Lord is compassionate and merciful will do the Master’s work.

That worshiper whom God causeth to abide by His order, will loorshij) Him^

By obeying His order man is acceptable, and shall then reach his Master’s court*

He shall act as pleaseth his Master, and obtain the fruit his heart desireth
;

And he shall be clothed with a robe of honor in God's court.

A man at Lahore presented a oow to a Brahman. The Brahman took her with him, but

had not wherewithal to pay toll at the Sultanpur ferry. He was stopped by the Hindu Khatri

toll-keeper. The latter collected the cow’s dung, and at once plastered his cooking place therewith.

Mardana went towards him, but was ordered off, lest he, as a Musulman, should defile the

toll-keeper’s cooking place. Upon this Babfi. Ntoak uttered the following :

—

S16k XVI.

Thou takest toll for a cow and a Brfihman, the cow-dung will not save thee.

Thou wearest a dhbti and a frontal mark, andcarriest a rosary, yet thou eatest the bread of

malSchhas.®-^

Thou performest the Hindu worship at home, thou readest the Kuran in imhlic, andasso-

ciatest with Muhammadans,®^ O my brother.

Lay aside hypocrisy, repeat God’s name, and thou shalt be saved.

Guru Ndnalc,

Those who have strings on their necks eat men, recite the Muhammadan prayers,

And use knives to cut men^s throats,

Although the Brahmans sound shells in their houses,

And enjoy their viands as they do themselves

Yet false is their capital and false their dealings.

By uttering falsehoods they maintain themselves.

Far from them is the abode of shame and honesty :

Nanab, falsehood everywhere prevaileth.

62 Also translated— By adoring tlie Name cotton is produced ;
by praising God a true thread is obtained.

That is, he draws a horoscope.

MaUchlias, from mal filth and ichhd desire — those whose desires are filthy. The word here means Muham-^

madans, but it is also applied by Hindus to Christians.

66 Sanjam Ihirldn — also translated— Thou actest like Muhammadans.

66 Also translated— They who read prayers devour men, and they who wear strings on their necks ply knives.

67 According to the holy books of the Hindus, Brahmans should not eat in the houses of men who recite Muham-

madan prayers.
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On tlieir foreheads are sacrificial marks, on their waists reddish^® dlwtis,

In their hands knives
;
they are the world’s butchers.

Putting on blue clothes, they are acceptable in the Muhammadans^ court,

And, while taking bread from the malechhas, they worship the Purans.

They eat he-goats killed with unspeakable words,®®

And allow no one to enter their cooking squares.

Having smeared a space they draw lines around it,

And sit within false that they are,

Saying, “ Touch not ! 0 touch not

!

Or this food of ours will be defiled.’^

But their bodies are defiled
j
what they do is defiled

;

Their hearts are false while they perform ablutions after their meals.

Saith Nanak, meditate on the True One,

If thou art pure, thou shalt obtain Him.

Pauri XVI.

All are within Thy ken, 0 Lord
;
Thou seest all, and Thou movest them beneath Thy

glance.

God himself bestoweth greatness
; He Himself causeth men to do good works.

He is the greatest of the great; great is His world ; He appointeth all men to their

respective duties.

Tf He cast a backward glance, He maketh monarchs as grass;

They may beg from door to door and receive no alms.

Guru Ntoak composed the following slok on being invited by a dishonest shopkeeper of

Lahore to attend a shrdd or religious service for his deceased father :
—

S16k XVII,

If a robber break a house and sacrifice the fruits of that robbery to his ancestors,

The sacrifice shall be known in the next world, and make out the ancestors thieves.

The hand of the Brahman go-between shall be cut off
;
thus will God do justice.

N^nak, it is only the fruit of what man giveth from his earnings and toil that shall be

obtained in the next world.

Guru N&mh.

As a woman hath her recurring courses, so falsehood dwelleth in the mouth of the false

one, and he is ever despised.

He should not be called pure vfho sitteth and washeth his body ;

Rather is he pure, Nanak, in whose heart God dwelleth,

Pauyi XVII.

Caparisoned horses fleet as the wind and women adorned with every aid to beauty —
Men fix their hearts on tliem^ dwell in mansions, pavilions and palaces, and make display

;

They enjoy pleasures to their hearts’ content
;
but they know not God and therefore fail.

They live by their authority, and, beholding their women’s chambers, forget death.

Old age bath come and youth hath failed them.

68 KaWi — or partially soiled from frequent washing. The word is also applied to the iuoking in of a
dhCdi in a particular way.

69 The Muhammadan e:^presBion Bismillah (in the name of God) used when slaughtei'ing animals as well as on
other occasions.

‘0 generally translated grass-cutters by the gydnts: a third interpretation too is possible. Informer
times men of position appeared before conquerors with grass in their mouths, implying that they wore the
conquerors’ cows whose lives should be saved. Accordingly, the phrase is also translated— and He would cause
Kings to put grass in their mouths.

Bar rangl, literally, with every color.
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A rich man gave a feast to which Gruru !N§,nak and. several !Brd<h.inaiis were invited.

During the feast a child was born in the house, whereupon the Brahmans lefused food and. departed,

deeming the house impure. Guru Nanak remonstrated with the following slolc and hymn :

—

S16k XVIII.

If the idea of impurity he admitted, there is impurity in every thing.

There are worms in cow-dung and wood
;

There is no grain of corn without life.

In the first place, there is life in water by which every thing is made green. ^3

How shall we avoid impurity ? It falleth on our kitchens.

Saith Nanak, impurity is not thus washed away : it is washed away by divine knowledge.

Guru Nanak,

Impurity of the heart is greed, impurity of the tongue is falsehood
;

Impurity of the eyes is gazing on another’s wealth, his wife, and her beauty
;

Impurity of the ears is listening to slander.

Nanak, even the pretended saint who practiseth stick things, shall go honnd to hell.

All impurity consisteth in superstition and attachment to worldly things.

Birth and death are ordained
;
as it pleaseth God, we come and go.

The eating and drinking which God sent as sustenance are pure,

Nanak, the pious persons who know God have no impurity.

Pauyi XVIII.

Magnify and praise the true guru in whom there is all greatness.

If the guru cause us to meet God, we shall behold JSis greatness.

If it please the Guru, he will cause God^s 'praises to dwell in the heart.

He putteth his hand on our foreheads
j
and when he giveth the order, removeth evil

from within us.

V’hen God is pleased the nine treasures are obtained.

S16k XIX.

The Brahman having first purified himself sitteth in a purified square.

The purified food is placed before him
;
no one may touch it.

Being thus purified, he begiuneth to eat and read Sanskrit verses.

If it is thrown into a filthy^s place, whoso fault is that V

The corn was holy, the water was holy? "the fire and salt were holy
;
when the fifth ingre-

dient ghV^ was added,

Then the food became pure.

When the food entereth a sinful body, it heoometh impure as if spat upon.

The mouth which uttereth not the Name, and eateth even delicacies without the Name,

C-ousider, 0 Nanak, as if spat upon.

The following was Grum Ntoak’s remonstrance to a man who reviled the female sex :

—

Guru Ndnah,

In a vesseps man is conceived, from a vessel he is born, with a vessel he is betrothed and

married.

With a vessel he contracteth friendship
;
with a vessel he goeth through the world.

When one vessel dieth, another is sought for; to a vessel he is bound.

Why call her bad from whom are born kings ?

From a vessel a vessel is born
;
none may exist without a vessel.

Nanak, only the one true God is independent of a vessel.

72 Oompare—Jalhai sMaTc, thal hai s^iak, sMaJa ojpat hai, There is impurity in water, there is impurity in land,

there is impurity in whatever is created. — Kahtr Ctauri, 41.

73 KuJicLthi— from the Sanskrit Teutsit.

U Clarified butter, always deemed pure by Hindus and their kindred sects.

75 Woman is meant. The Greeks sometimes used the word <rKevos m the same sense.
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The mouth which ever praiseth is fortunate and beautiful.

Niinak, that face shall be bright in the court of the True One.

Pauri XIX.

Every one calleth Thee, 0 Lord, his own
;
those who do not so call Thee Thou puttest away.

Every one must hear the result of his own acts, and adjust his own account.

Since ye are not to remain in this world, why practise ye pride ?

Call no one bad
;
know this by reading these words.

Dispute not with a fool.

S16k XX,

Nanab, the mind and body of him who talketh evil are evil :

He is most evil, and most evil is his reputation.

The evil person is rejected in God’s court
;
his face is spat upon.

The evil person is a fool, and receiveth shoe-beatings as punishment.

Bdhd Ndnak.

If a man, foul within and fair without, puff himself up in the world,

His filth will not depart even though he bathe at the sixty-eight places of piigrimage.^7

Those who wear silk within and rags without, are good in this world.

They have conceived love for God and contemplate beholding Him.
In God’s love they weep, in God’s love they laugh, or are even silent.

They care not for anything except the true Master.

They beg for food at God's door, and only eat when He giveth it to them.

For them there is but one court as there is but one pen ;7s we and you shall meet foi

justice.

The accounts of the wicked shall be taken in God's court, and they shall be pressed

O NEnak, like oil in a mill.^®

Pauri XX.
Thou Thyself didst create the world, and Thou Thyself didst put power into it.

Thou beholdest Thine own work, the losing and winning dice®® upon earth.

Whatever hath come shall depart ; his turn shall come to every one.

Why forget that Lord who owneth life and soul ?

With thine own hands arrange thine own affairs.

SI6k XXI.
G%iru AngacL

What love is that which attacheth itself to worldly things ?

Nanak, call him a lover who is ever absorbed in God.

He who deemeth only what is good good, and what is bad bad,

Shall not be called a true lover if he proceed in this manner.®’

Guru Angad,

He who offereth salutation and at the same time criticiseth God’s ioo7''ks, hath made a
mistake from the beginning.

Both his salutation and criticism are in vain ; Nanab, such a person shall not obtain a
place in God's Court,

'

76 Some suppose that woman is the missing word here, as the preceding sWk is a defence of women not a eulos-v
of God,

’

77 Compare — mall ttraili naMivdi, Us hailcanth na jdnd, If a man foul within bathe at a place of
pilgrimage, he shall not go to heaven.— KaUr, 37.

78 That is, there is no mediator between God and man. It is God Himself who decides man’s fate.
79 The last line and half is also translated— They who confound meum and tuum shall have their accounts taken

in God s court, and shall be pressed, O N ^nak, like oil in a mill.

^80 T^t is, the sinners and the virtuous. The game of chausar or chau^par is played with sixteen pieces called
sdns, and three dice called The sdr?s while being moved round the board, like creatures in transmigration are
called ^v(xc^l^^ unripe

j when they reach their goal, they are called jpakhi or ripe,
81 He shall not be called a lover, if he rail at God in adversity. This idea often occurs in Oriental poetry.
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Pau?*! XXI.
Ever praise that Lord by worshiping whom thou shalt find happiness.

Why hast thou done such evil deeds as thou shalt suffer for ?

Do absolutely nothing evil, look well before thee.

So throw the dice that thou mayest not lose with the Lord,

that thou mayest gain some profit.

Sldk XXII.

Guru Angad,

When a servant while performing service is proud and qnarrelsome besides,

And talketh too much, he pleaseth not his master.

If he efface himself and perform service, he shall obtain some honor.

Nanak, he who longeth for God shall meet Him, and his longing shall be acceptable.

Guru Angad.

What a man hath in his heart cometh forth
;
lip-worship is of no avail.

Man soweth poison and expecteth ambrosia
;
look at that for justice.

Guru Angad.

Contracting friendship with a fool would never be profitable.

He acteth according to bis understanding : let any one see and enquire into this.

One thing can fit in a vessel if another thing bej^rs^ removed.

Orders will not succeed with God ; supplications must be addressed Him.
By practising falsehood falsehood is obtained: Nanak, there is pleasure in praising God.

Guru Angad.

Friendship for a fool and love for a great man

Are like lines drawn on water, which leave neither trace nor mark.

Guru Angad,

If a man be a fool and do any thing, he cannot do it well

;

Even though he do one or two things well, he will spoil the rest.

Panri XXII.

If the servant who is employed in service act according to his master’s wisheSj

His honor is all the more, and he receiveth double wages.

If he vie with his master, he shall excite his jealousy.

Lose his large salary, and receive shoe-beating on the mouth.

Thank Him by whose gifts thou liveth

;

Nanak, orders will not succeed with Him; the Master must be implored.

S16k XXIII.
Guru Angad,

What sort of gift is that which we obtain by our own ashing ?

Nanak, wonderful is the gift we obtain when the Lord is pleased.

Guru Angad,

What sort of service is that in which the fear of the master departeth not

Nanak, he is called a servant who is absorbed in the love of his master.

PaurS XXIII.

Nanak, God’s end is not seen, nor hath He a thither or a hither side.

He Himself createth, and He Himself again destroyeth.

Some have chains on their necks,“and some ride on many horses.

It is God who causeth men to act and who acteth Himself
;

to whom else shall we
complain ?

Nanak, it is for Him who made the world to take care of it.

32 The love of God will enter man’s heart if he first expel worldly love.

*2 That is, when perfect understanding exists between master and servant, and the service is performed with love.
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S16k XXIV.
Guru KdnaL,

It is God Himself who made vessels^^ and He Himself who filleth them.

In some is contained milk others aie put over the fire.

Some sleep on mattresses, and others stand and watch over them.

Nanak, God regenerateth those on whom He looketh with favor.

Guru Angad.

God Himself arrangetli, He Himself putteth what He hath made into its proper place
;

Having in this world created animals, He Himself beholdeth their birth and death.

Whom shall we address, 0 Nanak, since God doeth everything Himself ?

Pauri XXIV,
The greatness of the great God cannot be expressed

;

Heisthe Creator, the Omnipotent, the Bounteous
; HeprovidethHis creatures with sustenance

Man doeth that work which God destined for him from the beginning,

Nanak, except in the one God alone there is no abiding place.

He doeth what He pleaseth.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
THE EIGHTEEN AGXJS.

According to the Prelude to the Kesav-Saga

the names of the eighteen Agus (heroes) are

the following :
—

(1) Pasang Idan ru skyes, possessing the

Friday, horns growing. Characteristic

mark ; a goat’s head.

(2) Anggar rtsangspo, Anggar, the lizard.

Char, m. ; a lizard’s head.

(3) Khra mgo khra thung, falcon’s head,

short falcon. Char. m . ; a falcon’s head.

(4) Kha rgan dgani (nyi), old mouth, day

of joy. Char. m. ; a white heard,

(5) sKya rgodpo, wild soup-spoon. Char.m. :

a soup-spoon instead of a head.

(6) zLaha hzangpo, good moon. Char, m. :

a moon instead of a head.

(7) mP’a dpon gongma, the high headman
of bowmen. Char.m.: an arrow blade

instead of a head.

(8) Ala jong gol (this means, so I am told,

the sole of a boot, the stupid one). Char,

m.

:

the sole of a boot instead of a head.

(9) ’aBu dmar lamstan, red vermm, way
leader. Char, m.

:

a worm’s head

(10) Shelgyi Tbuchung, little hoy of glass

(or crystal). Char, m.: b> concave mirror

instead of a head.

(11) daani(nyi) gongba, day of joy, the collar.

Char, m.: a collar instead of a head.

(12) Laglag rings, long hand. Char. m. :

a hand instead of a head.

(13) rXang rkang rings, long foot (or leg).

Char, m.: a foot instead of a head.

(14) Bongnag Idiimbu, black ass {Idumbu =
a plant ?) Char. m. ; a donkey’s head.

(15) bKa blon Idanpa, the state-minister, the

possessor. Char. m. ; a man’s head.

(16) dPalle rgodpo, wild splendour, glory.

Char. m . ; an old man’s head.

(17) rNa yyu rna ’atlial, tnrqnoise earring.

Char, m.: atm-qnoise instead of a head.

(IS) zLaba dkarpo, white moon. Char. m .

:

a white shell instead of a head.

To these Kesar or Kyesar has to be added as

their leader, he is the nineteenth Holy num-
bers in the Pre-Buddhist religion of Ladakh are

3, 7, 9 and 18 ; but it is remarkable, that, whilst

the first three of these numbers are always quoted

without a following number, the 18 is always fol-

lowed up by 19 . For example . They digged a pit

of 18, 19 yards,” “ there appeared 18, 19 priests.”

If we take Kesar, the supposed sun hero, into

the account, it is not difficult to identify sis of

the nineteen Agus with six of the seven

days of the Tibetan week. Then the question

I'emains : What could be the probable origin of

the remaining 12 .P Their number seems to point

to the months of the year or to the Zodiac ;
hnt

as I have no means available to compare tbeir

characteristic marks with those of other lunar

calendars, I should be very glad, if competent

scholars would offieran opinion on the subject.

As far as I can see, some of the Agus do not

possess only a single name, but several, though

the characteristic mark will probably remain the

same.

The representatives of the weekdays are

probably the following :
—

^ Here the word hh6,nd& means human beings generally. 85 xhat is, God’s love, milk being deemed pnre.

No. 19, Sunday ; No. 6, Monday ; No. 9,

Tuesday; No. 12, Wednesday; No. 7,

Thursday ; No. 1, Friday.

A H. Francke.
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Abbas, as a Mappila bero 531 Agus, the, 336
;
tbe Eighteen, 564, = ? Days

Abdallah bin Ubeiyy — 386 of the week plus the months of the year,

Abdul Keriva, a Mappila hero 635 664 of the land of gLing, 339 :—a tale

Abdulla, a Mappila hero 535 of the 331

'Abdu’r-RahmanSamiri=Oh^ram§,nPerumM, 501 Ahichhatra, Jaina origin for the name ... 303

Abhichandra, son of Ohakshushmant, 248 :— Ahiri Rag, discussion on the 319

son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina) ... ... 294 Ahmad, origin of, as a title of Muhammad,
Ablumanyu, a Eashtrakdta king

;
the places 327 j

as a name proves an interpolation in

mentioned in a charter issued by him, the Qordn, 522 : = Messias 327

identified, 509 ;
lived at Manapura 511 Ahura-mazda corresponds to Yaruna ... 270

Abimanyu, son of Bhavishya 509 Aihole on the Malparbh^ River 260

Abithasklophar (Mdppila hero) ... ... 531 Aindram, a tank at Satrunjaya 240

’a6 o, a Tibetan measure of currency 456 Airanyavatam, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243

Abraha, King, in the Qordn 41 Airavat^m, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243

Abraham in the Qordn 41, 44, 46 Aisha, wife of Muhammad .»• «. ... 385

’aBruguma, 360; came from India, 363; the Aj^tasatru’s city = R^jgir ... ».. 56

White TdiA, 361 : — the tale of, 336 fP.
; a Ajitas^na. son of D6vaki (Jaina) 298

song in praise of, 361, = a song to, 363 ;— Ajitasvtoin (Jina\ 250 :— brother of Sagara,

bride of Kesar, 338 , 361 ;
a tale of Kesar 251 ; son of Jatasatru and Tasomati ... 251

and, 340 f. j
and Kesar, song to 362 Akarmaka = Satrunjaya 244

Abu Bakr, helps in the compilation of the Ak^salochana Rock on Kuluba Hill 94

Qordn

t

519 : as a Mfippila hero 536 Akshobhya, son of Andhakaviishni

Ahu Bakr Siddik, Mappila hero 531 (Jaina) 294

Abu Betir Siddik, the first Mfippila Shahid... 605 Akubath, a Mappila hero 534

Ahuthassoli, Mount, M5.ppila Geography ... 533 Albergaria, Soares de, his voyage to India

Achala, son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina) ••• 294 (1515) 424

Acheen Island = Sumatra ... 184 Albuquerque, Aiffonso de, reaches Malacca 422

Achyuta= Krishna (Jaina) 302 Albuquerque, Jorje de, first to go to China,

*Ad, the Tribe of, references to, in the Oordw. 41,44 422; letter to, from King of Portugal,

Adhem, a wrong reading, 375 : =Achhem, 1524 433

376, = Adhi, 373 f, = Atkem 377 Aiea^ora, Simao d’, early Portuguese visitor

Adijina, the (Jaina) ... 306 to China (1515), 424; goes from Sumatra

Adinatha, 250 : temple to, on Baihh§.r Hill... 59 f. to India (1616) 425

Adipura, the town of 306 Aletar = Ganjam ••• ••• ... 351

Adisvara, the principal Jina ... ••• 240 Alexander, campaigns of, places mentioned

Aditya, a primal deity arising out of nature- in the, not yet identified sufficiently 24

symbolism 270 Ali, as a Mappila hero 536

A-dityasas, race (Jaina) 251 AMh, rise of the term •.. ... .*• ••• 457

administration in Indian inscriptions ... 24 Al-Masih (the Messiah) in the Qordn ... 50

adultery, origin of Muhammadan law of Altlrh mentioned as Raktapura 106

punishment for • •c ••• ••• 386 Aluemgamvn near Yddathanagrdma, 517 ; =
^aDzambngling = ’aDzamgling 144 Awalgaon 517

’aDzamgling (Tibetan) = Jambudvipa = the Alungal Kandi Moyankutti Yaidi^r, Mappila

East ... 144 poet, song of 506 ff.

Agh6vallabha of the Rata lineage (?) spur- Alv ares, Jorge, commands a vessel to China,

ions name ... ... ... ••• ••• 373 1518 ••• ••• ... ,,, 427

Agni, the Eire-god, at the head of the Yedic Amarapura near Mandalay 388

gods 273 f. Amb^, goddess worshipped at Raivata (Gir-

Agrani river, the = KanhavannS. 374 nar) (Jaina), 290 f. ; statue of, on Raivata,

agreement with unbelievers, rise of Muham- 291 daughter of the King of Kasi

madan view of ».• 463 f. (Jaina) ... ... 296

Agu =; hero (Tibetan) ... ... ... 564 Ambad, note on the name 51

7
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AmMla, daughter of the King of Kast

(Jaiua)

Amhiki. = Axnba, 291 daughter of the

King of Kasi (Jairia)p 296 :— a g6tra~dM)

241; a Jcula-Mvi, 241 ;
a sdsanadivi {3aina)., 246

Amhukuttivayal, a field in the Edakalmala

Mountain

Aminbhavi, remarks about an inscription

formerly existing at 209

Amoghavarsha the Il^shtrakdta= Indra III. 371

AnMhrishni, son of Vasud^va^ Jaina story

of ... 299 f.

andmiMi the ring-finger 3 n., 370

Anandapura founded by Bharata ••t ••• 249

Anantas^na, son of Devaki (Jaina) •t« ••• 298

Anantavirya descended from Hastin of

Hastin^pura (Jaina) 294

Andaman Islands in the 18th Century, 28 fE.,

183 fi., 232 ff. 'Survey of the, under Kyd,

184 ;
Malay trade in slaves from the, 120 :

—
the Great, Ritchie’s Notes on, 233 237 f.

;

the Little, 30, described by Ritchie (1771)... 238

Andamaner =: Andamanese ••• ••• 235

Andamanese, the, seen by Ritchie (1771),

2351: policy towards, in XYIIIth Century. 184

Andhakavrishni of Sauryapura, father of

Kunti (Jaina), 296 son of Sauri (Jama) ... 294

Andhali = Yandnli 373

Andhai^giri Hill near Selagira ... ... 370

Andrade, Eeinao Peres d’, early Poriuguese

visitor to China (1515), 424 ;
Chinese

account of his visit to Canton in 1517, 442 f.

:

goes to Sumatra (1516) 424

Andrade, Simao d’, goes to China (1619) ... 428

Andrade, Thom^ Peres d’, Ambassador to

China, 426
;
visits Nanking and Peking... 428

Anga kings in Jain faith ... 303

Angerang = Injeram 352

Anglo-Indian words, specimeus of bogus ... 320

Auidri, a stream of Satrunjaja 240

Anikayasa, daughter of Devaki (Jaina) 298

Anilagati, master ot the Yidhyadharas

(Jama) ... ... •. .«« ,,, ,,, 296

Anjana Mount (Jaina) 245

Am^r, the Helpers, origin of the title ... 232
anthropomorphism in the Aryan Period ... 271

Apahhrams^ Prakrits, the 553
Apar^ntaka, the Burmese, 387 ; Sundpai’anta

=Thayetmyo, 388:— really theKonkan ... 387
Apar^jita gods, the (Jaina) 298

apes—are the desecration of the Sabbath ... 229 f.

apricots as cuiTenoy in Ladakh 466

aracea = arrack .891

Aranjo, Manuel d’, commands a vessel to

China (1617) .n ... ... ... 425

Arasibidi in Bijapur, mentioned by the

ancient name of Yikramapura 260

Arbuda, a summit of Satrunjaya 240

archives and chronicles, dynastic, in ancient

times ... ... ••• ... 10

Arekegatta, an ancient place 381
,
382

Aremoga = Armegon ... 346

Arha, Jaina deity 289

Arhas, Kunti sister of the ten (Jaina) ... 296

Arishta, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) ... 299

Arishtan^mi, the Jina, 250 ; birth of, 298 f .
;

—

= Nemi 294

aristocmcy, Muhammad’s attempts at

creating an 462 f.

Ai'juna, Jaina story of his birth 299

Armaganulu= Armegon 347

Armegon Shoal, the, 343; origin of name,

347 ; the name discussed ... 346 f.

aiTack, 389 ; the term discussed 391

Ar-Rahman, as a name for God in the Qordn,

50, = God ... 122

Aryadatta becomes a Jaina ascetic 303

Asa descended from Hastin of Hastin^pura

(Jaina) 294

Asa d( War, the morning prayer of the Sikhs,

537 557 : composed by Gurti Ndnak,

537 ;
Gui*fi Angad bad a share in the ... 537

Asanivan, a YidhyMhara (Jaina) 296 f.

Ashabis, the, a Tribe (M^ppilas) 536

Ashtapada Urtha (Jaina) 245

Ashtahmika, a Jaina temple at Satrunjaya... 292

Ashtottai’asatakutain the Satrunjaya Range. 245

Asoka, edicts of, religious character of ... 19

A^okachandra (Jaina), story of ... ... 290f.

aspects of worship, Hindu 254 f.

Asura— YarunA 270

asura, in the VMa, always used in a good
sense 272

Asvas^na becomes a Jaina ascetic 303

Asvavabadhaka in Brigukachha (Jaina holy

place) 293

Asvins, the, in the Yedio period, 274; depend

j

on nature-symbolism 275

Athusamed, a Mappila hero 536

Atimukfca, brother of Kansa (Jaina) 298

Atreyika, Jaina ascetic 292

Aurangzeb’s family, note on 79 f

.

Avilath^varesa=Yalooz=Walani ... ... 517

Ayuthia= Bangkok 383

Ayyavole= Aihole in the Bhijdpur District. 260

Baal in Qordn 45

Badgaon=Mlanda 55



Index. W
Badr, battle of, 321 ; its effect on Mubammad-
an law, 321 : Mappila version of the

story ... 507 ff.

Bagadage, Bdge, or Bagenad seventy

district 265, 267

Bage fifty, a small distiict in tbe Tai'dava^

thousand 380

Bage, B§,genad, or Bagadage seventy

district ... ... ••• ••• ••• 266, 267

Babada of Yallabbi (Jaina) 307

Babubali in tbe featrnnjaya Eange 245

Baibbar BLill, desciibed ... '.«• ... 59

Bakraur, remains at 95 f.

Bala, demi-god (Jaina) ... 251

Balabbadra= Balarama ... 298

Balad^va=Balai^ma ••• ... ••• 298

Balarama, son of Kansa (Jaina) ... ••• 298

Bal6swar Temple= Black Pagoda 348

Bdlgulik^r-Ifctage, an ancient village 257

B^livamsa, the members of tbe, were lords of

tbe Dadigamandala country ... 110, 266

Bamza-’abum-skyid, wife of K^sar = tbe

Green Tara ... ... ... 361

Banavasi twelve-tbonsand province 106, 265

Banibilan (Mappila bero) ... ••• ... 529

Banitba Mimu (Mappila bero) 529

Bannekal, ancient, in tbe BeUary District

under tbe same name 108

Banu Al-Mdir, expulsion of tbe (Jews) ... 326 f

Banu Isr§;il= tbe Arab Jews ... ... ... 228

Bantl Koreiza, siege of tbe ... 329

Banil Qainoqd, expedition against tbe ... 322f.

Banu Tamim, tbe Tribe of ... ... ... 460

Bipatla, an inscription at, said to be of

A. b. 810-11 207 n.

Baiibar, Caves at 96

Baragiri Hill, near Selagara ... ... ... 370

Barata, a rdksJiasa ... ... ... ... 249

harcat Port, a sailing boat, bark ... ... 161

barCO, Port, a barge 161

BarrebuUe buoys in tbe Hugli, 342 ;
name

discussed 347

Barren Island mentioned by Ritcbie (1771). 238

Barros, Francisco de, voyage to Patani ... 436

Barros, Joao de, utilises tbe two Portuguese

letters of 1534-6 from Canton ... ... 445

Barva River, tbe 357

Basava, traditional founder of tbe Liugayat

sect ... ••• ••• ••• 2

batan = batten ... ... ••• ... ••• 256

Batavia, tbe name discussed ... ... 348 f.

Battery Rock 4:09

bDud, tbe giant of tbe North 359

Bedas, Western Tibetan professional enter-

tainers 330

Belugare or Belugale five-hundred district,* it

included Jamkbandi and Mudhol ... 381, 382
Belflr = tbe Perfir agrahdra in tbe Kisukad
Seventy

Beluvalike near Selagara, 370 = Bellokbees=
Belaukbi = Belwanki 370

Belvola tbree-bundred district ... 106 and n.,

262, 264, 265, 266
Belwanki= Beluvalike 370
Bengal Asiatic Society, remarks on a

spurious record in tbe 203

Bengal, tbe name discussed 347 f

.

Bhadra, a stream of featrunjaya 240

Bbagavant, Jaina image of tbe 306

Bbagiratba in tbe Satrunjaya Range ... 245

Bbairava leap at Girn^r 241

Bbandaragavittage, tbe modern ‘Bbandar
Kavtba’ in Sb61apur 212 n.

Bbdnu, son of Satyabbfima, bora at Girnara
(Jaina) 300

Bbaranda birds (Jama) 289
Bbarata, Jaina version of tbe story of ... 248

Bb^rata-kunda, tbe, built by Bbarata ... 249

Bbaratadbisa, bis pilgrimage to featrunjaya,

249 j a tank at featrunjaya 240

Bbfiratam, a mountain range (Jaina) ••• 243
Bbaratam-varsbam (Jaina) 244

Bbaratdni, Mount (Jaina) ... ... ... 243

Bbaruara, son of Satyabb^ma, born at

Girnara (Jaina) 300
Bbaumeyikas, Jaina gods 28

Bbdvada Seth, Jaina story of 304 f.

Bbavala, wife of Bbavada Seth 304

Bbavanaryendra Yidanja (Jama) 240
Bbavanavdsins, Jaina gods 28
Bhavisbya, son of Devaraja ... 509

Bbijayesvara = Yi]ayesvara 259

Bhima, birth of (Jaina) 299

Bbimaratbi, an ancient name of tbe river

Bbima 212 n.

Bbimas^na, Jaina view of, 288 f.; son of

Yajras^na of Sravasti (Jaina) . . . 289 ff.

Bbogavatipnra town ... ... ... 266

Bhojavrisbni, son of Suvira (Jaina) 294

Bbota = Tibet 305

Biblical references in tbe Qordn, origin of ... 44

Bibar, Archaeological tour in 54 ff., 81ff.

Bijesvara = Yijay^svara 269

Bimlepatam, 343 ; tbe name discussed 348

Bingeraem = Ingeram ... ... ... ... 352

Bird Island, observations on (1755) ... 491 ff.

birth* custom, 266; Musalmfin, in tbe

Panj^b 40
bis = B (tbe letter) 25i3

Bisbanpfir, sculptures at ••• 89 f.
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Bizipatam = Vizagapatam ... ••• 857

blCur-dmanmo, tke Celestial Bride ... ••• 334

bKar-dman-rgyalmo, tbe Heavenly Mother... 360

Black Pagoda, 342; the name discussed ... 348

Blackwood’s Hai'bour, 344 £. ;
a note on ... 358

Blair, Archibald, in charge of Port

Oomwallis, 1792 ... 30

boats, Indo-European terms for ... 160

B6dh-Gay^, a fraudulent record from ... 3 n.

Boetavie= Batavia ^48

Bon Beligion, the 132

Bonchos, the Pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet. .. 859

Bonpa Hymnal, a 359

hora = hha'/\ Hind ,
a lighter 162

Borevali near Selag^ra 370

Botelho, Jorge, commands a vessel in voyage

to China (1617), 426; commands a vessel

to China (1519) 428

Bourdonnais, de La, his attack on Madras,

1746, account of 64 f

.

Bower Manuscript, value of the palaeography

of the ... 2

Braces, the, discusion on the term 552

Biahma, as a Muhammadan supernatural

being (Mappila) 529 f«

Brahmagiri, a summit of Satrunjaya ... 240

Brahman, rise of, as a god 277

BxAhman, as a caste, rise of the, 276 ;

origin of the power of the, 277 *— an

extreme doctrine relating to an offence

against a, 407 an anti-Brahman story

from S. India 110 .

Brahmapuri near Limb^ramika, 515 ^
p Bramagaon ... ••• 516

Br^hmi, a stream of Satrunjaya 240

Brahmo Beligion, origin of the 288

Brigukachha, town of 293 ff.

Brihadratha, father of Jar§;sandha (Jaina) ..

Brihaspati, oiigin of, as a god

Brihatdhvaja, son of Yasu (Jaina)

Brinjdri = Lamb^di
Bntish Museum plates of Yira-Satydsraya-

d^va; the places mentioned in them,

identified •*« ««•»

brTandzin, the Bed
brTanpa, 340; father of a’Bruguma ...338, 366
Buhblance-quic, a corruption of Bubble and

Sqxieak

Buddha, originof his Beligion, 277 a knife

to stab (Tibetan) 333
Buddhavana Hill, 60 f.

; identification of ...83f.

Buddhism, reason for the spread of, 279 f
.

;

and Christianity 279 f

.

Budham Hill mistaken for Buddhavana, 61 :

—

297

276

294

547

369

333

desci-ibed .61 f.

Burmese expressions in Port Blair 551

Bfituga II., Western Ganga of Mysore,

mentioned in an inscription at Bon ... 262

Cafferie = coffree = negro or negroid ... 236

Cairo = coir 399

Cajoree = Kedgerie 353

calavanee = a bean = gram, the term dis-

cussed ««* ... 391

Calculla confused with Calcutta ... 349

Oalcute = CSilcutta i** ... 342

Calcutta, the name discussed, 349
;
confused

with Calculla in old maps and books ... 349

Oalecota = Calculla, not Calcutta ... 349

Oaletar= Ganjam • •• ... 351

Calpie, 342 ,
the name discussed ... 349

Calvo, Diogo, sails for China (1521), 429 f.

;

on Chinese affairs in 1527 ... ... 434 ff.

Calvo, Yasco, at Hainan in 1536 ••• ... 436

gamhueo = Ar. sanhuq = harca == a sailing

boat ... ... ... . 1 . ... 161

ca^ao = cajwa= canoe... • •• 161 f.

canoa=canoe • •• 161 f.

= canoe ... 162

Canton, Portuguese in (1 534-6) • •• 421 ff.

Car-Nicobar mentioned by Bitchie (1771) ... 238

Oaraid= Carera ... 350

Cax’eda= Carera ... ... • •• ... 349

Caregare=:Carepare, Ganjam ... 351

Oarepare, old name for Ganjam • •• ... 351

Carera, 343 = Karadu, 349 ; the name dis-

cussed ... VI,* ••• ... 342 f.

Carnarvon, the, in Madagascar (17561 ... 453

Oastanheda on Chinese manners1, 1553 ...446 f.

caste, early formation of ... 270

cat, superstitions as to the ... 163

catamaran, the word discussed • if ... 350

cattamaran • •• ... 495

Cattermaran ... ••• 843

cayar= coir ... ... 399

celts in the Wynaad Hills • •• 420 f.

Cerara= Qarera ... • •• ... 360

Oicarahoeri= Chitricory . .

.

... 350

c}iae’=:=:choya 399 f.

Ohakresvari-suri, a Jaina god • •• ... 305

Ohakshuahmant, son of Yimalavahana ... 248

0haki4 Ghat described t .. ... 63

Chakradhara (Jaina) • •• ... 250
Ghaki-esvari, wife of Javada ... ... 306

Ohamp^, a town (Jaina) f*. ... 294

Ohampaka, an elephant killed by Krishna
(Jaina) • «« ... 299

Chandler, Oapt., commands the Rose Galley

(1756) **. *•* ••• 453
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Gliandor in the Nasik District— ? Ohandra-

dityapura= Cliandrav^da 518

0handi4ditjapura, an ancient town 518

Cliandragupta, Sandrokottos ... ... ... 16

Cliandrakirti King, story of (Jaina) 292

Ghandrapabhasaksh^tra= Kapardin 306

chandrashtla 305

Chandravada= Chdndor in the Nasik District. 518

Chandrodyanam, a grove of Satrunjaya ... 240

Channabasava, traditional founder of the

Lihgayat sect 2

Chandra, a wrestler killed by Krishna

(Jaina) ... ... 299

Charanamuni (Jaina) 295

Chatham Island in Port Cornwallis ... 29, 184

Chatnrvaktra= Kalkin 307

chaya=^clioya ... ••a ••• ••• ••• 400

Ohelam-sarovara at ^atrunjaya ... ... 249

cheling= chiling ... ... ... ... 350

Cheraman Perumal of Kodungalldr, the first

Malabar Muhammadan, 501
;

=* ^ Abdu’r-

Eahman Samiri ... 501

Chetties, the, of Ganapativattam, described... 409

^hijns= the Chinese ... 421

children, spmt-scai’ing from ... 163

chiling

f

344 ;
the word discussed, 350 ; =hling,, 350

China, affairs of, in 1526, 431 in 1542,

437 :—early Italian visit to, 423 Portu-

guese intercourse with, in the 16th Century,

421 ;
Chinese annals silent on Portuguese

visits to, 441 f. : Jaina notions of ... ••• 305

Ohinai’attha, the Northern Sh§;n States ... 388

Chinese officials, titles of, in Poi’tuguese

form, 4i6; identified 448

Chitrangada, son of Sdmtanu (Jaina), 296 ;

succeeds Samtanu, 296 ;
conquered by

Tudhishthira 302

Chitricory Reef, 344:—the name discussed,

350 f
. ;
= Cicarahoeria = Sikari-hori =

Sriharikota, Sanskritised from Ohikir^ni

(Telug) ... ••• ... a..'^ 350f.

Chorol; father of ’aBruguma... ... ... 336

choya = Indian Madder 399 f.

Christianity, early, in India, knowledge of,

286 : and Buddhism 279 f

.

Christians, = Possessors of the Writ, in the

Qoi'dn 466

chronicles, ancient Indian, did exist ... 10

Oocala = Oalcnlla ... 349

Cocos Islands, the 30, 233

Coelho, Dnarte, arrives in Canton, 422 ; starts

again for China (1516), 425; returns to

Malacca (1518), 427 :— reaches China again

(1521) 430

coir, the term discussed ••I ... ••• 399

Oolair Lake, Legend of the 200

Oolcota = Calcutta 344

cold, folk -cure for a 163

collivan ce, 389 ; the term discussed 391

colophons of literary works ; historical items

in them 13^ 26

concubines, origin of Muhammadan law

relating to 385 f.

copper-plate charters
;
an illustration of the

extent to which they are liable to travel far

from the places to which they really

belong 212 n.

coposs, the term discussed 508

corge = score .302

Cornwallis, the 184, 186

Cornwallis, Port, the old name for Port Blair,

29, 183 :—Ai*chibald Blair, Superintendent

of, 30 as a naval arsenal (1792), 30:

—

changes of name, 28 f ;=:Old Harbour,

29 :—first plan of (1791), 29 f.; Islands in... 29

Cornwallis, Port, the present, first men-

tioned, 184 ;
= North East Harbour, 28 :

—

decided on as a Settlement, 185 f.; Naval

arsenal at, in 1792 183 f

.

Coromandel Coast, currents on the 345

Correra = Carera 344

Oorsali, Andrea, Italian writer on China

(1515) 423

course = corse = Jcos, a road measure ... 408

Coutinho, Afionso de Mello, commands fieet

to China (1522) 431

Coutinho, Fernandes, commands a vessel to

China (1522) 431

Couto’s account of China in 1542 437

Cranganore = Kodnngallfir 501

Creation, the, in the Qordn 121

Cruz, Caspar da, on China, 1569-70 ... ... 447

Ouadavari — Godavery 351

Oudjeree = Kedgerie 353

Culculla = Calculla, not Calcutta 349

Oulpie = Calpie ««• «•« 349

cumulative rhyme, a South Indian 31

Currency in Ladakh ... 456

curtains, use of, to avert the evil eye ... 310

Cusnapur = Kristnapooree ... ... ...516

cuttanee, a cotton cloth 508

cyclone of October 2nd, 1746 65 f.

Dadiga, the fictitious, of the Mysore legends ... 110

Dadigarasa of the Balivaihsa race ... 110, 266

DadigavSidi, Tadigaipadi, an ancient province,

in Mysore, localised, 109 ;—mentioned also

as the Dadigamandala country, in connec-

tion with the B^livarasa 110, 266
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DA-kivadulunke seventy, the, xii3 identified

daJcslmia as a prefix to the names of gods ... 512

Dakshina-Siva, “ the Siva of the South
;

”

the ancient name of a god in the Mahadeva

hills 512, 513

Ddlhhya, the sage ••• 406

dammei’, = pitch 508

Dandavirya, the 250

Darlhagochodma, 338 ; the handmaid of

’aBruguma 336

Dasdrhah, son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina) ... 294

da§avannai a fiscal term ... 107 n , 267 n.

Datta, son of Kalkin (Jaina) 307

daughter, birth of a, Musalmans, Panjab ... 40

DaulatSbad = D^vagiri 518

David in the Qordn 47

Dawn, Yedic goddess of the, depends on

nature-symbolisTii 275

Day, the Last, in the Qordn 122

days of years and reigns, a system of reckon-

ing by 9

dBangpo-rgyab-bzhin, the king of Heaven,

331 ;
a tale of his three sons ... 331 f

dead, disposal of the, Sikh discussion on the ... 542

Dean = Dane ... 494

deaths at sea, method of recording, in 18th

Century 66

Deigaihvu near Yaddthanagrama = Deogaon 517

Delagoa Bay, the Eap'py JDeliverancet

reaches (1756) .«• ... ... ... 453

Deliverance, the Happy, starts on her voyage

(1756) 451

demons or bad gods, use of 272

diva, in the Yidat used in a good sense ... 272

D^vad^sa= Saurashtra 249

Devageri, in Dh^rw&r, remarks on a spurious

record at 211

D^vagiri= DaulatSib^d 518

Devakanripa, husband of Kumudini (Jaina). 296

Devaki, daughter of Devakanripa, wife of

Yasudeva, 294; Jaina story of 298

D^vapdla, son of Sfiryamalla 246

Devare^ja, son of Mandnka 509

DevayasS., daughter of Devaki (Jaina) ... 298

devil- dance, a, possibly represented in the

Edakal Cave carvings 415 f.

Dew, Point= Point Devi 392

dOani, the Agu 331 , 336 f 340

Dbanesvara of Yalabhi, author of the

^atrunjaya Mahatinyam 239, 307
Dhanka in Satrunjaya Range 245
Dharagiri, a hill near Selagara 370

Dharana the serpent prince (Jaina) 303 ;

the birth of (Jaina) , 302 son of Andha-
kavrishni CJaina) 294

Dh^rani, wife of Ugrasena (Jaina) 291

Dharmavarman, Re-jarshi King of Nichul^-

pura 406

Dhatuki-khanda a division of the world

(Jaina) ... 243

dhony= n't, Tam
,
a sailing boat 1(31

Dhntarashtra, son of Yichitravirya(Jaina)... 296

Dhruvarajapattana= Duraspatam 347

Dhupgarh= Harivatsakotta 514

Diamond Island 30

diaries, ancient Indian official, probably

es:isted 9

Digambara, explanation of 280

Dikkumaris (Jaina) 298

Dikkumaryas, the (Jaina) 251

Diligent Strait (Andamans), origin of

name 034

Dio, Island and Point “Point Divi .. ... 391

Dipak R^.g, meaning of the term, 319; a

native view of the, 319 :—stories about ... 319

dirma^= depaitment 552

Diu Island“ Point Divi ...892

Divi, Point, near Masulipatam 3911

divorce, Muhammadan law of, 384
;
origin of. 383

dKar-thigmo, the Celestial Mother 334

Boddington, original account of the wreck

of the (1755), 451 1^., 464 £P., 491 ff.
;
leaves

the Downs (1755) 454

doll= ddl= gram 391

Dolphin, the, Rock 455

Dolphin’s Nose, the, 343; at Yizagapatam,

name discussed 351

Dongruh = Kesar, 149, 360 : as a Saviour,

363 son of the King of Heaven, 331 fE.

a tale of, 333 f. tale of his birth ... 334 f.

Donldan, son of the King of Heaven... .. 331 ft.

Donyod, son of the King of Heaven ... ... 331

Donyodgruhpa = the Northern Lokapala =:=

Kesar ... 149

Doogoraspatam= Duraspatam 347

dPalle, the Agu 331, 336, 340

dragon sovereigns in India 367 f.

drama, Indian, value of, 13:— its polyglot

nature 556

Dravida, son of Yrishabhasv^min (Jaina) ... 250

Dridbasakti= featmn
j
aya 244

diink, worship of a plant producing, arising

out of anthropomorphism 271

Druhri, a MS^ppila angel 533

Due Point = Point Divi, the term dis-

cussed 391 f.

Duhprasaha, Jaina teacher • •• ••• 308

Duhshamas, the (Jaina) 244

Duncan Passage (Andaman), origin of the

name ,m 233
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DimkirlCf tlie H. M. S.) in 1755 ••• ••• 4)54

Baraita, an unbeliever (Mappila hero) 530

Duraspatam = Armegon 316 f.

Durgarazpatam = Duraspatam ... ... 347

Buryodliana, son of Dliritardshtra (Jaina),

296.—pedigree of (Jaina), 294
,
Jaina story

of bis birth, 299 ;—a Jaina story of ... 302

Bvaita Lake, the (Jaina) 302

Dvcdtavanam, the (Jaina) ... 302

Dvaraka, built by Kubera for Krishna

(Jaina) 300 f.

Dv^ravati = Sandoway and Bangkok ... 388

Dvijapalli, a hamlet in Teleyavdpi 372

Edakal Cave, rock-carvings in the, 409 ff.:—

situation of, described in detail, 410 f
. ; lies

in the Edakamala Mountain ... ... 409

Edgcote^ the, leaves the Down, 1755 454

Elephant, the
;
season so named=the asterism

Hasta or September-October, 395 : = St.

Francisco ... ... 395

Elijah in the Qordn 45

Elisha in the Qordn 46

Empoli, da, Giovanni, Italian writer on China

(1516), 423:— in Sumatra (1516), 424:—
death of (1517) 427

endowments in inscriptions 19

English, corruptions of 168, 256, 552

Epics, Indian, effect of, on religion ... 281 f.

Bpigrajpliia Indica, its value 5

epigraphic research, the necessity for fui’ther,

1, 3, 6, 22 ,—various methods of supplement-

ing it, 26 spurious materials to be avoided,

201 f. :—a number inMysore,212.—usuallyon
copper,211 f are sometimes genuine docu-

ments tampered with, 213:— an ancient form
of forgery, 202 ;

some are modern forgeries,

203 f. occasions causing the forgeries,

204 f.; largely used to support claim to

village property, 213, chiefly title-deeds to

property, chiefly private in land, 212 f.;

sometimes relate to religious grants, 213 :
—

false historical statements in, 205 :— means
for recognising, 202 f . : — mode of using

scientifically, 205 f£. list of ... 203f., 214

Epigraphy, Indian, interest in, wanted, 1

;

value of, to students, 1 ; directions in which
scholars can help, 26 ; requires support

and more students, 5:—value of details

of
,
2 :— the source of knowledge of ancient

Indian political history, 1 ; as a means of

learning Ixistory, 201:— results of, need

bringing together chronologically by classi-

fication, 22 :
— field still to be searched in,

22;—need for revision of texts already

published 23

epitaphs in inscriptions, historical value

of 18

Erambarage, ancient name of Yelbargain

the Nizam’s Dominions 262

Erambaraga = Yelbarga 262

escmtore 492

Evil Eye, local details conceming supersti-

tions regarding the, 191 ;— averting the,

origin of seclusion and ceremonial purifica-

tion, 308 fl:. :
-— origin of veils, marks and

curtains

Ivil Eye, protectors against the—
... 310

the hand ... • •• *•• ...97 f.

honey... ... • • • ... 98

horn ... • •• >*« ••• ...98f.

the horse ... «•* ... »ii ... 100

horse-shoe • •• ... • •• 100 f.

hunchback • •• ... ... 101

hysena ... • •• ... 101

incense vti ... *•* ... 101

iron.... ... • •• .*• M. 101

key ... **• 101 f.

masks 102 f.

milk ... ... • * I ... 103

mirror •*. • A* • •t ... 103

monkey ... *•• • •• ... 103

mouth « t* • •• ... 103

nails M. •* • •• ... 103

numbers • t* ... 104

palm-leaves « « • • •• o, 104

phallus ... ... • •• 1*0 104 f.

prayers • •• 000 ... 105

rites ... ... ... 105

salt ... ... • •• ... 187

the scape • f • *• * ••• ... 187

sea-horse • •i «.« • *• ... 187

serpent *•* 000 ... 187

shell ... ... «* 0 ... 187

siren ... • •• 000 ... 187

skeleton *.i • •r *« • 000 ... 187

skull ... • •• • *« *0« ... 188

spitting • •• ... ... «*0 ... 188

sulphur • «« 000 ... 188

Sun-face • *• .0* ... 189

thread • •* • «« «0* ... 189

tongue ... ... • •0 ...189

tooth « t • *•« ...189

water • ** ... 189

wolfskin 0. . 189f.

words it* 000 ... 190

wi’iting ... ... 000 ... 190

Exorcism in the Qordn,,, 000 ... 123
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Fagim = Franks = FiiingFee 438

Fakalii, a Mappila hero 534

Falcao, Loho, starts for China (1616), 425 :

—

commands a vessel to China (1617) ... 425

Falcao, Manuel, starts for China (1516) ... 425

Farid Sani = Shekh Brahm 537

fate'^ in the Qorctti, dependent on politics... 3*26 f

finance in Indian inscriptions.. 24

Fire-worship, arising out of anthropomor-

phism 271

Feringhee Burane, near Masulipatain ... 508

Firinghee, forms of, 508 :—corruptions of,

F%im, 438 ;
Fulanki 442

foist =:fListat Port., a small sailing vessel ... 161

Folklore in the Central Provinces ... 110^.

forgeries, epigraphio, 201 f£. literary, 201

and n. ;“-some of them are of qnifce modern

fabrication ;
thus, the Suradhenupura

plates, 203 and a plate in the Library

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 203;—

and some records at Rameshwaram ... 208

foundling, river-borne, classical, Jama stories

of a ... ... ... ... 296f.

fowls, superstitions as to .«• .«• ... 256

Frangula Dibba, near Masulipatam 608

Fu-lang-ki = Fiiinghee 442

Fuzeiro, Alvaro, commands a vessel to China,

1519 428

g and v, interchanges of ... ••• ... 258

Gadadham = Krishna (Jaina) 302

gaddones = godowns ... ... ... 456

Gajouri = Kidgerie ... ... 353

Galvao, Antonio, at the Moluccas in 1536 ... 436

Gama, Estevao da, Captain of Malacca, 1534 ... 436

Gama, Paulo da, at Malacca, 1553 ... ... 436

Ganada-H^hi’ = Ganudukal in the Kisukad

Seventy ... 261

Ganapati = Gan6sa ... 255, 282

Gariapativattam = Sultan’s Battery ... 409

Gandamartanda, a hiruda of Krishna III ... 373

G^ndhM, wife of Dhritardshtra (Jaina), 296

mother of Duryodhana (Jaina) 299

G^ndhahastx Stupas, the 95

Gan^sa, development of, as a god, 282 f. :

—

popular view of, in Madras
, 255 f

. ;
pecu-

liarity of the worship in Madras ... 256 £.

Gahga, daughter of Jahnu, wife of Simtanu
(Jaina) 294 f.

Gaugam = Ganjam 343
Gangavadi ninety-sk-thousand province ... 109, 26 2

Gangeya Bhishma, son of S^mtanu (Jaina),

295 f. origin of his name (Jaina) ... 296

Ganiam, the name discussed 361

Ganudukal = Ganada-HalQr 261

garavance = calavance 391

Gardaware = Godavery ... 351

Garuda = probably the Sun 284

Gattavadi, remarks on the spurious inscrip-

tion at 211

gelua =^jalid = a shallop 161

geography, ancient Indian ; an indication of

what remains to be done, 24 f 26 how
far it may be deduced from spurious

records .208
geography, notes on Indian, 257 369,

509 in Indian inscriptions, 24 f.—
Plotemy’s, not yet sufficiently identified for

general use ...24 f.

Ghatagrama at the fort of Satrunjaya ... 304
Ghatparbha River, the ... 382

Ghogharagrama= Gh6gargaon ... 517

Gii-idurga on Girnar 242, 246

Girinara, Mount,= Girnar ... 246

Gmivraja= Rajagrha ... 57

Girnte, the Yadavas at (Jaina) 300 f.

Giryek= Indrasailaguha ... 54

gLing, the Land of, 33, 364= the Earth ... 334

gling-glUi a hymnal (Tibetan) ... 359

Gochodma= Darlhagocbodma ... 340

God, Unity of, in the Qordn, 123 f. • the

Father (Tibetan), 362

;

the Mother
(Tibetan) ... 362

Godavari River, the ... 515

Godavery, the name discussed 351 f.

Godiuho, Manuel, at Malacca in 1533... ... 436
Godonosa= Godavery ’

... ... 351

godown, the texm discussed ... 456

gods, the, in Jania Mythology, 28; good, rise

of the (Tibetan) ... 272

godung= godown ... 456

Godvaria= Godavery ... 352
Gogzalhamo, 34l, 359; mother of Dongrub,

334, of Kesar ... 335

Gordware= Godavery ... 352
Golgotha= Calcutta ... 349

Gomes, Jeronymo, visits China in 1543 ... 437
Gomichod= Darlhagochodma 340
goney= gunney 392
Gondewary= Godavery 361

Govinda= Krishna (Jaina) 302
Govindar^ya, father of Yira-Saty^srayadeva. 369
gram = doll 5= calavance 391

186

gmtt, a bogus word, explained 320
“ great river, the,’’ meaning the Kkishna .. 372, 381

Greeks, Muhammad’s attack on the 461

grindstone, superstition relating to the ... 120

Guadavari= Godavery 351
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Guard-an-ogre, Point= Godavari Point, 343, 351

Guardeware, Point,= Godavery ... ... 389

^itJoes= godowns •t ... 456

Guecles, Martim, commands a vessel to

China (1517) 425

Gugernat= Juggernaut 352

guinea, a term for Rs. 15 in India, 368:—=
sovereign in India 368

guinm, a bogus word, explained 320

Guna-Sundari, daughter of Kalynnasundara. 247

gunney, 389 ; the term discussed 392

Gunsar, the site of the ancient Pataliputra... 96 f

(jiirra, a cotton cloth ... .. ... ... 508

G Lirupadagiri= Kukkutapadagin 87

Hahib-ibn-Malik, Muhammadan Apostle to

Malabar ... 501

Haimavatam, a mountain range (Jaiua) ... 243

Hafsa, wife o£ Muhammad 385

Haj], the, in the Qor(2n ... 457

Halleluiah-Psalms, Muhammad’s 326

Haman in the Qordn 47

Hamsa Stdpa - 55

Hamsavati= Pegu 388

hand, the, as a protection against the Evil

Eye 97 f

.

lianglingy angle-iron, a corruption of English 320

Hari= Krishna (Jaina) «*• 302

Hari and Harini, eponyms of the Harivansa

(Jaina version of story) ... ... ... 292

Harivansa, Jaina legend of the ... ...292

Hanvarsha, city of 292

Harivarshan, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243

Harivatsakotta, ancient name of a hill-

fort m the Mah^deva hills ... ... 511, 514

HarsliacJiarita of Bana; remarks on its

historical value ... ... 12

Hasi4, as a site for KukkufcapMagiri ... 86 f.

Hasra-kol, site of Kukkutapadagiri 87

Hastinagapura, a town (Jaina) 294

Hastisena becomes a Jaina ascetic ... ... 303

Haya, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) ... 299

Hazaiibagh ,
archsBological tour in ... 54fE,, 81fE.

Heraclius, Muhammad’s attack on the

Emperor ..461

heifer, red, the ordinance of the (Muham-

madan) ”• 230

HemakOba, Puranic mountain 244

Henriq^uez, Dom Francisco, Captain of

Malacca in 1669-70 443

HimachOla, wife of Yijaya, ancestress of

Rama (Jaina) 251

Himavant, Mount (Jaina), 243, Puranic moxxn-

tain ••• ••• 244

Himavant, son of Andhakavrishni (Jaiua) ... 294

Himavantapad^sa= the Northern Shan State. 388

Hiadorstand= Hindustani 397

Hiranyamayam, Mount (Jaina) 243

Hiriya-MamyCir in the Kisukad Seventy, 262

:

in the DhauNar District 262

historical records, Indian; classification of

them according to the materials on which
they have been preserved, 16 f. and
according to the objects of them, 18 ff.;

—spurious records, 20l lecords con-

taining passages of different dates, 209

genuine records wdiich have been tampered
with 213 and m

historical research, Indian; the present

position of it, 1 ff. ;--various methoJs of

prosecuting it by way of supplementing

the epigraphio inquiry, 26 false details

and fables to be eliminated... ... 201 f.

historical romances, instances of, and
remarks on them ... 12

historical statements, false
;
the reason for

the introduction of them into spurious

records 205

history, ancient
;
how far and in what ways the

Hindds have helped in preserving it, 6 ff.j—
the real reason for which they have done so

in the epigraphio records 22

history, notes on Indian, 257 fi., 369, 509 ff. :

—

inscriptions an accident, not a purpose, 22

;

ancient Indian, depends on inscriptions ... 1

Hiuen Tsiang, Chinese pilgrim; the necessity

for re-examining proposed identifications

of places mentioned by him 25 f.

Hobal, the' shrine of 457

Hobson-JohsoUf Cross Index to... 34 ff., 68 ff

,

112 fi: ,
149 ff., 262 fi., 311 f 364 ff., 549 ff.

Homem, Pedro, commands a vessel to China... 431

honey, a protection against the Evil Bye ... 98

horn, a protection against the Evil Eye ... 98 f.

horse, the, a protection against the Evil Eye,

100; the god’s hay 339

horse-shoe, a protection against the Evil

Eye 100 f.

Hor, the land of, 364 :— Mongolia=Yarkand... 364

Hosea, the “ marriages ” of 383

Hovglito% the, leaves the Downs, 1755 ... 454

Hrishik^sa = K>ishna (Jama) 302

Hdd in the Qordn ... 44

Hudeibiyah, IVeacy of 457 f.

HugliR., the, Barrebulle Buoys, 342;— the

Buoy of the Fairway, 342— Fairway or

Western Channell

Hui-hui = Panthay 3^)

Hui- tzu = Panth ly ... 39
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Hunain, Battle of, Mappila version ... 528 fi.

hunchback, a protector against the Evil

Eye ... 101

Hiingund in Bijdpuv ;
its ancient name was

Ponugunda ... 264

Hutchinson, Capt., commands the Carnarvon^

1756 ... 454

Hwait-ze = Panthay ... 39

hyaena, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 101

** Hypocrites,” the, 224 f.i were the Ai’ab

Jews §•• ... ... ••• 224 ff.

lagannat = Juggernaut ... 353

Iblis, Mappila view of 529, m
ice-lion, the, of Tibet= a glacier ... 137

lidvritam, Mount (Jaina) ... 243

Imam Ali, as a Mappila hero ... 536

Imish, the Brahman (!), Mappila hero ... 530

Impole, Joannes, early Portuguese merchant

to China (1515) ... 424

incense, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 101

luchal-Karanji = Karandai ... 371

India, Aryan Settlement of, origin of ... 272

Indian historical research ; the present

position of it, 1 ft. j—various methods of

prosecuting it by way of supplementing

the epigraphio inquiry, 26 false details

and fables to be eliminated 201 f.

Indra, the god of the Thunderstorm, Yedic

ideas on, 274 ; — his performances at

Raivata (Gumar) in human form, Jaina

story of 301

Indrak^tu descended from Hastin of HastinS.-

pura (Jaina) <«• ••• 294

Indras (Jaina gods) ... ••• St* ... 298

IndrasailaguhSi, 55 ;
= modem Giryek ... 54

Ingeram, 343
;
the name discussed 352

inscriptions, Indian, are on copper and stone,

one only on iron, 16; on copper usually

called grants, 1 7 ;
on stone usually called

“ inscriptions,” 17 :— commencement of the

stndy of, 16 : — very numerous and

ubiquitous, 17 ;
value of the varied matter in

them, 17 f.
;

the principal materials for

research into ancient India, 27 : — usually

commemorate.royal donations,21 ;
recording

administration of the law, 29 f
. ; as the basis

of titles to real property and rights, 21

;

recording endowments, 19 f£.
; recording

religious doctrines, 19: — determine all

ancient Indian historical questions, 3 ; the

the source of ancient Indian political his-

tory, 1; recording treaties, 19 ; relating to

royal donations, historical value of, 22;

purely historical instances of, 18 ;
value of

even isolated, for history, 1 : monumental,

historical value of, 18: usually dated in

various Hindu eras, 17 :— classification of,

importance of, 16, by materials and by

objects, 161, by contents, 18 :— relating to

administration, 24 ;
to finance, 24 ; to

geography, 24 ;
to grants to private indivi-

duals, 12 ; to ownership of land, 20 : to

religious buildings and installations, 19 f
;

to visits to sacred sites, 20 ;
to great

sacrifices, 19; to sectarian disputes ... 20

Inscriptions, noted or edited :
—

at Bishanpdr ... 90

in the Edakal Cave, edited 411 ff.

at Hasra ... 87

at Kuluha Hill ... 93

at Kurkihar ... 86

Inscriptions, Forged :
—

Alamanda plates of Anantavarman year

304 214

Altto plates of Pulakesin I., Sa.-St. 411... 218

Anantapur plates of Janam^jaya ... 220 f.

Bagumrd. plates of Daddall., Sa.-St, 415. 218

Bangalore Museum plates of Tira-

Nonamba, fea.-St. 366 221

Bangalore Museum plates of Kongani-

mahAraja 222

Begiir plates of Janamdjaya 220

Bhimankatti plates of Janam^jaya ... 219 f,

Bombay R. A. S. plates of Dharasena II.,

Sa.-St. 400 217

British Museum plates of Sivamd^ra ... 222

Ohicacole plates of Devendravarman

year 51 I*. «. II. ... ... 214

Ohicacole plates of Satyavarman

year 351 .«« ... ... ... I.. 214

Devageri Inscription, Sa.-ot. 522 ... 217

Devarhalli plates of Sripurusha-Mntta-

rasa, Sa.-St. 698 223

Dhiniki plates of Jdikadeva, Y.-St, 794... 216

Galigekere plates of Ranavikramayya ... 223

Gattavadi Inscription, Sa,-St. Ill 221

Gaujdm plates of Sivaihara II. ... ... 223

Ganjam plates of Prithivivarman ... 214

Gauj plates of Janamejaya 220

Gaya plate of Samudragupta year 9 ... 214

Haidarabad plates of Yikramdditya I. ... 219

Hallegere plates of Sivamara I., fea.-

St.635 ' 222

Harihar plates of Yishnugopa, Sa.-St, 272. 221

Hosdr plates of Sg-tyasraya ... 222

Hosdr plates of Sripurusha-Muttarasa,

Sa.-St. 684 222 f.

Ilao plates of Dadda II., Sa.-St. 417 ... 216
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Kandalgaon plates of Pulul^esin II . ... 217

Karntil plates of Yikram§,ditya I. ... 214)

Khairodhisthana plates of Krishna III.,

Sa.-St. 633 * 217

Komaralingam plates of Ravidatta ... 216

Kuppagadda plates of Janamejaya ... 220

Knrtakoti plates of Yikram^ditya in

Sa.-St‘530 217

Lakshm^shwar Inscription, Sa.-St. 645,

651, 890,608 218 f.

Madras Mtisenm plates (10) of Yira-

Sangudaiy^-n 216 f

Lakshmeshwar Inscription, fea.-St. 890

and 656 218

Mallohalli plates of Durvinita 222

Mallohalli plates of Konganirasa... 221 f.

Mudiyanur plates of Malladova -Nandi"

varman, Sa.-St. 261 221

Mukara plates of Aviniba-Kohganima-

hadhir^ja, Sa.-St. 388 219

Nirpan plates of Tribhuvanasraya-Naga-

vardbana 216

Pedda-Oberuktlru plates of Yishnnvar-

dbana ••• 314)

Pimpalner plates of Satyasraya, Sa.-St.

216

Sorab plates of Janam6jaya ..f ••• 220

Sriraiigpnr Inscription of Satyasraya,

Sa.-Sfc. 19 217

Sripundi plates of Yislinuvandbana-T^Tla. 214

Sti(h plates of Btitiiga II., Sa.-St 860 ... 217

TagadOrn plates of Harivarman, Sa -St.

188 221

Tanjore plates of Arivarman, Sa -St. 169, 215

Tirthahalli plates of Janamejaya ... 219 f.

Udayendiram plates of Nandivarman ... 215

UniSta plates of Dadda II.
,
Sa.-St. 400... 216

Wadgaon plates of Amogbavarsba, Sa.-

St. 720 218

introductions of literary works ; historical

items in them 1^5 26

Inzaram = Injeram B52

Inzipatam = Yizagapatam ... ... ... 357

ii’on, a protector against the Evil Eye, 101 ;

—

its influence on lightning, 1 63 ; on drought. 163

‘ Is& = Jesus, in the Qordn ... ••• ... 60

Isaac in the Qordn 4)6

Ishmael in the Qordn ••• 4)6

ishta-d^va 241

Ish&kpatan = Yigagapatam 368

Islam, influence of, on Hinduism, 287 f . in

Malabar, 501 ;
conversion of the Malabaris

to .*• ... ••• ••• ••• •••

Isman Ali, the fourth M^ppila Shahid ... 506

Ismanli, the Lion (Mappila) ... ... ... 532

IsvarabhOpa, builder of the Jaina temple at

Rajapura 803

Isvaradatta of Frithvipura (Jaina) 289 f.

j and s, interchanges of 258

Jacob in the •». ••• 46

Jaffari, a Mappila hero 535

Jaganmalla, prince of TakshasilS, (Jaina) ... 305

Jagarynafc = Juggernaut 352

Jagemot = Juggeimaut 352

Jaggerenatt :?= Juggernaut ... 352

Jaggemat = Juggernaut 848

Jagrenat Juggernaut ... ... 343, 353

Jakaranat = Juggernaut 353

Jakatra = Batavia CO
••

Jakernot = Juggernaut (M
CO

Jakhtiban, discussed 61

Jaina mythology, note on, 27 f. ; Triad-

Buddhist Triad, 246 traditions at

Kuluha Hill ... ..• ... ... •*» 95

jaina-chaitya 243

Jains, rise of the religion of the 280

Jajanaga, son of J^vada 306

JambMvipa (Jaina), a division of the world.. 243

Jambukhandi, ancient name of Jamkhandi... 881

Jambukhandi seventy in the Belugare

five hundred 381

Jambavati, wife of Krishna (Jaina) ••• 294

Jdhgala, a disciple of Jatila Muni (Jaina) ... 290

Jantegtovn near Yad^th&nagrama, 517,=

Jathagaon ••• ••• 518

Jardsandha of Rajagriha (Jaina), 297 :

—

his quarrel with the Tadavas (Jaina) ... 300

Jai4sandha's Seat, a StOpa ... ... 55, 59

Jat5.bhara, an ancient name of a god or a

place in the MahMdva hiUs ... 511, 51$

Jata-Samkara, name of a peak in the Mah^-

deva hills, 513 and of a tirtha ... 513 n.

jati, the, his duty (Jaina) 249

Jatila Muni (Jaina) ... ... 290

jauy origin of the Tibetan term,= a coin ... 456

Jdvada, son of Bh&vada Seth, 304 •, death

of ... *** ... ••• 306

Jayamati, wife of J^vada 306

Jayasekhara, an alleged king of Pari^ara-

parvata.. 201 n.

Jayasena, brother of Bhimas^na (Jaina) ... 292

Jayasingha, the keeper of the Harivatsakotta

foi*t ... ... ... ... 511

Jeshtiban described 62 f.

Jesus, stories of, in the Qordn ... 44, 49 flf.

J^thian described 61 ff.

Jews in the Qordn, 224 ff.
;
versus Islam, 464 :

—

Muhammadan expulsion of the, 326 ;

—
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Arab = Banil Israil, 228 ,
Miibammad and KMiyfir, remarks on an inscription said to

the Arab, 323 ft. :
— in Travanoore, exist at 208 n,

mentioned in an inscription,,. ... ... 20 Xalkin, Jaina story of ... ... ... 307

Jigaldr= Siviindr 258 Kalli= Kaleiii 377

Jitasatru, father of Ajitasvamin, 251 ; twelve, a group of villages attached

governor of Bhrigukachiia 293 to the Karahata four-thousand province,

Jivayasa, daughter of Jarasandha, Jaiiia localised 373,376,379

story of, 297 f. ; wife of Kansa (Jaina), 2985 Kalpatitas, gods of the Jainas 2^

vows vengeance on the Yadavas (Jaina) ... 300 Kalpt= Oalpie ... «•« ... 349

Inanachandra Muni (Jaina) 292 Kalpupagas, Jaina divinities of time 28

Joh in the Qorda ‘ 46 Kalyana-kataka is m the Kanyakubja

johncimon, a bogus word, explained ... 320 Country 247

John Gernaet = Jaggernaut 352 Kal^'aiiapura, an ancient town, the modern

Jokarta= Batavia 349 Kalyani in the Nizam’s Dominions ... 369

Jonah in the Qoraa 42, 45f. Kalyanasundara, king of Kalyanakataka ... 247

Jones, Evan, writer of the account of the Kamadayin in the featrunjaya Range ... 245

wi’eck of the ... ... ... 455 Kamdnmuni Hill, the place of Vira, the Jina... 240

jonque (French) = junk * 161 f. Kfimpilyapura, the town of Bhavada Seth ... 304
Joseph (Ydsuf) in the Qordn 49 Kamsa, son of Ugrasena [Jaina) 294

3 u;ffiye, the term discussed ... 508 Kamvad^varaya, a Ohalukya prince ... 207 n
Juggernaut, the name discussed ... ...352f Kanabadi = Kanamadi = Kalabadi 379
Jump of the cultch, the term discussed ... 508 Kanakagiri mountain 13
jumper, the term in India ... 508 Ka3i}.amvade, another form of the name of the
Juna-Panhala= Undraparvata 371 Kalambadi district 379
JiinOj the 184, 186 Kanarak = Black Pagoda ... 348
jute, 38.9, the term discussed 392 kdnbaUs = convalescent 552
Jutta-Shunkur = Jata-Samkara =? Jata- Kanchana, a summit of Raivata (Jaina) ... 295

513 f Kancbagara-Belgali = Kunchagar Bellagul
Jyatishkas, Jaina divinities of the sky ... 28 in the Bellary District 257
Jyotirindra Vidanja (Jaina) 240 Kaiichipura 265

Kandu of Chandrapura (P), a Jaina hero ... 241

Ranekallu = Kanakallu 108

Ranerere = Garera ... 350
Ka‘ba, pilgnmage to the, Muhammad’s ... 457 Kanhavanna, a Prakrit name of the river
Kachchhauraja not identified 517 Krishna 373 376
Kadambaka in the Satrunjaya Range ... 245 Kanhavanna River, the = the Agrani River,
Kadambakagiri shrine attributed to Bbarata. 249 373 f .

.

a wrong reading, 375 f. Knsbna-
Xadambari forest, the 302 verna = the Krishna 376
Kailasa = Satrunjaya 244 Kaniyakal = Modern Kunakallu in the
Kailasa crest 13 Beilary District ... 108
Ka lamhadi district, a division of the Kara- Kaniyakal three hundred district, localised... 108
hata four-thousand province 379 Kankein in the Kalh Twelve of the Karahata

Kalandavenuvana Yihdra, the... 57 Province, 373, = Kanki 374
KaIto=:Kala=Kaleh = Kalli ... 376 f. Kanki = Kankem 874
Kalid as a Mappila hero 536 Kansa, Jaina story of his birth, 297; his

Kaligiri 302 doings at Mathur4, 299 f.
;

usurps his

Kalikundam Jaina temple, said to he an father’s kingdom, 298; killed by Krishna... 300
Anga foundation 303 Kausambaka forest (Jaina) 303

Kalinga, the capital of, mentioned by Hiuen- Kanyakubja Country, the 247
Tsiang, was Pithapuram 26 Kapild, a stream of Satrunjaya 240

Kdliya, a serjjent killed by Krishna (Jaina), 299 Kapardayaksha (Jaina) ... 305
Kdliyaih Shifa^ the 505 Kapardika stream = Yakshangi 240
Kaliyuga era; records claiming to be dated Kapardin in the Satrunjaya Range, 245

;

in it, 215 f., 219 and n. ;—the division of it story of (Jaina) ... ... ... ...305f.
known as the era of Yudhishthira ... 219 n. Imyitan, Chinese corruption of ‘‘ Captain’^ ... 442
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Karad
;
see Karhad ..,61*1

Karadu = Oarera 349

Karah^ta four-thousand province, its position

and limits 377 ff.

Karandai, an ancient place
;

it is the modern

Inchal-Karanii 371

Karanjakheta, an ancient place 373, 377

Kareda = Carera ... 350

Karhdd, in Satara
;
its modern and ancient

names, 377, 378; — the places mentioned

in the plates of A. D. 959, identified ... 373

Karimidi or Karividi thirty district
,

its

position 267

Xarivana, the (Jaina) 303

Karividi or Karimidi thirty district; its

position ... 267

Kama, an alleged Ch^lukya ... ...206, 207 n.

Kama, son of Kunti and Pandu (Jaina) ... 297

Katha, an ascetic, connected with Pars-

vanatha, 302 : = Meghdmalin ... . 302

katakamutkalita, an expression meaning “ a

camp was pitched ” ... 220 n.

Kavya Usanas = the Teacher and Kepresen-

tative of the Asuras 272

kayctr = coir 399

Kedgeree 342

Kedgerie = Khijiri, 353 ;
the name discuss-

ed ... .«• *•< ••• 353

keddysall = kitesall ... ... 347

Kegaria = Kedgeiie 353

Kegeria = Kedgerie 353

Kejeria == Kedgerie 353

Kelavadi three-hundred district ... 264, 266, 267

Kerare = Oarera 3.50

Kesar, discussed, 330 ;— is the King of the

Gods, 335, 341 ,* is King of gLing (Earth\

340 •—as the Sun, 149 as a saviour,

363— as an Agu (the 19th), 564:— =
Dongruh, 360 :— and ’aBruguma, song to,

362 :— a lullaby to, as a babe, 360 :—

a

hymn to, 359— his festival in the

Spring 359

Kesar Saga, Spring Myth of the, 329 ;

Winter Myths of the, 330 :
— is Pre-Bud-

dhistic, 330 an episode of the 331

K6si, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) ... 299

key, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 101 f.

IQiajOri = Kedgerie 353

Khalithi bin A1 Holith, Mappila hero ... 531

Khara, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) ... 299

Kharabela of Kalinga, historical narrative in

inscription of 18

Kh5,fcigamvu near Yadathanagrtoa 517

Khidrapur — Koppam 371

Khromo, the Agu, 331 ; a tale of ... 335 f.

Khyung-dkrung = the Sun lo2

Kilvishika, a god = Yiru Kuvinda (Jaina) ... 292

hinjposh = king-post ... ... ... ... 256

Kiriya-Dakivaduvangi unidentified 108 f

.

hirnis = screen 2.56

Kirtidhara, son of Purandara .. 251

Kirtiketa descended from Hastin of Hastina-

pura (Jama) 294

Kiru-Nareyamgal in the Kisukad Seventy ... 262

Kisuk^d seventy district
;
its position, bounda-

ries, chief towns, and history, 259 jS. ;—its

Sanskrit name was Sulv5,tiavi, 261, 264 ;

—

the meaning of its name ... 264

Kisiivolal, an ancient name of Pattadakal

in Bijapur 259, 263

kitesall=umbrella=burahulla=parrasoll ... 317

Kittle- Bottom, the, 344; the name discussed,

is in the Nagari Hills 553 f.

kittysol = kitesall ... ... 347

Kling = Oheling = Quillin 3-50

Kodaganhr in the Karividi Thirty ... ... 268

Kodungallfir = Oranganore 501

Kodikop in the Dharwar District, 261 f.
;
=

Kiru-Nareyamgal 262

Kogada or Koganda, a hiruda applied to

Krishna III 373

Kogala, a town in the Bellary District ... 108

Kogali country, localised ... . ... 106

Kognpli = Kongulavali 370

Kola Baith, Mappila hero 530

Kolhdpur, the temple of Mahdlakshmi or

Ambabai at; remarks on au inscription

said to exist there 206, 207 n.

Kollaka Mount 241

Konganivarman, the mythical first Ganga ... 210

Kongan6h = Kongulavali 370

Kongud^sardjdkhtd^ an imaginative chronicle

of Mysore ... ... 6, 201 and n.

Kongulavali near Selagara, 370:=Kognoli
==Kongnoolee=Kong olavalli= Kongandli 370

Kongulavali twelve, a group of villages near

Miraj, localised, 369, 370; the present

ownership of ... ... 371

Konndr, in Dharwar, remarks on the inscrip-

tion at 216

Kopesvara, a god at Khidrapur ... 369, 371

Koppam, a famous ancient battle-field; it is

the modern Khidi4pur in the Kolhapur

territory ...371

Korantaka, the Forest of 293

Kosauibhi= Nyauug-ywe 38S

Koyta ; tliere is no evidence of the existence

of any such tribal or dynastic name ... 5U)

koUanigraha, kottanigrahin, a word probably

meaning ‘a commander of a fort’ ... 51C
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Krislina, the, styled the great river 372, 381

Krishna, J aina view of, 288 f : Brahmanical

epitliets of, among Jainas, 302 ; — son of

D^vald, Jaina story of, 298 f
;
horn at

Gokula, 298; his doings at Mathura ...299 f.

Krishna worship, rise of, 280 f. ; ritual of,

foreign, 286 f. : — effect of Christianity on. 285 f.

Krishnaverna, the river Krishna, 372 ;
— the

origin of this name, and variants of it ... 376

Kristnapooree == Limbaramika 51

5

Kritavirya descended from Hastin of

Hastinapura (Jama) 294

Kroshtuki, the astrologer, Jama version of

his story 300

Kshitimandana m Siinhala (Jaina) 290

Kshitimandanamandanam = Satrnnjaya ... 244

Kshefcram Mahavideham 242

Kuhera, builds Dvaraka and gives gifts to

Krishna and his relatives (Jaina) 801

KOdalsamgam, a famous ancient battle-field

near Khidrapnr in the K6ih§.pui’ territory... 371

Kfidlapnra, remarks about an inscription at... 209 f

Kudugfir ndd, a division of the Pfin^d six-

thousand province ... 215n
Kukkutapadagiri, 60 f ; = GurpSdagiri, 87

;

Chinese accounts of, 87 f . ; identified with

Sobnath HiU, 88 f . ; identified, is not

Kurkihfir 84 if.

Kukkutesvaram, the Jaina iirtham ... ... 303

Ktila, son of Jarasandha, Jaina story of ... 300

KulUn = the Kwangtung^ a ship 163

KuluhaHill, description of, 90 ff ; sacred sites

on, 92 ff. ; Dasavat§.ra sculptures 94

Kumarapala of Yallabhi (Jaina) ... 807

Kumudini, wife of Yidura (Jaina) 296

Kundalfidri, Mount (Jaina) 245

Kiincfi three-thousand province 381

Kunthu descended from Hastin of Hastina-

pura (Jaina) 294

Knnti, wife of P^ndu, Jaina story of, 296 f.:

danghter of Yasudeva, wife of Pandu, 294;

mother of Tndhishthira, 299; mother of

Arjuna, 299
;
mother of Bhima, 299 :

—

builds a temple at Nfisikya (Jaina), 299

:

seulptnres at, described 85 f.

Kurkihar is not Kukkatapadagiri 84 f.

Kurumbars, the, of the Wynaad Hills, 410,

421 Mollu, possibly represented in the

Edakal Cave carvings 41

3

Kurunda, Kurundaka, ancient name of Ku-
rundw§,d 218 n

, 371 and n.

Kusag^rapura= old R^jagrha, 57 ^ modern
Raigir

hutdmra^ * a fraudulent charter ’ 202
MiaHsana^ ‘ a forged charter

' 202

hutcheree {khichri), composition of 391

Kyd, Alexander, appointed Supt. of the

Andamans 31, 184

Kyesar = Kesar... ... 359

Z, Z, and n, interchanges of ... 258

I and r, interchanges of, in Erambarage-

Yelbarga, *262 ;—other instances ... 877

lacca and dammer-lacca = pitch 508

Ladakhi Marriage Ritual, 131 ;
Songs... 131 ft.

lagnadi'vi, stone-cow (Jaina) ... 307

Lakshmana, wife of Krishna (Jaina) ... 294

Lakshmesbwar = Palikanagara, 106, =
Raktapura 106

Lakshmesbwar, remarks about two spurious

inscriptions at 211

Lakshmililavilasam, a forest at Satrunjaya.*. 240

Lakulisa, a Saiva teacher 1

Lambfidi =Brinjfiri = Sugali, 547 :— songs

of the 547

Lauhitya m the Satrunjaya Range 246

Laukesa = Ravana (Jaina) 251

law, of property. Muhammadan, 322 ft.; as to

ecclesiastical rights, 322 :
— as related in

inscriptions 19 f.

leager,389
;
the term discussed, 393 = legger. 393

lOogpo, king of the water-spirits 339

Idem, golden hat == the sun (Tibet) 148

Leehoard, the 29

legger = leager 393

Lentur^m = Pendurem Lentiwem, 375 ;
=

Retrem 377

lha = a god in Tibet, 136; coloured white

for luck 141

lhatho ^ god’s seat = altar of white stone

on hill-tops in Tibet 136

Limbarfimikfi = Kristnapooree 515

Limbaramikd, an ancient village, localised. 515, 516

Limbaree derived from the Limbdi*fimika 616

Lingayats, or Yira-Saivas
;
the foundation

of their sect 2

literature, Indian, generally of no historical

value 12

literary works
;

the existence of historical

items in the introductions and colophons

of them, 13 ;—and the necessity of collect-

ing such items 26

lokapdlas in Tibet 136, 141

Loovain, the (1746) 64, 343

Loqman, personality of 128 f

.

Lot in the Qordn 44

Macmehone, mate of the Wake, wi’iter of

the Log 64

madahastipddaraksha^dlaka. * captain pf the

guards of elephants
’

... 369
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Madakimike near Selag^ra 370

MadapoUam 355

Mudgalas, a people (Jaina) 304f.

Madhumati, the town of Yikramarka, 304 :

—

is in tke Sanraslitra-mandala 304

Madraka, father of M^^dri (Jaina) 291

Madras, French attack on (1746), 64 f.;

capture of, by the French (1746), 65,

3431:— the name discussed 354

Madri, daughter of Yasudeva, wife of Pandu,

294; Jaina story of 297

Madub^vi = Mudbawee = Madbhav, 370 ;

—

near Selagara • •• ... 3/0

Magadha, Old, tour in 54:ff.

M^gadhi dialect, derivation of the ... 5541

Mdgere in the Karividi Thirty ... ... 268

magic squares in the Edakal Cave ... 413

Magdhathi-bin-Aso Dhul Kathi, a Mappila

hero ... 531

Mahabala = Satrunjaya 244

Malidhhdrata, necessity for an Edition of

the South Indian recension, 118 value of

South Indian versions of
,
118 value of

the Persian and Javanic versions of ... Il9

Mah^deo Hill in the Hoshangab^d

District... ... ... 511

Mahadiva hills in the Central Provinces;

remarks on them and on a Saiva shiine

there 511 f

.

Mahadiin, title of the High Priest of the

Mappilas 502

Mahahimavant, Mount (Jaina) 243

Mahakala, a rdkshasa conquered by Mahipala. 246

Mahanemi (Jaina) ... 301

Mah^padam = Satrunjaya ... 244

mahdprdbhUf a village official ... 372 n

Mali^rdshtri Prakrit, non-existent 555

Maharattha = Mahanagararattha = Shan

States 388

Mahatirtham = Satrunjaya 244

mdhdtmyas present imaginative history and
dates, 201 n. ;—but they may be useful for

geographical inquiries 27

Mahiividehakhanda (Jaina) 244

Mahavira (Jina) 243

Mahesvari, a stream of Satrunjaya 240

Mahimsakamandala = Euby Mines 388

Mahipdla (Jaina), 245 ;
son of Suryamalla, 246

;

conquers the rdhshasa Mahakala 246

Mahisamandala = Maisur 387

Makmas, the unbeliever, a Mappila hero ... 534

Mala, the lowest caste in S India, folk-

ongin of the 200

Malacca in the l6th Century, 421
;
Shahids,

song of the ... 505

1

Malaj^uram Mosque, destruction of the,

story of the 506

Malay trade in slaves from the Andamans ... 120

Malik-bin-Awauli (Mdppila hero) ... 529

Malik-ibn-Dinar, Muhammadan apostle to

Malabar 501

Malik-ibn-Habib, Muhammadan apostle to

Malabar ... 501

Mallaka thirty, a small district in the Kara-

hata four-thousand province, localised 372, 373

Malparbha River, the 260

Manapura, an ancient town or village ... 611 , 614

Mananka, the R^shtrak^ita 509

Mandali thousand province 265

Mandh^tar, ancestor of E^ma (Jaina) ... 261

Mangalaveshfcaka = Mangalv^dhem 380

Manjeri Temple, the 499

Manichuda, Kmg of Ratnapura 247

Manoel, Dorn, his instructions on the first

voyage to China 421

Manuel, Dom Nuno, sends an expedition to

China (1521) 429 f

.

Manushottaraparvata, Mount (Jaina) 245

Mappilas = Moplas, the, described, 499 f.;

origin of name, 501 :— numbers of the,

502 ,
— varieties of, 501: — amount of

Ai*ab blood in the, 502 f
; Nasarani or

Christian, 601; Jonaka or Ch^naka,sr=

Muhammadan, 501 : — Religion, nature of

the, 504 f.
;
are Sunnis, 502 ;

mosques of the,

502; origin of the fanaticism of, 499 f.

;

culminating day of, 501 f.; High Pnest

of the, 502 '— war songs of the, 499 ffi.,

528 ffi.; war knives of the 499

maps of India, list, 1642-1780 346

Marathi dialect, derivation of the 534

Maria, the Coptic girl, Muhammad’s intrigue

with ... ... 385 f.

Maria, daughter of the Byzantine Emperor
Maurice, wife of a son of Nushirvdn, 244

;

legendary ancestress of the princes of

TTdayapura (Mewar) 244

marriage-concubinage with slave women,

origin of Muhammadan law of 384

marriage songs in Western Tibet, 131 ffi

in Ladakh 131

marriage ritual in Western Tibet, 131 :
—

131 ffi. ; in Ladakh in two parts, Buddhist

and Pre-Buddhist 148

Mdrud^va in the Satrunjaya Range 246

Marud^va. son of Prasenajil 248

Marudevi, wife of Marnd^va, mother of

Eishablia ... 24S

Marut, the winds, as Yedic gods ... ... 276

Mi-savadi hundred-and-forty district..* ... 366
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Mascarenhas, Jorge, early Portuguese

visit to China (1515), 424;: — commands a

vessel in voyage to China (1517), 425 :
—

founds a trade at Chwanchaufu, 1518 ... 427

-Mascarenhas, Pero, his proceedings in

Malacca in 1526 ... 434

mask, a protector against the Evil Eye, 102 f., 310

Masulipatam, 343; the name discussed, 354, 397 f.

Matchulipatam = Masulipatam ... 355, 392

mathal (Arabic) = aphorism, 165 ;
full sense

of the term, 165:—
^ in Arabic Tradition,

179 E.:— of the Qordn^ period of ... ... 175

matross m 1755 456

Mecca, the capture of, 459 ;
the first pil-

grimage to 457

M5gha-Kumto, enemy of Bharata (Jaina) ... 248

Meghamalin = Katha 302

M^haranjini Rag, discussion on the ... 319

Mello, Diogo de, commands a vessel to

China (1522) 431

M^lpati, ancient name of Melpadi in the

North Arcot district 373

Mendoza, Gonzalez de, on China 447

Meru, Mount 244

Meru (Jaina) ... 2-15

Mesepatamya = Masulipatam 398

M^sha, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) ... 299

Mesolopatane = Masulipatam 898

messeotti a conmption of Mess House (kot)... 163

Messelpotania = Masulipatam 398

Messiah, the, in the Qordn 50

milk in suckling women, superstitions as to,

163 :— a protector against the Evil Bye ... 103

miracles, Muhammad and the performance

of 42 ff., 322

Minhje three-hundred hampana, the head-

quarters sub-division of the ancient Miraj

territory 369, 370

mirror, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 103

Mithila, the residence of Yira (Jina) ... 243

Mithra in the Avesta ... 271

Mithyativi-devas, the (Jaina) ... 306

Mitra = the Day Sky ... 270

Mlechha princes in Yallahhi (Jaina) 307

modern forgeries
; the Suradh^nupura plates,

203 ;—a plate in the Library of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, 203 ;—some records at

Ram^shwaram 208

Mogul, = the ruling Indian Muhammadan... 397

Monapalemurevu = Blackwood’s Harbour ... 358

monkey, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 103

monsoon, 389; discussion on the various

senses of the term, 393 f :— the season so

named, 394
;
the wind and the season so

named, 394 ;
the winds so named, 394

,
the

weather change so named, 395 .
— ^ the

had weather at the equinoctial changes ... 396

monumental insciiptions, historical value of. IB

Moor, 390 = an Indian Muhammadan
discussed 396 f.

Moorman = an Indian Muhammadan ... 397

Moors = Hindustani ... 397

Moplas, = Mapillas, the, described ... 499 f,

Mosalemadu, an ancient village 107

Moses, story of, in the Qordn 41, 44, 47 f

Mosopatania = Masulipatam 398

Mota, Antonio da, visits China in 1542 ... 437

moturpha, house (propeily trade) tax, ex-

plained 320

month, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 103

Mudgalas, conquer of Saurashtra, Kachha,

Lata (Jaina) 305

Mudiampilli, goddess of the Ganapativattam

Chetties .. 409

Muduvalalu, the modern Mudhol, 381, 383 ;

—

another place of the same name . 268 and n.

Muhammad, rise of the name, 327 ft
;
as a

name in the Qordn proves an interpolation,

522 : — as the founder of a State, 224 ;
as a

“ story-teller,” 41 ; his domestic afiairs,

382 ft. :
— Ring of Mecca (Mappila) ... 532

Mukkanna-Kadamba 220 n

Mtikktikonda = the Kittle-Bottom 354

MuktigSham = featrunjaya 244

mtini (Jaina) 242

Munisuvrata as King of Champa (Jaina story),

293, = Suvrata, 294:— son of Samitra ... 293

Mdsa, a Mappila hero 534

Mushtika, a wrestler killed by Krishna

(Jaina) 299

mussoun = monsoon :194

Musale = Masfilipatam .. 388

Mysore, a list of spurious records from,

210 fi.
;
— remarks about them ... 202 n.,

204, 205, 206, 208 n., 209 f., 211, 212

Mythology, Jaina, note on, 27 f. :— Compa-

rative, discredited as a science 268

n and Z, Z, interchanges of 25S

Naaman in the Qordn 46

Nabheya — Rishabba (Jina) 242

N^bhi — Marudeva 248

N%aon = Uragagi4ma 372

Nagari-Nose, = tbe Kittle-Bottom 351

Nagamatbdna near Yad^thanagrtoa, 517

;

= Nagamthan, 517 ;
Nagcndri, a stream of

Satrunjjaya .. 240

Nagesa in the featrunjaya Range ... ... 245

Naghusha, ancestor of R^ma (Jaina) ... 251
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Nagila, Jaina teacher ... ... 308

nail, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 103

nail-parings unlucky 120

Nairs, devolution of property among the 502

Nakula, son of Pandu (Jaina)... ••• ••• 299

N&landa of HiuenTsiang= modern Badgaon . 55

Nanda, Jaina story of 299 f*

Nandisvara, Mount (Jaina) 246

Naratha Maharishi = Iblis (Mappila) 633

Namvarman of Satrunjaya, 247 :— father of

Prahhavati 302

N^rayana, Jaina legend of 251

Narcondam Island, Ritchie’s Notes on ... 234

Naregal, in the Ron tdluJca^ remarks on the

inscriptions at 211

Nareyamgal twelve, a group of villages in

the Belvola country ... •tt 264, 267

Narmada Rivei-, Jaina ongin of its sanctity... 293

Narsapore, the name discussed ... 354 f.

Narsipelle near Narsapore ... 355

Narsipore = Narsapoi-e 354

N&sikya, Jaina tale of its sanctity 299

Nassipore = Narsapore ... ... ... 343

Nature in the Qordn 122

Nature rehgion, triumph of intellect over •«. 283

Nauraspooram = Narsapore 355

navel-cord, superstition as to 256

N&yak Gop^l, court musician to Akhar ... 319

Nazareth near Missea (Mappila] 529

Negith, a MS^ppila hell ... 530

Negi'ais, Gape i.« ... ..t 234

Necohar = Nicobar 184

Nemi, one of the five principal Jainas, 240

^ Jaina account of, 301 f ,
;— = Arish-

tanemi, 298 f. :— son of Samudravijaya

(Jaina), 294 marriage of, 302:

—

sun-worshipping” (Jaina) 295

N6misa, Jaina view of, 288 f. :— was a

Harivarhsa, 292 statue of, on Raivdta,

291 ;
worshipped on Raiv^ta 288

Nep^l vamSdvalit remarks on the 8

Neuragarhvu near V4d4thanagrama, 617;

= Newargaon ... 517

Nicohars, Survey of the, under Kyd ••• 184

Nidagundi in the Kisukdd Seventy in the

Dh^rw^r District • ••• ... 261

Nihutdri, son of Devaki (Jaina) ... ... 298

Nila, Puranic mountain 244

Nil^gada, a Gandharva (Jaina) 296

Nilavant, Mount (Jaina) ... 243

Nimbani =s Nimni, 372 =Limbare 616

Niue Gems, the
; the poet Kalidasa, etc. 3 and n.

NirvS.na,, date of the, a note on the 117

Nishadha, Mount (Jaina), 243; Puranic

mountain ••• **« ... 244

Noah in the Qordn 42, 44

Nolambavadi thirty-two-thousand province,

107, 108, 109, 265

North EastHarboui’ in the Andamans = Port

Cornwallis 28, 184

Norton, Robert, Commander of the Wahe ... 64

numbers, a protector aganist the Evil Eye,

104 :— holy, Tibetan 664

Nyopas, the, described 131, 136

ofScial records in early times 9

Old Harbour in the Andamans = Pori

Blair ... 28

Omar, helps in the compilation of the Qordn^

519;—as a Mappila hero 536

Omar bin Katab, the second Mappila Shahid. 506

Orissa, remarks on the vamsdvaUs and

archives of 8 f 201

Oontiya = UntikavatM 614

ordeal, trial by, recorded in an inscription... 20

Pachee = Panthay 40

paddy-boat 343

PadmI-devi, wife of Sumitra 293

Padm^vatipura town 13

Padmotara, an elephant killed by Krishna
(Jama) 299

pado = pdru = prow = galiot, a sailing

vessel 161

Pagto in the Hoshang^^bad district; men-
tioned in an early record as Pangaraka 611, 513

Pagodas, the Black and White, the names
discussed 348

pmraw = prow 161

Paisdchi dialect 556

Paithan
; the places mentioned in the plates

of A. D. 794, identified, 515 j—and those

in the plates of A, D. 1272 517

palsBogi’aphic research, the necessity for

fiirtber 23
palankine, 389 ; the term discussed ... 398 f,

Paleakate = Pulioat 355

Palecate = Pulioat ... 355
palega = tone, a small boat 161

Palicata = Pulioat 351

pallakeen = palankine 399
pallenge = tone, a small boat 161

Palliacatt = Pulioat 348

palm-leaves, protectors against the Evil Eye. 104

Palus = Panasa ... 372 f,

palwa (Malay), a skifi, 161 :—palwdr (Indian),

a skiff 161
Panasa = Palus ... S?2 f.
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PaSchajanya, tlie name of Krishna’s conch

(Jaina)

Pangaraka, ancient name of Pag^ra in the

Hoshahgabad district 511, 513

Fang-hse = Panthay

Fandavas, Jaina view of the, 288 f.; the sons

of Dhritardshtra (Jama), 296*.— as Jaina

heroes ••• ^^2

Pdndu, son of Dbritarashtra (Jaina) 296

Paniva near Vad^h^nagrd-ma, 517 j
= Pantii. 518

Paniyas, the, of the Wynaad Hills 410

Panthay, derivations of, 39 : == P Ptei ... 40

^apaya^ note on, 552; pawpaw ^papaya ... 552

Parable in the Qordn * l^S

parao = prow ... 161

P4rasaraparvati, Sanskritisod name of Pa-

rasgad 201 n.

Parasgad in Belgaum
;
its name Sanskritised

as PaiAsaraparvata 201 n.

ParasnS,th Temple on Kuluha Hill «*• ... 93

pard = prow ••• ... 161

paroe =- prow ... 161

parr, parra, a large boat ... 161

parrasoll = kitesall = umbrella ... 847

Parsecs, advent in India of the ... 287

Parsi = Panthay ... 40

P4iA va, one of the five principal Jinas ... 240

Pdrsvanitha, Jaina story of ... • •• 302 ff.

pdm (Malay&lam) =s= prow ... 161

Parvalahetta Range, the • «« ... 260

Parvat^ndra = Satrunjaya ... ... 244

parwd, Dakhani, a large boat 161

?dfcS.lamlila = Satrunjaya ... ... 244

P^taliputra, the ancient, site of, at

Gunsar..., ««l ... 96f.

P^t^ra-Pimpalagr^ma ... 517

pattadai its meaning in the name of Pattada-

Kisnvolal 263 and n.

Pattada-Kisnvola], ancient name of Pattada-

kal in Bij^pnr, 259, 260 explanation of

the name 263

Pattadakal in Bijdpur, the ancient Kisuvo-

iala, Kisnvolal, and Pattada-Kisuvolal,

259, 260, 263

paUdvalis, the lists of the successions of the

Jain pontiffs
; the necessity for examining

them more fully 7,27

P^tto-Pimpalagitoa = Pippalgaon ... 517

pedigrees, vam^dmUs; the preservation of

them in India .,. 7 ,
22

Pegu, Coast of, French MS. Map of (XYIIIth

Centuiy) 234

Peixoto, Antonio, visits China in 1542 ... 437

Pelham^ the, leaves the Downs, 1755 454
Peking, Portuguese visit to, 1519 ... 428 ff.

Pendurdrh, a wrong reading, 375 : = PandCir,

373 f: = Lenfcur^rh 375

Penti Panthay... 40

peraguat Port., a fast sailing vessel 161

Pereira, Galiote, in China in 1669-70 ... 444

Pereira, Buy Vaz, death of, in 1544 437

Perestrello, Rafael, an early visitor to China,

422 f.
;
his visit to China ... ... 424

Periplus of the ErythrcBan Sea was probably

written between A. D. 80 and 89 , 24 n.

Persaim (Bassein in Burma) ... ... ... Bo

Perfir ograhdra = BelOi* c* ... 261

Phalgusri, Jaina teacher ... 308

phallic worship, its connection with Saivism. 282

phallus, a protector against the Evil Eye.,.. 104 f.

Phalban; its ancient name was Pratyan-

daka ... 380,381

pharao= prow 161

Pharaoh in the Qordn ... ... 41

Pha-si= Panthay 39

phyugpo, origin of the Tibetan term, = rich. 466

Pillayar, Tamil name for Ganeaa 255

Pinto, Feinao Mendez, his visit to China,

1642-4 439 ff.

Pipolo Cave = Pippala Cave ... 58

Pipolo Stone, the ... ... ... 58 f.

Pippala Cave, the, described 57 f,

pirogrwe= prow= also a canoe (Fx'ench) ... 161

pitdmbara = Krishna (Jaina) 302

Pith^puram is the town referred to by Hiuen

Tsiang as the capital of Kalinga 26

Piyadasi, importance of his edicts and their

language, 278 :— effect of, on Buddhism ... 278

Pollicat == Pulicat 855

Pondni, Mappila College at 604

Pondy = Pundy 356

poems, Indian, histoncal value of classical ... 13

Ponugunda thirty, an ancient group of

villages in the Hungund taluka, Bijdpur ... 264

porgo= purgoe 162

Port Blair originally called Port Cornwallis,

29, 183; change of name from Port Oorn-

wallis, 29 :
— = Old Harbour 28

Portuguese iptercpurse with China in the

16th Century, 421 ff . : — letters from China,

(1534-6), 467 ff. :— in Canton (1534-6),

421 ff. :— forms of the titles of Chinese

officials, 446 ; identified 44S

Portuguese, Mongrel, a language, 401 :

—

Indian, songs of the 400 ff.

Prabhdvati, daughter of Prabhdkara of

Prithvipura, wife of Munisuvrata, 293

wife of P5;rsvandtha, 302 ; becomes a Jaina i

ascetic 303

Prahhdhpadam = Satrunjaya 244
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prablm, a village ofELcial 872 n.

2?rd7m (Malay) = prow ... ... 161

Prajd-pati = Brahman ... ... 277

Prakrit Grammar^ a note on ... 5531

Pranata (Jaina) ... 293

pmsasti, * SiTL eTjlogj ’
... 17

Prasenajit, son of Abhichandra ... ... 248

Pratishtamuni of Sup^rsva (Jaina) ... ... 294

Pratishthana, ancient name of Paithan in

the Nizjm’s Dominions, 515;—the country

round it was called the Pratishthana hkuHit

515 on the Godavari, legendary home of

^5ilivahana ... ... ... ... 244

Pratipada (Jaina), 307 = Phaltan ... 3801

Pratyandaka four-thousand province, the

Phaltan territory 380, 381

prau (Malay) = prow ... 161

piaw = prow ... 161

prayer, a protector against the Evil Eye,

105 1
— by Allah and his angels (!) ... ... 384

present position of Indian historical

research ... ... ... 1 ff.

priests in India, power of the 283 f

Prithvtpati, son of Han (Jaina) ... ... 392

Prithvipitham = Satrunjaya ... 244

Prithvipura in Magadha (Jaina) 289 f-

proa = prow ... 162

proe = prow ... ••• 161

Providence, the Divine, in the Qordn,,. 1221

provoe = prow ... ... 161

prow = (Malay) a sailing vessel, 161 :
—

double derivation from MalaySlam pa»'«

and Malay prahw «•# 161

Psalms, imitations of the, in the Qordn ,..124 S.

Ptolemy's geography was put together about

A. D. 150 ... 24 n.

public-works in inscriptions ... 18

PuUcat the name discussed ... 3551

Puligere three-hundred district

.

,.106 and n.,1 11.,

262, 265

Pulikanagara = Puligere, 106 = Laksh-

m^shwar «•« «< 106

Pullicat 344

Puliyappayanavidu, ancient name of * Hooly-

beade’ in Bellary 258

PdnM or Punnadu six-thousand province. 215 n.

Pundarika “ Satrunjaya, 244 ;
origin of the

name, 249 :— the Jaina gana-leader, 240

;

origin of the image of r„ 305

Pundy Bocks, 342 ;
name discussed 356

Puntai = Panthay 40

Punyarasi = Satrunjaya 244

Puoyar^se Surapriya in the Satrunjaya

Bange ... 245

purga = pnrgoe ... 162

purgoe discussed, 160 ;
Portuguese= harco^

harca ... 161

purgoo = purgoe 160

Pdrana, son of Andhakayrishni (Jaina) ... 294

PurdnaSj remarks on the historical chapters

of the, 10 f the geographical chapters

require to he fully examined 27

Purandara, son of Yajrahahu 257

Pilri = Jaggernaut 348, 353

Purification, ceremonial origin of, averting

the Evil Eye ... 808

Purigere three-hundred district ... 106 and n,,

262, 265

Purikaranagara, Purikarapura, Sanskritised

forms of the name of Purigere-Laksh-

m^shwar 106

Purushottama (Jaina) 242

Pushan, the Yedic gods of the " Plebs’* ••• 274

Pilshan6i*agagi4ma = Uragagrama ... ... 372

Pushkaradvipa (Jaina), a division of the

world 243

Pushpadanta == Satrunjaya 244

PfitanS;, ogress killed by Ejishna (Jaina) ... 298

Puthee = Panthay ... ... 4.« ... 39

Qibla originally Jerusalem, 231 ;
change from

Jerusalem to Mecca ... 231

Qordn, Researches into the, 121 f£., 165 If.,

223 fE., 321 fE., 382 ff., 467 ff., 519 fE.:—

based on memory, 520 ff. ; — portrays

Muhammad as a man, 382; Muhammad
did not mean to compile a book, 619 ;

compiled by Zeid bin Th^bit, 519 ; —oldest

descriptions in the, 44 f.; — chronology of

the, 526 — the Medinian Revelations,

223 fE
, 228

;
Meccan and Medinian

Revelations, features common to the, 223 ;

Medinian Revelations relate to the social

constitutions, 224; the Narrative Revelations

in the, 41; Descriptive Revelations in the,

121 ff.; Legislative Revelations in the,

127 ;
the basis of Muhammadan Law,

127 fE. ; historical references in the, 41 f. j

the “ Hypocrites,” 224 .
:— ritual prescrip-

tions, 231 ; religious observances inculcated

in the, 128; unity of God in the, 123 f
; the

Divine Providence in the, 122 f.
; ‘‘fate

”

in the, arose out of politics, 326 ;
the last day

in the, 122; Creation, the, in the, 121;

Nature in the, 122 :— the Parable in the,

165; period of the matkals in the, 175;

aphorisms in the, 165 fE.
;
poetry in the, 165 :

a text on the Signs, in the, 126 f.; exorcism

in the, 123; mysterious letters in the, are
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monograms, 624 ff- :— imitation of the

Psalms in the, 124 ff. ;
deuteronomic

character of speeches in the, 465 :
—

interpolation in the, 621 ; — principle of

w^hrogation ••• ••• ••• «•* *** 231

Qoreish, Muhammad’s treaty with the ... 467

Quarters, the Pour, in Tibetan Marriage Song. 131

Quillin=:Kling ... ... 350

quoir==ooir ... ... ... 389, 399

r and 1, interchanges of ; in Erambarage-

Yelbarga, 262 j—other*instances 377

E-abbika, the word for God before Allah ... 457

Eabiyath, a M^ppila hero 536

rack= aiTack 391

E^dha, wife of Shta (Jaina) 297

ESgs, the, note on ... ... ... 319

Eaiv-ata, Mount, 242— Gimdr, 288, in the

Satrunjaya Eange, 245: — shrine attributed

to Bharata ••• ••• ••• ... ... 249

E&3^grha= Girivraja, 57 ;
Old = KusagSira-

pura, 57 ;
== modem R^jgir, 55 f. : —New, of

HiuenTsiang, 66 : — Old =modern E^jgir. 56 f.

Eajapura, origin of Jaina temple at 303

Edjataramgini, remarks on the historical

nature of the ... ... ... ... Ilf.

BdjdvaUhathef an imaginative chronicle of

Mysore 6, 201 and n.

rdjdmlis, lists of the lineal successions of

kings .«• ««. ... ... ... 7, 22

Eaj§ndrach6da the Dravila (in the spurious

Wadgaon plates) 371

Eajgir ^E&jagrha, 54 ff.
j
Tirtha of, 56 :

—
mdhdtTnfa of the Tirtha at, topographical

value of 56

E^jimati, daughter of Ugras^na, wife of Nemi
(Jaina) ... Arv ••• 302l

E&jpind Cave, described 82 f.

Eaktapura, another name of the modem
Alt6m 106

ES>ma, Jaina legend of 261

Eama, son of Vasudeva, 294 ;
probably due to

Buddhist influence ... 285

Eamadh&n, commencement of the fast ... 231

ES,mapatam =: Eamnepatam ... 367

Eamapattanam ».. 349

E^mapura =:: Maulmain ... 388

Bdmdyanay need for a critical text of ... 119

Eam^shwaram, modern forgeries at, wMch
prebend to be ancient records ... 208

Eamnepabam, 344 ; the name discussed ... 356 f.

Blimyakam, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243

Eamz§«n = Eamadhin ... 231

Eangoon ... ... »•. ... ... 30

Eangoon (Syriam) Eiver ... ... 234

Eanna, the poet, was bom in A. B. 949-50 at

Mudhol 381

Eaphi, a Mappila hero... ... .« 532

Eathanemi (Jaina) 301

Eatna, the adorner of the temple of N6mi on
Eaivata (Jaina) 302

Eatnapura, a town ... ... ... 247
Eatnasdkhai’a of Eatnapura (Jaina) ... ... 296

Eatnavati, wife of Eatnasekhara (Jaina) ... 296
Eavana, Jaina legend of 251

Eebiath, Mappila hero ... 530
records, ancient Indian official 9

records, historical, Indian
;

classification of

them according to the materials on which
they have been preserved, 16f. and
according to the objects of them, 18 ff.

;— spm-ious records, 201 ff.
;
— records con-

taining passages of different dates, 209 ;
—

genuine records which have been tampered

with 213 and n.

Eego, Ambrosio do, reaches China (1521) 430

Eeihana, Muhammad’s Jewish wife 384

Eeligion—began with nature-symbolism, 270;

passed on to a deity arising out of nature-

symbolism, 270 ;
— doctrines, promulgated

by inscriptions, 19 :— the part that it has

played in the preservation of ancient

Indian history, 19 ff . in India, history

of, 268 ff
. ; value of India for studying devel-

opment of, 268 ;
Aryan period of, 269 f

. ; of

the Second Vedic period, 276 ; origin of the

Buddhist, 277 f.
;
of the Jains, rise of the,

280 ; in the Indo-Teutonic period ... 268 f.

E^vakanimmadi, wife of Bfituga II 265

rGyabbzhin, King of BCeaven 334, 338
Eibhu, the gods of the smiths 274
ring-finger, andmikd 3 n., 370

Eipumalla, a T&dava, 242; of the rise of

Yanap^la, 247 ; lives at Eaivata 247

Risbabha, son of Mi-rud^va, 248; his children 248

Rishabha8v§»min the first Jina, 247 :— origin

of the image of 305

Eishabha-d^va, temple of 249

Eitchie, John, his survey of the Anda-
mans ... 232 ff»

rites, protectors against the Evil Eye ... 1G5

rKyanbyung-dbyerpa, 333, 341
;
the steed of

Kesar 340

rock-carvings, in the Edakal Cave, described,

411 ;
nature of, 413, 420 ;

age discussed,

413 : —iu the Wynaad 409

Eodrigues, Fmncisco, commands a vessel to

China, 1519 428

Eohana mountain (Jaina) ... 290
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Eohini, wife of Eansa (Jaina), 298 : — wife of

Vasudeva (Jaina) ... 294

romances, historical, instances of, and

remarks on them 12

Rosipor = Nai'sapore 355

Bose, the, Galley, in Delagoa Bay (1756) ... 453

Rnchaka tirtha (Jaina) 245

Budra, the Vedic, depends on nature-sym-

bolism, 275 : the god of the period following

the VMa 276

Budva = Kalkin 307

Bukmini, wife of Krishna (Jaina) 294

Buh in the Qordn unexplained 43

BOpya, Mount (Jaina) 243

s andy, interchanges of ... 258

Sabhramati, a stream of Satrunjaya 240

sacrifices, recorded in inscriptions ... 19

Saddle Peak, the, in the Andamans 29

Sadrala, a stream of Satrunjaya ... 240

Safii Ghl,t, ancient road through ... 81 £.

Sagara, 250; son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina),

294 ;
brother of Ajitasvamin 251

SSgaradatta of Padminikhandu (Jaina), story

of 293

Sahadeva, son of Pandu (Jaina) 299

Sahasrakhya in the Satrunjaya Bange ... 245

Sahasraputra in the Satrunjaya Bange ... 245

Sahasri.va, the 8th heaven of the Jainas ... 293

Sahudrasth§,n, StOpa of, described ... 81

sailor’s life in 18th Century in India,

English 66 f.

Saikhuvan, Mappila hero ... 531

Saiva religion in literature ... 284

Saivism,the revival of, in the twelfth century

A. D 2

Sakadvipdya-BrSihmanas were Iranians ... 287

Sakata, ogre killed by Krishna (Jaina) ... 298

Saktisimha of Saurashtra 249

Sakuni, son of Subala of Gandhara (Jaina) 297

Sakuni, ogress killed by Krishna (Jaina) ... 298

Salgar= Selagara 370

S^Hh in the Qo7^dn 44

Salivihana, legendary ruler Pratishthana on

the Godavari ,. ... 244

salt as currency in Ladakh, 456 ; the measure

of cuiTency in Ladakh, 453 :— a protector

against the Evil Eye ... 187

Samangad plates of A. D. 754; a remark

about the pUees which pui'port to be

mentioned in them 213

Samasi-Gudigere agrahdra 265 and n.

Samatirthaka, an ancient village, identified... 515

SamgamUvaramdhdtmya, remarks on the,

201 n., 207 n.

Sammota Saila, Nemi goes to 303

Sammeta Sikhara (Jaina) 294

Sammeta Urtlia (Jaina) 245

SammetMri, Mount (Jaina) 245

Sampson, Oapt., commands the Boddington,

1755 ,,, ... ,,, ,,, ,,, 454

Samtanu descended from Hastin of Hastina-

pura (Jaina), 294 ;
story of 294 ff,

Samudragupta, historical narrative in inscrip-

tion of 18

Samudravijaya, Yadava ^f Giridurga (Jaina),

246; son of Andhakavrishni, 294, 297;

father of Arishtanemi 298

Sanatkumara descended from Hastin of

Hastinapnra (Jaina) 294

sanbuq, Arabic for a sailing boat 161

Sandrokottos, Obandragupta 16

sanghvi, the, his duty (Jaina) 249

Sanskrit Epic Text Society, proposals for . 117

Santalige thousand province 265

Santi descended form Hastin of Hastinapura

(Jama) ... •*. ••• ... ... ...294

feanti, one of the five principal Jinas ... 240, 250

Saptaparna— Sattapanna, derivation of ... 58

Sarah Kapardiyakshasya, a tank at Satrun-

jaya ... ... ... ••• ... 241

Sdrakachohha or S^n^kachchha twelve, a

group of villages in the Paithan

country 515, 516

Sdrngapani= Krishna (Jaina) 302

Sarngin= Krishna (Jaina) 302

Sarvakdmada= Satrunjaya 244

Sarvatirthavataram, a tank at Satrunjaya ... 241

Sdsanadevi, a kind of being (Jaina) 240

sdsanasundari = sdsanad^ui ... 241

Sasilekha, wife of Sdryamalla 246

S§.svata = Satrunjaya 244

Satapatraka in the Satrunjaya Range ... 245

sati, occurrence of, in inscriptions 18

Satrasena, son of Devaki (Jaina) ... ... 298

Satrunjaya, synonyms for 244

Satrunjaya River 240

Satrunjaya MdTidtmyam, 239 ff., 288 ff.
; its

character as a poem 239

Sattapanna Cave, true site of, 60; vaiious

views of, 58 ; described 57 ff.

Satyabbtoa, sister of Knnsa (Jaina), 299 :

—

wife of Krishna (Jaina), 294 ;
story of her

marriage with Krishna (Jaina) 299

Satyasri, Jaina teacher 308

Satyavati, wife of Sdmtanu, her story (Jaina),

2951; mother of Ghitrangada and Yichi-

travirya (Jaina) ... 296
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Saudbarmakalpa (Jaina) ... 292

Saudliarmendra (Jaina) 251

Saundatti, spurious records from tlie

neiglibourhood of 209, 217 n.

Saura, grandson of Tasu (Jaina) 291

Sauri rules at Saurjapura in Kusavarta ... 294

Sauiipura, a town (Jaina) ... ... ... 294

Sauvira in Sindh, founded hy Suvira (Jaina) . 294

Savitri in the Vedic period, 274; takes the

place of Indi’a 275

Savutha = Samatirthaka 515

Sayid, a Mappila hero ... ... 536

scape, the, a protecter gainst the Evil Eye. 187

screetore 163

Scriptures, Christian, in the Qordn 466

sea-horse, a protector against the Evil Eye. 187

Seahorse^ the ... 184, 186

Seal of the Prophets, the 522

seals, historical value of official 19

seapiah = sepoy 120

seapie = sepoy ... 120

seclusion, origin of, to avert the Evil Eye. 308 if

secretary = screetore = a writing case ... 163

sects, religions mentioned in inoriptions and
thus dated «. ... ... 21

Selagdra, ancient name of * Salgar,’

‘Surgul’ 369,870

sepo^ji early references to the Anglo-Indian

word 120

Sepulveda, Henriques de, visits China in 1544. 437

Sequeira, Lopes de, sails for China ... ... 421

serpent, a protector against the Evil Eye,

187 :— in the Jaina faith, origin of ... 302

Seuna country, the, was the country round
D^vagiri-Daulatabad 518

Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, the, in the

Qordn 49

Sewatta == Samatirthaka 515

shaal (saul, 8dl],^ timber „* 508

aliahidism ... ... ... 560

Shahidu Mdla Pattu, the ... 505

Shaibath, a Mappila hero 536

shai = chae 399 f

.

Sharf-ibn-Malik, Muhammadan apostle to

Malabar ... 501

Sheba, Queen of, in the Qordn ... 47
Shekh Brahm = Farid Si,ni ... 537
shell, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 187
Shinita, son of Andhakavrishni (Jaina) ... 294
Shoeib in the Qordn ... 44
Siddhadii = Pt-aivata = Girn^r ... 289
Siddhar0«j in the Satranjaya Range ... ... 245
Siddhasena, as a Jaina hero ... ... 304
Siddbesvara Hill, the, described ... 96

Siddhiksh^tram = featrunjaya ••• 244

Siddlii Vinayaka = Sugrama (Jaina) ... 295

“sign,” the, in the Qoru7ii 42 ffi ,* Muhammad
and the 323

“ Signs,” a test on the, in the Qordn, 26 f
.

;

of God in the Qordn, 121:— “of the Book
in the Qorun 47

Sikari-hori = Chitricory 351

feikharin, Mount (Jaina) 243

Sikhs, origin of the, 288 :— the morning

prayer of the ... 637

SiUditya of Yallahhi (Jaina) ..307

6* iZdZc'^/icfc, ‘ a stone-writing ’ ... ... ... 17

‘ a stone-charter ’ 17

silver ingots in Ladakh 456

Simandharasvamin (Jama) 242

Simharatha, enemy of Jarasandha (Jaina) 291

Simraur, fragments at 63

Sinda family ; a traditional account of its

origin 378

Sindavadi country, localised 257

Sindas, the land of the, 257 if. :— history of

the (997 A. D. to 1233 A. D.) ... 265 ffi

siren, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 187

Siriguppe in the Karividi Thirty 268

swiin, simint, a corruption of Portland
“ Cement ” 163

sirmiU'e^ corruption of Portland “ Cement ” 163

Sitalasvamin, temple of (Jaina) 292

Siva, rise of, as a god, 277 :— worship,

origin of its present prevalence 282

Siva, wife of Samudravijaya (Jaina), 297 :

—

mother of Arishtanemi 298

Siva-puri in the Kausilmbaka forest (Jaina)... 303

SivunOr, ancient name of JigalClr or JigalUr

in Dh^rwar 258

sis, an unusual number in TL]>etan my-

thology 147

skeleton, a protector against the EviUEye ... 187

skull, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 188

sKyab-sbdun, the Earth Mother 339

Sobnath Hill is in the Maher Hills, 88 f. ; site

of Kukkutapadagiri 88 f.

S6dasa, ancestor of B^ma (Jaina) 251

Sodom and Gomorra, Indian version of the

story of ... ... 200

Sodre, Simao, voyage to Pahang, 1534 ... 436

Sogal, village in Belgaum
;

its ancient

name was Soval, Sol 259

Sol, Soval, ancient name of Sogal in

Belgaum 259

Solomon in the Qordn 47

Sdmaka, Jaina story of 300

Somadeva, an alleged Ohalukya ... 206, 207 n.

SOmayasas, son of Bahuhali (Jaina), 250 :

—

progenibor of the Lunar Race 251
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Sommaveron = Summerwarren ... ... 357 8t7icdapurdnas present imaginative history

Sonapore = SummerwaiTen 357 and dates, 201 n. ,—hut they may be useful

Sonbhandar, the, at the Sattapanna Cave ... 58 for geographical inquiries 27

Sonnewaren = SumDierwarren 357 Sthanugtirlhagrama-Tdlgund, the thirty-two-

Sons of Adam, the 52 thousand Brahmans of ... ... 220 n.

soosy, the term discussed ... 508 Street-child, the (Tibetan folk-lore) ... 336, 339

soul, flight of the, signs of 163 Stretham, the, leaves the Downs, 1755 ... 454

Sousa, Leonel de, his agreement with the Subala of Gandhara, father of Gandhari

Chinese in 1554 439, 443 (Jaina) ... 297

Soval, Sol, ancient name of Sogal in Bel- Subari-bin-alavan (Mappila hero) 531

gaum ... 259 Subhadra= Satrunjaya .« 244

sovereigns in India, spade and dragon, Subhadra, wife of Andhakavrishni (Jaina),

367 -ff. =: guinea in India 368 294:—wife of Yajras^na of Sravasti

spade sovereigns in India 367 f
.

(Jaina) 289

Spirit Basis of Behef and Custom ... 97 , 187 Subhatunga, ahiruda applied to Krishna III. 373

spitting, a protection against the Evil Eye ... 188 Subhavirya descended from Hastin of

spurious Indian records, 201 ff. the recog- Hastinapura (Jaina) 294

nition of the existence of them is not a Subrahmania (Madras), brother of Gan^sa ... 255

matter of simply modern date, 202 ;—the Sudharman, supposititious author of the

various ways in which they betray them- mB^ieriolsioYthe^atrunjdyaMahatniyam.,, 240

selves, 202 ;—the reason for their existence, Sudharmapura = Suvannahhflmi = Thaton ... 387

203;—they are fabricated even in the Slidi in the Kisukad Seventy, 261; in the

present day, 203 ;—the principal occasions Dharw^r District 261

for the fabrication of them, 204 ;—the Sugdli = Lamh^di 547

reason for the introduction of false histori- Sugarloaf, the, 343 ; a hill near Yizagapatam,

cal statements into them, 205 ;—the point the name discussed 357

of view from which we must regard them, Sughosha, the name of Balarama’s conch

205;—a list of them, 208 ;—the principle (Jaina).. 300

followed in framing the list, 209 the Sugi4ma of Eaivata (Jaina), 295; = Siddhi

reason why they are mostly on copper- Yinayak 295

plates, not on stone, 211

a

comparatively suicide by ascetic in inscriptions IS

large number of them has come from Sukarman, father of Kapardin (Jaina) 305

Mysore, 212;—they nearly all claim to he Sukhena, minister of Bharata (Jaina) ... 248

title-deeds of landed estate, 212 ;—the Sulasa, foster-mother of Devaki’s children

list of them 214 (Jaina) 298

ferenika as a Jaina hero 364 snlphur, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 188

Sri-Pundarika yfl?2a-leader (Jama) 245 Sultan’s Battery = Ganapativattam 409

Sri Somayasa built the temple to Bishabha- Sulvatavi, Sanskritised name of the Kisukad

deva ... 249 distiict 261,264

Sri Suvratajinindra (Jina) 251 Sumitra of R§)jagriha, father of Suvrata

Sri-Yajrasvamin (Jaina) ... 305 (Jaina) ... 293

Sriharikota = Ohitricory 351 Summerwarren, 342; the name discussed,

Sriugin, Puranic mountain 244 357 ;
= Sommaveron = Sonnewarren =

Sringzha, the blue 333 Sonapuram = Sonapur 357

Srinivasa of Sripura 247 Sumukha, Jaina devotee, 308:— King of

Snp§,la, son of MahipMa ... 247 Kausambi (Jaina), story of 292

Srisanti, the, Jinanayaka 247 Sun, the, in Tibet = Kesar, 149; =Khyung-
Srivardhananagara, an ancient town 380 dkrung, 132 : = umbrella, 139 f.; = Idem,

Sriyahpadam = Satrunjaya ... 244 the golden hat 141

Sriyugadijinesvara, a Jaina god, 305;= Sunaparauta, origin of the Burmese, 387 ;
=

Eishabha ... 242 Thayetmyo ... ... 33

S

Srong-btsan-sgampo, King of Heaven ... 361 Smiapore = Summerwarren 357
Sii Francisco = the Elephant 305 Sun-face, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 189

Lucia, Eiver, the Deliverance Sundara, a town 2i7

reaches (1756) 452 Sdndi, 257 = Siidi in the Dharwar District ... 261
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sun-symbols in the Edakal Cave ... 413

Suparna = GaTii4a 284:

Suparsva, a mountain of Meru (Jaina) ... 294
Suprabha, a wife of Dasaratha (Jaina) ... 251

Supratishta-muni (Jaina) ... 297

Stira, father of Susila ... 304

s4ras, superscriptions of, discussed, 525 f . : the

mysterious letters at the head of certain,

are monograms 524

Suradharapura at the foot of Haivata, Jaina

story of its foundation by Indra 307

Suradhenupura forgery, remarks on the ... 203

Surapati = Indra 242

Surasaila = Satrunjaya ... 244

Surdshtra (Jaina) 244

SOi-paraka= Sopdr^ near Bassein in Bombay 387

Stlrya grove at Satrunjaya 245

Sfiryamalla, Y^dava of Giridurga ... 246

Sdryagasas, son of Bharata (Jaina), 250;

ancestor of Sfiryavamsa Solar Race

(Jaina) 250 f.

SfiryodyS/nam, a grove of featrunjaya ... 240

SusiM, wife of Javada ••• 304

Sfita, Jaina sbory of ... 297

Sutii*tharaj in the Satrunjaya Range ... 245

Suvannabhfimi == Sudhammapura= Thaton. 387

Suvar, a Mappila hero ... 536

Suvarnabhumi= Mramma = Burma,.. ... 387

Suvarnadipa in Jaina legend ... 305

Suvira, grandson of Yasa (Jaina) ... 294

Suvirya descended from Hastin of Hastina-

pura (Jaina) ... 294

Suvrata, the Arhant (Jaina) 293, 301
Suvratasvamin = Suvrata = Munisuvrata... 294

Svargodyinam, a grove of Satrunjaya ... 240

Svarnagiri, a summit of Satrunjaya ... ... 240
svastika, development of the, in Tibet,,, 132 St,

Svita, Puranic mountain ... 244

Sv^tambara, explanation of ... 280

sivayamvara) Jaina story of a .„ ... 296

sweeping, superstitions as to ... 256
symbolism in the Edakal Cave 413 ff.

Syriam (Rangoon) River ... 234

Tabtlk, the demonstration at ... ... 462
Taddavadi thousand province 380, 881
Tadigapadi = Tadigaip^di 109
Tadigaipadi Dadigavadi, an ancient province,

in Mysore, locahsed 109
Tadiyavaji = Tadigaipadi ... ... 109
Takali=:TakH 517
Takkalik§, in the Yayvada Twelve ... ... 380

Takshasila in Jaina story 3q5
TMadhvaja in the Satrunjaya Bange ... 245
Taladvaji, a stream of Satrunjaya 240
Talgund, the thirty-two-thousand Brahmans

*•• ••• ••• .. ... 220 n.

Tamao, Island of, 425
; identificatiion of ... 449 f,

Tamon = Tamao, Island of 425
tdmraSdsana, ' a copper-charter ’

... ig
Tapan Raja, connected with the story of
Bhavada S^th

Tapohan discussed, 61 : spring of, described. 62 f.

tarakhi a turkey cock: corruption of English. 320
Tardavadi thousand province 380, 381
tarryar, an old Anglo-Indian term explained. 320
Tayif in Mappila geography
tea-money in Tibet

Teri Kothi, its connection with Jatabhara ... 513
Terwan plates of A. D. 1260, remarks on

207 n.
ThamOd, the Tribe of, references to, in the

41, 44
Thaton = Sudhaimapura= Suvannabh0mi... 387
thirty-two-thonsand Brahmans of T%und. 220 n.
thread, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 189
Tibet, Pre-Buddbist Religion of, 131

; Jaina
notions of

Tibet, Western, Mai^iage Songs in, 131 ff.;

Marriage Ritual in 131
Tibet, the sentence-rhyme of 330 f

.

Tidgundi plates of A. D. 1082; the places
mentioned in them, identified ... 380, 381

Tirthamanapura, city of Kapardin (Jaina) ... 305
title-deeds to real property based on in-

scriptions

tomb = toom= tumu, the S, Indian bushel... 408
tongue, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 189
tone = dhony = t6ni= Tam., a saUing boat,

161; =pallenge = palega, a small boat ... 161
tooth, a protector against the Evil Bye ... 189
Toragal, a Chronicle of

; remarks on its na-

201 n.
Tojagare sixty district 257, 265
treaties with unbelievers, Muhammadan view

of, rise of, 463 f. :— in inscriptions ... 19
Trimtirti, the Indian Trinity 284
Trindtra-Kadamba 220 n.
Trinetra-Pallava 220 n.
Trinity, the Indian, foundations of, obscure... 284
Trivikrama, son of Trisanku of Srllvasti ... 247
Trubatb, the horse (Mappilas) 531
Tsetse-ngangdmai’, the goat 333
tuffoon = typhoon = cyclone = hurricane... 394
Tula-Kdveri Mdhdtmya, the 406 ff.

Tuliga, a biruda applied to Kpishna III. ... 373
Tumhigeje, an ancient village

'

107
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Tambikkai Alwar, Tamil fonn of Gan6sa ... 255

Tundd As Bdjd^ a Sikh air ... 537

Tungani = Panthay 39

Turchi = Turuturapalli ... 373

Turuturapalli = Turchi ... 373

Tvashtri, a Yedic god of the Plehs ... 274

Two-Homed, the, in the Qordn ... 49

ty-foong (see tuffoon) ... 394

UcoMpillayar Eovil at Triohinopoly, temple

to Ganisa • •• 256

TJdarya, a summit of Satrunjaya ... ••• 240

Udayanti Eiver (Jaina)... ..0 ... 295

Udayapura (Mewar), prince of, descended

legendarily from Maria, daughter of the

Byzantine Emperor Maurice 244

Ugrasena, son of Bhojavrishm of Mafchura

(Jaina), 294, 297 ; restored on Kansa’s

death /. 300

Uhud, Muhammadan defeat at (625 A. D.). 325 f.

TJjjayanta Mountain 290

Ujiayantika, a stream of Satrunjaya... 240

umbrella = the sun (Tibet) 189

Undragiri HiU, near Selagara 370

Undraparvata Hill near Selagdra, 870
;
—

Juna-Panh^M ... ... 371

Vnion^ the, a Snow 29 f., 183, 186

Untikavatika, ancient name of ' Oontiya,^

514;—the places mentioned in the Untika-

vltik^ grant, identified 509

XJntikdviitika Grant, geography of the ... 509 f.

Uragagrama= Nagaon= Nagacm-Nimni *.« 372

Urdha-Pusbkar (Jaina), a division of the

world ... •.. .*• ... ... 243

Urdhvalokanivasin Vidanja (Jaina) 240

Urgyan (Tibet) = Padmasambhava 148

Urubath, King (Mappila hero) 529

Usm^n bin ^Ivan, the third Mappila Shahid 506

XJttarukuru= Yidehakam 4,, 243

Uttarakurus, a people (Jaina)... 302

V and interchanges of 258

Yadakhala near VMslthanagrtoa, 517

:

=:Warkhed 518

Vadathanagr^ma of the S5una country ... 517

yadgaon= Yodagrama 515

'Vl.hagdihvu near Yddathanagi’ama, 517: =
Yaigaon 517

Yaibhai’a Hill
, 56, 58 ff. ;

Jaina account ... 245

Vaibharakagiri shrine attributed to Bharata. 249

Yaibhara tirtha (Jaina) ... 245

Yaidya-Gbogharagrama ... 517

Yaihai^ Hill (VaibhS»ra) ... ..f 57

Yaijayanti= Yanav5,si 387

Yaimanikas, Jaina divinities of the heavens, . . 28

Yaishnava religion in literature 284

Yaitadhya, Mount (Jaina) 245
Yajra = feri-Yairasvamin, 305 : = feri Yajra-

garu 306

YajrahS/hu, son of Yijaya 251

Yajrabhrit of Siddhapura (Jaina) 293

Yajiusena of Srdvasti, father of Bhimaiena
(Jaina) 289

Yajra Svami= Yajra 306
Yakkaleri plates of A. D. 757 ;

a remark on
the distance to which they travelled from
the place to which they really belong ... 212 n.

Y&likilla, son of Yrishabhasvamin (Jaina) ... 250
Yaliya Tangal of Pon§,ni, the, High Priest

of the Mappilas 502
Yalooz= Walanj 51

7

Yama, mother of Parsvan^tha, 302 : becomes a
Jaina ascetic 303

vamsdvalisj pedigrees ; the preservation of

them in India 7 , 22
Vanamala, daughter of Naravarman, mother

of Yanapala 247
Yanamalika, wife of Yirakuvindaand mistress

of Sumukha (Jaina) 292
Yanap§»la, nephew.of MahijAla 247
Yanav^si identified in India, 387 :— = Prome

387

532

319

240

239

(Burmese)

Yanibhava Sect (Mappila)

Yarali Rag, discussion on the

Yarat6y5», a stream of Satrunjaya

Yardhamana (Yira) the Jina, ostensible

author of the ^atrunjaya Mdhdtmyam
Yaruna, a primal deity, arising out of nature-

symbolism, 270
;
= the Night Sky. 270 :

—
a Yedic God of the Heavens, 270 :

—
Asura 270

Yasconcellos, Mendes de, goes to Patau, 1535. 436
Yasingepatam = Yizagapatam ... 357 f.

Yastupalavid of Yallabhi Jaina) 807
Yasn of Mathui4, story of (Jaina 1 294
YSsudeva (Jaina), 251; son of Andhakavrishni^

294; brother of Samudravijaya, 297; father

ofKrishm
Yayvada = Wai
Ydyvada twelve, a group of villages in
the Pratyandaka four-thousand province,
localised ^80, 381

Yazir, a Mappila hero

Veda, time of the 272 f
Yedic period, the Second, Religion of ... 375
veiling, origin of Muhammadan, of women... 384
veils, use of, to avert the Evil Eye 310
Yeniaga, Hha de = Tamao ... 449 f.

294

381
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V^tugideva, an alleged Chalukya ... 206

Yichatravivya, son of Stotanu (Jaina) ... 295

Yidangas, the (Jaina) 240

Yidehah, Mount (Jaina), 2i3=:Uttarukuru... 2t3

Yid^hakam, a mountain range (Jaina) ... 243

Yidhydhhrit, a country (Jaina) 302

YidyMhara, 296 f. ;
a people (Jaina) ... 247

Yidhyadhara Munis (Jaina) 295

Yidura, son of Dhritar^shtra (Jaina) ... 296

Yieyra, Ohristovao, his account of the

Chinese captives (1621) 430

Yijaya, first ancestor of Rama, etc (Jaina)... 251

Yijayanagara series of records ;
there are

many forgeries which are said to belong

to it 206,209, 212

Yijayesvara, an ancient god at Pattadakal ... 259

Yijesvara = Yijayesvara 260

Yikrama legend, remarks about the 3

Vikmmdnkadevacharita of Bilhana ; remarks

on its historical value ... 12

Vikramapura, an ancient name of Arasibidi

in Bij^pur 260, 266

Yikram^rka as a Jaina hero ... 304

Yikramapura = Arasibidi ... 2601

Yiihaladri = Satrunjaya 244, 308

Yimalavfi-hana, Jaina devotee, 308:— first

ancestor of Satrunjaya 248

Yimal^saila, the abode of Yira (Jaina) ... 308

Yinayaka = Gan6sa 255

Yinayakachavuti,Gan6sa’s birth-day (Madras) 256

Yindhy^hala district 300

7'i^er,the 29, 1851
Yh^a. one of the five principal Jinas, 240 :

—

= Yardhamana 239

Yira-Saivas, = Lingfliyats
; q. v 2

Yiradharavnna near Selagara ... ... 370

Y'ira-Saty&srayaddva, the British Museum
plates of; the places mentioned in them,

identified 369

Yisdkhapatanam = Yizagapatam 358

Yisgiapatam = Yizagapatam 357

Yishnu, rise of, as a god, 77 ; worship, origin

of its present prevalence, 282 ;= Krishna

(Jaina) 302
Yisvakarman, alleged winter of some of the

spurious records of Mysore 202 n.

Yisv^ksena = Gandsa ...255

Visvavirya, descendant of Hastin of Hastina-

pura (Jaina) 294
Yizacgue = Yizagapatam 388

Vizacquepatam = Yizagapatam 343
Yizagapatam, the name discussed ... 8571
Yodagrama, an ancient village, identified ... 515
Yrind^aka, the= Jaina gods 240
Yrisha, a demon killed by Kansa (Jaina) 299

Yrisbabhasena = Rishabha

YrisbabhasvS<min, ancestor of the Ikshvaku

race (Jaina), 250 ;— Jaina founder of the

Kauravas

Yyantara gods, the (Jaina)

Yyntaiadhipa Yidanja (Jaina)

YySsa, Cave of, described ...

248

294

306

240

82

Wadgaon spurious plates
;
the places men-

tioned in them, identified 371

Wai
;
its original name seems to have been

Y^yvada 381

Wahe, the Ship, voyage of, described (1746),

64 ff., 342 ff Log of 64, 388 ff.

Walanj = Yalooz 517

war, spoils of, Muhammadan law as to the ... 322

war, the term explained 537

water, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 189

weapons, superstition as to 163

weeping as a form of greeting 256

Wisagapatam = Yizagatam... ... ... 357

words, a protector against the Evil Eye ... 190

wolfskin, a protector against the Evil Eye . 189 1
writing, oldest form of Indian, 278 :— a

protector against the Evil Bye 190

Wynaad= Yayan^tu, 409 ; — Rock-carvings

in the 409 ff.

Xavier, Francis, visits Japan and China, 1552 . 425

Yadu, eponym of Yadavas (Jaina version of) 294

YahOd = Jew, is an Aramaic word 225

yaJcsha, 241 f
,

'606 :— rdkshasa {3aiuBi) ... 246

yaleshadeva (Jaina) 305 f

.

YakshSiugi, a stream of Satrunjaya 240

Yamala, a stream of Satrunjaya 240

Yanduli = Andhali 373

Yarkand, the king of, Tibetan song about ... 364

Yarsupurpeta =Narsapore 356

Yashtivana, 60 f, = J^thian = Jlshtiban ... 621
Yasodharman, historical narrative in inscrip*-

tion of 18

Yasomati, mother of Ajitasvamin 251

Yavuna, brother of Jai4sandha (Jaina) ... 300

ITelbarga in the Nizam’s Dominions; its

ancient name was Erambarage 2^
Yeleyav5;pi, ancient name of Yel^vi ... 372,379

Yodayd = Ayuthia = Bangkok 388

Yona= really Baktria or Persia 387

Yonakarattha= Ohien-mai= Zimme 387

Yudhishthira, Jaina version oi his birth,

299 ;— was a dharmaputra (Jaina) ... 299

Yudhishthira, the era of
;
the first three-

thousand and forty-four years of the Kali-

yuga ••• »*« 219 n.



YugMijina, author of a Jaina Mdhdtmymi ... 240 Zeinab, story of ••• «*e 9«t 383

Tugadtsa, one of the five principal Jinas ... 240 Zeid bin Th§<bit compiles the Qoran ... ««. 519

yvndrung = svastiha in Tibet... ... 132 Zeimoto, Francisco, visits China in 1542 ... 437

Tuvarajapattana = Buraspatam ... 347 Zinatu*n-Nissa, daughter of Aurangzeb,

79 f. :—date of her death ... 80

Zn’l-Kifi in the QordUf not identified

Za, the Agu ... 333 f. historically ... ••• 90« 4^

Zarathustra, an inspired prophet ... 270 Zn’l-Q^mam ia the Qora» <»•« «««
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